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Foreword 

During the tive days of SCO II 71 registered paruc•paniJ> from 14 
countries heard 62 full papers and 8 posters prescnted by the authors from 
all over the world. 
Because SCD ll took place together with 14th Intemational Symposium 
on Space Flight Dynarnics (ISSFD XJV), the participants in one of the 
symposia were able to attend sessions of their interest in the other one. 
The leitmotif of the presentcd papers was lhe cost reductlon of the space 
operations. This is, without doub1, the trend of this end of the century 
when the budget is getting shoner while lhe missions are getting more 
involvcd. The different ways of achieving this goal using lhe latest 
technologies and tools is lhe subject of a great nurnber of papers. 
However, the symposium did not limit it.self 10 this subject only. Other 
very interesling matters were also dealt with. To have a complete picture 
about wh<ll was going on at the symposium you are encouraged to peruse 
allthe papers which conslitute this volume. 
By publishing these proceedings SCD TI have come to its successful end. 

Pawel Rozenfeld 
Chairperson 

ISSN 0100·7386 
Prlnted In Brazil 
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Datalynxtm: A Highly Automated Commercial 
Satellite Command, Contrai and 
Communications Service Network 
Trevor C. Sorensen 
Dean Bakeris 
Todd Probert 
AllledSignal Technical Services Corporatlon 
7000 Cotumbia Gateway Dr. 
Columbia MD 21046 USA 
trevor_sorensen@ alliedsignat.com 

Abstract 
AlliedSignal Tec/mical Services Corporation (ASTC) is developing Datatynx1

'M. a c:ommercialwor{d..,.ide spacecrafl 
tracking, data collectirm and control system that is due to be operational in mid-2000. DataL)~l.X1'-'~ will pro11ide iotal 
spacecraft assei 1110/UI.flemem. inc/udin.flmission plam1i11g and scheduling; jlight contrai; gr01md tracking; .1pacecrqjj 
monitoring, trending and engineering analysis; and payload data capture, processing ànd distribwioll. DmaLynx "' 
ind udes u worldwide network of high latitude. ltigh data-rate tracking. telemetry and commanding autonomous 
ground srations (1i\GS) 10 supporr remote sensing sarei/ires in polar orbits, and sma/ler (5-meter) TAGS at lower 
latitudes to support science missions and rocket lmmches. The operations of the TAGS t1n! autmwnwus, with remote 
monitoring and amLm/ fmmLhe OataLynir.~>~ Opermions Ce111er ( DOC), whic!J wil/ be hif?hly automated to reduce risk 
and cosro.f operations. DataLym·n1 IJ/fers a fow risk and low cost service for sarei/ire owners wlzo do IWI wrmt to spend 
lhe money and resources to develop their ow11 grocmd segment inji-clstmclllre. 
Keywords: smellite controlrletwork, growui statiom. spacecraftlmission opera/íons, ground segment 

lntroduction 
ATSC has entered the rapidly expand.ing commercial space market. The ATSC approach to this 

market is based on our trad.itional support in satellit.e ground segments includ.ing track.ing cornmanding, 
telernetry collection, data management, and rnission operations. The ATSC plan capitalizes upon the 
growing number of ventures tbat need ground services, but wbich individually cannot fully utilize the 
capacity of dedicated facilities. There is no need for owners of satellites to rnake huge investments in 
capital and resources to build and operate satellite ground networks. Instead, they can focus thei.r energies 
on their core busi ness. A TSC pro poses to meet the needs o f many such customers by linking a modular, 
expandable network of facilities located in key geograph.ical locat.ions and offering utility-like services 
frorn those facilities. Reliable and low risk satellite asset management and flight operations, ru1d fast and 
dcpendable data transm.ission, will be available on a buy-by-the-use ba~is. Our approach also takes 
advantage of ATSC' s experience in this tlcld. For more than 45 years, A TSC has designed, bu.ilt, 
operated, maintained, and upgraded ground tracking stations. We have been involved in more than 700 
spacecraft missions and have established a track record of delivering ground support systems that work, 
are delivered on time, andare within budget. 

Ao analysis was performed to determine spacecraft customer needs in tracking, data acquisition and 
commanding (TDAC) services. We d.iscovered that ground scgment requirements can be parsed into six 
distinct natural groupings, based upon band and bandwidth needs. Pour of lhese groupings: deep space 
science miss!ons (low-rate S-band); near-space science missions (hígh-rate X/S-band); geostationary 
satelli tes; and LEO cornmuni.cation constellations, are not especlally suited for a cornmercial network 
service because of requirements for eiLher large aperrure anlennas ora dedicated network. That leaves 
two groupings that are especially suitable candidates for the service beiug offered by ATSC: 

High data rate X-band systems are generaily remate sensing spacecraft in polar orbits. The ground 
stations required are generally relatively expensive and underutilized. 

Low data rate S-band systems are generally low eartb orbiting government or un.iversity science 
missions. They are currently serviced by dedicated ground stat.ions or by the 26-me ter sub-net of the 
DSN, which is vastly larger than requ.ired to suppmt the m.iss!ons, but is used because it is available. 
These missions are of the "faster, cheaper, better'' paradigm and are actively seeking less coslly, less 
bureaucratic solutions to thei.r ground support services needs. 

Drawing d.irectly from this analys.is and leveraging our core competencies, ATSC .intends to meet the 
needs of the of these two groupings, as well as launch providers. by building, owning, and operating a 
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private :.atelllte control facility and ground tracking network. Collectively. this system is called 
DataLynx'M. 

Services Offered to Spacecraft Customers 

DataLynx1~1 is designed to support the requirement~ of its anchor customcr. Space Technology 
Development Corporation (STDC). which will be launching a rcmote .. ensing satelli1e called NEMO 
(:-Java! EarthMap Observer). m mid-2000. plus additional cuMomers with minimal modifications. The 
Da1aLynx1

M system provides the following services to satellite cu~tomers: 
• Tracking, telemetry and command (Tf &C) of multiple spacccraft 

Supports X-band (down) and S-band (up/down) initi<~lly 
Metric tracking (initially autotrack angles and eventually two-way Doppler) 

• Spacecraft asset managcment tmd operalions (SAMO) of multi pie spacecraft 
Mission de ign and prepanulon (partlclpate in working groups and rcview!>; support 
spacecraft I&T; conduct simulations and rehearsal~; develop operations procedures) 
Mission planning and scheduling 
Flight dynamlcs (orbit determlnation/analysb. maneuver planning and execution) 
Real-time tlight operations (command and control, anomaly detection and recovery. 
managcment o f onboard spacccruft a'::.ets) 
Spacccraf1 'tute-of-health data anaJysi~> and archival storage 

• Data collection. processing, dclivcry und archival storage 
Data rates inWally up to 300 Mbps (X-band) and 15 Mbps (S-band) 
Delivery via TI line or tape using commerciaJ carrier 
Levei O data processing (optional) 
One day or more o f telemetry data l>tored at the ground station 

Pricing ls similar to ~tandard telecommunications services. Cu~tomers pay an activation fee. which 
covers the cost of preparing DataLynx 1M to meet their needs. induding all prc-launch operations 
engineering development. A 1omaU monthly fee for maintenance on the system is also charged. The bulk 
of customer expenditures are during operations nfter launch. The usagc fce is detennined based on a 
customer-.\oelected priority and telecommurlicutions needs. For SAMO customers only u monthly fee is 
charged after launch in addition to lhe initial activation fee. 

Datalynx™ System Architecture 

ATSC designs. builds. and operates each of the proposed DataLynx't"M elements for a wide variety of 
cu~tomers and bas bcen doing so for mruty ycar~. The architecture of the DataLynx n 1 sysrcm druws upon 
this heritage for bolh the dc~ign and design mcthodology. 

The ground segmcnt architecture. shown in Fig. I, is compriscd o f two major englnecring elemems. 
the Ground Network Sy~tem (GNS) and lhe DataLynx 1 M Operations Center (DOC). Thc GNS provides 
the TDAC services or DataLynx"M. There are two basic types of grou.nd stations: TAGS and EGS. Tbe 
DataLynx r\1-owned stations are called TT &C Autonomous Ground Stations (T AGS) and are designed 
either to support high data rate ~>pacecrafl (using 11-meter antennas) or low-data rale spacecraft (using 5-
mcter antennas). The high data rate antennal'. support mostly the remote ensing missions in polar orbits. 
while the low data rate antennas mostly suppon ~pace science missions and law1ch vehiclcs. The TAGS 
'tatiorts are supplcmented by olher exlsting externaJ ground stations (EGS) that have excess capacity for 
lease. Ali the ground stations are nodes on the ground network that provlde satellite tracking. uplink 
commands, and receive both puyload and state of hcalth (SOH) telemetry from the spacecraft. 

Initial processing of the payload data up to Level O can be done at the statiom before the data are 
shipped by tape, Satcom link or land !ines to the customer's facili1y or tbc DOC. The spacecraft SOB data 
are loent by land tine to the DOC. wbere the monitor and control of the spacecraft and of 1he GNS are 
conducted. Tasking from the customer is reccived at the DOC and incorporated imo the rnlssion plannlng 
and 11equencing proce,~. which involvcs the cu~tomer in any schcdule confiict resolution. l11e customer 
receives mlssion data, which consists of periodjc reports. access to real-time rnlssion/spacecraft starus, 
and the SOH data receivcd from the spacecraft. The SOH data are nlso archlved at Lhe DOC for the 
duration of the contract with the customer. In addition, the TAGS nrc capable of collecting metric 
tracking data in lhe form of angle~ and Doppler data used to determine a satellite orbit. 

Figure 2 sbows the high levei functional block diagram o f the totaJ DataLynx TM syMem, whlch also 
includes the busincs~ management function (program managcment, operations accounting. customer 
billing. coutracts. marketing, and adminiwation of the system). l11e technlcal functions, GNS and DOC 
system. are described in detail. 
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Fig. 2 Datalynx Major Functional Elements 

Ground Network System 
The GNS consists of two major subsystems: TI&C and the Ground Network Control. The TI&C 

subsystem consísts of the TAGS and any EGS. The TAGS performs lhe spacecraft data capture and 
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conunand uplink functions, allowing simplex or duplex communicarions, and can store command loads 
and telemetry data for later delivery. lt can bandle high data rates (300 Mbps, expanclable up 10 600 
Mbps) using an 1 J -meter antenna and lower data rates {up to 15 Mbps) when using a 5-meter antenna. 
lnitially t11e TAGS wíll support X-band (downlink) anel S-band (up-and downlink). with lhe addition of 
other bands ata !ater date based on customer needs. Thc TAGS reccives satellite downlinked telemetry, 
performs basic decommuration operations. and transm.its spacecraft health and safety data in real-time to 
the Ground Network Control Centcr (GNCC) during spacecraft p<L~ses. ·ne TAGS conta.ins a data 
managemeut systern, which receives lhe payload data, processes it to Levei O (i f required), and delivers it 
to the customer"s dcsignated facílity. The standard mode of high-volume payload data delivery is on tape 
by a commercial carrier. Higher pliority or lcsser quantirics of data can be delivered via Satcom or l<md 
lines to the customer. 

Each TAGS is autonomous, witJ1 remote monitoring, d.iagnostics, and conu·ol capability provided 
over a high-speed data link with lhe GNCC in tbe DOC facility. Prior to spacecraft supports. each TAGS 
receives pointing, activation. and configuration instructions from the GNCC. The GNS Controller's 
station in the GNCC provides remote operations (whcn TAGS autonomy is not used), monitor, and 
d.iagnostics funcrions of the TAGS aud tbe connecting network. The GNS Controller can configure the 
T AGS and the data network for spacecraft contacts <md data transmissions tbroughout the day. allhough 
the normal mode is for these functions to be done autonomously. The GNCC also collects and relays 
customer usage information to DataLynxrM business management for billiog purposes. 

Tbe TAGS is similar in design to the LEO-T autonomous ground s ration ATSC_is currently building 
for NASA Wallop~. ATSC engineers have mod.ified the design to meet DalaLynx 1

M requirements. The 
first two TAGS will be located in Fairbanks. AJask~ aud SvaJbard, Norway, wb.ich are ideal locations for 
supporting polar-orbiting remote sensing satellites, such as NEl\10 (see Fig. 3). Each TAGS can by 
operated locally for special crilicaJ operations. 

Fig. 2 lnitial Oeployment Locations of TAGS Ground Station Showing NEMO 

The TAGS stations witb li-meter autellllas are located at pennanent sites due to tbe size of the 
antetma. Tbe u·ansportable TAGS (TTAGS), with their smaller antennas, store the electronics and 
computer equipment in modjfied trai"lers or conta.iners that c<UJ be transported to d.ifferent locations to 
satisfy otl}er customer requirements. This provides flexibility to the GNS and the service that 
DataLynx IM can offer to customers. These smaller stations are especially suited to support low data rate 
science missions or to track launch vehicles. 

The high latitude TAGS sites .increase coverage for tbe downloading of data from polar orbiting 
satellites. As remote imaging demand grows. increasing the GNS capacity is simply a matter of 
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increasing lhe number of nodes (TI&C sites) on the network, adding additional capability to tl1e ex.isting 
TAGS. or leasing time on compatible international TI &C sites (EGS). 

Datalynx™ Operations Center 

The DOC system performs six main functions: mission planning and scheduling, flight dynamics, 
real-time flight operations, spacecraft data analysis anel trending, archival storage of spacecraft SOH data, 
and system management and qualiry assurance. The DOC prepares aiJ necessary sequences and 
commands to operate a spacecraft. During the satellite pass over the TAGS or EGS, the DOC comrols the 
spacecraft, dump the payload or sensor data, and monitor lhe spacecraf1 health. Post-pass lhe DOC 
processes. analyzes. trends, and archives rhe SOH data. The primary externai interface to the DOC is rhe 
customer, who proyides spacecraft tasking requests and helps resolve taskíng conflicts. Besides periodic 
reports. DataLynx1

M provides an electronic site where tl1e customer can monitor rhe spacecraft and 
mission status. 

The DOC facility (Fig. 4) contains a spacecraft operations center lhat is designed to be higbly 
automated. The main real-lime string uses Unix-based workstalions supported by standard PCs. These 
workstations have tbe capabiUty to operate several automated ground stalions and provide graphical 
displays for si.multaneous satellite supports. This hardware architecture allows increasingly greater 
automation with tbe goal of reduciog staffi.ng costs. ATSC has designed, buill and maintained control 
centers for many customers including NASA, the military, State transportation agencies, and foreign 
govemments. 

o 
Specíal 

Development 
1150 ft 

Datalynx Missíon Operations Controt 
1225 ft 

Ag. 4 Oatalynx Operatíons Control Center 

[;] •21" Overhead 

IA 

The DOC is Jocated in the ATSC headquarters building in Columbia, Maryland. A backup DOC 
(BDOC) is within driving range of tl1e DOC, but far enough away to reduce the chance lhat a single 
externai event will di.sable both facilities. The BDOC wilJ initiaUy have lhe necessary hardware and 
software to duplicate ali the primary functions of the DOC, although ata reduced capacity. 

The DataLynx™ mission operalions control center shown in Fig. 4 contains the real-time spacecrafl 
control and the GNS control functions. During the early operational phases, the missioo planning and 
spacecraft analysis functions will also be perfonned in rhe control center at consoles that will eveotually 
be available to support real-time operations as the customer base expands. Behind rhe control center room 
is an equipment room, which contains the front-end processors, routers, LAN servers, communications 
and other equipment needed to support lhe control center. Adjacent to lhe control center and separated by 
doors and large glass windows is the special operatíons room. Tbis provides adctitional consoles and 
rneeting tables to support special customer operations, launch or intcgration support, system 
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development, and training. On the other side of the control center is a large conference room, also w~th 
viewing windows. Supporti.ng these operal.ions rooms are several offices and cubicles for the DataLynx rM 
support staff. 

DatalynxTM Operations 

The DataLynxTM operational concept calls for continuous operation in the DOC. 24 hours a day for 
every day of the year. There are two console positions that are stuffed ou a continuous basis - the 
Spacecraft Controller, who controls the space assets, and lhe GNS Controller, who controls the ground 
assets. The actual nu.mber of conrrollers on duty at any given time depends on the number of spacecraft 
and ground stations being controlled by DataLynx ™. There are a uumber of po~itions supporting the real
time operations, but because of the high levei of automation of lhe DataLynxn-.1 system, only these two 
positious requi.re cou~nual staffing. The basic shift cycle for DataLynx ™ operaüons is two I 2-hour shifts 
a day. The DataLynx IM organization for operations is shown in Fig. 5. 

Business 
Manager 

Prograrn 
Managar 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Fig. 5 OataLynx Operational Organization 
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T~inear 
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For each new spacecraft operations customer, DataLynx TM provídes a dedicated team of spec.ialists to 
support that m.ission. These teams include: a ruission manager, who is a mission plrumer, head of the team 
and primary contact wilh the customer; additional mission planners; spacecran analysts; software 
engineers; and orblt analysts (flight dynamics specialists). They are available to support the customer's 
various reviews, deslgn, int.egration and test, and tauncb activities. They also traiu additional DataLynx™ 
personuel for supporting the customer's mission operatious. 

Program Schedule 
The development of DaraLynx'~'M is being planned (Fig 6) to ensure that the system wili be ready to 

support the launch of lhe f.irst customer, NEMO, which is currently scheduled for mid-2000. 
One driver for th.e scbedule is the desirability of installing the antennas for the TAGS sites at high 

latitudes during warmer weather (June through Sepiember). Each site, including anteuua .mount, has to be 
prepared before hand to receive the antenna. Delivery of the anteuua to Alaska is scheduled for July, 
1999; the DOC will be completed during lhe fali of 1999; and the DataLynx I M system acceptance testing 
is scheduled for March, 2000. 
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Fig. 6 DataLynx Development Schedule 

Conclusion 

9 

ATSC has idenúfied a business opportunity providing ground services to the rapidly expanding 
commercial space market, as well as to tbe traditional govemment markets. This opportwüty capitalizes 
upon lhe growing number of ventures that need ground services, bur which individually cannol fu lly 
utilize tbe capacity. of dedicated facilities. ATSC proposes to meet the needs of many such customers by 
building DataLynx rM, a network of facilities located in key geographical locations, offering utility-like 
services f1·om those facil ities. Wbetber the custop1er's space application is remote sensing, Earth and 
space science, or telecommunications, DataLynx 1M will.grovide a broad and flexible solution for their 
satellite control and management requirements. DataLynx M will allow the customer to focus their critical 
resources on tbeir core business with the assurance thal their space assets are being managed by the 
world's leaders in spacecraft operations. A TSC has been involved in more than 700 space missions since 
Bxplorer I in 1958. 

DataLynx 1M is being designed to provide an economical, flexible and exp<mdable system using botb 
proven lechnologíes for reliability, and advanced technologies, such as automation, for efficiem and cost
effective operatio.ns. Our approach takes advamage of ATSC's more tban 45 years of experience in 
designing, building, operating, mainlaining, and upgrading ground tracking stations and control centers 
throoghout tbe world. 
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An onboard GPS wbich reduces the cost of the operat.ions and the cost of the ground location 
system and enables dating ofTM and TC packets in universal time. 

• The system is overall sized on lhe nominal operat.ing case and not on exceptional cases. Thus, all 
onboard anomalies whlch may cal! the integrity of the satelli te into quest.ion cause change to 
survival mode, the reaction times required being such that they do not need hot backups onboard 
or on the ground. 

PGGS Externai Interfaces 
Figure I shows the PGGS externai interfaces. located berween the Proteus satellite and thc Mission 

Center specific to a user application. 

-+ 4 TM VC at 613 Kb/s link in nominal 
rnode 

e VC1: HKTM·P at max 10 Kbs 

e VC2: HKTM·R at max 40 Kbs 

• VC3 & VC4: PLTM at max 563 Kbs 
-+ 2 TM VC at 1 O Kbls link in safe mode 

e VC1 :HKTM·P at max 1 Kbfs 

e VC2:HKTM·R at max 9 Kb/s 

-+ Satelllle location: GPS HKTM packet 

+- 2 TC Satelllte access points on a 4 Kb/s 
link In any mode 

-+ PLTM files 

-+ Help data to mission programming 

• Selected HKTM parameters 

• Satellile status (PF and Payload) 
• Orbil events file 

./ Ort>ital evenls 

.,... Visibililles evenls 

.,... Programming AOCS events 

eTC Logbook 

+- Mission TC profiles 

Fig. 1 PGGS externai interfaces 

Satellite- PGGS IF 
The onboard/groUild interface is fully compatible with the CCSDS packet TMrrc recommendations. 

wh.ich has the advantage of being a standard protocol. Thc software enabling its implemenration is 
available and valldated. The use of detector codes and error correctors (Reed-Solomon for Proteus) and 
the TC automatic retransnússion protocol COPI significantly improves the perfonnance and quality of 
the TMffC lirtks. 

In satellite nomi.nal operating mode, the TM link is splil into 4 virtual channels (VC). 2 are al.locared 
to housekeeping TM (HKTM), ú1e first one concerns the TM sent by the satellite during passes when 
ground station is visible (HKTM-P), the other corresponds to the housekeeping TM stored il1 memory 
(HKTM-R). The 2 latter channels are proposed to the mission and enable dump of stored payload TM 
in to the mass memory. The HKTM-R and PL TM telemeLry dumps are perfom1ed on Command - Comrol 
Center progranmúng. 

In survival mode, only the HKTM channels are used with reduced digital rates. 
The single-band TC channel enables transmission of TCs for the platform and for the payload on 2 

hot standby onboard decoders. 

PGGS- Mission center IF 
The PGGS supplies rhe payload telemetry and data to the Mission Cenrer enabling it to elaborate 

future payload prograrnming: 
• Satellite surveillance parameters and a current satellite status resulting from last HKTM 

processing. 
• Orbit events file giving, for the 10 days tÓ come, ali satellite events related to the orbit. For < 

instance, dates when specific orbit points are passed, earth terminal visibility dates or orbit and r 
altitude correction maneuver prograrnming dates. ~ 
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Abstract 
CN/:S is de1·e/oping 1he PI<OTEUS project consisting of a minisatel/ile plaiform mui 1111 associated growuJ segmellt. 
The system il designed lo be adaptable and recorifigurable so rhat il cem be 11sed for scitmtific rnission.v or applicatimM'. 
1\ missionuses one o r more Pmleu,ç .wtellites mui a gmwzd .~egment adapted to its needs. 
1'he largets.ftxedfor lhe project are reduclion oj initia/ developpmem c:os1s. rapid adaptabiliry lo p/aiform and growuf 
segment mi.1·simr needs anel simple system nperability. 
The ground segme/11, called • Pro1eus Generic Grmmd Segmeflt" ( PGGS) consists of one or more Te/ecommand and 
Telemerry Earth Terminal (11'CET). a Command and Contra/ Cenrer (CCC) and a Data Commnnication NeMork 
(DCN). Tlw Mission Cemers (MC) are comwcred to lhe CCC mui lhe 1TCET.v via tire DCN. 
The ITCET sets up tire onboardlground link, .rends rhe 1elecommands receil·ed jrom r !te CCC and transmit.s sare/li te 
telemetry to the CCC anel w the MCs. Completely auromaled. it doesn'r require the presence of operators. 
Tire CCC ens11res the telemetry processing. satel/ite orbil and altitude C'(J/1/ro/ fimctions. lhe generatinn and 
mmsrnission of pla!fonu telecommands, tire reception and transmisslon of mission 1elecommands from rhe MC. 111e 
operating mode.r oj the CCC depend on the needs of the use r mission cmd range from partially automatic operalion 
d11ring working hours and 1111 wnrking day.~ to ali ma11ua/ operation 24 hour.\'-a-day. 
111e aim of rlte presentmimr is 10 slrow ltow rire PGGS artains rire generic product developmem cost reduction and 
missirm adapwtim1 targets 1ogether with lhe operalin,g cosi reduction tarf{et.\'. 
Keywords: CNES. Pmteus, PGGS. CCSDS 

lntroduction 
At tbe start of tbe 1990's, CNES initialized tbe PROTEUS (Reconfigurable Platform for Observation, 

Telccommunications and Scientific Purposes) project thc aim of which is lhe design of a reconfi.gurable 
generic system capable of adapting to various earth observation, lelecommunicalions and basic research 
missions. 

The system consists of2 entilies: 
• A m.inisatellite platform, adaptable to most conm1ercial launchers, with a mass at lift-off of 500 

kg including a payload of 250 kg. lts flight envelope is berween 450 and 1500 km on circular 
orbits with any inclination. The platform can deliver to the payload up to 250 W continuously. 
The 3-axis controlled altitude can ensure earth-poinled or inertial missions. 

• A ground segment called "Proteus Generic Ground Segment'' (PGGS), consisting of a Command 
- Control Center and one or more ground earth terminais connected by a data transmission 
network. 

The platform aud the PGGS are developed in parallel with the same requiremenls: 
• Reduction in initial development com and rapid adaptalion at Jeast cost lo specific mission needs 

in order to facilitate carrying out of space programs. These requiremen1s lead to maximum 
adoption of standards, especially for communications, favored use of "off-the-shelf' products, to 
tbe detriment of specific developments, and a hi.ghly modular architecture. 

• Simple operability to reduce platform operating costs. The basic axiom is that the operations of a 
Proteus satellite are achi.eved from a control center and a single earth terminal which implies 
hlgh satellite autonomy. For this. Proteus has: 

A mass mernory enabling slorage of payload telemetry (PLTM) and satcllitc bousekeeping 
telemetry (HKTM). 
A memory enabling storage of platform telecommand~ ( !'C-PF) and payload telecommand.s 
(TC-PL) with deferred execulion. These memories are sized lo guarantee 7 days of satellite 
autonomy in nominal mode. 
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• A report of pi:Hform and payload TC transmi~sions to satellitc (TC logbook). 
The PGGS rec.:eivcs n payload program from lhe Mis~ion Center in the form of an ordcred sequence 

of TC~> rcady for lransmission to lhe satellite. Trun~fcrring responsibility for gencrarion of payload 
programming TC~ to lhe Mission C co ter makes the PGOS very generic and independent of the míssion. 

PGGS functions, operational concepts and architecture 

The dedicated PGGS functions were defined from the study of thc gcneric Proteus system. The 
general Proteus rcquirements led to lhe defin.ition of the operational c.:onccpts. The PGGS arch.itecturc 
~tem~ from the functions to be conductcd and the operational concepts laid down. 

PGGS functions 
f'or a givcn nu~~ion. thc PGGS i\ a part of the miss10n ground scgment. lt does not ensure all the 

functions of lhe m.ission but ali rhosc requi red for final orbit acquisition and stalion kccping of the 
satel lite or satell ite& of thc mission. 

PGGS func.:úons: 
• Satellüe :.urvcillance and technical control 

Tbe~e functions consist in checking, thanks 10 housekceping telemetry HKTM processi11g, 
that the status of the satcllite is sati~factory for míssion needs aud for transmítting 
telecommands to mainrain normal satellire operation. 

• Orbit and mtiludc contrai 
Satellite orbit determinntion is performed by the PGGS from the GPS dara received in the 
HKTM. lf an orbil correction is required. the PGOS gcuerates the control commands wbich 
are sent by TC and executed by the satellite. Attitude control L~ perfonned automatically 
onboard from the GPS data and the sensor information. The PGGS periodically updates the 
attitude control onboard model parameters. 

• Payload service 
'fhis con~>ii>!s in transnliuing the received payload telemetry PLTM to the Mission Center, 
check.ing the status of the payload tbanks to HKTM procesl>ing and in performíng the 
programmíng operarions a1 the fre{}uency dependem on mis~ion reqn.irement~ and satellite 
storage capacity. 

• Satellite expen appraisal 
Consists in conducling investigarions in case of satellite malfunction or reports on its 
behavlor. These operations are conductcd by lhe opemtors of the Control Center or by 
externa! experts. 

Operational concepts 
The operational concepts :.tem from general requirements such as lhe need to execute imposed 

operauons by the plarform during working hours, compmibility with multiform ntission ground segment 
organizations and computibility with highly varied mission programming requirements. 

The following conccpts have been rctained: 
• The TTCET operates witbout operator and is controlled by the CCC. 
• Tbc CCC operare~ witb an operator during work.ing hours who~ presence i~ requ.ired only for 

transmirting telecommands. 
• The surveillance of tbe onboard and ground elcmems can be achleved automatically from the 

CCC; an anomaly must inducc call for operntor intervention. 
• Satellite conunand generution is distributed between and attributed to groups with independent 

responsibiüty: the platform command gencrator. the AOCS command geuerator and the míssion 
command gencrator. 

• Satellite expcrt appraisal is decentralized from the CCC and can be conducted directly by the 
expert from his workstation. 

• Satellite status surveillance is performcd off-Jine at a frequency dependent on míssion 
requiremcnts. 

PGGS architecture and operating modes 
The PGOS is an a~sembly of 3 basic component~: the Command - Control Center (CCC), tbe Data 

Communication Nerwork (DCN) and thc ground Telecommand - Telcmetry Earth Tenninal (TTCET). 
For the ~pecific needs of a rn.ission, severa I TTCETs can be uscd and lhe PGGS canlnlerfacc with severa I 
Mlssion Centers. 
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Telemetry processing: 
• Thc TTCET receives the surveiiJance saremte telemetry HKTM and thc payload telemetry 

PLTM. 
• Real-time telemetry HKTM-P is transmitted on reception by lhe TTCET to the CCC duril1g the 

satellite passes. This enables lhe CCC to control transmission of TCs in relaúon to current 
satellite configuration. 

• The HKTM-R telemetry stored onboard is dumped during thc passes, stored in the TTCET and 
made available to the CCC whjch then has it at its rusposal aftcr the passes. This enables lhe 
CCC to perform off-line, t.he surveillance. the satellite moniloring and lhe orbit and atútude 
control. It is archived at the CCC throughout the life of the satellite. 

• Payload telemetry PL TM Slored ouboard is dumpcd during the passes, stored in the TfCET and 
made av<úlable to rhe Mission Centers which the11 have it at their disposal after the passes. 

Telecommru1d processillg: 
• The CCC generates the plalforru TCs and the orbit and attitude comrol TCs. 
• The maü1 Mission Centcr generates the payload prograrnming TCs and transmits them LO the 

CCC. 
• The CCC sends ali rhe TCs to the TTCET which, on request from the CCC, sets up the 

onboard/ground link. se11ds the TCs to the satellile and Lransmlts, Íl1 real tilne, the TC 
acknowledgemenls received from the satellite at the CCC. 

TTCET mru1agemeut processi.ng: 
• The CCC commands the TTCET by sendiug Remote Commands (RC). Stalion operatiug status is 

known via i.ts Remate Monitoring (RM) telemetry sent to the CCC and to tbe mission centers. 
• The rultenna pointÍllg data enabling monitoring of passes are generated by the CCC and sent to 

the statiou in the form of point sequences (date, e levation, azilnuth, doppler). 
Processing of surveillance and satellite expert appraisal data: 
• The CCC archives ru1d places, for the life of the satellite, the data requlred for the expe11 appralsal 

function (HKTM-R. logbook and conm1and repon, orbitography data) ar the disposal of the 
inlemal CCC or externai customers. 

• The expert appraisal data cao be consulted via the .Data Remate Processi11g PC (DRPPC). The 
processing operatious on these data are performed locally by the customer. 

ccc 

~ 
t 

~;:za::~ 

Data remote 
processing PC 

Fíg. 2 PGGS archítecture 

a 
Dala remote 

processing PC 

TTCET- Proteus Telecommand- Telemetry Earth terminal 
The TTCET consists of 3 subsystems: 
• The "Radi.o Frequency'' subsystern (SERF) sets up the onboard/grou11d link 011 order from the 

CCC. lt ensures the reception of the signals delivered by the satellite (TM CCDS frames 011 4 
virtual circuits) ruJd the transmittal of signals to the satelJHe (TC CCS.DS frames received from 
the CCC}. Reception is made in circular polari7.ation diversity mode and trausmission accorrung 
to a polarization selected by the CCC. 
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• The "Base Bru1d" subsystem (SEBB) in1erfaces with the SERF and lhe CCC and tbe Mission 
Centers. lt receives tbe TCs a11d the pointing data from the CCC and transfers lhem to Lhe SERF. 
It processes the TM frames received from the SERF by separation of virtual circuits with local 
storage of HKTM-R and PLTM. HKTM-P and the TC onboru·d reception ack:nowledges are sent 
in real time to the CCC. 

• The "Time Frequency" subsystem distributes a time reference and a frequency reference to the 
SERF and to the SEBB. 

Certain characteristics of the TICET enable the development cost, recurrent cost and operational cost 
targets to be reached: 

• The TICET requires no operator interventious, the TCs are received from the CCC and directly 
sent to the satellite a11d TM is processed automatically. TTCET control is sirnple and perfonned 
via macrocommands sent by the CCC. The TTCET gives information concerning its status via 
theRM. 

• The Proteus link budget is compatible with the use of a large-lobe ground Mtenna (3°). The 
TTCET therefore has no automatic tracking system, pass monitoring is achieved from the 
pointing data delivered by the CCC. 

• The low-diarneter antenna (3.10 m) is placed under a radome which greatly reduces the 
mechanical cost of the antenna. This radome also enables a reduction in rhe costs of rhe 
infrastructure by housing all the TTCET equipment. 

• Maxirnum use o f "off-the-shelf' equipment limits special developmenls. 

DCN - Data transmission network 
The interface specifications of the PGGS component data processing systems are ali based on IP 

([ntemal Protocol) transfer enabling real time transfer via 1P service sockets and transfer o f files by using 
lhe FTP (File Transfer Protocol) service. The Mission Center(s) must comply witl1 the same interface 
specifications. The various locaJ networks o f the PGGS components are connected to the long distance lP 
network retained for tbe mission by standard routers. 

The protocols used for transfer of PGGS data are: 
• TCP-IP for real-time exchanges between the CCC and tl1e TTCET (HKTM-P, TC, RC, RM) for 

trru1smitting TTCET RMs to the Mission Center(s). 
• FTP for trrulsfer of files (HKTM-R, PLTM, Pointing data, TC_PL, mission generation help data). 
• HTTP Md e-mail for data exchanged between the CCC and the expert DRPPCs. 
Within the scope of the Proteus project requirements, the advantages in using an l P network are 

multi pie: 
• It is a s tandardiz.ed protocol supported botb by the local communication networks and the long

distance communicaiion network ser up. This enables us to ensure in a unified manner the local 
and remote exchanges and favors the interoperability of the DCN with the privare networks of 
the user missious. 

• Tt enables factory products wid1out spccial developments to be used for its in1plementati.on. 
• This protocol offers operating security by controlling transmission and guaranteeing the integrity 

ofthe data exchauged. 
• It is a mature protocol wilh ao assured life thus preserving rhe long-term generic PGGS 

investments. As not incompatible with higb flow rate technologies and meetiug multimedia 
services, it will enable rhe DCN to easily follow technical conllllunication developments whicb 
will be required for future missions. 

CCC - Proteus command/control center 

The development cosi, recurrenl cosi ru1d operational cost reduction objectives are ensured for rhe 
CCC by rhe design and manufacturing cboices: 

A highly modular architecture where the CCC is broken down into groups ensuriug a logical set of 
functions. The inter-group communications are made via an fP network by favoring ASCH file interfaces 
by using the FTP protocol. This modulaiity enables the developmenl of rhe subsystems to be conducted 
in parallel with an easy integration phase for the assembly. The CCC consists of 3 main subsystems: 

• "Onboard/ground interface" subsyslem (Gl ) which ensures the following functions: 
Reception and processing of tbe real-time mouitoring TM HKTM-P 
Generation of platform TCs 
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Reception of orbit and attitude contrai TCs and payload programming TCs 
Transmission of TCs to sateUite and management of TC acknowledge protocol CCSDS 
(COPJ) 
TTCET command and conu·ol 

• "Orbit and Attitudc" subsystem (G2) which ensures the following fuoctions: 
Orbit determination from GPS data and determinatlon of orbit corrections to be programmed. 
Generation of orbit TCs, TCs for correcting pararneters of attitude comrol onboard models, 
antenna pointing data and orbit events file. 

• "Satellite surve illance and archiving'' subsystem which ensures lhe following functions: 
Recovery and processing (demultlplexing, surveillance and archiving in a databank) of 
H KTM-R stored in TTCET. Supply of GPS data to G2. 
Recovery of data to be archived produced by the various subsystems to be archived (logbook 
and commaod report, orbitography data) 

The consultation function for the archived data at G3 and distribution of results is performed by a 
data server WWW. A customer can thus consult the archived TM parameters, the raw TM packets, lhe 
status of the satellite, lhe logbook and order reports and the operational documentation. The results of 
consultation requests are sent to the cuslomer in the form of files or HTML pages. The custorner uses 
either a standard workstation equipped wilh a navigator, or a specific station (DRPPC) equipped wilh a 
navigator and packages supplied by lhe CCC (synoptic animator for playing TM for instance). This 
technology offers many advanlages for achieving lhe Proteus CCC targels: 

• This technology is simple to employ by use o f servers and navigators available on lhe markel. 
• H is fuUy compatible with the local and long-distance network specification used in the PGGS. 
• It falls well within lhe modularily and adaptability frameworkrequired for the CCC. The number 

of cuslomers depends on lhe satellite life phase (final orbit acquisition, in-flight and routine 
commissioning) and the needs spedfic to users missions. 

• The expert appraisal stations are standardl:zed and rhe server customers can be the CCC operators, 
the satellite specialists who follow up lhe operations inside or outside the CCC, and lhe experts 
monitoring the equlpment. 
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tn order to reduce operating costs and to facilitate lhe adaptability of lhe CCC to the operatiooal 
requiremeuts of lhe missions (from all manual witb operators 24 bours-a-day lO jlartially automatic with 
operator required only to send TCs), 2 subsystems were added to the CCC: 

• "Schcduler" subsystem enabling contro l of CCC by activating tasks on various subsystems o f tbe 
CCC aod check for correct execution. 
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• "Waming surveillnnce" subsystem for surveillance of satellite and CCC warnings vin logbooks 
and signaling of warnings by remote operator caU. 

These 2 sub~>yMem~ are already operational in other comro1 centers at CNES and are reuscd without 
adaptation for CCC needs. 

The previously named l>Ub~y~tems (G I. G2. G3. WWW server. DRPPC. Scheduler and Surveillance) 
forro Lhe generic CCC which offers standard imerfaces for Lhe Mission Center requirement!> (see §2). For 
speçific requirement:,, it is planned to add a specific group (G4) on which Lhe processing operations 
required by a mission not covered by the generic system will be performed. 

Conclusion 

lnitialiL.ed in 1997. Lhe PGGS will be validated by the stan of 1999. The fir~t missiou using a Proteus 
platform and the PGGS ground segmcm is an oceanic alt:imetric rnission, Ja~on, fruit of cooperation 
between CNES. NASA and 'OAA, launching of which is scheduled for the lst quarter of the ycar 2000. 
In spite of a complex mission ground segmenl, the generic PGGS can be integrated without major 
adaptations. Thc second and the third missions planncd are astronomy missions. Coro!, lnunching planncd 
for 2002 and Picasso planned for 2003. The developmcnts performed to mcet the Jason mission 
requirements have shown that the PGGS pcrfectly meets thc mission's ground requirements. An earth 
observation mi~sion following on from thc Spot system and using Proteus satellites is now under study at 
CNES. 
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Global Commercial Space Network (GCSN) 
Architecture 
James Michael Stevens 
Lockhead Martin Space Oparatlons Company 
7375 Executiva Placa 
Seabrook. Maryland 20706 USA 
michael .stevens@ lmco.com 

Worldwide space prograrn budget pressures are leading agencies to consider structural and 
iJlStitutional changes to satellite operations.All worldwíde space agencies, private índustry, and academia 
are seek:ing addilional sateUite program cost savings by reducing operational suppo11 expenses. Use of 
commercial investment ís saving substantial resources and allowing the funds saved to be redirected 
toward the development of advanced technologies. Outsourcing to industry allows the reduced workforce 
to concentrate on developing technology, which enables future missions to collect more data at 
signiticantly reduced cost. Outsourcing in this manner oCfers customers a method to buy what industry 
has to offer and make minor adaptations on lhe payload side to accommodate the commercial operations 
support. 

Lockheed Martin's response is to establish a global commercial space network of satellite track:ing 
stations. Our vision is for Lockheed Martin to become a major enterprise providing global space 
operations tracking and data acquisitlon services. The Lockhe.ed Martin strategic plan provides a 
significru1tly better custorner focus, develops new operational support technologies, and encourages 
customers to use a comrnercial space-tracking network. 

This paper describes the commercial data acquisitlon services being implemented by Lockheed 
Martin through thc establishment of worldwide Tracking & Data Acquisition stations. Jn adclition, this 
paper describes how Lockheed Martin is methodicalJy ímplerneming its Global Commcrcial Space 
Network (GCSN) through the use of strategic alliances witb ali U1e world's providers of network type 
services and Lockheed Martin investrnents wbere required. 

Lockheed Martin Space Operations Company will also provide this type support to the CSOC 
Comrnercial Operations Tearn. We will assist tbem in implerneming cornmercial network operatlons 
support to the NASA Space Operations Management Offíce (SOMO) by performing a CSOC non-NASA 
T&DA broker role on a commercial basis where possible. 

The Lockheed Martin Space Operations Company (LM SOC) headquarters are in Houston, Texas. 
The overall LM SOC organlzation is shown in Fig. I. 

The Global Commercial Space Network (GCSN) is a part of the East Coast Operation (ECO) located 
in Seabrook, Maryland. The overall organizalion of tbe ECO is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Global Commercial Space Network Program Objectives 

• Develop and maintain a cost effeclive low earth orbit (LEO) satellite network system of 
worldwide sarelüte data acquisition statious witb a cenu·aJ Network Control Ceuter (NCC). This 
network will acquire and process the information ueeded to support customers' scientific and 
technologicaJ objectives. 

• Assist customers in definlng theiJ· mission network support requirements and developing T&DA 
partnerships. 

• Provide the essence of commercial practice, i.e., deliver support in accordance with performance 
specifications rather than design and concepts providcd by customers. This approacb allows 
Lockheed Martin GCSN to use risk management strategies that are not always available to 
customers. 

• Enable missions to employ new scientific concepts using standardiz.ed procedures and practices. 
• Establish partnership with industry, academia, and govemment agencies that expands the 

knowledge and technology associated with the space trackiog aod data acquisilion services, and 
information frorn the commercial sector. 

• Allow customers to focus and fund R&D progralllS by transferring network support functions to 
the commercial sector. 

• Enable corporate agility and prompt technical insertion into commercial space network operations 
increasing standardization and interoperability. 

• Restructure and downsize management and operational processes usiJ1g the concept of 
customer/service pro.vider. 

• Provide a Lockheed Martin commercial space network ventw·e serving the LEO satellite markets 
of U.S. Govcmment science satellite programs; lnternational science sntellile programs; and other 
worldwide space agencies in the comrnercial and industrial satellite markets at reduced cost. 

Architecture 
LM SOC ECO have formed orare in the proccss of forn1ing alliances for the use of T&DA ground 

staúons with: 
• European Space Agcncy (ESA) 
• Ingenleriay Servicios AeroEspaciales. Spain (INSA) 
• Russian Space Agency (RSA) 
• Ukrainian Space Agency (NSA W) 
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• Norwegian Space Agency (NSC) 
• French National Space Agency (CNES) 
• CSTR, South Africa (HBK) 
• German Space Agency (DLR) 
• TELSTRA, Australia (PITC) 
• ltal.ian Space Agency (ASI) 
• EOSAT Corp., Oklahoma 
• Universal Space Network, Pennsylvania (USN) 
• Mitsubisru Corporation 
• Kongsbcrg Spacetec, Norway (KLMSPS) 
• DASA 
• Un.iversity of Chile, Santiago, Chile (AGO) 
• TELESP AZIO 
• lndian Space Research Organization (ISRO) 
• Swedisb Space Agency 

Lockheed Martin GCSN Architecture 

Stratcgic alliances have thus far resulled in lhe possibilities of partnersh.ips with worldwide T&DA 
providers (Fig. 3). 
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Fíg. 3 Lockheed Martin GCSN Archítecture 

Fíg. 4 GCSN Data Acquisítíon Statíon Locations Architecture 
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Techntcal Characteristlcs 
Antenna 
Mount 
Tracking Modes 
Tacking Rales 
Slew Rate 
Acceleratlon 
EIRP 
Mln Gain/Noise Temp 
Upllnk Parameters 
Modulation 

Data Rates 
Subcamer Frequency 
Symbol Rate Ratio 
Downhnk Parameters 
Modulabon 

Data Rales 
Data Error Correction 

Table 1 Typical Site Characteristics 

S-Band Capabilities 

3AXIS, rTilt 
Auto. Program, Manual 
.002 •tsec to 10 •tsec 
7.5 •tsec E1 , 15 •rsec Az 
1 O •rsec 
94 dBm ats• 
GIT >= 22.6 dBk at 5• 

PCMIBPSK, PSK, FSK, PM 
PM Direct 
Spread Spectrum 
1 bps to 96 Kbps 
100 to 16,000 Hz 
8:1 to 1024:1 

PCMVFM.PM,BPSK.OPSK 
SQPSK, USQPSK, UAQPSK 
UP to 1 O Mbits/sec 
Reed-Solomon, CRC Vlterbi 

Business Operations Concepts 

X-Band 

3 Axls, 7• Tilt 
Auto, Program, Manual 
.002 •tsec to 10 •rsec 
7 .5 •tsec E1 , 15 •fsec Az 
10 •tsec 
94 dBm at5• 
G/T >= 35.4 dBk at 5• 

Futura Capablllty 

BPSK, QPSK, SQPSK, 
USQPSK, UAQPSK 
Up to 150 Mbits/sec 
Reed-Solomon, CRC. Víterbl 

Use ex.isting global assets presently under exi~>Ling strategic alliance to complete the development of a 
global commercial space network by execulion of lhe appropriate MOU's. Joint Ventures, Partnerships. 
and Busine~ Plans. 

Svalbard is the Beta station for thc eventual GCSill. A Joint Vcnture has been formed, construction of 
the Mation is underway aud is on schedule for a planned operational date of April 1999. 

We anticipate completion of our two-station polar network by Scptember 1999. Our northern polar 
station will be Svalbard, and a southern polar station is planned for Chile. The backup polar network 
stations will be Fairbanks, Kiruna. and Tromso. We anticipate completing the necessary equatorial 
net work agreemcnts with ou r selected GCSN providers by Decembcr 1999. 

Our plan for accommodaling changcs in rechnology, automation, communicalions, and frequenc ies is 
to phasc out existing stations and rcplocc them with new stations u~ing commerclal investment and/or 
purchase services from commcrcial T&DA providers. In all cases lhe transition criteria will be meeling 
mission requirements, maintaining high quaJity. and reliability of service at lhe lowesl cost. We have 
conducted marketiug examinations to detennine possible intereM for use of a LEO network based on 
commercializing a network of T&DA assets. As a result we initially found at least 36 pending missions 
from CNES. DLR, ISRO, Boeing. ESA. IS1S, Taiwan. NOAA, and NASDA with various degree!> of 
interest in using sucb a network. 

We also are aware that using govemment facilities to support reimbursable missions means the 
govcmment provider cannot guarantee U!>Cr ~upport and will not be liable for the succcssful provision of 
support. Commercial networks guarantee user support through its pricing structure. lnability to provide 
support means we lose revenuc, which we do not intend to do. 

The LM SOC ECO management organization reports to the CSOC Director Cornmercial Opcrations 
for use of GCSN T &DA assets that support N/\SA cooperative, reimbursable, and commercial missions. 
The ECO management iocludes four kcy management positions; Program Manager, Enginecring 
Manager, Operations Manager. ruld Business Development Manager. 

Global Commercial Space Network Business Operations Concept Mnnagemcnt and Organizalion: 
• The Lockheed Martin SOC Company East Coast Operation GCSN management organization 

reports to lhe CSOC Lockheed Martin SOC through the CSOC Director. Commercial Operations 
• LM SOC ECO GCSN organitation is to be made up of a Program Manager. Engineering 

Manager, Operations Manager, and Marketiug Manager as key management personnel 

Summary of Lockheed Martin Pricing Policy for LEO Network 
Commercial Services 

LM Pricing Summary 
• Proposed satellite T &DA services are separated into three major categories: 
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Operaüonal/routi ne pass support for both S-band and XJS-band T&DA suppor1, services are 
priced on a$ per pass basis 
Launch & Early Pass (LEOP) support, services are priced on a $ per pass basis/for early orbit 
and a$ per hour for prelaunch and launch 
Contingency/emergency support is expected lo be no more thall an addilional 40-50% of 
operational pass póce 

LM Pricing Asswnptions 
• All prices are based ou recovery of operations cost.s and the precise impacto f savings will not be 

known until detailed T&DA M&O cost data is made available and incorporated into each 
business plan. Other prici.ng assumptions include: 

T&DA service pricing is based on LEO mission requirements only. 
"Pass" is defined as any use o f a ground nerwork antenna asse!. For routine service, a length 
of pass is assumed from 3-20 minutes (the sateUite duration over the ground antenna). For 
launch & EO support, a pass is deftned as anytime ao antenna asset is "tied-up" in support of 
rnission requirements (e.g., for simulation, training & testas well as actuallauncb) 

• Services not included in the wrapped pass price: 
lntent isto define a "standard" pass cost for routine.launch, and EO operations, with variable 
charges for b.igb-rate communications and pre-launch engineering suppo11 defined by 
user/mission needs as unique addiúve requirements 
Pass price for routine services includes ali services to provide end-to-end TT&C network 
capability. 
Per pass cost aJso includes all associated business ~upport costs and delivery of low rate (512 
Kbps) data to tbe GCSN NCC. 

Operations Concept 
The GCSN NCC will be operationaJ Aprill999. The NCC will operationally coordinate with ali tbe 

GCSN providers. Day-to-day satellite scheduling of the GCSN and O&M of the NCC will be 
accomplished by Lockheed Martin through the NCC. Lockheed Mattin will operare as lhe point-of
contact/broker and mission planning element for implementing a new requirement tbat use lhe GCSN. 
LM SOC ECO will participate as necessary as a GCSN advisor and representative to CSOC commercial 
operations by supporting CSOC mission pllll1Ding activities including panels, committees, and etc. 

* 
5121256Kbps */ 

4 COMMERCIAL COMMUNICA DONS SER VICE ... · • 
INTELSAT & TELENOR INCLUDEO IN PRICE 

TT&C 

DATA ....................................... 

NCC • SEABROOK 

P-UH.Of'E!IIFRICA A IA 
CUS'I'OM HRS 

Fig. 5 System Overview - Representative Station of the LM GCSNOperations Concept Lockheed Martin 
Responsibilities: 
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• Commercial, coopcrative, and reimbur~able requiremcnt~ und specifications to be provided to 
GCSN by LM SOC. LM SOC ECO coordinatcs within the GCSN providers. 

• Installation and integrntion of the NCC - underway - operational April 1999 
• Day to day spacecraft ~cheduling, point-of-comact/brokcr for remote operations of thc stations, 

and O&M of lhe CC. 
• Sustairting engineering and Mission Planning for implementing new mission requirement,. 
• Markering :oervices to be provided by LM SOC ECO for commercial suppott above and beyond 

c soe. 
LM SOC ECO will p:micipate as necessary as a GCSN advi~or and rcprcsentative to LM SOC 

Conunercial Operations by supporting all mis\iOn-planning activities including panels, conunittccs, etc. 
We \\ant to thank you for inviting us to participate in SCD-ll and allowing us to present our GCSN 

objectives. Wc believe that by early 2000 LM SOC will have an extremely efficient global commercial 
netw'Ofk ~upporting space activities. 

We stand ready to discuss using the Lock.hced Martin GCSN services to providc the support you need 
and want at cost effectíve ratcs through our vcry generous pricing plan. 
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17te ./ai/Jn-1 sm ellite is tire jir.l! fmm lhe ser of satellite.ç whirh will constirure tile Ja.mn Altimetry Program. The 
imporuuwe nf aftimerry dara to better understamf the ocean cirrulation anel its impac-r o11 rire c! i mate of the earrh led r o 
the TOI'I:X/Poseidon mission. Tl111s it is the aim of tite jul/ow-on to TOPt."X/Pm eido11, the Jason missions. 10 prol'ide 
on a comimtmts basLv for a minimal period of 20 years or more, the some higlr acwracy a/rimetric meo.wremenrs 
tlesigned ro study ocean circulminn and sea suiface e/c•vmitm. 
The Ja:;on Satt'llile inc/udes the /ormc·her adaprer, the .mtellire bus (deril'ed from tire PROTEUS plaifonn curremly 
under in del'l!lopmell/ ar CNcS) anel rhe Ülllruments çonstitwiug tlle paytoad (a rwo frequency altimerer called 
Poseidmr2. a rllree f requerrcy radiometer JMR, the DORIS mr/)(}ard package, a laser rerrorejlector array. a GPS .rpare 
receiver cal/ed TRSR). 
Tire Ja.rnn Growrd System (JGS) m nsi.w· of a satelfite com m/ fimtmd system cmd a mission growul .rystem. Tire mai11 
fearur(' oj tire Jason Grmmrf System isto provide /IVo SmPIIile Cmrtrol Cem e r.,· willr one located in 1oulou.~e ( Frmrce) 
active duringtlre jirst plrases of tire satellire 's /ije, mui tire ml1er located in l'a.mdenc1 (USA) aclive durin,t: lhe rowine 
plrase. /:.ar/r /ocotion includes tr Mi.fsion Cemer which wi/1 be aclive during the life nj tire sarei/ire. 
Tlris paper begin..1 with an oven•iew of tJre Jason System and its mission. lt tJren derails rhe Ja.ffm Gromul Sysrem. irs 
fimction\ tmd its ardritec111re distribured o1·er the two sitle.1 of tire Allamic ocl'im Ir jinally dt>scribt's tlle plamred 
plrase.r in the life of the Growrd ~)'.Item (according to tlrt' .tatellite /ife plrases) a11d tlrt' as.wdated operatimrs (trausition 
bttll'eell comral cemers. romint plrase operation. transitia11 berween operational reanM .... ). 
Keywords: Jason. Altimerry, Gmrmd System. Command-Control Grnwtd S_vsrenr. M/ssimr Grormd S)'stem, 
Architecture. Vufidatimr. Operatiom· 

lntroduction 
The Jason satellite il> the succcssor of the highly successful TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) spacccraft which 

ha:. achieved science objectives beyond ex.pectations. 
The mission is a follow-on cooperative effon between NASA and CNES for the conrinuous 

observation of the oceans. The objcctive is to obtain a long-term accurate global measurement of the 
occan topography in ordcr to improve our understanding and previsions of global ocean circulation. 

Like T/P, Jason will provide accurate sea surface topography data to determine the general ci rculation 
of lhe oceans and evaluate its role on the Earth's cli mate. Other objectives are to monitor and interpret 
regional and global sea levei change, to improve knowledge of (long period) ocean tides and to observe 
and use wave-height and wind speed for marinc mcteorology. Additional contribution of Jason data are 
foreseen in various domain' like geodesy. geophysics, shallow waler and coastal environment, enclosed 
sea circulation, inland water and land topography survey. 

ln addiúon, it is an objective of Jason to provide a ncar-real time data and product servicc for 
operational activities such as marine nowcasting and numerical prediction of sea state, ocean circulation 
and wcathcr. 

Use of T/P data in combLnation with othcr remote and in-situ observation programs is highly 
encouragcd as a means for evaluating potential Jason performances. 

Each component of the Jason system ha.s been designed to take into uccount thc evolutions in satellite 
bus and instrument technology, and lhe improvements provided by lhe acquired experience and lhe highly 
demanding performance requirements of the scientific community. 

Launch of Jason-1 is expected in spring 2000. 

Jason System Description 

Jason Mission 
The importance of altimetry data to better understand the ocean circulation and its impact on the 

climatc of the Earth led to the T/P mission. With the launcb of this mi~sion began a data collecúon that 
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musl continue into lhe next century in order to monitor the inter-annunl evolution of lhe ocean dynamical 
signals and separate transienl phenomena from secular variations. 

To this end. the Jason Project wiU design, develop, integrate and test a satellite system with its suite 
o f iustruments to bc launched in spring 2000 lo ensure data continuity between T/P and Jason. 

Jason will use an Earth orbiting satellite equipped witb a radar altimeter and other instruments to 
directly measme sea surface elevation along a fixed grid of sub-satellite ground tracks and thereby 
continue the data collection slarled with T/P. Jason shall use the s<mle ground track pattem as T/P. 

Ja.>on measures lhe distance from lhe satellite to the sea surface to within approximately two and a 
half centimeters ( J s measuremenl accuracy). 

Precise orbit detennination allows to locate the spacecraft to within two or Lhree ceotimeters and 
combination with radar measurement allows Scientisls to aclüeve the Jason primary missioo objective -
tbe production of accurate topographic roaps of lhe world ocean. 

The satellile orbits at an altitude of 1336 kilomelers above ú1e Earth with a 66 degrees inclination. ln 
approximately 10 days Jason completes 127 orbiLS, namely a cycle and records sea-l.evel mcasurements 
for the entire globe. 

Jason Satellite 
The satelllle (Fig. 1) includes the launcher adapter, the satellite bus aod lhe instruments constituting 

the payload. The satellite bus is comprised of a platform and a payload module. 
The platform comprises d1e support funcúons for on orbit operalions, including provision of electrical 

power, command and data handling, telecommunications, thennal control, propulsion/orbit maintenance, 
and primary structme. 

The payload module providcs mechanical, eleclrical, thermal and dynamical support to the Jason 
instrun1ents. 

The spacecraft will be the first satellite to use the new small platfonn called PROTEUS, built in 
partnership belween CNES and AEROSPATIALE. 

The technoloh'Y improvement, electronics compact packaging, led to a tremendous decrease of the 
satellite resource needs. As an example, the overallmass of lhe JASON satellite wilJ be less thao 500 kg 
as compared lo 2400 kg for the T/P satellite. 

Jason Satellite Performances: 
Satellite mass: 500 kg 
Payload module size: 954 x 954 x 1218 
Satellite power: 370 W 
Storage capacity: 2 Gbils (EOL) 
Lifetime: Up to 5 years 
Downlink capacity: 650 kbps 
Bus dry mass: 245 kg 
Upliok capacity: 4 kbps 
Bus consumptioo: 170 W 
Pointing accuracy: 0.035° 
Bus size (rum): 954 x 954 x 1000 
D. V capaciry: Up to I 20 m/s 

Fig. 1 Jason Satellite 
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The nominal Jason payload consists of: 
• a rwo frequency altimeter called Poseidon-2 and its antenna to send radar pulses. 
• a Lhree frequency radiometer (JMR) and its antenna to cstimate lhe atmospberic water vapor 

contem in the nadir column, in order to correct the radar altimetry measurement. 
• a DORlS receiver which is a radio tracking system developed by CNES, using the Doppler shift 

of ground beacoos to provide an unprecedented precision orbit determination. Jt is comprised of a 
Doppler receiver, an Ultra Stabl.e Oscillator and the associated antenna. 

• a Turbo-Rogue Space Receiver which is a GPS receiver. 
• a Laser Retroreflector to reflect incoming laser beams from thc grouud allowing tbe caübration of 

the radial. posilion of lhe satellite. 
The PROTEUS (Piate forme Reconfigurable pour rObservatiou de la terre, les Telecommunications 

et les Utilisations $cientifiques) program intends to develop a standard platform corresponding to a 
satellite mass (including launcher adapter) around 500 Kg. Attitude control is based on star tracker, gyros 
and reaclion wheels. The propulsion system uses an hydrazine module with a spherical tank to allow final 
orbit acquisition and maintenance wilh comfortable margin with respect to foreseen operationallifetime. 
The data handling is centralized, built around a 31750 microprocessor and uses a 1553 data bus for 
payload data interfaces. Solid state recorders provide tbe required data storage. An S band coniiguration 
is used for scienlific and housekeep.iug telemetry and CCSDS protocol is applied in both forward and 
return link mode (use of Virtual Channels). Convolutional coding is also applied lo telemetry. 

Jason Launcher 
Launcb of tbe Jason satel lite will be provided by NASA. The launch vehicle will be a Delta ll 7920. a 

2-stage liquid rocket wilh 9 solid propellant motors strapped to the tirst stage. Launcb will be from 
Yandenberg Air Force Base over the Westem Test Range. That launch is co-manifested wilh ru10lher 
NASA satellite named TIMED. 

Jason Ground System (JGS) 
The resources of lhe JGS are used to suppor1 mission plauning. telemetry data capture and staging, 

satellite mouitoring, cornmand preparation, satellite and sensor control, satellite Jocalization aod orbit 
control, ~>upport system scheduling, housekeeping data and science data archiving, science data 
processing, data verification aod distribution for lhe life of the mission. 

The JGS is comprised of a satellite control center Jocated in Toulouse, ao operational control center 
Jocated in Pasadena, and mission centers located in CNES- Toulouse and Pasadena. Three small ground 
stations located in Toulouse, Poker Flat and Wallops allow nearly one visibility opportunity during each 
orbit. 

The entire JGS architecture is detailed in section 4. 
Three different data products shall be produced and distributed to the users: 
• Operational Science Data Record (OSDR) 

The OSDR sball include wind, wave and altimetric information and shall be distributed in 
near real time (75% of the data taken shall be made available to the users within 3 hours from 
acquis.ition and 95% of lhe data within 5 hours) 

• lnterim Geophysical Data Record (lGDR) 
An IGDR (for instance used for mesoscale and El NUlo type event studies) shaJI be delivered 
within 3 to 5 days maximum. The IGDR sball be of the sarne format and content as the GDR, 
but lhe accuracy o f some data i tems (mainly orbit) may not be fully checked. 

• Geophysical Data Record (GDR) 
The final Geopbysical Data Record (GDR) shall inc.lude fully corrected altimeter data with 
ru1ciUary geophysical information suirable for carrying out the scientific objectives of thc 
rnission and shall be delivered within 30 days. 

Jn addition to these <<standard» products. a certain number of speci fie products will be made availablc 
upon request by users for oLher upplications. For example the SGDR (Sensor/Geopbysical Data Record) 
product cootains all inforrnation included in the GDR plus information from levei O ru1d level lb (for 
instance, waveforms) altimeter data. lt is generated for alt:imeter experts interested in qualifying the 
instrument performance and it also meets requirement~> from science users looking at altimeter 
measurements for unusual occan conditions. 

Jason Ground System Architecture 
The Jason Ground System (JGS) consists of a control ground system, a nlission ground system and a 

data conununication network. Some JGS elements are permanent and used by the JGS during all mission 
phases, whiJe others elements are additional and only used during the Launch phase. 
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Permanent elements: 
• The control ground ~ystem include:.: 

a Satellite Control Center (JCCC) located in C!\ES-Toulousc. 
Thi~ center monitor\ the Mllellite during the whole mi\ltion life time. Satellite comrol and 
operations are exccutcd from thi~ center until the end of the ac;sessmcot phase. Following this 
milestone, operations plan preparation. navigation functions, platform configuration changes 
as wcll al> performance and trcnds analysis are still this ccnter'l. re,ponsibility whilc routine 
opcrations including satcllitc activities scheduling, command plan preparation, command 
traosmission and telemetry acqui!>ilion and routing are trunsfcrred to the POCC. 
a Project Operation Control Center located in JPL-Pasadena (POCC) 
Thi~ control centcr (JTCCS and JSEQ) will be operatJonaJ from thc end of the assessmcnt 
phase aod will control lhe satellite a.nd the associated instruments for the remainder of the 
mi~~ion. 
Earth Terminais 
The planned configuration is to have one JPL earth terminallocated in Poker Fiar. Alaska and 
a second CNES eanh terminal in Aussaguel (France). A third JPL earth terminal is available 
at Wallops for backup. The Earth Terminals performs satcllite telemetry capture, Virtual 
Channels splitting, recording and distribution to the control centers (housekeeping telemetry 
in real time and organized in file:.) and to the mission centers (payload telemetry organited in 
tiles). The earth terminais also perform the uplink commanding to the satellite. 
At any time, only one control center directly interfaces with the ~alellüe and .is callcd the •• 
aclive control center --. 

Thc mission ground system include~: 
• a CNES mission system (part of SSALTO: Segment Sol Multintission Altimétrie et 

Orbitographie) including: 
a CNES mission cemer locatcd near the CNES facility 
The rnission center functions conl>iM in instrument programming and monitoring (altimeter 
and Dori~). COIIliilallds reque<,t~ generation (altimeter and Dori11). misslon management and 
operation plan definition. Preci<,e Orbit Determination (POD). algorithm definition and POD 
data production and validation, scientific altimeter data processing and validation of altimetry 
product. product distribution and arcruving. 
the Doris system beacon~ network 

• a NASA rnission center (part o f lhe JPL POCC) 
The mission centcr (JSDS) functions consist in imtrument programmi.ng and rnonitoring 
(Radiomcter and GPS), command rcqucsts generation (Radiometer and GPS), scientific 
altimeter data processing and validation of altimetry product in parallel with the CNES 
m.ission center. operational altimetry data processing, data distribution and archiving. 

• Thc Data Commurucation Nctwork (DCN) which allows ali the JGS elemems to be linked. lt is 
part1tioned into: 

aCNES Network (DCNCNES) which links ali the elements of tbe CNES part 
a JPL Network (DCNJPL) which links ali the elements of the JPL part 
a Network wbich links the OCNCNES and DCNJPL 

Additional elements: 
• a CNES Earth Terminal named SBANDET-HBK which b a S-BAND Earth Terminal with a 

~pecial kJt installed to make the terminal compatible with the Jason satellite aod ground system. 
SBANDET-HBK will bc used during the lauoch phase only to cover the satellite-launcher 
~cparalion and to add some visibility period~. 

• a CNES Main Control Room (MC R) and a Spacecraft Spccialist Room (SSR) from whcre Jason 
projcct managers and the Jason spccialists wiiJ be able to folJow lhe HK telemetry and to control 
the operations. These rooms are used during the launch phase onJy. 

• one or more Eanh Terminais whicb will be able to provide Angular Measurements to locate thc 
satellite in case of a large disper~ion of the launcher Delta 2 (ET from Cl\ES or NASA 2GHz. 
network) 

• a CNES Orbitography Operational Center (OOC) located in CNES facility during the launch 
phru.e . lt will be able to coordinate and provide 2 G Hz Eanh Terminal (listed above) with 
pointing data 

Externai elements: Tbese elements provide support to the JGS during lhe Jasou life time. 
• lERS, MEUDON, French MTO (French MeT Officc), GPS network, Laser Databasc, Doris 

mastcr beacons, PODAAC (Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Ccnter) 
PODAAC will provide data archiving and data products distribution for lhe JPL elements. 
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Thc following diagram (Fig. 2) shows t11e high levei interfaces between the JGS elements. A solid 
line indicates that the connccted elements will interface throughout the mi~>!>ion, a dashed tine [ndicates 
that tlle connectcd clements only interface during the beginning of tlle mission (additional elements) . 
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Fig. 2 JGS Architecture 

JGS Operations 
The Jason mission is conveniently broken into five phases of operation. as listed below (Fig. 3): 
( 1) Launch pha~e 
(2) Asse~sment phase 
<3) Verification Phase 
(4) Observational Phase 
(5) Extended Opcratíonal Phas~ 
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Fig. 3 Jason Mission Phases 

J yenrs 

1 The Launch Pha~e begins one day before launch und ends shortly after injection of tlle satellite into 

I 
the injection orbit. Activities during lhis phase center on preparing the sateUite for launch (integration 
with the launch vehlcLe. communication te:.ting, and operation team testing and training) and Jaunch 
operation~. 

The A:.!>e:,-.mcnt Phase begins at the end of the launch phase, and ends when ali satellite and 
instruments system~ have been deployed. activated, and functionally certified, Lhe satellite is in tlle 
operational orbit and the ground sy~tem iJ, rcady to operate routinely. Thls phase includes a series of 
propubive maneuvers designed to place the sa~llite onto irs operationaJ orbit. The sateiJite contractor and 
in~trument suppliers are aetively involved during tllis phase. 

The duration of the assessment phase is 2 montlls maximum. 
The Verificalion Phasc overlaps the Assessment Phase in time, beginning when thc satellite is in tbe 

operational orbit with the instruments engineering assessment completed, and continuing until the data 
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rece1ved from the satellite, the instruments and the processing algorithms are salisfactori1y calibrated and 
validated. During this phase, in ~i tu data and laser ranging data will be collected from dedicated aJtlmeLric 
system verification sites to be used in the verificaúon process. A verification worlL~hop will be beld tive 
month' after the beginning of the Verification Phase. Tbe maximum duration of the verification phase is 
six months. 

Sciem:e data products from rhe verification phase are rcproce~~ed at the beginning of the 
observational phasc using verified and calibrated algorithm~. 

The Obscrvalional Phaf.e begins at the completion or the Verification Phase and continues to three 
years after launch. lnstruments data are coliected and processed systcmntically with a continuous 
insLrument monitoring. 

The Extended Observational PhaJ>c begins at the end of thc obscrvational pbase and will continue at 
Jcast two years until the end of núsl>ion tive years after launch. 

The sharing of operation.s betwccn C 'ES and NASAIJPL depcnds on the phase of the mission. In 
rerm of operations. there are two major pha~es: 

• the assessmem phase, which begin after launch and continuef. untiJ the in-flight acceptance of the 
satellite bus and the instruments. 

• the routine phase. which covers lhe time after the launcb + 2 month~ till the end of thc mi1>sion 
life. 

The sharing of operation functions bctwcen CNES and JPL is as follow~: 
• CNES JCCC will control the satcllite from launch umiJ the cnd of lhe assessment phasc (2 

months). JPL POCC will control the satellite after thar time. 
• CNES will pcrform satellite analysis. navigation, POD throughout the entire mission. 
• CNES will generate and maintuin lhe salellite database. 
• CNES and JPL will provide science instrument analysis and command generation for their 

respective instruments throughout the mission. 
• OnJy JPL will produce Operational Science Data Record. 
• Both SSAL TO and JSDS will produce altimetric science products tn pamllel. 
• A VISO and PODAAC will provide tbc ~cience products to their respective user communities. 
The Ja&on operations documentation will be coordinated between CNES and JPL: 
Operations Concepts document, Tearn Operati.ons Plan&. Team lmerface Description. Sequence 

Elernent Dictionary, Tralning Plan, ... 
Tcsting of the JGS will be performed in the following phases: 
Unit Testing/Acceptance Testing: Eacb JGS element is responsiblc for te~ting at the elemcnt levei. 

Each elcment is expected to develop a tcst plan and produce test reports. After the elemenl development 
and internai integration is complete, each e lement will perform a set of acceptance tests to demon&trate 
that the element meets its requircments. 

Technical lntegration: During thi~ phase, CNES and JPL will separately integrate their elements 
together imo a system. This phase will concentrare on the capabilities nceded for command and comrol of 
the Jason satellite platfonn. 

Tecluúcal Qualification: During this phasc, CNES and JPL elements will be integrated. The elemcnts 
concerncd with Payload command ru1d control, science processing and ~equence generarion will be 
integrated inro the JGS. Tbc complete JGS will be tested end-to-end. The satcllitc to JGS imerfaces will 
be te~ted using the actual satellitc. 

Operational Qualification: This phtl.~e wi!J supporr the opcration!> team training for ali mission phases. 
j:inally, a set of launch rehearsals will demonstrate that the JGS is ready to :.upport the mission. 

Status and Conclusion 
The JGS detailed interfaces ore dcfincd between ali the elemcnts of the JGS. A Satellite Data Base 

(SOB) wbich describes allthe telemetry and command structure is already exisling. SDB will be filled up 
during next months and broadcasted to ali JGS elemems. Within the JGS, tJ1e NASNJPL Eanh terminais 
have been accepted in surnmer 1998, the CNES control center elements are being accepted (till February 
1999). other parts (CNES Earth Terminal, JPL Control Center, CNES and JPL Mission Centers) should 
be completed by mid 1999. 

The Validation and Qualificatlon phases willtake place during 1999. 
The JGS qualification phases will be an important step in validating the JGS dcsign and the concept 

for sharing operations between JPL and CNES. The dose cooperation betwcen CNES and JPL has bccn 
thc major ingredient for getti11g an opcrational JGS with a high performances levei. 
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First of ali. this pape r .wmmarizes the t'I'Oiution of China ~pace 7T &C nerwork inthe past thirty years and experience 
acctmru/ated. Thenthe design guideline.v, netll'ork ropolo!i.\', C'llmposirion, fimt'Iions. major tedmic'a/ specifiwtions mui 
nerwork operatirm mwlugeme/11 are ais o pre,,·emed. Finolly. i.1Stte.1 relaring lo its future development are discussed tmd 
som!' ideas and considerations are given. 

lntroduction 

With the development of China's space industry, lhe space TT&C network has gone through a 
process from small to big and frorn dcdicated use to general applic.'ltion. A VHF/UHF satcllite TI&C 
network and a C-band satellite TT&C network havc bcen built for the TT&C of medium and low earth 
orbit satellites and geo~tationary satcllites. T'he VHf/UHF TT&C network is near its end of lifetirne. A 
new S-band space TT&C network cousisúng of mainly an S-band unified carrier system (USB) are under 
construction in recent years to meet the ever increasing demand of space TT&C requirements. It will 
provide support for most spacecraft of China as the new generation of space TT&C network. In the 
meantime. tbe new network is also capnble of providing TI&C support for spacecraft of other countrie~ 
and space organif.ations. 

Tasks of the Space TT&C Network 
The main tasks of China's space TI &C network are to replace step by step the VHFIUHF TI &C 

network and provide TT&C and communication services for spacecraft of China in medium and low 
orbit; to provide TT&C and comrnunication services for China's S-band geostation:uy satc1lites; and 
participate in international inter-network connection :t11d internatjonaJ cooperation and to provide TT&C 
services for otber countries and spacc organizations over the world. 

Design Principies of the Space TT&C Network 
Design principies of the space TT&C network are as follows; 
• Meet the TT&C requiremcnts of common medium and low earth orbit spacecraft and 

geostationary satellites, including orbit detcrmination accuracy. telemetry, telecommand and to 
provide a wide range of applicability in order to improve the utilization and econornic efficicncy 
of lhe whole TT &C network; 

• The TT&C station~ are based upon a rnicrowave unified system with TI&C functions and their 
rnain technical speci~ications shall be state-of-tbc-art; 

• Network architccture is adopted for data transm.ission and to providc flexibility for data exchangc 
and convenience for users; 

• 'etwork rnanagement system shall be used for coucentrated management of the IT&C statjons 
and to irnprove Lhe operational efficiency and automatic rnanagement levei of the whole network: 

• The network shali meet international standardi> to prepare for international cooperaúon. 

Configuration and Distribution of the Space Network and System Design 
China's S-band space IT&C network mainly consists of five USB stations, a network management 

center (NMC). a number of nússion centers and a data exchange sy,tem consisting of mainly satellite 
cornrnunication means. The five USB stations are Kashi TT&C Staúon (KS), Weinan IT&C Statioo 
(WN), Qindao TT&C Station (QD), Xiarnen TT&C Station (XM) and Nanning TT&C Station (NN). 
The~e stations can be divided imo two classes. One class are Wcinan TT&C Station, Qindao TT&C 
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Statlon and .>..iamen TI"&C Station which are uscd for TT&C of medium and low earth orbit spacecraft. 
The other cla~s are Ka!.hi and Xanning TT&C stations which can used for geo~tationary satellites as well 
as medium and low earth orbit spacecraft. The nerwork management center b located at Xi'an Satellite 
Control Ct:ntcr (XSCC) and it is re!.pon~ible for routjne management of the whole TT&C network. 
Compo~1tion o f thc overall S-band TT &C networJ... is illustrated in Fig. l. 
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Fig. 1 Distribuition of China's S-band Space TI&C Network 

USB Mation~ in the network support TT&C and commurucation for medium and low earth orbit S
band spacecraft under the organi1..ation of the nctwork management system. Distribution of the IT&C 
station within the network has considered lhe territory of Chlna. Kashi TT&C Stalion, Qindao IT&C 
Station and Nanning TT&C Station are locutcd in northwest, easl and :.oulh China. Span of positions of 
lhe station:. is optimized in latitude and longitude. This kind of slation distribution is favorablc in 
providing covcrage for more passes of polar satellites and mediwn and low earth orbit spacecraft (3-5 
pa~se1> everyday for sun-synchronous satellite~). Xiamen TT&C Station and Weinan TT&C Station can 
provide redundancy for the above three stations a.nd can also increase coveragc. Kashi TT&C Station and 
Nanillng Tr&C Starion can provide launcb and early orbil (LEOP) ~ervices and TT&C support after 
positioning for S-band geostationary satellite under the organization of lhe JU'an network management 
center. Nanning TT&C Station and Kashi TI&C Station have larger difference in longitude (around 32 
degree~) and have long relayed coverage for geo!>tationl!l)' satellites above lhe equatOr. They can provide 
services for S-band gcostationary satelli tes within 10°- 180°E before and after positioning. The two 
stations c<m bc rcdundancy for each other for l.atcllites in the overlapped coverage of the them. 

Function, Composition and Technícal Specifications of the USB Stations 

Main Functions of the USB Stations 
The main functions of lhe USB ~tations o f China include: 
I} Performing TI &C missions using the uni fied carricr system. i.e.: 
• Rangmg measurement with a side tone llystem with the major tone of 100kHz: 
• 
• Dual dirccuon Doppler range rale mea~>urcment: 
• Angular measuremem wilh dual channel monopulse system: 
• Eogineering telemetry reception and recording (data formal compatible with ESA PCM telemetry 

standard): 
• Transmission of command (data formal compatible with ESA PCM command standard) and 

uplink data with two uplink subcarriers of lhe unjfied carrier :.ystem; 
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• Sunuhaneous reception of another S-band carrier with QPSK system reciever for high data 
reception; 

• Concentrated monitoring of the wbole USB with station monitoring and control console and 
repon of the operalion status of station equipment to the network management centcr under the 
rcmote control o f the network management center. 

Composition 
As illustrated in Fig. 2. the USB stations consist of mainJy track.ing and angular measurement 

subsystem. auto-acquisiúon subsy~tem. traru.mit subsystem, receive subsystem. ranging ~ubsystcm. range 
rate ~ubsystem. telemetry ~ubsystem, comrnand ~ubsystem, high rate data transmission subsystem, uplink 
subsystem, recording subsystem, test and calibration ~ubsystem. system monitoring and control console 
and DTE subsystem. 

Fig. 2 USB Block Diagram 

Main Technical Speclflcatlons 
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The stations in each class have lhe same specifications. The main technical specifications of the lJSB 
~tations are given in Table I. 

Functions and Composition of the Network Management Center 

Functions of the Network Management Center 
The major functions of Lhe network managcment center o f the S-band space TI &C network include: 
1) Reception o f utilization requests from each rnission center and work plan generation after 

combination and coordination, and concentrated planned management of each TT&C station 
within the network; 

2) Remote configuration of equipment status of the USB stations in accordance with mission 
requirements. Configuration coll1Jl1ands are sent LO USB stations from NMC through data 
transmi~osion systcm; 

3) Concentrated monitoring of equipment status of eacb TT&C station in the nctwork, alarrn 
information and Lhe COnfiguration process of equipment status; 

4) Conccntrated control and status switchlng of the equipment ofTT&C stations in the network. 
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Composition of the Network Management Center 
As illustraled in Fig. 3. lhe network management center of Chlua's S-band space TI&C network 

mainly consists of communicaúon subsystem, fronl end processor. data processing server, monit.oring and 
control work stations. 

Tbe conuuuni.cation system, mainly consists of satellite communicaLion stations, terrestriaJ tines, 
timing. scheduling, tel.ephonc. tel.egram and telex, provide support for organization, cornmand and data 
transmission and unified Lime reference for systems in the network management cenrer. ... Communication .... .. Front end 
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Fíg. 3 Composítion of the Management Center 

Table 1 Main Technical Specífications of the USB Stations 

NO. ITEM WN.QD, XM NN. KS 
Frequency band Uplink: 2025 • 2120MHz Same 

Downlink: 2200 - 2300MHz 
2 Antenna aperture 10m 12m 
3 EIRP 49 • 69dBW 51-71dBW 
4 GfT 20.5dBIK 22.5dB/K 
5 Polarizalion Uplink: RCP or LCP Same 

Downlink: RCP and LCP 
6 RF modulatlon Uplink: PM Same 

Downlink: PM (carrier 1) 
OPSK (carrier 2) 

7 Frequency accuracy 5 x 10·" Same 
8 TC subcarrier frequency 2 · 100kHz Same 
9 TC subcarrier modulation PSK. FSK Same 
10 TC subcarrier waveform Sina Same 
11 TC data rate 1 OOb/s • 2kb/s 1 OOb/s - 8kb/s 
12 Uplink dàta subcarrler Frequency 256kHz Same 
13 Uplink data subcarrier modulation DPSK Same 
14 Uplink data subcarrier waveform Sina Same 
15 Uplink data rata 32kb/s Same 
16 TM subcarrler frequency 2-512kHz Same 
17 TM subcarrier modulalion PSK.DPSK Same 
18 TM subcarrier waveform Sine Same 
19 TM data rale 100bls- 64kb/s Same 
20 Ranging tona waveform Sine Same 
21 Majortone 100kHz Same 
22 Minar tona (kHz) 20. 16, (0.8, 0.16, 0.032, 0 .008 on 16) Same 
23 Ranging errar 15m Same 
24 Range rata errar 5cm/s Same 
25 Angular measurement errar O.Smil Same 
26 QPSK downlink channel data rate 1Mb/s X 2 Same 

The front end processor performs management and control. at link levei and physical layer, tbe 
received and transmitted information; classification of ali kinds of TT&C informalion received by lhe 
nerwork management center and di.sseminate to mission control centers and USB staüons accordi.ng to 
network plan: send LO the data processing server of lhe network management center informalion such a.~ 
remote monitoring data of USB starions reluted to tbe network management center and uúlization request 
of tbe TI &C networks of rnission centers; receive ioformation such as remote control eonuuands for 
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USB from Lhe data server of the nelwork management center and echo of TT&C uetwork utilization 
request, and scnd to USB station and mission centers. 

The data proces,ing server receives IT&C network utilizatiou rcquest from various mission centers. 
generate!. echo to IT&C network utilization rcquest and TI&C network work plan, etc. 

The monitoring and control work ~tations mainly provide display of operational status of USB 
equipment and send USB status configuration commands. 

Operational Modes of the Space TI&C Network 

Management Mode of the TI&C Network 
Routinc managemenl and scheduling of China's S-band space TT&C network is performed by Xi'an 

Network Management Center. Spacecraft mis,ion center send IT&C network utilization request to Xi'an 
Network Management Center in advance according to spacecraft IT&C plan. Xi'an Network 
Management Center perfollll5 concentrated coordination based on these utilization requests and the 
current status of TT&C network and forros IT&C network utilization echo and send to each user 
generating the request. The mission centers take the utilization request echo from lhe network 
management center as lhe basis for making work plans such as communication duration plan. Network 
managcmcnt coordinates and generates TI&C equipment work plan and send the plan to eacb IT&C 
station. ln thc mcantime, the network manugement center configures prior to .rnissions the cquipment of 
TT&C stations in accordance with lhe TT&C stalion configuration requircments of mission centers. The 
network managcmcnt center combines lhe Tf&C nelwork utilization requLrcments ofthe mission centers 
and forms Tf&C network scheduling plan for concentrated allocation and scheduling of IT&C network 
resources. 

Monitoring and Control Modes of n&c Networks 
Space IT&C network monitoring and COiltrOl can be divided imo three levels. i.e., network 

managemcnt ccntcr. monitoring and conrrol console of each USB systcm and ~oubsystem from panel of 
each USB. Monitoring and control of USB is performed in a bouom to top order. Subsysterns of USB 
collect, display the status of each subsystem and report to the monitoring and control console of USB 
system; thc monitoring and control console of USB sy~tem collects and displays the status of each 
subsystem of its USB station and reports to the network rnanagement ccntcr; the network management 
center performs monitoring of the status of USB systems of thc whole 1T&C network. lterns and 
contems for the monitoring at tbe three leveis are not the sarne and decrease from subsystem to the 
network managemenl center. The network management center c ares most about tbe operation status at the 
system levei and key subsystem levei while each subsystem needs to know lhe detaiJed operation status 
of each plug-iu element and components. During a mlssion, the mission center can also perform 
monitoring of equipment status o f the stmions uscd. 

The nctwork managemem cemer can perform configuration and control of USB in the network. 
Monüoring and control console of the USB system~ can perform comrol of each USB. The moniroring 
and control front panel of each USB subsy tem can perform control of each subsystem. Tbe order of 
priority for USB status control is from top down: control front pane!. ~yMem monitoring and control 
console, network management center; the order of utilization priority for USB configuration is: network 
managemcnr ccnter, system monitoring and control console, front pane I of each subsystem. 

Transmission and Processing of TI&C lnformation 
The processing of spacecraft TI&C infom1ation in China's space TT&C network ls mainly performed 

by mission centers. USB stations send in real-time the metric information of R, R , A, E and received 
telemetry information to mission cemers. The mission ceoters perform processing and display of 
measurcment information. Mission centcrs decide spat:ecraft status in accordance with the measurement 
inforrnation and make decisions for control of the !>pacecraft and send control commands to spacecraft 
through the information transmission sy~tem of USB stations. l:SB stations has a certain data processing 
capability of !>pacecraft telemctry and metric data and emergency transmission capability for selection 
based on diffcrcnt space missions. 

lnformation Exchange of the Space TT&C Network 

Infonnation exchange of China's space TT &C network is mainly betwecn TI&C stations and centers 
and between centers and centers. Main cont.ents for the exchange includc melric measw·ement, telcmetry, 
commands, equipment status monitoring and control information, acquisiton information and nctwork 
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work plan. Data transmission has rwo routes. one prime and one redundant and tbe data rate of both 
route~ are 64kb/!>. There are two tines of telephone anda dedicated circuit between the MC and TT&C 
station for scheduling and technical coordination of lhe center on the staúons. 11te main means of 
information exchange is sarcllite communications and lhe data transmission bit error rate is I x I o·<•. 

Instrumentation infonnation and data of the TT&C uetwork is massive and very much varied while 
control infonnation is required to be highly reliable. The maiu way~ of data transm.ission are satellite 
commuuication . Frame relay protocob. wbich ha!> large capacity, high bandwidth utilization efftciency 
with good real-time performance. is adopted for transmi::.sion of the bottom laycr of TT&C network 
informatiou bascd on lhe fcatures of lhe informalion transmit1ed, the ways information is lransmitted and 
current statu!. of data rransm.ission technology while TCP/IP protocols, wbich allow i.ntcr-connection 
berween di.fferent computcr~ and diffcrent networks. is adopted for higher layers (network Iayer and 
transmi~sion laycr). Conncctionless (seamless) UDP protocols in TCP/TP protocols, which has 
broadca~ting capability, high transmission efficiency and good real-lime performance, is used to transmil 
downlink (TT&C station 10 lhe centers) information and lhose upl.ink (lhe centers to TT&C station) 
information which has lower rel.iabilily requi.rements. Connection-oriented rel.iable transruission protocoh 
TCP, wh.ich has retransmission if error cootrol function, is used 10 transmit uplink command information, 
etc., wbich has high rcliability requirement. CCITT X.25 interface is also provided at the network 
management center for inter-connection wilh other TI &C networks, TI &C station and conu·oJ ceuters. 

Technical Features of the Space TI&C Network 

China's space TT&C nctwork has the following technical fea1ures: 
I) High utilization effic1ency. 
Tf&C network resource~ are managed by rhc nelwork management center in request-echo-planning 

mode. Mission centers, lhe nelwork managemcnl center mH.l USB station are designed for multi-mission, 
lhey can be used for lhe ·rr&c of med.ium and low carth orbit spacecraft as well as geostationary 
satellites. 

2) High levei of automation and operational efficiency 
USB station monitoring, conrrol and equipment status configuration per mission iJl the network are ali 
perforrned by lhe network managemen1 center. 
3) H.igh reliability and flexibil.ity 
Processing a.nd generation of space TT&C information is usually done by mis,ion centcrs wh.ile thc 
TT&C starions also have data processing and emergcncy command transmission capabilily to a 
certain extent. 
4) Extended capabilily 
The TI&C stations have not only conventjonal TT&C function~, but also the capability to receive 
high dma rate spacecrafl data such as payload data. 
5) Standardi7ation 
De~ign of the nerwork meets relevant intemational standards and is compalible wilb lhe TT&C 
networks of other spacc organ.izations. Th.is ís very helpful for intemational network inter-connection 
and mutual support bctY.een China and olber space institutions in thc world. 
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Abstract 
In desi~nin!( a .wuellite COIIStellation. many /t1ffor.1· htll'e m be taken imo account inclutling tronsmission de/ay, sen•ice 
CO\'erage, minimum mobile tenninal elevatimr angle and space radiation effect. In nur project, LEO co11stel/arion with 
lnter-Satellite Linl...1( JSL1 ) is assumed from rire poim tlrat the low delay is one of tire key factors of suc<·es.v.ful 
multimedia ,·ommtmicmions services. Tire l..EO C'flll.llellmion parameters sue/r a.r orbital altitude, orbil inc/inatioll, 
manber of smellitt•s. mmrber of orbital pltmes are discussed in r/tis paper. For example. tlte effect of Van A/len 
radiation belts mui tltP South Atlantic Arromo(\'( SAA) is considered in rhoosin,~ rhe orbital altilllde and lhe orbit 
inclination. The cmrstellation parameters are also inve.ftigau•dfrom tlle poim of /SI. tmt/i!(ttrmion. 
Keyword.~: /,F. O. con.,·tellatimr, Van Allen. SAA. ISLs 

Background 

In Japan, the Ministry of Posts ru1d Tele-communications(MPT) conducted a feasibility study in 1996 
on thc Ncxt-generation LEO System(NeLS) whicb would provide a global multi.media mobile satellite 
service by meam of a group of LEO satellites. The target year for commercial implementation is 2010. In 
order to devclop the fcasibility Mudy. NeLS Researcb Ccntcr was fonned by the Telecommunicat.ions 
Advancement Organizat.ion of Japan (TAÜ) in cooperation with thc telecommunications operators. 
manufactures. universitics and govemmental reseruch organization in the end of 1997. The conceptual 
satcllitc constel lation design and the developmcnt of key technologies needed to construct this Next
gcneration LEO ~y~tem started from 1998. In this paper we deal with lhe conceptual satcllite constellation 
design. 

Constellation design process 
A layout o f the constellation design process is shown in Fig.l. 

Mission Salelhte 
Requirement Requlrement 

Coverage area Numberof 

La! O to ±70deg Satellites 

Mln EL >20deg Radlation 

.u 

Candidate constellatlon 
Altitude 
lncllnatlon 
Number of Orbital Planes 
Number of Satellrles 
Phaslno anole 

Evaluation 
Latitude vs Mrn Elevation 
Probabillty of Vlslbllity 

Operation 
Requiremenl 

100%Vísibílíty 

Multiple Satel- lite Vrslbillty 

ISLs 

Dislance. Azlmuth, Etevation In ISLs 

Fig.1 A layout of the constellatlon design process 
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At the first stage of the constellation design, the related mission objects and system description need 
to be c larified. From the information related to tl1e mission (R. Suzuki et ai.), we summarizeel the 
requirements in terms of a satellitc constellation. Wben rearranging the requirements, it becomes apparent 
that ce11ain requirements dominate the design process. Thosc requirement~ anel the discussion to select 
constellation pararneters are clescribeel in lhe following sections. 

Radiation 

The selection of orbital altitude anel inclination as LEO is discussed here from the point of avoiding 
the space radiation effect. 

Tbe SAA is a pot1ion of thc Van Allen belt~>. The Van Allen belts are nota uniform distance from the 
surface of the Earth. SAA extend mucb closer to thc surface. These belts extend from about 150km in 
altitude to about 930Km in altitude. Thls region is known as the SAA. in longitude from 50deg.west to 
15deg.east. and in latitude from 30deg.south LO 50deg.south2

• When thc satellite passes through the SAA, 
Single-Event Upsets(SEU) occurs occasionally. SEU is an one of serious radiation problems as well as 
the total dose. To avoid the effects of SAA. the altitude were desired abovc 1 OOOk:m. 

The Van Allen radiation belts are two toroidal belts of charged particle radiation trapped by the 
magnetic field. centered on lhe equator. Such racliation gives two types of effects on spacecraft electronic 
systems. These are lhe degradation due to total accumulated dose and the malfunctions Lnduceel by SEU 
and Single-Event Latch-up(SEL). Both of them affect lhe fundamental su.rvivability of spacecraft. 

Since radiation leveis depend on the orbital altitude and inclination. lhe selectioo of the orbital 
parameters is made from the point of minimizing lhese two types of radiation effects. The relation among 
the radiation levei total accumulated dose using an aluminium shield of IOOmil, a ltitude from 700km to 
I .300km, and lhe inclination from 35deg to 75deg. is shown in Lhe Fig.2. 
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Our m.ission Ufe time is considcred Syears. Radiation hardness level for commercial semiconductor 
de v ices is considered Syears x I O~ rad/year. Therefore , lhe altitude can be cbosen undcr 1 ,200km and 
75deg. 55deg, 45deg anel 35deg in inclination are preferred. But hígher altitude is desired because of the 
requirements for minimum elevation angle and núnimum number of satellites. The orbit pararneters with 
altitude of J.200km and inclinatioo of75deg, 55deg. 45deg and 35deg were selecteel. pc 

Minimum Elevation 
The necessary number of satellites and that of orbits are calculated for a specified value of núnimum 

elevation angle. Here, we assume the minimum elevatioo to be 20 deg. In thc case of circular orbits, lhe 
service area of a singlc satellite, called footprint, is a spberical area of lhe eru1h"s sud'ace in which the 
satellite can be seen above the minimum elevation angle E. The extent of footprint is determined by E and 
orbital altitude h. radius of the Earth r(=6378km). Tbe half-sided ccnter angle 4> of the fooLprint is given 
by equation ( l ). The geomeLry is shown in Fig.3 
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~ = (rr/2)- e - arcsin{(r cose) I (r+ h)} 

Satellite 

Fig, 3 Datellite coverage geometry 
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(1) 

To cover lhe Earth's su1·face of the service area, it is inevitable that the footprints overlap. The largest 
possible effective footprint of a single satellite is equivalem to the largest hexagon inscribed inlo the 
footprint ( M. Werner et ai.). Fig.4 shows the hexagon inscribed into the footprint in the polar orbit. 

Figure 4 shows that at least N orbits are necessary to cover the great circle along the equator. To 
cover the great circle along an orbit track S satellites per orbital plane are necessary. 

N = 27r/3~ (2) 

(3) 

Orbit plane 

Equator 

Fig. 4 Hexagons inscribed into lhe footprint 

In the case that the m.inimum elevation angle €.=20deg, orbil altitude h= I ,200km, and the orbit is 
polar, the value <J>,N, and Sare obtained using (1),(2) and (3) as follows. 

~= 17.7deg, N= 7. S= 12 

For the inclined orbit constellations, equation (3) does nol give lhe optimal solution, because lhe 
concept of continuous coverage with hexagons along the orbit tracks is not applicable. But equation (3) 
can be used a~ a rough approximation. 

Service Area coverage 
To estimate lhe necessary number of satellites and orbits and to discuss the candidate constellations 

lhe service area coverage is one of the most important requirements. Figme 5 shows the world population 
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density by latitude ( O. Oiel..elman). It can be deduced that area from -60deg to + 70deg in latitude should 
bc covered. 
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Fig. 5 World Population Density 

Inter Satellite Links 
Thc consie llation parameters are investigated from thc point o f ISL coufiguration. The operation of 

both the intra-plane and inter-plane ISL are assumed. lf a circular orbit is employed. the link distance and 
pointing angle between neighbor satellite are constant for the intra-plane ISL. As for the inter-plane ISL, 
the relation between a satellite and its neighbor on the adjacent plane is time-variant but simple because 
these satellites on different planes move synchronously. In this rcgard, the circular orbit or near orbit is 
preferable to the elliptical orbit. 

The a~sumed lSL requirements are as follows. 
• lntra-plane ISLs per satellite :2 
• Inter-plane ISLs per satellite :2 
• Link Distance : < 5,000km 
• Angular coveragc : - 90deg to + 90deg Azimuth 
• 30deg Elevation 
The requirement of link distance leads to a discussion of number of orbital plane!> and !>atellites. The 

di~tance D of the intra-planc ISL, that i<,, the distance between two adjacent satellites on the \ame plane is 
expre!.~ed by, 

D = 2 (h+ r) .1i11 (91 2) (4) 

where h is the orbiltl l a ltitude, e is thc central angle between two adjacent satellites on the same plane, 
and ris Lhe Earth's equatorial radius. 

A~ for Lhe inter-plane ISL, Lhe link di~tance is time-variam. Fig.6 shows Lhe parameter~ needed to 
describe lhe relation between two satellites on the adjacent orbital planes. As an approximation of the 
maximum distance of inter-plane ISL, Lhe distance o· between two ascending nodes of adjacent orbital 
plane:.. That is. 

Fig. 6 Geometry of two satellltew 
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elevation rcqui.rement of 20deg at latitude froru ±45 to ±70deg , from - 60 to - 70deg, and frorn -15 to 
l5deg, respectively · 

--+- I= 7S:JsJI 
-G-l=55de:] 

Fig. 8 Minimum Elevation Angle vs. Latitude 

Fig.9 shows probability of visibilitylPOV) v~. minimum elevation ovcr thc regi ou from - 70 to 70 deg 
in latitude. 
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Fig. 9 Probabilíty of Visibility vs. Minimum Elevation 

Table.l is obtained from the same simulation. These figure and table show that the constellation of 
I = 55deg gives better POV than that of I = 35deg, I =45deg or I= 75deg. Then, we helected J = 55deg. 

Table 1 Comparison of minimum elevation 

100% POV 95% POV 
I = 75deg 16deg 22deg 
I = 55deg 19deg 28deg 
I = 45deg 3deg 7deg 
1- 35deg none none 

For the constellatiou of I = 55deg, further evaluation is done wi tb regard to the ISL configuration and 
multiple satellite visibility. 

Fig.IO and Fig.ll sbow lhe poiJlting angle variation in elevation and lin.k d.istance variation, 
respectively, for inter-plane ISL in lhe constellalion of r= 55deg. 

A muhiple visibility is a significam property to achive a given quaJity conununication service in case 
of a satellite failure. Table.2 shows the comparison of minimum elevation of single, two, and tbree 
satellites simultaneously. 

S. 
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D' = 2 ( h + r ) sin ( tY2 ) 

40 

(4)' 

where À 1s lhe difference angle bctwccn two ascending nodes of adjacent orbital plane!>. lf, as discusscd 
in lhe previou~ :.ection. thc orbital altitude h = 1,200km. number of satellites per orbital plane S = 12 and 
number of orbitl> N = 7. then 0 = 360/12 = 30deg and À= 360n = 51deg. Therefore. from (4) and (4)' 

D = 3922/..m ando·= 6525/..m 

Since o· exceeds the rnaximum allowablc link distance of 5.000km. N = 7 orbits are not enough. 
From (4)'. it C. found that ~ 1.hould bc 10 (D' = 4683km) to meet the link distance requirement. 

:-.Jext. the angular coverage requirement(in Azimuth) of ISL is considered. The awnuth angle 'V from 
satellitel to satelli te2 in Fig.6 can be calculated using equaúon (5) ( A. H. Ballard). 

'V= [!.in i sin(A/2 ) cos(y2+X ) ~in2i ~in1 (A/2 ) ] 
I [ ~in1 i sin2(A/2) !>in(yl + y2 + 2X ) + 
2cos i cos(LV2) ~in(.ó./2) cos(y2 - yl) + 
{ co!>2(A/2) + cos2i ~in2CLV2)} bin(y2-yl )] (5) 

Here, i is inclinalion, À i!. differencc anglc between two ascending nodes of adjacem orbital planes. yl 
and y2 are initial phase angles of lhe satcllirel and 2, respectively, measured f.rom the point of right 
ascension. and Xis phase angle (rnean anomaly). 

Fig.7 shows the azimuth angle between two satcllites which co-rotale~ each other in Lhe case o f 
1=55deg. The variation!> of Lhe azimuth angle are from -55deg to 55deg which is within thc requiremenl 
stated above. In this case, we U!.Sume that the phasíng angle = 3deg, N= lO orbíts, S = 12 ~ate llites per 
orbit. 
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Fig. 7 Azimuth Angle Between two Satellites 

Candidate Constellations 

The candidate constell a tion~ obtai ncd from the above discussion!> are as follows. 
• Numbcroforbital planes: 10 
• Number of satelli le1- per a Qrbital plane : 12 
• Orbital altitude : 1,200km 
• Ecccntricity : O 
• lnclination : 75deg, 55dcg, 45deg. 35deg 
• Difference angle of ascending node between adjacent orbital planes : 36deg 
• Pbru,e :mgle : 3deg 

Evaluation 

The computer ~imulauons using. STK and Satlab werc perfonned to ched. whether the candidate 
comtellaúons meet the above rcquircmcms. Fig.8 shows Lhe minimum elevation angle vs. latitude. The 
figure !>hows clearly that the con~tellations of 1=35deg. 45deg and 75deg do not mcet to lhe minimum 
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Fig. 11 Llnk Distance Between two Satellites 

Table 2 Comparison of minimum elevation 

1 satellite 
2 satellites 
3 satellites 

100% POV 

19deg 
15deg 
Sdeg 

Fig. 12 shows lhe ground track of lhe following constellation 
• Altitude:l200krn 
• 1nclination:55deg 
• Eccentlicity:O 
• Number o f orbital plane: 10 
• Number of satel lite per orbitaJ p lane: 12 
• Phase angle:3deg 

95% POV 
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13deg 
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~---.::::.-df._.__ 
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Fig. 12 Ground track of the selected constellatíon 
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Conclusion 
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Sevcral factor:. were tílkcn into consideratlon in this paper for Lhe constellation design of thc NeLS. 
Thc first factor is the space radiarion problem, from which the appropriatc range of orbilal alti rude and 
orbit inclinaúon was identificd. Secondly, from thc point of minimum mobi le rerminal elevation angle, 
Lhe nece~~ary number of orbit planes and that of satellites per orbital plane were discus~ed. Then. the 
constellauon ~uitable to the ISL configurauon wa~ cxamined. 
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Abstract 
Tlze increasi11.11 mtmber nf satellite cvnstellllfion projects requires a nell' approttclz for design, developme/11 and 
operation to oprimiu facilitie~ and reduce co.1ts. The nn•• prob/ems posed by comrolling smellite cmutellations are 
related 111 group lawzdzes during tlu: deploymelll phase and to the large number of sare/li te( to be cmrtrol/ed during 
rheir operaticmal phnst'. From 011 operarimwl poilllt1fview. tire CNES .wudied new opernrion conceprs, based on some 
hypothe'e~ on tire design of the sarei/ires (autonmny, hamogeneity) and tire signiflcant tlltmber of repe1itive rracking 
mul com rol wsks t/uu this wi/1 invoh•e. 
By making .111/lll' hypotheses on the .wtellite design, tlli.r paper oinu ai explaining that it is possible 10 imagi11e 
operation c·oncepts bothfordeployment phase cuuloll .l'tation operations leading 10 acceptable r·ost.1·. 
keywords: Crmstellmion.r. opermio11s. satellites. 

lntroduction 

For ~everal ycars CNES has been involvcd in satelHte constellation Mudics, both theoreucal, through 
severa! R&T Mudies, and pracucal. in panicular through participauon in the STARSYS and then the 
SKYBRIDGE projects. This paper present:. our prclimínary conclusions on operauon concepts for orbit 
control of satellite constellations dedicated to telecommUiúcations. 

Teleconununication systems are now being built around satelHte constellations: IRIDIUM (66 
operational satcllites) has been completcly deployed, the first satellites of the GLOBALSTAR system (48 
operational sntcllites) have been launched, while the SKYBRIDGE system (80 operational satellites), and 
the TELEDESTC system (288 operational satellites) have been announced for around 2001/2003. We 
have deliberately rcstricted our study to constcllations having common charactcristics, namely: 

• n telecommunication mission. 
• srnall ~atcllites with a mass of between 400 and 1200 kg, 
• circular 'low' orbits ofbetween 800 and 1500 km in altitude. 
The extcnsion of the conclusions of our study to olher types of constellations (micro-satellite~. orbi~~; 

wilh an altitude of more Lhan 10.000 km), should be carefully analysed. 
The new problems posed by controlling satellite constellations are related to multiple launches during 

Lhe deployrnent phasc and to Lhe large number of satellites to be controlled during thcir operational phase: 
• for obvious economic reasons the deployment phuse sbould be done as quickly as possible. This 

require~ multiple launches (of up to 10 satellites simultaneously for example), at a hlgh rate, 
which in turn. raises problems concerning thc first acquisition and critica] manocuvres for several 
sate llite~ at thc same time. 

• so that opcrating . costs rema in within 'reasonable bounds', the concepts implemented for 
simultancous control of a family of 3 to 4 satcllites, which is currenlly the case for CNBS, cannol 
easily bc extrapolated to cover control of consteilation of more than 20 satellires. 

The conccpts described below are bascd on some hypotheses on thc satellite design. These 
bypothe:.es are described in lhe first section. We Lhen describe the operational concepts during lhe 
operational implernentation phase (station keeping), followed by complements for lhe deployment phase. 

Satellite design hypotheses 
The LEO (Low Earth Orbit) sate llites controlled by CNES rcquirc relatively significant human 

resourccs nnd other fncilit:ies: 
• Thc lack of onboard autonomy rcquires severa! onboard/ground contacts for control manoeuvres 

and localisation measurements. 
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• The complexity of onboard operating modcs requires tricky operational procedures. For in~tance, 
lhe rcturn from safehold mode may rcquire up to onc wcek of criticai operations. 

1t is obviou~ tl1a1 the operaling costs nccded 10 control a constellation with the samc constraints for 
cach :;atellite of ilie constellation would be extremcly high. 

The hypothe:;e:; described below sbould makc it possible to reduce ground operations and therefore 
the operating cost!>. They are mamly based on g.reater autonomy of the satellitc!> wim respect 10 the 
ground segment, and on simplifying operation~ by mean~ of more efficient distribution or control 
functions bctween the onboard and ground segments. 

Satellite autonomy 

Specific case of first acquisition 
ln order to reduce deployment time and rcduce launch costs. -.ateUites are launched in clusters. 
The fir~t acquisition stage (first contact with me satellite aftcr separ;uion from the launcher) is 

particuJarly criticai majnly becau!>c o f possible launcher deviation, t he risk of anomalies dueto thc launch 
and cmergency initialising oper:uions to be performed on the satellite. 

Launchjng smellitc cluster~ increases the criticality o f this stage due 10 me number of operations to bc 
performed almost ~imultaneously. 

Followtng scparation from thc launcher. onboard/ground contact~ have to be made wim each satellite 
to ensure mat it i~ operating correctly. In the case of a cluster Jaunch this operation may take some time 
due to orbit uncertainty following separation and lhe number of sntellites to be dcalt with. 

Therefore the !>ateJ)jtes should be autonomous for the iniUalil.ation phases (pointing, deployment of 
solar arrays). Following separation, each satellitc should autonomously ~witch to a ~afe mode enabling it 
to waü for thc fir~t onboardlground comact. From between 12 to 24 hours after the separation can be 
necessary to achieve this stage. 

For ali stages 
A~ already ~aid. currently conlrolled LEO satcllites require n signiticaot numbcr of onboard/grouud 

contacts for localisatiou purposes and con~traint~ related to ~atellite autonomy (excludi11g mission 
constraint!>). 

The number of daily onboardlgrolllld contactl> required mu" be reduced in order to optirnise the 
ground facilitie~ used for controlling a constellation. This may be achieved: 

• by using onboard facilities for localisation measurements. The two mean~ avrulable are the GPS 
(Global Positioning System), a constellation of 24 satellites in MEO orbit (20200 km in ahitude, 
55 o inclination) transmi tting signals in L-band and DORJS (Doppler Orbitography and Radio
positionrng lntegrated by Satellite) , a nctwork of 53 beacons distributed over the Earth's surface 
and transmitting in 2 frequencies (400 MHz, 2GHz). 

• by reducing the numbcr of onboard/ground contacls dcdicated to smellite control. The ESA 
standard i!> one of the mean~ used to achieve this goaJ. lt enables, in particular, an appropriate 
choice of telcmetry parruneters to be Nent according to the nussiou stnge. This make~ it possible 
to limit tl1e numbcr of onboard/ground comacts by scnding only that information which i~ 
relevam for control purposes. 

• by po~.,ibly using intcr-\atellite linkl. .,uch a~ iliose used to comrol sateltites in me IRlDJUM 
con~tellalion. 

Simplifying operations 
TI1e complex operating modes used for current satellites affect operations i11 two rnain ways: 
• mey rcquire implementation of cornplex opcrational procedun;s 
• they entail a ril>k o f opcrational error. 
The move to a constellation with tru'- l..ind of satcllite would be evcn more risky in term~ of 

operations. 
Satellitcs making up a constellalion should therefore bc simpler to operare thanks to simplifted 

mouitoring und command conccpb. Ttús may bc achieved by : 
• generalising the use of macro-comrnand~. 
• simplifymg. for instance, the operation!> necessary for leaving the safehold mode. 
• having identicaJ operational procedures (or very similar ones) for ali of the satellites, assuming 

t.hc homogeneity of me satelli tes included in the constellation. 
• deftning, a prwri, a strategy for abandoning fuulty smeUitc:. to ovoid prolonging unnecessarily the 

life of u given satellite (which is very costly in terms of human resources). 
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• limiúng the impact of temporary loss of one of the satellites in the constellation on the olher 
~atellites. by ~etting up a robust constellation. 

Thc main satellite concepts to be noted are thus: more satellite au tonomy and simpler operati ng 
modes. The following sections will deal with the principal ground-based operational concepts to be 
implemented using these satellite concepts. 

Operation concepts for the orbital operational stage (station-keeping) 

The concepts described here are based on CNES experience with orbit contro l of LEO satemtes. 
Using Lhe satellite design concepts described above. it is possible to consider ground opcration 

concepts suitable for constellations. This section summarises recent CNES l>tudy in this field. 
The concepts are mainly based on: 
• automation of operations for control of heulthy satellites so that human resources may be rescrved 

for satellites in difficulty. 
• comparing satellites in order to anticipate anomalies. 

Reinforced automation for routine satellite control 
l11e following rouúne t:.u.ks may be automated: daily monitoringl commands, payload uploading, 

orbil monitoring and manoeuvrc computation, production of reports and logs. 
After a qualification period and if no particular problems occur, no human intervcntion should be 

necessary. In routine mode, fol lowing processing of the acquired telemetry during a pal>S. the control 
computer systcm sbould generate a brief status report for each sateUüe (good or bad) and may, in the 
event of an anomaly arising, automatically alen the per~onnel on duty. 

Under these conditions, no operator should be necessary for controlling the platform. However if the 
rnission availability requircmcnts are very demanding (whlch is often the case for telecommunication 
rnission) an operator may bc required at ali times. 

This automation of routine tasks should makc it possible to greatly reduce ú1e operational workload 
for healthy satelliles and to focus all effort on satellites which require specific attention (sate llites in a 
criticai stagc). 

Managing of faulty satellites 
Special efforts in terms of facilities and human resources are needed to manage a faulty satellite. This 

is done by one or severa! engineers using a work staúon provicüng thcm with real time or stored 
telcmctry. 

For controlling satellite!> in a constellation. in order to obtain just lhe right number of facj}jties and 
human resources, limits should be set for managing faulty satellites. This may be done by: 

• limhing tbe number of faulty satellites which can be simultaneously handled, 
• dcfining, a priori, the cri teria for stopping investigation of an anomaly and abandonlng a satellite 

in difficulry. 

Comparing satellites 
Exploitation of a large number o f practically idenúcal satellites means that it is possible to compare 

the behaviour of various satellites in order to detect sarellites which are acting differenlly and thus 
anúcipme possible anomalies. 

Operational concepts for deployment 
Thc operational concept~ referred to in this section concem only deployment operations. 
The main constraint related to deployment operations is the overall time needed to deploy lhe entire 

constellation. This implies very closely staggered multiple launching. The workload for these opcrations 
depends on the deployment plan. with significao! peaks during launch phases. For beuer cüstribution of 
the workload, the deployment strategy should take operational constraints into account to the extent lhat 
this is possible. 

lo particular, criticai operations such as manoeuvres and in orbit tesls should be planned to avoid 
overlapping wilh Jaunches (which are criticai for first acquisition). 

The dcployment of Lhe constellation, cluster by cluster, one ata time, is broken down into thrce maio 
phases: 

• first acquisition of lhe satellites of the cluster after launch. 
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• orbit positioning operation~ (manoeuvre~. drifts, configuriog operaLions). which begin after Lhe 
íirst acquisition and finísh wben the satellite h as been placed on its operational orbit. 

• In orbit test (IOT) operations. 

First acquisitíon 
This is a vcry critica] phase because: 
• it is the first contact with the satellite after its separmiou of the lauucber, 
• the finallauncher deviation is not prediclable. 
The purpose of this phase is to make rapid contact (withín a few hours) will1 ali of the satellites in the 

cluster in ordcr to check on board initialisation results and acquire the after launch orbit. 
Given the uncertainty of tJ1e satellites orbit (pos&ible launcher dispersions), ilie flrst stage involves 

acquiring a limíted number of carefully chosen satellites (for instance from different dispensers), to 
determine the actual orbits achieved by the launcher. 

Once Lhis information has been obtained, ilie positions of me other satellites are deduced. llms 
facilitating meir first acquisition. 

Thís fmt acquisition strategy requíres sufficient onboard autouomy (see satellite concepts). 

Orbit positioning 
There are two types of operalion for orbit positioníng: 
• satellite operations whích are called critical, and which require real time operations by satellite 

experls (manoeuvres, moni1oring of specific satellites) 
• operations which are considered to be non-critical and which do not require any specific 

operational constraints (routine monitoring). 
Likewise. for station-keeping, the main thing isto allocate facilities (equipmem and human resources) 

according to the criticality of the operations to be perfonned. 
So-called non-critical phases are handJed by automating operations so that human efforts can be 

focussed on satel lites undergoing criticai phases. 
For non-critical phases, Lhe satellite control concepts are explaíned in section 3 for the routíue mode 

(automation of operations). 
Criticai operations require ~pecific altemion wiili due regard for safety. 
Eacb satellite is controlled by ::1 specially assigned operational team. This team monitors the satellite 

until it has been placed ou its operational orbit. lt consists of four to six people (satellite and llighr 
dynamics engineers). Thc same team might bc responsible for a group of satellites. 
The total number of specially assigned teat"ns depends on the maximum number of satellites Lo 

be managed simullaneously in criticai phases. Consequently, in order to avoid a surfeit of 
operational teams. the number of simultaneous criticai operations should be lirnited. 

In Orbit Test operations 
These operatiom require several onboard/ground contacts and the participation of satellite experts. 

They are thus very demanding in terms of operations. To reduce iliese operations and take advantnge of 
thc similarity between me satellítes, test operations could be organised in the followíng way: 

• in-dcpth tesling and measuring of the flrst satellites 
• more límíted testing and rneasuru1g of the followit1g satellites. 

Conclusion 
The aitn of this paper was to describe a few concepts to achíeve 'reasonable' operating costs for 

control of constellations of more man 20 satellites. 
Ou r first cónclusion í.s that this objectíve can only be achieved if the satellües in the constellation are 

sufficiently autonomous, in order to reduce tbe workload for ground operations and make them reliable. 
This involves tlu-ee fundamental points: 

• for localisation purposes, the satellites should be autonomous (using GPS or DORIS systems), in 
order to reduce ilie uwnber o f ground stations and the corresponding workload, 

• all after launch initialisation stages should be as automated as possible to avoid unnecessary 
duplication of facilities and human resources needed for first acquisition of lhe satellites duster, 

• well-designed use of thc ESA standard should make it possible lo optimise satell.ite/ground 
contactS and hence rcduce the operational workload. 
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There are two important points with respect to the constellalion: 
• Lhe satellites in the constellation should be as homogencous as possible so that generic procedures 

can be widely used. 
• the constellation should be 'robust'. By this we mean thattemporary or complete loss of a satellite 

in the constellation should not requlre complex and hence costly (in terms of operations) 
reconfiguring in order to mai.ntain a rnission. 

Given these hypotheses, the following approach should be used to limit operating costs: 
• a distinction should be made between 'healthy' satellites (thosc with a 'routine' status) and 'faulty' 

satellites (those in a crilical stage), 
• the processing of 'rouline' status satellites should be automated as much as possible. 
• the number of satellites in a criticai srage simultaneously (as they are naturally the mosr 

demanding in 1erms of facilities and human resources) should be limüed. 
To satisfy the latter condition: 
• during final orbil acquisi tion, criticai operaLions on any one group of satellites should be limited 

(to 3 or 4 for instance), and IJ1is should be one of the specifications for mission analysis. 
• only a limited number of faulty sat.ellites should be handled at any one time. This implies that 

cri teria for abandoning faulty satellites should be defined. 
If the hypotheses on the satellites design are valid. lhen the concepts we have just formulated should 

mak.e it possible to achieve the goal of relalively similar operating costs for a constellation of more d1an 
20 satellites as for current costs for a 4 to 5 satellites family such as the ones dcveloped in last 15 years. 
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I ntrod uction 
Problem~ of optimaJ design and effective exploitation of space systems using low and medium 

aJtitude satcllitc constellations for communication, navigation and the Earth observation purposes are of 
major interest in space science and technology. 

To solve those problems successfuJJy. it is necessary to develop corrcsponding means, melhodology, 
techniques. algorithms and software compJexes. The last one have to be able to store necessary input 
data and to solve particular application problems at the phases of R&D, dcployment, conttol and 
rcplacement of n constellation, opcrational scheduling of on-board payloads und on-ground facilities for 
navigation and interaction with satellite payloads purposes. 

The Satellite Tracking and Conttol Center of INPE and lhe System Analy~is and Control department 
of MAl have pcrformed joint work in this direction during last several years. One of lhe results of this 
work wru. the creation of the software complex Space System Toolbox, which can be utilized at different 
phase~ of a constellation development and utilization for various satellite systems but, first of all. for the 
Eanh ob~ervation satellite systems. 

Description of the complex. and capabilitie is given in this report. 

Space System Toolbox Description 

Objectives 
Software tools developed for R&D und real time operations of lhe Earth ob~ervation satcllite systcm 

are integrated in thc Space System Toolbox. The toolbox consists of a multi-purpose database and I I 
application~. ' llle Constellarion Optimi:.ation tool allows to optimizc a consteUation configuration. The 
Missivn a Prinry Performance Analysis tool is designed for decision making at the R&D, deployment, 
maintcnancc and replacement phases. The Cmwellaticm Deplo)?lle/1/ tool optimizes deployment strategy 
of a consteUation. The Co11stellarion Dynamic~ Simulator predicts orbits of a constellation with preset 
accuracy. The Trac:king Stations Scheduler program gcnerates operation t.irueline for ground tracking ~ 
stations network. Thc Mulzi Sazellite Orbir Determinarion program evaluates statistics of relative 
position~ of satellites in a constellation. T he Constellarion Contrai tool computes constellation stalion 
keeping strategy. The Orbit Control Scheduler is designed to plana sequence of orbit corrections to keep 
a l><ltcllite slOt in a constellatio11. T he Opera1imzal Mission Planning tool is used to forro optimal 
timclincs for on-board observatiou instruments and ground imagery data acquiring stations. The 
Operarional Mí.uion Pe1fnrma11ce Analysis tool computes a set of mission perform1mce indexes for 
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specified period of a consteJiation operation. The Ffight Operations Piem Compile r tool creates the flight 
operarion plan pages. 

Architecture 
The Space System Toolbox integrates the Operating Shell, the Database and application tools (see 

Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 General diagram of the Satellite System Tootbox 

All the rools share common luput data, and any application can be launched from one place. Local 
integration also is provided. Particular tools have local shells which create internai formal of input 
requests to global databasc. 

The Operating She/l is Lhe core of the system. The shell has bu.ih-in database functions and 
applications loader. Database functions implement user-friendly intelligent interface. Applications loader 
runs any application registered in the shell. Any application validares input at the start, blocking 
processing of invalid input. 

The Mission a-Priori Performance Analysis Tool 

An objective of the Mission Performance a-Priori Analysis, or PRAN tool is evaluarion of a mission 
performance for observation satellite system at the R&D and the long term (a-priori) mission planning 
phases. Tlús information can be used to make decisions on the observation constellation design a:nd to 
form an observation program. 

The tool solves the following problems of a constellaüon efficiency analysis: 
• analysis of known constellations to select an optimal one; 
• constellation effectiveness analysis to derive constellation deployment program; 
• long t.erm analysis and perfonnances prediction con~idering constellation distortions: 
• effectiveness aualysis for control of a constellation at maintenance and replenishmem phases. 
The PRAN rool provides analysis in respect to an observalion project consisting of a set of 

appfication rasks. Each task is characterized by lhe following specitlcation: grouud region to observe; 
demanded grou:nd spatial resolution; revisit time: band of spectrum; weight. or priority factor of the task 

Output data include parameters for decision mak.ing, including: 
• mission pe1Jomumce indexes: common efficiency iJ1dexes of the mission. particular task 

performance indexes, statistics of a revisit time (main performance index o f the system); 
• mean number of observation tasks solved; and probabililies of aiJ tasks solved; are lhe comm<m 

performance indexes; 
• particular task performance indexes include probability of the task fulfillment, probability of 

each requirement to the space imagey is satisfied. 
Observation revisit time statistics are lower, upper and mean values, probabilily distribution function. 

The revisit time staristics can be esrimated with respect to a particular region; an area observed with a 
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specified reviSJI time; regions to be observed in the particular band of the spectrum; regions to be 
observed with the specified grow1d resolution. 

The PRAN tool includes three principal uúlities: data retrieval, executive, and output display. The 
data retrieval utility provides access to the global database with the constellation identifier as input. The 
request is transformed into imemal data files that are the input files to the executive ur:ility. The executive 
utility geoerates interna! output fi les that can be visualized by the output display utility. 

The user is allowed to select a constellation to analyze (from the global database); enter new orbit 
parameten., observation instrument parameters. observation task specifications; edit al i lhe groups of 
inpul data; browse results in tabuJated fonn; browse results in graphical fonn. 

The Constellation Optimization Tool 

The Constellation Optimization, or CONOPT tool is designed to support the Earth observation 
consteilation R&D. maintenance and replacemem with the system performance evaluation for slrategic 
decision making. The tool is a lso lhe kernel of constellation control aod deployment routines. 

A constellation is optimized for a given set of application tasks (see descriptioo of tbe PRAN tool) 
and available observation instruments. Opti.mizatiotl procedure consists of evaluatlon of ascending nodes 
of circular orbits and locations of satellites in orbits providing ma.ximlOll of the chosen optimality 
criterion. 

The following initial data and conslrai nts are used for const.ellation optlmization: 
• conscel/arion geomeiry (number of satellites, number of orbits, orbil altitude, inclination); 
• satellire payload (view angle, spectral band, resolution); 
• ob.\WI'ation project. described by lhe set of specifications. similar to the given in the PRAN tool 

description. 
Probability lhat requiremcnts of the observation project are satisfied is considered as the optimality 

criterion. Optimization algorithm provides choosing the Walker's type constellation. Analytical 
technique for evaluatíon of revisit tin1e statistics for specífied grow1d regions are used. 

Variants of constellalion geometry are geoerated for a given set of initial data and the optimalily 
criterion is computed for each variant. Optimal solution is selected over the variants, providing lhe best 
criterion value. 

The CONOPT kemel is the procedure, wb.ich evaluates lhe criterion for an arbitrary investigated 
constellation for observation projcct at lnput. This permlts to use thal kemel for other applications. The 
CONDEP tool calls the CONOPT to rerurn optimal parameters of a partially deployed constellation. The 
CONCONTR tool uses CONOPT to figure out the constellation correction moments, considering 
violation of revisit time requirements. 

Two options of input data can be used for the CONOPT tool run: local file and global database. The 
ftrst input optioo allows using the tool as a standalone application to examine different constellation$ at 
R&D phase. A design solution then can be sent to the global database. The second option allows for 
decision ma.king on the constellations perfonned by lhe Mission Control Center as a part of its 
operational activity. 

The Constellation Deployment Tool 

The Constcllation Deployment, or CONDEP program optimizes long term deployment strategy of 
lhe Earth observation constell.ation. Optinúzation consists of choosing a satellite launching timeline 
considering lhe constellation performance time history as well as capabiliti.es of lhe launch complex. This 
program also can be used to define an appropriate launchcr for constellatlon deployment. Two types of 
deployment strategy can be analyzed and optimized using the tool. The first one assumes that satellite are 
inserted into nominal slots. or fixed deployment strategy. The second one generates an intermedi.ate 
constellation gcometry which i.s optimal for satellites already in orbit and due for launch (so called 
flexible deployment scrategy. assuming possibility of repositionlng of lhe constellation satell.ites after each 
oew satellite insertion). The c lass of Walker's constellations with uniformly distributed satellües is 
considered. 

Computations are conducted with d1e following input data: 
• constel/ation geometry (orbit altitude. inclination. number of orbits, number of satellites in 

orbits): 
• sarei/ice and observation inscrument peiformances (propellant for orbital maneuvers, iustrument 

view angle, spectral band, resolution); 
• observation project, wilh characteristics given in the PRAN tool description; 
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• lmmch cmnplex characteri.\tic.\ (time interval between launche~. number of satellites per single 
launch). 

Opu mal dcploymem strategy i1> figured out from maximi7..ation of a constcllalion opúmality criterion 
with respect ro controllable parametcr~ at a given deployment phase. Probability of lhe event, lhat 
requ1rement~ of the observation project are salislied. is con~idered as the optimality criterion. 
Optimi1.ation algorithm is based on stcp-by-step solution of partia! problems using cxbaustive search as 
well as direci search procedure~.. No consrcllation distortion due to externai factors i:, con~idered. 
Flexible dcployment proccdure uses Hohmnnn'~ 1ransfer between circular orbits to cvaluate characteri~lic 
velodty for rcpo~ition.ing. 

The program loads constellation parameters and ohservation project attachcd to the constellation. 
User can choo.-,e the deployment strntcgy type and local oplions. Output of the program is stored in the 
report file. 1t contain~ the timeline of launchcs. rhe constellation geometry and performance time history. 
the propellant load over all coostellation deployment period. 

The Constellation Dynamics Simulator Tool 

l11e Con\tellation Dynamics Simulator. or CONSIM program propagates orbits of a coostellation for 
a specified period with the preset accurocy, considering tbe Earth'> gravity lield, atmo.sphere drag, Sun 
and Moon gravity and solar radiation pres!>urc. An orbit is propagaled by lhe Dorman-Prince llumerical 
integration method. The result.s are approximated by Chebyshev's polynomials ofthc specified order. 

CONSIM inpul consist of constcllation configuration, propagation intervul, disturbing factors to 
con~idcr. pararneters of mathematical models of disturbing faclors, allowable error of numcrical 
integration. Chebyshev's expansion ordcr and subintervals for approximations. 

Optionally. it is possible to select externai disturbances to consider impact of: 
• thc Earth's gravitation field model (up to the 50th order); 
• the Sun and the Moon gravitation (according to IERS): 
• atrnospheric drag (according to Standard Upper Auno:.phere Model). 
• solar radiation pressure constdenng penumbra. 
CONSlM consis~ of the Service Databa~e Module (SDM). Lhe ExecuLive Module and the Orbit 

Viewer. 111e SOM retrieves coostellation geometry and satellite characteristic~ from the Global Database 
upon the request for the constellation to propagare. Then the user create~ a Propagation Qucry. To track 
the systcms already in service, the Operare Database is created aud managed by lhe SOM. The Opera/e 
Databa.ve contaillS the following informal íon: spacc system common name, slot code of lhe !>pace sy.stcm; 
orbil codc; s lot status: date and Lime instants of the propagation beginning and end; propagation 
completion tlag: orbit correction flag: initial conditions file name: orbit correction schedule file name; file 
with a-priori statc vector covariance matrix: the name of lhe tilc with Chebyshev's approximating 
polynomial coefficients. 

Tbe E.\ecwil·e Module uses information from the Sen•ice Darabase as lhe input to propagate the orbit 
of thc satellite attributed to rhe given slot. Thc cxecutive module u1tegrate~ equations and calls lhe 
Ephemeri.1 Ge11eraror. This object approximates coordinates of the satellite by Chcbysbev's polynomials. 
Polynomial coeflicients are srored in the Serl'ice Daw/mse in a unique file for each ~lot. 

The Tracking Stations Scheduler Tool 
The Tracking Stations Scheduler, or TSS program is designed to plan operation of tracking station~. 

The objectivc is to provide a required levei of orbil determination accurucy by mü1imization of ground 
Lrac king stution opcration tin1e taking into account technicaJ restrictions, such as observation condition~. 
untenna <<swilching time>>. etc. The tool computes a posterior covariance matrix for each satellite in 
ab~olutc Canesian or orbital frame and total operational time to provide the required accuracy of orbil 
dctermination. The tool also allow~ schcduling the network of tracling '-LLilions to work with several 
consrellations simultaneously. 

The TSS tool cmploys discrete Kalman\ liltering algorithm and Pontryagin's necessary condiliom. of 
oplimality. Linear model of orbital motion obtained from non-linear equations by linearization in vicinity 
of refcrence motion in central gravity tield is used. Initial conditions for lineari7..ation can bc obtained 
eithcr using Lhe CONSIM tool , or the orbit determination procedure. The model of track.ing station 
motion considers precession. nutation. ~idereal lime and iosta111. lhe Eanh's poTe displacement. The 
mea~uremcnr channel model consider~ rungc and range-rale measuremems taking into accounl systematic 
and random crrors. 

The tool retrieves input data from the Global Database. Local datnbasc is assigned to Store files of 
the constellation sateHite epbemeris. initial conditions and a posterior covariancc matrix of satellites. 
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Schedule table storcd in database contains schedules for each tracking station working with specified 
constellation. Names of tracking stationc, (TS): a constellauon: tbe file with initial data for scheduling; 
the file wllh ob~ervation zones of lhe TS: lhe flle witb schedules of a given TS are stored in the schedulc 
table. 

The Constellation Control Tool 

The Constel lation Control. or CONCONTR tool computes constellarion control !>trategy (long term 
plànning) taking into account dlstonion duc to the Earth's oblateness, atmosphere drag and solar 
radiation. This program can bc used for R& O purposes (a priori analysis), as wcll as for decision mak.ing 
oo eithcr partially or completely deployed constellaüon control in a long run. At lhe R&D phase, the tool 
can be used to specify required propcllant load, orbit correction rocket engine pararneters. etc. 

This tOOIIS useful for examining design definition of a satellite system at the R& O phases as well a~ 
to make decil>ionl> about consteUation corrcctions during the system exploitation. lnput data to the tool 
are: 

• CO!Istellarion geometry: an orbit altitude: inclination: number of orbits: number of satcllitcs in 
each of the orbits: 

• Smellire performances: propellant amount (characteristic velocity); mass, aerodynamk reference 
arca; clrag force coefficient: renection coefficient: 

• orhit corret·rion engine characreristics: minimum anel maximum characteristic velocity impulses; 
lhrust error cha.racteristics; 

• observation instrument performann!s: view angle; spectral band; resoluüon; 
• ob.1·en•mio11 project; 
• ob.1erwaio11 requiremems: minimum number of obscrvation tal>k> to be solved: maximum 

allowed time delay of satellite passage over lhe specifted rcgion with respect to nominal passage 
moment; 

• e/ll'lrmrmental dllta: parameters of the Earth's gravity field, atmosphere drag and solar radiation 
prel!sure models. 

Constellation keeping strategy is figured our considering distortion dueto the Earth' s gravity field. 
aerodynamic drag and solar radlation pressure. Orbit correction errors are taken into account as well. A 
simplilied atmosphere model is uscd. lt does not con.sider density variauon with rcl>pectto either time of a 
day, ora solar activity. Maximum of density i!> used to provide a safe resu lt. Solar radiation pressure is 
assumed as consuuu; it is evaluated for a specified aerodynamic reference arca of the satellite. Since ali 
lhe satellites are in similar orbits, relative gravitation effects are not considcred because al i the satellites 
are disturbcd in a similar manner. Random orbit correction errors are also considered. 

Output of the constellation maintenance strategy are intervals between constellation corrections, 
corrcction impulse magnitudes, propeUant exhaust expccted time. 

Orbit correction instants are computed when the condition of user requiremcms are violated. The 
constraints on lhe constellation effecüveness (number of observation tasks to be solved). or on delay of a 
pas~age over a particular gronnd site are taken into accounl The user is allowed to vary requirements to 
make "what-ir' cxperirnents. Time and number of corrections is cstimated followed by moments of a 
propellant exhaust evaluation. 

The Orbit Control Tool 

The Orbit Corrections Scheduler, or ORCOS program, compiles correction sequence to transfer a 
satellitc into a specified position within its constellaüon. Computation~ are baseei on orbit predlction 
generated by the CONSIM tool. ORCOS checks for orbit parameters of satellites and generates orbit 
correction program if the pararneters are not in the control box. ORCOS computes the schedule in lhe 
CONSIM compatible file format, and makes changes to the constellation database. The user is allowed to 
set corrcction l>tart date and time, specify optim.izaüon criterion (time or propellant), inclination 
corrcction mode and constraints comrnon for ali the slots. Individual control box for each orbit should be 
defined in Global Database. Only near circular orbits are considered. 

11 is assumed that the satellite is equipped with three-axis attitude control syl>tem and thrusters 
producing control accelcraúons. The atlitude control system rnakes the satellite oriented such tbat 
transversal and normal to orbital plane thrust direction remains constant during a powercd phase. 

Transversal acceleration controls the argument of latitude, drift and eccentricity (in-plane correction, 
or slot position correction); wherea~ normal acceleration is used to control inclinotion. 
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Slot position corrections and inclination corrections never go simultaneously. Moreover. the 
inclination correction program follows slot position correction program. 

A thruster operares in on-off mode, so Lhe orbit correction procedw·e consists of coast fmd powered 
phases. The coast phase duration sbould be not Jess lhan a specified value. No thrust errors are 
considered. 

The objective is to derive lhe number of corrections (powered phases), and thruster:.s on-off schedule 
wlúcb ensures required terminal conditions. 

Thc work.ing algorithm implemented in tbe program is constructed using severa! partia! analytical 
solutions combined with numerical exhaustive searcb. Since slot position and orbit inclination 
corrections are assumed as separated, it is possible to consider independem sets of equations. Partia! 
analytical solutions are: one-powered-phase angular position corrcction algoritbm, or A-1 algorithm: two 
powered-phases time-optimal angular position correction algorithm, or A-2 algorithm; numerical 
lenninal control algorilhm, or N-2 algorithm; optimal, with respect to minimum of characteristic velocity, 
nnalytical algorithm for orbit inclinatiou correction, or A-IC algorithm. 

All the algorithms are buill wilh assumption that a satellite remains in vicinity of circular reference 
orbit. Perturbing factors such as the Earth's oblateness, atmosphere drag, and others are not considered. 

The Multi-Satellite Orbit Determination Tool 

The Multi-Satcllite Orbit Determ.ination, or MSOD tool computes stausucs of tbe constellation 
expanded state vector and satellites phasing devialions as well as variances with respect to nominal 
values set by the constellation geometry. 

The statistics are estimated using linear model. Nonlinear source equations are linearized in a 
vicinity of actual srate vector obtained from orbit determination for a single satelli.te, Dcviations are 
computed using results o f a single satellite orbit determ.inalion and nominal parameters. 

This tool also uses lhe local Database, whicb storcs initial conditions and ephemeris of a constellation 
of interest. 

The executive module contains: generator of linear ized rclations; constellation analyzer; oulput data 
generator. 

Generator of linearized relations computes parti ai derivatives with respect to tlle componenu. of the 
state vector in absolute Cartesian frame and wilh respect to osculating elements. Ali partia! derivatíves 
are computed from actual satellite state vector obtained from a single satellite orbit determination. 

Conslellation analyzer computes actual values of osculating elements using correspouding nonlinear 
formulae as well as standard deviation of osculating elements using linearization. Deviations from 
reference values are also computed. 

The Mission Planning Tool 

The Mission Planning, or MJSPLAN tool is designed to fonn timelines for lhe Earlh observation 
satellite constellation consisting of one or severa! CBERS type satellites. Simultaneously timelines for 
ground imagery data acquiring stalions are formed. 

The timeli11es for ou-board instruments CCD camera, lnfra Read Multi Spectral Scanner (IR MSSi 
and Wide Field lmager (WFI) are formed separately considering customer requests for imagery, 
constellation status and tecbnical coustraints. 

Imagery lhat is provicled by IR MSS and WFI cao be downloaded to ground stations in retü time 
mode. Therefore, image downloading sessions for those instruments are planned for eacb pass of the 
satellite over lhe ground station with lhe only cxception: local o.ightli.me for WFJ instrument. lmaging 
progran1 is on-t~fftype schedule, consisüng of imaging sessions dming satellite passages over lhe ground 
stalions. Manual editing of sessions by tlle operator for bolh the IR MSS and WFJ instruments is enabled. 

The CCD camera is scheduled for customer requests on specilied ground targets arriving to the 
Mlssion Control Center. Request include informatíon about geographical coordinates of a ground target: 
spectral bands: temporal constraints; priority of the rcquest; cost of the image. 

Tbat instrument can operate either in real time, or tape replay modes of data downloading. 
Therefore, the control to figure out involves schedules for camera, tape rccorder_ and radio link. Three 
operation modes for on-board equipment are coosidered; 

• real time imaging of ground targets with reorientation of camera field of view and data 
downloading to a ground starion: 

• imaging of targets outside of a ground station's visibiJjty zones and data recording on the onboard 
tape rccorder; 

• delayed trausmitting of recorded data during satellite passes wilhin ground station visibility zone. 
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A limeli ne optimization procedure for CCD camera consists of the followíng steps: 
• orbits propagation; 
• determínation of possible snapshots of requested targets and data downloading sessions; 
• WFI camera programmi.ng: 
• IR MSS camera programming; 
• CCD camera programmi.ng. 
The first step ís performed using the CONS.IM tool. Sets of possible snapshots for a given líst of 

grou11d targets and down l.ink sessíons between satellites and ground statíons are formed at the second 
step. 

Filtering of possíble download sessions is performed to form timelines for WFJ and IR MSS 
instrwnents, consídering lightening conditions. An operator can make manual editing of both timelines. 
The total mean expected income resulted from the time.line execution is utilized as a timelíne optimalít:y 
crilerion for the CCD camera. Two optim.ization algorithms are implemented í.n the tool: sequentiaL 
assigmnent algorithm and sorting out algorithm. The frrst one provides choosing the bcst suapshots for 
including into timelíne in presence of user requirements and technical constraints in sequence, starting 
from requests with major priority, maximum cost of image and minimum side view angle. Decisions 
about targets and snapshots, included into the timeline. made at previous steps of that sequential process, 
are not changing, when snapsbots of uext requests from tbe lis t are considered for inclusion i11to the 
timeline. 

Choice of optimal snapshot sequeuce in the sor1i11g out algorithm is performed by forming and 
evaluating ali possible combinatious of snapshots, starting from combinations, consisting of targets, that 
are major priority. maximum cost and minimum side view angle. 

The Operative Mission Performance Analysís Tool 

The Mission A.nalysis. or MISSAN tool computes a set of indexes in addition to the major timehne 
optimality criterion used in the TMISPLAN tool. The indexes characterize performances of the request 
list fulfillment and loading of different components of the satemte system during the period of iuterest. 

Perfonnances are estimared with respect to: 
• total .list of requests; 
• different pliorüy groups of requests: 
• different periods of Lime. 
Satellite system compoueuts loading is estimated with respect to ground stations and satellite on-

board instruments: 
• pointing angle variations; 
• tape recorder capacity usage; 
• downlink sessions usage; 
• ímagery data delivcry time. 
The performances are estimated both for the constellation as a whole and for separate satellítes. 

Mean va!ue, sta.ndard deviation, and histogram of absolute and relative number of requests included into 
the úmeline are estimated for the CCD camera. 

For WFl and IR MSS estimated are the stalistics, characteriz.ing total tin1e within a planning period 
when these iustruments are in use. 

A.n example of mission operative performances is shown in lhe chart, presented in Fig. 2, 
demonstrating impact of satellite number in a coustellatiou upon a nwnber of targets (from the total 96 
requested ta.rgets at the Brazilia.n territory) included into optimal timelínes for CCD can1era of CBERS 
satellites versus the timeline duration. 

Fig. 2 Number of targets included into timelines for CBERS 1 and 2 satellites versus timeline duration 
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The Flight Operations Plan Compiler Tool 
The Flight Operations Plan Compiler, or FOPC tool is designed for rouline operation~ computer

;c,sbrcd automatlon in the Miss.ion Control Center. FOPC compi l e~ thc Flight Operation Plan Pages 
automatically. The operalor is allowed to edit Lhe compiled plan. The ntain list of FOPC functions is: 

• Flight Plan editing; 
• ~•ation passage predictions. 
• antenna pointmg computaúon. 
• total contact time determinaúon. 
• flight control proccdures, sequence~ and tcle-command databa~c management. 
Thc FOPC tool work~ with command databasc. Each command has a code and parameters. h i~ 

possible ro pack a set or commands in a sequence identified by a uniquc name. The program allows to 
c reate and to edit lhe Flight Control Plon consisting of commands. The uscr selects the con~tellation and 
the Mltcllite for whlch Lhe Flight Plan has to be compilcd. At firsL, ali the commands with priority tlag ser 
are in~erted. Then the user picks up command~ to append manually. For a given orbit number the 
program computes vi~ibility zones; entry/exit poims are figured out. Aúmuth and elevation of an 
antenna is computed for entry and exit taking into account IIÚlúmum elevation condition. In case of 
overlap of visibility zones of severa! stations the total contact time is computed. 

Satellite track for a given orbit. visibility zones are displayed as can be seen on the World map from 
space. Station entry/exittime is shown in a separate window for cach ground station. lnfonnation on the 
lust shadow passage and time when the antcnna will be pointcd eithcr to zenilh or to lhe Sun is also 
available. In case thcre is u contact with the satellite of interest, thc Flight Contrai Plan i1o enabled for 
cdiling. 

The Flight Control Plan contains track:ing stations calibration session begin úme. and the telemetry 
expccted statu:.. The u~er ts allowed to pick up commands from the database. add or delete cornmands 
und command sequence:,, to pick up ground ~tation, edit telemetry :,tatus. Ali the plan:, compiled are 
~torcd in the datab~e and can be printed. 

Conclusion 
The Space System Toolbox possesses various tools useful for ~oiULion of different problems relaying 

on LEO satellite constellation crcation. control and management. Major application areas of the tools 
are: 

• detenninaúon of optimal parameters of Lhe constellation based on a priori nússion performance 
analysis: 

• crcaúon of the constellation deployment and control stralegies: 
• constellation s::uellitc orbits prediction and control: 
• optimal scheduling of tracking statjons rcsources for navigational purposes; 
• optimal timeline fonning and operationnl mission performance analysis for lhe CBERS type 

~atellite i.:onstellations; 
• computcr-assisted de~igning of routine operations for satellites using data provided by other 

operational tools and global databasc. 
Preparatory studie!> havc bcen started on definition and development of specified toob for R&D. 

control. nússion planning and performance analy~is of LEO communication satellitc constellations, as 
well as software for real time satellite simulation. 
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Abstract 
'111e purpose of tiliJ paper is to present dijferem mellwds to deal wilh a decision problem characterized by the 
t!)p/oitalion f!( tm eurlh obsenation satellite which IIIIISI be sh.ared between the agents which c·o-fruuled il. The pro!Jiem 
is to decide on lht' daily se/eclio11 of a srrbset of pictwes, among a set of mfldidate picllsres which could be taken the 
nexr day considering the satellite trajectory. Thi.1' .1·ubset 11wSI satisfi> three kinds of constraints : physical prob/em 
(lwrd) consrminrs; ejfidency consrraillls, aimi11g at maxfmi~ing rhe sati4nclion r?f' each agent; and a faimes.~ 
corwtaint, which is ideally satilfied when each a_qefll receive.v an amount of the resource e.xacrly proportional to its 
financia/ comribution. Ejjicienry and fairness ccm.\'traims are u.wally a/1/agonistic. .4./though fair divisicm problems 
lu1ve n:ceived considera h/e arrention for a long time. especially from mic.:rnec:ollomists, this speciflc problem does not 
fali enlirely wítlrin a c/assica/ approaclr. because the cwrdidme piclures may be incompatible and a/so because a 
picture is only of value lo tire agem requestiflg il. We im,estigate 011d propose d(fferem ways for solvíng lhis share 
problem: regulmio11. mono-objective oplimization wirh prioriry ro.faimess or 10 efficiency, multi-crileria optimizalion. 
Keywords : multi-criteria deci.1·iorr. optimizalicm. mulli-agent resource manageme111 

Context of the studies 
Because of their cosi, space projects such as earth observation satellites, space stations or space 

probcs are often co-funded by several agents (countries, companies, entities ... ). Once operalional, the 
common property resource must be exploitcd and shared in a way which satisfies three kinds of 
constraints : 

• physical constraints : they irnpose lim.its for the exploitation of the resource; for exan1ple no more 
than m pictures can be taken at once, provided thcrc are only m instruments on board; a minimal 
transition lime between two pictUJes tak:en by the same instrument must be respected; on board 
memory and power is limited ... 

• efficiem:y constraints : each agent wants to get the highesl possible satisfaction in return; 
• a faimess constraint : each agenl musl get a return on invesnnents proportional to its financiai 

contribution to lhe project; the bener lhe proportionality of returns is achieved, rhe more tbe share 
quality improves. 

The first kind of constraints must absolutely be met (hard constraints) whereas thc two ot.hers are 
usualiy preference consu·ai.J1t.s (soft constraints). As it can be easily guessed, thc cfticiency and faimess 
constraints are antagonistic: lhe search for a perfect share leads to poorly efficient decisions, and 
conversely. decisions which maximize Lhe global satisfaction of agents are often unfair. So. a 
compromise between Lhe best satisfaction of both constraints must be found. 

The ca~e involving only one agenl (in which case there is no fairness constraint) is usually a difficull 
combinatorial discrete optimizmion problem and is a perfectly well stated problem. The multi-agent case 
is also a discrete combinatorial problem, but is actually a multi-objcctive optirnization problem (R. L. 
Keeney et al., 1976); thc first difficulry arises when searching for a mcaningful and principled definition 
of a good compromise belween efficiency and fai.J·ness . 

This article sums up a set of studies, thc aim of which was to irnprove the understanding of this type 
of problem and to propose methods to solve a specific share problem, namcly the fair and efticienl 
exploitation of an earth observation satellite owned ÍJl common by several agents. The nex1 section sets 
the problem more formally <md then different approaches and methods devoted to the resolution of lhis 
share problem are presented. 
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Multi-criteria decision problem formulation 
To facilitate the understanding. lhe context wíll be relative to the exploitation of an Earth observation 

~atellite. co-funded by several agents but lhe concep!.$ developed remain valid in the general case. 
These agems make daily reque~ts for pictures they would like to be taken by the satellite. Roughly 

speaking. the problem consi~ts in sclecting each day. among the set of candidate pictures which could be 
taken the next day considering the satcllite trajectory, a subset of pictures which satisfies all tlle physicul 
constraints, maxinúzes the satisfaction or 1 he agcnts, and respects as f ar as possible a fairness constraint. 
Such a sclcction will be called a decision . The satisfaction and fairnes:. constraints will be taken into 
account over a fixcd interval of severa( days callcd llistory. 

Lct us describe more formally the problem. Fir~t. the data: 
• there are 11 agents: 
• 0,1 is the set of picture:. requested on day k by lhe agent i: the :.et~ O,, are disjointed and o, i~ 

the union of lhe D it for aU the agent!>. 
• each picture in D* could be taken the day k, but aU píctures cannot be taken because the physical 

hard conmaints must be satisficd; a subset X ç Dk is said admissible if all picrures in X satisfy lhe 
hard conÍ>traints and hence can ali he taken on day k; 

• w(x) is the weight of the picture X: it is freely set by lhe agent requcsting the picture, and reflecb 
its i mportance for the agent; 

• c(x) is thc real cost of lhe pict.ure: the cost is supposed to be independem of lhe agent requesting 
the picturc, and to have been fixed by mutual agreement between agent:.; costs can be based for 
cxample on physical consumptions on board during the l>hot for lhe picture : time, energy, 
memory ... 

• q, is the quota o f agent i and is proportionalto its financiai i nvestmcnt (L.,_1 .. 11 q, = /) 
Each day k- I, the demands D,J.. with corresponding weights. are collected and the selection algorithm 

muM compute thc sets of pictures A,. (A;t ç; D,t) which will be shot for the agent i the day k. These A1t are 
sucb tbat: 

• the union A, of the A,1 for ali the agcnts must be admissible (physical hard constraints): 
• the cwmtlatil'e satisfaction of each agent must be as high as pos~ible (cfficiency constraints) : the 

,\a/i.\faction of the agent i the day k is mea<.ured by s(A,k) where ~(X) =L,,.x w(x): the cumulative 
l>atisfaction, measured over a given interval of days H ending on the day k over H for the agcnt i 
is then cs, = LkeHs(A;k) 

• the quality of the share over 1-1 must bc as high as possible (fairness constraint) : the use of Lhe 
re:.ourcc by an ageul i on day k is mcusurcd by c(A;A) where c(X)=L, .. x c(x);; the cumulative cosr 
a givcn interval of days H ending on the day J... is then cc; = Lkell c(A1k); thc real relative use r, of 
the satellite by agent i is defi.ned by r,= cc/(~_1 .. , ccj) 

Thc problem above is statcd as a sequence of multi-objective optimization problem instanccs. 
However, the fairness constraint is not yel formally stated. 

We have investigated different methods devoted to the resolution of this share problem (Lhat is 
general ~chemes for computing lhe A,t>· F...ach one is based on a particular way of taking into account the 
faimess con~traint and the necessary compromisc with the efficiency con~traints .. The first method 
considers Lhe decision algorithm as a process which can be controlled by the mean of the weight~ 
assigued to the pictures, the second and third classes of methods reduce the problem to a sequence of 
mono-objcctive optimization problem instances. whereas lhe last one focuses on lhe multi-objective 
aspect. 

Different approaches experimented 
Different approaches have been studied in lhe lasttwo years to deal with ~uch decision problems. The 

purpo~e of thc paper is to present the main characteristics of the methodi> developpcd. Ali llave been 
implemented and te~ted in simulation in lhe context of a shared earth observation satellite. 

Regulation approach 
Thi~ approach was the fi.rst one studied, it is ba~ed on comrolrheory model~. 1l1e process to control is 

lhe selection algorithm; the weights used to compute the satisfaction of the agents are Lhe control inputs 
and the outputs are for each agents lhe measured ratio of use of the resouice and a regulation Ioop is built 
upon the daily selection algorithm. 

The aim isto get over time a behaviour of the system such tha t when an :.~gcnt got more than ils quota 
lhe weights of thc pictures requested by him must be decreased and when he got less than its quota Lhe 
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weights of its pictures must be increased. The fairness constraint is not maximiz.ed each day but 
regulated. 

Both standard PID and fuzzy controllers (A. Rachid, 1996) have been designed, but to simplify, only 
PID related aspects will be presented. The conunand delivered by a PID controller at time k is computed 
by ( discrete case) : 

(1) 

where 1:\ is the d.ifference between the command and measured outpul at time k; P, 1 and D are the 
parameters of the controller for lhe proportional, integral and derivative part; Tis the sampling period. 

Jn our context, T = 1 and the controller computes one command u1, for each agent i, with equation 1. 
The t:;k are the difference between the required quota and the measured relative use of the satellite by 
agent i: 

(2) 

As the u ;k can be posilive or nega tive, a correcúon funcúon f is used t.o map the u;k into the interval 
[O.+oo[ and to compute the aik• the only constraint for the choice offbeing that when u;< = O then a;k must 
be 1. 

Functions likej~ = ( 1 + arctg(uYrJI."~ or.f,. = e"'imu. Ml can be used. The M parameter allows to set limit 
for the values for the a;k : O::; a1k::; 2' for j,, or O::; a1k::; eM for f.. 

Then for each agent i and each picture x E D1*' the weight w'(k,x) = (X;< • w(x) is computed. These 
weights are those used by the selection algorithm to compute the set of pictures : 

Ak = argmax{s '(X) I X ç; Dk and Xis a.dmissible) 

with s'(Ak) = Li=l . .n s'(A;k) = Li=l .. n O'~k. s(A;k) 

(3) 

lt should be noted that when the correcúon function f is the ídentity function, picrw·es can get 
negative weíghts, and thus cannot be selected by the algorithm to belong to Ak· This option is equivalent 
to a priori limiting the set of candidate pictures D;k by filtering tbem. 

Results 

Tbe regulal.ion loop has been implemented on top of a selection algorithm based on dynamic 
progranuning with different parameters to specífy lhe type of controller to use (P.ID or fuzzy, correction 
funcúooj; vaiue of M ... ). 

Severa) successfull controllers have been tested. Results show that the approach works weiL The 
faimess constraint is satisfied at the end of the fjrst week o f simulal.ion (simulalions were rw1 on 70 days) 
and the difference between the measured and expected quota is less than 1%. Best results are obtained 
with controllers of type Pl (the D coefficient i.s set to 0). 

Advantages of this approacb are its simplicity and the fact tbat the mcthod is independem of the 
selection algorithm sínce only the weights of the pictures need to be adjusted; so it can be easily 
implemented in ao existing applicatíon. The maio d.ifficulty lies in the necessary adjustmenl of the 
parameters of the controller. 

Fairness first methods 
This class of methods cmphasizes Lhe fairness constraint and tend to improve its satisfaction at 

efficiency expenses. Several variants have been designed based on a filtering of lhe demand or a 
preallocation for each ageot of time windows where it has the full property of the resource. 

Limitation of the demand 

A first method consists in filtering the demand in order that the quotas are respected in the set Dk of 
the requíred photographs which will be considered for the schedulíng phase. Then the demands are 
scheduled independently of the fairness constraint. This method lead to rather acceptable results but was 
not considered worth to investigare deeper. 

As limiting a posteriori the demand may seem strange, this approach can still be interesting if we 
imagine that each day, before the agents set their demand, we compute for eacb of them the maximal 
amount of use of the resource he is allowed. Each agent must then make his owu filtering before 
submitting tbe D;k to Lhe selection algorithm. 
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A priori sharing of the resource 

The cmitlement to use thc resource is shared by allocating ob&ervation windows to each agcnt in tum. 
Ob~erva1ion windows are merely 'equences of succe~~ive orbit:. of thc s:nellite. Each day, the agent i is 
givcn the right to frecly cxploit nbout q1.11 orbits. where 11 is Lhe numbcr of orbits daily covered by tbc 
satcllite. Ob~ervatioo window~ are assigncd to agents on U1e basis of a lixed repetitive procedure. This 
proccdure and the trajcctory of the satellite are sue h that each agent gcts opporturuty to .shoot any place in 
the \\Orld within a bounded numbcr of day~. 

rollowing rhis method. thc whole problem can bc cast into a set of optimization problem instances. 
one for cach agem each day. 

Assuming that cacb .\ € 0,4 belongs to tbe window assigned to agent i the day f.... the successive 
optimization problem instances consist in maximizing the sa6sfaction of agents by fmding: 

/\,• = argmax{s( X) I X í:: D,4 and Xis admi~·sible) (4) 

Thi~, problem can be seen as a discrete conwaintcd optinlization problcm and we rely on a specific 
branch and bound algoritbm (G. Verfaillie et al.) within U1e valued CSP framework (T. Schiex et al .. 
1995) to compute to almost aU window~ U1e optimum. 

The~e '>imulations show for thls method a very good qualiry share: the number of pictures effectively 
selected and assigned 10 each agent is very close 10 a number proportional to its quota. But thc decisions 
are clearly inefticieut, when compared wiU1 U1o~e resulting from other rnethods. 

A possiblc refinernent for this method is to allow, once an agent i has booked al i its pictures for a 
givcn window. to allow other agcnts to try to book some of U1eir pictures when agent i do not use U1e 
rcsource. By doing so t.!fficiency can be improved. but fairness. of courl!c. is no more fully satisfied. 

Results 

The~c method5. u~ually provide a quite perfect share, bul a poor satisfaction level. Moreover this 
approach hecomes more complex if other resources than time has to be a priori shared. For cxample if 
thc mcmory limitation must be taken into account on the whole day, then a sharc of memory must be 
a!>signcd ::~l~o for eacb agent. 

Efficiency first 
Tht:. da'>S of meU1od' con~idcrs tbe oppo!>ile vicw: priod1y to efficiency and faimehl> if possible. lt is 

bascd on three maio idea~: 
I. For efficiency. ma>. imite each day a linear combination of individual satisfactions of thc agents: 
2. for faimess. choose thi:. combination in a way favoring the faime~s constrainl; 
3. check that each agent has obtained afair .vlwre. 
Thc last point is borrowcd from ilie literuturc on fair division (H. P. Young, 1994, H. Moulin, 1995. 

S. J. Brarns ct ai., 1996): a decision ls fair when each agent receives atlcast a minimaljc1ir sltare. defined 
for lhe agcnt i as q, times thc satisfaction it would get if it were the only user of Lhe resource. More 
formally. the faimess con-.tramt is considered to bc satisfied i f for each agent i: 

n , ? q , . n , \1 (5) 

with l'S1M = L1_,11 i>M(DuJ and 

·'M(D,A) = ma.x{s(X) I X~ D 1k• wul X admissibfe) 

The wcights of picturel> are considered a~ monctary bids. A., wcights are freely tixed by lhe agents. 
wc mus1 ma(..e satisfactions comparable by 1wmulli:i11~ thcm. The function to be maximi/ed is then : 

(6) 

\\here thc coefficients a,k havc to be determincd. lt can be easily demon~trated that the value of the aa. 
mu~t he a,k = q/.lloi(D,4). The se1 of daily selected picturcs with U1is method maximit.e~ undcr 
admissibility constraiot&. lhe function 

(7) 

With this choice for lhe coefficients a.~. the selected decisions are independem of the scale of weighL~ 
used by cach. However, Lhe meU1od d~ not guaran1ee the satisfaction of the fairness con~traint. it will 
ha'e 10 bc checked a pm.teriori. Hopefully. it has a lot of chance to be ~ati~fied. for two rea.~on.,: 
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• a structural reason : the normalitation o f the weights tends to favor agent~ with upper quotas, in a 
direction favorable to the satisfaction of the faimess constraint; moreover, the faimess constraint 
i~> rather soft: 

• a staústical reason : when there i~ a large number of cru1didate pictures, not too úghtly 
incompatible, the strucrural reason cru1 exert its infiuence; this is the case with our (realistic) 
simulation data: the simulations show that the fa imess constraint is always widely satisfied 

A variant of this method has bcen dcsigned. for the case where the fairness constraint could nol be 
satisfied, í.t!. when requests are poorly distributed geographically and highly incompatible. This variant 
is inspired by lhe classicaJ Knaster's procedure of scaled bids. Each day vir1ual monetary compensations 
between agems are computed, reflccting the gap between the actual and ideal shares. An agent having a 
positive crcdil is " late" on its quota (it received not enough pictures selected) and conversely, ru1 agent 
with a negative crcdit is " allead" on its quota. These compensations are used to mod.ify the above 
normali:~..ation procedure for the ncxt days in a direction favorable to a fairesl share. As lhe regulation 
approach i~ very close to this approach, it can be seen also as a kind of efficiency flrst approach. 

N. the maximized funcúon is a linear combiuation of individual satisfactions of tbe agents, decisions 
sclectcd by this method are Pareto-optlmal decisions. A Pareto-optimal decision is a non-dom.inated 
decision in the ti-dimensional space of individual satisfactions1• 

Such decisions are also called efficíent decisil)ns because it is impossible to improve a decision 
selected by this melhod for one agent without reducing lhe satisfaction of at least anolher agem. This 
property explains the good satisfacúon leveis oblained with this mcthod in our ~imulations and justifies 
lhe name .. efficiency tirst". 

Results 
This melhod ru1d its variant have been implemented successfully using lhe same Valued CSP 

framework as before. However, the number of instances to be solved is large (ali the i 1(D,k) must be 
computed) and lhe size of the whole instance (for the maxim.ization o f s'(AJ) may be very important. 

As expected this metbod gives lhe best satisfactlon, but a price in quality of share must be paid for it, 
which is quite acceptable. since lhe fairness constraiut is in general widely satisfied (each agent gets more 
than hi~ minimal fair hare). 

Multicriteria approaches 
These approaches teud to compute a set of good compronúse decisions instead of giving priority to 

fairness or efficicncy. The most precise way to set lhe whole problem is to formulate it as a sequence of 
multi-criteria discrete optimization problems. Thc criteria to be maximized would be: 

• the " agent's satisfaction cri teria cs1 for í=l ... n ; 
• a criteriouj measuriug lhe quality of share, whicb basto be defined. 
Only t11e set of Pareto-optimal decisions in this n+l dimensional space are worth consideriug. The 

approach which consists in collecting this set of decisions is unworkable. because it is very large (in our 
application). 

Fairness as a hard constraint 

Thc first idea is to select the fai rest decision within the set of efficient decisions. This can be done by 
taking in to account the fairness as a hard constraint during the selection. 

In practice, lhe respect ofthe sbare quotas can be costly in term of satlsfaction of the entities: without 
these quotas, the overall satisfaction of the enlities wouJd be mucb bettcr (but of course not well shared). 
1t would be very costly to try to respect too striclly the quotas. That is why, in practice, a compromise has 
to be done between the quality of respect of the quotas and lhe satisfaction of the entities. For ex.ample, a 
difference o f 1 O % with the required quotas could be accepted if lhe global satisfaction o f the entiúes 
would be ~ufficiently improved. 

Two variants have been experimented : 
• search among tbe solution~ which optimizes the global satisfaction of the agents, tbc solution 

which is tbe nearest from the required quotas. 

1 
Glven a set oi cri teria, a declsion o domlnates another declslon O' for these criterla 11 and only if Ois better or equal than 

O' for ali crlterla, with at least one criteria for whlch O ls strictly better than O'. 
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• .,earches. runong lhe soiULion'> \\hich are nearly optimal for lhe sau~faclion criterion (for example 
~ 95 ~ir o f the optimal valuc). tbc ~olution which is lhe nearest from the required quotas. 

Although giving good results on <,mall cxamples. this approacb b an fact too much computation 
dcmandmg to be used on real size problem\. 

A more pragmatic multicriteria approach 

So. wc have to resign ourse l ve~ 10 aggregatc wme criteria. A sen~;ible solution is to aggregate 
individual satisfactions into a global cumulativc saüsfactlon gcs, and to t...eep apart the quality of shm·e 
criterion ). Evcntually. potentially intere~ting dccbions can be presented in the LWO·dimensional space jx 
gn. The aim as to help a human decision·maker to make decision~. by providing hi.tn with interestlng 
comprombes. 

A~ in thc rcgulation approach. lhe share i\ meusured upon some fuuction of the real cost o f picture~. 
~uch a~ ume. memory or power consumption on board. By doing ~o. we are .,urc to rcmain insensitive of 
the chosce of the weights which are agcnt·dependent. 

The quallfv ofshare ol'er H is me~ured by a "ctistance" between the real u:,e of thc satellite r, and tbe 
quotas q,. lnequaliry i11dices (S. J. Brams, 1988). like the Gini inctice. developet.l by microeconomists can 
bc used to ba~e the functionj measuring the qualiry of share: 

(8) 

J i~ in the range O to 1 and .i= I when lhe shnre is perfect i.e. costs of obtained pictures exac11y 
proponional to quotas. 

The glolwl cumulalive swisfauirm of agenh ovcr rhc interval H is mea<.ured by a linear combination 
o f nornKlhzed cumulativc individual sati~factions : 

(9) 

~:o· is in the range O to I and the ruaxlmum I is reached when each agent b ~atisficd as much as it can be 
i f it \\Crc the only owner of the resource; J:C.\ is independem of lhe individual ~cales of weigbts and of the 
quota\. 

Results 

Thi~o mcthod stay very co~lly in tcnn of computaLioual resoLU·ce. The seL of Pnrcto·optimal dccisions 
in 1he Jxgcs spacc can be computed exactly by a bmnch·and·bound search, or approached by an adnpted 
local scarch mcthod when Lhe search spacc is too large. To limit the nurnber of decisions presented, wc 
can li mil to a subspace of the jxgc,\ plane by imposlng that cri teria must be greater than a given limit (tor 
example Parcto·optimal decision with gn S 0.5 are not i meresting). 

Result~ of simulaúon confirmed that this method gives compromise solutions between lhe ones 
providcd by faimess first or efficiency first methods. 

Experimentation 

Thc data used for these experimentations comes mainly from scenarios cstablished to study the 
prohlt:m of ~chcduliog the pbotographs of futurc earth observation saLellites. 

lt is unpossible, in this short artiçle to providc extensive and detni led results for ali the metbods. Wc 
will restrict ourselves to present the different contexts used for tbe simu lations. 

First context 
The rcgulation approach was simulatcd in a multi·agent satellite context. Thcrc are 3 agents with 

quota' (0.07. 0.465. 0.465) and globally betwcen 500 and 700 daily canctidates picture~. The weights are 
in tl1e range O to I, but are fi.xed independantly o f the agents. The cost of a pic111re is based on tbe time of 
use of tbe ~atellite and differs from one picture LO another. Simulations werc run over a period of70 days. 

Second context 
Other methods havc been simulated in a contcxt extrapolated from the simulated demand concerning 

the future Spot5 \Utellite (G. VetfaiJlie et ai., 1996. E. Bensana et ai.;M. Lemaitre et ai.. 1997), which the 
assumption of three cameras on board. This data, provided originally for thc mono-agent case, has been 
adaptcd LO simulare a demand from n=J agent~. Simulated agents rcqucst each day about the sruue 
number of pictures. The quotas for thc simulations are (0.1, 0.3, 0.6). Weights urc in thc range 1 to JOO. 
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We dispose of data for 371 days. The mo~t loaded day comprises 427 requesled picrures. The cosi 
funclion i!> ~imply Vx. c(x)= I (that is. we only count lhe number of selec1ed pictures). The inlerval of 
days H on which cumulative salisfaction and cosi functions are based is always Lhe whole history 
H=[ I . ./..}. where /.. is lhe presem day. 

Conclusion 

We havc described a specific share decision problem involving mulliple agcnts, in which the 
satisfaction of two kinds of constraints pose~ a dllemma: efficiency conslraints aim at satisfying the 
agents thc mosl, whereas a faimess constrni nl watches over equity among ngcnts. We proposed differenl 
approaches and methods to solve lhis problem. 

TI1e firM melhod was to consider the daily selection algorilhm as a process whose control inputs are 
lhe weight~ of the pictures submitted. 

TI1e second class of methods gives priority to faimess fust, and lhen for efficiency. They are simple a 
priori sharing mcthod. modyfing lhe demand in order to respect lhe quotas at the demand levei or 
allocating observaúon windows to each agem in turo. lt results in very good shares. but ioefficient 
decisions. 

The third mcthod gives priority to efficiency and satisfy fairness if possible. A global satisfaction 
criterion is defined and maximized and a minimal Jair share for each agent is deüned a priori but only 
checkcd a posteriori. !t delivers quite good dccisions where minimal fair sharcs are always achieved and 
tbe global satisfnction is high, and uses o t.oleruble amoum of computational rcsources. 

The la$t approaches do not favor onc constraint or the olher, but compute a set of good compronlise 
decisions. Thil> is a multi-criteria approach, based on lhe computation of a subset of Pareto-optimal 
dccisions in a two-dimensional space : global satisfaction of ali the agents, quality of lhe share. lt is very 
costly in computational resources, but allows a human decision-maker to preview a ~et of interesting non
dominated compromise decisions. 

The overall conclusions of thls work are: 
• no met.hod can be indisputably put forward; the problem i!> not to choose a method againM 

another one. it is to present to the agents a set of methods and lheir properties and to let lhem 
decide according to the properties they consider the most important; 

• whereas general methods of sharing can be stated, each share problem is specific and must be 
studied carefully: 

• discrcte share problems like this one are compulationally very consuming; more specialized 
combinatorial optinüzation algorithrns are needcd to solve them. 
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Abstract 
Tire NASA Oeep Space Network (DSN) is a wor/d-class spacecmft trocking focllil)' with Slations located in Spoin, 
Austmlia mui USA .. 1enoicing Deep Space Missions of mnny space agencies. The current :rystem of scheduling 
.~ptJrecra.fl during cmise for multiple 8 lwur lracl.ing .feSsions per week c:urrently lead.1· lli Wl overcommitted DSN. 
Srudies indicare rho1 full~re projecred mi.l'sion demands upo11 the Network wi/1 only moke the /oadi11g problem worse. 
Tlterefore, a more effit'ient scheduling of DSN resourl'es is necessary in arder ro suppor1 rhe additional network 
loading em•isirmed in lhe next few yeors: The number of mi..!sloi!S is projected to increase frmn 25 in /998 to 34 by 
2001. In facr. J:ÍI'I'II lhe challenge of the NASA administrator, Dan Goldin, of /aunchin!l 12 spacecraft per year, tire 
DSN wm1/d be trackin!( approximately 90 spacecraft IJy 2010. Curremly a Jorge amount of Ollletma time 01ui network 
resource.1· are suh.~cribed by a projec/ in order /o ha1•e their mission supponed during the cmise phase. Tlze recelllly 
completed Mar.! Patlr{iruier mission was traclwd J time.f a week (8/wurs/day) during tlle majorily af its cruise to Mars. 
Thir paper propmeJ em itU/01'0/Íl'e approach called Me.rsage Mode Operotions (MMO ) for mitigaJing lhe Nerwork 
loading problem while comitwing to meet the trackill,l/. reponing. time managemem, and scheduling requiremenl.~ of 
Ihese missions during Cruise while occupyi"ll very slwrl lracking limes. MMO satisfles these requirements by 
providi11g the followilll? sef"IJices: 
• Spacecrafr lfealth a11d Weifare Monitorillf? Servic:e 
• Comnwnd Delil'<'ry Sen•ice 
• Adaptive Spacecra[l Schedulill!l Sen•ice 
• Orbit Deumninatirm Sen•ice 
• Time Colibratioll Sen•ice 
Utili~ing more efficielll elll/Íileering telemetry summorizalion and fillering teclmiques 011-board lhe spacecraft atul 
collapsillf? the llavigatiotl requiremenrs for Doppler and Range imo slwner tracks, we be/ieve spacecrajt can be 
adequately sen•irrd wing shorr 10 to 30 minllle tracking sessions. This c/aim anume.\' that certain chmrges waultl 
haw! 10 be made m the way 1/re Network traditimwlly sen•ices missioi!S in Cruise. Furthennore, limiling spacecraft 10 

shon sessicms wil/ free up larger blod..s af lime in the tracking se/redu/e lo he/p accommodatt' fulure lracking demands 
somr to be plan•d upon lhe Neiwork. 
Tlris pape r descrtbes the key characleristics and beneflts of MMO. the opera1ional scenarios for its use, the required 
chanlles la lhe xrmmd .,ystem in order 10 make thi! approach feasib/e wuJ lhe results of two símulations: I) to 
determine tire elfear of MMO 011 projected missimr /oading Ofl the DSN and, 2) to detennine lhe ejfecl MMO ha.~ on 
spacecraft orbit dewrmitwtimr. 
Keywords: Messaf?e Mode Operations, Adapth·e Sp(tcecraft Scheduling. Orbil Detenninatimr 

lntroduction 
The purposc of Message Mode Operations (MMO) is to utilize DSN tracking lime and ground 

resources more efficiently by mak:ing the spacecraft an active partner in the schedu.ling process. MMO 
utilizes shon I O minute (minimurn) to 30 minute (maximum) unscheduled periods of Deep Space 
Network (OSN) tracking time based upon spacecraft need and ground availability to detennine Lhe health 
and welfare of the spacecraft, download key engineering telemetry status, detennine future scheduling 
opponunities, upünk a new ground schedule, and obtain necessary Doppler and range data. The purpose 
of this papcr is to introduce and define Lhe concept of MMO and to generate sígnificant preliminary 
evídence to demonstrate MMO's usefulness as an operational mode for future spacecraft which utilize the 
services of NASA's Oeep Space Network. 
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Philosophy of Use during Cruise 
MMO is applicable during those portions of a mission·s cruise phase in which no major activlties are 

scheduJed. For the candidme m.issions under study, this equates to several months during whic.h 
spacecraft could operate in Message Mode, see Table 2. Activities such as instrurnent calibrations, and 
maneuvers which require longer tracking passes and two-way tracking are outside Lhe scope o f MMO. 

Philosophy of Use during Extended Mission 
MMO may also be used during the extended mission, since like Lhe majority of the cru i se phase, no 

major activities are scheduled. MMO lelemetry could provide a science preview capability by means of 
thumhnail ske1ches of science opportunities for evaluation by the ground or on-board. Promi.sing 
opportunitie~ could re~>ull in Lhe spacecraft generating a service request for a future Lracking support. 

• Ranglog 
Packet 

•Aangtng 
Packel 

• Ground Schedule 
Update 

• Spacecrart 
SeMce 
Request 

Fig. 1 Context of Message Mode Operations 

Message Mode Operations Scenario 

• SeiVic 
Reques 

Use r 

Figure I depicrs the key functionality, data flows, and ground services involvi11g Message Modc 
Operatioos. There are two major lecbniques for MMO spacecraft to communicate with the ground: 
hunting mode. and scheduJed mode. The techn.ique chosen will be a function of how freqLLentJy a 
spacecraft can transrnit it!> MMO telemetry due to spacecraft resource constraints and how available the 
ground system is for tracking MMO spacecraft. The first technique, called hunting mode, is uuschedulcd 
and attempts Lo make use of short uncomrnitted antenna time that would nonn.ally go unutilized. In this 
mode, the grouud attempts to make contact with muJtiple MMO spacecrafl in a limited region of the sky 
over a 20 to 40 minute period. Tbese MMO spacecraft have been recei ving updates to Lhe ground 
schedule and, therefore, bave a model of wben the ground is most likely to listen in including potentially 
the ground search priority. Thc second technique involves scbeduling MM:O track.s for those spacecraft 
whose mission needs requi.re a guaranteed contact time. It is believed that most spacecraft couJd make 
use of hunting mode, given the reduced activity profile of most rnissions in Cruisc. 
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The spacecraft and ground maintain a two-way noo-coherent Link from whicb botb one-way Doppler 
and coupled non-coherem rcmRe are acquircd, since an MMO track is too shon to acquire a spacecraft in 
two-wuy coherenl mode. The Tracking and Navigali.on Servícc processes these radlometric duta and 
produces a trajectory sufficient lo meet tbe less dcmanding tracking requiJ"cments of the spacecraft being 
serviced during Cruise or during extended missíon. See the section, MMO effect 011 Orbit De1ermination 
for more details. 

The trajectory ís used by tl1e Plaoning and Preparaúon Servíce as lhe trigger to produce the view 
periods file, frequency predicts. light rime files, etc. required to suppon the tracking of the spacecraft. 
This !.ervice also produces the ground tracking schedule for ali spacecraft, as well as receives requests for 
service from MMO spacecraft and from users. Service requests from the spacecraft and ground users 
mny affect tbe current ground schedule and, therefore, u provision is madc for uplinking futurc schedules 
and changes to tbese schedules via lhe Command Delivery Service. MMO spacecraft must be capable of 
accepting these updatcs during any uplink. The spacccruft vali dates these changes to the ground schedule 
and stores lhem on board as ground sessioo windows. In general, comroands, if necessary. as wcll as the 
ranging packet, provid.ing the tin1e tag when the last range measurement was received by the ground, 
along with the phase of lhe pseudo-range code at that time instant, are also uplinked. 

On the downlink. the spacecraft telemeter!. ali essential information in order for mission operations to 
I) en~ure lhe correct rrajectory of the spacecraft, 2) maintain the time correlatlon between spacecraft time 
and UTC, 3) field service requests from the spacecraft indlcating extended or future supports, 4) examine 
thumbnail l>CÍence sketches providing the opporrunity for quick look data intcrpretation and funher 
science harvesting by issuance of a service request for funher tracking, 5) monitor spacecraft buffer 
andlor file directory status via the telemetered buffer/ftle directory packet (Operations uses this directory 
to make decisions on what files need be downlondcd during future tracks), 6) interpret lhe health, wclfarc, 
and state of the spacecraft by viewing the event sununarization log, 7) provide to both the ground system., 
as well as tbe spacecraft, the capability of calculating lhe one-way range measuremeot from the range 
packet. 

Table 1 Roadmap to MMO 

Key 
Functions 

Pre and 
Post 

Calibratlon 

Spacecraft 
• Ground 

Schedullng 

Orblt 
determinati 
on durlng 

Crvlse 

MMO 
capable 

spacecraft 

Currenl DSN 
Design/Performance 

6Q minute pre-callbratlon 
15 mlnute post-calibration 

Range pre-callbration 
pre<IOmmates 

Spacecraft is a passiva entity in 
the scheduling process. Ground 

schedules 
the spacecraft. 

Nomlnally provldes two-way 
Doppler 

to an accuracy of 0.1 mm/sec 
®X-band. Nomlnally prov1des 

two·way range 
from 1.0 m to 50 m accuracy 

OX-band 
Closest lhing to MMO is Beacon 
moda currently being prototyped 

on DS·1 , in whlch 4 diStlnct 
subcarrier frequencles signals 4 

separata spacecraft states. 

Roadmap to MMO 

MMO Enabler 

Use lhe same exeiter. 
transmitter, rece)ver with 
an antenna. Atso, límit 

lhe range cahbratlon to 3 
range polnts. 

Spacecraft becomes an 
aclive partner in the 
schedullng process. 

Coupled noo-coherent 
ranging RelaJC&d 

position 
and veloclty 

requirements duri.ng 
crulse. ReUabillty of 

Range polnts are 0.999. 

Demonstrated MMO 
ground system 

capabilities. 

Required MMO 
Design/Performanoe 

Ranglng CalibratiOn ls not requlred 
for 

eaoh pass as longas same opllnk 
and downllnk elements used 

Automated Ground scheduling 
system uplinks scheduled tracking 

sessions and futura potentlal 
sesslons. Spacecraft providas times 
lt has scheduled lo r olhe r actlvities, 

revíews uplinked proposed 
schedules and downlinks service 

requests. 

1 or 2 accurate one·way range polnts 
collected per pass are svftlolent to 

predict traj~tory to 1000 km. 

Spacecraft must accept and store 
ground schedule, updates to that 
schedule, and generate its own 

service requests. 

The key functions within the current DSN that require cbaoge in order to enable MMO are: I) 
Sigmficant reduction in pre and post calibration~. 2) spacecraft-ground sched.uling, 3) one-way 
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radiometnc data types and the•r wctghung for orb1t determinatton dunng Cruise. and 4) the creation of 
autonomous MMO capable ~pacccraft. 

The current system requirc~ a long pre and post calibration pcriod tsee row I. Table I) in order to 
prepare a btation for u lrack nnd ensure thal thc cquipmenl remainl> within specification aftcr rhc rrack. 
The short MMO track practically limits pre und post calibrations to 30 mlnutes total. 1\s Lhe station 
move' toward:. more aulomation through lhe .,crvice system desi1,rn proccss. it is believed thm borh pre 
and po.,t calibrations will be reduccd to les~ than 30 minutes total. 1L is criticai to note that the pre
calibrauon period i:. largely driven by the calibration of the ranging system. Altemative mcthods for 
doing range calibration~. \UCh as calibrating during the track and reducing lhe time of a range 
mea:.urement to I minute '>hould enable the Track.ing and Navigaúon Service Sy!>tem to achicve the :.hon 
goal. 
~ 1l1e current system provides a forum working within tbe resource allocation process (RAP) in whicb 
mis:.ion:. negoúate for tracking time amongst thcmsclves. Long term schcdule connicts are rcsolved 
betwcen missionrepresentatives durlng these meelings. The system prouuccs short term (7 day) and long 
term (8 week) schedules that for the most pan mirrar the agrccmcnts made during the RAP proce~s. 
MMO requires a much more automated and nexible scheduling system. See row 2, Table I below. l.n 
arder for the ~hort duration MMO passes to be useful. the system is requ!Ied to find unscheduled periods 
m an automated f~h10n . Moreover, the spacecraft becomes an active panner in the ~cheduling process 
informmg the ground when it needs a track by means o f a service rcquest. 

Orb11 detenuination is largely accomplishcd for most rnission~ today based upon two-wny coherent 
communicallons (Doppler and range) in whjc.:h lhe phase of rhe downlink signal is uniquely dctcrmined 
by the rcceived uplin"- signal from the ground systcm. Generally, evcn in Cruise, lhe accuracy to which 
thc~c mcasurements are modc are typically wcll within lhe required tolcrances of the missions. See row 
3. Tablc I. The short duraüon of the MMO, track coupled with the time required to pull thc spacecraft 
o~cíllator to the required ground !Iacldng frequency. necessitatel> that Doppler and range be ucquired in 
one-way non-coherent mode. Fortuitom.ly, a nc\\ technique. called coupled II0/1-colrere/11 rtm.~ittJ::, has 
the potential for providing accurate range mea.\uremcnts withln the drift spccification of the on-board 
oscillator. See thc section, MMO E,ffect on Orbit Detaminarion. 

Cum!ntly. spacecrafl communicatc with the ground under direction of the following 4 scenarios: I) 
by unmediate ground command, 2) by ston:d scquence time drivcn cortun<md~, 3) by fault response 
(emergcncy modes), or 4) lhe new beacon modc (sce row 4 Table I). Nane of these scenanos provides 
the capability for a spacecrnft to automatically \Chcdule itself into the ground tracking ~yqem. For MMO 
to providc for flex.ible on-dcmand scheduling. spacccraft will require the capability to ~ubmit scrvice 
request:. and receive ground schedule update.., . This approach is in linc with the Con~olidatcd Space 
Operauons Contract architecturc w whlch ~pacecraft are to take fuU advantagc of access on-demand and 
that utili~:e high leveis of autonomy wilh rninimum ground operation<. '>Upport in arder to achieve 
cxpccted cost savings. 

MMO Effect on Deep Space Network Loading 
The following is a preliminary assessment of how MMO affect~ lhe DSN tracklng schedulc. FirsL 

thc nú~sion !.ubset ovcr wbich the me~sagc mode operations scenarío was applied is prcsented, followed 
by the nussion cruise trackmg requiremems and assumptions applied in the srudy. Finally, the effect on 
the applicable DSN subncts i.e .. 34M High Efficiency (HEF) and 34M Beam Wave Guidc (BWG) a.<. a 
re~ult of applying Mi!>s•on Mode Operations (MMO) to the scheduling systcm is reported. 

A numbcr of m.ission!> werc provided as candidate:. for MMO. Of the ... e missions. a number werc not 
applicable due to limited tracking rcquirements in cruise. Following is a list of ali the mis~ions 
considcred along with the missions induded in lhe ~tudy clearly idcntüied: 

Table2 Missions consideredlincluded in MMO Loading Study 

Missions Launch M1ssion R~uírements lnstu~ 

Contou r 712002 HibemabOn mode dunng cwise No 
Oeep Space 2 1/1999 Cons1gned with Mars Polar Lander No 
Deep Space3 1212002 Requlrements lnsufficiently mature to Forecast No 
Genesis 1/2001 Crulse Period 5/01 to 3/04 Yes 
Mars 01 Lander 4/2001 Crulse PerlQCI5/1.0 to t1101 Yes 
Mars 01 Orblter 3/2001 Crulse Period 4/01 to 8/01 Yes 
MUSES·C 112002 Cruise not speeified No 
Stardust 2/1999 Crulse throughoul stud;t l!eriod Yes 
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Crube requirements of the above lisled mi~~ion~ were carefully chosen 10 include those segments thal 
are truly in crui.,e mode. This means lhat trajec1ory correclion maneuvers and other activities of a priority 
higher than Crui!>e were not considered within a MMO scenario. However, l>implifying assumptions 
abou1 MMO cruhe activities would have 10 be rcvisited when the de1ail requircmenls of lhe cruise phase 
of lhese missionl> become available. The following assumptions were made concerning the MMO cruise 
phase of operutlons: 

L. Independem of lhe current crui~c phuse requirements, ü was assumed th:1t during a MMO cru i se 
phase, at least one contacl per day would be reqtüred. 

2. lmprovemenL~ in pre and post calibratio n procedures would com:eivobly reduce the total 
calibration time to 30 minutes. 

3. Thc MMO dai ly contact was assumcd to bc 30 minutes long. 
4. There was no provision made for periodic long tracks during leng1hy cruise operalions. (This 

would rcquire detail requirement!> negotiations with missions operating in the MMO mode.) 
Givcn lhe as~umptions defined above, the JPL Telecommunication and Mi:.sion Operaúons 

Directorate (TMOD) Resource Allocaúon Teamfs FASTER suíte of forecUl>ting 1ools was used to 
evaluate the effect on lhe DSN resources given the assumptions for the one M.MO scenario above. The 
following i~ a de~cripúon o f the results: 

Forecast year 2001 was impacted the most by MMO tecbnology. Ali selected projects operated in 
cruise phase for some portion of that year. Each mission's crulse scheduling requirements are urtique, 
which ex.plains the diffcrence in the figure of meril, increase in amemw time in Table 3 below. This 
figure refers to the average increase in antenna time during that mission's CCll ise perlod, as a result of it 
switching from standard tracking to MMO technology e.g., if lhe Mars' OI Landcr ~witched to MMO, 
there would be a 55% increase in 34M BWG time over standard operations, and a 45% increase in 
available 34M HEF time. 

Table 3 MMO Loading Effect on each Mission 

MMOMission tncrease In DSN Subnet 
Antennanme 

Genesis 16% 34MBWG 
Mars"01 Lander 55% 34MBWG 
Mars'01 Lander 45% 34MHEF 
Mars'01 Orblter 35% 34MBWG 
Mars'01 Orblter 21% 34M HEF 
Stardust 22% 34M HEF 

For lhe applicable MMO study missions below in Table 4, lhe figure of meri t represents lhe average 
increase in antenna availability for allnússions for the given subnet over lhcse mi~>sion's collective cruise 
periods. This metric provides a means for monitor-ing the overall cffect MMO has on each subnet as 
more missions transition to this technology. 

Table 4 MMO Loading Effect on each Subnet 

DSN 
Subnet 

34M HEF 

34M BWG 

lncrease In 
Antenna nme 

9% 

MMO Missions 
lncluded 

Mars '01 Lander 
Ma~ '01 Orblter 
Stardust 
'a9D.eSIS . 
Mars '01 Lander 
Mars '01 Orblter 

Table S is the result of running the results of the Joading study against the NASA JPL DSN station 
cost calculatioo form. The purpose of this cxcrcise was to determine the total trackiug hours and 
associated cost required to track the candidate missions in the study for a given aperture size. The results 
show an approximate 2.6x reduction in tracking hours for the Genesis m.ission and a cost savings of 
$88K. i f MMO is used during cruise. For the Mars Surveyor 2001 Lander, tracking time was reduced by 
approximately 4x. with a cost savings of over $24SK. A similar result occurred for tbe Mars Surveyor 
200 I Orbiter. Stardust, on the olher hand. showed a total reduction of 8 tracking hours, but an increasc in 
tracking costs of approximately $LOOK. T his is the result of the 7x increase in lhe numbcr of p re and 
posl-calibrations needed to support MMO 7 days a week as opposed to one six hour track of standard 
operalions during cruise. h is hoped lbat through experience with MMO a reduction in MMO tracks to 
every other day or potentially one or two contncts per week can be achieved. Ovcrall, the total delta cost 
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savmgs due to reduced trad.ing time during Crui~e ih approximately $0.5 Million dollar~ for thcsc 4 
mission\ alone. 

Table 5 Comparison oi Antenna Time and Cosi in 2001 (MMO vs Standard Operating Moda) 

Mlsslon & OPS Mode Total Total Cost DellaCost 

Phase Time Reqd for period for period 

(name) (hours) (raal-year $) (real-year $) 

Genesls • MMO 91 $107,748 

Genesis • STD 240 5 $195,775 $88.026 

Mars 01 Lander- MMO 105 $124,325 

Mars 01 Lander- STD 416.25 $369.645 $245,320 

Mars 01 Orbiter - MMO 112 $132,613 

Mars 01 Orbiter • STD 444 $394,288 $261.674 

Stardust - MMO 231 $273,515 

Stardust • STD 239.25 $177,052 ($96,463) 

Total Delta Cosi $498.558 

MMO Effect on Orbit Determination 
Traditionally. orbit determination for deep-~pacc missions has been pcrformed using 4 to 8 hours of 

tracking per pass with two-way coherent Doppler. In many cases, two-way coherent range measurements 
are uvailnble i f the spacccraft tran&ponder dchi.gn has lhe capability to receive nnd transrnit a ranging code 
modulated on the carrier. OpticaJ images of thc rarget body takcn by the !>pacecraft are sometimes used 
during the fmal week~ or monlhs leading up to encounter. These optical navigation image~ are especiaily 
powerful if lhe targeú cphemeris is not well knO\\n, as is the case with asteroids and comets. 

There are generally two rcquirement:. impo:.ed oo orbit determination for each mi:.:.ion. The fust and 
mol.l important requirement is cnsuring that the ~pacccraft is delivered to the target body within an 
acceptable levei of error ~ufficicnt to meet mission objectives \uch as orbit insertion. flyby 
reconnai~:,ance. or atmosphere entry and landing. Thi~> requirement varies from missio11 lo mission. The 
second requirement is that at any time during the mission, the spacecraft's cphemeris is known well 
enough to allow ground stations to correctly point and acquire thc spacecraft' s signal wilhout searching 
the sky or sweeping through the .,pectrum for thc downlink carrier frcqucncy. For missions trans-mitling 
at X-band. the requirement for accurately pointing the ground antennas is 130 arc-scconds (3-sigma), 
translating to a maximum positioo error of approximately 63.000 (.,m at 100 million (.,m diMance from 
Earth 

Message Mode Operauon~ would replace the 4 to 8 hours of two-way Doppler data collected per pass 
witb only 10-30 minute~ of one-way Doppler. Because in one-way Doppler the reference oscillator is 
onboard the spacecraft rather than on the ground, the frequency :.tability of the carrier is worsc, resulting 
in Doppler measurements with 5 to 20 times more noise. Furthennore, onboard oscillutors tcnd to drift 
with time due to temperaturc Ouctuations and age, so this error tllUSt bc estimated and rcmovcd to avoid 
obtaining an incorrect orbit solutioo. 

Ranging can be performed wilh a non-coherent link between the ground and lhe spacecraft. The 
ground tran~mits a range code to the spacecraft. the spacecraft demodulates the code, records the time the 
range code wa~ received. and re-modulates thc signal back on lhe downlink while transmitUng the code 
receipt time via telemetry. Once the ground receives lhe re-moduJated range code. it has a measurement 
of both rhe uplink and downlink delay. and thercby a measure of range (for bolh upJeg and downleg) b 
obtained. Thc accuracy of this ranging method mensurcment is dependent on the otJboard clock crror. 
thcrcfore it i~> important tl1at the spacecraft and ground clocks be synchronized, and lhe timJng differencc 
bctween them be esti.mated in Lhe orbit detcrmlnation proces~. This ranging technlque, dubbed coupled 
non-coherew ranging. has yet to be demon~truted on deep-space missions. 

To gauge lhe effecúvcness of orbit determination in Message Mode Operatioru., a scenario was 
developed usiog the Ma~ Surveyor 2001 Lander as a test case. The Mars 'OI Laoder will be launched in 
April of 2001. and anive!> at Mars in January 2002 aftcr 9 months of night and 5 rnidcourse corrcctions2
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Because thi' mis!>ion will employ precision landing techniques for the fir!>l time at Mars, it is vital that the 
flight path angle upon atmosphere entry be kept to a minimum. Thc baseline navigation plan calls for 
two-way coherent tracking throughout cruise, star1ing with 3 passes per day for the first 8 days. thco 
decreasing to 3 passes per weck for 7 months. tJ1en reluming to three per day 60 days before arrival. Ali 
pa~se~ are a minimum of 4 hours cach, collecting two-way coberent Doppler and range every lO minutes 
from the 34-meter stations located in Australia, Califomia and Spain. 

for the MMO case. ali pru.ses from Launch+8 days to Landing-60 days were reduced to only 30 
minutes each per day. During iliese passes, one-way Doppler and coupled non-coherent range was 
simulated with noi!>e values of 1.0 mm/sec and 100m. respeclively. The tracking data at the beginning 
and end of crui'e (fLCSt 8 days and final 60 days) remained unchanged from the baseline case. 

Figure 2 is a logarithmic plot showing the result~. The two lines at the bottom are the root-sum
squared {RSS) position WJCertainty resulting from orbit determination during cruise for both the baseline 
and Me1>sage Mode Operalion~> cases. For each data point on the graph, IJ"acki ng data up to that time is 
proce~scd. and the resulting orbit detcrmination error is mappcd to the EarLh-centCJed 12000 coordinale 
frame at that time. The gray line at lhe top indicates me .maximurn tolerable error in position in order to 
correctJy track the spacecraft. As can be seen. thc two cases start with identical uncertainties during the 
first 8 days of cruise wbere two-way data is available in bom scenarios. At the second point in the graph, 
the MMO scenario starts using one-way data and, as expected. the uncenainty grows witb respect to the 
baseline case. The maximum uncertainty occun. near September 18th, when the MMO case has an 
uncenainty of 850 km. yet this uncenainty is well below t11e maximurn error requiremenl. Tberefore, this 
figure indicates tbal Message Mode Operalion tracking provides sufficient data for orbit deterrn ination 
for routine lrack.ing. 
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Fig. 2 Orbit Oetermination Uncertaintles During Cruise for lhe Mars 2001 Lander 

Figure 3 shows a B-plane projection of the orbil detemlÍllation error 30 days before cncounter for 
iliree cal.es; the baseline case, the MMO case (entitled '"MMO ca.o;e: two-way near encounter"), and a 
version of MMO that includes no two-way tracking ("MMO case: one-way ncar encounter''). This figure 
is meant to illustrate how confidently each mode can deliver the spacccraft to ilie desired target for 
atmosphere entry. Thc baseline case provides the smallest uncertainty cllipse (45 k.m x 10 krn) ~ince it 
uses thc highest quality of tracking data and at greater quantity. The MMO case with two-way near 
encountcr is approximately 50% longer (75 km x 10 km). and the MMO case with one-way near 
encounter i~ much larger (350 km x I O km). 
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The con1.equcnce~ of the largest of lhe thrce ellipses to the Mar~ ·o I Landcr mi~Mon would be a 
hl,!!nificamly higher probability of entcring the atmol.phere too steep and impacting the ~urface too h:1rd. 
or entcring too shullow and mis~ing lhe lancüng ~oite. <>r wor~e. 1>kipping out of the atmosphen: 
complcrely. Thecefore. while brief. 30-ru.inute one-way trad.mg pa:.'e' availabk through MMO are 
ltufficient for routmc navigatlon duriug crut~e. MMO alone is insufficient to satisfy the tight delivery 
rcquirements needed for missions like the Mars ·o 1 Lander. In order to meet the:.e detivery requirements, 
MMO would hnve to be followed with n traditional cnmpaign of two-way tracking. or augmentcd with 
optical navigation imagcs near cncounter. 

lt'' importuntto mention that one of the rea~tons currcnt mis~ions require long passes of tracking data 
is lhat. for various re~ons. lhe navigation analysts typically di,card 10-20% of the dato as uou\uble for 
orbil determination. Since MMO yield~ far les' data, each data point Th therefore more "valuablc" in the 
MMO case. The tracking system of the futuxc will thereforc need to be improved to provide a much 
highcr tracking ~ystem reliabilily, so that less than 1% of all tracking data are considered unusable. 

Fu1ure studies of MMO on orbil determination could examine the effect of reducing lhe number of 
pas!>e~ per week, reducing lhe length of a MMO pass from 30 minutes, and al~o adding un Ultra-Stable 
Oscillator (USO) onboard lhe ~tpacecraft to improve the Doppler quality. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusioru. are drawn from this study on MMO: 
• Jt appcar~ that tracking savings up to $0.5 Million dollars can bc achievcd i f MMO i& utilized for 

Gencsis. Stardust. Mar~ ·o I Lander and Mar:, 'O I Orbiter during their cru i se phuscs. 
• lt appears Lhat cxtem,ive passes, i.e., 4 to 8 hours of two-way coherent radiometric data. are no1 

requircd 10 mect lhe :vtars ·o I Lnnder cru i se tracking require-ments. provic.led H lechnique l.ikt: 
MMO cnn be subsútuted. 

• t\~0 alone is insufficient 10 satisfy the tight delivery requucment:, needed al encounter for 
mí:,ston' likc the Mars ·o I Lander. 

• There appcars to be em)ugh of ti cost benctit to mcrit a complete 'tudy of MMO by JPL's TMOD 
for future !>pacecraft such as lhe X2000 program. 

• I f cost and time saving' are found to be signific~mt for lhe majority of futurc mis&ions along with 
meeting thcir navigational requireruents then thc next ~>Cries of functional requirc:mcots on JPL'~ 
TI10D Network Simplification Project (NSP) should retlect :viMO requiremeou.. 

• JPL's DSN \\Íll begin charging prOJCCI' for antenna time. In the past, antenna time w11~ 
negotiated between projects and priorilited based upon mi~sion pha~cs and cmergency need~. 
Prioritization of antenna time is now a facror of ecooomic:. as well as mis~ion need'>. lo general. 
MMO may allow for tracking of more mission~. ~ince it appears to mahe better use of anteuna 
tracking time. Thereforc, il may aid in sustaining thc expt:x:tcd increa:.e in the mission set. 
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Tire traditionnl approaclr to .satellire COII/rol r(•/ies 011 lwman ccmtrollers monitoring staws displays a1rd performing 
repetitive pre·ut wsks. Howe.:er. increcrsing demands are nmv beúrg placed on satellite operations due to tire 
increasing munber of sntellites under c•tmtrol. tire incrensing comp/exity of indi1•ithllll satellites. or tire jillancial 
pressures of low-cost mi.uirm.f. In respo11se to tlris. tire agencies and corporations tlrat operate sate/lites are loaking In 

more od1·onced techniques 10 ossist ilr the alllomatimr of day-to-day activities in tire modem satellite comrol cemre. 
Tlris pape r describes Space UNiT ( Unil•ersa/lmelligem Toolkit). a suite of products that cem be incorporared imo both 
new 01rd legacy mission contra/ systems. UNiT .wpports tire automalion of operatio11s procedures. colllingellcy 
horrdlill,~ and sclredules (time/ines). li alsa pmvidl's lhe lools needed for off-line mission plonning a1rd procedure 
aulhorilrg. UNi1' displays are highly grophica/ a11d supporl the nwnitoring and control of opermions m alrigher levei. 
Keywonls: Mission Com rol, Sate/lite Contrai. Au1oma1ed Procedures. Mission PlamrinR 01rd Srheduling. 

lntroduction 
lncreasing demands are being placed on satellüe operations dueto the increastngly competi tive nature 

of the industry and ever-expanding population of satellites. Advances in communicntions and software 
technology have lead to more sophisticated ground segment equipment that must also be controlled and 
monitored effectively. In an attempt to control escalating costs lhose responsible for operating satellite 
systems are demanding advanced tools to ~upport a higher degree of automation. 1l1is trend is observed 
acros~ nussions wilh a wide range of characteristics: 

• complex earth observation or science missions. 
• "constellations" or multiple satellite system~. 
• "smallsats" or othcr low-cost missions, for which the cost of operations is significant. 
The UNiT product bas been commercially developed by Science Systems from a demonstratioo 

prototype, which was originally produced under a joint ESA-lndustry technology development 
programme: the advanced component o[ ESA's SLICK (Satellite Low Cosi lntegrated Control Keruel) 
project was lhe forerunner for UNiT . 

The use of COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) products is seeo as ooe way of achieving lower cost 
operations. COTS products generaUy entaillower initial costs than bespoke systems, this associated wilh 
the reduced maintenance overhead and suppon of COTS software makes the use of COTS products 
extremely anractive. 

B~ed on a generic model of operations, UNiT provides a comprehensive system for the automation 
of mission operations. UNiT comprises a suite of co-operative components, which can be combined to 
providc varying leveis of automatioo for both satellite missioo control systems and checkout facilities. 

The goal is to offer a generic solution for building highly automated satcllite mission control systems, 
which providc an easy to use interface for bolh operations engineen; during operations preparation and 
controller!> during operations execution. The approach is to abstract operalions to a higher leve] withi11 
the automated system, allowmg an Openuor 10 hundle lhe control of more sutellites and ground systems 
and thus reduce mission costs. 

lt is recognised that many existing mission control systems could benefit from increased automation, 
and con~equently UNiT has been designed as a layered product. which operares through an underlying 
mil>sion control system. This allows UNiT to be used in conjunction witb a number of Satellite Control 
Centre (SCC) COTS, or overlaid on an existing mission control system. 

UNiT Model of Operations 
UNiT provides an environment for the ~pecification of a mission operations model, reflecting both 

the current sta tu~o of the system under control (spacecraft and ground segment), and lhe current status of 
mlssion operations. The latter includes automrned operations support functions at three leveis: schedule, 
procedure and ac1ím1. 
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Fig. 1 UNiT Model of Operatlons 

Fig. I illustrate~ lhe model u~ed within the UNiT system. The model is split into horizontal layer~ 
and vertical columns. Each Jayer represents a levei of abstraction: the Scheduled Timeline at the top. 
predctlned Proccdure1. or Monltor functions in lhe middle, and atomic Actions at thc bottom. Each 
column repre~cms different hlerarchical models used to represent operations by UNiT, lhese being the 
Control. Statu~> and Event hierarchic1>. 

UNiT display~ also follow thh approach of layered ab~>traction. At the procedure levei a status 
~ummary of ali activc procedure~ is shown, whilc individual procedures may be displaycd in animated 
nowchart form. AI the schedule levei, the active :.chcdule b displayed as ttn animated GANIT chart. 

UNiT Interface Classes 

At the foot of each hierarchy i~ a class of fundamental objects, which provides the interface to the 
underlying m.i.ssion control system: comm.ands (control), parameters (status) and eve11tJ. 

A command can equate to any control directive supported by the underlying m.ission control syslern 
(tclccomrnand, scrvice request. ground station comm.and or control system directivc). Each issuc of a 
command con~titutes n new instance of a transient command object, which may then be asynchronously 
updatcd to renect the evolving status of that conunand instance until it i~ deemed to havc completed. 

Similarly a parameter equates to any ~tatus point maintained by the underlying mission conLrOI 
system, whelher dircctly telemetercd by the system under control. derived withio the m.ission control 
system or relating to the control ~ystem itself. Parameters are persislent objects, wh.ich are updated 
asynchronously a.~ cach sample is received. Parameter valuc, availabilüy and check status are all 
considered attributes of the san1e p<u-umcter object. 

Events repre:.cnt nsynchronous alen condüions (e.g. mcssages and alarm.s) detectcd by lhe underlying 
control sy:;tem, and not simply t11e change in status of a parameter. Like commands, events are 
tnlotantiated with cach occurrence of Lhe event. 

UNiT creates c·om11wnd, pammeTer and e1•ent interface objects by refcrence to thc databases or 
definitions ma.intained by the underlying control ~yMcm. 

Actions 

Actimrs are Lhe atornic levei of control within the U~iT operaüons model and constitute the flrst layer 
of control ab~traction. Thcy may be iniriated dircctJy from an acril•ity schedulcd on lhe operations 
timcline, from thc body of a pre-defined operationb procedure, or as the result of a monitored 
contingency viu an e1•ew-actio11 coupling. Various classes of action exist to cncapsu1ate differiJlg 
detailed melhoch ()f cxecution, but aLI may be initiated in lhe san1e way within U~iT. Standard actior1 
classe~ ex.ist to act on lhe lf.'ljT interface classe~. and on olher elemcnts of the LNiT operations model: 

• Send a con1111a11d 
• Set a parameter, argume/11 or local varia bit• 
• Raise an el'l'lll 

• Start a procedure 
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• Control a rhread 
• Control the schedule 
The set of available actions can easily be extended to handle tuission specific functionality by 

producing a new specialisation of the action class, wilh an appropriate execute method. 

Procedures 

UNiT procedures correspond to pre-defined operational or test acuv111es, which can either be 
scheduled as an (IClivity, or manually initiated. Procedures may also cal! other procedttres, pennitting 
their decomposilion into smaller, more maintainable units, whicb can be used in the context of severa] 
operations. 

The definition of a procedure comprises its public interface (.including argumenls), local variables 
and a set of thread definitions. Each procedure contains a primmy thread and, optjonally, a number of 
secondary threads. · 

Threads 

Each thread constitutes an independent flow of control througb the procedure. The primary rhread 
corresponds to lhe mrun flow of control and is US1Jally activated as soon as lhe procedu1·e is started and 
continues to execute until the procedure terminates. Seconda1y threads support monitoriJ1g or 
contingency functions, whlch are performed in parallel with the prima1y thread within the context of the 
active procedure. 

Trigger Condition 

Thread Control: 
•Enabla'Disable/Abort 
•Suspend/Resume 

Primary Thread Secondary Threads 

Multi-Pass 

Fig. 2 UNiT Procedure Threads 

Threads comprise a Lrigger condition and a sequence of steps. A threali activates foUowi ng 
occurrencc of its trigger coodition and then proceeds to execute the steps ill sequence. 

Threads may also be defrned as sillgle or mulú-pass: multi-pass threads reset themselves at thc end 
and wrut for their trigger condition to recur. This can be used to implement closed loop monitorillg and 
control with hysteresis: e.g. thennal control- one thread to turn a beater on, another to tum it off. 

Threads are represented graphically as flowcharts. They are defined using a graprucal drag-and-drop 
editor, and animated duriog execution to dis la current status. 

A B C 

Fig. 3 Thread Outlining 
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The graphkal repre~entation of threads also ~uppons oullining, a~ illu~Lrated in Fig. 3. S1ep.1 can 
comain ,·ub-tltreads, eilher to wppon flow control slructurc!> such a;. branchcs or loop!>, or simply lo 
group a bequence of Hep1· into a &ingle oulline step. Tbcse Mtb·tltreads may be expanded or collapsed 
using IJ1e +/· button that appears beside the step. This worlü in a similar way to lhe outlining fearures of 
MS Windows (explorer view). The figure shows three view:. of thc same thread: fully collapr.ed outline 
(A): an outline step expanded to show IJ1e sub-thread (B); and a brancl1 step expanded 10 show True and 
Fal~e wb-tltread.\ (C). Note that sub-threads can be nesled. 

Steps 

Ali lJNIT steps have a gcneric struc1ure, wilh three phases of excculion: triggcr. body and 
confirmution. Each phase in turn has three elements (execution, checks and recovcry) and four states 
(inactive [grey], executing [amber], passed Lgrecn], and fai led [red]). The state of cach phase is colour 
coded on thc stcp icon and <mimated during execution. 

o f: 

Execution Checks Recovery 

Trigger: 
• Time 
• Status 
• Event 

Body: 
•Action 
• Sub-.Th~ 

• SuJ>.Pn>cedure 
• Ope<olo< ln-ion 
• Aow Conllol 

C9 

Conlirmation: (9 
• ActioniCommond 
• Sl<otus 
· E-1 
• Ope<otor lnt.raetlon 

Pre-condltlon 

lnvarlant 
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Fig. 4 UNiT Proceclure Steps 

On nctiv:uion Lhe step waits until its trigger condition occurs. The lrigger may be expre~sed in terms 

• Time 
• Status 
• an Evcnt occurrence 
Oncc the step has triggered, a precondition is checked before progressing on to Lhe body of lhe step. 

lf lhe precondition is truc, then the trigger has passed. otherwlse it h<LS fuiled. 
The step body itself may be: 
• an ttction 
• a suiJ·IIIread 
• a suh-procedure cal) 
• a uscr interaction 
• a Oow control structure 
The execution of the body of simple atomic action is non-blocking and effectively instantaneous (the 

actirm is to initiate a command. not to complete its execution). For other catcgories of step, however. a 
fmite time elapscs during lhe execution of the body. During this period an invariant condition is 
monitored and must remain true until Lhe body·s execution completes. The exccution of the body fails if 
tbe actimr fails, an embedded step fails, or the invariant condition is violated beforc execution completes. 

A sub-procedure is executed 5ynchronously in the contexl of a :.ingle threcul of lhe callingpmcedure. 
and effeclively bloc~ lhe execulion of that thread until it completes. Jt is also po~~ible to initiate ao 
indepcndent. asynchronously executing procedure via a Stan Procedure action. 

Supported flow control structures include U'-TIIEN·t;l.Sb and CASI ' branches, various loops and parallel 
execution constn1cts. 

User interactions allow human control to be integrated into au1omated operations, by enforcing 
chcck-poims. requcsting information from lhe Operator, or giving options to the Opcrator. 

Once thc body is complete, one of two things can occur. If interlocking mode is OH, the next step in 
tbe rltread is immcdiately activated and the confirmation phase of the current srep is performed in 
parallel. I f interlocking modc is ON, confumation of the current step must succecd bcfore moving on. 

Confirmation itself rcquires a condition to be observed within u specified time window. Tbe 
confirmation check l:an be cxpre!>sed in terms of: 
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• the flnal &late o f an initiated Comm.and 
• Status 
• an Event Occurrence 
• Operator confumation 
Renwery acti<ms can be defmed to cater for failure o f the step at any phase. 

Monitors 

Monitors are a lightweight free-standing. thread-üke construct. which continuously look for an evem 
or potentially complex status condition to occur, indepcndentJy of any procedure. When this happens, a 
pre-defined ac:tion is executed. Thi~ mechanism ib abo referred to as an evenr-action c:oupling. and is 
used to monitor for known anomalies or other asynchronous conditions. and to automatically inüiate 
contingency recovery procedures. 

Note that eve/1/s may also be used as interlocks within procedure.1· when specified as step triggcr or 
confi rrnation condi tions. 

Schedules 

UNiT schedules constitute a lim.elíne for automatic execution of planned operations or tests. They 
are not, however, fixed timeliJles, as thcy contain knowlcdge of lhe planning constraints and residual 
constraint windows, such that fine scheduling can occur during schedule executioo to accommodate 
rninor variations in the duration of activities and ilieir associated resource usage. 

Plannlng Request O( 

Predieted Event 

r .. k 

)CJJVE STATE VEC1i 

.• ~~-
: T•mporal Conatralnt w•ndow 

TIME TNOW 

Fig. 5 UNiT Schedules 

Sclredules comprise a timelinc of tasks, each of which corresponds to a discrete operation resulting 
from an individual planning request., or a predicted event (e.g. from Flight Dynamics). Each task has an 
associated pre-defined sub-schedule of activities, which can be automatically placcd on the timelioe. 
Activities correspond to ind1vidua1Jy schedulable items - lypically a procedure or command, but in effcct 
any action supported within UNiT. 

Cmwraims can be defined at se/redu/e, task and acti1•ity leveis. They may be: 
• ternporal/sequential constraillls (indicating when one operation ~hould be performed in relation to 

others) 
• resource constraims refercodng a stme vector 
• overlap constraiws iudicaling whether or not activities can bc cxecuted in parallel. 
Ejfects are also associated with activities and correlaLe Lo resource constraints. They are used to 

propaga te lhe state vector during scheduling. 
A task has arguments, which originate from the planning request or predicted event, and may be 

referenced in any expression within the scope of that task: in the arguments of constituenl actil•ities, 
consrraints, ejfects or durations. Expressions witlün the scope of an activity may in turn reference its 
arguments. In this way, arguments can be propagated ali Lhe way down to executable procedures and 
CO//J/110/ldS. 
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UNiT Applications 
Tbe Space UNiT product sulte currcntly comprises tJ1e UNiT kemel, and two add-on module~: 

SCHEDULE-iT and PLA~-iT. Additional modules are planncd for lhe future. The U~iT kemel 
suppons the action and proccdure layers of the ~iT opemtions model. and compnse~ an on-line 
procedure execurion module and an off-line procedurc editor and test-bed. SCB E OlJLE-iT and PLA.'I
iT support lhe schedulc layer: the former providing automated timeline or schcdule execution: and tbe 
latter off-line rnission planning capability. 

UNiT: Procedure Editor and Test-Bed 
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Fíg. 6 UNiT Procedure Editor User Interface 

The off-line procedurc editor environment is uscd to develop, debug and te~t automated procedures. 
Procedures are dcveloped using a graphlcal editor and a drag and drop approach. Database~ containing 
the definition of command~. parameters and events supportcd by the underlying control sy~tcm are linked 
inro lhe editor. The outlining capabilily can be used to al.s ist in lhe design and implementation of 
procedures in a top-down manner. 

A totally portablc Java cliem u.ser interface is provided which gives a Motif or Wmdows standard 
look-and-feel dependem on the platform on which the client is runulng. The tlient offers standard menu!>, 
toolbars, widgets and dü.tlogs generally assoclated v. ith a modem uscr interface. 

The graphical drag and drop approach facililtlles lhe rapid dcvelopmem of procedurc:. without a 
UNiT user having to undersland any programming or ~cripting languagc. This same graphlca.l 
representation of a procedure i ~ used in tbe on-linc cnvironment to show the animated execution of a 
procedure. 

The UNiT proccdurc editor also allows a user to define monitors and associated event-action 
couplings. Again these are rcpresented in a graphical manncr and stored in lhe proccdurc database. 

The editor incorporates a test-bed faci lity consisting of tbe run-time procedure exccution engine and 
an interface te~l hame~s. lb.is enables basic procedure tcsting to be performed without the u~e of a full 
simuJator. 
U~T can also provide a mechanism for the impon of lcgacy text operations procedure~ into a 

graphlcal representation. These procedures can then be edited using a drag and drop approacb and 
subsequently executed in the on-line environmem. 
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TMITC 
Oatabase 

Exlat ing Procedures 

Fig. 7 UNiT Procedure Editor 
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Procedure Scripts 

Once the Procedure has been built and tested it is stored in a database externai to UNiT. The public 
detinition of the procedure is hcld as a relationa1 database structure, and includes lhe definition of any 
arguments and lists of referenced objects (commands, parameters. events and other procedures). These 
li~ts are generated automatically by the UNiT procedure editor. This provides severa! key benefits: 

• Consbtency Cbecking - scripts can be writteo to check the consistency of procedures against 
other mission objects such as commands and parameters. 

• Configuration Control - procedures can be version controlled. 
• Open Storage- procedures can be read by othcr software besides UNiT. 
• Scparation between tive and development environmentS - The database acts as the interface 

between the development and cxecution systems. 
A Script Generation utility is provlded to generate text representations of the Operations Proccdures 

created by the UNiT procedure editor. The procedure·s representation is read directly from Lhe database 
the resultant text procedure can then be printed or vicwed by a user. This allows a mechanism to be put 
in place if a fallback to manual operations was required. 

UNiT: Procedure Execution 
The UNiT Proccdure Execution module is the run-time environment for procedures and supports 

their execution and display. A procedurc may be executed in one of four ways: 
• Manually by lhe Operator 
• Automatically by another procedure 
• Automatically by a monitor 
• Automatically by a scheduled activity 
When a procedure is to be executed, itS defuútlon is loaded from the procedure database. lncluded in 

the design is a caching mechanism, whlcb stores a predefined number of procedures withln the run-time 
environment ln order to minimise data accesses for cornmonly used procedures. Once loaded, the 

I procedurc and it~ component threads, steps and actions ru·e executed according to thc selected execution 
rnode. Two modes are supported: automatlc and single step. I AU active threads containcd withln the procedure are executed lo parallel and in tum eacb step in the 
th.read is executed in sequence. Whenever a state cbange occurs within the procedure the information 

I regardíng that state change is stored in the Procedure log file. 
Debugging facilities available wiúún lhe system allow single steppíng through a procedure und the 

pausing of execution via the "current step" token shown alongside th.c active step in each thread. When 
the procedurc is running in normal operatlon this appears green. when the procedure is paused it changes 
to red. 

Once the procedure is complete the instance remains active for a configurable period and is then 
deleted. This allows the Operator to view the completed procedurc, including thc path taken through 
each thread and lhe final status of each step. 
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Fig. 8 On-line Procedure Display 

SCHEDULE-iT: Schedule Execution 

::1 
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SCHEDULE-iT gíves the Operator a high levei víew of tbe schedulcd operutions. These may be 
fíltered and -;orted U!>Íng a number of criteria, including the "domnin" of operatíons. A domain may 
correspond to a single satellite or ground segment facilíty. 

Oomain 

Time 
Cursor 

Task 

Flg. 9 Sample On·line Schedule Display 
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A 1>chcdule is created or edited via the Gantt user interface. New activities are defmed manually by 
dragging and dropping an activity nodc at the approximate time for the execution of the procedure. A 
dialog is then displayed whlch allows lhe procedure lD and exact start time to be delined. 

Once a schedule has been transfcrred from PJJAN-iT. it can be loaded into SCHEDULE-iT. 
SCHEDULE-iT then executes lhe schedule. updating lhe Gantt display automatically to reflect the status 
of lhe scheduled proccdures. During execution, SCHEDULE-iT perfonns constralnt checking and fine 
scheduling against a predicted state vector. This is periodkally propagated up to a configurable schedule 
horizon, ~uch that pot.ential constraint violations are detected beforc thcy occur. The Operator i s then 
able to lake avoiding action. 

SCHEDULE-iT displays lhe following procedure Mtltuses via lhe Gantt: 
• Pending 
• Executing 
• Suspended 
• Executed 
• Failed 
SCHEDULE-iT also allows the user to drill down by selecting an activity of interest and requesting 

thc detailed graphical view of lhe associated procedure, as loaded by the Procedure Execution component 
ofUNiT . 

SCHEDULE-iT provides lhe means to define a schedule and view its execution via a Gantt chart 
interface. Execution of activities is handled via Procedure Execution but facilities are provided to 
navigate to a procedure instance via the Gantt. Ali conrrol of the loaded (executing) schedule is via 
SCHEDULE- iT, it may be started and stopped at any time wilhout in1pacting procedure execution. 

PLAN-iT: Mission Planning 

The PLAN-iT component ofUNiT provides support to lhe full planning lifecycle and integrates with 
lhe UNiT kernel and schedule execution component (SCHEDULE-iT) to process operations through 
from initial requests to uplinked telecommands. PLAN-iT provides an cnvironment within which users 
can specify, generate and refine plans and schedules for aJJ satellites and ground segment facilities 
subject to control. TI1e planning process begins at the highest levei with sub-plans which group togelher 
the evcnts and requests for a particular domain over a given time interval. The planncr manipulates lhese 
sub-plans. instantiating tasks, activities and their respective constraints. An initial specification is 
expressed u1 tcrms of sub-plans and progressivcly refined, with the aid of a set of software tools, into an 
executable schcdulc. 

PLAN- iT provides an environment for the development of executable schedules, from pre-scheduling 
through to rctined scheduling. The user is able to lock elemcnts of the evolving schedule as fixed points 
around which the rest of the schedule should be generated. 

Conflict detection and resolution is achieved using a number of techniqucs within PLAN-iT. 
Conflicts may be resolved on a prioritisation scheme, through global optimisation stratcgies or through 
the application of local heuristic strategies. Conflict detection use~ temporaJ. exclusion and resource 
constraints. 

PLAN-iT complements other elements of UNiT including the scbedule and procedure execution 
systems. In particular, a number of common components are shared witb schedule execution; off-line 
missiou planning includes state vcctor propagation and conflict detection. 

PLAN-iT is a user driven mission-planning environment lhat supports the planner in the development 
of executable schedules. The user centred approach adds further weight to the importance of providing 
an intuitivc uscr interface. 

The user interface for planning supports the development of piam; and schedules lh.rough from initial 
requirements, scheduling and lhe dclivcry of an executable schedule. The ul!crface is built around a Gantt 
chart display. a range of editing facilities anda suite of scheduling tools. 

PLAN-iT and SCHEDULE-iT share a modular architecture, which ensures open evolution. Well
defined interfaces mean lhat components are interchangeable. for example, the bridge to lhe scheduling 
engine could bc replaced by a bridge to any other engine able to use lhe provided API . ln thls sense 
PLAN-1T i~ open in terms of its constituents. 

The effects model used within PLAN-IT is extensible, users are able to extend the functionality of the 
effect expression language and to develop models of arbitrary complexity. PLAN-iT is open in terms of 
extensibility. 
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Status Distribution and Persistence 
UNiT provides an API to allow the output of procedure and schedule status information to the wider 

mission control environment. This can be used for real-time distribution of status. and also for linking 
into an extemnl historical archive. üNiT support:. the logging of both procedure and schedule history. 
Where supported, relrieval of this historical data by UNiT can be used to provide historical proccdure and 
schedule displayl> in both Matic retrieval and dynamic replay modcs. In staúc retrievnl mode. the final 
stare of a procedure, or the e.xecutcd scbedule, is shown. In dynamic replay mode, di~plays update in j 
pseudo real-time. 

UNiT lntegration 
A major design driver for the UNiT product is lo allow it to be integrated with any 

mission control systcm. To this end a general purpose API has been constructcd which 
exchange of event, parameter and command objects. 

. ' underlymg 
allows the 

UNiT was originaUy developed lo run on a Windows NT plmform, but was designed with portability 
in mind. lt is also destgned 10 be scaleable from a single computer to a di.stributed client-server network. 
UNiT itself i& modular, to enablc customisation and exten~ion for specific missions. To enable this. an 
overall system concept and architecrure has been defined which is sufficiently open to permit the 
integration of mis:.ion specific modules. 

UNiT is based on a three-tier architecture that allow:. for the separation of the three k:cy areas of Man 
Machine Interface, lhe application and the data the application uses. This architecture allows UNiT to be 
deployed on a variety of platforms, including Windows NT. Unix ru1d VaxN MS, in a dbtributed or 
standalone fashion. 

The technology that enables thls archilecture is providcd by Gensym's G2-Gateway product. As 
UNiT ls constructed u~ing G2 it has all the portability and integration advantages of G2. UNIT provides a 
generic API to enable the pa~sing of event. command and paramcter objects. A bridge proccss is 
constructed using a standard C++ library, which is linked to user specífic code to obtain the requircd data 
from the extemal control system. 

Fig. 10 shows an oullinc of the UNiT three-tier architccture. The figure shows that data acquisition 
and control is partitioned from the application, which again is partitioned from the MMI. From a Ul'iiT 
:.ystem perspecúve thi'> mean\ that the MMI's could re~ide on a dlfferent machine to the applications 
which in turn could reside on a different machine to the Data servcr~. Conversely. ali three laycrs could 
re~ide on the same machine, or any combination of machine<.. 
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Fig. 10 UNiT lntegration 

~-~ 

The MMI's developed for UNiT have beeo constructed u:,ing Visual C++ and Gen\ym's Java Bean 
components. This enabled thc production of a conl.i~tent windm.'s based MMl. Science SyMemJ. i~ 
currently working actively with Gensym to extend this area o f UNiT. 

Database dependency is minimised through a data mnnagemcnt API that uses Mandard database 
access mechanisms ~uch as ODBC and JDBC. Platfonn indepcndcnce for t11e user interface is supported 
through lhe use of thc i LOG Yiews multi-platform windowing environment or optionaUy through Java. 
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UNiT Future Direction 
Science Systems are proceeding with lhe development of addiúonal modules in the UNiT product 

suite. Future modules are planned to provide support for the following funcúons: 
• Pre-launch check-out 
• Alarm filtralion and fault diagno~is 
• Network monitoring via SI\'MP 
• Managcment of satellite constellations 

Summary of UNiT Benefits 

The use of the UNiT product suite offers lhe following benefits for both new and existing satellite 
mission control centres: 

• Automaúon of Operations Procedures 
• Automated Scheduleffimeline Execution 
• Supports both Satcllitc and Ground Segment Automation 
• Can support multi pie "domains" - satellitcs or ground segment facilities. 
• Graphical Procedure Dcvelopment Environment 
• Hjgh Levei Comrol Displays: Schedule GANTT and Animated Procedure Flowcharts 
• Open Interfaces: can be lntegr:ned wilh any underlying Mission Control System. 
• Can be overlaid on legacy systems. 
• Can acce~ existing databasel> defining telemctry paramcters and telecommands. 
• Existing procedure scripts can be imported. 
• Can be deployed on Windows NT, Unix and VMS platforms. 
• Can be used tõ support any levei of automation from Operator Assistantto Lights Out Operations, 

providing scope for ~ubstanLial savings in the cost of operations. 
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One oflhe nu.Imtally illlensive ejforls of Hubble Space Telescope ( H!>T) ob.1-erving is lhe specijit:mion wui validation of 
tile detailed proposals for sl'ientists observíiiR with rhe relescope. In lll'der r o meet the operarional cosi objectives for 
the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST), this process needs 10 be dramatícal/y less time consumíng and less 
costly. We have prorotyped a 11ew proposal developme11.f system, rhe Sc/emisr's Experl Assistam (SEA), using a 
combina fiem of arrijicial íme/ligence and ttSer íllleiface techniques ta reduce lhe time mu:f effort ínvolved for borh 
scieniLHS and the telescope operations sta.lf. The lldl'Onced Archirectures and Awomation Brandt of NASA 's Goddard 
Space FliRht Celller is worki11g wirlt lhe Space Tele.~c:ape Science ft1stitute (STSc/) r o e_tplore SEA altematives. We are 
testing rhe usefulness o.f rufe-based experr systems ro painlessly f.luide a scielllist m his or her desired observation 
specification. We are also examíning severa/ porential user inreljace paradigms mui exploring data visua/izarion 
.schemes to see which teclmiqttes are more iltfllitive. Our prototypes will be validated using HST's Advanced Camera 
for Stuwys (ACS) insrrumem (sched11/ed for i1tstal/ation in 1999) as a /ive tesi insrrumml. Hcn'i11g an opemtionaf tesr
bed wi/1 err.wre rhe mos r rea/isric feedback possible for lhe prototyping c;ycle. In addirion, ance the NCST insrrwnems 
are betrer de.fined, the SEA wlll already be a proven plat(orm rhar slmply needs odopting 10 NGST-speciflc i11s1ruments. 
Keywords: NGST. SEA, mle-bnsed systems. visual rools. proposol development. 

Background 
The SEA is a prototype effort supporting pre-phase A development for NGST. The objective for SEA 

is to develop and test new approaches and tools to support lhe developmenl of observing proposals. The 
NGST goal is to reduce the staffiug requiremeuts for NGST's proposal support staff by 50-80% as 
compared to HST. In arder to accomplish this, the software support tools need to have a great deal more 
"iutelligence" built iuto them to give observers the supporting guidance with little orno assistance from 
the telescope's staff. Our SEA tean1 includes a small group of software engiueers and astronomers from 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and STSci. 

lnitial Analysis 
During the firM severaJ months of Lhe project, the team spent most of its time understanding the 

existing proposal process and lool set in use at STScl to support HST. We evaluated a series of potential 
tools and development environmenls. We developed a proposed su·ategy and tool set and a development 
and test schedule. Based on this analysis, the team believes that tl1e combiuation of new visual tools and a 
rule-based expert assistant will have the blggest impact. Our drlviug philosophy is that the system must 
let scientists be scicntists and not try to mak:e them insU11ment or software engineers in order to develop 
their proposals. The lools should bring relevam reference material to the scienti~ts' fingertips when 
needed. The tools should minimize duplication of effon. integrate in:formation together, and point the 
way to defJJting good programs. The tools should spot problem arcas early and be smart enough to 
recornmend alternatives. 

In addltion to analyzing the existing processes, the team has dcveloped a road map for developiug and 
testing SEA. Since the SEA system will be almost completely new software, it is critica] to have a 
real.istic environrnem in which to perfonn fmal evaluation. Consequently, we inlend Lo use ACS as an 
operational testbed. SEA is not currently iutended to be the operational platform for ACS proposals. 
ralber lt is a parallel development effort. In doing so, we will havc the full complexity of an operational 
envlronmem. We can then compare the time and effort involved in developing a proposal usiug both thc 
curreot HST tools and SEA. 

Our ma in philosophy for development of the SEA is: 
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• The system should be intellitçent. lt should employ artificial intelligence methodologies and 
paradigms to assist and guide thc scientist in producing a proposal that is flight ready. 

• The system should be intuitive. The user interface should not requirc extensive training. Scientists 
sbould be able to use the SEA with little orno assistance. 

• The system sbould be distrihuted. lt should allow delivery and processing of proposals via thc 
World Wide Web across a wide range of computing systems. 

• The system should be adaptable. As lhe telescope slaff learns how best ro use NGST once it is I 
launched and operational, tlJe system should be able to incorporate new inforrnation and 
knowledge easily. 

• The system should be easily incegrated with other NGST planning and operations modules. 
• The system should be jlexible. Since NGST is not scheduled for almost a decade, the system 

development must allow for changes in technology. Further, much of the process of developing 
observing proposals is conunon arnong observing platforms. This system could and should be an 
effective alternative for other observatories, both present ar1d future. 

We have been looking at bot.h the overall process and emerging lechnologies lo see how the process 
can be better ~;upported through automated means. We are currently in the middle of the development 
phase of thls project. Once development is completed, we will begin tlle evaluation phase where tlle SEA 
will be evaluated against the current HST process and benefits will be qua11tified. ln the current phase. we 
are developing severa! related modules and interfaces that will lntegrate tlle modules together. 
Throughout these modules we have severa! guiding principais driving the development: 

• Integrate tlle various tools to minimize or elirninate duplicate entry of the sarne infonnation. For 
example, once the instrument mode and targets have been specified, the scientist should not have1 
to go to a separate exposure calculator tool, re-enter that information to obtain exposure times, 
and manually enter those exposure úmcs back lnto the proposal. in addition, i f the scientist has 
"jumped abead" in a process and the system needs information tllat has not yet been specificd, the 
system should ask for the information when needed (not just klck tlle user back to a different 
place in the software). 

• Standardize the user interface for the computational tools across the different instruments in order 
to decrease the leaming curve and increase efficiency. 

• Thoroughly integrate reference material, providing an intelligent context-sensitive means to 
helping scientists find relevant technical reference material quickly and easily. 

Progress and Plans 
During tlle first phase of the project. tlle team focused on gaining an overview ofthe proposal process 

and defining the scope and schedule for tlle prototype effort. We reviewed the overaU STScl process for 
detailing observing proposals (known as the Phase li proposal), and the areas within tlús process that are 
currently manually intensive. We decided on a design that divides the SEA into separare tools, or 
"modules" that are integrated into a cobesive framework, but can also be run separately if desired. This 
frarnework is represented to the user as the Proposal Browser window. 

Proposal Browser 
The Proposal Browser is the user interface frarnework for the SEA. This window resembles tlle 

Microsoft Windows Explorer interface, allowing lhe user to quickly navigate Lhrough t11e proposal by 
selecting elements in a Lree view of the proposal. On tlle left, lhe contents o f tlle proposal are represented 
as a tree. When Lhe user selects an item in the proposal tree, tlle module for that item wW appear on lhe 
panel to the righL The user may jump to any area of tlle proposal at any time. This technique allows only 
a single module to be open at once, similar to a page in a Web browser. To overcome this limitation, the 
Proposal Browser also allows the user to open a module in its own separate window by double-clicking 
on the item in tJ1e proposal tree, or selecting an "Open in New Window'" option from lhe menu. This 
allows tlle user to bave mar1y different modules open at once. In lhis case, alJ modules are linked to lhe 
proposal sucb tbat if the user makes a change in one module. itls automatically propagated to all oilier 
modules. 

The cnrrent prototype includes an implementation of tlle Proposal Browser. In addition, tlle 
following modules have been implemented and are accessible Crom the Proposal Browser: 

Visual Target Tuner 
The Visual Target Tuner (Vrn allows t11e user to visualize the area surrounding the target and to 

tune lhe Larget position. The VTT also allows Lhe user to specify constraints for Lhe orientation of t11e 
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observatory. These constraints are specified as objects or regions to include or exclude from the exposure. 
The SEA can then calculate the set of valid orientations given U1ose constrainls. The overriding design 
goal for lhe VTT is to c reate a highly visual and interacti.ve environment for deaJing with lhe position of 
the target. Tbe user is able to easily move around the target area, zoom in or out of the visualization, 
identi.fy objects on the visualizati.on, and be able to drag the target to cbange its position. We are also 
experimenti.ng witb otber features, such as field-of-view display, sky scannjng pattems and swvey layout. 
and a centroid feature. Our plans for the VTT include lhe ability to predict and visualize image artifacts 
such as diffraction spikes and CCD bleecfu1g. A sample of tbe VTT is shown in Figure l. 
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Fíg. 1 The Visual Target Tuner 

The Exposure Time Calculator (ETC) generates real-time interaclive grapbs showing signal-noise 
ratios (SNR) and source counts across a range of exposure times and wavelengths. The user can 
manipulate lhe graph by zooming in or out of :,pecific areas. The user can also ask tbe ETC questions 
like, ''What exposure time do I need to obtain this SNR? •·• or '·How many counts will I get for thls 
exposure time?" By providing lhi5 interactive capability, U1e observer is able to more easily experiment 
with exposure times and optimally configure thei.r exposure. 

The ETC also includes supplemental modules for Ta.rget Properties and Inst.rumenl Configuration. 
TI1e Target Properties module allows the user to tweak tbe properties of tbe target model; including 
normalization, magnitude, point/extended source characterisrics, and lhe spectral energy distribution 
model. Changes in lhe target model are instantly reflected in the ETC. Similarly, the lnstrument 
Configuratlon module allows tbe user to configure the individual properties of the instrument, including 
thc detector, filter, binning, etc. In addition, this module displays a grapb of the lhroughput wavelenglhs 
of the current configuralion. ln !ater phases we expect to integrale tbc Exposure Time Calculator and tbe 
VTT so that a use r can ''see" a simulated im.age. Thb simulated image would predict what the observation 
would Jook like given known information about the targel and lhe instrument such as data from previous 
images, characteristics o f the observatory, detectors and filters. A sample of tbe ETC is shov.rn in Figure 
2. 
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In keeping with the goal of reducing manual emry, wherever possible, target propertics are 
automaticaUy retrieved rather than requiring the observer to enter the111, ahhough the observer i~ always 
free to moclify those propenie~. For example, the target properties are connected to lhe Target Selector 
module. This allows lhe ob~ervcr to search onHne archives for object information and automatjcally 
assign that information to the target. 

Target Selector 
The Target Selector is an interface to various online astronomical archives. lt providcs the ability to 

do simplc object queries across a range of archlves. Search results are displayed in a table, and the u~er 
has t11e option of assigning an object to a target. Tbe current version provides Lim.ited query capabilities: 
searchcs by name. near name, and near position are supponed. Currently supportcd archlves include the 
!'\ASA Exrragalactic Databa!>e (J\'ED), SIMBAD. and the HST Guide Star Catalog. 

lnstrument Configuration Expert System 
The SEA allows the user the tweak: the individual attributes of the instrument configuration. 

Howcvcr, one of tbe overriding design goals of the SEA is to insulate the observer from lhe technical 
details of the instrument when desired. To accomplish thls, the SEA u~es an expert system to provide an 
interview question-and-answer session that wiU guide the observer through configuring the instrument. 
This feature is optional and is intended to accommodate tllose user~ who do not know or do not care to 
know t11e tecbnical details of the iustrument. Thi~ intcrview module attempts to ask lhe observer about 
lhe science requirements and then recommends instrument settings to accomplish lhose requircmcnts. 

We are currcntly in the process of building a rule base for tbe Advanccd Camera for Survey~ (ACS) 
instrumcnt. The current prototypc includes supporl for detector and fillcr selection. A late r release of Lhe 
SEA wi ll include the ability to configure the entirc ACS instrumeot using thc expert system module. We 
are striving to discover i f the 1001 can contain a sufficient levei of science expertise to significantly reduce 
lhe ~uppon needed from STScl!.cientists. 

ln addition to tbe above modules, we are also plartntng lhe following m:w tools for 1999: 
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Exposure Planner 
Thus far the modules describcd bave focused oo defining a single exposure. The Exposure Planner 

will work to provide assistance in laying out multiple exposures and planning groups of exposures (or 
"visits''). Both observers and STScl staff currently spend a great deal of time plann.ing visits. These 
challenges include: 

• Laying out multi pie exposures to create a mosaic across a large target. 
• Imaging a single target with a variety of instrument coofigurations. 
• Planning not just tbe individual exposure times, but also thc overhead time necessary to perform 

other tasks such as guide star acquisition, instrumcnt overheads and telescope slcw. 
• Expressing a variety of constraints between exposures, such as ·•exposure B must run no !ater 

than one hour after exposure A". 
These are currently manual, iterative processes that involve balancing exposure times to achieve the 

desired science objectives while keeping within the overaU time constraints. The Exposure Planner will 
allow the user to express constraints and plan exposures visually using a graph with drag-and-drop 
capabi lities. Behind the visual interface will be an expert system that understands the constraints imposed 
by lhe instrument and observatory. and can recommend an initial exposure plan. It wiU be able to 
recommend an optirnal trade-off between individual exposure times and total visit execution time. 

Development of the Exposure Planner has not yet bcgun. IL~ development will be a primary focus of 
the tcam in fiscal year 1999. 

Re-validation Agent 
Thi~ module ha~ not yct been fully analyzed and development of the module will not begin for over a 

year. Currently, the Program Coordinators at the Instilute ~pend a grem dcal of time re-processing already 
approved, but sti ll pending proposals when a change to the instrumeot occurs. Thesc changes can include 
a variety of things, for example, new calibraúon information that affects optimal exposure times. 
Currently, Lhe concept for the re-validaúon agent is to use agent-based technology to evaluate the impact 
of changes to both submitted proposals and proposaJs that are still under development. The agent could 
seek out impacted proposals, calculate the effect of tbe impact, dcvclop a recommendation and Lhen 
notify the observe r and observatory staff of possible alleruatives. 

Technologies 
Since the focu!> of this project is software for more distam future use, we are intentionally trying to 

stretch existing ~>Oftware technologies and are aggressively using new and emcrging components and 
development environments. To promotc widespread usability in a communiry that uses severa! different 
opcrating systems, SEA is bcing developed in Lhe latest version of Java and thoroughly takcs advantage 
of the newe~t Java technolog.ies (Java Foundation Classes, JavaBeans, Java 2D. Java Plug-in, and Object 
Serialization). We are also experimenting with Digi tal Signatures to avoid applet·related security 
restrictions and allow the SEA applet to provide the same functionality as a standalone application. 

The SEA is designed to be easily extensible. This feature was nece.ssary to accommodate both HST 
and NGST. but !.hould be easily extended to other observatories and iostruments. Thc SEA de~ign is 
hcavily object-oriented The SEA leverages the dynamic nature of Java to aUow extensibility without 
modifying exi~ting code. 

I In order to integrare rul~-based technology we are using Neuron Data's Advisor/J Java-bnscd ruJes 
developmeot environment. Advisor/J is a I 00% Java rule-based system that includes a graphical rule 

1 editor and interactive debugging tools that assist us in developing and maintaining larger and more 
complex rule sets. AdvisoúJ also provides the ability to incorporatc a rule-based eogine in a fuiJy 

I distributed application. This will allow SEA to process rulcs on a user·~ local machine without coostantly 
requi.ring server-based information or proccssing. 

Conclusions 
At this point, we bave a functional prototype that ;~ largely complete for single-expo~urc ACS 

proposals. While it is still too early to judge the effecliveness of the tool, we are stroogly encouraged by 
the enthusiasm that the prototype has generated. Severa! groups have expressed intcrest in possibly 
adopüng all or part of thc SEA for their purpose~. and the STScl has adopted our Exposure Time 
CaJculator as thc operational ETC for ACS. We are also cncouraged by the ability of the still fairly 
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young Java technology to integrate and dist.ribute appücations u~ing different technologies such a~ a rule
based engine with a fairly <.eparate user interface :.ystem. Our primary challenge now is to ensure that we 
devclop a rute-base that is both ~cientifically ~ound. comprehen~>ive. and reliablc cnough to provide lhe 
obscrvcrs with guidance so that they will neither need nor mbs a large human suppon staff. Our 
~econdary challcngc is to sray in synch wilh developi11g software technology so that our development 
environment will rema in current as lhe SEA · s capabilities grow and mature. 
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Abstract 
Tlle p11rpose of thl,\' pape ris to pm~elllthe research res11/rs on I I SI! r imer.facc syslems (VIS) tltlfliltWIÍC vafidCIIÜJ /1, based 
0 11 Lustre fatlftttage formal specijicalion. lt describes tlle softwcrre prmorype we have developed. anti whil'h allows to 
generate a fonnal mrxlel o f the VIS ond 10 automatically verify t>mperties 0 11 i!. lt then proposes t1xes o f optimizalion in 
ortler to mlidate tlris proro1ype on sigllijicallf operatimral space grormd segmenl VIS. 
Keywords: Vser lllterfoce !:.)'stem. Human Computer fllteractioll, Grapllica/ Vser lltterjace, Fonnal models of 
illleraftive systems. Verijicalion, Tt•st, Lustre. 

lntroduction 
The importance of user interface systcms (UJS) in data processing applications is steadi1y incrcasing. 

Space ground segments software do not escape lhe tendency : their UlS parts developmcnt costs 
approximately 30% of their total development effort and surely more concern.ing the validation and 
qualification aspects. lo front of such a cost, and if we consider the increasingly complexity of the ms 
part on those ground segments application&, it is necessary to thlnk about the means of opti.mizing their 
validation. 

As the UIS part ensure the wcll under!>tonding of the internai state of lhe application, il mu~t behave 
as intendcd. This poim is particularly important when lhose interactive systems drive criticai applications 
such at. "Payload telecornmand" or "Telemetry surveillance" wilhin space ground segments. 

The UIS beb.aviour constraints have to be taken into account at the flfSt stage of the applicatioo 
devclopment, i.c. the specification, in order to get a final system in conformity with thcm. 

We can disti.nguish two parts in the VIS : the static part and the dynrunic one. The constraints related 
to thc static parto f the UlS ca.n be, for instance : 

• The minimum width sizc of a window must be greater than X pixcls, 
• The .maximum number of colors used in the same window must be lower than Y. 

• The minimum font siz.e of characters must be greater than Z point~. 

Those concerning the dynamic part can be, for instance : 

• Interface reactivity : the interface must react and provide a feedback to each user action. 

• Interface conform.ity : the interface must reflect every change of thc application intemaJ state, 
• Interface robustness : the user can neve r be blocked (no deadlock), 

• Screens alternation or mutuaJ exclusion : screens X or Y are always displüyed before screen Z, 
which in turn never appears when screcn Tis di~played, 

• lt Takes aJways less lhan 11 actions to perform to go from screen X to screen 7~ 

• There are always Jess than 11 screens displayed at the same time. 
Most of the constraints related to the static part of the UIS can be verified quite simply by syntactic 

analysis of the code. This paper focuses more particularly on the dynamic aspects which are more 
complex to proce!>l>. 

The problem is to define properly these constraints during the specification process. In practice, there 
i no reaJiy such a specification process for UJS as it is the case for classical software systems. The used 
specifications are rather mock-ups or prototypes of lhe UIS thru1 usual written specifications. Tbereforc, it 
becomes essential to verify exhaustively that these mock-ups and prototypes describe a system that 
behaves reaily in accordance with these requirements. 
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Fig. 1 An iterativa design process. 

Techniqucs for automated verification are very useful in thb context. Thcse tcchniques are maklng an 
explicit use of forma l languuge&. These languagcs permü to describe and to operatc computntions on UIS 
formal modell.. But the problem is that thc UIS designer has to be fam.iliar with thc formal technique. To 
bypass this problem, our approach proposes to build automatically lhe formal model of the UJS from its 
description as produced by an interface generator. This approach haí. scveral goals : 

• to produce formal modcls that reflect exactly. by construction. whut wa!> devised by the dcsigner; 
• to hide formnlisms to the deslgner who uses only the interface generator; 
• to compute formal models quickly and as many time~ as needed. 
In tlüs case. producing a UlS formal description is helpful in order to provide developers with a 

verified mock-up or prototype. This formal description can be used also as a reference for evaluating the 
frnal system once it is developed. lndeed. having a formal model and a formal statement of user interface 
constrrunts at onc's dispo~al allows to build test ca!>e~ that permit to compare thc final product with its 
requirement~. So this leads to achieve a development process as depictcd in Fig. 2. 

In thi~ ca~e. producing a UIS formal description is belpful in order to provide developers with a 
verified mock-up or prototype. This formal description can be used also as a reference for evaluating lhe 
final syhtem once it is developed. lnde~ having a formal model and a formal ~tatement of uscr interface 
con'>traints at one's disposal allows to build test cases that permit to compare the final product with its 
requirements. So th!s lcads to achieve a development proces!> as depicted in Fig. 2. 

~·~~ 
G c:~~ 

I 
/ T---\ ~ 

1 ~........ '-..._.,/. 

9 
J .......---......,_ 

(_T~...._ _ _____ 
Tt51QI>es 

Fig. 2 The whole development proce~s. 

The paper de~cribe~> on wb.ich formal basls this approach b founded and describes also how it is 
implemented inside the valldation environment prototype. Secúon 2 describes a general model of 
interactor (i.e. ruty graphical object allowlng the user to internet with tbe system). Section 3 gives some 
basis on lhe formal languagc Lustre used to denote models of VIS. Scction 4 de~cribe~ the prototyped 
environment and the main tools necessary to implemcnt the suggested approach. 

A Generic lnteractor Model 
lf we consider the state of art, authors of works on UIS formal modelisation conclude thal it's 

nccc!.sary to have at one's disposaJ a fom1allanguage to dcscribe event.s and stntes. We do believe that lhe 
dichotomy bctwecn event and status phenomena can be takcn into account by describing interactor ru. a 
dataflow systcm. 
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Fig. 4 Boolean flows of a pushButton interactor 

Informally, a flow is a sequence of values. Fig. 4 depicts boolean flows that describe the behaviour of 
a pushbutton interactor. Events can be depicted by lead.ing (Push, Arrives) or trailing (Release, Leaves) 
edges of flows, while states refers to measurable values that persist (Higlzligltt, Unselected). 

user applicarion 

Fp F a 

Fig. 5 Generic structure of an interactor. 

Figure 5 describes the structure o f an interactor as a set of boo1ean flows: 

F= Fu U F eU Fs U Fp U F a 

where each subset o f flows can be defined by: 
• - Fu : user actions events ; 
• - F e: applicalion issued events; 
• - Fs: ínteractor intemal states ; 
• - Fp : interface presentation states/events ; 
• - F a: actions on the application triggered by the imeractor. 

Why Lustre? 
Lustre language is particularly adapted to express, in a formal dataflow notation, UlS interactors as 

modelled in Fig. 5. 
A Lustre text is a set of declarations expressed in an unordered list of equations. An equation X=E 

where Eis a Lustre expression of flows specifies that the flow variable Xis always equal to the value of 
tlow denoted by E. 
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node edge{X:bool) returns(E:bool); 

let E = false -t(X and not preX); tel 

Fig. 6 A Lustre node. 

The structure of an interactor expressed on t.he Fig. 5 can be expressed in Lustre by a node as 
depicted in Fig. 7. 

node imrmctcur( /i....Jii>play. E·ltillc, ... 

Uf>S_Vtr. 

UAGYu.tlt, UAG_fieleas(!, ... ) 

rcrurn.v(P _clisplayed,P _clumge_pres,P .;o:xx .... , 

S ... clumge_state, S.,.yyy, .... 

A_ppfJ,. .. ); 

•·ar 00 deâarotum of/ocolmtrmttljlows 

/~1 .. cquatiou.s of jlows 

/(/ 

Fig. 7 Structure of an interactor in Lustre 

An Automatic Validation Prototype 
We have irnplementcd the software prototype of an environment that achicvc~ ~orne formal validation 

operaúons. 
This prot01ype. as dcpicted in Fig. 8 offer!> severa] tools to the de!.igner: 
• - UIMJX, which is a common off lhe shelves (COTS) GUJ gcnerator; 
• - a Lustre model generator: 
• -a verification and diagnosis tool; 
• -a gruphic editor of specific properti.es; 
• - a te~! cases generator for the full completed UlS. 

~ 
Fig. 8 An automatic validation prototype. 
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Generating a Lustre Formal Model 

uu. 

(.- } = dAit ... L 
1-J =dA2( ... 1"1 

Fig. 9 Buílding a Lustre model 

Figure 9 depicts the process of building the formal model of a user interface system that was devised 
with the UIMJX generator. An analysis of the VIL (User Interface Language) text, that describes the 
h.ierarcby of the involved interactors, permits to produce the structure of nodes inside the text in Lustre. 

Each primitivc widget in UIM/X is mapped to a Lustre basic node in tbe Basic Lustre Library. The 
representation of composite widgets is obtained by composition of these basic Lustre nodes. 

SIOIÍC void actiWJteC8_pushBurton4( ... ) 
{ ... 

UxPopuplnrtrfou(dmwingAreal,no_grab); 
J ... 

~ notie dA2( ... ) 
rerurns 

(A acti~'OltCB_pB_ 4, ... }, 
A_actiWiteCB _pB _ 4 

~:---:,--,---,-+/ nade dAJ(E_dísplay_dAJ, ... ) 
E_display_dA rtturns( ... ); ~-~ 

Fíg. 10 Data flow analysis and interconnection of Lustre llows 

The analysers that permit the automatic generation of tbese Lustre models were dcveloped within the 
ONERA-CERT Centaur system. 

Properties Formal Verlfication 
Lustre is also a temporal logic notation and allows to perforrn verifications by model-check.ing. For 

instance. tbc co11jonnity of an interactor can be defined by tbe following ex.pression, where the term 
implies is the logical implication operator: 
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implie.1· (S_change_.\lme_ *. P _change~Jres_ * ) 

95 

This expression statcs that an interactor satisties the conformity propcrty if its presentation is 
modificd whcn its internai !>late has changed. 

Figure li gives an outline of lhe prototype GUJ during a property f.election before its formal 
v e ri ficai i on. 

-- "'1'~--~-~ - --- -- ------ . ·-·---- -
-----~---------------- - - . . - - ---...!!! _,. _; -

l"-'111 f't\1 t~ f.n-·prtrhl i\'11:-> ~\u11l ~ .-\ltf.:.. 

·~ 

Fig. 11 Selecting a property using lhe prototype. 

Graphic Editor for Specífic Properties 
This property editor allows lhe user to build schemes of logical and temporal relations between lhe 

interaction objects that are involved in lhe UJS. It offers a sct of palette~ to the user: 
• - a palette that contaios ali lhe types of interactors that are used in the UIS and captured by the 

formal model ; 
• - a palette of logical and temporal operator!> that permit to draw graphically some relations 

bctwccn thc basic or composi te interactors in the UlS : 
• - a pnlcttc of cditlng and drawing operators to perform some cla!>sical ediring operations (cut, 

paste, copy, dclctc, ... ) on graphic objects. 

I w~-r !~ ~ 
~ 

( Displayed ) 

Start pusButton 
dA/ 

~1 '~ ~!B .. ,. I 
dA2 

Flg. 12 Graphical expression of a temporal property. 
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1!!1 

,,.._,_,..7"''~-u~--•> 

~ r-_ ..... , ..... 
u 

Fig. 13 An outline of the speclfic properties graphic editor. 

Generating UIS Test Sequences 
When the verificaúon process succeeded for a property P onto an interaction structure /, the 

environrnent suggests to build an exhaustive set of behavioural traces that lead to parúcular 
configurations of the UIS that satisfy P. These traces can be viewed as test sequences that will be used 
!ater in order to check that the final interactive system, once developed, satisfies P on /. Generating tesrs 
is then a welcome side effect of verification and diagnosis operations and is also based on observers. The 
technique used to produce tbe test observer in Lustre are based on instantiating generic properties and 
inserting some relevant Lustre expressions associated with the tested properties. 

Fig. 14 An outline of the prototype diagnosis tool. 

Conclusion 
Among the advantages of tbe approach described in this paper, an important one is the fact tbat 

formalism is hidden to the designer ; the latter can thus focus on the UIS developmcnt, using any GUI 
generator producing UIL code. 
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Of now and already we have conclu!>ive results. lndeed. thc prototype have been succel>r.fully 
experimented on severa! small mock-ups. Generic properties. like tho~e presented in scction 1. have been 
automatically verified on those mock-ups. 

The rescarch works are still under development and should be completed before the end of this year. 
Currently, we are working on lhe Lustre model generator parameterization, of the in order to avoid huge 
models generation. 111e la!>t but not least maio step will be the experimentation of the prototype on a 
significant operational space ground segment UlS in ordcr to validatc thc ftnal rcsults. 
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Abstract 
NA::.'A 's Goddard Space Flighr Cem e r (GSFC) inl'liluted lhe Vi.l'irm 2000 (V2K) e.fforr co re-engineer lhe Hrtbble Space 
Telescope (HST) Comrol Cenrer System (CCS) by lhe end of the cemury. The CCS deve/opmellt ream investigated the 
feasibilily of reallocatitl,fJ manually-execured, human rasks lo amomated or autonommtS software components. The 
purpose of rhe assessmem was 10 minimilft operational c:osts wirhout significamly increasing risk. During this effort, 
we found th.at while numy similar projec1s extol the vit1ues of both autommion mui awotwmy within conrrol cemers 
and spacecraft, limited informarion is available conceming lhe melhodology used to achieve an appropriate 
architecrural balance. 
This pape r introduce.1· lhe V2K project aud irs ohjectives, defines manual, automated, and autrmnnums operatinns, and 
describes the approach the CCS ream userl lo a/local e operatio11altasks witilill the comprehensive system. The goal of 
rile process owlined is lo optimile lhe distributirm of tasks anwng users, awomated processes, and atttonomottS 
ftm<·liotls while satisfving missio11 objectives mui risk thresholds. This paper cot!cludes with a progress summary and 
lesso11s /ectmed. 
Keywords: Awomatirm Proc·esses, Cost-Effecrive System Design, Methodology 

Project Context 
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) !s recognized throughoul t.he world for its scientific 

contributions. 1t enables unique insight imo phenomena not ava.i1able through any other method and is, 
lherefore, familiar to incliv!duals ranging from scientists to grade-school students. Llke any other 
spacecraft, gradual degradation in the vehicle and changes to operational procedures have impacted its 
ground system. Unlike most spacecraft, however, the HST has been successfully repaired and upgraded 
through two on-orbit servicing missions. Due to this success, lhe projected lifespan of the HST has been 
extended to lhe year 201 O without any corresponcling increase in lhe nússíon budget. 

Vision 2000 lntroduction 
To address the Iong-term implications of a "net" budget reduction, the HST Project has initiated the 

V!sion 2000 (V2K) effort. The objectives listed in lhe V2K Operations Concept (OPCON) include: 
1) "Reduce lhe cost of operations, including system development and mnintenance, by lhe year 

2000 by at least 50% and continue to reduce costs thereafter through system and efficiency 
improvements." 

2) ''Be a technological lcader in ground systems and llight systems for mlssíon operations by 
employing state-of-1 the-lart automation technologies and highly cost-effective implementation 
and management strategies." (Leibee, J. et al.:, 1995). 

To attain lhese goals, HST Project personnel recognized thc insight summarized best by Zillig and 
Benjamin: ''Whlle individual functional blocks could h ave been and could continue to be replaced ... , it 
is expected that the biggest gains will result trom developing a new system arch.itecture that mak:es lhe 

1 
most efficient use of emerging technologies for lhe most dramatic reductions in s!ze, operational 
complex.ity, and operational and maintenance costs." (Zillig, D. et ai.:, 1994). In other words, the 15-year 
old legacy ground systems with their functional overlap were not worth patchú1g any longer. 

ll is important to note that V2K is neither attempting to alter the GSFC or NASA-provided 
institutional services, nor placing control of the payload in the hands of principal investigators, nor 
pushi11g for "lights-out" operations, nor striving for full spacecraft autonomy. V2K is about sensibly re
engineering the operational tasks and ground system elements associated with Planning and Scheduling 
(P&S), Flight Software (FSW), and the Control Center System (CCS). The rema.inder of this paper will 
focus on the CCS. 
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CCS Tenants 
The following basic principies were idenüficd to guide the CCS development effort . First, the 

dcvelopment process would have to be streamlined and l>Y'>tem capabilities would bc incrementally 
delivered in ordcr to complete the ground system re-engineering by the year 2000. Second, CommerciaJ 
Off-The-Shelf (COTS) and Goverrunent Off-The-Shelf CGOTS) product~ \\Ould be used wherever 
practical and ali newly-developed software \\-Ould be written in C++ or Java. 1-inally. web-bascd 
technologies would be providcd lo uni te the global HST community through a plarform indcpcndent u~er 
interface. 

CCS Stakeholders 
The CCS team include!. representatives of HST Project Management. the Flight Operations Team 

(FOT), HST SubsyMem Enginecrs, System, Software, Tcst, and Network Engineers, the science 
community, and instrument devclopers. Experts in each of these arcas were actively rccruitcd and 
necessary training was provided to complement existing skills. 

This group was thcn supplemented with specialists of varying disciplines: Object-Oriented AnaJysi~ 
and Design. COTS Product Suppon, Security, Performance Analysis, Human Factors, and Knowledge 
Engineering. 

To facilitate development, the individuais sacrificed corporate identities and donned CCS badges 
when moving to thc co-localion (COLO) facility. By locating the core devclopment team in a single 
building, including anticipated users, (Land, S. et ai.:. 1995), and minimizing management bureaucracy. 
the tearn was equipped and empowered to meet the challange. 

CCS Status 
To date, CCS encampasses over 600K new lines of code (LoC) and 300K LoC of ported legacy 1 

software. Over 25 COTS and GOTS products havc bcen in1egrated and lhe archi1ecture include!. SGl. HP, 
Sun, and WlllNT/95 platforms. The soft\vare currently runs in parallel with thc legacy '>yMem \O that lhe 
FOT can compare CCS results wilh those observed in a lulO\\Il baseline. This approach abo provides a 
backup sy!>tem in case problcms ari~e. CCS is planned 10 be used a~ Lhe primary operationaJ l>ystem 
starting in February 1999 and will be used to fly Servicing Mission 3 in mid-2000. lt now includes mO!>t 
of the functionu1ity required to suppon manual operations. In addüion, a concened effor1 was madc to 
reduce or eliminate operator involvement in routine 1asks by including many automated and au1onomous 
functions. Examples of current automated or autonomous capabiliúes include: telcmetry processing 
(receive, process, routc, merge, slore, and retrievc), CCS initialization and status managcment, disk space 
management, and Dit-crepancy Report (DR) I Change Request (CR) managemem and distribution. 

Methodology 
The purpose o f this paper. lhough, is no1 to describe 1he CCS architecture or 10 espou~e the virtues of 

integrating emerging 1echnologies. The iutent is 10 summarize the melhodology used 10 allocate 
operational tasks to manual, automated, or autonomous modes of task execution. The CCS approach is 
based on the premi se t.hat lhe objective of any development cffon is to deliver a syMem that will 1) 
accomplish the operational objectives and 2) do so in Lhe most cost-effecúve manner, (Hobun, F. et ai.:. 
1995). This require.!> a thorough understanding of lhe tasks to be accomplishcd, available technologies, 
associated risks. and acccssible resources. 

Systems Engineering Context 

Tradiúonally, information processing systems have been viewed as consisting of three components: 
Hardware (HW), Software (SW), and Users. In order for any system 10 achieve its s1ated objectives, each 
of these three etements must play lhe appropriate role. In fact. during sys1em analysis and design, a 
comprehensive set of operational tasks must be defined; each task is then individually allocated to one of 
lhe three components. These tasks eventually "drive out" functional and performance requiremen1s. lf the 

1 
Due to the prorected magnitude oi a sufflcient test and validatlon effort, legacy software from the Command and Sensor 

Anatysis subsystems has been ported from VMS FORTRAN to the UNIX ptatlorm. 
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design appropriately allocates each requirement and if each system element is able to perform alJ of its 
assigued duties, then the overall system is "competent.'' 

[n re-engineering the HST ground system. however. muümal customized hardware was required. 
Therefore, the devclopment team viewed the hardware, network, and COTS I GOTS software as 
comprising lhe system infrastructure. Tasks were then alJocated to lhe in.frastructure, newly developcd 
cus tom application software, or the user (Figure I). 

lnfrastructure 
Tasks 

Application 
Software 

Tasks 
User 
Tasks 

Fig. 1 Allocation of Operational Tasks. 

While most development effon s strive to establísh a competent system, the expense of human 
intervention required over the life of the rnission may become cost-prohibitive. This raises lhe second 
objective of nünimizing program costs, in otber words, the cost-effectiveness of task. completion. This 
concept is important because it encampasses the notion of balancing devclopment costs with on-going 
operational expenses, that is, maximiz ing lhe rerurn on invesunent. Tbe projcct development t.eam most 
ensure that the selected approach satisfies lhe functional and pcrfonnance requirements wbile making the 
best use of available resourccs. 

rom this perspective, tasks may be labor-intensive manual processes. user- or system-initiated 
automated procedures, or autonomously executing intemgent agents. Discrete boundaries, however, do 
not exist between the "modes" of operation; they are logically viewed on a continuum (Figure 2.) 
Movement of an individual task. toward autonomy happens as huma.n intervention is elim.inated from the 
task or as human decision making is incorporated within the infrastructure or applicalion software. 

Manual Automated Autonomou~ < ,,,, l t ,,,.,,,.li I:> 
Fig. 2 Operational Mode Continuum. 

Yet. any given system does not exist ata single point on the continuum. lnstead, each operati.onallask 
(or thread) should be implemented in a mode that provides the most cost-effective, acceptable risk 
approach. In addition, most systems will allow muJtiple modes of executing a small subset of lhe 
operational tasks. TypicalJy. one mode .is entirely manual and the other mode includes some degree of 
automation or autonomy. 

Although some autonomous functions utilize Artificlal Intelligence (AI) technologies, automation and 
autonomy are not synonymous with AI. Many completely autonomous tasks, for example, automated 
backup procedures, cootain virtually no simulated intelligence. Similarly, some manual tasks, like 
realtime commanding done to recover from an anomaly, can reqLtire extensive human intelligence. The 
relative degree of intelligence incorporated into automated or autonomous task completion is a separare 
dimension beyond the scope of this paper. 

Finally, automation and autonomy are not end goals. In fact, tbe use of automation or autonomy may 
not reduce operational or lifecycle costs, (Carraway, J. et al.:, 1996). Rather, automation and autonomy 
are candidate approaches for attaining efficient system designs that need to be seriously considered
thei.r ·'importa.nce ... cannot be overestimated." (Garnble, E. e t al.:, 1998). 

Competency and Mode Coupling 
During a system's lifecycle. new operational tasks will be defined. Th.is usually happens as new 

requi.rements are levi.ed on the system, hardware components fail, or critica! software bugs are 
discovered. Typicaily, the users are allocated the responsibility of executing the new tasks required to 
maintai11 overall systcm competence. Periodically, lhough, tasks are reallocated and system changes are 
required in the infrastruclure or application software components. Whcn this re-engineering occurs, the 
responsible developers must properly co.nsider competency (i.e., ensuring lhe tasks can be performed) and 
operational mode (i.e., ensuring cost-effectiveness). 
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The following example illu~trates this relationship. In legacy HST operations, the task of recording 
history data was performed by users mounling 9-track tapes on the respeclive drive. Wheo tbe task was 
re-engineered during CCS developmem. a robotic tape juke box was instaiJed wilh software to manage 
the tape volumes. System competence wa~ maintained by reallocating the user's task to software 
componenrs. Tn the meantime, by moviog to an automated mode of operations, the cost-effectiveness of 
the system was increased. 

Methodology Description 

'n1e methodology employed for CCS development auempted to balance these two issue~. AI 1he 
"macro" levei, tbe proces~ followed a nominal System Engineering approach for a Jarge, distributed 
system with incrementai deliveries. The primary source of requirements was tbe existing system and its 
corresponding docwnentation. Operational task re-engineering and prototyping were used to identify new 
or modified requlrements. Externa! reviews were conducted on a regular basis to provide mid-course 
corrections. Additionally, the process benefited from t.ignificant parlicipation by the eventual users. 
Overall, thls general approach ensured that the correct functionality was developcd. 

"Micro" Process Steps 

Withln Lhe larger context of lhe macro process, tbere were smaller, embedded processes utilized to 
develop CCS. It is primarily lhese micro process stcps that ensured cost-effectlve operaúons by allocating 
tasks to manual, automated, or aulonomous system mode.s. Ignoring the remainder of the development 
process, tbe two steps of imerest are I) the lnitial Mode Asscssment and 2) the Mode Reassessment. The 
prlmary difference between the two steps rests in thc focus of the activity. The Jnitial Mode Assessment 
concentrated on allocating tbe "obvious" tasks correctly. This stcp comprised most of lhe up-front 
analysis activity performed for CCS development. The Mode Reassessment focused on allocating the 
"obscure·· tasks correctly. It began after a year into lhe development effort and continues today. The key 
to realizing an appropriate bal.ance during system mode allocation is ttifferentiating the obvious from the 
obscure tasks. 

Defining the "Obvious" 
Some tas~ are ·'obvious" candidates for a given mode of operations. Tasks whose mode is obvious 

are generally recognized by Lhe degree of immediate consent among tbe development team. Essentially. 
the concept proposcd by the users is adopted with minimal discussion or modification. 

For example, due to the routine nature of receiving realüme telemetry data and subsequem recorder 
dUlllps, tbe process of merging both data ven;lons to create a single conliguous data stream and loading 
the result into Lhe data warehouse is nearly autonomous. Users can manually override the process when 
required, but lhe vast majority of lhe datais processed wiU1out buman intervention. As a second example, 
since servicing rnissions only happen at U1ree-ycar intcrvals and lnvolve risks to humans in spacetlight, 
ali procedures are obviously executed in a manual mode since the cost of automatlng the proce~s would 
be higher than any potential cost savings. 

ldentifying the "Obscure" 
By definition, "obscure" tasks are "not easily understood or obviously inteUigible." They are ·'vague" 

or •·ambiguous:· (McKechnie. J. et ai.:, I 993 ). For example, duri ng nominal operations, real time 
commanding is used for less t'han 5% of HST's conunands; it requires a very small operational staff with 
significam contextual knowledge. Thcsc tàctors push the task roward a manual mode of operation; 
however, automating thc acúvity could reduce the likelihood of user-induced errors-especially tbose 
having serious consequences. 

Operational tasks where tl1e mode is not easily discernable can bc ideotified by disagreement among 
team members or passionate technical debates. Frequently, discussions will consider tbe meriL~ of 
automalion or autonomy. Unlike the "obvious" tasks whose mode is nom1ally drivcn by tbe user, Lhe 
mode determination for obscure tasks must be resolved by engineering annlysis. However, once tbe 
analysis is complete and lhe nalure of the task is better w1derstood. Lhe in1plementation mode usually 
becomes more "obvious" to tb.e developers. 

lnitial Mode Assessment 
As indicated earlier, tbe in.itial mode assessment s tarted shortly after CCS development began. After 

the Methodology Tcam dctermined tl1e process and project standards, the Operations Concept and 
supporting Scenario Development activities began. Subteams were formed based on operaúonal 
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boundaries and each group was responsible ro address ali key operational tasks. Mulliple experts from 
each relevant domain were included. This iterative effort contiJmed for several months-untíl sufficient. 
detail was provided for severa] leveis of scenarios and corresponding system capability descriptiom. This 
job re-engineering effort ensured that non value-added steps were eliminated instead of being 
incorporated into the CCS, (Lyon, L 1996). The methodology recognized tbe need to '·capture an 
understanding of a domai.n and its tasks rather than the behavior of its experts; task analyses must provide 
the tirst phase of system design_ ". (Abrarnson, B., 1990). 

Once this phase was well underway. the Proof-of-Concept Team was established to prototype sample 
tasks. The effort intended lo vaJidate Lhe operational concept. technical feasibility and supporting 
requirements. Weekly progress demonst.rations were provided to the CCS team anel HST Project ln 
parallel, the Architecturc Development Team identi lied extemal interfaces, defined CCS subsystems, a.nd 
translated tbe operational scenarios into thread descriptions and con·esponding diagrams. This activity 
verified allocation to system components and operutionalmodes for lhe "obvious" tasks. 

Two additional eff01ts originated in this period. First, lhe CCS Architecture Board (CAB) was 
chartered to prioritize development activities and to oversee tbe specification of interface descriptions. 
Second, the actual software development reams began evaluating COTS products and prototyping 
application software. Tbe prototyping activities reduced risks by identifying requirements and 
demonsrrating feasibility. Each software team collaborated wilh operations personnel to establisb detailed 
requirements, resolve design issues. and finalize lhe mode allocations. 

Overall, the first micro step of interest lasted approximately si.x months. Tbe major focus of this 
activity was to identify the preliminary component and mode allocations for each operational task. The 
result was a thorough understanding of how lhe primary system functions would work; some were 
manual, some were automated, and a few were relatively autonomous. In addition, the preliminary 
specification identificd how some o f lhe more "mode-obscure" tasks would be implemented. 

Mode Reassessment 
The second micro process step began approximatcly I V2 years after rhe initial mode assessment. By 

then, lhe majority of tbe CCS infrastructure was functional. The software development tearns for each 
CCS subsystcm had tailored their respective approaches; (Ayache, S., et al.:, 1994), yet, each group 
adhered to project-established standards. This freedom~ and a higb productivity rate, had provided 400K 
LoC tlu·ough five delivery cycles. The independent GSFC software evaluators rated the software 
extremely high and severa! related projects were already investigating the reuse o f CCS software. 

AI tbis rime, progress had been made in all modes of operation and development of some of lhe 
mode-obscure tasks was imminent. More of tbe tcams would be integrating emerging technologies or 
other advanced features. Recognizi11g that the risk factors in developing systems utilizing expert systcms 
technology must be assessed continually, (Gilstrap, L., 1991), tbe team responded proactively. 

The Automation Working Group (A WG) was established with the responsibility of verifying lhe 
anticipated mode of operation for key tasks and system functions. In this micro process step, subgroups 
of tbe A WG used rnultiple, independent approaches to validare thc current mode allocations. 

• Approach 1-"Do it again." Composed primarily of operations personnel, the first validation 
team used metrics2 to priorilize key tasks and quantify tbe anticipated cost-effectiveness of 
increasing task execution autonomy. The final products included a comprehensive concept for 
autonomous HST operations, (Bradley, A, et ai.:, 1998). It included graphical and textual system 
descriptions with corresponding requirements. This product served as a "benchmark" for severa( 
other activities. 

• Approach 2-'· Find the ·r a fi poles. ' .. In this approach, large pockets of existing staff were 
identified. An informal task analysis was performed to identify operational responsibilities; 
results indicated that the assigned duties were already su.fficiently incorporated in the CCS 
design. 

• Approaclz 3- "Count the beans." A large matrix was constructed identifying operacional tasks 
and subtasks. Met.rics for technical feasibility, operational and science risks, and lifecycle costs 
were estimated. Persmmel also reviewed opcrarional logs to validate estimates and to search for 
missing tasks. Although the overlap between subtasks provided some conoboration, lhe limited 
usefulness of the producl did not seem to justify the time required to capture lhe data. Therefore, 
the matrix was never fully populated. 

2 Although the AWG identified metrics for CCS, Appendix B oi the ESDM Standard providas a comprehens1ve list of 
candidates (see the endnote for Gilstrap for a reference). 
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• Approach 4-"RMd rhe directüms." This npprouch oblained copies of ex1stmg procedure 
documents for routine and contlngency operation~. a~ well as fauJt isolation proccdures. The 
procedures werc rcvicwed to identify the current taJ>k completion approach and a~se!>s the 
feasibilily of increasing autonomy. The effon was not vcry productive since CCS versions of the 
procedures were incomplctc and the process re-engineering effort~ had changed the way 
operationalta.~ks would be performed in the new :-.ystem. 

• Approach 5-"Retum to the familiar." Thi~ approach depeoded oo rcviewing the exi!tling CCS 
architecture and ensuring nU tasks wcre allocated properly. In addiúon, pcnding CR~ and HST 
Anomaly RcportJ> (HSTARS) were examined to bolate impacts. The functionality remaining for 
each CCS subsystcm was clas!>ified. prioritized, ttnd scheduled for development. Rbk~ wcrc 
assessed and thc nccd for knowledge ba:>es idcntificd. 

• ApfJroach 6- "TII'o heé.icls are bener than one." Throughout thc CCS Lifecycle, collaboration wilh 
other similar projects was cultivated, vcndors contacted, demonstration& received, and literature 
read. This approach clearly added value on mulliple occasiooJ>. 

Lessons Learned 
While some approaches werc more effective than othcr~. cach of the rea&l>e~~ment approaches 

provided insight on the appropriate allocation of tasks to opemtiooal modes. Throughout the activity. 
coo.fidence in the CCS de~ign gradually iocrcased. The minor discrepancies identified were integrated 
with the design documents aod Release Integration Pl~1 (RIP). 

By conducting frequcnt internai and externai reviews, we n:mained focused and avoidcd blindly 
autornating the "old way" of performing a task. Errors of this type can be extremely co~tly and may 
reduce the overall competcnce of the system. 

Changing enginecring processes or COTS products in midslream can help despitc thc lcgituuate 
lendency to minimize "cnvironmental" changes. As alrcady stat.ed. differeot software dcvclopment te<tms 
were permitted to use altcmate methodologíes. This allowed local optímizaúon but tl1c project l>tandards 
helped ensure overall quality and consistency. In addition, we beld off-site process cvaluation ~e~~ions to 
incorp01ate continuai process improvcment philosophies. During ooe rcview, we recogni1..ed that the 
audience aod usage of the RJP had changed significanlly since its íncepúoo. Wc developed a new forrnat 
and updat.ed the product accordingly. Likewise, our original plan to use Java applet~ runniJ1g uoder 
Netscape on SGI workstauons wa!> changed wheo vendor support for the vinual machinc lagged behind. 
lnstead. we switched to compiled Java applications running on WinNT platforms. Thesc cbanges, aod 
severa! others. were not undertuken without thoughrful consideration. However, we addrcsscd tbe i&sues 
directly and moved forward. 

Similarly, COTS and GOTS products are nota panacea: don"t wait too long for a "better" version or 
product. In many cases, it is better to continue forward momentum thao to delay. For example, one 
devclopment team used lhe web as a dcsign and developmenl repository. The lack of well-designed lools 
increased t.be production ovcrhead, but developers s@ bcncfitcd by receiving an easily acccssiblc data 
store. 

Conclusion 
On-going mode reassessmcnt is inevitable and appropriatc. lt can happen at any time in a mission 

lifecycle as tasks are added. system components fail, or as in the ca~e of HST. ~ervicing rnissiom; dclivcr 
upgraded scientific instrumems. Changes may arbe during uútial development of a new system or during 
the re-engineering or maintenance of ao existing syMem. lt is. therefore, impcrative that development. 
operaúons, and maintenance personnel are equipped to perform this activity in a disciplined manner. 
Regardless of thc specific methodology selected, thc tcam i~ obligated to eosure opcrational system 
competeoce and overaiJ lifecycle cost-effectiveoess. Thc methodology descríbed in this paper has been 
used successfully for the rc-cngineering of the Hubble Spacc Tele~cope Control Center Systcm and may 
provide value to othcr projects allempting to balance the ullocation o f operational tasks. 
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Abstract 
The SCOS 2000 Sysrem is lhe latest mission crmtr<Jl lrifrastructure to be used !Jy the Europeqn Space Agency a1 it's 
Operations Cemre ( ESOC) in Darmsuult. Germany. It is a follow-on from the earlier MSSS mui SCOS-7 systems, blll 
embracing newer technologies and standards. The system has pmven itse/f as a viable MCS 011 a numher of missions. 
In the pa.~t year, significant additimral development work has !Jeen performed on the system to allow il lo be able to 
address the nee.ds of more complex missions as we/1 as lhe simpler ones. Tlris Iras culminated in lhe selection of lhe 
systemfor the ESA llllegml Spacecraft- a complex scientijic mission. This paper gives 011 overview ojthe architecture 
andfwrctionality o.f llre system, the tecluwlogies employed and it's use for the integral Mission Comrol System. 

lntroduction 
SCOS 2000 is the latest generation of spacecraft control system developed at the European Space 

Operation Center (ESOC) of the European Space Agency (ESA). InitiaUy known as SCOS ll, it was used 
for the first time as a telemetry retrieval and display system for the joint ESA/NASA science mission 
SOHO in late J995, acting as a complement to the SOHO control system. ln September 1997 it was us.ed 
as a full-control system for the Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP) of the meteorological satellite 
METEOSAT-7. From October l997 it was used for the TEAMSAT mission wbkh was comprised of two 
spacecraft Jaunched on ARJANE 502 and for the stiU on-going m.ission of the Huygens probe carried on 
the Cassinl spacecraft towards Titan. 

After these successes, the system been further developed to better support more complex missions, 
and is now known as SCOS 2000. The system is today baselined for the LEOP phase for the Eumetsat 
Meteosat Second Generation Spacecraft (MSG-1 and 

MSG-2), the PROBA mission, the SMART-1 Mission and bas recently been selected for the ESA 
Integral Science Mission. SCOS 2000 is today developed for ESOC by a consortium of companles led by 
TERMA Elektronik GmbH (Germany), including Vitroclset SpA (ltaly) and SSL (UK). CAM GmbH 
(Germany) is also part of the consortium for the Integral Science Mission. 

SCOS 2000 Architecture 
The SCOS 2000 architecrure is typical of that found in many distributed systems. It is comprised of a 

network of workstations, using a client-server paradigm, in which server processes provide services to the 
clients as a whole (e.g. database server, archive server). The system is scaleable in order to suit different 
missions rcquirements. budgets and/or nússion phases. Low cost missions sucb as TEAMSAT used a 
single workstation for each spacecraft ("SCOS-in-a-box", Ref 1) wbereas the METEOSAT-7 used a 
system o f 4 servers and 22 client work.stations (Ref.2) during the complex and criticai LEOP phase of the 
m.ission. 

SCOS 2000 provides the following key functionality, possible to be customised by client missions: 
• archiving, distrlbution and retrieval facilities 
• telemetry extraction, processing and dlsplay (e.g. alphaoumeric, graphic, scrolling, schernatic 

animations (m.imics) and variable packet displays (PUS) 
• commanding including multiplexing, on-board queue model management. command history, auto 

stacks etc. 
• Operations language (e.g. OL parser/ interpreter and compiler) 
• event and action handling (e.g. page support personnel, send command etc.) 
• roles & privileges of operations staff 
• autonomous file transfer system driven by database configuration 
• homogenous higb.levelman-machine interface 
• on-board software management. 
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• ground station interfaces 
The high levei design of lhe SCOS-2000 system is shown in Fig. I. 
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Fig. 1 SCOS 2000- General Architecture 

This shows thc kernel of the system augmented with the Ground Station Interfaces (NCTRS) and lhe 
Flight Dynamics interface. The Database System wilh Lhe appropriatc sct of database editors is left up to 
lhe choice of client missions - severa! possibilities exist (ORACLE, MS Access etc). 

Figure 2 shows a - - -

Applications 
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Archiving I Database 

Utilities 

System (and Network) Software - OS etc. 

Computer and Network Hardware 
------

Fig. 2 SCOS 2000 Layers 

The lowcst layers are the hardware and system software. Next is tbat of lhe utilities, which include 
general services such as for Graphical User Interface (GUI) elements, time and date services and 
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communicalions. The database and the archiving layer make use of services provided by the utility layer. 
The model layer uses archiving and database functionality as well as services provided by the uúlities. 
The highest layer comprises the applications. of which telemetry and telecorrunand displays are typical 
examplcs. Mis~ion-dedicated software can use componems of any layer. The system allows the addltion 
of other applications to extend the functionality or ~peci fi c appücations for particular missions. 

There is a great deal of llexibility in thc spccific network arch.itecture that can be set up for a given 
mission. For example the kernel component can be located on one server, or duplicated on two servers or 
installed on several dient workstations. The actual network design will depend on considennions of load 
sharing, reliability, and number of uscrs. The client applications can run on any workstation includiJJg the 
server workstation. 

The SCOS 2000 software makes use of Corba and UNIX sockets for communications between 
processes. This loosens the coupling between processes, so that changes can easily be made to the 
process architecture, allowing individual processes to be changed or upgraded. Only the clearly defined 
interfaces between the processes must be maintained. 

Some of the key processes in thc software arcbitecture are hlghlighted below. 

Arch.ive System: 
The archive system is responsible for archiving ali data and events. lt pcrforms a number of other 

functions: 
• Packcl Distributioo Scr ver - Central to the whole system is the Packet Distribution Service. 

This application is operated on t11e server workstation receiving any klnd of packets (telemetry, 
telccommand and event packets), stores them, and distributes them to applications via the Caches 
executed on the client workstation. 

• Hislory File Retricval - the history file retrievaJ is responsiblc for handling ali packet retrieval 
requests from client applications (via the Caches from the client workstations). 

• Caches - the Cache tasks provide the interface between application!> and the arch.ive subsystem. 
Data received by the caches executed on client workstations (either tive data or retrieved data) is 
stored in temporary caches, in order to rcduce the load on the servcr. Separare caches exist for 
telemetry, telecommand and event packets. 

Telemetry Desktop: 
This is the main telemetry monitoring application, providing the user with a sophisticated tool for 

displaying telemetry in alphanumeric, graph.ical, scrolling and mlmic fonn. Although providing 
backwards compatibility to the older systems using the saoJe alphanumeric, scrolling and graphics layouts 
as thc MSSS and SCOS-1. Enhancements have been included such as the Telemetry Query Display, 
whicb allows the user to examine ali pertinent information relating to a specific parameter, via a point
and-click interface. Local chru1ges to the alphanumeric displays are possible using drag-and-drop 
techniques. Calibration curves, limlts and even the demotion of synthetic parameters may be changed 
online, allowing instant validation of changes. A user with 'Database Editor' privilege can also broadcast 
local chru1ges to other client workstations. 

Manual Stack 
This task provides the user with a powerful utility for the preparation, modification and dispatching 

of telecommands. The user can prepare tclecommands and/ or sequenccs for dispatcb. Editing facilities 
sue h as cut, copy and paste are provided, for easy ordering of telecommands. Any PUS telecommands or 
sequences of comrnands can be loaded, and may also be saved again after modification for !ater reuse. 
Grouping, blocking and a lot of other powerfull mechanism are provided to the user for the management 
of commands. Inside the manual stack is also a Telemetry Query and On.board model queue d.isplay 
included. 

Bchavior checker: 
The Behavior Checker performs the centralised telemetry checking, that is limit, status and status 

consistency checking. Alarrns are generated in t11e event of violations, and state changes are sent for filing 
and display on out-of-lirnlt displays. 

Technologies employed 
SCOS 2000 is an object-oriented spacecraft control system framework, with ali the advantages that 

00 provides such as encapsulation, specialisation etc. The implementation language of the system is 
C++. It is scalcable- that is, it can be adapted to support different types of missions, ranging from small 
missions to complex ones. 

The technologies are chosen to allow SCOS 2000 to provide a cost effective solution for spacecraft 
control. The main reasons are: 
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a) Customization is achieved without programming by means of database and configu,ration files. 
For a simple nússion such as TEAMSAT (Ref 1 ), a basic system can be configured in less than 
two weeks with the help of operations staff performing the DB configuratiou. 

b) Interfaces with other software or special equipmeni exploif an open-system design, client server 
architecture aud use widely adopted standards, such as Unix System V Release 4, X I 1, POSJX, 
TCP/IP, CORBA and STL. With tbis approach there is no need to change the mission control 
system core design - the adaptation is normally achieved by plugging new components into the 
sysrem. 

c) Encapsulation hides the internai complexity of the implementation, simplifying the task of 
extending tbe system. This does not mean that extending a m.ission control system is a trivial 
task- a knowledge of the framework architecture is needed- but this featu re makes it easier. 

d) A number of COTS products are used in the system, where the cosllbenefit analysis shows them 
to bring a significant advantage 

Standards 

The SCOS 2000 was designe-dto support CCSDS Packet Telemetry and Telecom.mand standards and 
so also readily supports older Telemetry and Telecommand standards. Some of the more recent 
development work on the system has been to implement services as defined by the ESA Packet 
Utilisation Standard - many of wlúch are required for complex rnissions such as the ESA Integral 
Mission. 

Basic Functionality 

The following paragraphs are a brief summary of the maio functions offered by the system. 
Telernetry: 
• Tclemetry reception, extraction, processing and distribution. SCOS 2000 is designed to support 

CCSDS Packet Standards. Backward compatibility for format based spacecraft, (such as MTP) ls 
also ensured: a telemetry format comprises a nurnber of frames wlúch the system packetises and 
distributes individual telemerry frames, and also builds telemetry formats for distribution, thus 
allowing the data to be accessed from either frames or formats as appropriate. · 

• Behavior check.ing (limit checking with soft and hard l.i.m.its, fixed status checking and status 
consistency checking) witb up to 16 behavlors per parameter, selected by applicability criteria. 
Calibration, with calibration curves of up to 16 points. 

• Derivation of synthetic parameters (parsing, interpretation or execution of pre-compiled OL) 
• Processing of super-commutated parameters 
• Parameter display (32 & 64 paran1eter alphanumeric display, scrolling, graphics, núnúcs. 

Telemetry Query and PUS variable packet displays) 
• Out-of-limits display 
• Telemetry printouts (full and summary telemetry printouts) 
• Telemetry processing conu·ol (filing enable/disable, behavior checking enable/disable, reset status 

consistency. set user-defmed constant parameters) 
• Recording of OL computation within telemetry packets. 
i elecommanding: 
• Manual stack 
• Any PUS commands, command sequencing including com.mand grouping and blocking 
• Pre-transnússion command validation (using lelemetry status for validation) 
• Telecommand encoding 
• Cornmand multiplexing for connected command sources (e.g. manual stack, auto stack, external 

com.mand sources) 
• Telecommand uplink 
• Post-execution command verification (serveral stages) 
• Telecommand history display 
• On-board queue model managernent and display 
• Telecommand Query display (manual stack and TC history) 
• Telecommand processing control (uplink cbain selection, spacecraft register image editing) 
Database: 
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• Online modification~ of calibration curves, Limits, graphics definitions and telecommand 
sequences. Editing of thc full mission dlltabase is not acrually a function of the spacecraft control 
system, but instcad the database is imported into the system into an internai formal. For the 
MARECSIMTP system. an Oracle-bascd editor was developed which generated tJ1e required files 
for import. The Integral MCS will use an MS-Access based solution. 

Ground station interface: 
• Telemetry, telecommand and station monitoring li.nk configuration, automaric telemetry li.nk 

rcconfiguration 
• Recorded telemetry playback from station 
• Station operator message send and receive 
• Ranging functions. 
System levei functionality 
• User log-in I log-out 
• Privilege bandling and passing 
• Online server selcctjon 
• Operator message pas~ing 
Events and Actions: 
• Events/ alarms routing and display 
• Alarm acknowledgement 
• Action triggering (e.g. page operational personal, send a conunand etc.) 
Filing and archiving: 
• High performance data storage and distribution. 
• Administration Utilitie!t available 
Flight dynamics interface: 
• Live and retrieval packet interface to night dynamics system (Oratos) 
• Interface providcd to Flight Dynarruc on Ule basis of executable Telecommand Parameter Files. 

Application of Scos 2000 to The Integral mcs 

The Integral Mission 
ESA's new gamma-ray a!.Lronomy illlss•on INTEGRAL (Jntemational Gamma-Ray Astropbysics 

Laboratory) will observe gamrna-ray source~ located within our Galaxy and across Ule Universe. Garnma
ray astronomy explores the most energetic phenomeoa Ulat occur in nature and sources include among 
others cxploding stars. black holes. gamma-ray bursts and pulsars. Not only do gamrna-rays allow us to 
see deeper into the~e objects but ilie bulk of Ule power radiated by Ulem is often at gamma-ray cnergies of 
typically I Million electron volts. Gamma-rays are produced for example Utrougb bigb-energy particle 
coiJjsionl>. nuclear reactions, radioactivity, and interactions between particles and electromognetic fields 
(Rcf 3). 

The instruments on board INTEGRAL will consist of a gamma-ray imager, gamma-ray spectrometer, 
X-ray monitor and optical camera. These will pinpoint the locations of gamma-ray sources to few 
arcminutes and mensure their raruaúon energy witJl an unprecedented accuracy of abom 0.2%. This can 
be achieved today by tbe use of coded aperture (pinhole) masks and gamma-ray detectors made out of 
Germanium which are cooled down to - 120 oc and room-temperaLUre solid state Cadmium-Telluride 
(CdTc) detectors. 

Thc Integral observatory is to be launched in 200 I (Russian Proton louncher). Thc instruments will be 
provided by large intcmational scientific collaborations from ESA member states, USA, Russia and other 
countries. NASA will contribute its deep space oetwork of ground station!> to assist in tracking tbe 
satellite and gatbering the data it records. The nominal lifetime of Lhe rnission is 2 years, an extension of 
up to a maximum of 5 years is technically possible. Most of thc observaúon time v.ill be made available 
to Lhe cicnúfic community at large. Integral is a complex mission, both in terms of the spacecraft design 
and the mission design. This Ulerefore requires a reasonably complex ground segment. The Ground 
Segment is rnade up of rwo main components - Operaúons Ground Scgment and the Science Ground 
Segmentas sbown in the Fig. 3. 

The Integral Science Operaúons Centre (lSOC) - based at ESTEC (NL) - is responsible for 8llalysing 
and processing observation proposals received from tbe science community and incorporating them into 
the observaúon plan. H interfaces with tbe Flight Dynarnic System (FDS) in order to generate t.he plan. 
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The Tntcgral Science Data Centre (ISDC) · based in Geneva - is responsible for processing science 
tclemetry data, housekeeping data and aux.iliary data, in order to produce rhc data products to be delivered 
to the science cornmunity. 

The lntcgraJ Security Data System (ISDS) - located at ESOC • this protect~ rhe MOC against 
unautborised access. 

Tbe Integral Mission Operations Centre · located at ESOC • is described in thc following sections. 

The Integral Mission Operations Centre 

Tbe Mission Operations Centre (MOC) at ESOC will be used by Mission Operations Staff to perforrn 
spacecraft operations. The MOC is made up of lhe following components, which interface to the lSOC 
and lhe JSDC. The ISDS provides the security access to the MOC. 

• Integral Mission Control System (lMCS) - used to perforrn the real time and near real time 
moniroring and control functions associated with lhe spacecraft control - th.is is the part of tbe 
system that is based on SCOS 2000 

• Flight Dynamics System (FDS) - performs the ~pacecraft orbit and artitude detemli.nation 
calculations 

• On-Board Software Maintenance Systcm (OBSMS) · the facility where software i.mages are 
generated and maintained as part of tbe Integral MOC. It interfaces with the lMCS On Board 
Software tool (IOBST) by delivering RAM upHnk irnages wh.ich are encoded as commands using 
information from the operational database (IMlB) and uplinked under control of the lMCS 
commanding subsystem. lt also receives dump images from the !OBST 

• Network ControiJer and TM Router System (NCTRS) - inlerfaces with the ground station 
equipment to provide telemetry. telecommanding, tracking and ~tatlon computer support to tbe 
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IMCS and lo receive telecommand requests from the lMCS. Tt is also responsible for configuring 
communi.cations Jjnks to the different ground stations 

• Flight Operations Plan Generator (FOPGEN) ./ 

The Integral Mission Control System 
The Integral Mission Control System derives much of its functionality from the SCOS 2000 system. 

The IMCS is broken down into lhe following sub-systems: 
• Databases. covering importing spacecraft dat.abases from the Spacecraft Prime Contractor, 

edit.ing and consistency-checking lhem, and lhen releasing lhem to olher system components. 
• Telemetry, covering receiving, extracting and processing housekeepi.ng and PUS service 

telemetry. time correlation. TM displays and printouts, ranging and track.ing, and miscellaneous 
externai interfaces. 

• Telecommandiug, covering requlrements related to manual commandiog, command validation, 
transmission and verification, automated schedule execution and display, command history, etc. 

• Mission Planning, covering requirements relaled to the generatioo of command schedules and 
timeline summaries. 

• On-Board Software Majntenance, covering requirements related to importing memory images, 
processing TC images, checksum calculation, OBSM displays and printouts, generalion of TM 
i.mages, and onboard software file configuration control. (Note: The actual on-board software 
mainteoance is performed by the OBSMS, which is not part of the IMCS). 

• Mission Arch ive and Data Distr ibution System: covering lhe telemetry and auxiliary me 
distribution system as well as mjssion archi.ving on hard medi um storage devices 

• Performance Analysis, covering requirements related to Lhe retrieval, manipulation and di.splay 
oflong-term historical data. 

• IntegraJ F ile Transfer System, coveri.ng requirements to allow the automated delivery of ftles 
throughout various systems ofthe Integral ground Segmeut. using TCPflP and FrP protocols. 

Physical Architecture 

The Physical Architecture - showing the lMOC, ISDS, ISOC and ISDC is shown in Fig. 4. The rnai.o 
IMCS Server is implemented as a prime and a back up machioe. The maio IMCS client workstations are 
the MCR, PSR, DCR and the SSR. The following subsystems have dedicated workstations/servers - the 
Performance Analysis (PAS), the Archi.ve (MADDS), the Mission Planning (MPS), Lhe Flighl Operations 
Generation (FOPGEN), the ground station interface control (NCTRS), the Flight Dynamics (FDS), the 
Ou Board Software SDE from AleLúa (the Prime Contractor) is included in lhe configuration for 
preparation of on board software updates for uplinking through the IOSBT function of the IMCS). The 
diagram also shows lhe remote links to lhe OSDC and lhe ISOC as well as the Spacecraft Simulator (on 
the SIMUSRLAN). 

Fig. 4 Integral MCS- Physical Architecture 
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Conclusion 
Tbe select.ion of the SCOS 2000 system for thc Integral Mission Control System represcms a 

significam rnilestone in the mnturity of the system - thc Integral case is a highly complex and demanding 
mission. Thc SCOS 2000 systcm is based on a sound opcn architecture. With a high degree of adherencc 
to industry standards. it wiU prove to be easy to adapt it to new de-facto standards, both in Information 
Technology and Space Technology. as tbey emerge. These possibilities have been discussed in detail in 
an earlier pape r (Ref 4). which covers additionaJ on-going work to evaluate the use of newer tcchnologie~ 
(Java etc) in such systems. 
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Abstract 
This paper presems lhe architecfllre and some practical measurements of the Rrmging Rate Equipment (RRE), 
developed at the InstitUiu de PesquistJS Espaciais (INPE) by lhe Ground System Division Croup. rmd insllllled in the 
Brazilian S -/Jand Tracki11g a11d Crmtrol Ground Stations locoted in Cuiabá and A/câmara. RRE performs the 
measureme/11 ofthe Doppler Jreq11ency shift inthe telemetry receiver second local oscillalor outpur at 180 MHz. 111ese 
data are usetf to determine lhe salellire radial velocity a11d rhe orbit parameters, using an algorithm developed by the 
Fligh1 Dynamics Group ()f INPE. The equipmeru can measure frequency Doppler shift (f~>) up to ±150kHz with a 
resolutirm of 6mHz and a11 accuracy of 30 mHz ai a rare of 1 measurement per second. With a rare of I measuremetlf 
each 10 seconds tlte accuracy is 3 mfh The.J!)easuremenls are time ragged with a accuracy beuer than 30 IIS usin}? the 
Universal Time Clock. RRE is based 011 a sumdard IBM Personal Compute r and ca11 be operated in focal mode o r in 
remote mode via a Local Area Network (LAN). The remote comro/ a11d data tra11smission use the Europea11 Space 
Agency (ESA) Srario11 Data llrterc:lumge Documem (SDID) stwulard messages. RRE also pe1jorms the collection of the 
environmemal data (remperature, pressure and fuunidiry) that are se/11 in lhe SDJJ) message and are used for 
correcrion of tropmpheric delays in the process of orbir determination. Measurements and results were obwined using 
tlte SCDI satellite, witllthe transponder c01ijlgured in 11011 coherent (o11e way Doppler) ar coherent (/IVo way Doppler) 
mode. 
Keywords: Doppler Frequency Shift; Radial Velocity, Ra11ging R ate. 

lntroduction 
Among the methods used for satellite orblt determlnation, the measmement of the distance (ranging) 

from the ground station to the satellite and its rate of variation with time (ranging cate) have been widely 
employed due to the higb accuracy of these methods. 

Since the SCDl satellite Iaunch, INPE has been using only ranging systems for orbit detennination 
with successful results. 

To improve lhe orbit detemúnation process two RREs were developed and i.nstalled at INPE's 
Tracking and Control Ground Stations located in Alcântara and Cuiabá. This paper presents the 
functional description of R.RE and the results obtained. 

Orbit Determination from Radial Velocity Measurements - Basic 
Concepts 

The velocity berween the sarellite and the ground station (radial velocity) can be obtained by 
measuring the carrier frequency Doppler shift in the communication Iin.k. This measurement can be 
performed in two modes: "one-way Doppler" and "two-way Doppler". 

In the "'one-way Doppler" mode the satellite transmits a carrier with known frequency whose sllift is 
measured at a ground stalion. In this mode there are mea.surement errors due to the satellite on board 
oscillator uncertainty and i.nstabililies, wh.ich are sometimes unpredictable. 

In the "two-way" Doppler mode the ground station transm.it an up link carrier that is coherently 
convened to the down link. carrier frequency by the satellite transponder and retransnütted to the ground 
stalion. This stalion then measmes the shift in the path "ground station - satellite - ground staüon". In 
this mode a better measurement accuracy is obtained because a sample of lhe transmitted frequency is 
continuously available and also because a high stability reference frequency can be used at the ground 
station. This method can only be used if tbe satellite transponder has the capability to operate in a 
coherent mode. 

In lhe "two-way Doppler" mode, being fr the frequency of the carrier transm.itted by the ground 
stalion, then the frequency fR ofthe received carrier is: 
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r _ fi(C+v y .IR---- T 
q c-v 

where v is thc radial velocily, p and q are conversion constants of lhe cohcrent u·aosponder and c is the 
free space ~peed of light. 

The Doppler shift frequency is given by: 

fD=fR - fRo= - ---/ T p(C+I' y 
q c-t• 

where fRo is lhe receivcd freq uency when lhe relutivc velocity between the satellite and the ground 
station is zero. 

,.= cq 
- 2pf7 fo 

As v<<c the above equaúon can be simplified. and the radial velocity computed according to the 
following expression: 

v: !o c 
ls 

In the "one-way Doppler" the radial velocity is given by: 
where f5 is lhe frequeocy transllÜtted by lhe satellite. 

Ranging Rate Functional Description 

RRE uses the ' lntegrated Doppler' or ' Non-Ocstructive Range Rale· tech.nique to perform the 
mcasurements. Wilh this technique lhe measurement is performed by mea~uring the time intervaJ of an 
integer number of periods of lhe receivcd carrier allowing measurements with high resolution. 

Figure I shows lhe measurements time diagram. The Doppler frequency shift (f0 ) measuremems are 
done in an input signal (F,") with a frequency offset of I MHz. The Time Measurement lnterval (TM1) is 
a multi pie of lhe 1 pulse per second (PPS) signal received from lhe ground station time reference system. 
The measurements instants l(i) are synchronized with lhe positive edges o f TMI pulses. The TMI period 
(T) can be configured as 1. 10 or 100 s. lo the i-th measurement the total number of periods N; of the 
input signal is computed. At lhe i-th measurement instam, windows w(i) are generated. The window 
starts ar tbe positive edge of the TMJ signal and ends nt the fLrst posítive transition of lhe inpul signaJ 
(Fin) just after the positive transition of lhe TMJ. The i-th window períod (t.,(i)) is determined using a 
counter with 179 MHz clock as shown in Figure 2. In this way the input frequency at instant t(i) can be 
obtained according lhe followíng expression: 

N; -N;-J 
F;11(i) =I MHz + fo(i)= T + r,y(i) - r..,(i - I) 

T 

TMJ 

F in 

w 
w(l -1 ) 

1(1) 

j 

w(l) 

Fig.1 Measurements time diagram 

w( l+1) 
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Fig. 2 Hlgh f requency clock counter time diagram 
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At each measurement instant an interrupt request is delivered to the RRE software wtUch reads and 
stores the counters results and time tag data with an accuracy better than 30J..LS. 

Figure 3 ~hows a simplified block diagram of RRE. The RRE is based on a Mandard lBM Personal 
Compute r. The dedicated boards developed for tbe equipment are plugged into tbe PC ISA Bus. The RRE 
software was developed using the Visual C++ for Windows 95 Operational System. 

lw(i),6 

5~ 179 MHz Window ~ Frequency Period 
Synthesizer Counter -v 

1MHz + l 0 
t 

180MHz + 10 

Mixer 
Window I 

Generator s 

t 
A 

1 PPS 

Nl B 

~ 
u 

____. 
Counter 

s 

IV 
t, 

IRIG B Time ~ C ode 

IVV Reader 

Fig. 3 RRE simplified block diagram 

The measurements are performed at the telemetry receiver second local oscillator output at 180 MHz 
+ fu. wtUch is frequency converted to 1MH7 + fn using a mixer anda frcquency syntbesizer at 179 MHz. 
The frcquency synthesizer is based on a phase locked loop synchronized with the 5MHz ground station 
reference frequency. T he internai synthesizer also serves as a high frequency clock for the Wi.ndow 
Period Counter. Witb this clock is possible lo achievc a measurement resolution of about 6mHz. 

The accuracy of the mea~urements dcpcnd on the phase noise of thc signal delivered to RRE. This 
phase noise dcpcnds on all the subsystems involved in lhe communication link. In ground station short 
loop testS the accuracy obtained was berter than 30mHL.. In the typical opcrational conditions of SCD I 
and SCD2 the accuracy is better tban 180 mH:l when tbe transponder is configured in coherent mode. 

The RRE Software otber functions are: to format the m~urements according SDID standard, to 
monitor and control lhe equipment and to transmit the meas urements to the Satcllite Control Center. 

Basic Technical Specifications 
The main specifications of the RRE are: 
L. input ~ignal: 180 MHz + f1h O dBm, 50 Ohms 
2. numbcr of inputs: 2 
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3. measurement mode: non destructive (integratcd Doppler) 
4. maximumDoppler shift (f0): ±150kHz 
5. measurement offset: I MHz 
6. measurement period!.: I, I O o r 100 s 
7. measurement resolution: beller than 6 rnRl. 
8. time tag resolution: 1 ms (IRIG-B I kHz) 
9. time tag accuracy relative to 1 PPS: <30 J.lS 
10. message format: SDTD 
I I. communication interface: LAJ.'l (ETHERNET) 

Results 

The practical results were obtained using the INPE's Tracking and Control Ground Stations located 
in Cuiabá and Alcântara and the SCD 1 satellite. 

The Figure 4 shows a simplified block diagram of RRE integrated in the ground ~tation. 

PM 1-- Up r. 
Modulator Converter HPA 

• 
Network 
Serve r 

Oiplexer z 
l S Band 

Antenna 

LAN f--
Ranglng 

Telemetry R ate 1- 1- LNA I Oown 

Equipment 
Receiver Converter 

SMHz ..... 
Network Time and 

Router Frequency 1PPS 

Reference• ...... 
IRIG-B 

Flg, 4 Slmpllfied block diagram of RRE lntegrated in the ground statlon. 

The results were obtained on November 29th and 30th, 1998 using the SCD1 satellite configured in 
coherent mode (two-way Doppler). SCD 1 is a 1.pin ~tabili7cd satellite (49.02 rpm). with a nominal 
circular orbit of750 km anda 25° inclination. 

To determine the orbit using only the Doppler measuremerus an initial el>timatc of the orbit is 
necessary. In our case the initial esrimate of the orbit was obtained from the ranging mea~urements. From 
lhe deiermined orbit b po~sible to calculate the expected Doppler values. In lhis way we can calculate the 
residual Doppler. that is the measured Doppler subtracted from the expected Doppler. The residual 
Doppler is due to random crrors (noise, short term frequency instability, etc), bias errors (long term 
frequency instability, earth station geographic coordinates accuracy, etc) as well to the satell ite spin in the 
case of SCD 1 and SCD2. 

Compared with orbit determination based on ranging rneasurements the difference found in lhe orbit 
determination us ing rangjng-rate rneasurements was 232 rn RMS in posiúou and 0.29 m/s in velocity. The 
measurernent pcriod used wa~ I Os. 

As an example, Figure 5 shows lhe SCDl radial velocity calculated from lhe Doppler measurements 
data obtained oo 30th November, 1998. from 9:48:25h to 9:59:35h. 

Figure 6 shows the residual Doppler where is possible to note lhe effect of lhe satellite spin oo the 
measurements, as can be seen comparing the residual Doppler with a 49.02 rpm s inc curve. From this 
Figure it is also possible to verify that the equipment accuracy is better than 3 cm/s. 

The results obta.ined with the SCD2 are similar. 
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Conclusions 
This paper has prescnted the functional descriplion and general characteristics of RRE developed for 

lNPE's S-Band Tracking and Control Ground Slatious. Tbe results obtained using the SCD I satellite 
show lhtll Lhe equipment performance is within its specifications. 
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Abstract 
As the Spaa industry 11U11·es into new areas of activity sud1 as the provision of navigarior• daw for civil aviation, tire 
arnmmr n{safety critica/ software developed wirlrinthe industry is ever-increasing. In additionto the new applicarion 
areas, exisring safery-refated sysrems are being reploced. In afl of this work the usual commercia/ constraims of 
schedule and brulget must be observed whi/stmailllaining system safery. 
Logica lrave a wlde experience ofworking (1/1 safety-re/ated and safety-critical .~y.w:ms in a variery of industries. 
Within the Space ind11stry Logica have experience in severa/ pragrammes co111alning safery-critical flight dynamics 
sofr.vore. This poper Jooks attwo ofthese progrommes: 
The first of lhe pmjects is the Systême de Coordination de Traitement e/ de Vi.malisntiml, (Goodwin, A, et a /.: /997) 
(SC7V) which is parr of rhe CNES CSG20()() programme to nll)demise the latmch focilities for Ariane 4 and 5, 
pro1•iding the ground infrastrucrure for the Ariane /aw1clrer program for the next fif/een 10 twemy years. 11re ma in 
purpose af the SCIV system isto mo11itor tire trajtcrory of Ariane launchers throughollt rlreir fligllt. Radars posirio11ed 
around the /awrch si te and relemetry frorn rhe on-board inertial navigarion system fud SCTV wirh data describi11g r h e 
laundrer's position. T/Jis ilrjomratio11 is prace.rsed in real-time and lhe estirnated trajectory disp/ayed to the flight 
safery af!icers. /f the lawrclrer is shown to be de1·iaring in a way tirar could be dangerous. then rhe range safety afficers 
have tire power 10 neutralise lhe /auncher infligiu before it can cause /oss of /ife or injury to peaple and equipmenr 011 

grmmd. 
The second of rhese projects is the European Glolx1l Navigation Over/ay System (EGNOS), tile European elemenr of 
the firsr gPnercrtimt Global Navigation Satellite Sy.~tem (GNSS- 1). The purpose ofthe GNSS-1 .rystem is to augment the 
exi.lfing global navigotion cmd posititming service provided by the Americwt GPS and Russian Glonass satellltes. 
EGNOS wi/1 be tire E11ropean conrriburion 10 GNSS- 1. working alongside equivalem Americmr and Japanese systems. 
The enlrmll'emems provided by EC NOS are the provislon of: 
• a GPS-fike geostationary ranging augmenrarion wlrich will pravide rtsers with addltional pseudo-range 

measuremellls, 
an imegriry mor1itoring augmemation whiclr wi/1/mprove the integriry of the navigation service to users, 

• a wide area differelltial augmentation whiclr wi/1 imprOI'e tire posiJion accuracy by broadcasting differemial 
correctiom to users. 

The projecr is sqjety-related becmue of the way the service wi/1 be ernployed by users. 111e most significam user 
commwrity, from a safety poim o f view, wi/1 be commercial airli11es who wil/use tire EGNOS system as sole mean.f for 
en-route navi11ation up to Category 1 precisian approach. 
Tlte paper describn these two projects and compnres the approach to the deve/opment multestlng of the safery-critical 
fliglll dynamic.1· sojiware. /11 particular we addre.1·s: 
• the impact of safety engineering (1/1 the design, 
• tile application ofstandards in the development, 
• considerations coming from system cerrificmlon. 
• rhe testing ofsafety-criticalflight dynamics sojiware, 
• the operational impacrs of safety-criticaf flight dynamics software. 
The pmjects ore at ''ery di/ferem stages of de\•e/opme/11 with SCTV operatlo110/ 011d EGNOS ar the sum of irs 
imp/emell/atian phase. Ir i.s interesti11g ro compare the approach we taok 011 SCTV wirh lhe approach we pfmt to take 
on EGNOS 
Keywords: Safety, Critica~ Lau11cher. Navigation. 

Safety Criticai Flight Dynamics Software 
The following text summarises the two projects and the place of the fllght dynamjcs software wíthin 

the systems. 
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SCTV 
The Sy~temc de Coordinalion de Traitement et de Visualisation (SCTV) project is part of tbc CNES 

CSG2000 programme to modernise the lauoch facilitics for Ariane 4 and 5. lt is now operatiomtl at the 
Centre Spat.iale Guyanais (CSG) in Kourou, French Guiana, and will continue to be used for the next 
fifteen to twenty years. 

Tb.e main purpose of the SCfV system is to monitor the trajectory of Ariane launchers throughout 
their flight. Radars posit.ioned around the launch site and telemetry from the on-board inectial navigation 
system feed SCTV with data describing the launcher's position. The flight dynarnics software is 
contained within the computation centre (CCEL) and processes this information in real-time during the 
flight. The estimated trajectory is displayed to lhe tlight safety officers. l f the launcher is shown to be 
deviat.i.ng in a dangerous way. then the range safety officers have the power to neutralise the launcher in 
fligbt before it can cause Loss of life or injury to peoplc and equipment on ground. 

l'"l~~ 
-~ 

L f' -; 1[ ~1&11 
<..'CI1 

~ 
'----

~ 

l 

Flg. 1 Overview of lhe SCTV system 

scrv is distributed across severa! sites and over several computerl> within each site. The principal 
components of scrv·s real-time system are: 

• the local CSG radar interface equipment (ElR), one per radar site (Adour2, Bretagnel, 
Bretagne2), 

• the redundant telemetry centre interface equipment (MITE), 
• lhe localisation processing and co-ordinalion sub-system (CCEL), which includes the primary and 

secondary trajectography processors (TR I , TR2). lhe externai interface equipmenl (lS) and lhe 
radar and system monitoring and control displays (RCR, RCTDL). The majority of lhe flight 
dynarnics software runs on the dedicated trajectography proces:.ors TR I and TR2, 

• lhe real-time flight ~afety sub-system (SSV). including lhe primary and secondary display~ (RSV. 
ISV). 

scrv was implemented between 1994 and 1996 and, after a year of qualification, has been 
operational since late 1997. 

EGNOS 
Tbe purpose of EGNOS is to enhance lhe exist.ing global navigation and positioning service provided 

by the American GPS and Rus~ian Glonass satellite~. The European Geo~tationary Navigation Overlay 
System (EGNOS) will be the European contribut.ion to GNSS-1, working alongside equivalem American 
and Japanese systems. The cnhancements provided by EGNOS are the provision of: 

1. a GPS-like geostationary ranging augrnentation which wíl l provide uscrs with additional pseudo
range rneasurements, 

2. un intcgrity monitoring augmentation which will improve lhe integriry of the navigation :.ervice 
to users. 

3. a widc area differential augmentation which will improve the position accuracy by broadcasting 
differential corrections to users. 
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Fig. 2 EGNOS System Architecture 

As a navigation system. EGNOS works by receivlng GPS, GLONASS and GEO signals ata network 
of ground ranging and integrity monltoring stations (R1MS). The raw data received by tbe RIMS togetber 
with the RIMS own observables of the satellites in view are passed over the wide area network into a set 
o f redundam master control centres (MCC). 

Each MCC contains a central processing facility (CPF) anda central control facility (CCF). The CCF 
provides lhe operators tools for monitorlng and controllmg EGNOS. The CPF is lhe algorithmic heart of 
rhe system and conrains lhe majorlty of EGNos· real-time flight dynamics software. lt derives ali the 
information necessary to support the gencraüon of the EGNOS broadcast bit stream. 

After its computation in lhe CPFs, the resultant EGNOS Slgnal In Space ls uplinked to the 
geostationary satellites e.g. JNMARSAT 3 AOR-E and IOR and by a sct of navigation land-earlh stations 
(NLES). 

TI1us, the message computed in the CPF ru1d transmitted to the user from the GEO via lhe NLES 
contalns lhe following information: 

• Various correction parameters that enable lhe user segment to counter errors in the satellite clock 
and ephemeris broadcast in the GPS/GLONASS navigation messages. 

• Parameters that enable a more accurate calculation of the ionospheric delay thru1 ls currently 
possible. thus cnabling single frequency (L I ) users to realise their own position wilh greater 
accuracy. 

• GEO epbemeris parameters - orbit and clock · that enable the user segment to make use of the 
single frequency (Ll) GPS Look-alike ranging signal tréUlSJnitted by the-GEOs in their posi lion 
computations, 

• Parameters relating EGNOS Network Time (ENT), GLONASS time and UTC, 
• Parameters describing the accuracy o f the var.ious corrections. 
EGNOS implementation phase started in late 1998 and the sysrem is planned to be operational5 years 

Jater in 2003. 

The lmpact of Safety Engineering on the Design 

1 System Safety Case 
Safety critical software alwuys forms pan of a system which encampasses other software éUld 

hardware. The software is called '·safety critica!" beca use it has the capability of putting lhe system into a 
ha7.ardou~ state. 

Safety engineering is principally concerned with ruaking sure lhe system being designed, built ru1d 
operated is safe to use in its intended operational scenario. Tbe means by which safety is proven is 
usually called the safety case. 

There are diffcrent approaches to the safety case in different cow1tries and industries but in all cases 
the safety case should be the mechanism used to present the evidence, arguments, assumptions and 
methods used to show t.hat safety h as been properly addressed during design, development and operations 
of the sy~lem. lt must show lhat lhe system's performance requirements have been met. Further, it must 
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show that the performance requirements will continue to be met in future operations and in non-nominal 
conditions. 

The methodology is normally applied througbout the Lifecycle of a system starting from a safety plan 
very early in the project. ln indusu·ies whlch are regulated such as the air traffic management industry the 
reviewing of lhe safety case documentation forms a major clement of the certification process perforrned 
by the relevant regulatory autholities. 

The dctails comprising the evidence and arguments are usually derived by standard safety and 
reliability techtúques such as hazard analysis, fault tree analysis. FMECA, and rcliability block diagrams. 
The safety case should also contain material derived from standard engineering practice - .specification 
and design documents, justification documents, tesl documents, test outputs, calculations and whatever 
else is needed. 

The following paragraphs describe the key processes in a typical safety case dcvelopment. 

Safety Function Determination 
The first .step isto analyse exactly what functions the system will perfonn. The aim of this step isto 

understand the system's operation and categorlse the system's functions based on the consequences of 
failure. Different failure modes m.ust be considered e.g. loss of function, corruption of function. The 
oulput o f lhis stage is a "severity category" for eacb of the functions. 

Hazard Analysis 
The next slep is lhe hazard analysis. From the functional analysis in the previous step we identify the 

system hazards. A mapping between the system hazards and the functions then allows an overall category 
to be allocated lo each of lhe system hazards. 

Causal Analysis 
Having identil}ed and categorised the system bazards the next step is to perform the probabilistic 

analysis which leads to the computation of the likeW1ood of the hazard occurring. The most cornmon 
method for doing this "causal analysis" is fault tree analysis. Tbe fault tree is a hierarcrucal 
decomposition of the hatard into lower levei evcnts. Thc tree is taken far enough down until the it is 
possible to allocate reliability data to Lhe base events. This is usuaiJy to the levei of replaceable unils for 
which mean time between failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTIR) data are available. 11 is then 
possible to compute the probability of lhe top event using lhe data in the base events and the logical 
connections between the events (AND gates, OR gates). 

Risk Tolerability Analysis 
For each syslem hazard we know its categorisalion from the bazard analysis and its frequency of 

occurrence from the causal analysis. These two attributes allow us to produce a ''Risk Matrix". The risk 
matrix is a graphical representaú.on of the frequency of occurrence versus the severity of the hazard. A 
typical risk matrix template is :::sh!!:o:::.w=n..::b~e:!:lo::.:w:.:.::.._ _________ _ 

Cat 1 
Frequent r'f' A 
Probable 
Occasional 
Remote 
lmprobable c 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

lncredible C o D D 

The space is divided in to regions each of which is assigned a tolerability: 
• A, being unacceptablc, 
• B, being undesirable and acceptable only in exceptional circumstances, 
• C, being acceptable but only with the endorsement of the operating authority, 
• D, being acceptable. 
The aim of this analysis is to demonstrare that all of the hazards are acceptable i.e. are in region D. 

For those hazards in region C we must show that the risk is '"as low as reasonably practicable" (ALARP) 
i.e. we have taken ali reasonablc measures to reduce the risk and lo reduce the risk any further the cost 
would be out of proportion with the benefits gained. Regions A and B are generally unacceptable. 

Tbe safety analysis of both projects indicated that the most critical system hazard is the output of 
hazardously misleading infonnation i.c. a loss of integrity. The most probable cause of this in both 
projects was a failure of the flight dynamics algorithms and this is where the greatest impact on the 
design was fclt. Essenlially, to achieve a high resilience agalnst non-integrity il was necessary in both 
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cases to ensure independem data is available and processed by independem software in order that lhe 
results being output can be independently checked. 

lo the case of lhe SCTV project tbe independence comes from differeut sources of trajectory data. In 
additiou to the tbree sets of radar data, there are also two completely independent streams of telemeb·y 
data. Duriug tbe criticai phase of llight, the data from tbe radars and telemetry are continually cross
checked via tbe MMI, so that any clearly incorrect data can be quicldy eliminated from the chain. 
lntegrity is further maintained by ensuring that the data fed to the two safety screens ls also completely 
independent. 

In the case of the EGNOS project it is handled rather differently due to the nature of the system -
EGNOS is designed to be used operationally 365 days per year and 24 hours per day whlle SCTV is a 
system used once or twice a month operationally. The independent checks are irnplemented by a separate 
software suíte called the "CPF check set". The maio CPP software is known as the "CPF processing set" 
and each MCC contains one CPF processing set and two CPF check sets driven by independent RfMS 
data. 

Partitioning 
The safety engineering work performed in the requirements analysis and design phase produces, 

amongst its outputs, criticality assessments of tbe functions and components making up the systern. 

The Application of Standards in the Development 

lntroduction 
During the 1980's the lmportance of software standards was recognised in many safety critica! 

industries including the aerospace industry. The work led to tbe development of the key software standard 
for software which runs on-board aircraft, D0- 178/ED 12. The relevance of lhis standard to ground 
software is discussed below. We also discuss the recemly ralified intemationaJ standard for safety critica! 
software relevant to any industry, lEC 61508. 

RTCA/D0-1788 I EUROCAE ED-128: Software considerations In 
Airborne Systems And Equipment Certification 

This document is a joint recommendation from EUROCAE and RTCA that has been adopte<l and 
made mandatory by mru1y states. The production of the document is the result of collaboration between 
Radio Technical Conmlission for Aeronautics (RTCA) and the Europeru1 Organisation for Civil Aviation 
Equipmem (EUROCAE); formerly, the European Organisation for Civil Aviation Electronics. RTCA is 
an association of intereste<l parties drawn from the government ruJd industry of USA. EUROCAE is based 
on a similar source of contribution but from Europe. 

Ostensibly covering software of airbome systerns, it does nor relate d.lrectly to ground or space 
segments. However, it is influentiaJ in those areas and could be construed as forming part of "best 
practice".ll includes checklists of metbods to apply or avoid. In particular it places requirements on: 

• the software planning process, 
• the software developrnent processes, 
• verification, 
• resting, 
• configuration management, 
• quality assurance, 
• certification liaison. 
The purpose of the docwnent is to provide guidelines for rhe production of (airborne) equipment so 

that the equipment perforrns its intended function witb a levei of confidence that complies with 
airworthiness requirernents. The docurnent provides a process-focused set of guidelines and addresses 
lhe certification of equipment used on aircraft where the equipment incorporates software. lt has become 
a de-facto standard for the development of the equipment in question. 

The document identifies five categories of failure of airbome equipment; each category determined 
by the impact of the occunence of failure. A safety assessrnenl process is identified as a means to 
determine the contribution of software to potcntial failure conditions and this determines tl1e Levei of 
Software requi.red for the system. The Levei of Software determines the effm1 required to show 
compliance of software with certification requirements whlch are, in turn, determined by the category of 

. any failure. The guidelines cover: 
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• objectivcs for software lifecycle processes, 
• descriptions of activities and design considerations for achieving tho~e objectivel>, 
• description of evidcnce that indicate that lhe objectives have been satisfied. 
The document is well known to certification authorities, and is gcnerally well regarded. 

lnternational Standard IEC 61508 Parts 1 to 7 - Functional Safety : Safety 
Related Systems. 

This ISO Standard is intended to be applied to the developmcnt of safety related systems when part or 
all of thc system includes programmable electronic devices. 1t is not specific to any application such 
aerospace. 

lt is an extensive document, covering a wide range of safety managcment activities in detaiL It sets a 
lower lirnit on the target failure measures. in a dangerous mode of failure, that can be claimed for a single 
EIE/PES safety-related system. For safety-relatcd systcms operatin§ in: 

• a demand mode of opcration. the lower limit is set at lO (probability of failure to perform iL~ 
design funclion on demand), 

• a continuous mode of operation, the lower lirnit is set at lO s (probability of a dangerous failure 
per year). 

The standard uses a Safety Lifecycle Model for ali activities nece~sary for ensuring lhat lhe required 
Safety Integrity Leveis (SIL) are met for lhe Safcty Related System. Under the standard, safety related 
systems are categorised as one of four SJL depending upon lhe requirement for Probability of Failure to 
Perfonn either on Demand or under conditions of Continuous Operation. These are shown below. 

SIL 

4 

3 

2 

Table 1 Safely lntegrlly Leveis: Targel Failure Measures 

Demand Moda of Oparation (Probabillty of fallure to perform 

its design function on demand) 

>=10-6 to <10 .. 

>=10 .. to <10.3 

>=103 10<10 2 

>=10~ 10<10 1 

Contlnuous/High Moda of Oparahon 

(Probability of a dangerous fallure per 

year) 

>=10'5 to <10 .. 

>=10 .. to <10.3 

>=10'3 10<10~ 

>=10·' to <1 o' 

As a result of a process of Hazard Analysis. an overall Safcty Requirements Spedfication for the 
system .is to be developed coveriug both Safety Functions Requirements and Safety Integrity 
Requirements. the reduction of externai risk is also addressed. ln addition to the Lifecycle, lhe standard 
addresses safety managemem and safety assessment. In particular, a safety Plan is to be developed as that 
part of lhe Quality Plan that focuses on safety. A<; a further part of the safety management process, lhe 
corupetence requircd of persons involved in safety activilies within the safety lifecycle are addressed. 

A key feature of the standard is that techniques and measures lhat rnight be used in lhe development 
and implementation of a safery related systeru are ranked in tenns of the likelihood of their lead.ing to a 
realisation o f the required levei of i.ntegrity of the system. In particular, software developmem tecbniques 
are assessed for their suitability for a system of a given levei of integrity requirement. 

Considerations coming from System Certification 

Certification Liaison 
Tne formal approval that a safety-rclated system can be used for its intended purpose is known as 

certification. Certification is the fonnal declaration that a system is indeed safe to use for that application 
and complies with its requirements. The certilication procedure may take many forms involving diverse 
activities such as audits, tcsts, and trials. l t is usually perfonncd by a combination of the organisations 
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i.nvolved in the developmenL procurement and operation of rbe system and an independem "certifier" 
such as a regulatory authority ora part of the organ.isation independent of the project sucb as a QA/Safety 
organisation. 

In order that the system can be easlly certified it is highly recommeuded that the system devclopers 
liaise with the eventual certifiers from a very early stage in the projecr and at regular intervals throughout 
development. The developers should inform the certifiers of their approacb to lhe project and to 
certification. Tt is much better that any changes brought about by the certifiers are discovered as early as 
possible. 

Choice of Programming Language 
Ada remains the Ianguage of choice for safety criticai systems. lndeed the IEC 61508 standard 

highlights Ada as one of its recommended languages whereas "C" is not recommended for safety-criti.cal 
systems. The SCTV project took the decision that as far as possible ali new code would, therefore, be 
written in Ada incloding ali fligbt dynamics algorithm implementation. Tbis decision wa~ guided by 
practical experience on previous Logica projects. It is also our belief that Ada compilers and test tools 
provide better testing at the early stages of a project, and so reduce integration problems. Stringent 
project coding standards restricted Ada usage to a "safe subset". 

The mosl safety critical llight dynamics software in EGNOS is the CPF check set software which is 
classified as D0-178BIED12B level "B" which is known as "Hazardous/Severe Major". As with SCTV 
this software will be developed in A da. 

A difference between the two projects is in the choice of which version of Ada. Dueto tbe different 
starting times of the two projects (m.id 1990's vs. Late 1990's) the earlier project used Ada 83 but it is 
hoped to implement the EGNOS check set software in Ada 95. 

The Testing and Operational lmpacts of Safety-Critical Flight Dynamics 
Software 

Structural Testing 
For the safety criticai flight dynamics software in both projects, full code coverage and branch 

coverage of all source statements was required. For each procedure, sufficient test cases mu:;t be scripted 
to demonstrate 100% statement and condition coverage, with special attention paid to the testing of 
boundary conditions. 

To assist with this task during tbe SCTV projecl, the use of the AdaTest product was mandated for 
testing at both unit and module levels of ali criticai software. AdaTest works by instrumenting the 
original Ada source code which, when executed, generates a report containing statistics for ali 
instrumented units. As well as providing information on code and branch coverage for each unit, the 
report also includes other usefu l information sucb as the number of executions of eacb line, and the 
overall complexity of each unit according to the McCabe metric. 

Employing this mechanism during the early testing provided a number of advantages, principally 
• All. testing of criticai software was done in a consistent manner, maki.ng it easy to collate and 

compare results. 
• Tests were easily repeat:able following changes later in the project (regression testing), and results 

easlly compared. 
• Regression testing could, to a large extent, be automated, hence reducing the associated overbead. 
• Identical statistics available for every unit and module, helping the Quality Engineer track 

adherence to project standards and identify possible problem areas. 

Numerical Verification 
The numerical verification of the integrated flight dynamics software is achieved in two stages - off

line verification followed by real-time verification. 
The aim of the o.ff-line verification is to verify lhe mathematical correctness and numerical 

performance of the algorithms. 
For example lhe SCTV project performed comparisons of: 
• CSG radar and inertial navigation results obtained off-line with independently obtaioed study 

results for selected historical ftights and for simulated deviated flights, 
• CSG radar and telemetry results obtaiued in real-time with the corresponding "off-line verified" 

results. 
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Similarly. in the EGNOS project we plan to do lhe verification using bolh real rccorded GPS and 
Glonass data and also using synlhetically generated data whlch can more casily look at ··worst cases". 

Real-time Verlfication 
Once the algorithms are proven in tbe off-line verificaúon it is necessary to prove them as pan of a 

rcal-tinte system. SCTV achieved lhis by injecting thc same raw data, citl1er historicul or synthetic, used 
in lhe off-linc vcrification into lhe real-time system. ror EGNOS the same approach is planned. 

The Operational lmpacts of Safety-Critlcal Flight Oynamics Software 
The correct funcúoning of lhe safety critica] flight dynamic~ software is not always easy to observe. 

A well constructed MMI should allow lhe operator to have an insight into the performance of the 
algorilhms. On SCTV lhe following were implementcd to aid lhe operators: 

• displuy o f numerical indicators of estirnated accuracy, 
• graphical comparison~ of independent data, 
• display of algorithm intemal status. 
• Alarrns on criticai status changes, and when cenain pararneters reach threshold values 
The combination of these sets of information means that the two CCEL operators can very quickly 

identi fy problems with any of the incoming data strean1s, and so preveni them from being used. 

Conclusions 
The key points are: 
• t.be use of flight dynamics software in safety criticai system~ is increasing, 
• the approach to the development of Lhi& software is becoming more formali:.cd as time goes by. 
• safely engineering hru, largc impacts throughout the whole project lifecycle, 
• flight dynamics software presents particular problems in ~afety criticai system~ which come from 

the algorithmic nature o f lhe implcmentation. 
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For rhe past ren years. MATRA MARCONI SPACE has been accum.ulating a lar11e experience inthe developmellt and 
operation of Fli$1111 Dynomics Systemsfor geosync/mmous sarellites station keeping a11d transjer. 
QUAR'TZ software was used by Mil TRA MARCO N/ SPACE for the Larmch and Early Operation Phase (LEOP) ji>r 
ORlON FI, NILESAT atui ST-1 (liSTRA 28operations scl!eduled 1999). COSMIC. a station keeping dedicated F/ig/11 
Dynamic.ç System iJ usedfor NILESAT, S1'1 and WORLDSTAR satellites On Sratiofl opuation,ç, 
Based on the experience o f rhese two latter products, M MS has developed a new genera1ion Flighl Dynamics System: 
QUAR1Z ++. This new package is designerl for bolh station keeping operalions, tran~fer preparalion (Mission 
analysis) anel LEOP. QUAR1Z + + wa~ selected by !NTELSA Tas part of its 11ew Flight Dynamics cmd Commanding 
System. já r lhe com rol of up lo 30 satellites and INTELSA T'sfuture satel/ites · LEOP opemtions. 
Tl!e de.1·ign o.f Ih LV new Flight Dynamics Syslem is driven by two ma in goals. On rme /umd the user-Jriendliness of sudt 
a system shal/ be maximiz.ed in arder to diminish lhe ri.Vk of errors and the operators workload. For that purpose, the 
FliJ!.ht Dyrwmics algorit/nns shalluse advam:ed Graphical User lmerfaces (GUJ) and database systems. On the other 
lwnd, the syslem desi1111 shall be.flexible in arder 10 al/ow F/ig/11 Dyncmrics experts to easily install new .flight dynamics 
applicatians in the system. 
In order to fulft/1 these two objectives, QUAR1Z ++ architectureflrst consists in a UNTX framework whidr provides 
the jliglu dynamic.~ algorithms wltil 8eneric jimctions: 

an evolutionary elatabase system gnreri<: CU/ deflnitiOII for a/gorithms input arrd outpw as we/1 as database 
edi1ion 

• data acquisiti011 services (for telemelry os well as track and rage measttrement processi11g) 
• plot service.r (ba.1ed on PV-WAVE). 
• Reporl.f and broadcos1 services {lransmission ojvarior1s products through the network) 
• F/ight dynamics algorithms execution management. Bot!J illleractive a11d batch mades are avai/ab/e (batch m.ode 

is used for awomatic scheduli11g ofParious Flight Dynamics tasks). 
1110nks to tire framework generic feamres, the integration of rrew salellites or new flight dynamics fimctions is
completely handled by the j1ight dynamics experts. 
111e flight dynamics fimctions available in QUARTZ + + ir1clutle a comple1e set of fliglu proven stalion keeping anel 
col/ocation fimclions inc/uding orbil determinaticm. maneuver computalion and implemelllation orbital and sensor 
event predictiom. Flig/11 proven LEOP functions are a/so availab/e such as transf-er piamzing optimization, atlilude 
detemlination anti atti111ele manem·ers planning for spin slabi/ized spacecrafi. as we/1 as pre-lotmch mission analysis 
tasks such as larmcll window compuwtion and dispersion analyses. 
Thanks to a cowzection with TIMELINE EXECUT'ER SIW (operation schetiuling sofhvare developed by MMS) lhe next 
evolwion of QUAR17. + + wil/feature advanced j imclion.l' for auromatic scheduling of station keeping 111(1/leuver for a 
complete jleet ofsatellites. 
T'his pape r describes QUAR1Z + + F/iglrt Dynamics System, lhe flight dynamlcs fimctions as well as the framework 
generic servkes. 
Keywords: Flight Vyrwmics System. Stcllion-keeping, collocatian, mmsfer. operations. 

Main design goals for a new Flight Dynamics System 
The maio requirements Lha L drove QUARTZ ++ Flight Dynamlcs System design result from a I O year 

MMS experience in Flighl Dyorunics System developrnent and operation. Tbe main design goals are 
swnmarized hereafter: 

• The FDS system shall support both geosynchronous S/C ~tation keeping operation (including 
collocatioo) and Lransfer operation (including prc-launch anal.yses). 

• The systern shali cope with the operation of a whole fleet composed of a large number of 
satellites. Spacecraft in the fleet may have been procured from different manufacrurers ru1d rnay 
each require speci.fic databases parameters as weli as specific algorithms for control. 

• The system concept shaJJ minimize rhe operation workload and núnilnize the risk of human error. 
For that purpose, operating the FDS shall rely on user-friendJy Graphical User Interfaces (GUJ) 
(conforrning MOT1F style guide of point-and-click interface). GUis look and feel shall be 
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consis1en1 througb the whole syslem. providing common dialog boxes for similar functions and 
making lhe use of U1e system a~ much intuitivc ns possible. In order 10 minimize lhe risk of error, 
munual data typing shall be rninimized. Defaull options shall be provided so that routinc 
opcrations requlre very fcw manual ii1puL Reasonableness check:. shall bc provided on any 
manuaUy input value. The organization of GUI and thc chaining of lhe flight dynamics function 
~>hall retlect Lhe operational scenario. 

• An open. configurable and malntaÍilable product: The system shall allow an easy integration of 
new Oight dynanúcs functions as well a~ Lhe addition of a new ~pacecrafl in an existing tleet. The 
GUI layout, default values and database :.tructures shall be easily cuslomizable. The operu1ess of 
the :.ystcm is a key feature in order to install in the new system OJght proven flight dynamics 
algorithms (These algorithms may either be inherited from in-house formerly developed night 
dynamlcs package QUARTZ or COSMIC, or can be customer provided spccific algorithms). 

• Generic fligh1 dynanúcs algorithms: As much as possible, the FDS shall be based ou generic 
algorithms (i.e. mdependent from any spacccraft technological spccifics). Since some spacecrafl 
specific!. algoritbms are manda1ory (sucb as propulsion models). such specific algoritbms shall be 
rewicted to a linllted number of Software components. Thts design constraint aims at making 
easier the adaptatation of the FDS to any new J...ind of spacecraft: only these custom components 
are affected. 

QUARTZ ++ concept baseline: separatlon between FRAMEWORK and 
FLIGHT DYNAMICS ALGORJTHMS. 

In order to meet Lhe above mentioned objectives. QUARTZ ++ architecture is characterized by a 
clear separation between the llight dynamics scieocc pan and computer science part. As a mattcr of fact, 
the FDS is composed of two main components: the framework and theflighr dynamics algorithms. 

Thc [ramework handles the database system, lhe GUI generation functions, plot funclion~. repor1 
archives and broadcast, telemctry and tmck and runge acquisition aspects. Thc framework manages the 
execution of The flight dynamics algorithms which are generally FORTRAN or C program1.. Flighr 
Dynami<.:~ Algorithms interface with the framework through siinple Application Program Interfat~e (APl) 
ÍI1 order to get input parameters or output results . A couple of simple syntax ASCII configuration files 
shaU be completed wheo installing a new algorithm ora new satellite ÍI1 Lhe system. These configuration 
ftles will be inlcrpretcd by the framcwork in order to provide the algorithm with the relevant database 
parameters, 10 construct the GUl displays or to provide the flighl dynamics function with any other 
framework generic function like plotting or data acquisition. In a similar way, configuration lilel> are use 
to depicl the databa~e structure for each satellite. This concept allows the flight dynarnic~ expcrts to 
handle complctely the inlegration of algoritbms or new spacecraft in the FDS. 

QUARTZ ++ FRAMEWORK main features: 
The ma in features of QUARTZ ++ framework concept are brietly depicted hereafter. This description 

is oot exhaustive, it only aims at giving the main characteristics of the FDS system. 
Datab~e: 
For each satellite defilled in QUARTZ ++ 6 databases are avallable: the orbii database. the atti lude 

database, thc spacecraft comtants database, the spacecrnft physical database, thc maneuver set databasc, 
the ground station set database. Each of these datn.bases include an indefinitc numbers of records. A 
databa~e record is usually called a vector. Typically, thc orbit vector includes orbital elements with thc 
corresponding date, drag coefticient, solar radiation pressurc coefficient and the associated covariancc 
matrix. The altitude vector mcludes typically right ascension and declination and associated covariance 
matrix. The physical vector includes data such as mass, pressure temperature per propellant tank. The 
spacccraft constant vector is dedicated to lechnological data. The orbital or attitude maneuvers by various 
parameters such as start tÍille, duration, thrust profile. In fact, flight dynamics functions do not handlc 
single maneuvers but maneuver sets which include an indefinite number of maneuvers. Tbe basic idca is 
lo include in a single entity ali lhe schcduled maneuvers for a giveo satellite so that any tlight dynarnics 
algorithm which performs orbit propagation or event prediction can tak.e the effect of any scheduled 
maneuvers into account. In a s imilar way, Lhe Ground Station sei vector includcs an rndefinite sct of 
grow1d stations antennas described by parameters ~uch as coordinates or measurement biases. User
friendly GUl functions are avallable 10 construct scts of maneuvers or ground station from the maneuvers 
or antennas available in Lhe database. 
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For any krnd of vector (orbit, altitude, maneuvers ... ), the definition and the number of the parameters 
for each vector is configurable and may differ from one spacecraft family to an other. (ln particular, tbe 
formal of the spacecraft constants vector is generaiJy different between two satellite seóes). 

The databa:.e~ are defined on a satellite basis. 

Activities and modules: 
Modules are the unitary leve] of task which can be ruo separately by the Flight Dynam.ics user. 

Several modules can be chained in an activity so lhat the output of one module can be used directly as 
input for the next module without transiting t.hrough tbe database. (For example the inclination control 
maneuver planning activity is split in severa! modules: an10ng them, a module wili compute theoretical 
delta-velocity correction from tbe physics, a second module will convert the theoretical DV into start 
time and duration from the propulsion model) Wben running an activity, the user may chose to simply 
run allthe modules in a raw, but he can also run them one by oue, checking the results of a first module 
before activating lhe next one or re-running a particular module several time witb different processing 
options before activating the next one. TI1e task sharing between modules provides the user with a lot of 
flexibility when operating the FDS. 

Furthermore, QUARTZ ++ framework configuration file system allows to easily build new activities 
by combining modules. For example a!J statioo keeping maneuver planning activities have similar 
module architecture: only the theoretical maneuver computation module will distinguish the inclination 
controlmaneuver pla1ming activity from the longitude eccentricity control maneuver planning. lu parallel 
two inclination maneuver planning activity for two different spacecraft may only differ by their 
implementation module (computation of start tinle and duration from the propulsion model). 

Severa! users may work in parallel on the FDS, each user perlorming activities ou severa! sateUite or 
clu,~ter of satellites. (Typically ror when operating collocated satellit.es an activity like the relative motion 
prediction activity access database data from severa! spacecraft) . Every user may initiate an indeflllite 
number of activities in parallel. 

GUis: 
QUARTZ ++ framework provides generic fuuctions for input and output GU I generation (based on 

lLOG-VlEWS product). For a particular module, any input pararneters may come from a selected 
database vector. it may also be entered in the module input GUI, it is also possible to have the database 
value as default value in the GUI and to overwrite it. The general philosophy is to display in the activity 
input GUI only the parameters that may have to be modified by the analyst such as processing opt.ions. 
(Typically spacecraft constants sucb as thruster orientation or propulsion model coefficients do not bave 
to be displayed during routine operation. Such parameters are edited separately through the database 
vector edition GUls). 

QUARTZ ++ GUl generation faci'lity enables GUI layout, default values and bounds for 
reasonableness checks to be con:figured and mod.ified easily, for flight dynarnics modules as well as for 
database edition. 

Data Acquisition: 
Flight Dynamics applications such as orbit and attirude determination process Track and Range or 

telemetry measurernent data. QUARTZ ++ framework provides these applications witl1 a sinlple interlace 
with Track and R3llge or telemetry. The framework manages the acquisirion and archivaJ of measurement 
data, acquisition can cope wi.th both deferred time and real time (useful for near real tinle orbiúattitude 
derermination process based on Kal man fi ltering). 

Plots: 
Plot functions rely on PV-V A WE product. PV-V A WE functions are directly invoked from the 

frarnework and allows any tabular result to be immediately plotted. Custom plot templates can be defined 
for the most regularly used plots. 

Reports: 
Flight Dynam.ics Activities may produce ASCJJ report tiles which may be used for interfacing witb 

orher components of aground segment (typically maneuver messagcs). QUARTZ ++ framework 
provides functions to view and broadcast lhese reports through the network to any e-mail or ftp address. 
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Archive management: 
QUARTZ ++ includes means to archive ali input and output data as well as ali repons generated by 

an activity. Archives can be easily rcinstalled so thm the user can rc-run that activity in the same input 
comext it was run before. Archivcs are Lhe primary means to ensure thc tracability o f operation. 

Batch mode: 
Any activity that can be run in interacLive modc (through GUh) can also be run in batcb mode. This 

batch mode is used typically for routine tasks; for example the batch modes enables to generate 
automatically on regular interval ground station antenna pointing ephemeris for Lhe whole fleet . 

Flight Dynamics Functions hosted in QUARTZ ++: 
Basically, QUARTZ ++ inherits from Lhe night proven QUARTZ and COSMJC Flight Dynamicl. 

Station keeping Maneuver planning actlvities: 
The FDS is designed to cope with various station kecping strategies and provide FDS operator with a 

loto f flexibility for maneuver scheduling. Onc may plan as many station keeping maneuvers in advance 
based on regular or irregular station keeping cycles. The basic idea when planing a new maneuver is to 

append it to lhe current maneuver set. The effect on the orbit of ali schedulcd maneuvers are then 
automatically taken into account for other maneuvers planning or any flight dynamics acLivity that require 
orbit propagaúon. Ali orbital rnaneuver planning activities havc the module architecture presented on the 
diagram below: 

Maneuver sclcction module 

• 
Theoretical delta-velocity 
comoutation module 

• 
Maneuver archive and 
telemetrv data rctrieval modu le 

• 
Maneuver implementation 
module (start time I duration 
computation) 

T 

Constraints veri1ication module 

The selection maneuver module displays in its input GUl thc list of maneuvers in the current 
maneuver set. This allows the user to select onc of these maneuvers if the put.posc of the planning is to 
update an existing maneuver rathcr than computing a new one. (Typica.Uy, once an ncw orbit has bcen 
detcnnined one may want to adjust the parameter of an cxisting maneuver as a function of the updated 
orbit). 

The theoretical delta-velocity computation module computes the theoretical orbital corrections that 
compensatc orbital perturbations. Several typcs of station keeping maneuvers are available (a differcnt 
activity is invoked for each klnd of maneuver): 

• l nclination control mancuvers: the software can compute both fixed cyclc duration maneuvers 
and rnaneuvers that maximize lhe duration unli1 the next orbital correction. Processing options 
are availablc to anticipate Lhe eclipse :.ea,ons for spacecraft whích cannot cope with inclination 
control during the eclip!>e !>cason. The software may also compute EW compensation maneuvers 
that completely or partially compeusate the predicted in-plane effect o f NS maneuvers. 

• Longitude eccentricity control maneuvers : Both fixed cycle duraúon maneuvers and maneuvcrs 
that maximize the cycle duration may be computed. The algorithm aims at minimizing the 
number of double East-West corrections in order to diminish the operational workload. The 
computation of FJW corrections anticipates the predicted effects of on-coming N/S mancuve~. 
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• Stauon acquisition and longuude re-allocation maneuver!>: computation of FJW maneuvers for 
fine: ~tation acquisition at lhe end of LEOP. for station longitude change or positioning on 
graveyard orbtt. 

Ali lhese typc!> of maneuvers are compatible wilh coUocation strategies based on eccentricity
inclination separation. 

The archive and te lemetry data retri t:val module aims at retrieving from the telemetry propellant 
values such as temperatures and pressures. ll may also scan the maneuvcr archives in order lo derive a 
predicted performance factor from tJ1e value!> computed for previous maneuvers. 

Thc mttneuver implementation module converts the theoretical velocity increment prevlously 
compuled into muneuver start time and duration as a function of thc propellam data. This algorithm 
involves numeric orbü integration through H l-FI propulsiotl models. The propulsion model is specific for 
each ~pacecraft. (For INTELSAT FDS version, MMS dcveloped custom implementation modules that 
will operate INTELSAT's sate11ite fleet. These custom modules are INTELSAT proprietary property ). 
Once the maneuver b implemented, it will be saved in lhe maneuver databa~e in a form lhal is 
lndependent of the spacecraft so lhat it can be taken into account in orbit propagation by aU the generic 
llight dynanucl. algorílhms o f lhe FDS. 

The last module is dedlcated to constraints verificalion: this module automalically computes aU the 
relevant 11ensor or orbital events that may not be compalible with the selected maneuver mode. Warning is 
issued in case of constraint violation. 

Station Keeping maneuver reconstruction: 
The maneuver reconstruction activity is invoked typicalJy 24 hours aftcr the end of a maneuver. This 

activity mvokes lhe orbil determlnation modules (depicted later) in order to solve for the orbital effect of 
lhe maneuver. lt retrieves the thruster actuation telemetry data in order to simulate the maneuver with lhe 
ffi.FJ propul,ion model with the actual thruster actuation ON-Times. l11e fuel conswnplion during lhe 
maneuver b thur. accurately estimated. The modeled delta-velocity i\ compared to the orbital effect 
estimated from orbil determination in order to derive lhe performance factor of the maneuver. 

Transfer Planning: 
QUARTZ ++ includes a complete set of algorithm for apogee/perigee bum planning during LEOP 

operatwn~ . The FDS can cope wilh clas~ical Geo-synchronous Transfer, with Super-synchronous transfer 
as wel l 31> sub-synchronous transfcr. 

The computation and optimlzation of the transfer burn sequence during LEOP involves a numeric 
optimization algorithm: lhe software solves for the parameters of each maneuvers (right ascension, 
declination. start time and duration) in order to maximize eiilier lhe Begin Of Life (BOL) mass, eilher lhe 
mru.s after lhe last tran~fer buro. It is possible to define conslraints on lhe burn parameters (typically lhe 
attitude of the next bum can be fixed to the current altitude value) as wcll as constraint on the orbil aft.er 
each bum. The \oftware also allows sen~itivity analysis to be performed: lypically one can evaluate the 
sensitivity of the BOL mass wilh respect to uncertainty ou the burn attitude or with respect to a bum 
delay. 

For pre-launch transfcr strategy design and mission analysis, transfer sequence design activity 
(including the dc:.1gn of back-up strategy in case of missed buro), launch window computation activiry, 
dispersion analym activily are hosted in QUARTZ ++. 

Orbit determination: 
Orbil determination is based on a Weighted Least Square algorithm. ln addltion to the orbit 

parameters. thc filter is able to solve for diffcrent measurement and ground station bia~es as well as 
station keeping maneuvers. The covariance matrix as!>ociated to lhe solved for state vector is propagated: 
one can use the orbit determlnalion software to evaluate the impact of measurement error or biases oo thc 
orbit detennination accuracy. Smoothing a lgorithms are also available to pre-fi lter measurement bursts. A 
dedlcated module allows the user to handle measurement data points manually. 

Orbit propagator and Event predictions: 
The FDS orbit propagator is bascd on a Runge- Kutla Butcher order 7/8 algoríthm. The orbit is 

propagated through the scheduled maneuvers. The FDS generates various ephemeris products and 
predicts orbital evenls (eclipses, sun interference). predlcts visibility or blindlng for severa! kind of 
sensors. interference with other spacecraft on the geostationnary ring and computes ground station 
visibility and linl budget. 
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Attitude determination and maneuvers: 
For spin-stabllized spacecrafts. the FDS includes an altitude detennination software. Attitude 

detemúnation is based on a WLS algorithm wltich can solve for measurement and sensor wedging biases 
as well as solar torque componems in addition lo lhe altitude. Closed form methods are also available for 
filter initialization. Attitude maneuver plann.ing activities are available for the control of the spin rate and 
the spin axis direction. 

Relative motion prediction: 
For collocated satellítes on-station, prediction of lhe relative motion of the satellites in the cluster are 

performed. The relative motion can be plot and warning are raised i f safety margins are violated. 

Perspectives: 
lu a close future (begln.iog of 2000), QUARTZ ++ will benefit from additional functions wh.ich aim ai 

i.mprovi.ng the levei of automation for the conlrol of large fleet of geo-stationary satellites. ln particuJar 
the orbit and att.itude determination la~ks wW be automated. For that purpose, orbit and attitude 
measurements will be automatically and conti.nuously processed by Kalman filter esti.mation algorithms. 

An interface with TIMELINE EXECUTER S!W (operation scbeduling software developed by 
MMS) will feature advanced functions for automatic scheduling of station keeping maneuvers. Scheduled 
maneuvers for the whole fleet will be presented on the TIMELINE d.isplay for a typically 2 months 
period. On user request the maneuver scbedule will be updated automatically and new maneuvers 
computed if necessary. Specific flight dynarnics tasks will be initi.ated directly from the maneuver 
schedule. 

In addltí.on to an operational use for geosynchronous transfer and station keeping operations, the 
openness and the configuration capacities of QUARTZ ++ makes its application to Low Eruth Orbit 
satellites control possible. Th.is domain constitutes one of the evolution direction of MMS QUARTZ ++ 
product. 

Acknowledgment: 

[NTELSAT FDC will be the fust industrial application of QUARTZ ++. INTELSAT owns ru1d 
operates a global communications satellite system. Wilh 1998 revenues of over $1 bill.ion, the 
I NTELSAT syst.em provides voice/data, video and lntemet services to over 200 countries and territories. 
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Abstract 
Becartse of tire complexiry of rhe AM-1 spacecmft, tire mission operatiorrs center requires more than 80 distinct flight 
dynamics produc:rs (reports). To create these products, the flight operations team wilf use a variety of modijied 
cvmmercial and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) developed flight dynamics software 
app/ications. Uiifommate/y, this means routine producr generation requires jlighr dynamics experrise, requires skills 
in using each software application, takes severa{ hours of operaror interacsion, ami has many opportrmities for user 
errors. 
To address these issues, we (the jlight dynamics ream) developed automation software. called AutoProducts, which 
provides all the nec:essary coordinasion and communication amonf? tire various jlit?ht dynamics applications. 
AutoProducr.1· autonomously rerrieve.r files: sequences, initialize.s, and execlltes app/ications; and delivers lhe final 
producrs lo rhe appropriate cr~stomers. This eliminates rire need for f/ight dynamics expertise arsd knowledge of each 
applicarion for routirse product generatiorr. Also, it virtually eliminates the potential for error mui routine product 
generationneeds no hwnan-computer interaclion. 
Althou.glr AutoProducts reqtrired a significam eftnrt to develap beca use of tlte campfexity of tire interfaces involved. its 
use wi/1 provide significam time QJI(/ cosi savings through reduced operator time and maximum pmducs reliability. 
User satisfactiorr is significantly improved witlr AutoProrlucts anrJ jliglr.t dynamics experts have more time to petform 
valuable analysi.1· work. In addirion, most ofthe AllloProducrs code can be easily reusedfor.furure missions. 
Keywords: automarion, ausunomous operations. commercial-off-the-shelj: j1iglrt dynamics. 

lntroduction 

As part of National Aeronautics and Space Admin.istration's (NASA's) Earth Science Enterprise, the 
Earth Observing System (EOS) AM-1 spacecraft is designed to monitor Jong-term global environmental 
changes. Using the spacecraft fligllt operations system, EOS Mission Operations System (EMOS), lhe 
flight operators send commands and receive telemetry from AM-1 (Figure 1). The AM-1 FHght 
Dynarnics System (FDS) provi.des important information to EMOS, which is used to create space.craft 
cornmands and plan mission events. The flight dynamics information is packaged into more than 80 
distinct products (reports). Specifically, the operators use FDS to: 

• monitor spacecraft attitude and orbit in real-time 
• provide spacecraft collllllanding information 
• support anomaly resolution for spacecraft navigation, maneuver, and attitude systems 
• perform spacecraft maneuver planning 
• analyze spacecraft on-board orbit compurations 
• predict potential spacecraft oorrununication limes 
• provide spacecraft science instrument planning aids 
Because the mission-required flight dynami.cs information is so diverse, FDS consists of several 

integrated commercial and custom· software applications. Without any automation software, FDS was 
extremely cumbersome, requiring flight dynamics expertise and lrnowledgc of several software packages 
and hardware platforms. Routine product generation was a highly interactive process that took hours to 
complete and had thc potential for many user errors. 

Problem description 
In an effort to redoce software devel.opment costs and shorten development time, the flight dynamics 

organi.zation at NASA regularly evaluates the use of commercial software packages. Therefore, FDS 
incorporates Satellite Tool Kit (STK) by Analytical Graphics. Inc., FreeFiyer by AI Solutions, Inc., and 
MATLAB by Tbe Math Works, lnc to meet the AM-1 requirements (Figure 2). However, aiJ the 
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commercial software needed customization. Even after custOmizing Lhe commercial software, we still 
needed to write some unique software to meet requirements speeific to AM- 1. · 

/) ~ I""'''•"•Oo••OM•o 
~ ..... ,. (1!l'IS) 

l EOSAM-1( ~~ 

~ Telmel'\1& I'J 
Comnen•U J ~ 

~~~ 
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Fíg. 1 AM-1 Flight Operations Ground System Components 

--------------------------: 
r FDs 1 I 

I 
I 

I 
tormatl$d 1 
products 

---------------------------J Fig. 2 FDS Architecture Díagram Wíthout AutoProducts 

EMOS 

The STK package aJlows users to compile custom software modules with the cornmercially available 
STK modules to expand its functionality. We wrote severa] custom modules (in C) to produce 
acquisition data, lunar beta angles, lunar eclipse times, solar terrninator, solar eclipse, solar mid day, 
spacecraft shadow times, and minimum/maximum latitude times - AM-1 spec ific functionality that 
wasn't available in the commerciaJ package. We use buill-in funclionality to generate fields of view, 
viewing times, orbital events, solar and lunar azimuth and e levation angles, and altitude reports. STK 
uses predicted ephemeris files generated by FreeFlyer to produce its reports. 

The FreeFiyer package provides an object oriented scripting language to allow users to perform tasks. 
We wrote severa! complex FreeF!yer scripts to produce maneuver planning products. We use relatively 
simple FreeFlyer scripts for predícted ephemeris, state vectors, and geometrical event reports (e.g., 
Brouwer-Lyddane elements. solar beta angles, and local sw1 time). FreeFlyer uses institutionaJ reference 
files and a state vector from the spacecraft telemetry to produce its reports. 

The MATLAB package requires users to write scripts using MATLAB library routines to perform 
tasks. We wrote several custom MATLAB modules to creatc a variety of spacecraft altitude related 
products. Our customized MATLAB modu.les use telemetry files to create the attitude data and produce 
several products in the EMOS formaL 

AM-1 has on-board navigation software. called lhe Trackiug and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) On
board Navigallon System (TONS}. A copy of lhe TONS flight software, implemented on a Sun 
Microsystems workstation, as well as some supporting software. is used to analyze spacecraft on-board 
orbit computations and performance. This integratcd set of software is called the TONS Grouod Support 
System (TGSS). TGSS uses telemetry files io validate orbil veclors from the spacecraft. FreeFlyer needs 
this information to generate its reports. 

We mod.ified existing NASA-developed epberneris file reformatting software (Ephemeris Utilities) to 
produce the specific formats required by STK and EMOS. 
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Each product has precise data fomlat requirements. Because FreeFlyer and STK cannot meet the 
formats required by EMOS, we wrote a custom application using Perl, called FOSFormatte.r, to reformat 
reports into the formats EMOS requires. Nearly all products must be reformatted by FOSFormatter 
before being delivered to the custome.rs. 

Every day, the night operations team is required to generate 30 different flight dynamics products. 
Under special circumstances, even more products must be geoeraled. From the flight operators' 
perspective, generating the daily products is a time-consuming task. The instructions to generate lbese 
products take 18 pages! Iutegrating several software applications in to the FDS raises severa I operational 
concems: 

• Routine product generation requires knowledge of multiple applications executing on different 
hardware plalforms. Generatiug daily products requires knowledge of UNIX. Windows NT, 
TGSS, STK. FreeFlyer, MA TLAB, FOSFormatter, and lhe AM-1 Ephemeris Utilities. 

• Generating products is a highly interaclive process requiring a user 10 interact with each 
application multiple times to generate each product. 

• Routine product generation requires several hours to complete. Although each daily product can 
be generated in 5-40 minutes, the entire process takes 6-8 hours because each product must be 
generated individually and serially- the fust product must be completed before the next product 
can be started. 

• User interaction with each application introduces the potential for errors, since users are required 
to manually enter filenanles and input parameters as well as sequence and execute applications. 
Even with 18 pages of detailed instructions for daily product generation, operators commonly 
make severa! mistakes. 

• Generating products requires some leve] of flight dynamics expertise to detemline appropriate 
inputs and sequencing. Operators need lo understand the system fairly well in order for product 
generation to make sense and prevent critica] mistakes. 

During FDS development these issues became apparent when developers and flight dynamics 
analysts began generating sample products for testing purposes. It quickly became clear that using 
severa! different software applications was unreasonable and some soct of automation was necessary to 
make the system easier to use. 

Solution Description 

To address these issues, we developed a software application caiJed AutoProducts. The purpose of 
AutoProducts is to capture operations procedures. AutoProducts performs routine product generation 
without human-computer ioteraction. In add.ition, it acts as a single graphical user interface for all the 
t1ight dynamics software applications to allow users to generate unique groups of ooo-routine products 
easily. 

AutoProducts is executed from a single hardware platform and provides aJl nccessary coordination 
and communication among the various flight dynamics software applications. AutoProducts 
autonomously retrieves necessary files, sequences and executes applications (on the same platform and 
on other hardware platforms) with correct input parameters, and delivers tl).e final flight dynamics 
products to the appropriate customers. Although AutoProducts will normally generate pre-prog.rammed 
sets of routine products, its graphical user interface allows for configuration of customized and one-of-a
kind products. Additionally, AutoProducts has been designed as a mission-indcpendent tool. and can be 
reconfigured to support other missions or incorporate new flight dynamics software applications. 
AutoProducts is capable of generating the appropriate products automatically at pre-detennined tin1e 
intervals for the life of lhe mission. 

AutoProducts Framework 

AutoProducts is an extensible framework. The key to understanding AutoProducts is lhe concept of 
Actions (Figure 3). An Action holds data that parameterizes a task that AutoProducts carrys out. 
Support for various kinds of Actions are implemented in modules that are loaded into AutoProducts at 
run time. For a particular kind of Action, the Action Execution module verifies and performs the Action. 
The Action Editor module displays and allows lhe user to modify the Acúon's data. 

Actions fit nicely in to the object oriented programming modeL An Actioo has a Type, which defines 
how it inlplements the Action interface. Every Action understands the validate, execute, dependencies, 
and edit messages. The validare message requests a consisteucy check on the Action's data. The execute 
messagc carries out the Actioo wilh its currenr data (configuration). The dependencie~ message requests 
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n list of the Action~ that this Action is dependem upon. When AutoProducts runs interactively, the edit 
message presents an Action Editor to the user. Through the Action Editor, users customize the Action's 
data. 

: lntetaallve 

Fig. 3 AutoProducts Framework 

An example of a kind of Action is a List Action which groups and orders other Actions. Its data 
consists of a sequence of Actions and a flag for each indicating whether or not it is currently enabled. 
When a List is executed, it executes each of its enablcd clements. Users enable or disable Actions within 
the List and add or remove Actions to the List through the List Editor. 

An Action executes within a ContexL The Context preserves state across Action executions. Actions 
collllllunicate with each othcr by manlpulating the Context. Thc Action may have effects outside of 
AutoProducts (e.g. running another application), but coordinating tbese effects is handled through the 
Context. The Contexl maintains a slack of currently executing Acdons. Contexts allow AutoProducts to 
perform Actions concurrently. The user interFace allow~ creating a new Context and seJecting the 
Context in which Actions will execute. 

Actions and Types are maintained in a Registry (figure 4). Loading an Action Execution module 
detines a new Type. The Type maps the validate, execute. dependencies, and edit messages to functions 
in the loaded modules. Actions (instances of Types) are loaded from files. The Registry verifies the 
Actions it loads with the w1/idate and dependencies messages. Actions are al~o verified whcn the user 
anempts to commit an updatc (made with an Action Editor) to Lhe Registry. -

--
Fig. 4 AutoProducts Actions and Types 

Each Comext bas its own Registry of Actions and Types. This is necessary since Actions may 
change in one Context (due to user interacti.ons) whilc aJlOthcr Context is active. For Actions to safely 
execute conctll'rently, Lhe Action execution module must maintain stale in the Contcxt and use the 
Context-uniquc idcntifier in extemal interactions. However, AutoProducts cannot guarantec that thc 
application it is interacling with can perform the requested tasks in pmallel. 

Some Types of Actions have general application. A Li~t Action groups a ~tet of Act.ions in a 
parucular sequence. A Test Action executes another Action and compares the results to the expected 
results. An Eva! Action provide~ a hook to the implementation language. 

The following are other key parts of the frameworl. The Messaging module implcmcnts the protocol 
for scnding and receiving me!>sages within AutoProducts. The Context service creates and commands 
existing Contexts (e.g. teUs a Context to execute an Action). 1l1c Scheduling service schedules Actions 
for execut.ion in a particular Context at a later time. TI1e Reporting module collects and distributes status, 
war1úng, and error messagcs. 
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The AutoProducts framework allows moduJes to be plugged in when necessary. Adding support for a 
new Type of Action is simply a matter of implementing the Action interface. This might extend 
AutoProducts capabilities by interfacing with another software application. lmplementing an Action 
Editor would support interactive operation. Different Action Editors, witb more or less flexibility, can be 
plugged in for different users. Modules that do not directly support Actions can be loaded as weiJ, for 
example, the module thal provides support for AM-1 naming conventions. 

Wben run interactively, AutoProducts presents a Perllfk based user interface. Figure 5 shows the 
main user interface window that preseuts the list of available Actious. Wbeu the user requests to edit an 
Action, ao Editor for that Action is opened (Figure 6). That Editor may open other windows (Figure 7). 
All of the Editors in the user interface populate a wiodow baving a common sbell for consistency. 
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AM-1 Specific lmplementation 
To support the AM-1 mission, we developed a number of Action modules. We expect that mnny of 

these modules will be useful in future AutoProducts applications. 
Supponing an extemal tool is dependent on the interface ir providcs. We were fortunate to have 

source code for many of lhe tools we need to support. simple interfaces to olhers (e.g .. many UNIX 
utilities), and scripting languages and/or good vendor suppon for others. Trying to get events into an 
application that only províded a graphical interface would be a problem. 

For AM- 1, AutoProducts needs to interface wilh severa! software applications. We created Actions 
to work with each applicatiou: STK. Freeflyer. MATLAB, FOSFormatter, and the Ephemeris Utilities. 
STK provides an externai interface with its Conncct moduJe. AutoProducts communicatcs with 
STK/Conncct via sockets. FreeFlyer provi de!> its own scripting languagc. We annotated lhe AM- I 
FreeFiyer scripts with hooks to allow automa.lion. An operating system service on the FreeFlycr platform 
receives commands from AutoProducts to set up and execute FreeFiyer !,cripts . MATLAB also has a 
scrípting language. We bave a family of Action~ that prepare MATLAB scripts for execution. Since 
FOSFormatter was writlen in Per!, its modules are easily loaded into AutoProducts at rw1-time. The 
Ephemeri~ Utilities are FORTRAN executables with Tci/Tk user interfaces. AutoProducts communicates 
with the Ephemeris Utilities via standard UNIX input and output streams. 

ln addition to the application interfaces, we need infrastructure Actions to coordinate the product 
generation process. An FTP Action retrieves or delivers files using File Transfer Protocol (FTP). A 
Reference Aclion moves or renames a fi le. An Archive Aclion accesscs or maintains the product archive. 
An Ephref Action selects and vaJidates an ephemeris file for a satellite. A TimePeriod Action selects the 
timespan for products. A TDRSSiot Action selects the operational TDRS to use for product generation. 

lmplementation Notes 

We implemented AutoProducts under HP-UX 10.20 using Perl S. We chose HP-UX becausc it 
suppor1s the largest subset of the software applications AutoProducts needs to coordinate. Perl S has 
strong module support and makcs it easy to dynamically load modules. AJso. Perl 5 has an extensive 
library and n good interface with the operating system. 

Contexts are currentJy mapped onto processes. We imend to have the option of mapping Contexts 
onto threads when tbe Perl support for tbreads stabili;.es. Threads offer two advantages . Fif:)t, threads 
will be faster. there is some synchronization cost. but moving an object between queues in memory is 
much faster than serializing the object and transferring it across a pipe or socket. Second. thread~ will 
reduce rcsource usage since, for example, loaded modules can be shared. 

1t is possihle to implement a non-Perl/Tk based sct of editors for AutoProducts to load. For example, 
we could build a family of edirors based on curses or cditors that providc a World Wide Web (WWW) 
interface to 1\utoProducts. 

Example 

One tool that AutoProduc~ interfaces with is lhe Magneüc Field Prediction Utility (MFPU). Upon 
request, FDS provides EMOS with Tbree-Axis Magnetometer (TAM) fault detection isolation and 
recovery (FDTR) predict tables. These tables (created by MFPU) are required for on-board fault detection 
during attitude rnaneuvers. MFPU is implemented as a MATLAB applicarjon with its own u:-.er interface. 
The procedure to produce and deliver lhis table requjres severa! pages of instructions. Howcver, all the 
information necessary to perform the procedure can bc derived from the product start time. 

Within AutoProducts. we c reate a List Action called Produce T AM FDTR Predict Table. This List 
Action contains severa! Actions. First lhe Product Time Period Action ~pecifie~ lhe start time of tbe 
product. This is the only place the user needs to specify information. Then the AM-1 Period Ephemcris 
Reference Action locates the AM l epllemeris file that covers tllat time period. NeX4 lhe MA TI..AB 
MFPU Action: 

• derives tbe MFPU parameters fromits data and lhe Context; 
• builds a file containing statements to initialize and invoke the function that generates lhe product; 

and 
• executes that file. 
The FfP Products to EMOS Action delivers lhe product to EMOS. Lastly, lhe Archivc Products 

Action archives the product. Using AutoProducts. the instructions for generating lhe TAM FDIR Predict 
Table are reduced to a few mouse clicks and selecting a start time. 
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Conclusion 
AutoProductll grcatly reduces many of the concems associated with the night dynamics product 

generation: 
• Users can be trained to use a single application and graphical user interface to generate products. 

Groups of non-routine products can be generated witb a few minutes of human-computer 
intcraction u~ing a single user interface. Users require knowledge of HP-UX and AutoProducts 
only. 

• Routine product generation is performed autonomously. No interaction i~ necessary, allowing the 
opermor to do other tasks during product gcncration. 

• Routine product generation proce~-.sing time has been significantly reduced. Daily product 
generation takes less than an hour and is solely dependent on the fiight dynamics software 
applicatiom. · processing time. 

• Since input pararneters, filenames. and applicaúon sequences are prcprogrammed for routine 
product generation, user interaction error is eliminated. 

• No Oight dynamics expertise is required for routine product generation. Autonomous operation 
reduces thc levei of expertise needed for Oight operations. 

Over the life of thc AM-1 mission we expect AutoProducts to save at leust 6 hours of operator time 
every day. 

While EMOS i~ still being tested. flight dynamics analysts are frequently asked to provide sample 
products. With AutoProducts, generating sample products requlres less lead-time and has a significantJy 
smaUer impact on the analysts' otber work. They used to have to devote days to generating sample 
products - hours of human-computer interaction. With AutoProducts. only a few minutcs of human
computer interaction is needed. Saving one anaJyst 24 hours of work to prepare sample products for each 
of 20 rernaining tests before AM- I launches, mcans an overall savings of at least 480 hours of analysts' 
time by u~ing AutoProducts. 

ln addition, tmining users to use AutoProducts instead of ali the flight dynamics software applications 
is easier. lt requirc~ lcss time and usefll gain a better understanding of the overall systern. 

Since users began using AutoProducts (even with liruited capabilities), we havc rcceived posiúve 
feedback about the ease-of use and efficiency of FDS. 

Although AutoProducts required a significant effort to develop becau~e of the complexity of the 
interfaces iJJVolved, its use will provide significant cost savings through reduced operator time and 
maxímum product reliability. In additíon, uscr satisfnction is significantly improved and Oight dynamics 
experts have more time to perform valuuble analysis work. AutoProduct~ helps both analysts and 
developers do thcir jobs more efficiently and effectivcly. 

Glossary of Terms and Acronyms 

curses 
EMOS 
EOS 
FDIR 
FDS 
FORTRAN 
FfP 
HP-UX 
MATLAB 
MFPU 
NASA 
Per I 
Perlffk 
STK 
TAM 
Tcl/fk 
TDRS 
TGSS 
TONS 
UN IX 
Windows NT 

character based windowing library 
EOS Mission Operations System 
Earth Observing System 
fauli detection isolaúon and recovery 
AM-1 Flight Dynrunics System 
formula translation, a progranuning language 
tile transfer protocol 
Hewletr Packard's Oavor of UNIX 
MA Trix LABorntory by The Math Works, Inc. 
Magnetic Field Prediction Uti lity 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Pracúcal Expression and Report Language 
Perl Toolkit 
Satellite Tool Kit 
Three-Axis Magnetometer 
Tool Command Langunge Toolkü 
Tracking and Data Rclay Satellite 
TONS Ground Support System 
TDRS On-board Navigation System 
a mulú-user operating ~y:.tem 
a Microsoft operaling syMem 
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Abstract 
ODS (Orbital Dynomics Software) i.1 dedicared m rhe .l·tatian keeping of 3-axis srabilized geosrarionary satellires. lt i.1· a 
sei o.f spare dynamics modules integrated in to tlle very powerful Man Macl!ine Interface (MMI) MF?.RCA TOR 11. 
Thil software is a srrfe solurion to the automatic chaining of the space dynamics calc:u/arions and operations. 
lt i.1 de1•e/oped by CNES (lhe French space agency) with CS CISI (a mbsidiary branc/1 of tht "Cnmmunications and 
SyJtem.l • group) as .lllbcnnlractor. 
OSD is a new ~o~enl'ration o.f grmmd comro/ ,\'(l(twore used by CNES (TELECOM2). ARA1JSA1: the Swnlish Space 
Corporarion (SIRIUS 2). Shinawarra (THAICOM J ro/o('(ltl!d wirh TI-IA/COM 2) ... ODS nwy be installed as a partia/ 
ar ~·omplete sollllion for the upgrade o.f old ground control cenll•rs (J:.):ample: TOF). Today, lO sl/lellites ore controlled 
j rom 6 diiferelll sitei. 
Keywords: Station. Keeping, Geosrationary 3-axiJ Stabili::.ed Snrellires, Sarei/ire Comrol centers. 

General lnformation 
The main principie of ODS is the complete automatic chaining of the space dynamics calculations 

during the whole operational life of lhe 3-axis stabilized satellites on the geostationary orbit. That means 
ODS is able to 

• Determine thc cemered adapted parameters of the orbits: 
• Compute the maneuvers, 
• Generate the telecommunds. 
• Exploit the telemetry and the ranging data. 
ODS is integrated into a Man Machine Interface provided by MERCATOR U. AIJ the space 

dynamics modules benefit from th.is MMJ which is able to monitor. mange and control: 
• The parameters setting, 
• The execution of lhe ~oftware. 
• The accuracy of Lhe re~ults. 
A graphkal tool (a reference software in CNES flight dynamics activities) is used to plot thc station 

keeping graphs exploited by the operators lo instantaneously understand the orbit control of the satellite 
or to help the writing of the flight operation reports. 

MERCATOR li is also used by CNES during lhe LEOP of lhe geostationary satellites. This MMI has 
been validated in operation mode by 27 LEOP since 1989. 

I When starting ODS, the operator starts MERCATOR U and gets a maiu menu (See Fig. 4) where all 
the functionl> are rcachable through a simple pushbutton: a simple click on the mouse and a space 
dynamics computation can be run. 

The powerful MMI, the high ~kills of CNES and CS CISI teams in term of geostationary station 
keeping, the ability of the software to summarize the main resuJts of the computation can be run. 

The powerful MMl, the high skills of CNES and CS CISI teams in term of geostationary station 
keeping, the ability of the software to summarize the main results of the computations make ODS one of 
Lhe bcst syslems to be used. 

The main modules (orbit determiuaúon, celestial events and maneuvers calculaúon) are directly 
applicable to whatever 3-axis &tabilized geostaúonnary spacecraft:;. 
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Ali specific altitude control, telecommand and lelemetry modules can be developed using lhe CNES 
space dynamics software patrimony. 

Thanks to the perfect automatic chaining of the operations and to tl1e ability of ODS to summarize the 
main informatiou, only L engineer at a time is required to operate lhe ODS anda team of 2 engineers are 
enough lo maintain the satelli te ln station keeping. Thc money saving are not negligible after a few years 
exploitations with respect to the old systems. 

ODS is not an off-ilie-shell software. Howcver it can be adapted. validated and relea~ed in les~ than 6 
months and somctimes in only a few weeks. ODS i~ a Jow cost solution. Jt can be adapted to lhe mission 
of a satellitc with a minimal developrnent effon. Moreover, because lhe satellite mission may change 
during its life (longitude window. eccentricity circle. colocatiou witb other satellites). ODS has been 
designed to be easily evolutionary. 1n most of tl1e cases, onJy a modification of the data base is necessary. 
The maintenance of ilie software is another strong point of ODS. 

One could ask wbat is necessary to do to install ODS in a ncw Satellitc Center or to install it in a old 
SCC. The next paragraph shows that ODS is a solution for the br<md new SCC and also a solution for the 
upgradc (or retrofit) of the old SCC. 

lnstallation and Configuration of ODS 

ODS is based on a set configuration files written before the releasc of lhe software. These files 
describe the arrangement of the space dynamics modules, the arrangement of the data base, of the ranglng 
files, of Lhe retrieval files used in operation aud of thc temporary files. 

Example: a configuration file defines all topics of ilie main menu (See Fig. 4) and links tl1e module~ 
together in a given topic (Lhe maneuver calculation module is accessible when click.ing Maneuver topic 
in the main menu. See Fig. 5). 

A specific shell has been devcloped to auto.matically configure these files by a few environment 
variables before the rclease. 

Thc installation of ODS consists in copying the software from a storage support (CD. DAT, ... ) to a 
dedicated spac:e of 100 Mo. RPM (Red hat Package Manager) can also be used, providing a most up to 
date and efficient solution for installation. 

The compu ter mu~l be a SUN with a Solaris System ora PC wilh a LINUX system. 
The envi.ronment of ODS is automatically set using the configuration files when starting ODS. The 

procedure is very slmple since only a command h~ to be typed. 
Once ODS is installed and configured, it can easily be used by the operators thanks to MERCA TOR 

TI. All the functions are de~cribed in the following paragraph. 

ODS: an easy and powerful MMI 

lnputs Management: 
Each space dynamics module of ODS has inputs. They are extracted from a data base entirely 

mauaged by thc MMI. The operator can or cannot modify them according to lhe ODS manager choices. 
Eac:h input data modified or sel by the operator i1> controlled by tl'te MMJ. Only specified values are 

aulhorized. The controls are defined before the ODS release by the ODS manager and by lhe rnission 
analysis. 

Outputs Management: 
After executing a spacc dynanúcs module, lhe operator gct~ outputs. He c:an access them using the 

MM1 and store them in the data base. They are controlled by the modules. lt is ilie principie of ilie 
automalic chaining of lhe operation_~. No "manual'' operation is ueeded. 

The operator can use a synthesis page to broadcast lhe main results on severa! screens of the 
computer network. He can use the history ftmclion to save Lhe resuJts and analyze them over severa! 
cycles. 

He can run lhe integrated graphicaJ tool of ODS to plo1 graphs. Ali the graphs procedures by ODS 
may be saved under a post-scripl format and induded in a cycJe report. 

Easy Chaining of the Operations. OSD is Easy to Use: 
The complete chaining of tl1e operations is described by a User's Manual delivered with ODS. 
After opening the main menu of the MMJ. the operator c<m access the whole modules by a simple 

click on pushbuttons. 
H is lhen very easy to run tlle modules because in most cases no input has to bc sct by the operator. 
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Only a few days are necessary to train operators how to chain U1e modules. 
During thc parrunetcr sctting, the exccution and lhe checking of the rcsults. a log-hook is open. 

Message:. are displayed to give informntion about thc controls, to help lhe operators or to prevent al l the 
problems. 

History 
An history function is implemented in ODS. Its function is to allow lhe operator to store in files 

whatever data be want~ and therefore to hclp the analysis of the night dynamics parameters of the orbit. 
of lhe :.atellite and of lhe ground antennas during the whole life of thc satellite in order to Lrnprove the 
data base. 

Example: The evolution of the ratio between the tangenüal and the normal component of an 
inclination maneuver ver:.us the local ~atcllite time lead:. no the full managemem of tJ1e cross-coupling 
pbenomenon. 

An extemal graphical tool (EXCELL) c.:an be used as well as the ODS's one to plot the evolution of 
tJle intcrcsting parametcrs over the opcrational life of the satellite. 

Retrieval Files 
Each module can be ruo using the current state of the data base or u:.ing a set of input:. prepared and 

stored during a previ ou~ execuüou of tJle module. 1llis is the principie of the retrieval flle. 
After each execution the operator can store the inputs and outputs of a module in a specific retrieval 

file. This fileis tben used to check tbe operations (tracabi lity of auy computation) or to train Lhe novice 
operators how to use ODS. 

In most of the installations two ODS exist. The training and tbe operational ODS share tJle same 
space dynamics modules, but have two different sets of configuraüon files and two different data bases. 

The novice operators can train on thc training ODS while tJle operations are done on the operational 
ODS without auy risk. 

Broadcasting 
U~ing the Broadcasting fuuction. the operator can "hardcopy" a page on its screen or a printer. This 

special page summari1es the main resuhs of ao execution. It can be broadcast on severa] screeus (and 
severa! computers according to the mount oftbe oetwork). 

An operator and !>everal analysts can work togetber at lhe same momenl with ODS. 
But thanks to a lock-system, only one person has me right lo modify tJ1e data base. 

ODS, Satellite Control Center and Satellite 
The information is always coutrolled by the MMJ. The operator accesses to the data base using the 

MMI. The telecommands (or the datn needed by the procedures) are available on the broadcasting 
function of the MMI. 

The operator can access to me telemctry and ranging files using the MMl. 
The operator can access to tbe data base of other control systems using tbe MM1 (in case of colocated 

satelli te~). 

Fíg. 1 ODS in lhe control syslem of lhe salellile 
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Start of the cycle, Entry Point 

The simples! way to understand thc ease to use an ODS is to presem Lhe chaining of the operatlons 
through a 2 week East-West and North-South cycle. 

At the very beginning of li f e of the satellite, it is necessary to initialize lhe data base with data coming 
from lhe LEOP (initial orbit, mass, fuel and oxidizer pressures, tempcratures in the tanks ... ). 

Once these data have been entered, Lhe data base of the satellüe will be entirely managed by ODS 
during its whole life. 

The principle of thc station keeping is to define an East!West cycle which duratlon is an integer 
uumber of weeks. The corrcsponding North/South control i~ based on a cyclc multiple of the East!West ' 
one. 

The computalion of the maneuvers is rythmed by the entry points (EP) of the East/West cycle. 
At the very beginning of life of the satellitc. it is possible to irlitialize lhe data base at any Entry Point. 

The software will Lhen chain ali the station keeping calculations from an entry point to thc next one. 

Thtustct 

lnclinatton history East/West m-1 r~· lr~· 
EP 1 EP2 EP3 EP4 

Stnn of 
cycle 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

~ ,~ Orbi~Detenninalions ~ 

Next 
cyc.le 

13 
Days 

Di1111im1 Cliill Dl.!IB tal1r!!ll Rmgmg campa1gn 

Fig. 2 Cycle schedule and operations 

At EP 1, after an orbi L determination, the incli11ation maneuver is calculated and then performed.. 
At EP2 (a fcw hours after lhe inclination maneuver ). a "thruster history" maneuver may be.necessary 

in order to avoid the exit of tbe longitude window wheo the cross coupling of the inclination maneuver is 
very di fferent from thc foreseen one. 

AI EP3, Lhe inclination maneuver is calibrated, the orbit is determined and an East!West maneuver 
ora couple o f them is calculated to control both the eccentricity and the longitude. 

At EP4, Lhe operator calibrates the East/WesL maneuver and prepares the next cycles. 
The ranging is stopped untiJ the end of the cycle. 
The colocation function o( ODS is used whenever a maneuver has to perfom1ed. two (or more) 

satellites can be monitored in the sarne station keepü1g longitude. In that case ODS is able to get the orbit 
bulletin of all satellites to be colocated thanks to thc MMI configuration files. 

Entry Point 1 

For a two week North/South cycle this entry point is used to calculare an inclination maneuver. The 
software can take into account a free drift period without any control of the secular inclinaLion drift. In 
that case this entry point is mute. 

Before calculat'ing lhe inclination maneuver to be perforrned on the third day of the cycle, an orbit 
determination is necessary. 48 hours measurements are usually performed from Lhe start of the cycle. 

ROMANCE, the orbit determination module, is run. Tlús module has an analytical model for the orbit 
extrapolation. Jt is able to detemúne the components of 5 maneuvers using angular. ranging, turn around 
or range rale measurements. Even the smallcst speed increments are taken into account and determined 
(for example Lhe wheel unloading thruster activity. 

In output lhe operator gets an orbit bulletin. He updates the data base wilh the refreshed orbit by a 
simple click on the mouse and a confirmation. Ali the orbits gol from ROMANCE are stored by the 
history function in a dcdicated ftle. 
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l11is orbit is now the input of lhe maneuver compulation module. This is the principie of lhe 
automalic chaining: Tlte 011tputs ufa module bec:ome the inpws ofthe llf!).f cme. 

Thc graphical tool can be used. 11 helps thc cngineers analyz.ing quickly tl1c quality of tl1e orbit 
determination. The re1.iduals of the la!> I Gauss-Newton algorithm loop are displayed. 

ROMANCE is able 10 determine the 6 orbital paramctcrs of the buUetin, tlle 3 components of up to 5 
maneuver1>, the antenna biases and lhe solar radiation pressure coefficicm over mass (CpS/m) at the date 
ofthe orbit. 

Taking into a~.:count 1his new orbit (and as oftcn as necessary), a prediction module, GEOPRED, is 
run in order to compute the celestial, l>atellite and antenna events. GEOPRED may be run ou tbe long 
term with a "frozen" orbi1 (constunl centered adaplcd parameters) for example to predkt lhe Suo eclipse~ 
by the Moon. It may be run on the shon tcrm with a fine orbit extrapolation for the exact forecast of tbe 
cveOI . 

The following evenls are calculated: 
• Antenna-Sun interferences, 
• Moon and Sun eclipses, 
• lnfraRed Earth Sensor blinding, 
• Visibility of the Sun Semors ... 
Takmg into accoum the new orbit, the inclinalion maneuver is calculated using the MANORB 

module. The principie of tlle module. for tbe normal COIJtrOI, is to control lhe secular penurbation on the 
inclina1ion mainly duc to the !uni-solar potential. MANORB calculater. lhe inclination drift over the 6 
ncxt months and estimmes tl1e necessary speed increments to be perfonned in order to keep the satcllite in 
an inclination circle (the center of ú1e circle is modifiablc according to lhe mission of thc satellite). This 
function i~ important ~ince it is a way to separale colocated satcllite.s (moreover eccentricity and 
longitude separation ~trategies are pos!>ible). 

MA: ORB i~ used for the computalion of lhe Ea.-.úWcst maneuvers as we will see it in tbe next 
paragraphs. At Entry Point I, MANORB computes lhe iJlclination mancuver and prcdlcts tlle next 
Ea~LIWcst maneuvcrl>. 

In input. tl1e operator can ask lhe systematic use of the Sun Scnsors during the maneuvers or allow 
tbe use of the gyro!>. MANORB writes in its log-book which Sun Sensor or gyro is used to perform the 
maneuver (see Fig. 5) 

When the Sun Sen~ors are used. a de optimization of the time maneuver is sometimes necessary in 
order to eontrol the anitude of the satcllite. MANORB is able to do it and estimates the over cost duc to 
this de optimization. 

Aftcr eacb maneuver eomputation a module dedicatcd to the colocation may be run. lt is a mean to 
check thal colocated S<ltellites are correctly separated. I f a dose proxirnity occuTs tbe maneuver plan of 
tbe maneuvering satellite is modified. 

After each maneuver computation. the operator can a~k for the plot of a graph showiJig Lhe evolution 
of thc orbilal adapted parameters (See fig. 7) over two or several cycles. 

The true longitude, t11e eccentricity, the incUnation, the drift and lhe mean longitude are displayed. li 
i!> a way to get a quick and easy glimpse of the satellile bchavior. 

This graph is the same as that of thc extrapolation module (PREDORB). PREDORB is run for special 
operations when the orbital eogineer ha\ to compute "manually" a maneuver. It is ablc to extrapolate the 
orbit taking imo account up to 20 maneuvers. The extrapolation is a numerical model; the smallest orbit 
perturbations are included in the algorithm. 

An oplional d:uly aclivity (in m/s/day) can be !>CI (as well as for the MAJ\"ORB module) to take into 
account an abnormal thruster activity duc to imponant wheel unloadings for ex:unple. 

/\fter computing lhe normal mancuver, using lhe speed incremcnts stored in lhe data base the 
operator. lhe telecommand &ession is sto.ned. 

On the one hand a few modules are dedicated to the altitude control. For examplc. the questions is 
about the calculation of the Sun direc1ion in the satellite reference frrune or about tlle prediction of tbe 
Sun movement in the &ensors. 

U~ing the CNES software patrimony it is e~y to develop whatevcr space dynamics module for lhe 
auiludc control. So allthc 3-axis stahilized geostalionary satellites could bc controlled by an ODS. 

On the othcr ha11d, the mancuver page has to be produ~.:ed in order to provi de ú1e data required by the 
procedures of tlle control center before performing the maneuver. 

Two kinds of maneuver pages have been developcd so fac. They both use the performances of the 
tbru~ters calculated from the telemctry (pressurel. in the tank' and thrust models). A special module 
produccs the steady Mate tllrust and now rate of each thruster. The operator stores the~e data in the base. 
They will bc used hy the maneuver page modules. 
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A set of hexadecimal transltlling modules are used in a few ODS. The princíple is to convcn the 
speed increments calculates by MANORB or PREDORB into hexadecimal value. 

Speciftc modules could bc developed for any kind of pltuform in order to work with any control 
center. 

In all the case~ the thruM profile (from ADCS) i~ implemented in the module~. The maneuver 
duration. the start date. the end date are calculated. 

The wbeel unloading to be perfonncd before tbe Mat1on kccpmg maneuven, is computed from the on
board measured torqucs. 

The main results of thc maneuver page calculation are \lOred in the data ba~c tmaneuver duration, 
speed increments ... ). They will be used m the followtng Entry Point for the orbit dctcrmination or the 
maneuver calibration. 

Entry Point 2 

Just after perform•ng the inclli1alion maneuver. thc thru\tCr hi\tory results are available in the 
telemetry. ODS can read the decommuted telemctry from the control center. determines the ~peed 
increments and the consumpuon. 

The maio objective of the thru!>tcr history explollation is to compute lhe propellant remaining in the 
tanks and. of course, the mass of the satellite. 

After executing the modules, these ma.~ses are updated m the data base. 
According to the tanh and thrusters configuration. a thermodynamic model h~ becn dcveloped. 1t is 

u~ed to check the calculation o f thc masses. 
Another objective of the thruster bistory is to calibr:uc thc performed maneuver by comparing the 

commanded (from lhe maneuvcr page) with the determincd specd increments. Thi!> information will be 
used for the computation of lhe ncxt maneuvers when lhe c.:u libration by an orbital me;m is nolltvailable. 

The cross coupling associa ted with the i11clination maneuvcr migbt lead to a longitude window exit. 
To avoid it. MA."'ORB is run to Entry Point 2 using the determincd speed wcrements in order to calculatc 
a possible emergency East!West maneuver performed 6 hourl> <lfter the inclination maneuver. 

If necessary the telecommand session session 1s staned again. In mo~t of lhe cases. becau!>e the cross
coupling i~ a well known penurbation. thi~ mancuver 1~ not pcrformed. MA.'\ORB is able to anticipate a 
tabulated cross-coupling. lt has calculated a long1tude rende7vous after lhe inclinauon maneuver of the 
current cycle with the Ea!>t/We~t maneuver pcrformed at Entry Poim 3 of the previou~ cycle. 

Using ROMANCE and it!> ability to determine the orbns "through the continuou' maneuvers". the 
operator can gct a new orbu at the date of the North maneuver with 48 hours before the Nonh muneuver 
and only 6 or 8 hours after. 

This orbit. storcd in thc data base, will bc uscd for an orhii:J I calibration of the maneuver. The orbit 
got from MANORB at Entry Point I dated beforc thc mancuver and the dctermwed orbit enable thc 
calibration. The resull or lhe calibration is histori7cd. An analysis of lhe evolution of thc calibration 
coefficient of lhe thruster~. Thcse coefficients. slored in lhe data base. are used for the calculation of the 
next maneuver. 

Entry Point 3 
Using 2-1 or -18 hour~ mcasurcments after pcrfonn1ng the mclination maneuver (depcnding on the 

ranging precision and of the Oighl dynamics skills of the opcrato~). a nC\\' orbit is gol w1th ROMANCE 
and stored in the data base. A finest calibration of the inclmation maneuver may bc done. 

Entry Point 3 is dedicatcd to the control of lhe longitude. o f the drift and the cccentricity. 
The longitude and drift controls are done hy tungcntial speed incremenl1> MANORB is able to take 

into account a radial coupling and. us well as for the inclination maneuvcr, time constrninls forbidding the 
performing of maneuvers during dead-bands. 

Thc control of the ecccnlricity is more sophistic.:oted. In a few cases the radius of thc natural 
eccemricity cirde is smaller than the control circlc. Nothing special has to bc pcrformed <md no 1-h1ft of 
the lime of the longitude mancuvcr has to be done. In mo~t of the cases it b nece~sary to control the 
ecccntricity because the control radius is smaller than the natural radius or because the :.atellitcs. 

In these ca~e~. MANORB ftrst u~es a ..,ingle bum Wategy by l>hifting the time of the longitude 
maneuver and. if it is not ~ufficiem. switchcs to a 1\\0-burn 'trategy. MAXORB i~ able to calculutc I or 2 
tangential speed incremcnts (wnh a possible radial coupling) and to shift the time of the longitude 
maneuver in order to control lhe drift, the longitude and the eccentrici1y with thc smallest over-cost. 

The center and tbc radiu, of the eccentricity circle are in input of MANORB. The best circle, 
detennincd by the mission ttnalysi! •. may be selected in order to ~eparatc colocated satellites. 
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The telecommand session is started for each East/Wesl maneuver in order to get updated masses and 
to refresh the thruster performances before the nexl maneuvers. 

An orbit detenninat.ion and a calibration are executed aftcr each maneuver using the ability of 
ROMANCE to go "through the maneuvers". 

Mcasurcmentlilcs from the SCC 

Tbustcr history 'li!.,,_ _ __, 
=---:::-;--;---~--;:= _.~cw masscsl 
Mcasurcmcnl filt<~ fi'om lhe SCC / 

ROMANCE 

~ /INewOrt>itl 

L-.J MDna:lJvre calibration J 

Fig. 3 Chaining of the operations before and after a maneuver 

K,oldúf u~~ Ir.> bt:: 
dlSJSI!t;oru llilllc~f1.bócl.. 
(s;;IOQ!o:d bf li'.c; o;ll'l~) 

Entry Point 4 

M~vr: 

l-1JJW1:1•'re'Cth!mll."(ll~ 
~<lql'il.!liklll~ 

ciUQl:c 

Fig. 4 Ergonomic Main Menu of ODS (MERCATOR 11) 

The last orbit dctcmúnation is started 48 hours after thc last tangemial maneuver. 
The ncw orbit is used to calibrate the last tangential maueuvcr. 
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MANORB is run only to prepare the next cyclc. If nn inclination maneuvcr has to be performed on 
next cycle. the Entry PoiJ11 upgraded to l. 

lf no inclination maneuver is foreseen, Lhe Rntry Point i~ upgradcd to 3 and only tangcnllal 
maneuvcrs wi ll be performcd during thc ncxt cycle. 

A frec drift period is command when Lhe inclination maneuver &hould take pince at a time where the 
Sun Sensors cannot be u~ed and becaw,e thc u~e of gyros is not allowed. This case ·~ foreseen by 
MAI\ORB: while tbe prevtou& cycles it has g1ven to the inclination vector a direction 'ut·h that thi:, I 
vcctor will cro~s the center of thc inclli1ation circle just at the middle of the frec dnft period. lt " a way to 
automatically avoid the exit o f lhe incllilation window with the smalle~t co~t. 

Conclusions 

ODS is a highly adaptabJc tool dedicated to the station keepiJ1g of .1-axi' stabilized geostationary 
satellites. 

The Man Machine Interface. tbe main ~>pace dynamics modules such at. MANORB. ROMANCE, 
GEOPRI:.D the amenna designation module and thc graph1cal tools are generic ~oftware. 

The specific technological modules dedicated 10 the attitude co•llrol, to the telemetry exploitation or 
to the dccommutation of thc ranging may bc developed within a few months using the CNES software 
patrimony. 

The main evolution of ODS for 1999 and Lhe ncxt years are Lhe intcgration of the plasmic propulsion. 
11 will lcad to a new ODS generation/ 

An improved, more ergonomic MMI will ~upport the new complete chaining of rhe operations. 
The on-linc help will soon be introduced in order to give to the operator~ an again casier way to use 

ODS. 

MOUI Mt!th.llle 
lnrcrf41cc: Üsy uu ~1!1 . '•• -MOP!f~i•r>Ç.IJ-!IIIH,~.-Ii.l ' Oul~ clicki on r--. :lu.JeífiJ[~rt~JúY~[~ hlabD•tlli!I:IS ~ 
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Fig. 5 Man Machine Interface of a Space dynamics module (maneuver calculation) 
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Fig. 6 Parameters Setting of lhe MANORB module (calculation of lhe maneuver) 
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Fíg. 7 Example of graphic output: Orbital parameters Evolulion over several cycles. A dedicaled MMI 
(XTRACE) is used to modify the graphs (Zoom, Personal touch ... ) 
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Abstract 
171is paper pre.lellts an adaptatioll of the Hierarclrical Appmoc/r for Object-Orielllt'd Software Testing, dt>filled by 
Siege/1

, used in the \'erificmilm mrtl l'alidation pmn·SJ· of the Satellite Cmrtrol System with tire following 
clwraueristics: designed tzcwrdin8 111 tire Object Modeliltg Tedmology (OMT), implememed in C++. prol'iding: a 
window-basetf u.1er interface. a Rellllional Data Base inu•rjtiC'l', TCP/IP communi<'tllioll protocol interfacl'. wulusing 
tlrirtlpnrry dass libraries. Tilis nll'tlwd Iras being applied in the Telemetry mrd Telecommand System ji>r rire China
Braz.il t::arrh Resource Sarellite (CIJERS TMTC) dePeloped by rhe Grmmd Sysrem Oivisir•11 (DSS) at INPR. Tile 
experience ;,, npplying r !te testmerhod. rire dif)lcullies mulrhe poillfs to be improPed are discussed. 
Keyword.f: Objeu Oriemed S\'slem Tt•.lfillg, Satellire Cmttml Cemer System. 

lntroduction 
Software systems are more and more cornplex so to define a strategy and a controlled test proccss is 

essential to as~ure the Htrget ~y~tem's correctness in an eflicient way. When the software is developed 
according lo an object-oriented language extra complexily has to be considered for testinl. Hence, it is 
neccssary to introduce and to adapt new techniqucs in the conventlonal verificatlon!validation process in 
ordcr to make building and ~upporting lest preces\ easier. 

The DSS team. responsible for the CBERS TMTC system development, has embraced an objcct
oriented methodology airning to augment lhe productivily levei and lO reducc the cost of the software 
what led to rc-think lhe verificauon and validation process. The ftrSl orientalion in this way was to 
analy:t.e lhe tcsting object-oriented software npproach proposed by Siegcl1 which is summarized in 
following section. 

The TMTC main design characteristics and its software components are presented in the ncxt section. 
The others sections present thc strategy and how the TMTC system was effectively tesrcd. 

The CBERS TMTC System 
The Telemetry and Tclecommand System (TMTC) has being developed to provlde the requirements 

of control and monltoring thc CBERS satellites family. 
Thi~ l>yStem was designed to perform thc following functions: 
• process and display the real time and stored telemctry (playback); 
• transmit time-tagged and immediatc telecommauds including pre and post verification; 
• re~tore and dlsplay hi~toric telemetry, scnl telecomrnand and events; 
• provide facility for configuring the system, through pa.rameters editors, in order to support 

vanous satellites without changes in lhe code. 
The TMTC is based on a distributed architecrure composed by microcomputers interconnected by a 

local area network (LAN). Thi~ LAN is linked to a private communication network (the R ECOAS) by a 
router which allows lhe software applications to communicate with the ground station equipment through 
TCP/IP protocol. In this way. the software opplications would be developed so that they would run in 
Sa1e ll ite Control Center (SCC) as well as in ground station where they would act as a backup in case of 
SCC failurc. 

Window~-NT operating system, C++ language. Microsoft Visual C++ tool, objcct-oriented 
methodology and a relational dat.abase rnanager wcre u~ed in the software development. Standards were 
adopted as much as possible in order to improve lhe portability. The API Winsock supponed lhe TCPIIP 
cornmunication with lhe Ground Station (GS) equipment: the ODBC (Open Data Base Connectivity) 
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standard eascd the access to lhe data base system. TI1c Mlcro~on Foundation Class library (MFC) and a 
graphic library (Quinn·Curtis) were also uscd. 

The software architectureJ was organized in five software componenti> al. ::.howu in figure 1. Each 
software component aggregated a set o f l>twngly related information. c APPLICATIO-N--- ---- ---- ----. 

I 

800 o PD 

§ 
Flg. 1 Software Components 

The Data Base Interface (DBI) component i\ in charge of isolating the data ba~e details from the 
otber::. components. lt representl> a 'hell providing independence of data ba-.e manager:. by using thc 
ODBC standard. This compouent i!. composcd of 17 interface das~es which use M record-se1 clas~e~ 
respon~ible for the act:cs::. to tbe data base through the ODBC standard. The record-set dasses werc 
automatically gcnerated by the Visual C++ ClassWizmd tooL 

The Externai SyMem Interface (ESI) component il> rcsponsible for the interface between the 
applicaüon and otber systems or devtces. Thi ::. component encapsulate~ the corumunication protocol, so 
that any change in lhe protocol will not affect the others componcnts. Both lhe TCP/lP conununication 
aud lhe SDID protocol handling serviccs are encapsulated in two basic c l a~scs which are :,pecialized in 
the Problem Domain c.:omponent to accomplish their specific requircments. 

The Support Interface (SI) componcm provide:. a friendly interface to tbe operating l>yMem funclion~ 
and other general service~. This component i~ compo~ed of three ready-for-use classes: time conversion, 
event log and system resources access and one baste temporization class. which need~ to bc specialized to 
comply with lhe specific n:quirements of ihc otbers components. 

The DBI. ES! and Sl componcnts may be defiJlCd as building block:, reprcsenting a sct of related and 
reusable c lasses designcd to provide useful and gencral-purpo'e functionality to the system. 

The Human Computcr Interface (HCl) component is in charge of implemcnting a fricndJy interface 
between thc user and thc application. This componcnt was dividcd imo two application ~ets: teleme1ry 
witb 39 c la!>scs e telecommand with 12 classes. These classes wcre derived from the MFC user interface 
classes and were generated with the Visual C++ AppWizard and ClassWizard tools. The npplication 
allows the u~ers to activate thc service~ of thc PD component. 

Differently of the others. lhe Problem Domain (PD) component. directly related 10 thc applicauon 
domain. hud the cla~se~ decomposilion oricnted to funcúonality. This component doesn't reprcsent a 
simple collcction of independem classes, but rather it is a strongly wired set of interconnected classes. lt 
was divided in 2 ~eis of classes corrcsponding to both the te lemct:ry subsystem (32 classes) and thc 
telecommand subsystem ( 19 classes). Thesc classes providc lhe nece:.sary ~ervices to tbe satclütc 
monitoring and controlling. 

Thc Data Base was decompo~cd into two pans. One part. eaJJed .. de.vcriptil'e··. contruns ali the 
paramctcrs for configuring Lhe ~pecific problem domain as well as tbc application as a wholc. The olher 
part, called .. historie". kecps recorded all tbe received telemetry. the selll telet:onuuand and also the 
application events. 

The SIEGEL Test Approach 

In the Hierarcbical Approach for Object-Oriented Software Testing, published in Siegel 1
• the system 

is divided into hierarchicallevels ba~ed on thc concepts of software e lements: objects, clas.ses,joundation 
cmnponenrs. 1oub-systcms and sy~>tem. Eaeh element is designated as SAFE whencver it h:1s met its te~ting 
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srandards specified in the testing plan. Once the element is safe it c<m be integrated with other safe 
elements. It is importam to observe that ''safe" is a relative state and modifications in a safe element will 
oblige to repeat tbe tests in tbat element and in all components where it is used. 

The hierarchical approacb is focused ou tbe fowulatímz components whicb may be a complete class 
hierarchy or a cluster of classes performing a core function or representing a logical or physical 
architectural component. Thls approach explores the hierarchical nature of the inheritance relationship: 
any object consisls not only of the properties one give it but also of those it inherits from its more general 
and abstracr parents. In testing a hierarchy of classes one reuse t11e test information of tbe pa.rent-class to 
orient the test of the child-classes. 

A graphical representation of the hierarchical approach is given in lhe figure 2. The methods at lhe 
base of the pyramid are individually tested before being lnlegrated inlo classes. Tbe classes are the basic 
building blocks of tbe (pyramid) system and must be tested up to success and be safe. Collections of safe 
classes fom1 thefowulatíon components. After testing foundatíon components to a safe levei they can be 
imegrated with other safe foundation compunents. ln the integraúon tesúng of safe .fowulation 
comprments only lhe interconnection of ilic foundatíon componems and ilie new composite functionality 
are addressed, elinúnating ilie need of testing all combination of states. Tbe integrated and safe 
foundation components are combined wiili each other into subsystem and safe subsystems are integrated 
into the entire system, the top of lhe pyramid~. 

System Test 
Syslem 

Subsystems 

lntegration Test 

FI = CI + C2 ' 

, Faundation Compcn&!s ' 

· F2 = C3+ CS ' F4 = C6 

F3 = CI + C4 ' 

Class Test Clauu 

C1 
C2 C3 

C5 
C6 

Cn 

method·x method· C4 method·z 

Fig. 2 The hierarchical approach 

The hierarchical approach provides a structural set of test suítes that make up the stntcture of the 
pyramid, as: 

• Condilional Test Suíte: tests classes using the conditionaJ test model and its accompanying 
assertions, exceptions, wncurrent teSt operations and message polling tests. 

• Hierarchical lncremental Test Suite: tests foundation components using various test models as 
state-transition, transaction-flow, control-flow, data-flow. 

• Integration Test Suíte: tcsts combiJ1ations of foundation components. 
• System Test Suíte: tests systems using system test models. 
• Regression Test Suíte: re-tests classes. foundation components, sub-systems and system. 
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The Test Approach To The TMTC CBERS 

In order 10 rcduce lhe effort of dcsigning und applying the tests in lhe TMTC system some 1es1 
development rulcs were eslablished. The firsl rulc was to define a common direclory ~Lructure to be 
incorporated in every developmenl microcornputer. The directory hal> in its fir~t levei one sub-directory to 
each software component and in tbc next levei the folders: .wurce. duw. doc. indude. library and te.\1-
project. Only one microcomputer s1ores a repository where lhe safe clas~cs are inscrted/deleted 
exclusively by the conftgurmion controller. Howcver. thesc c lasses can be (reely rcady-only accessed hy 
any developer 1hrough the network. 

The ~econd rule w~ to standardize lhe cta~~cs na.ming and its corre~pondJng files according to the 
software componcms and lhe telemelry and telecommand !.Ub~y~tems as well. 

Thc third rulc was relnted to lhe test documentaúon. h was establi1>hed a minimum set of reports for 
each tcst element (class. foundation component. subsystem). The driver!.. lhe stubs. lhe simulators. the 
data fi tes and thc test ca~el> were reportcd to each test element. The te~t cases compo~ing the test suíte 
were docurnented wilhout the details o f how to execute the test. 

Jn the following are presentcd the test phases and the way lhe tem of lhe TMTC l!ystem were 
executcd. 

CBERS TMTC Test Phases 
In lhis first work relnted wilh testing an object-oriented system it was es tabli&hed test phase~ based on 

lhe test suites proposed by Siegcl con~idering lhe culture and experience of the team. Thc suategy i~ 
incrementai bottom-up and only dynamic tests2 are con~idcred. To each ph~e ~hould be dcfined: how 
gcnerate tl1e te~t suilc, how apply the lest (t.oob, entries. tel>t programs and re!>ult logs) and how to get lhe 
test verdict. The phases are: 

• Unit Te~t phase: the minimum element to be tested here is the class. hO\\ever. lhe rnethods of a 
class should be tested in isolalion when neceb~ary. The testl>uite cover the functionality. the class 
externai in terface. the exceptions and the concurrency of operalion:,. Tcst d.river and stub~ are 
strongly recommended to be irnplemented al lhis phnse. 

• Class lntegraúon Te\t phase: in tbis phase lhe fowrdation cumpoTiem:;. composed of safe classes. 
are cholien according ro the ~ccnarios5 dcflned during the design. The test su11e çover the 
functionality of the group of classes, lhe interface among the classes, lhe states. etc. Tcst driver 
and stubs are implcmented ai this phru;e. 

• Foundation Components !ntegration Test phase: :,afc foundalion components are integrated with 
olhen. up to compose the complete l>Ubsystem. The tel>t l>equence covers lhe subsys1em 
functionality, the subsystem interface, the sub~ystem exceptions. Simulators for implementing the 
interfaces with other subsystem~ may be implemented and the class driver~> and stubs must be 
subsútuted by actual classes allhis pha!.e. 

• System lntcgraúon Tcst pha~e: ali safe sub,ystems are integrated by tesúng thc system ata whole. 
The test suíte covers the syslem funcúonality. lhe system interface. the syí.lcm cxcepti()ns. System 
interface simulato rs may be implemented . 

• Validalion Tesl phase: The te.:.t suite covcrs lhe funcúonal. behavioral and performance sy:.tem 
requirements. bes1des the usability. seçurity and flcxibility requirements specified for the systcm. 

• Sy~tem Test pha~e: This is the hlgh levei lesl of the system. The software has to be combincd 
with the actual dntn-base. equipment. and operators lo bc verilied if ít sati:.fics the specification. 

• Regression Test phase: regression tesl. as defined in reference 1
• mean~ a series of tests run 

against a previous version of the element under test (foundaúon component. ~ystem or whatever). 
The current version exists either because of maintenance (fixing faults in the element) or 
enhancement (adding features). TI1e regression tesl had not a ~pecial standardization at this first 
work. 

CBERS TMTC Test Execution 

The phase:- are bierarchically built in which the test ~tnrts with i:.olated clas$es and continues with 
growing group of classes. Keverthcless. at one ume. different test phase~ can be going on for different 
group of cl~scs. One 5trategy w~ to test the classes in a pre-es1ablished order to diminish the number of 
drivers and stubs to be implcmented. The safe classes were used. as much as po~sible, 10 test other 
classes. Other strategy was to use lhe s ubsets oi' lest sui te of clas:.es to compose the tcst suite of the 
corresponding foundation C()mponent!. in !ater pha~es. 
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Particular strategies adopted to each software component are presented below: 
a) DBJ, ES/ and SI components - these components were the flrst to be tested and put safe as they 

interfaces each other, tbe PD and the HCl components. ln DBI component only the classes that 
interface lhe components were tested in isolation, the record-set classes were considered safe by 
having been generated by the own development !Ool. In ESI ·and SI c'omponents all the six 
classes were tested in isolation to become safe. lil the total 1 O drivers were implemented to test 
every class of these components: 5 for DBL 2 for ESI and 3 for SI. 

b) PD component - The tests of this component Were dlvided according to the telemetry and 
telecommand functions using lhe safe classes of the components DBl, SI and ESI. During ' the 
Unit Test phase, the first classes to be tested were that ones with no relationship to others of the 
PD component. Next, the classes associated with the classes already safe were testéd. When the 
class to be tested had related classes in a not safe state, eiú1er the related classes were simulated 
or the tests were postponed to the Class Integration Test phase. 
In the Class lntegration phase, lhe classes were assembled in small foundation components 
which, after being tested up to become safe, composed bigger foundation components and 
gradually the foundation component corresponding to the wbole Problem Domain was integrated 
and tested.ln the total. 21 drivers, 2 stubs and 2 s imulators were implemented to test the classes 
of the PD component. 

c) HCI component - The HCI was also dlvided according to the telemetry and telecommand 
functions but with a different test strategy. The strategy was to test ali the user interface 
graphical elements (menu, bottoms. dialogs, etc.) and use the safe classes of the other software 
components, avoiding to simulate them. Tbe HCI testlng was oriented to user interface facilitles 
instead of the hierarchical approach. 

During the test execution, it was realized that tbe generation and maintenance of both the class and 
thefmmdaticm componellf drivers are essential for easing the regression tests. When the drivers were lost, 
by any reason, they had to be re-implemented or an existing driver of a foundatiou component was used 
to indirectly test a specific functionality of a class. ln the later the test was much more difficull to be 
applied. In both cases the amow1t of time spent in the test was increased. 

Sirnilarly, lhe individual test of classes or foundation components can not be neglected. Experience 
has showed that the use of not safe classes or foundation compouents caused a greatnumber of problems 
in the subsequent phases. The later errors werc found in the test phases, the more difficull of being 
detccted and diagnosed they were. 

Conclusion 

This paper has presented a test strategy defined t.o a system developed according to an object-oriented 
methodology and successfully applied in the CBERS TMTC system verificat.iou and validation. The 
success of the strategy was conflrmed during the Compatibility Test of the Brazilian Grouud Station and 
lhe CBERS satellite, when, at the first time, the TMTC System was connected to the satellite test model 
and had aJl their telemetry and telecommand interfaces verilled. In lhese tests the occurred errors were 
only related to núsw1derstanding of the inte.tface specification. No errors in the code were detected 
Showing lhat the test strategy have pointed out the errors in the early phases avoiding problems in the 
future. 

Although the t.est strat.egy has proved to attend IJ1e expectaúon two points in the test aspects should be 
improved: the document.."'tion and the configuration control. 

The decision of reducing and simplifying the test docwnentation in order to comply with the schedule 
has done the regrcssion tcst dependent of the test designer. Addiúonally. to obey the spiraJ model of 
developmen{~ in whlch changes and refinements in the classes are constam, and do not adopt a 
configuration control for supporting the test programs made the test pbases more difficult. So to adopt 
tools for automatiJ1g the test preparation. lhe test execution, lhe regression test, and the configuration 
control of the test programs are invaJuable to reduce the costs and effort of testing an object-oriented 
system. 

The final aim of the DSS team is to established a more general test standard to be applied to any 
Satellite Control System developed according an object-oriented method, but, implementing a standard 
requires an ongoing process. 
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The purpou of this pape r i.s to present DI MO: a t>madca.rting parameters system using CORRA. JAVA a11d WWW 
technologies. 
The DIMO system is bui/1 for dispa!ching parameters from Operational Cemres to Operarors during Satellite 
lwusekeeping. So. DIMO is a slwred multi·mission syslem needing different COI!/igurations for each Satellite 
hortsekeeping. 
Tlze fui/ paper describes benejils of mixing tecluwlogies sue h as CORBA. JAVA and Internei. IV e wi/1 also discuss 
about reusable approach that is achieved in 1his sy.çtem. 
Keywurds: reusabilily, CORBA, JAVA, WWW, component, broadcasling 

I ntroduction 
The component approach is a way making reusable solutions. The re-use concept is not a oew comer 

in 1I1formatlon Technologles environmenl. A lot of books and works have related reusability on analysis 
levei (e.g. Design Patt.em) and on programm.ing levei ( with C++, Java, ... ) . However re-use ls difficult to 
apprebend and set up. Finally re-use seemed to be at too low levei (re-use of classes) to measure feedback 
on itS .investment. lndeed, obtaining reusable solutions requiJ:es some efforts during software analysis and 
deslgn. Moreover, thls effort could be lost by lack of tracability, lack of tools making it possible to 'the 
actors to know what is reusable. Does the re-use have real chances to bore? The answer lies in fact into 
lhe capability of developing hlgh levei reusable components. 

Concrete Case 
The following paragraphs present a concrete case of re-use realised at CNES for an operational 

system. This system illustrates the use of relatively new teclmologies (JAVA, CORBA, WEB) and 
ex poses the advantages of a such solution. 

Description of OlMO system 
DIMO system is dedicated to paramctcr's broadcasting during Sateilites housekeeping mission. 

DlMO is a shared multi-mission systcm fltling in various configurations for eacb mission. 
The system is flexible and geoeric, indeed it allows: 

• Parameters of aJl typcs and aO formats (using IDL Corba), 

• Accept any number of producers (centres operational centres such as Flight Dynamic Centre 
called SDM, Satcllite Control Centre called CCS. Orbit Control Centre called COO), 

• Accept any number of coosumers (operator's stations), 

• U1 (User Interface) configuration for complex parameters visualisation and for each mission, 

The system i.s composed of three maiJ1 eiements: 

• Eve.nt handler service of para:meters (GEM: Gestion d'Evénements inter-Machines), 

• WWW server allowing the access to the services and information o f the system, 

• Applet to visualise parameters (VISIGO: YlSuallsation Générique de paramêtres 
Opérat.i onnels) 

The following figure gives an overali view of the system: 
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1.... 

J 

Fig. 1 Overall system view 

Event handler Service 
An handling event service called GEM (Gcstion d'Evénemenls inler-Machines) was specified and 

prototyped (industrialismion is in progress). This Event handlcr servicc is a CORBA server that is based 
on the Naming and Event service of CORBA. The guiding principies o f service GEM are lhe following: 

• publish/subscribe model, 
• event filtering (based on lhe values and the name of lhe basic cells constituting an evcnt), 
• fault-tolerance and transparent reconfiguration for client applications, 
• proxy mode to optimise network use (a local GEM service can federate subscr:iptions of local 

applications to a remote one). 
The following figure presents principies of GEM component: 

6) Generic Event Fonnat ® Prodocer 
(based on sequence & any) 

rm CORBA Event Channel (C Consumme' 

Fig. 2 Event handler principies 

Producers scnd evems (par:uneters, messages ... ) to event channcl of one or more GEM instances. 
Each con~umer (~ubscribed) has its event channel. While a subscription to a GEM service. consumers 
give ~n parameter event channel reference towards which events mu:.r be sent, and a ftlter specifying a 
"type" of events waired by cônsumers. 

Event formats are similar to a train of basic cells (unlimited number) which can encapsulate any type 
of data (simple or structured) supported by the " dynamic '' typcs that CORBA offers: Any and 
sequence. 
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Applet for parameter visualisation 
To visualise operational parameters. each operator has a WWW navigator with whom it downloads a 

dedicated applet called VISIGO tbat will carry out the subscriptions to one or more event handler 
services. A simplified version (prototype) has been developed by CNES. The applet is configurable to 
allow several types of visualisation. The following image shows a table view: 

Fig. 3 A table view exemple 

To achleve this, we defined three elementary graphic componcnts: 
• curves, 
• tables. 
• message~ panel (simple window text). 
These elementary graphic components wil l be implemented ÍJl the form of JavaBeans. Tbese 

elementary t:Omponents are arranged in display windows. Operators can compose their synoptic through 
display windows. 

Each componeut has an HTML file configuration allowing a modular and an increased simplicity of 
lhe use of dJe windows and elementary graphic componcnts. Thc foUowing figure illustrates principles of 
applet VISIGO: 

Auto-configurable applet for Parameters Visualisation 

ê 
Event Flows 

Graphic Components 
(Chart, Table, Message) 

Component's (reusable components} 
lntegration: 

Display Window 

Fig. 4 Visígo applet principies 

HTML fileltags are used to configure the following elements: 
• subscdptions to oue or more event bandler, 
• formaiS of tl1e events to be received, 
• parameter' s description (name, gauge, alarm, extraction of parameter value from event), 
• nwnber of d.isplay wi.ndows, 
• configuration of each elememary grapbic component and display window. 
Accessing to DlMO service~ i~ clone through a \VWW server allowing operator's authentification 

(login, password, IP address). 
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Advantages of Dimo System 

Portability 
Con~umer and produccr applications are written in JAVA. So, vari(lliS operating systems (NT and 

Unix) can be used dcpending on the Java Virtual Yfachine support. 

lnteroperability 
fnteroperabil.ily is ensured through CORBA that allows communication between Unix application\ 

and i\T. interopcrability ensures various object-oriented languages such a.' C++. Java can be u~ed. Thi~ i~ 
a J..ey point of legacy integrauon for producer application. 

Cost of the deployment 11 close to the zero 11 

Contiguraüon of the operator's '>tatiom. (can be over 200) requires a simple installation and 
configuration of WWW browsers. The Activmor plug-in must be also be installed making it possible to 
support a newer version of the JAVA Virtual Machine (today this plug-in makes it possible to support the 
JDKL2 for the Netscape navigators under Windows). Jf applet code is modified (evolution. bugs 
correction). no deployment will be necessary : operators will download the updated applet at the next use. 

Generic format and broadcasting parameters 
Each operational centre must broadcast !>pccific formats of data: the ~ystem i~ able to take into 

account any formal type of data without changing code of application~. Formats and type~ of the 
conveyed data form pano f configurai ion pararnctcrs of producer and consumcrapplications. 

Overload and robustness 
Software architecture can ea~ily cvolve/rnove according to the volume of data to convcy, to thc 

numbcr of produccrs and to the number of consumers. lt i.s pos:.ible in DIMO systcm to install severa! 
machinc:. ensuring the broadcast service for :.everal and simultancous mi~'ions. :vtorcover. GF.M seníce 
a:. designed to suppon faulttolcrance. Thus a redundant \crvice can be de!ined for each (nominal) service. 

The service swíng is tmnsparent for client appllcations. 

Reusable components 
Servicc GEM is a reusablc component. lndccd, it abo wíll be used for thc messagcs broadcasting (log 

message types) in SPOT/HELIOS :.y:,tcm. The applel i:. dcsigned to integrate clementary 
graphíc componcnts (Tnblc. Curve, Text) which are also reusable component~. Components are 

strongly configurable: thi~ was required by tl1e :.hared multi-nússion characteristic. 

Conclusion 

DIMO System DJMO re-uses a service made for SPOT (scrvice GEM) and must lead to thc 
avallability of reu~>ablc elementary graphic components for otl1er projccts. The concrete case illustrated in 
thi~ papcr shows that reusabílity brings many advantugcs. lt has implied more effon during analysis and 
design phase. lndced. the interest of DI:vtO system ücs on the synergy of three technologies, wluch 
mduce~ many advantages in tenns of architecture, deployment, modularity and flexibihty. 

" Ncw " standards unífy meam, of de~igníng cornponent (JavaBeans, EJ B. 1\ctiveX). mcans of 
communicution (CORBA. DCOM. RMI) and facílitate the requirement':. widening. The evaluation of 
these uew standards i~ in progress at CNES. 
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Abstract 
Spacecrafr grmmd control daw sysléms are by necessiry .mphisticated and complex. One of the cltallenges.for system 
desig 11ers is lo zmdersrand and incorpora te the needs of 1he users so that their systems are easy ro 11se and minimize 
uur errors. User-cemered design ( UCD) t·an he/p achieve these goa/s. UCD tec/miques cw1 be applied to lhe design 
ofgrmmd systems to improve qualiry and ftmctionality so rhal the users can peiform theír work more e.ffectively and 
efficiently. This poper provides a high-level survey of UCD e.fforrs ar NASA 's Goddard Space Flig/11 Center 
(GSFCJ. 
The pape r descrihes some of rhe teclmiques rhat have been used and rhe benefils they have produced via case studies. 
The J/OO! of rhe pape r i.l' to share il's.wms /ecJmed from (ll'Jjorming user-centered design at NASA!GSFC with the wider 
grou11d systems comnumiry and to pmvide poiuters for interested readers to jiJUI more detailed informatíon. 
Keywords: User-Cemered Design, Prototyping, Cognitive MfJde/ing. Usability. 

lntroduction 
The ullimate impact of a system, no matter how innovalive its design or capabilities, depends on how 

well its users interact wilh it. Often, as systems become more complex. lhey become harder to use. An 
example of this is mission operalions software that requires Spacecraft Comrol Team tSCf) members to 
monitor thousands of parameters distributed across multiple screens. 

Modem ground control software systcrns employ graphical user interfaces, expert systems, software 
ageots, and data visualization in an effort to alleviate these problem.s. However, each of these approaches 
also introduces its own new demands on the users. In adclition, oew operational models lhat reduce the 
oumber of staff or even elimlnate full-time operations (i.e., ''lights-out" operations) prov.ide new 
challenges and can signlficanlly iucrease the wor.kload for the remaining limited on-call staff. 

1 Pacifíc Northwest National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle under Contract DE
AC06-76RLO 1830.(GSFC). 
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In his seminal book Derignhr!( tire Uur lntnjáce: Strategie.l jár Effectll'e flu11wn -Computer 
l111eraction, Shneiderman1 notes that the degrec ro which a system mcets t11e needs of it~ users. can be 
mcasured via attribute~ such as: 

• Time to learn 
• Speed o f performance 
• R ate of errors by u~ers 
• Retcntion over time 
• Subjective satisfaction 
To optimize thcse attributcs of a 'YMcm. the design of the system. a' well a~ thc proce~~ of designing 

tbe ~ystem.1 mu't focus on the users and tlleir ueed~. This i~ known a~ u'er-centered design (UCD). 
The goal of UCD is to ensure that systems are de~igned with consideration of their users' capabilit i e~ 

and limitations. UCD consider~ rhc softwurc. hardware. ul>e rs' tasks, environment, and all t11eir 
interactions. Properly employing UCD will increase tlle u'ability of those system~. making them ea,ier 
to use. increa~ing user satisfaction. and reducing error rates. UCD concept~ come from many fields, but 
mo~t commonly from human factor~ engineering. In addition, UCD has an evcr-increasing impact on 
overall systems design as the perccntage of thc software code that is dedicmed 10 thc user-system 
interface increa~cs. 

Various UCD techniqucs and activiúe.s are u&ed at NASA/GSFC to deí.ign high quality mb~ion 
operaúons software and advanced control center environment~. Table I lists a ~ampling of ~orne of those 
UCD techniqucs. Table 2 lim some projects tllm havc benefited from thc application of thosc 
techniqucs. 

Which technique~ are used and when they are used dcpends on the type and si~:e of tbe project {e.g .. 
~tylc guides are mo~t u~cful for largc developmcnt team:, to control consistency. while expert evaluaúon~ 
are cqually cffeciive for any size project). Likcwi'>e, the 

Table 1 UCD Techniques Used at NASAIGSFC 

• User design working (tocvs) groups 

• Cogn1tive modeling 

• Education of software designers 

• Expert evaluatlons 

• Rapld software prototyping 

• Scenano-based design 

• Task analysis 

• Usabillty testing 

• User Interface guidehnes. styte QUides and 

standards 

• Workstation and control roem deslgn 

Table 2 Projects employing UCD 

• EOSDIS 

• Data Dlstribution Facility 

• Desktop Satelllte Data Processor 
• Hubble Spaoe Telescope 

• Spacecralt Emergency Response System (SERS) 

for SMEX and MIDEX missions 

po~itive effect!> of some tcchrúque!> are maximiz.cd when they are uscd at certain phase::. in a projcct's 
lifecyclc (e.g., tnsk analyscs are most useful whcn performcd before any new software or hardwm·c is 
devcloped). Similarly, thc type of projcct (R&D vs. deploymcnt} influcnces technique selection. 

The rcmainder of this paper dcscribes severa! o f the UCD technique~ tha.t h ave been succe~sfully U!>ed 
ar KASAIGSf'C in lhe design of ~oftware. Unfortunately, there i!> only spacc to discuss a few of these 
techniques: cognitive rnodeling. software rapid prototyping, and usahility testing. Along with the 
dcscriptions are examplcs o f how thcse techniqucs were uscd on actual project~ and the po!>itive results of 
Ul>ing these techniques. Thc rcference' citcd provide opportunitics for funher learning about UCD. 

As you read through these differcnt technique~. you will note common themel> and goah. You should 
also note that lhese techniqucs are complementary and. when used togclhcr, producc an even more u~uble 
design. 
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Cognitive Modeling 
An importam goal of user-centered design is to understand the users and how they interact with the 

systems that they use. Using both syntactic knowledge (k.nowledge of procedures, such as pressing the 
"delete" key to erase a character) and semanlic knowledge (knowledge of a domain, such as a theory~ 
gained by experience with a system, users build a mental model of how thal system operares. McGraw 
defines a mental model a-; an organized sel of domain concepts, their relatlonships and functionality. In 
computer-based systems, a user's model of how to perform a task is directly Lnfluenced by how she 
perceives those data being presented by the compu ter. For example. let' s say that in order to successfully 
accomplish a task. a particular switch on a spacecraft must be open. The spacecraft controller must not 
only know that the switch is to be open, but also be nble to interpret the current state of the switch as 
dlsplayed on the computer's screen (perhaps displayed graphicalJy as a circuit diagram or sirnply as a 
' 'yes/no" fi.eld). Also she must know how to tell the computer to send the command to open that switch 
(perbaps via a typed command or by click.ing on a button). 

The task flows more smoothly when the data dlsplayed and the method of i11teraction match the users' 
expectations of how the system will operare, that is, their mental models. Thus, it is important that lhe 
designer i11corporate the user's model of the task into the design of the computer's interface so that there 
is no disconnect between what the operator thinks she sees and does, and what the computer actually is 
presenting and executing. This problem is compounded by the fact that, to a certain degree, ali users 
possess somewhat different mental models. 

In contrast with mental models, a cognitlve model is a researcher's atrempr to represent conscious 
and subconscious mental processes and outcomes. A cognitive model is a theory-based, graphical 
representation of inferred relationships between hypothesized components of human thought. These 
overt models of the mind may be qualitative or quantitative, specific or general, and they are typically 
embedded in graphical rnodels of human performUJJce (e.g.. Wickens4

). Most cognitive models 
encompass lhe basic constructs of buman information proccssing: sensory processing, perception, short
and Jong-term mernory, and analylic processes sucb as problern solving and decision making. Different 
models vary in their levei of detaiJ and, sometimes, in tJ1e theory that underlics tbcir depiction of the flow 
of information and control within the model. For detailed treatments of co~nitive models in the 
psychological and human factors literature, see Best,5 Eberts,6 NewelÇ and Solso. 

Cognitive modeb aid analysts in getting beyond tbe behavioral aspects of human activities to their 
underlying goals, objectives, and thought processes. Cognitive rnodeling provides a theory-based 
framework for cognitlve task analysis; which documents operational decision points, information 
requirements. and the analytic processes followed in making decisions on the basis of available 
infonnation, incomplete and uncertain thougb that infonnation may be. Cognitive lask analysis provides 
criticai input to user-iuterface design and evaluation. Such models serve as frarneworks for investigating 
and documenting the role of human information processing in operarional settings. Tbey help in the 
process of understanding the problem-solving and decision-making activities performed in current 
spacecraft ground control environments. Sources on cognilive task analysis include Redding~; Rotb and 
Woods, 10 Roth, Woods, and Pople, 11 and Schlager, Means, and Roth. 12 

In a specific operalional environment. early and continuing cog1útive modeling and cognitive r.ask 
analysis can help to identify analysts' information requirements and can support the design of autornated 
job aids. When a job or position is being defined or redefined, it is worth the efforl lo document 
cognitive tasks and information rcquirements as a basis for the design of user interfaces, position 
rnanuals, and training programs. When a change is contemplated for a computer system, design of user 
ulterfaces and operational procedures that are bascd on a thorough cognitive task analysis is likely to 
yield a more usable and opt.rationally suitable product tban will rcsult from design lhat gives low priority 
to human information-processing issues. A design's support for cognitive capabilities and compensalion 
for cognitive linútations should be cvaluated throughout the project's lifecycle. 

Examplc 
At NASAIGSFC, cognüive modeling has provided a basis for devcloping an automated approach to 

predlcting the demands imposed on operators' cognitive resources by various aspects of user interfaces. 
Modeling the cognitive dcmands imposed by user interfaces led to development of a series of Computer
Human Lnteraction Models (CHJMES) prototypes. Early CHIMES prototypes demonstrated the 
feasibility of assessing lhe cognilive demands imposed by text-based user interfaces. The tmderlying 
model included a functional hierarchy of operational activities, from subtask to mission, and a set of 
cognitive attributes associated witb eacb levei of the functional hierarchy.u A demand analysis using 
CHIMES could be performcd early and itcratively throughout the design and implementation of a textual 
user interface. CHIMES evolved into a 1ool for checking a user-interface design both for internai 
consistency and forcompatibility with design ruJes. 14 
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The early CI-JIMES melhodology and toolset were applied in an analysis of lhe user interface to the 
Planning and Rel>ource Rea~oning (PARR) tool. a l>Cheduling aid developed by lhe Bendix Field 
Engineering Corporation_l~ The purposc of the analy,is wa~ to evaluate the PARR user interface from a 
buman factors perspective in order to improve its ability to suppon efficient, effcctive scheduling of 
:.pacccraft events by the Earth Rndiation Budget Satelli te (ERBS) schcduler. Analysts observed and 
interviewed the ERBS scheduling opcrator about her functions and wsks and examined the various paper
based job aids that she consulted in building the weekly schedule. The scheduler·s job was modeled a~ it 
wa~ currently being done, in a largcly manual mode. andas it could be done with the aid of tbe PARR 
tool. The analyl>is pcrmiued a comparison between the largely manual job and the nided job. showing 
that task demands on the ERBS scheduler wcre significantly lower after lhe introduction of lhe automated 
scheduling aid. The analysis identified severa! PARR displays that could benefit from some rede~ign. 

In the currcnt spacecrafl ground control environmcnt, with it~ emphasis on increased automation to 
reduce mission costS, cognitive modeling and cognitive task analysis can provide inputs to decisions on 
system design. It cannot be a~sumcd that partially or fully aULomating a function will eliminate the nced 
for hurnan involvcmem in rnisston operations. For the success of lights-out automation, it is essentialto 
define the cognitive tasks that operators and analyst~ currently perform, many of which are not fully 
documented in existing procedural manuais. lf fau lt detection and resolution are to be automated, 
cogniúve models of humrul5 performing lhose tasks can provide valuable guidance. Cognitive is::.ues in 
lights-out auLomotion are under investigation from severa! com:cptual and empirical perspectivcs (e.g., 
MitchelJ, Thurman, & Brann. 16 M urphy & Norman, 17 Truszkowski 18

). These invesúgations are likely to 
lead to the development of cognitive models of tbe combined cognitive system, that is. the cooperative 
activity of intelligent software agents and human analysts, where mutual under::.tanding wiU be criticai to 
succe~s. 

Software Prototyping 
Traditional l>Oftwarc development is a very formal and ~tructurcd process. This process is gcnerally 

reprcscnted by the "waterfall" model that stans with requirerncnts analysis and is followed sequentially 
by design, development, testing. operations, and finally maintenancc. For this approach 10 be successful. 
ali of thc detailcd requirements musl be known and documented prior to lhe onset of dcsign. Any missed 
rcquLrements or functionality tend not to be discovered untillate in the product's li fe cycle during testing 
or even after deployment. Changes at these points tend to be very time-consuming and costly. 

Software rapid prototyping can help alleviate this problem. A rapid prototype i\ used to símulate a 
system's functionality and user interface and can ~erve as a model for the technical demonstraúon of a 
system. UCD is specifically concemed about unders1anding the needs of lhe end user in order to get a 
better understru1ding of requirements early on in the project. Thc most common reasons for software 
prototyping are to gain a bctter understanding of thc users' requircments and 10 allow the developer to 
confLrm Lhat a specific approach will accomplish lhe nccded function:. with adequate ~ystcm performance. 
GcneraUy, prototyping is iterative and leads to a more cyclic design approach. 

Prototyping generally take:. one oftwo form~: "lhrowaway" or "evolving.''19 A throwaway prototype 
i~ usually di~carded once it ha~ ~erved its purpo~e. For evolving prototypes, the functionality is added 
and improvements are made umil the protolype bccomes the operational system. 

Altematively. Pressman20 classifies prototypes into lhree types- a model, a working prototype, and an 
existing program. The modcl. either paper- or computer-bascd, is u mock-up that depicts the user 
interface in ordcr to convey a sen~>e of look, feel and functionality o f the system. Thc working prototype 
i~ •ln implementation of specific funcLion~ of the sy~tem. In the case thnt a system is already in place and 
meets all or most of the needed functionality. it can serve as the ba~is for prototyping additional function~ 
or improving on e\i\ting funcúons. 

According to Pressman. an imponruu factor in rapid prototyping ts working with the user to define 
and agree on lhe scopc, pttrpOse. and nature of the prototype- particularly whether it is to be discarded or 
tumed into w1 opcrational system. 

Boar~ 1 describes factors. such as the charactcristics of the project and the uscr as well as thc 
application area and lhe complcxity. that can be assessed to determine \\hether a software projcct can 
benefit from prototyping. Oncc it is decided that a prototype i~ necded. lhe forrn of prototype should be 
considered. 

Example: 
The overall purposes of protoryping in lhe Earth Observing System Data tmd lnformation System 

(EOSDJS) are: 
• To addres::. risks to dcvclopment 
• To enable technology tran,fer into the ~y1>tem and out to the global change research communtly 
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• To rcduce long term coM~ through evolution. 
TI1e specific goal:. are to better understand the needs of the user communüy and to mitigate identified 

risks. For EOSDIS, multiple approachcs are used. Most prototype~ investigate '>)'Stcm functionality lhat 
will !ater be mfused into lhe EOSDJS Core Sy~tem (ECS). All of lhe prototypes <,tan out as intended 
throwaway~. but !.orne that show promi'e for infusion are evolved to lhe point that they can be integratcd 
into the sy'>tem. 

One prototype, known as EOSDJS Vcrsion O, began in lhe early requiremcnts definltion phase of 
ECS to show proof-of-concept for intcroperability among distributed systems and to better define 
interoperability requirement:, to bc levied on t.he ECS. After a successful demonstration i11 1992, this 
prototype evolved in nature and purposc as functionality was added. lt Marted as a prototype to define 
requirements and !ater evolved into a prototype thm ~erved as a demonstration of technical capabilities, 
and then to an operational systeriL Every six months during its evolution. an on-line, pseudo-operational 
version of a complete end-to-end syt.tern wa!. evaluatcd by user community representatives. These 
repre!.entatives stated lheir likes and di!.like~. gave recommendations on future improvements, and as a 
group they agreed on the priorities of functions to be added in lhe next pha~e. 

While Version O evolved, thc ECS contract was defined and an end-item deliverable contract wa.s 
awarded. The development was to follow a formal systems engineering lifecyclc process. However a 
few componcnts that involved end-u~er interfaces wcrc put on an incrementai track with ú1e imention of 
getting early user feedback on "uncertain driving requirements." The lncrement:ll Track Dcsign process 
involved various mechanisms to elicit user feedbuck on prototypes. The key mechanisms included 
Evaluation Packages, Prototype Workshops, a Clicnt Design Working Group, and Client Workshops. 

Evaluation Packagcs (EP) were a delivery and evaluation mcchanism for incrementai and other 
prolotype developmcnts. The goal was to maximize visibility for end uscrs, data archive staff, and 
NASA to get fccdback and acceptance. The key challenge of this process was to provide just lhe 
necessary arnount of ~>tructure to enable an evaluation without creating ao administraúon overload. 

Prototype Workshop~> (PW) were typically held after each EP so that each PW included one EP plus 
olher selected prototypes lhat appeared particularly promising. The PW wal> held to allow ''tirekickers," 
data archive representatives. and XASA 10 review ali of lhese latest toob. Surveys wcrc conducted 
during thc PW to evaluate each of the pre~ented prototypcs. 

Because thcrc were so many function~ for which thc dcsigncrs needed more insight, and the fact that 
EP!. and PW~ took time and resources to pull together, a Oient Design Working Group (CDWG) was 
formed 10 generate scenarios, workflows ru1d rnoclels (paper and computer mock-ups) for the remaining 
client functionalily . 

Some prototyping cfforts were more ~.ucccssful 1han others. The Version O system was very 
successful and is still operational today. The COWG also was very successful and cnsurcd buy-in of the 
end-user community. Incrementai T rack prototyping succeeded in identifying broad issues in the ovcrall 
system architecrure. ft highlighted difficulties in installing and maintainlng distributed systems. It also 
helped the project identify the threshold of the tolerance of the end uscr's burden to gain access to lhe 
system. Currently, lhe Version O system is being augmented to support ECS functionality ru1d will serve 
as the end-u,er interface for EOSDIS. 

Usability Testing 
Usability te~ting is one method of evaluating how well a system meets its users ' needs. Usability 

tests can be performed at any stage of a product's ljfecycle, from lhe paper prototypc stagc to operations. 
The main characteristic of a usability te~>t is that the proposed user of ú1e system is observed whilc 
performing a series of ta~ks with a fully functional system or wüh either a software or paper prototype. lt 
is nol a demo 10 thc user, but a chance for the user to work with tbc systcm "hands-on." 

The ta~ks u~ually include lhose that will be frequently performcd or that are most criticai. While the 
user performs thesc tasks, many types of data are collected. Some of the quantitative rneasures ínclude: 

• Time to complete a task 
• Number of error~ 
• Number of times help is required 
• Time to locate specific irúormation 
Some of the qualitative measures include: 
• Observed fru!.tration 
• Participants' commcnts 
• Ratings 
• Scverity of error 
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These data are then analyzed to detennine wherc lhe system is making it difficull for the user to 
complete the tasks. Suggestions for change~ to the syslem are then presented to the project development 
team. Altemalivcly. developers can act as ob:.ervers of the actualtests to get more direct user feedback 
and gain iosight into lhe u~ability te~tmg proce~~. 

U!>ability te~ting is one component of usability eugineering,n which takes a fulllife cycle approach to 
managlng the user interface. Usability testiJtg can take mnny form~. ldcally. usability tesling shouJd 
occur at regular intervals or at major milestones in a project'., hfe cyclc. e~pecially for large, complex l 
systems. This is known as formative u~ability 1esting.2 Altematively. a system may only be tested as part 
of a final deliverable. This is what happens for many systems due lo funding consLraints or the late 
inclusion of a usability cngineer on the project team. Ttü~ is known as summative testlng.2 The I 
disadvantage of this Jauer approach is that lhe rcsults of the testing often arrivc too late to be incorporated 

1 
into a revised der.ign. 

Usability tesling can be done in a formallab, with a one-way mirror. vídeo recorder~>. audio recorders, 
screen-capture software, and an intercom syl.tem; however, a "dhcount" nlJ approach to usabiliry testing 
typically i~ used at NASNGSFC. In thc discount approach, lhe tests are ofteo run in rhe users' actual 
offices where tbey complete tasks on their own computers or with paper prolotypcs. The observer(s) sits 
beside lhe user and record~ data eilher on paper or on another computer. Even with this "low tech" 
approach. designcrs gain valuable mfom1ation that allows them to greatly improve thcir applications. 

Examplc 
Usability testing for lhe Hubble Space Telescope (HST) exemplifiel> a discount approach. In this 

project. the conlrol center l>Oftware i!. currently being modcrnized. Throughout the development cycle of 
the wlndowing graphical user interface. various usability tests werc conducted. lo one of the first te~u., 
three users sat at a computer and complcted a series of tasks whi le the observer took notes. The ra~ks 
included (I) creating a new real-time page (real-time page& are graphical pages lhat can contain hundred' 
of updating data points, refcrred to as mnemonics, lhat are used to monitor the HSTs health and safety), 
(2) adding component~ (e.g., aJphanumeric fields, !.lripcharts, labels) to a page, (3) modifying 
characteristics of the components, and (4) saving the page. After obscrving thc users, lhe observers 
idcntified severa! problem~ that needed to be addressed. The problems were not criticai. but the de::.ign 
could be greatly improved i f they were fixed. Examples of some of the problerns included: 

• lnconsistencics (e.g .. changing the color of mnemonics was done differenlly in two different 
dialogs) 

• Lack of prompts to guide the user (e.g., no confirmation message when logging in, no indication 
o f how to cnter a search string) 

• Lack of u~e of standaJdized user inted'ace convcntionl> (e.g .. use of gray lo indieatc those menu 
iterns not curremly availabilily} 

• • Dispersion of related functions (e.g .. infonnation lhat was rclaled and worked together wa& 
scparated into two windows) 

• Grouping of unrclated functions (e.g .. editing of two compooents wa~ done in the same window 
and it was thought the oplions worked logether when lhey were, in fact, independeo!) 

• Mi~sing features (e.g., abilily to modify severa! components at one time. ability to room to :.ee 
grealer detai l). 

The feedback that was gathered from lhe users and the sugge!tted de~ign modifications were reviewed 
with lhe developers. In ~orne cases, lhe suggested changc.'> were accepted and could be ea~>ily 
implemenle<l In other cases. further information from lhe user~o was requested. Some concepts were 
modeled using a graphics package, mtd together with the developers the de~ign was modified. Many of 
lhe problerns in this initial smdy have been addressed: and, in follow-up meetings, users reported that lhe 
design was much improved. 

Anothcr exan1ple illustrates usabi lity evaluations conducled witb papcr prototypcs. Herc lhe users 
were shown a pape r mock-up of the tool and were asked to verbally describe how lhey would use it. This 
techniquc of capturing lhe user's lhoughts is called protocol analysis.2.~ One study evaluated a tool 
inrended to wam Oight opcralion controllers of anomaJous condilion~ via the display of mnemonics. The 
results showcd thut users cou ld ea~ily under~tund Lhe tool. However, it was found that a particular action 
of the tool was not anticipated and did not match lhe u~er's mental model of lhe system. 

More ~pecifically, lhe tool repre~ems an anomalous condition by di!.playing a red light for lhe sub
system that contaÜJ<, lhe out-of-Jimits mnemonic(s). The system thcn allow!. the user to click on the light 
lo display a second levei indicator that shows which ~ub-sub-system contains the mnemonic(s). The 
users liked lhe conccpt of sceing lhe waming light and then clicking on it to get additional informalion 
pertaining to the anomaly. Howcver. they had other ideas for what additional infonnation should be 
presented. 
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Instead of seeing the sub-sub-system, the users preferred to get further detail on the mnemonic (e.g., 
current value, and hjghest and lowest values). Once they had more detail on the mnemonic they would 
then li.ke to have additional options for further analysis, such as the ability lo plot the most receut data or 
examine the linúts of the runemonic. This simple evaluat.ion with a paper mock-up only required about 
15 minutes of each of the operators' (5 total) very valuable time. Yet, in this short period of time, a 
problem with a criticai componem of the software was identified and a solution recommended. Early 
identification saved t.he developer cousiderable time in code development and thus provided a large retum 
ou investment. 

Conclusion 

This paper has provided justa glimpse at user-centered des.ign and its positive effects on the design of 
ground data systems at NASNGSFC. You are encouraged lo see Lhe large set of papers and books that 
provide more delails on the UCD techniqucs refcrenced in this paper, as well as books ou other 
techniques listed in the introduction26-29 and some more general UCD references.:w. Jl Also, you may 
wish to visit the Web sites of some of the larger professional societies focussing on UCD: 

• The Human Factors and Ergononúcs Sociely (HFES), http://hfes.org/ 
• The Association for Computing Machincry Special Interest Group on Computer-Human 

Interact.ion (ACM SlGCHJ), http://www.acm.org/sigchil. 
• The Usability Professiooals' Associatioo (UPA), http://www.UPAssoc.org/. 
You are invited to contact the authors via email to learn more about user-centered design or to discuss 

the material presented in this paper. 
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Abstract 
The imere.w w ojj'er a srandard access roa sofrware, i.e. the some nm procedure one any kilui r~f Jwrdwar1• platform 
(PC, WorkSrarion ... ). exisls for much data pmcessing applicalions in a space grow1d segment. !t is rhe case, in 
particular. for c/ientlserver ones or for ali those comprising 011 importanl MMI pari .ruch us dota vi.wsaliwtion 
applicatiOJ~f (telemeiry monitoring, treruling ana/ysis, ... ). nlis s/andnrd access constil/1/es wilh 110 doubt em ejfective 
means 10 reduce rhe expluiwtion and developmel!l cosrs since il makes it possible ro absorb wilh less expenses the 
hardware c·or!figuratimls and basic software evolwions. 
But lww to offer a standard acçess to tm already exisling data processing application ? 
The purpose o.f this paper is ro a11swer this quesrion. Lhrou,((h a com:rere and çonclusive experience. Ir presems lhe 
resu/1s and brings back lhe experience of the redeve/opment in Java of the acti~ity visu111ization .fimction of the SPOT4 
Eanh Obsen•c1tion Sateflite's Coram/ Cemer. 
Keywords: Standard access. O~;ec1 Oriented Technology, Java, Rejúrbishing, Portability, CosL reduction. 

lntroduction 

The experimented data processing application: "Agenda" 
The experímented data processing appUcatíon related to this experience, AGENDA, ís an automatic 

work scheduler. Through an advanced, ergonomic and efficient MM1 (Xll/MOTIF based), AGENDA 
offers all the required functions to carry out the operational activity planning and monitoring. AGENDA 
sets up the work schedule for up to ten days of operations, automatically puts the tasks into sequences and 
monitors their parallel progress in real time. 1t works all over lhe network, using a ''Master I Slave'' 
protocol. Monitoring ís centralized on thc master computer. while lhe tasks can be run anywhere. lt 
allows operator intervention at any time. In case of failure, it offers an autornatic application recovery. To 
guarantee its perenniality and evolutivity, it relies upon de facto standards anda núddleware layer. 

AGENDA ha~ been choosen because its visualisation function is typically concerned with standard 
access. Indeed, everybody i.mplicated in the operational control center exploitation should be interested in 
lhe global activity visualisation around satellite passes. The problem on t.he existing application is that the 
number of visualisation monitor (X terminal) is limited by hardware archi tecture constraints 

The selected technology : JAVA 
Java has been choosen because lhis technology allows to reach both objectives: 
• Standard ruo proccdurc :a Java applet can be run easily, through any web browser including 

the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) : il can tbus allow a user-friendly, nexible and ergonomic access 
poi nt , 

• Hardware platform independance : Java is p01·table as the pseudo-code generated is readable 
by any web browser including the JVM on any k.ind of hardware platform (PC, Workstation .... ). 

Moreover, it has interesting advantages : 
• objcct oricntcd language : it offers the advantages of thc object tecbnology (i.e.supports 

encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism) a.nd that facilitates tbe code legibility and i.ts 
maintenance. 

• distributed : it allows to uuload lhe server node as tbe applet executes on the cüent node. Java 
allows access to distributed information at application levei as its API provides access to standard 
networking protocols (HTTP,FTP. TCPIIP) and tbeir features. 

• simplc : tbere is no pointer mru1agement, and that limits confusi.on and bug generation. 
• robust : Java code is checked both during the compile phase and at runtime ; its memory garbage 

collector avoids problems of memory allocation and memory release to the programmer. 
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• - securc : the Java interpreter verifies that the loaded pseudo-code respects the JVM security 
specíficatíons in mder to guarantee the system integríty. 

Software Development 

Development phases 
The software development was composed of four principal phases: 
• requirements analysis (0,5 rnonth), 
• Agenda Graphical User Interface (GUI) mock-up (L month), 
• desígn ( I month). 
• codíng and validation (2,5 momhs). 

Design 

Constraints and design choices 
The ma in constmints we had to tak:e in to account during the design phase were : 
• no sources modificaúon of the operational software, 
• no distnrbance o f the operational software, 
• exactly the same GU I as lhe e xisting one. 
The two first constraints were easy to respect as the control center Operational Activity Description 

(OAD) is periodically saved in an ASCIJ file (iJl order to allow the automatic applícation recovery), and 
this OAD file is available on an NFS exported partition. 

Then, the maio desígn questions we had to focu~; on were : 
• ''Which mechanisms to broadcast lhe ínformatíon to visualize. from the WEB server to the Java 

clients ?" 
• "Will the Java GUI development toolk.it (i.e. A \VT : Abstract Windowing TooiKü) allow us to get 

the sarne X 11/MOT[F Agenda GUI '?" 
The figure here after, shows the OAD information distríbution mechanism implemented on the Java 

prototype. 

W3 senrer ht1J! ...... 
C!ient 

~ Java I socket J Java 
Application J I Applet 

jlle read 
access 

t l NPS io~~oned 

J parllltOn 
{OAl) file) 

Fig. 1 OAO information distribution mechanism on the Java visualisation prototype -

Static analysis : classes overview 
The method used for software design is OMT (Object Modeling Technique). 
The Fig. 2 gives both an outline of the visualisation function GUJ and the links between this GUI and 

the Java classes. 
The Agenda window is divíded in four main areas : 
• TextArea : for logbook messages. 
• PGTPanel: for operations tasks visualization (cf description in § 1.2) 
• StringPanef: for tasks sequences visualizmion (cf descriptíon in* 1.2) 
• BARcanvas: for visualizaúon control functions (eg: zoom, ... ) 
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The PGTPanel and StringPanel objects are respectively compo~ed of the ProcPopupLabe/ and 
StrinJ?PopupLabel objects (which are respectively the representaúons of a procedure. i.e. an operational 
task. and a procedures chain). PGTPmrel contains. moreover. the representation of the "Universal Time" 
reference mark (Canvas), the mobile reference mark (RepereCanvas), the satell ite passes (VisuPa~sage), 
and the delimitors of chains (Canvas). 

To centralize the events managcmcut and the me1hods which modify the display, lhe Proce.u E1•ents 
class was created. Tt is implemented by FrwneARenda and its refercnce is u·ansmitted to BARcanvas and 
PGTPcmel. as well as to thc scrollable object which comains PGTPmrel. 

The main classes design is represenled in the Fig. 3 : 

Procl'üpupl .nl>cl 

... 
StringPopurl.nhcl 

------------------- --------~---------- - -

Fíg. 2 Línks between lhe prototype GUI and lhe related Java classes -

I 
Flg. 3 General view of maín c lasses -
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Dynamics Analysis : an event diagram example 
The Fig. 4 gives an outline of thc diagr.tm~ created for the dynarnic de:.ign of the visualization 

function. 
lt highligbts the various classe<. implied in the rhe '';.-oom'' fum.:tion implementation a~ well a~> thc 

various event~> exchanged between the:.e classe~. 
This Fig. describe1. the applct reaction to a user rcquest for vtsualization durauon (i.e. "7oom") 

modification. This choice is made in a Choice object pcrtaining to BARcam•a.v class. As indicatcd I 
before.the ProcessEvents class play), the role o f a 

''listener" for many objects. 11 i~ the ca\e hcre and ProcessE,·ems receive' rhe zoom modification 
event. It a\k~ BARcam·av lhe corre~ponding duration in ~econ~. Thcn. ir a~k~ PCTPane/ lhe dhplay j 
characteristic\ and activate~ the zoom in t.he window. This zoom con,iMs. for PGTPancl. to apply a I 
multiplying coefficient to the X-coordinates on the object~ to be d i~oplaycd. 

Since a modification o f zoom should not change the date of beginning o f visualization, ProcessF.I'tmtv 
uses the charac1eristics of display recovered 10 replace the \\-Índow in it~ inilial position. 
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Fig. 4 "Zoom" tunct ion events dlagram -
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Coding and Validation 

The Java Development Kit 
The codlng and validation phases have taken placc frorn may to july 97. during a period when the 

Java Development Kit (JOK) used ha~ bee11 upgraded ~evcral limes. lndeed. we had to work with three 
differems versions (cf Fig. of §4.1 ). 

Certainly dueto its youth, wc encountercd some problems with the JDK amoog which lhe 
followiog Jacks or bugs : 

• the difficulty of having up to date infom1atio11 (the IDK b a free produc:t which ha~ evolved vcry 
quickly and wilhout support at this moment). 

• popupMenus always have the same background color a~ their fothcr one (it misses the 
vetBackground( colo r) and sei f nregromu/( colo r) method1. ), 

• if a' becaw.e Calll'll.\' are di,played over. 
• the Semi/Pane sizc (highth x width) ~~ limited to 32000 pixel~. 
On lhe other hand, we havc appreciatcd the following positive point~: 
• the effectivencss of the cxchanges in 1he Java mailing li~rs and Wcb forurn of the Internet 

community, 
• the usefulness of freewm·e tools like hyperprolilcr . a rever:-e-designing tool (cf ~2.4.1) or 

mos ha. a decompilcr tool. 

Example of Java freeware tools : hyperprofiler, a reverse-designing tool 
Among thc Java freeware tools we can find, we havc used "Hyperprofiler", a u~er-friendly revcrse

designing tool. 
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From the Java cxccution logs (with -prof run option), hyperprofiler tool can build, on a Poincarré 
sphere projection, a tree which lcavc!> stand for da!>SCS methods. 

On the Fig. 5, wc can see an example of representalion obtained with Hyperproúler. 
On thls graph. ali thc methods called are represented. HyperProfiler does not allow, in the lC!>ted 

version, to select the methods to be represented. However, it is completely possible to directly treat the 
profi le file generated by the interprete r, to remove there the methods which do not intcrest us. 

Once the graph obtained, one can change the center of projection to •zoom" parts, or click on lhe 
mcthods to reach their calling and called methods. 

Fig. 5 An example of HyperProfiler diagram -

Results 

Comparison between Agenda Motif I Agenda Java 
As we can sec it in the following screen hardcopics (Figs. 6 and 7). the objective whlch was LO obtain 

the same GUI with Java as with Motifwas achieved. 
Thesc hardcopies represent, re~pcclively, the Motif Agenda GUI and the Java one, both whlle 

running. 
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Fig. 6 The MOTIF Agenda GUI • 

Fig. 7 The Java Agenda GUI • 
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The Java AGENDA is divided in to forty classes, wlúch represents approximately 5500 line~ of code. 
TI1e development workload, in which is included the u·aining of Java language and the leaming of 

AGENDA speciflcations, took 5 months (Lncluding 2,5 months for coding and tests). 

Code Volume 
5500 llnes 

(40 classes) 

Workload (Men/month) 

4 
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Conclusion 

Java Technology 
Among Java lechnology benefits, some were particularly appreciable for thc dcvclopment phase. We 

can note lhe follow ing oncl> : 
• Object language : lhe codc lcgibility j, really improved by lhe fact Java ls a "full object'' 

language ; this ilt helpful for code sccond reading and maintenancc. 
• lnterpreted languagc : dcbugging is ea~ier becausc most of coding e rrors are quickly dctected 

during lhe p~eudo-compilation. Jf an error occurs during the program exccution, the JVM gives 
helpfuJ informations for the diagnostit:. 

Wc found two main problems: 
• performances : Java is much slowcr lhnn a eompiled languagc like C hut rhis may not be a 

problem if we consider that CPU powerness is nowadayi> not so cxpcnsive (in facl, this may be a 
hardware architecturc choice problem), 

• JDK fas t evolution : certainly due to iL' youth. the Java Development Kit was relaúvely instablc 
during the Java Agenda dcvelopmenl (from march 96 to july 97). But JavaSoft. the Java software 
editor. has announced the JDK stabilizalion from the 2.0 version. 

Agenda in Java 
As a conclusion, we should say that the re1. ult~ are positive as the Agenda visualization function 

prototype developpcd in Java works correctly and the two main objeclives have been reached : 
• offer a standard acccss to an already existing data processing application. 
• verify that the Java GUl development toolkit (A WT) is as rich as X 11/Motü one. 
Beyond the succes5ful resuhs cxposed above. the originality of lhi~> practical expcricnce consists in 

lhe combination of lhe concept'> used : lhe ~tandard acccss conccpt and lhe refurbishing one, bolh 
implemented with the Java technology. Moreover. that allows to benefi t from the advantages of the object 
oriented technology on al ready existing data processing applications. 
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Abstract 
Jswirch, o Jal'tl-lxned spacecrojl Wt>b illlrr/lll't' 111 1deme1ry amf command lumdling. is o prolotype. plmjonn
im/eperulc•llt 11.\l'r Interface to a spacecrafl mmmand tmd cm1trol system thar uses Java tetlmofogy. readily a\•ailobfe 
se('llrity W!(111'0re, .11ondord \Vorld Wide Web (WWW) protom/.1. and cnmmercia/ o.ff-thi'-Shf>(((COTS) products. Jsat, a 
Java-bnsetl scknct' mwly.1is und trending lool. is o mojor e temem in Jswitch. Bmlt .lswi1d1 and Jsat were develnpetl jiJr 
NASA ·.,. Dnddord StJace Fli!dll Cem e r (c.'SF('). .1.1·at pro1'ides WPh interface. user acci's.\ 111 sl'ie11ce inslrwne/11 daw by 
1endinfi lhe pro,·essed scietU·e smellite rrentl tlata/ll.l't•r-spec((ied {lraphics, wb/es, anti reports) as Java applets via lhe 
\Veb to tlte 11.\'l•r 11pm1 request. Jsat red11cei grmmd ,l'l'ience instmmefll dato pmce,Hing ctHfl mui 1fecreases pmcesslnfi 
time b1· (•fiminati11g lhe needfor speciaf opuarion.\ persannef a.uigned 10 pmNss science insrrumem data requests, nm 
rrend tlllalysis .1e!(11mre. mui callect and di.!lri/mte rt·lllll.\' . .lsll'itclt reduces operationa/ I'IW.! by prm•idinfl access to 
spacecroft relemetn m11l cnmmandfrom any ltantlard Web browser. 
Keywnrds: Spacecrofi IVeb Interface. Telemetry anti Command Handling \Veb lmerface. Se~mce Dara Trend Ana/ysis 
Web lmerfact•. 

lntroduction 
NI\SI\ ':, Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is funding a research effort in the use of Lhe latest 

technology to reduce satcllite ground system opcrations costs. This effort has produced Lhe .Jswitch/Jsat 
systcm, which enablcs a spacecraft/Oight opcration~ engineer to monitor and control a spacecraft, or 
enables a scientist to select and analyze thc spacecraft science instrumcnt data, over lhe open Internet 
using the standard World Wide Web (WWW) tool!>. browsers, and commerdal-off-lhe-shelf (COTS) 
products. in conjunction wilh the Java programnúng tcchnology. Encryption. certification, frrewall, and 
intrusion detection technology provide security. 

hwitch implements a generic mechanism by downloading applets to acccss mi~sion control center 
systems over the internet. The Jswitch \ystem interfaces through a generic bridge to COTS control center 
systerm. For example, we process telemctry page~ through an interface to the following systems: 
EPOCH 2000. Transportable Payload Operations Control Cemer (TPOCC), Generic Spacecraft Analyst 
Assistant (GenSA/\), and lhe Advanced System for lntegration and Spacecraft Test (ASIST). Jsat, a 
major e lement in hwilcb, interface~ with the An:h.i.vc Browser Extractor (ABE). a COTS non-reai-Lime 
spacccraft tc lemetry data analysis package that providcs the statistical subsct data. Integral Systems, Inc. 
(ISI) dcvcloped EPOCH 2000 and ABE and providcd both products to NASA/GSfC for prototyping lhe 
Jswitch/Jsat system. Currently, GSFC is inrcgruting components of the Jswitch ~ystem into lhe OMNJ 
(Operating Mi::.sion as Nodes on the Internet) system for lhe Solar Eclipse Mission lo lhe Black Sea in 
August !999. OMNl wiU transmit wcathcr. Global Positioning System (GPS) data, and eclipse images to 
museums, schoob, and the public ovcr the Internet. 

The hwitch/Jsat systcm demon~trates how a combination of current technologies can be used in 
mi~sion .,upport systems today. The Jswitch sy,tem reduces operations costs through operational 
~cenarios that cnable remote d.iagnosis o f problem!> detected during lights-out operations periods. Thc Jsat 
system remove::. the necessity for operators to provide data to scientists by giving scienústs direct access 
througb the Web. The system allows distributed operations teams to use the inexpensivc open lntemet for 
wide arca acces\. 

The Jswi tch/Jsat system provides Oex.ibility for use across many mission profiles by using COTS 
products to reduce dcvelopment costs. Thc nct result is the ftrst opportunity to standardize user interfaces 
to missions, provide flexible networking, rcduce operalions. and significantly decrease life-cycle costs. 
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Jswitch/Jsat Advantages 
The Java-based Jswitch software interfacel> with EPOCH 2000, TPOCC, GenSAA. ASIST. or other 

ground systerru. through an application programnúng interface (API) using C code or Java. Using a 
distributed architecture. the control center software can bc replaccd relatively easily while the Jswitch 
user interface stay~ the ~ame. Thc Jswitch/Jsat prototype give~ the user the ability to view evems and 
telemetry data, send commands. and analyze ~elected \tati\tical scicnce data-ali through the use of a 
Wcb browser as lhe user interface. From our experience. this approach offers a number o f advantages: 

l. Distributed workload. Once the Java applet~ are downloaded to the client machine from the 
com1ected host. the applets run locally on the client's machine. 

2. Portability. The Java applets wiiJ run c.m any machine thm has a Web browscr that supports 
Java-witbout any required source code changcs for a specific platform {one version for ali). 

3. Eosy uscr access. There is no complicated ~etup involved or additional software to buy for 
clientl>-thc only requirement is a Web browser that supports Java and an Internet connection. 

4. Easier software maintenance. Clients alway1. connect through rhe central Web ~ervcr. which 
automatically downloads the applets. maklng it e~ier to instaJI updates to lhe software. 

5. Direct acce~s to the data by lhe scientific community. Using Jswitch!Jsat ~ecurity mcchanisms. 
user privilegel. can be ~et up to allow direct access to data for analysis wilhout jeopardizing 
command and comrol ~ecurity. 

6. Availability of legacy telemetry displays via x-server Internet plug-in. The original display 
definitions are unchanged. 

7. Generic comrol center interface. Ali mis!>ÍOn interfaces have the same look and fecl frorn a single 
Web pagc. 

Jswitch/Jsat Web Security 

Security over the open Internet is recognizcd as ú1e major risk in sateltite opcrations. particularly in 
commanding thc satellite. Jswitch employs a number of readily available security tools and procedures to 
provide a secure interface. The heart of the secure interface consists of the Stronghold Wcb server. which 
is a Secure Socket Laycr (SSL) implementation of the Apache Web server. Net~cape·, SSL. a de facto 
standard now. encrypts ali transmissions. making it difficult for thc data sent bctween the uscr's Web 
browser and the Web site to bc monitored in transit. The encryption ~trength used depends on the Web 
browser version installed by the u!>cr. The Web server's function b to serve Java applets to the user. 
These Java applets provide for a graphical dynamic interface to lhe ground systcm. The applets conncct 
to data servers to !>Cnd/rcccive requests and data to interface programs that talk to the actual ground 
system. The Java applets, once downloaded on the client'l> machine, will run locally--only connecúng 
back to the host for data and/or command information. Thc Stronghold product i!> easy to use. which is 
imporrant because CITOrs in complicated setups could compromise thc use of tbe product. 

This approach, as in~talled in thc Jswitch EPOCH 2000 prototype. is to pass lhe data packcts through 
the Web server and use thc Web server's encryption capability (see Figure 1). The key to usíng 
server/browscr encryptíon is to provide the data to tbe applet in a l>tandard output (for te lemetry) or 
standard input (for commnnds) strearn via a cgi script. For data moving from lhe servcr to the browser, 
tbe applet asks to get a Mrcam object (i.e., creates a connection to the standard output of a cgi script) 
using a statement :.uch as: 

stream = URL "https:// 
jswitch.nascom.nasa.gov/NPH_event.cgi ? símJ" 

The standard output stream i!. established and comes from the NPH_event.cgi script. The Web server 
encrypts because the https:// directive is used. The parameter siml is used in our configuration to pass to 
EPOCH 2000 to ask for lhe data source sim I. The NPH_cvcnt.cgi script conlains a cal! to cvent.c that in 
turn connect~> to EPOCH 2000. After the applel establishe:. thc strcan.1. lhe applet iterates rcferences to 
stream.getlinc() to rctrieve each packet of data that is encrypted by the server and decrypted by the 
browser. 

The SSL Wcb server also provides s upport for digital identification. used to help assure that clients 
are connecting to thc actual Web site and not a "'bogus" site. The Jswitch Web sitc uses a digital 
certificare from Veri~ign. We employ a forro of "flrewall" software on our Jswitcb machine called TCP 
Wrapper. This freely 
available tool act!> as a "wrapper" for common Tran!>mh:.ion Control Protocol (TCP) serv1ce~. lt provides 
for more detailed logging and allows for a host acccss and deny list for TCP serviccs (ftp. telnet, etc.). ali 
of which are traditionally uscd for rem0te aC'Cf?SQ o f a machinc. 
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Fig. 1 Encrypted_Streamíng_Objects Archítecture 

The Jswitch machine employs a form of intrusion detection software called SWATCH, freely 
available ou the Internet. The SWATCH tool monitors lhe system logs and watches for specified patterns 
that iudicate some potential foul play (such as login auernpts frorn unauthorited users). Free probing 
software, called SATAN, used to check the host machine for weaknesses, was installed on another host to 
scan tbe targeted Jswitch machine for secmity weaknesses. Additionally, alteration of some systern 
configuration files and services on our UNIX machine has lcd to a considerable improvernent in system 
security. The primary modificalions involved disabling services that are enabled in the Internet 
configuration file (/etc/inetd.conf on most systems). 

Finally. the Jswitch machine configuration itself offers a simple, easily maiJ1tainable sccurity 
solution. Ali the software and hardware reside on one standard UNlX machtne, connected to the open 
[ntemet, but the host machlne could easily be set up to have no connection to any other internai network. 
The only needed connectiou is for lhe ground system software to access a socket, which has the 
connection to data or the actual front end of a grouud system. In lhis way, lhe data or front-end machines 
can still be kept behlnd whalever firewall in which Lhey currently reside. 

Operational Scenarios 
By providlng a unHorm user interface and security mechanism, the Jswitch/Jsat architecturc supports 

alJ typical operaúonal scenarios scripted for users with tlifferent leveis of operalional privileges. 
· Jswitch/Jsat naturally integrates into GSFC's use of multiple redundam strings lo support salellite 
contacts. The Jswitch concept s upports important operational scenarios that are needed to move closer to 
reduced operations staffs and lights-out operations ducing some shifts and to eliminale dedicated 
operations areas for srnalJ missions, enabling operators to work from their desktop computers. The 
followÍJlg paragraphs describe some typical operationn.l scenarios. 

Anomaly Resolution Sceoario: The ground system, during non-staffed off-shift hours, receives data 
and perfom1s data analysis. lf the ground system detects an anomaly, the system phones or pages 
operations personnel and/or engilleers. The operations personnel from d1eir bome or office connect to lhe 
ground system over lhe lntemet to diagnose problerns by exanlÍJlÍng telemetry from 1·ecent or current 
passes. The operations personnel prepare and issue a real-time spacecraft command or dtrectivc that will 
be sent to the spacecraft durtng the next contacl to resolve lhe anomaly, maintalning spacecraft health and 
safety. 
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Trcnd Analysis Opcrationa l Sccnario: The intendcd uscr is the scientifi c community or 
engineers/analysts. User privi lege~ are limited to playback anel analysis of history data on Lhe offline 
~tring. The user logs into the hwitch system: lhe system recogni7e5 limited privileges and connects to lhe 
offline EPOCH/ABl:: ~tring. The uscr rcquests generation of \lati~tical analysis of specified mncmonics. 
The hat componcnt passes Lhe reque~t to ABE. and ABl:: returns the resuhs to the uscr over the Internet 
in textual or graphical dynam1c display:, or fom1attcd reponi>. This example show~ how easy trend 
analysis becomes when u!>ing Jsm, compared to a legacy control ccnter that involvel> timc-consuming 
subsct generation hy the operations team and Lhen distribution of correct subsets to multi pie uscrs. 

Distributcd Opcrations Scenario: Ground system ~ervers are located in a closet at a convenient 
location for configuration control and hardware maintenance. Backup system(s) could be located 
elsewhere for geographical security. Operations pcrsonncl and spacecraft engineers perform operations 
duries from Lheir desktop PCs in their offices during normal work silumions and hours. Opcrations can be 
performed from remote si tcs during non-typical situation!> (c.g .. conferences or meetingl> at other centers}. 
Scientists and other rcsearchcrs can perform science planning. receive science observations. and analyze 
this information from their O\\n offices. 

Jswitch/Jsat Web Interface Architecture 

Figure 2 illustrates thc Jswi1ch/Jsat architecture. ABE was the most recent addition to hwitch to 
create a Jsat componcnt that conceptualize~ direct u1>er science instrument data processing and analysis. 
This Web interface work~ as follows: 

I. A Web server run~ on thc application bost machine for rcmote clients 10 acces~. 
2. Data f.erver applica1ions running on the appllcation hosl rnachine receivc socket request~ from 

the applels and scnd thc response back, via a socket. to the connecting Java apple1. Anothcr 
vcrsion uses the scrvcr cncryption Lo return data packets via a cgi M.:ript/standard output 
inteliace. 

3. The user interface b a Web browser (like NetSCãpe Navigator) in whlch the u~er enters the 
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for the Web ~ite. This will produce Lhe Web page and 
download thc Java applet~ from Lhe server to the Web brow~cr on any platform. (Note: Applets 
are not reloadcd when they are already in thc browser enche.) 

4. The Java appleu. pop up in Lheir own fran1es, allowing users to enter commands. view real-time 
event data, monitor telemetry data, and talk to each other. 

The EPOCH 2000 ~y'>tem and the ABE data extractor are integrated with other COTS products as a 
mission opcrations comrol <,erver running on Úle UN IX workstation. COTS command and control 
systems, for example, EPOCH 2000, provide real-time playback or simulated telemetry and events in the 
spacecraft downlink to lhe Jswitch applets. The commands for uplink are received by EPOCH 2000, 
which performs the c..:riticali1y and constraints chc<.:kbg and subsequently uplinks the commands to the 
spacecraft. The Jswitch .lava codc interfaces wilh lhe EPOCH 2000 system API (C interface roulines) for 
te lemetry, command, and evcnt~. Thc Jsat system wil l u~e a standard text editor to generate a profi le file 
that contains all of the informmion Lhm the ABE needs to gcncrate an ABE trend table and store the data 
in a [ile for rctricval by Lhe Jsat syslem. A Jsat applet retrievc~ thc data for display on any platform with a 
Java-enabled brow~ter. The J~witch/Jsat system has a current \CI of tools for encryption, cenificatlon, and 
aulhentication to protect client-\ide security, :.erver-side securiry. and document confidentiality. 

COTS Products 

J switcb Software: 111e current COTS products in the Jswitch pro totype suite are as follows: 
Stronghold Web server by C2net (htlp://www.c2.net),_Digital id by Yeri~ign (http://www.verisign.com), 
Java Developmcnt Kit Cfree, hllp://www.javasoft.com/products), Jswitch Java sourcc code (free, 
http://moca.nascom.nasa.gov), SSLava Toolkit by Phaos (http://www.phaos.com), g.round system 
interface software (free). and Jchart library by KLG group (http://www.klg.com.jclasl>/ovcrview.hlml). 

Software and configuralions to make the clien1 machine more secure include the following: TCP 
Wrapper, SWATCH, SAT AN. SSH. modillcations to /etc/inctd.conf ~ervices, and Secure I D by Security 
Dynamics (http://securitydynamics.com). These are downloadable from various sources on the Internet: 
one central source i~ ftp://coast.clt.purdue.edu/pub/lools/unix/. 

The COTS control systcm is EPOCH 2000 by ISl. Legacy, custom control ~y~tem!> are TPOCC. 
GenSAA. and ASIST. 
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Fig. 2 Java-Based Spacecraft Web Interface to Telemetry & Command Handling 

Jswitch Hardware: Clients can theoretically use any Java-aware Web browser. Due to differences in 
some vendors' Web browsers, we find that Netscape Navigator 4.6 work~ lhe best. This is free and can be 
downloaded from http://www.netscape.c.:om. The host maehine, needed to serve the Java applets. run the 
Web server, interface to the ground system, and run the interface servers, has been Sun's UltraSparc 2, 
running the Solaris 2.6 operating system. The host machine does not need a Sun box as long as it is 
running some form of UNIX. The only caveat is that the macb.ine should hove <m adequate amount of 
memory und processing speed to handle allthe connecting clients. 

Jswitch/Jsat lmplementation 
A Web server runs on a host machine to provide access to clieots. u~erlt, from the server's Web page, 

opening their Web browsers and connecting to lhe host site, can select which hwitch/Jsat functioos to 
invoke (commnnd, events, telemetry, or trend analysis). Selecting a function will invoke a Java applet, 
which will be downloaded to lhe client machine and then run locally. Tbe Java applet will pop up a 
window, providing a user interface for the specitied function . The applet will make a socket connection 
back to thc hostmachine to send and receive data from a data server that is running on tbe host machine. 

Jswitch 
Figure 3, a screen snapsbot. shows lhe Jswitch command, telemetry. and event applet running on a PC 

wilh the ~elected telemetry plot applets displayed. The command applet provides the user with a text 
entry field for entering commands to the ground system, as weU as a menu ~election of common 
commnnd~ that can be insened by clicking. Once a command has been entered, clicking on the send 
button wiJJ send the command to the ho~t machine, where lhe data server will send the command to the 
ground system. get the result back, and then retum it to lhe command applel. The command applet will 
display the original command, along with the result, in a scrolling texl area. 1l1e command action is 
entered into lhe scrolling event display. 

The event applet provides the uscr with an event list from the ground system. Once activated, it will 
connect 10 a data server, which fetches evcnts from the ground .system. The~e events are displayed in lhe 
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cvcnt applet in a scrolling text arca. Event messagcs are color-coded (red. out of limits: ycllow, starting to 
exceed llinits:green, normal limits: and wlúte, ~pa<.:ccraft eventl>). The user can fL!ter events. 
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Fig. 3 Jswitch: Telemetry and Command Applet 

The telemetry function provides lhe user with a list of dlrectories <md pages to select. Thesc page~ are 
Americtul Standard Code for Infonnation Interchange (ASCII) text files residing on the host machine that 
describc the appearru1ce of a tclemetry page anda list of data points. Currently, lhe displays consist of 
ba1.ic tcxt display~ and graphical d1splay!>. AdditionaJ graphical displays are available by u~ing COTS 
product~. which providc Java graphical librarie~. Once lhe u~er selects a desired page, this informatton is 
sent to a data server. wherc data updatcs are sent to the telemetry applet , which displays the telemetry 
information in a window. The users may define their mnemonics for graphical display. 

J swtich/X-Protocol Display Enhancemcnt: J~witcb has added an option to make viewing of thc 
Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) legacy telcmetry pagcs via an x-server Internet plug-in running on a 
desktop PC. Historically, spacecraft nússion telcmetry pages are cu~tomúed for each spacecraft, and 
conversion to a different format is costly, involving retraining operations pcrsonnel. By providing lcgacy 
mission dbplays with no changes, operations can cominue with no impact and without extra costs, and 
the chance~ of operational errors a'so<:iated with ch:mging existing displays are reduced. 

Jswitch/Generic Bridge E nhancemcnt: hwitch is developing a common interface to connect to 
multiple control center.. This approacb h~ been demonstrated to work in the co•mection to 
EPOCH 2000, TPOCC. and thc GcnSAA toolkit. We are currently prototyping connections to other 
mission ~y1.tems such as GSFC's 1\SIST. The common Web interface will prcsent multiple control ccnter 
interface~ as~ociated with privileges to access thc data for opcralions personnel and :.chools. 

Jsat 

Jsat interfaces with ABE, the ISI COTS spacccraJt telemetry data analysis packngc that provides thc 
uscr with a set of brow~ing and data :tnalysls fw1ctions for retrieval and decoding of actual tclemetry data 
into statistical sub:.et:. of user-dcfllled telemetry data. The ABE package il> hosted on the server and is 
usually associated with EPOCH 2000, allowing access to l>pacecraft databases for the retrieval of 
telemetry data. event. and trend~ data files. TI1e ABE packagc uses PV-WAVE; a commerciaJ. gencral
purpo~e, visual analysis package from Visual Numeric, Inc., PV-WAVB is widely used in rhe technical 
community as a fowJdation for data analysis. 

Tb.e hat trend displuy is shown in Figure 4. Clicking the Trend menu will launch a graphical user 
interfa<.:e (GUl ) applct with l>electable directories and data sub~et files. The selected data staú~tical subset 
may bc viewed with a "View Source" button prior to downloading. The user may 1.elect from thc 
following data subset display options: text, plot, scatter plot, bar, area. etc. The statistical data is scnt to 
Lhe text display functions or to a chart in a chart library commercially supplied by thc KLG Group for 
continuous update until the end of thc data flle. 
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The ABE remote interface consists of a simple ABE command interface routine written in C. This 
remote interface processes a profile file that can be generated wilh any text editor. The file will tcll ABE 
to write thc data to a text file to be processed. I f the user has limited access only to an offline string, the 
applets later can be replaced by applications to enable the user not only to view but also to store and 
manipulate data locaJly on a user computer. 

Platform lndependence 

The Jswitch/Jsat client has been tested on PC, Macintosh, HP, and Sun platforms. Netscape Navigator 
Gold 3.0, Netscape Navigator Professional Edition 4.04 and 4.6, and Internet Explorer 3.0 browsers have 
beeu used. Browser differences were noted in each instance with the rendering o f lhe applets. Differences 
consisted mainly of font size, widget sizes, and colors. We have standardized by using Netscape 
Navigator 4.6 for developme.nt purposes_ On the PC. the primary development platform, these differences 
were traced to individual preferences in control pane) settings. 

Tbe colored evcnt applet rendered true red, yellow, or green event colors in Netscape Navigator 
Gold 3.0 with the Color Palette setti.ng at "256 colors". However, Netscape Navigator Professional 
Edilion 4.04 rendered the colors incorrectly wilh lhe "256 color" setting and correctly with the Color 
Palene set to "high color 16 bit". 

The trend analysis applet was rendered witb lhe last column in a second row underueath the label 
column on the develoP.er-s PC and correctly on a second PC with ali columns in one row_ Turning the 
screen size on and off conected this rendering on lhe developer's PC 

One exception was noted in the execution of code between the Java Virtual Machine on Internet 
Explorer 3.0 and Netscape Navigator Professional Edition 4.6. On the Internet Explorer 3.0 Java Virtual 
Machú1e, lhe data vaJues were updat.ed correctly in the labeled text fields; however, the time was 

MAX 

Fig. 4 Jsat: Trend Applet 

incorreclly updated in the Time text field. Netscape 4.6 aJways displayed the time correctly. Tbe 
Internet Explorer 3.0 Java virtual machine has incorrectly interpreted the following statement: if 
(datapoint.lime != (''XTIME'). The final solulion to this problem probably lies wit.h the Java virtual 
machine as an add-in lo the browser. This product is under development by Sun. 
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Summary: Jswitch/Jsat fits very well with inexpensive small satellite 
rapid development 
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Jswitch/Jsat can quickly provide reusable ground software, with the user evaluaúng lhe ~oftware from 
hislher location and providing immediate feedback to thc developers. ScientiStS have a quick. simple 
access to process their scicnce data. Building ground systems faster is achieved first by using exil.ting 
software and second by integrating the system using an itcrative devclopment process. ln lhe Jswitch 
protOtype systems, severa! existlng COTS products were u:.ed. Core commund and control function~ are 
readily available in severa! COTS products (e.g., ISI EPOCH 2000. STI OS/Comet, Altair MCS. LM 
SCS 21) and Government off-the-shelf (GOTS) products (TPOCC, ASIST). The GenSAA toollOt 
provides highJy graphical expert systems that perform rcal-tilne spacecraft monitoring and display. To 
makc use of lhe WWW, COTS Web servers and browsers were exarnined that include security tcatures 
and support lhe Java virtual machine. The C2net (Apache) Stronghold COTS Web server provides 
security through encryption and authentication through passwords. 

The Jswitch concept enables a better ground system by providing the deftnition of standard GUI 
element~ that are based on the Java language and applets served up through the Java virtual machinc 
under standard Web browsers. This is a powerful combination because virtua.lly every work location has 
recent, free Web browsers from Microsoft or Netscape already installed. These products are available for 
Wrndows 95, Macintosh, and most versions of UNIX operating systems. ln summary, the user benefits 
from the following capabilities: 

• Scientists can communicate with an instrument usiJ1g a Web browser. 
• Bngineers and operators can work f-rom office, from home, or on the road using only a Web 

browser. 
• Cüem computers are platform independent (Web browsers run on PC, Macintosh, and UNIX 

platforms). 
• Anomaly resolution is facilitated, with remote access making lights-out opcralions during off

shi fts realistic. 
• Costs are lower; no spccial hardware or special client :.oftware i1. required beyond a current Web 

browser. 
• Generic bridge interfaces to legacy comrol centers and telemetry displays are backward 

compatible. 
The use of standard COTS products for major functions provides not on ly a quicker development 

cycle but also a lesl> expensive option. This is sometimes m.istaken for a panacea Some COTS products 
are expensive, and some do not perform as advertised. Obtaining a free trial license for evaluation 
mitigates this risk. Despite the problems, however, COTS products that can be used in the spacecraft 
support domain h<we matured ovcr recent years and present a very good value compared to custom 
development or evento rnodilication of existing software. The rcasons for this include the following: 

• Development costs are arnortized over many customers. 
• The product is enhanced to keep pace with evolution in supponing technologies to remain 

competitive. 
• New fe.atures are added as par1 of product dcvelopment, also to remain competitive. 
• Maintenance costs are usually quoted as a known percentage of initiallicense costs. 
• Special vendor support is usually available for short periods as needed rather lhan having to 

maintain dedicated software maintenancc staff. 
The hwitch/Jsat prototype system has demonstrmed that wc can receive telemetry, send commands, 

process events, display existing legacy telemctry pages, and analyze stati:.tical data over thc Web. The 
Jswitch system can be tuilored to interface the Java languagc through native code lo any control center. 
The Jsat component can easily download science data that has been written to a file. The Flight 
Operations Team (FOT) and lhe scientific community can easily be cross-trained on a wüform interface. 
Mission-specific applications are easily written a.nd downloaded as applets 10 the user with a standard 
Java-enablcd Web browser. The user always has Lhe latest software upd:Jtcs, and there is no special 
hardware to buy. 
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Abstract 
Thi.! paper addrt•.\'.1 tire Grmmd wlutions adopted ro mntroltlre sdentiflc microsatellite SACI-i in order ro meer rhe 
opemtion tmd juncriona/ requiremellls. Tlro.1·1' rt•quirement.f are 1111011ended c·muml o[ a sotellite passing, quick-look o[ 
poyload dom in real time. p/avbac/.. o[ ali teleml'/r\' data, 0111omatic orbir detenninatirm and remO/e mission pllllming 
by the inl'estif?ators tlmmgh lhe Internet. Sinn• cost-effectivme.u Iras oriemed ali design solwions in SACI- I Grmmd 
Segmt•m, a compact .wtellite control system was designt'd to aggregme in a some environment the jimrtlrmaliry o[ 
Gmund Staticm. Contrai Center tmd Mission Ct•mer. Tlwt compact SACI- I Grcmnd Sysll'm is a platform based on ji1'e 
Personal CompwerJ imer('(mnected through Ethemet loca/lll'fll'ark. Two o[ them are dediwted to pe1fomr TM and 
TC funrtions inducling the Growul-satellíte promcol. Anmher i.1 tledicated 1t1 the antenna cnmrol for ,\'Otellite tracking. 
The last rwo dea/.1 with data dissf'mination activities such as quick look oj pay/oad dma (IIJd daw base sen·er for 
rt•mote commllin,~ ofiJotlr curretll tmd histori('(l/ data ofthe mi.1·~ion. 

SACI-1 Missíon 
Focusing on SACI- I purpose. 11 1s a low earth polar orbit microsatellite intended for scientific: 

applicalion, (Ncri. 1996 et ai.:). The SACl-1 payload concems four scientific experiments for systernatic 
ob~ervation of the ionosphcre. SACI- I shall be launched as CBERS (China-Brazil Eanh Resource 
Satellite) piggyback.. by Chinese launchcr Long March JV, on July 1999. 

Brietly, the four scicntific experimcnts on-board of SACI- I are: 
• PLASMEX - intends to investigate lhe plasma bubbles gcneralion phenomena, its development 

and decay over the Brazilian area. 
• ORC/\S - intends to monitor, in the inner magnetosphere, the tluxes and spectra of clet:trons, 

protons and He to Ne ion populations of energies bcllow 100 MeV/amu. 
• PHOTEX - imends to investigate the equatorial ionosphere anomaly, Soulh Atlantic Magnelic 

Anomaly (SAMA) and dynamic process in the mesosphere in global scale. 
• MAGNEX - plans to conducl vector geomagnetic field measurements continuously in three-axis 

orthogonal components on the microsatellite. 
Those experiment will acquire data from the space plasma environment simultaneously during lhe 

entire mission li f e. The acquired payload data are compressed whenever necessary, and stored in different 
Paylo<Jd Telemetry Application Packcts (I K bytes cach) for furthcr transmission 10 Ground. An average 
of 8K packets per day from ORCAS will bc received in Ground; 12K packets per day from PLASMEX; 
6K packets per day from MAGNEX and 6K packets per day from PHOTEX. The payload telcmetry plus 
the l>atellite tclemetry will be 1ransrnined 10 Ground Stalion in 500 Kbp~ rate (an average of 60.4 packets 
per second). 

Matching thc satelli te orbit with the SACI-I Ground Stalion position (at northeast of Bruil), thc 
sntclli te visibility l>hall occul' twlce a day, in 5-8 minutes passes, wi1h an average of -18 Mbytes per pass. 
As a consequcnc.:e of boU1 the SACI-I short contact and the high data payload acquired by the on-board 
~cientific expcriments. the Ground-Satcllite pro1ocol communication bas been robustJy implcmented 
and. essential autonomous features have been incorporated to the TMffC application software. 

Ground System 
A dedicated and compac.:t Ground System (Fig. I) wa.~ designcd to control and receive data from lhe 

SACI-I mission. lt J.S a platform based on five personal computerl>, under Window~ NT. Window~ 95 and 
Linux operating systeml>, imerconnec1ed through Ethernet local area network. 
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Two computers are dedicat~d to perform respectivcly Telemctry (TM) and Telecommand (TC) 
functions, interconnected by a serial li11k RS-232 which support:. the implcmentation of the ground
satellite protocol communication. Another personal compu ter is dedicated to lhe antenna control based on 
lhe satellite orbit prcview calculatíon. The last two deal witb data dissem.inalion al'livities such as quick
look of payload data and database servcr for remo te conu·olling o f both cun-ent and historical data of tlle 
mission. 

The personal computers dedicatcd to Telemctry & Data Visualization System are provided with 
developed-in-house micro-conLrolled cards. allowi11g botb systcms to receíve simuHaneously llle 
telemetry application packets trru1snutted from SACl-1 On-Board Computer (OBC) to Ground. Also. in 
the telecommand personal computer, lhere is a developed-in-house núcro-controllcd card for sending tbe 
telecommand packets. 

Software 
Tbe Ground Segment is compound of three systems: 
• Telemetry and Telecommand System; 
• Data Dissemination System - DV &DC system 
• Antenna Control and Positioning System 

TMTC 
It is compound of two subsystems which beside the application functionality implement the Ground

Satellite Conuuunication Protocol. Concenung Lhe Telecornmand Subsystem, lhe implementation, 
(Carvalho. J 996 and Carvalho, J 998), of Ground-Satellite protocol followed CCSDS recommendation. 

• The Telemetry subsystem is dedicaled to reccive and store ali telemelry data Lrru1sntiued from 
SACI-I to the S-band 1T &C ground station during the passing period. According Lo the 
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applicalion specification, SACI-1 satellite generates two categories of telemetry messages: real 
time telemetry and stored telemetry (Nou real time telemetry). Thls last oue consists of bolh 
payload and housekceping data. 

• The Telecommand subsystem provides facilities for autonomous management, logging and 
transmission of Telecommand to the satellite. throuh the up-link equipment chain installed at the 
TT &C station. 

The development of TMTC software system, named SACI-SOL. followed the incrementai approach. 
Tbe software modules were sLrUctured in layers as presented in Fig. 2. SACI-SOL was designed to 
operate in two Personal Computers under Windows NT operation system. One of them is dedicated to 
perform TC control wllile anotber is doing TM functions. A graphical programming environment was 
used to develop SACI-SOL software. (Mattiello e1 al.: 1998 and Neri, et ai.: 1997). The segment of 
SACI-SOL residenl in tbe TM computer was implemented in LabWindows I CVI in order to reach tbe 
following high performance requirements: 

• Reception and recording of 60.4 packets per second dming -8 nünutes of passing; 
• CRC and sequence number checking of each received frame. In case of wrong reception, a 

message is transmitted to the TC computer through serial link infonning it about the right 
sequence number waiting for. 

• ldcntification of Lhe CLCW ground-salellite protocol word received in telemetry frame and its 
transmission to the TC computer through seriallink. 

Since tbere was no criticai requircment for TC transmission. the SACI-SOL segment resídent in TC 
computer was successfully ímplemented in LabVIEW graphical environment. Aggregating that solution 
witb PHP 3.0 (a server-side HTML-embedded scripting languagc) facilities to write web pages quickly, 
the following operation needs were reachcd: 

• Unatt.ended controlo f Lhe passing in order to reduce the number of st.affs in the Ground Station; 
• Telecommand messages scheduled by users through Internet under control of SACI-1 Flight Plan 

software. 
The use of lhose development environment was one of the main project solutíon adopted by lhe 

developers of SACl-SOL software due to their faciliücs in developing user interface. 
The Figure 2 shows the SACI-SOL architecture. It cons.ists of the following software modules : 

{{ 
/~ 

SACI-1 GROUND SIATION 

Thlb~/)r~ SACI-SOL 
TC bits 

TM PHYSJCAL & TC PHYSICAL & 
CODIFICATION CODIFICATION 

TMframesJ PROSO L lrcframes 

li TM TRAliSFER I I TC TRANSFER I 

j TMpackets l TC peckets 

I™ APPLICATION I I TC APPLICATION I 

Fig. 2 SACI-SOL Module Archilecture 

J. TM Physical & Codification Module - deals with the acquisitíon, decodificalion and separation 
o f lhe telemeiTy bits in frames. 

2. TM Trw1.1:fer Module - deals with the TM frames validation followíng the Consultaüve 
Conunittee for Space Datll System (CCSDS) recommendation. 
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3. I'M Applicmion Module deah with thc high levei functionality of ~toring and treating each TM 
packet reccived from satelhte. That includes the identification of thc TM packet typc. the 
proce,,ing and the visuali.wuon o f the relevam one. 

4. TC Plz\'.\ical & Codificatwn Module deal<, witl1 the cocllfication and tranl>mishion of the TC bits 
to thc ~mellite. 

5. TC Tran.l.fer Module - dcals with the treatment of thc TC framcs following lhe Consultative 
Committcc for Space Data System (CCSDS} recommendation. 

6. TC Application Module deals with thc high levei funclionality of the llight plan automatic 
control in ordcr to transmit ali the tclccommands selected for each pa~sage. 

The design solution adopted in TC /\pplication Module wa~ lhe filllle ~tatc automata~. ln the 
implemcntation of the finite state automata, lhe .,tate~ represeut the situation in which the system stays 
after treating a specific event and waiting for a next one. The evcnts are the occurrence~ wh.ich make the 
state machine change from on state to another one. And the actions are the procedure~ which must be 
executcd to take the s1ate machinc to the next l>tnte. 

The occurrences considered relevant for thc TC au1omatic control were: 
I. Beginning of the passage; 
2. Ending of the passage; 
3. Time to transmit the next TC to the microsatcllite; 
4. lnformation relatcd to the TC local protocol scrvices; 
5. Out of sequence TM frame; 
6. Jnforma tion related to the TC protocol reccivcd from TM frames CLCW word. 
The Automata program keeps lhe state table dato wilh states. events and actions. When the Automatn 

starts to run, it is set to the initial statc, initialize Lhe monitors. queues and calls the Read Event process to 
get event. The Read Event stays runni11g until getting <m event. The Read Event relums the event to the 
Au10ma1a. it consults the table in order to determine what action must bc callcd and what is the next state. 
The right action is cxecuted and. after that. both lhe current state is changed and thc Read Event is called 
again by the Automata. 

Fig. 3 Tetemetry Viewer System 

Onc of the implemented actions is responsible to transmit the next TC listed in Flight Plan to rn~ 
microsatcllitc send.ing it to the TC Trnnsfer Laycr queue. 
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Data Dissemination System- DV&DC system 
The Data Dissenúnation software system, Telemetry Data Visualization System & Data Base Remate 

Control ( DV & DC systcm). concerns the ground subsystem responsible for SACI-I tele metry data 
reccp6on, pre-processing and treatment. 

DV&DC system is a multi-user software ~ystcm compounded of the following software -.ubsystcms: 
• Real Time telemetry software - RTTM wh1ch dcals with receplion and visualization of the real 

time telemetry in real time and piayback. Thil> software was implemented in graphic language 
using the LabVIEW facilities. 

• Quick-look software - Telemetry Vicwer which deals wilh ali non real Lime telemetry data. It 
was also implementcd in graphic languagc using the LabVlEW facilities. An unique configurable 
program was developcd to process in real time und in playback ali types of SACI-! telemetry 
packets by selecting onc of Lhe possible typc~ as rclevant !elemetry. In playback opera!ion mode, 
many instances o f this process can be run concurrently allowing the Ground Sta6on operator to 
morutor <lifferent typel> of telemetry packeti> on the san1e screen. Despite the detailed data 
analysis of eacb experiment data set being done I ater on at scientific environment, TMViewer 

~ftware system was dcveloped for fast evaluation of lhese data at Ground Station. These processed data 
can be stored in ftles and diwibuted to lhe <.cientists by e-maiJ giving them early information about the 
misbion operation status re latcd to their experiments. Addi6onally, T MViewer software allows thc 
operator to separate the telemetry raw data received during the entire passagc in different files, one per 
type of telemetry packet: PLASMEX, ORCAS. PHOTEX, MAGNEX, Solar Sensor, Housekccping. 
Stored TM and DUMP. 

• Automa6c storage of thc payioad raw data. lt perforrns automutic storage of the raw data 
measured by on-board experiments in C D-units and in Optic Disk units for distribulion. Thcsc 
payload teiemetry data are delivered to 1he expcriment investigatorl>. according to an operational 
proceeding. Additionally, lhe payload tclemetry application packets are decompressed and 
stored in the database as active data5

• The "very old data" callcd historical data are transferred to 
optical disk indexcd by a predefined period of time (e.g.: per wcck). Backups and all othcr Data 
Base Management System (DBMS) utllilies such as loading and performance morutoring are 
provided by tbe database ~erver witb an efficient fault tolerancc system and roll -forward recovery 
(Pereira, 1998). 

• Remate Control of database providing facilitics for queries and reports using Web Page. Through 
them lhe scientific community can acce~~ lhe SACI-I remote sen~ing data. 

Specially for authori1ed users, lhe satellite syl>tcm engineers and expenment investigators DV&DC 
~y~tem provides telecommand query form~ (Fig. 4 ). That means, in order to generate the SACI-I 

Fig. 4 PLASMEX Telecommand Form 
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Flight Plan, tclccommand messages will be, ar first, selected via web pages, allowing users to organize. 
schedule and edit them focusing on the predicted passages inforrnation supplied by tl1e Antenna Centro! 
and Positioning System (item 3). Wilh tbh new approach, authorized users can organize and prepare Lheir 
telecommand messages, sending it via web pages to thc ground station operation. Basically, it is a cliem
server web-based system compound of some interface page~ with dynamic fill-out fom1s whose 
conunand data (telecommands) selecred by users are stored and maintained in a relational PostgreSQL 
database server (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5 ORCAS Flight Plan in Data Base 

Antenna Control System 
The Antetma Contrai and Positioning software system is the part of the ground slation Amenna 

System responsible to perform lhe sateUite acquisition and tracking. H deals with orbit determination and 
orbit propagation considering the tracklng data obtained from the Last passages. The orbit paramerer~ 
evaluation are based ou the Doppler measu1·ements. Moreover, the Anterma Control system provides the 
satellite and ground station event predictions (passes, eclipse periods, etc.). Based on such events. 
Antenna software system conlrols automatically the antenna positioning system. Those events are also 
available through local network to be used by other software systems of SACJ-1 Grow1d Segmeol. For 
instance, events such as, beginning and ending of the passage are used by the Automata program 10 
carry on telccoll1Uland transmission. 

Conclusion 
The use of comrnercial available Ground Systems (such as Antenna Contrai System and PCs 

network:,) with in house development of dedicaled TMrrc and Data Digsemination Systems made 
possible to build a compact and autonomous Ground Network for SA0-1 in short time (2 years) with 
low cost (3 persons). 

The experience on integrating such cost effective Ground System has positively contributed lo change 
thc way people think about lhe benefits of dedicated Ground Systems comparing to the multi-mission 
Centers. 
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Abstract 
The U.S. National Aeronatttics wul Space Administration (NASA) Deep Space Network- or DSN - is 011 intematio11al 
network of amemws that support.1· imerplanetary spnceaa.ft missions and radio and radar asm>nomy obsen,ation.l for 
the expioration of lhe solar system and the twiverse. The nerwork a/so suppons se/ected Eanh-orbiting missions. This 
pape r describes the groUiul communications network o f the DSN. 
Fundamemally, the DSN grozmd nerwork arcllitecture is a s tar u.etwork, and the lwb i.1· at JPI. in Pasadena, California. 
Communicarions to cuswmer sites are desig11ed to minimize NASA cosrs and may be eith.er shared IP backbone 
networks o r dedicated circuits. One o.f lhe primar)' feature.\' of tlu! network i.v its ability to support real-time data, voice, 
and video comnumications anumg an.temw swtions, 011 awomated multi-misJiOII operttti011s systems facility ai JPL 
(AMMOS), and mission operatio11.1' centers (MOCs) m NASA and non-NASA.faciliries. 
Thls paper describes rhe global fii'Ototd network, ('urrent and emerging requireme/lts, and indicares wlsere new 
tedmology is being app/ied. Major driver.1· for a new approarh a !'li a desire ro keep il!frastrucwre costs as low as 
possible, desire lo tm• the pub/ic Imem et for commrmicarions. wide-srale development and availability of commercial 
fmemet-standard prod11cts. need for increased securiry. wul ilwre.a.1·ing m:eds for .fmdr role rance. 
Keywords: Spacecraji, gmtmd network, fntemet. communications. 

Background 

The DSN has three major antenna sites: 1) Canberra, Australia. 2) Goldstone, California, and 3) 
Madrid, Spain. Canberra and Madrid are supported with a primary circuit (Tl), and a baci-..'Up circult 
(64kbps). The primary circuit is channelized into flight network Internet Protocol (JP) b<mdwidth, voice 
and video channels, and admln.istrative IP bandwidth. The antenna station at Goldstone is similar, but has 
two T 1 's for data and voice. A separare T 1 ar Goldstone supports radio astronomy. 

The llight LP channels are used for transnútt.ing spacecraft telemetry, command, and trackiJlg data. 
Station mou.itor and control data also shares the bandwidth. An upgraded monitor and control system is 
aJmost ready to become operational, and this will require additional bandwidth to support the infonnation 
infrastructure. 

The IP bandwidth is sized to accommodale worst-case real-time traffic loads, i.e., occasions when ali 
antennas may simultaneously be aclive willl real-rime downünks from spacecraft. 

Another emerging requirement is to provide a common management infrasiJllcture within the DSN 
based on world wide web technology. Our adnúrústrative bandwidth of only 64 kbps is seriously 
outdated. 

JPL also operates a multi mission operations facility (Ai'vfMOS) for JPL rnissions. Therefore a 
significao! amouut of trafflc tlows over local area networks (LANs) to that facility. Data to other 
missions i~ routed immediately to wide area network (WAN) circuits anywhere in the world. At the 
present time this includes circuits to domestic U.S., Japan (NASDA), Germany (GSOC), France (CNES). 
and Canada (CSA). 

The Organization 
The Network lnfrastructure Services (NlS) organization provides both Operations and Engineering. 

In Operations, NJS has communications technicians who oversea the W ANs 24 hours per day, seven days 
per week (24X7). We also manage a team of system administrators who maintain and sustain over 500 
workstations and over 100 network devices, mosto f which are in the AMMOS facility. 

ln Enginee1ing, senior system engineers are respoosible for I) Communications und 2) Data Services. 
The Communications system engineer coordiJlates customer data, voice. and video requirements with our 
WAN provider, the NASA lntegrated Services Network (NlSN). The Data Services system engineer 
coord.inates network monitoring and metrics, data delivery services, and distribut.ed services such as AFS 
(Andrew File System) and the Distributed Comput.ing Euvironmenl (DCE). 
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The la!>t kcy tcarn mcmber is lhe Security Engineer who i~ re:.ponsible for implementing thc 
technology that ensures the security of lhe flight network. Tbis persoo manages the firewall systems that 
separate the IP traffic oo the flight network from IP traffic on lhe Internet. 

In the next ~ection!>. feature~> of our architecture will be illustrated u~ing the Cassini mission as an 
example cu~tomer. 

Circuits 
After initial processing at the stations, Cas.o,ini downlink datais combined with other flight data from 

the antenna :.tations and trMsmi tted to JPL. This real-time IP bandwidth is about 988 kbps from Canberra 
and Madrid. 1.5 Mbps from Goldstone. lt is processed in AMMOS. whcrc mission operations takes place. 
Huygens probe data is transmitted to a Science Operations Processing Computer (SOPC) in Germany. 
Science data i~> transmitted outside lhe firewal l 10 ten SOPCs at various scientitic institutions. 

Project personnel may communicate wilh stmion personnel over secure voice nets. These are 
dedicated ~ynchronous cbannels that carry compressed voice sigoals. 

Station personnel roay also participate in 'ASA activities wilh a dedicated channel carrying low· 
bandwidth NASAsclect video. Dial-up (ISDN) del>ktop video conferencing is available in Ca11berra. 

IP Bandwidth 
The DSN has a requirement to support an Emergeocy Control Center (ECC) in Goldstone lhat is 

capable of performing the functions now performed at JPL in the event of a natural disaster. For Lhis 
reason we have ordered a hlgh-capacity bnckup circuit (768 kbps) that will enable operaúons from 
Goldstone to Madrid and Canberra. We hnve specificd thls circuit to have a terminarion at Goldstone and 
at JPL, so the circuit can be used as backup on a day-to-day basis. 

With this design we will use Multi-Link Point-to-Point Protocol (MLPPP) Lhrough lhe primary 
routers to give an effective IP bandwidth o f I ,766 kbps (988+ 768) to the ovcrseas stations. In lhe event of 
failure of one of lhe circuits. lhe rcmaining circuit can carry lhe traffic. 

Telemetry is bursty. Therefore, we plan to interface administrative networks to lhe same MLPPP 
router ~o they can par1icipate in thh greatly increased ba11dwidlh when te lemetry volume is low. Real· 
time telemetry data will have priority over administrativc data. Tbis wiJI provi de a dramatic improvement 
to administralive bandwidlh. 

In addi tion, the NASAselect vídeo will be converted to an IP H.323 standard format, at a relatively 
low priority, which will free the bandwidtb now dedicated to video for use by other applications. 

Data Services 

JPL has added severa! data services to thc infrastructure that enable rcliable (no errors or loss of data) 
real-time transmission of spacecraft data. 

Customerl! have the optioo of traditional delivery (now cail low-latency data delivery· LLDD) in 
which real-Lime data streams from lhe station in UDP packets wilh no error corrections. 

Thc major improvement is a customer option for fault-toleraut data delivery · FfDD. in whicb 
telemetry data passes from lhe telemetry processar to a Reliable Network Scrver (RNS) server at the 
station. The RNS transmilS ~treams from the station to an RNS :.ervcr at JPL using TCP, and 
automatically buffcrs data and makes corrections i f necessary over the potentially noisy satellite circuits. 
There is a slightlatency penalty - 5 to 10 second~t. 

The RNS servers were designcd to account for a li data delivcry. Therefore, one of the benefits of th is 
architecture is that ali data ca11 now be account.ed for on a mission-by mission basis, and provide a basis 
for fair chargeback whenever and if cvcr that rnay be necessary. Until now, we could only measure 
general IP channel utilizatioo using the metrics associated wilh the routers. 

Mar~ Global Surveyor, Cassini. DS· l , Mar~ Climate Orbiter. Mar~> Polar Lundcr, and Stardust use the 
RNS service. 

Allother data l>ervice is a Central Data Recorder at JPL which stores mi&sion data for specitied 
penods of time. The CDR captures bolh LLDD and FfDD data and has proven useful to recover data 
when anomalics have occurred. 

Security 

The night nctwork is a protected network, and we adhere to NASA security requiremenls. With 
increasing numbers of international partners, and lhe growtb of the public Internet, information 
tcchnology (IT) security has become an extremely important aspect of night operations. 
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The 01gh1 and administrative LA!'\ networll> at the antenna stations are physicaUy ~epanued. At the 
prcscnttime \\C ~eparate the flight network and admin~tmtive network now between JPL and tbe station~ 
at lhe muluplexer ho they ~hare a common WA:-.1). We are completing expcrimcnt\ now with the goal of 
letting both functionl> share the MLPP TOlHer so bolh types of data can perform dynamic bandwidth 
allocation. 

Our architecturc includes modern IP fLiewalls atthe following two locationt.: 
I) Al JPL there is a flrewallthrough which mbsions can send data from thc tlight network to u~ers 

(e.g., scienlists) over lhe public Internet. 
2) In addition there is a ürewall at Lockhee(] Martin Asu·onautics in Dcnvcr, CO. which develops 

and operate:- NASA's Mars missions. 

Network Management 
The grO\\ ing requirement to rcducc operation:. co~ts hnl> led JPL to ccntrah7e network management as 

much a' pos~ible. We have implemented network managerncnt software that is capable of coUecting 
statiMics, wamings. etc. and forwarding them to a central server located at both the communications area 
and Lhe system administration arca. These tooh are proving to signiticantly reduce our time to isolate 
problems and rcstorc service. 

Our opcrational [p environment requires pcr~onnel wilh both IP router skills and W A. '\f circuit skills. 
[n JPL's case these are two dífferent groups. To cnhance coordinalion between the tcams, JPL has 
installcd an action request system. This systcm helps document problems and providcs a historicul log for 
later analysis. 

Conclusion 

The architecture of the DSN tlight nctwork i~ evolving to support dynamic bundwidth allocation 
based on IP. Requirementl> for administrativc traffic and vídeo are I\\ o beneficiaries of this development. 
Aho, non-real-time mission data will bc dclivered more quickly to our customcr\. 

Wilh an architecture based on Internet Protocol (lP) we find wide-scale development and availability 
of commercial Internet-standard products applicable to our environment. Commercial network 
management tools have helped UI> make significant progres:, in reducing the time to isolate network 
problem~>. 

Lastly, our use of producls bm.ed on IP. and thc dcsire of ou r customers to use the public Internet for 
transmission, ha~ greatly increased ou r depcndcnce of lhe latest fuewalltechnology. 
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In 1992, CNI-:S mui ESA decided 10 renew mo.11 of riu! operational systems of rhe Guiana Space Cenrre in Kouro11. in 
arder ro prepare for rhe /aunch of both Arione .J tmd Aritme 5. A nell' archilectttre lwd been designed for the 
mea.l'ttrement .~rstem of lhe Ariane Launch Complex. and six concurring projecrs 11'ere decided 011. Interfaces between 
a/l operarional.I)'Stems !Jave been staruiardised: IP u·an.l'lnission prorocolover an exrended Ethemetnenvork ha.ç been 
chosen for eitht•r inter o r infra sysrern data COIIIIIWII it'iJIÍIIII.I'. inc/uding real-lime applicatirms. 
Thi.1' arli('/e describt>s the objectives wrd real-time constrainrs of lhe measuremem system 4 the Ariane /aunclt 
complex, presenl.l lhe arcltilecture and nwin l'lumtcu•t'istics of eaclt operatiorutl .\.I'Stem, mui hi{!ltliglm the choices 
which ltal'l.' bem decided on for the des(~n of etu•lt .1y.rtem in order to succe.Hjttlly romplete t!Je new Ariane 
measureme/11 systrm witlt real-time applicaticm 011 an exlended IP nuwork. 
Keywords:Realtime appliration. IP protoc:ol, I::tltemet network, tracking, telemelry. locmimr, data proc:essing, 
operation com rol 

Objectives and real-time contrainsts of the Ariane launch complex 
measurement system 

The real-time missions of the Guiana Space Centre duri11g an Ariane launch are mainly: 
• to track and locate A.riane from the lift-off to thc end of the mission, aftcr satcllisation of the 

payloud, 
• to rec:eive, storc, and proces~ Ariane telcmctry data, 
• to c:hec:k with both telemetry and lcx:ation data that Ariane is nominal and safe for the popuJation, 
• to c:o-ordinate the operations of the whole Ariane launch complex. 
From thc mission contrainsts. which wcre listed, the most difficult demands to meet were the 

reliability and availability requirements for providing real-time information to the operator responsible 
for the safety o f people and goods during the Ariane launch. 

Tbe~e 1.tringent rcquirements were given a~ follows: 
• to provide at least two düferent pieces of information about the launcher trajectory and any 

po~~ible dangcr for the population. u~ing two düferent prcx:essing subsystems physical ly 
separated from end to end; 

• to display infom1ation witbin 200 milliseconds after tbe acquisition of lhe measurements on 
ground at Kourou. 

Architecture of the measurement system 
Four main operational systems are involved in real-time applications and safety information during an 

Ariane launch. 
Figure I (below) gives the functional architecture of the real-time applicatiom in tbe measurement 

system of the Ariane launcb complex. and Fig. 2 (next page) gives an overview of the operational 
systems involvcd in real-time applications. 

The Ariane Tclemetry System (SYSTA) receives the telemetry from the launcher, stores it, extracts 
and transmit~ lhe main parameter values to Kourou. where they are processed and displayed in real-time. 

The Location and T rajcctory System (SL1) tracks the launcher with rad<U'S, calculates in real-time 
its lcx:ation in ~pncc, using radar or telemetry data, and displays the Lrajectory and any potential danger in 
order to ensure the safety of people and goods. 
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Fig.1 Functional Architecture 

The Operation Cootrol Centre (CDC Jupirer ll) manages the whole operation at uppcr levei. For 
lhis purpose, it centralises information from ali the systems of the Ariane launch complex and displays 
synoptics to each top levei manager. 

The Ground Tclccommunication Network (ROMULUS) provides voice, data, and vídeo 
communicatioos between ond within aU the system:., including for real-time applications. 

System design 
Designing lhe new measurement system, CNES decided 10 l>1andardise data interfaces and 

communication service~. Access to Ethemet network and IP transrnission protocol were imposed for data 
cornrnunications between and within each opera1ional subsystem. 

For rhe particular case of real-time applications, it was tberefore decided lhat lhe timing of lhe data 
exchanges would be managed, if required, at the application levei, in order to preserve it from any 
disturbanceimplied by thc non-deterrninist Ethernet and JP protocols (coUision, repetitjon.jitter, ... ). 

In addition. an evaluation of each piece of data to transrnit was made for each operational system. in 
order to specify lhe network performances to provide and the minimum bandwidth to guarantee for each 
individual exchange. 

Excepting these requiremcnts, each project was free to design lhe arcbitecture of itl> opcrational 
system. either in choosing the hardware, or in defining lhe software environment (operating system, 
COTS software, and specific applications). Choice was mainly dependem upon the functional 
requirements and thc cxisting equiprnent of each operational system. 

Ar&a.n. T •l•metry t tatktna 
l<aUt~• 1 l<ourou 2 ~•tal A1c6t11110n Lif:lf'@vil)l Mt1hnâ 

Fig. 2 Overview of lhe architecture of lhe Ariane launch complex real-time measure aystem 
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The Ariane Telemetry System (SYSTA) 

SYST A general architecture 
Tbe SYSTA \ystcm consists of 

197 

• five S-band Telemetry Stalion~ locuted m Kourou, Natal in Braz.il, Ascension lsland in the South 
Atlantic Oceun. LibreviUe in Gabon. and Malindi in Kenya. 

• n Telcmetry Proces1.ing Centre located at Kourou (SET/SCET), 
The telemetry stations belong lo CNES or ESA. They are used for eastern launches (GTO). In case of 

northern launch (SSO), they are replaced by Amcrican or North Canadian stations. 
Each Telemetry Station consists o f 
• one antenna (two in Kourou). 
• demodulation and decomruutation equipment for acquisition. 
• tape recorder~ for storage. 
• a processar for extracting some parameterb from the telemetry, 
• and communication devices. 
The SYST A System includes a private digital network which i.nterconnects thc remate stations to the 

Telemetry Proccssing Centre (SET/SCET) in Kourou, using NASCOM or HDLC protocols. 
The telemctry processing centre in Kourou includes two redundant subsystems which both process 

the samc telemetry data and display in reaJ-tjme parameters to operators who analysc the status of lhe 
launcher during thc flight. 

Two remotc tcnninals are located in thc t1ight safety room to display some o f these parametcrs for the 
Safety Offi<:er. 

SC 'f1' 1 

Fig. 3 SYSTA Functíonal synoptic 

SYST A real-time contrainsts 

The majn real-time contrainsts for the SYSTA System depend on the telcmetry rates to process. For 
Ariane 5. telemetry stations have : 

• to receive and store l Mbit/s telemetry for I O minutcs (250 kbitls for A4), 
• to extnl<:t in real-time and send to Kourou 38.4 kbit/s telemetry data (9.6 kbitls for A4J. 
The onboard location and trajectory extracted from Ariane Telemetry (at Kourou) have to be sent to 

the location data processing centre in lel.s than 200 ms. 

SYST A design concept 
In order to benetit from lhe TCP/lP quality of service and to meet the required performances, the 

telemetry proce~~ing subsystems use severa! separatc local networks. each one dedicated to a function, 
some of them having very few terminal!. connected to them. Tbe following networks havc been provided: 

• two local networks. one for each of the telemetry data real-time processol'i> (SST) and thei.r real
time backplanc (STR) 

• a local nctwork for lelemelry display (PY) and thc system pilot (PIL) 
• a lo<:al network for printing (QMS) 
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• a local network for co-ordinatjon and status control (SCS) 
• and two remete networks, one for each of the flight snfety officer terminais (CVJ SVG) 

The Location and Trajectory System (SL T) 

SL T general architecture 
The SLT system consists of 
• threc S-band Radars. two located UI Kourou. and one at Cayenne (60 km), 
• two compurers which are intcrfaced to the telemetry data processing centre in order to extrapolare 

onboard location data from telemetry. 
• a datn proces~ing cenu·e which rcceives externai Jocation data from the radars and onboard 

location data. 
To achieve its objeclive. SLT ~yMem has been designed to distribute a number of functions. These 

remote funcrions exrubit high cohcsion within themselves and loose coupling between each other. 
Individual computers <Uld application software are uscd to perfonn these functions. This basic philosophy 
has shaped the design of the network. 

• On each radar site, a rack-mounted compu ter (EIR) is dll'ectly interfaced to the radar in order 10 

successively: 
capture raw data from one radar (20Hz). 
transform the data into a co-ordillate frame (at 10Hz), 
correct it frorn refraction disturbance. 
time stamp the data, 
send it out over the network (at 10 Hl} to thc location data proce~\ing centre 
and then transmit launcher location data back to the radar. 

• In the telemetry data proccssing centre, two workstations (MJTE) receive onboru·d location datn 
from the SYSTA telemetry proce~sors i.n order to succes~ively: 

capture the data (at 2.5 Hz for A4. at 3.48 Hz for A5), 
extrapolate the data into a co-ordinatc frame (at 10 Hl), 
time starnp the data, 
scnd il out over the network (at 1 O Hz) lo lhe location data proccssing centre 
and then tranl.mit launchcr location and point of contact data back to the telemctry systellL 

• In lhe location data proces1.ing centre. two workstations (TRl & 2) reccive the samc data from lhe 
EJR and MITE workstation~ through two pbysically separated nctworks. Both TRl & ! 
succcssively: 

capture lelcmetry and rad:lr location datn from MITE and EIR workstations (at lO Hz), 
tilter radar location data to reduce noise. 
transform the localisation data into trajectory and location data. 
evaluate in real-time the potcntial dangers wbich could be involvcd by a failure of tht 
launcher, 
time stamp the trajcctory and safety data, 
and finally send it out over the network (at I O Hz) to the display function. 

• In the llight :.afcty room. two workstations. RSV and ISV, receive the traje<.:tory and safety dal.l 
from TR I and TR2 respectively and display rhem for the Safety Officer ( I O Az). 

• All other workstation$ which are not uscd 111 real-time are conncctcd to a prcparation networL 
which i~ isolatcd from the real-time traffic during operations. 

SL T real-time contrainsts 
The location inforrnation must be provided to the llight l.afety officer no longer than 300ms after 

acqwsition by a radar (time measurcd < 270ms). Time is rcduced to 200ms for information from 
telemetry data (time measurcd 170m~). 

The ilúormation provided to the night safety officcr must be calculated and refreshed at least every 
IOOrns. 

The daung accuracy of location data must be bettcr than 100 microseconds (time mea~ured <50 11~). 
For this purpose, each real-time computer has been equipped with an interface board receiving 
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TCP/IP i1. a connection-orientcd protocol, which providcs a reliable full-duplex byte stream for a uscr 
process. This protocol is used for all non real-Lime rnessages during preparation. 

On the contrary, UDP/lP is used for ali real-time commuuicaúons during tlight opcrations. 
nevertheless this connectionless protocol does not guarantee that thc datagrarns ever reach their 
desúnauons. In fact. due to the vcry brief lifetime of each piece of data, it has been assumed that the loss 
of a datagram would not be a problem if the following datagrarn arrives at its desúnaúon in time. J\nd the 
best solution was. indeed, not to repeat a message but just keep the network frec for transmitting the ncxt 
datagrarn. 

Another constraint was to preve nt collision on the network. Since eacb real-time computcr receives a 
clock at 1000Hz, it was dccidcd that ali the SL T software processes would be divided in lO Hz cycles, 
and cach cycle subdivided in three phases during which each piece of data would be ernitted at a precise 
time. The pbases A (20 ms) and C (lO ms) are used to transrnit critica! data and lhe phase B (70 ms) to 
transmit \tatus and command control data. 

The clocking of the data ernitted by each compu ter during the three phases of a 10 Hz cycle is shown 
OD Fig. S. 
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The Operation Control Centre (CDC Jupiterll) 

coe- general architecture 
The top-level managers of the operational systcms are located in tbe main room of lhe Operatioo 

Control Centre (CDC Jupiter 11 ). 
1l1e control centre equipment consists of 35 terminais and 2 scrvers providing an applicalion which 

collects and proce1.ses the status of ali opcralional systems and displays synoptics dedicatcd to each 
operator. Thc servers also provide operators with computerised operational procedures and timetables. 

The status collecting application is interfaced with the data processing centres of the Arianc 
Telemetry Systcm (SYSTA). the Location and Trajectory System (SLT) and other support ~ystcms (optic 
and video. power and air conditioned generation, weather forecast. ... ) in order to get information about 
the status of the equipment of the systems. 

coe real-time constraints 
The most criticai Lime constraint of lhe CDC is to stop tbe launch beforc lift off in Jess lhan 200 rns, i f 

an important failure is detected in one of tbe systems. The goal has been easily achieved using TCP/lP 
and UDP/IP protocols. 

coe design concept 
Two different networks are used to collect and display thc data acquired from the operational 

systems. 
The first network which uses TCPIIP protocol is dedicaled to externai CDC communication~ for tlle 

transmission of ~tatus data from thc operational systems of the launch complex to the CDC server. A 
specific socket i~ used to interconnect each enlity and a port number is assigned to each type o f data. 

The second network is dedicated to internai CDC conununication!>. lt uses UDP/IP protocol to 
broadcast the data processcd by lhe CDC server to ali tbc workstations on which each operator can 
display thc synoptic of the operational systems according to his password defining the pieces of 
information he may monitor. This network is also used to update thc hot redundant CDC server. 

The Ground Telecommunication Network (ROMULUS) 

Contrainsts 
The ROMULUS network provides aU communi.cation serviccs witb data, voice. video and time 

information over n wide area. 
Data communication services must be provided: 
• with a high levei of reliability regarding their importance during Arianc launch phases, 
• with a high levei of performance to respect real-time requirements of telemetry and location 

systems. 
• with a high levei of adaptability, evolutivity and slandardisation regarding the operalional 

systems to be interconnectcd now and in the future. 
For tbis purpose. tbe IP transmission protocol and lhe IOba~eT Etbernet interface have been choM:n 

and imposed on the new operational systems a~ the unique standard for data communications. 

IP network design concept 
The IP network must suppon both real-time and asynchronous comrnunicmions and guarantec the 

availability of thc services and performances. lt has been created wilh two different parts. one for real· 
time services. and one for non-real-time service~t. 

Real-time communication services 
The compatibility of the IP network to real-time conununications has been obtained by lhe use of 

very simple rules which guarantee the network performances. The architecture of lhe real-time 
conununication network is given on Fig. 6. 

First, lhe network architecture was based on a star topology using 2 Mbit/s serial linkl> between 
routers associated to a mechanism of bandwidth reservation: 80% is reserved lo IP protocol, 20% 1> 
allocated to others (e.g. SNMP for net-management). 

Then, the pieces of network cquipment dedicated to the two redundam sub~tystems of lhe location 
data processing centre were doubled, and the links from lhe remote sites were carefully crealed in ordeno 
guarantee the physical independencc of both subsystems from end to end. 
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Alr,o. direct links interconnect the routcrs involved in real-time communications. The routes are static 
and there is no secondary route in case of traffic congestion. 

Thcrefore, the physical link used for each particular exchangc is identified anytime and the transfer 
dclay i~ guaranteed for each UDP!IP packct betwcen routers. 

In addilion, an Ethemet subnetwork has been dedicated to each functional subsystem. 
A nane Tclcmctry Sluucm~ 

Fig. 6 Real-time communication network architecture 

In this architecture. 1here is no network overload due 10 lhe fact 1hat each application controls its own 
traffic: when required. the timing of emi~sion is clocked at the application levei for each piece of data 
while therc is no outgoing u·affic emitted by the parties waiting for it. 

Network performances 
The 2 Mbit/s links used to interconnect the IP roulers are created on the ROMULUS transpor! 

network. which is stratified into three layers (cf. Fig. 7): 
llo;cr.; 
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Fig. 7 ROMULUS transpor! network layers 

• The fir~t layer il> based on a 155 Mbit/s SDH loop on optical fibrcs ; il provides 2 Mbit/s digital 
~>eriallinks between eight remote ~>ites (up to 63 links). 

• The second layer is based on nexible multiplexers and PDH transmission links (2. 8, and 34 
Mbills) on optical fibres and radiolinks; it providcs low and medium rate poim-to-point data links 
up to 2 Mbit/s: it is also used to provide audio point-to-point circuits. 

• The third layer i~ dedicated to Ethemet user access. LA!': intemetworking, and IP protocol 
routing. Thc 2Mbit/s linki. provided at layers I and 2 are used to interconnect thc W AN network 
equipment. 
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The most remote routers to be interconnected concern the location data processing centre and the 
radar in Cayenne, 60 km from Kourou, whích is linked to lhe ROMULUS network through a raclioünk. 

Wíth the architecture detai led above, the maximum transfer delay of a 256-byte data packet between 
the radar in Cayenne and lhe location data processing centre in Kourou is: 

• Ethemet LAN emíssíon 250 flS 
• Router emission 1300 flS 
• Transmission on PDH ru1d SDH 825 flS 
• Router reception 1300 flS 
• Etbernet LAN reception 250 flS 

Total 3925 flS 

This ls compatible with the 5 ms allocated to the network wltlún the 100 ms frame of the SLT real
time appli<:ation. 

However, this transrnission delay does not include protocol haz<u·ds llke time-out ( 15 ms), additional 
transnússions (5 ms) or acknowledge delays (5 ms), the SUill of which can reach 30 ms. 1t is assumed that 
these possible hazards are avoíded at the applicatíon level by walting for a clock before sencling any data 
througb the network. 

After more thru1 one year of operationa1 use. it is now established that, due to the network 
architecture, lhese IP protocol hazards, though acceptable, almost never occur. 

Non real-time communication services 
The Operation Control Centre requires asynchronous communication services. They are malnly 

declicated to status data collect.i.ng. However, this traffic had to be carefully considered in order to be 
transparent for real-time communications. 

These asynchronous communication services have been provided regardlng lhe following concepts. 
Within each operational system. lhe processing centre of thls system collects lhe statuses of each 

piece of equipmem of each subsystem. 
Immediately after a status change, the processing centre forwards the collected iofom1ation to Lhe 

status application of the Operati.on Control Centre. 
Thls TCPIIP data is routed through the network using lhe OSPF protocol. This part of the network 

also uses a star topology, but is based on specific 2Mbir/s li.nks independem of the links dedicated to real
time conununications. 

These asynchronoul> communications ru·e filtered in order to guamntce petformances and security. 
Dueto the sLar topology, the filters are concentratcd lnto a unique but autoredundant router. Therefore, it 
simplifies lhe filtering configuration and has a very small consequence on lhe performance of lhe 
network. 

Conclusion 

Developrnent of the new operational syst.ems of the Ariane measurement systern began in 1994. They 
were installcd from 1995 to 1997. They are now operational. 

Ou December 21, L997, the 104Lh Ariru1e was lhe first one tracked in real-time with remote 
clistributed applications using lP transmissiou protocol over a wide area Ethernet network. 

Nevertheles~, lhe fact thal the archltecture of each operat.i.onal system was designed differently, and 
after more than one year of operational use. it is now estublished that due to lhe global architectural 
design, the clocking o f data enússíon at lhe application levei, ru1d bandwidth precaulionary reservation on 
the ROMULUS network, real-üme communication services can be provided using classical IP routers 
ru1d simple Ethernet hubs. 

Addendum 

The new operational systems described in Lhe paper abovc have been respectively designed and 
produced for CNES by lhe following European contractors: 

• SYSTA: Dassaull Aviation (F), Trasys (B), CIR (CH) 
• SLT: Logica (UK), Sema Group (F) 
• CDC : GTD (E) 
• ROMULUS : MMS (F), Spacebel Informatique (.B), Norte) (UK) 
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Abstract 
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t:;NVISAT is o rt?mote sensmg latellite to be launclred III!Xt year. within the frame of the Earth Ob.ren·ation Missiom of 
the Europea11 Space Agt•ncy (ESA). Tlris paper describes rire vrmregy adoplt•d lo e/a/)()rote lhe missirm phm ac1i1·iries 
re/nted to 1111' pnyload dmn production a11d hond/ing. focused iu particular 0 11 two instrmnems: ASAR (Adwmced 
Syntlrelic Aperlltre Radar) mui MERIS (Medium Resolulionlmctgl' Speclmmeu•r). 11re resu!T oj1he im•o/1•ed processing 
is called rhe Re,~ional Mi.uion. 
The Monitoring cmd Contra/ Faciliry (MCF) is embedded irr rhe ENVISA1 Payload Dara Control Ce11tre (PDCC) 
locCIIed ar ESRIN, and is responsible of tire plmming of the Regiorrol Mission. Tlrisfaci/ity i.v bei11g developed by (iMV 
witlrin rhe from<• of lhe PDS nmtracr ' . The p/annin.~ i.l performed Ot'mrding r o sysrem orders is.wed by rhe users rll tire 
USF (User Sen•ice Facilily) mi11g aflab.Hract of rhe MCF Mission piem (POP). The Planned Operations Plan (POP) is 
sem periodically to tire usr by tire MCF. and ;, is used bl' rire USF in arder (() wam rire IISI!f, in ('(I,Ç(' of polelllial 
r·m!f7icring requesrs. a/lowing tire calcrdalion o f alremarive segmellls. These ,çysrem orders are sem via Tire USCF (Use r 
Sen•ice Central Facility) to rire MCF. '111e plcmniug process crmsirlers 1he rlijj'erem constraims derivedjrom lhe 11,1'1! of 
tire insrrument5, rire communicariou /ink capobililies. m1d the system orders themse/l•e 1. in conjunction wirh the 
ma.ximisarion oj the usage oj the resources. 711is liCii1·iry "·orh 111 con.vta/11 co-ardination with lhe Flig/11 Operations 
Segmem I FOSJ. /ocaled ai ESOC. wlrich is resprm.~ible of rire plamring of tire remainilll( insrrnmenll'. In cmrsequence, 
borlr compmrents ce/1/ra/ise tire planning of ali t:NVISAT instrumems: rire MCF 1fle Regional Mission and the FOS rire 
Global Mission. Therefore. tlte MCF tums ow to be 011 importallf fadlity witlrinllre PDS as ir is a key imerface 10 rire 
Fliglu Operatitms Segme/11, since it provides ta rire larter tire platming of ASAR and MERIS FR i1ts1ruments via rire 
PEP (Payload Exploiwrimr Plan ). wlrereas rire FOS provides the global planning rlrrot1gh file DMOP (Dewiled 
Mi.uion Operarion.\ Plan). 
Keywords: Mission Plamring. Payload Data Hamlli•r!l. Consrmims, Cm!flicr Detecrion. Conjlir:t Resol11tion. 

lntroduction 
The payload of ENV ISAT is composed by the followi ng instruments (Pfciffer, 8 .. 1993): ASAR, 

MERlS, MIPAS, GOMOS. SCIAMACHY. RA2, MWR, DORIS and AATSR. The data handling of 
El\'VISAT is composcd of four tape recorders (current MCF baselinc) and three channel~ (one of them 
redundant) for X and Ka band downlink, whose tran!.mission capacity is up to 100 Mbps. The tape 
recorders can record up to 5 Mbps. Therefore, instruments gcncrating data at higher rate than thi.s 
thrcshold, must be directly downlinkcd to a ground station (X band) or via DRS (Ka band). The low rate 
data can be recorded on-board and played bad. to a ground ~tation or via DRS when available. This statcs 
a basic critcria to distinguish bctween lhe Regional Mission and Global Mis!.ion. The Global Mission 
comprises lhe instruments producing mainly low rate data. These instrumenls are: MIPAS, GOMOS, 
SCIAMACHY. RA2. MWR, DORIS. AATSR a11d the low rate instrument modes of MERIS. The 
Regional Mis~ion comprises all instrumcnt modes of ASAR (high and low rate) and MERIS FR. 

Thc Global Mi.ssion plan is generated by the FOS, based on the Reference Operations Plan (ROP). 
This ROP i~ generated by the RGT (ROP Generator Tool) which is also being developed by GMV. The 
Regional Mission plan is generatcd by the MCF according to the systcm orders issued by lhe uscrs and 
the Background Regional Mission (BRM), which is a set of system orders (High Ratc BRM) and a 
reference operations plan (ROP) for the ASAR low rate instrument modes (Low Rate BRM), detennining 
the operatiom. to be carried out by the instrument in lhe gaps resulting between operations requested by 
the users. 

Cont1act number PO-CO-CSF-GS-2020 with ASPI (Aicatel Space lndustries) in the f1ame of lhe ESA PDS contract, 
managed by ESRIN 
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Fig. 1 ENVISAT On-Board Data Handling 

MCF General Description 
The MCF (Monitoring and Control FaciJity) is cmbedded within the ENVISAT Payload Data Comrol 

Centre (PDCC) and has associated two major functionality: 
• The generation/update of the Regional Mission pJan, derived from the proce~~ing of the t>ystem 

orders issued by tbe users. 
• The update of the mission plan with thc Regional Mission activitics validated/rejected by Lhe FOS 

(Fiight Opcrations Segmcnt) and the Global Mission generated by the FOS. 

cu ••• ~J 
OA~ I 
-~-

Fig. 2 MCF Context Oiagram 

As depicted in the previous fig ure the MCF is not an stand alone systern, but interacts with lhe FOS 
to co-ordinate the planning activitie~. and other facilities of the PDS such a~ USCF (User Scrvice Cemral 
Facility), GSP (Ground Segment Planner). ESF (Engincering Support facility) and CMC (Centre of 
Monitoring and Control). 

The MCF is an operationaJ tool wlúch has becn designed following the OMT 00 methodology, using 
C++ as thc implementation languagc. 

MCF Overall Planning Cycle 
The sequence of evcnts (identified below) to bc cxecuted within lhe MCF defille tbe Planni.ng Cyclc. 
Thc USF (User Scrvice Facility) provide.!> thc user the capabiJity to issue system order files (SOF). 

The USF is a world widc web server. There are scvcraJ USF with.in the PDS (at least one per PDS centre I 
station). The system orders are collected in the USCF and forwarded to the MCF. These o;ystem orders 
might be for Regional or Global Mission. 

The MCF receives from thc GSP the unavailability plan (C_Unav) for the ground segmenl (i.c. 
downlink ground statjons), and from the FOS the unavailability pl<m (FOS_/\ YP and DRS_A VP) for the 
space segment (i. e. instruments and Data Relay Satellite DRS). 
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The ESF facility provides the Reference Operations Plan (ROP) tables related to tbe scenario 
definition (e.g. reference orbit). the ASAR and MERIS constraint parameters, as weiJ as Lhe ASAR low 
rate opcrations plan. 

The MCF generarei>/updates the Regional Mil.sion plan accordingly. Once Lhe syslem orders have 
been processed. the MCF generate~ follow-up file~ (FUF} on Lhe ~y~tcm orders. which are forwarded to 
the USCF. Thi~ allows Lhe Ul>e~ to keep trace of thc status of the1r requcsts. The MCF gcncrates Lhe PcP 
{Payload ExploitatJon Plan) contaimng thc instrument operations of ASAR and MERJS FR allocated to 
the corresponding downlink band. 

The PEP is forwarded to lhe FOS wlúch is responsiblc to validate/reject U1e Regional Mi~sion . The 
FOS reports via DMOP (Dctailed Mi/.sion Operation~ Plan) to the MCF, the result of Lhe PEP validation, 
and the overall nússion plan during the PEP period. 

The MCF generates the GAP (Global Activity Plan) which is forwarded to Lhe GSP. This GAP file 
contains Lhe activuics validated by FOS for both Regional and Global lvlission, a~ well as tbe system 
ordcrs issued by thc users for Global Mission, allocatcd to the different stations or archiving centres. For 
each station, Lhe time at which Lhe downlink. u·ansmissions are performed logethcr with the associated 
instrument data expecLed during lhe transmission, as well as the link between thc data and the user 
requests are reponed. The GSP processes the received GAP files, preparing the instructions for each 
ground ~tation or archiving centre. 

The MCF generates the POP (Pianned Operauons Plan) reporting Lhe instrument operations for bolh 
Regional and Global Missiou, which is forwardcd to USP via USCF. This fileis u!>ed by Lhe USF in ordcr 
to warn the opcrator of a potential contlicting rcqucst, thus allowiJlg the users to detine "a priori" l:Onnict 
free requests. 

The MCF supports both nonúnal and emcrgency planning cycles. The activities reported via 
PEP/DMOP from 2 weeks ahcad to the cun:ent date, during thc period of one week, are known a& thc 
nominal planning cycle. wherea& all the activilie-. belween 2 day~ and 2 \Veeks ahead to Lhe current time 
eonstitute the emergcncy planning cycle. Therefore lhe MCF accept~ nominal system orders (issued up to 
two weeks before the ftrst acquisition) and emergency system orders (i~sued up to two days before the 
first acquisition) 

8oth plruming cyclcs can be configured by the operalor. to be executed manually (lriggered upon 
operator requests), or automatically by the MCF (lriggered atcording to regular frequency or upon 
reception of emergency data). 

The Mission Planning Sy~tem (MPS) is Lhe l:Ore of the MCF a~ it &uppons its major functionality. For 
the purpose of thi~ paper we consider more imeresting to address the functionality to generate/update lhe 
Regional Mi&sion plan. Therefore, from now on, we will focus on Lhe dcscription of MJC.:h functionality. 

MPS lnputs Description 
Previously. \\C have identified 1hrce major inputs in order to generate/update the Regional Mission 

plan: 
• System orde~ ofRegional Mission. 
• Unavailability plan for lhe Space ru1d Ground Segment (mainly instnunents, downlink ground 

stations or DRS). 
• Reference Opcrations Plan ti les. 
The system orders for Regional Mission define the observaLions that the u.\er i:. intercsted in. They 

are set in tenn~ of: acquisition parameters (time of the observation. instrument mode, observation 
strategy, ... ), processing parameters (required process.ing in order to obtain the product requested). and 
di~scmination parameters (dcfitlition of the dissemination of lhe producL to the uscr). The observation 
su·ategies are: zone mapping, containing ~everal segmems covering thc zone; precise location. containing 
one segment; conjunction. when several segmcnts of different instrument modes are reque~led 
concurrently to observe a tone: and interferometry, which implie~ several segment!> of Lhe same 
inwument mode locatcd in relative close points. overf1own in different orbits (ground track deviation of 
hundred of meters). 111e user may ai\O define a standing system order for Lhe tonc mapping or precise 
locotion obscrvation ~ trategy, with a set of number of visiling over the same tone according to a lixed 
periodicity. Therefore a 1>ystem order contains ali the ~egments rcquested by thc user, time Laggcd 
according to Lhe refcrence orbit. ba~ed in geographical considerations, and '·a priori" contlict free. Each 
individual segment wllhJJl tbe system ordcr is called an AAC (Acqui~>ition Atomic Chain). 

The unavailability plan is con\Jdered in order to reject scgmenLs that request an instrument opcration, 
or an acquisition over a ground station which b not available at that time. 

The ROP files rnainly define: thc reference orbit lo be used, among others, to tlme tag all lhe events 
and to calculate the ground station visibility; the ASAR and MERIS constrainl paramctcrs; and the ASAR 
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low rate instnament opcrations which are to be pl<mned during periods when there are not ASAR 
instrument operations requested by the user. 

MPS Planning Loop 
The MPS caJculatel> the Regional Mission plan according to: the input!> identified. lhe 'atellite and 

opcration constraints. and the optimisation criteria. I 
The main processing withinthe MPS i~ a!> follO\\s: 
1. Perform the priority promotion of lhe activitics alrcady planned. lhat are close to be carried out 

(in le~s than 14 days ahead). As the conllict !>Oiving mechanism is based on priorities. lhe ! 
promotion of lhe closest acúvities reduces lhe pos~ibi lity of their cancellation. 

2. Retrieve from thc databasc the segments (AACs) to be proccssed, grouped hy thc visiting to 
which belong. Each group is called an AAC group. 

3. Sort lhe AAC group' by priority. 
4. Plan individually each segment of the group. Once ali the segments of lhe group have been 

planned or rcjected, the constrainLS related to thc AAC groups are checked. 
S. Identify the gaps bctween consecutive inl>trument operations of ASAR and fill them using lhe 

ASAR low rate ROP file. 
6. Visuali~e the rcsults of the mission planning ~esston in the Grullt Chan. Thc commit of lhe 

results into the database, or undo lhe change,, i!> performed upon operator decision. The 
generation of lhe PEP, the POP and the follow up files on system orders. which repon to Lhe 
externaJ facilitiel> the result of lhe misl)ion planning scssion is subject to the corrunü of the 
database. 

MPS Planning Modes 

The MPS ha:-. two functioning modes (MPS modes): "conflict detection" and "conflict detection and 
resolution··. 

In ·'conflict detection" rnodc. tbc MPS check~ and infoml!> the operator about any constraint lhat has 
been violated. wilhout l>Oiving it. The activitics v.h.ich are cont1ict free are planned automaticaJJy. The 
MPS supports an interactive Ganu Chan to graphically display lhe remaining conflicts and the planned 
activities, aJiowing the opcrator to manually shift the ~:ocgments, change priorities, cancel ~ome operations, 
select aJtemative~. etc, 111 order to solve the conflict. This iteration i~ ~upported as many times as the 
operator desires. Jn thil> manual ueration, lhe MPS prevcnts thc commit of a missJon plan which is not 
conflict free. 

• 

I 
I -I I I 

I II I 

Fig. 3 Conflicts Aeported to the Operator 

The "conflict detection and resolution' · mode implics the automatic rcsolution by lhe MPS of ali tbe 
constraints violated in order to obtain a conflkt frec mission plan for Regional Mi55ion. Ali tbc decisions 
taken by the MPS in order to solve the conflicts. as well as the contlicts found are reported inro a Log file 
for operator confirmation. This confirmation would imply the commit of the mission plan or thc undo of 
aJllhe modifications carried out during the planning se~sion. 
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The MPS deals wilh different sets of constraints that apply to ASAR and MERIS FR. Basically lhere 
are three typc1> of constraints: 

• System order con:.traims, imposed by the user, such as the minimum pcrcentage of ~cgments 
requested per visiting within the syst\:m ordcr. 

• lnstrument constraints .!>uch as: 
Ma>..imum and minimumduration for an individual instrument operation. 
Minimum transition time requested berween consecutive instrument operations. 
Concurrent instrument operations of lhe :.ame instrument in different modes, swath or polar, 
are not allowed. 

• Operationnl constraints such as: 
Maximum and minimum usage period for an instrumellt in high rate modes during a moving 
window period. This constraint i derived from the duty cycle of the on-board batteries. 
Merging of consecutive ~egments requcsting the samc instrument mode and parameters but 
with a scparation time lower thun a tbreshold. 
lllumination conditions of MERIS FR instrument operations, at tbe centre of the :.cquisition 
~cenc. 

Unavailability of thc space or ground segment. 
Maximurn transmission time of ASAR high rate instrument operations on Ka band, within a 
moving window. 
Minimum duraúon of the trnnsmission time of an inMrument operation of MERIS FR on X 
and Ka band. 
High rale instrurnent operations limited to the involved ground station!DRS visibiüty periods. 

Mission Plan Storage 
Thc MPS gencrates/updates up to one ycar rnission plan starting from tbe current time. The mission 

plnn is stored imo a relational database. Thu&. a quick access to thc data. via SQL querie~ cmbedded 
within lhe MPS. is supportcd. Moreover data consi~tency and protcction i& provided by the databa~c. 

The mi~~ion plan con~il>t~ of five types of events: 
I. Ground station I DRS visibility events, idenlifying lhe segments wherc thc downlink of data can 

be performcd. 
2. Acqubition events indicating when the downlink of data (high rate direct transmi~sion or tape 

recorder~ play bad,) i~ perfonned. 
3. Instrument operations evcots, indicaung the periods in which instrument are operated. 
4. Tbe AAC cveuts indicating the segments requested by the user and its status ("planned" or 

"cancellcd .. ) after the MP session. 
5. The unavailability evcnts as derivcd from the unavailability plan reccived from othcr facilities. 
Ali the cvents keep thc links with lhe associated activities. A visibiliry event kceps tbe trace of lhe 

acquisition events allocated to it. Thcsc acquisition cvents keep thc trace of the instrurnent opcrations 
which generatc data that is transmitted during the acquisition events. The instrument cvents keep lhe trace 
of the corresponding AACs 1hat have been the origin of thc instrument operation. Thus all tbe events are 
linkcd and the acccss to the related data is improved in terms of performances. 

I 
I 

I 
I -I I I -I I I I 

I 
I 

1111111111111111 ................ 
Fig. 4 Mission Ptan Representation 
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Ali tbese events cn11 be displayed 011 the Gantl Chart, as illustrated on Fig. 4, and also on the World 
Map, as illustrated 011 Fig. 5. Thu~ the operator has a graphical view of the mission plan. 

c -.~):~~~· ~·"'-- ~, . ~ ~ ~ .. ~~·:~--::-~~~~!:~"""~'}'t.,•!-~::.'~~· . - ' ~ . ' "' .. , ......... .,. ...... __..,.. - --~ --·-

Fig. 5 MPS Alternativas Calculation 

Optimisation Versus Performances 
The main objective of the MPS is to suppon the operator to gencrate. either with manual intervention 

or automatically, a conffict free mlssion plan, accounting for lhe inputs, constraints and thc optimisation 
criteria. The optimisation criteria b ~tated as: "to planas much user requests ns possible, thus maximising 
the usage of the rcsourccs avuilable for Lhe mlssio11". The MCF performance requircmenLs are also 
relevant. as it is an operationullool. 

These requiremcnts: performances, constraints satisfaction and optilllÍsation critcria are difficult to be 
fulfilled together, (De Pedro, A., 1995). They con!.tilute the design drivers ofthe MPS. The way that tbe 
constraints are checked and solved, impact strongly in the performances and lhe oplimisation of tbe 
achieved solulion. Therefore the MPS trie~ to balance pcrformances/optimisation in order to gencrate an 
oplimal mission plan, satisfying ali constraints, wiLhin the performance requiremenls. 

The main aspecl!> considered by the MPS in order to improve the performances are lisled below: 
1. 1\o further proce~sing of a cancelled AAC (a !>egment requested by the user) is performed. Once 

the MPS or the operaLor has rejected an AAC, it il> not processed anymore by the MPS (unless 
the operator stans an operational loop. which implies a reception of a new system order). This 
increases the performance of the system although degrades Lhe opLimisation of the solution 
proposed. Noúcc that an AAC lhat cannol be currcntly planned due to the violation of a 
constraint, could be planned later on in case that lóUt:h constraints disappear due to an AAC of 
higher priority coming later to tbe MCF. 

2. The mission plan stored into the database proviues quick acccss to tbe data. 
3. The events in lhe mission plan keep the li nks lo the relaLed acti vities. 
4. The proccssing is split in two major loops: thc processing of lhe AAC group, Lo considers 

constraims related 10 Lhe system orders, and the processing of each individual AAC withjn the 
AAC group. 

5. 1'\o funher proce~1.ing is performed. as soon a~ a ~olution is found for the AAC group. 
6. The order at which the constraints are checked has bcen carefully designed in the planning 

process of an individual AAC. The first constraints to be checked are those less time con!>uming. 
mainly related .,., ith Lhe segment itself (e.g. SZA, unavailability. etc) and the lasL ones are those 
more time demanding (e.g. maximum usage time of an insLrumenL within a moving window). 
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7. The list of conllicts is always orted by pnority, as Lhe contlict solution is driven by Lhe prioriry 
of the instrumenl operaljons. 

The main aspects considered by lhe MP in order to achieve an optimal &olution are listcd bclow: 
I. Rcplanning of aJternativc segmems of rm AAC in case of confli~.:ls. 
2. Warning tbe confli ch not solved via replanning bul tbat mighl be ~olvcd by the operalor, ~>li ghtly 

modifying the AAC (c.g. minimum time for an instrument modc is not satisfied). Thcn Lhe 
operator may proceed in "Conflict detection" mode to 'Olvc tbem. 

Planning of an AAC Group 
As stated previously each group of segments r group o f AACs) is proccsscd independently. Each AAC 

of lhe group is processed individually but kecping alw<lys lhe link to the associat.ed AAC group. AI this 
stage lhe constraints related to lhe system order are considered. 

Beforc processiog Lhe AAC group a rollback point is marked wilhin thc database. Thus, at thc cnd of 
tbe processing, if tbe wbole A/\C group i5 ''cancelled" the MPS rollbacks to Lhe mark to restore the initial 
statu~. evenheless lhe cancellalion of tbe AAC group is reflected in lhe database. 

The groups are proces~ed in Lhree different Mage~: 
1. Firstly eacb AAC of Lhe group is planned individually, operaúng the MPS in conllict detection 

mode. Only tbe AACs of lhe AAC group without conflicts are "planned". Tbe constrainl of the 
minimum number of segments requested is checked. In conllict resolution manual mode it is lhe 
end of the processing of the AAC group (the remaining contlicts will be reported), as well as in 
conflict detection and resolution mode in case that previous constraint is satistied. 

2. In a second round, the AAC1> planned in previous sessions of Lhe MPS with lower priority and in 
conflict witb AAC~ of the AAC group are replanned. tbus allowing the planning of Lhe last ones 
(see next section). 

3. ln a third round, i f the constrltints of the rrunimum segments reque~ted is not sati1.fied at previous 
step, the remaining AACs of the group in conflkt are replanncd. After tbe replanning, if tbe 
minimum percentage rcquested is not fulfillcd the whole AAC group is "cancelled". 

The Mission Planning System Conflict Resolution 
Thi1> section describe~ the processing of an individual AAC (a segment requested by Lhe u~cr). lt 

starts identtfying. whelher the AAC is new or it rcprcsents moditication~ upon an AAC already 
proce~sed. These modification~ c.:ould be either cancellation by lhe user or modifications of some 
parameters by the operator. In bolh cases the AAC and ali lhe linked activities (instrumem operation and 
acquisition eventS) are removed from the mi~sion plan. ln C:l!>e of cancellaúon lhe conwaint of the 
minimum number of scgments required by the uscr must be checkcd, bccause Lhe cancellation of one 
AAC could imply Lhe cancellation of the ali AACs belonging to Lhe some /\AC group if such constraint is 
not satisticd. 

Now in case tbat tbe AAC is ncw or modified (but nol cancelled) further proccssing is required. The 
MPS marks a rollback point. An instrument operation event is created as derived from the AAC. The 
MPS checks lhe ASAR and MERJS FR instrumcnt and operational conwmnts. The order in which lhe 
constrltints are checked are: 

I. The instrument unavailability during thc time imervaJ ofthe in~>lrumcm operation. 
2. Thc sun zenilh angle constraints. only for MERIS FR inslrument operations. 
3. 111e maximum and minimum duration of an individual instrumenl operation. 
4. The selection of the acquisition station. The user indicares in lhe system order Lhe preferred 

acquisition statíons to which Lhe data mu<,t be downlinked. The MPS generates tbc avmlable 
visibility for ::.uch stations, combining thc physicaJ visibility retrieved from tbe datab:l!>e and tbe 
unavailability aJ>~ociated. With lhe vil>ibility cvents tbe MPS generates all tbe combinations and 
~ons tbem according to the preferenc.:es of thc user. The generation of such combinations 
consider tbe constraintS such as the minimum or maximum time required for X or Ka baod. The 
firM combination covering completely Lhe instrument operation wi 11 be selected, and lhe 
corresponding acquisition events shaU bc generated and insertcd into lhe database. 

5. The cbeck of non concurrenl instrument opcrations of ASAR instrument. At tbis stage, ali Lhe 
instrument operution.!> of the same lnstrument. ulready planned, within the period o f lhe influence 
pcriod of instrument opcraLion to be checked, are obtmned from the mission plan and sorted by 
priority. The connicts may arise due to different instrument mode~, or identical instrument 
modcl>. In tbe ftrst case the lower priority instrument operation must be replanned. In the la~t 
case the merging of the in,trument opcrations and the linked acquisitions i~ to be performed. 
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Before the merging the maximum operation time constraint must be checked (if violated th 
merging is not performed). At this step the m.inimum transition lime required is also checked. 

6. The conmaint of the max.imum usage period of the h.igh rate instrument modes during a movin: 
window is cbecked. ln case of violation of the conmaint, tbe mini.mum set of instrumen 
operations o f lower priority to be rcplanncd, nccessary to solve the conflict, are identified. 

[n contlict detection mode, not ali the constraints are checked, but as soon as one constraint i 
violated no more processing for lhe AAC is performed. ln conflict detection and resolution, as soon ~ 
one constrailll is violatecl, tbe affected instrument operations are identified and thosc with lower priorit 
are replanned. Notice that tbis could imply the replanning of activitie~ previously planned that could 
cancelled in case that the replanning is not successful. J 

The replanning of an AAC implics to find alternative segmems to the original one, requested by th 
user, accouming for a time span defined in the system arder, and thc zone to bc observed. One AAd 
cou ld be replaced by onc or two alternati ve segments, that overlup and cover the original segmenl 
requested. These allernatives are automatically calculated by the MPS, using lhe adjacent orbits to the 
requested one. Now the altematives segments identified will be planned by thc MPS in u similar way a~ 
the original AAC (using tbe same algoritbms). Therefore lhe replanning of an AAC could imply the 
replanning of another AAC with lower priority previously planned, whose replanning could again imply 
tbe replruming of another AAC of lower priority. and so ou, lhus leading to tbe replruming of severa! 
AACs of decreasing lower priorily of lhe rnission plan. As the MCF is an operational tool. the number of 
tbe replan11ing cha.ined is limited. 

lf the plauning of the alternaúve segment is not possible. lhe MPS will cancel tbe correspond.ing 
AAC. Again in th.is case, the constraint of the minimum number o f segments must be checked, cancelling 
thc whole AAC group in case of its violation. 

Conclusions 
The MCF is an advanced tool to generate and updale the Regional Mission plan o f ENYISAT. lt h as 

been developed with the state of the art in terms of lhe design metbodology (OMT) and implementation 
(C++, ILOG Yiews, ORACLE). 

Moreover thc planning algorithms havc been carefully designed and implemcnted in order to obtain 
the rnost efficient solution regard.ing the performances issues. constraints to be satisfied and optirnisation 
cri leria. 

lt is a powerful plann.ing tool a~ it supports conflict deteclion ru1d conflict detecúon and resolution 
modes. Thus the operator may participate in the con.flict resolution. by interacting witb lhe Gantt Chan 
wbere all the displayed conflict~ can be manually adjusted. 

The MCF has been developed in u short time schedule ( 15 montbs) in two phases. The ftrst version 
(V 1) supports ali the interfaces with other facililics, and has been successfully validated and delivered, 
and it is curremly being rested and integrated in lhe PDCC. The second version (Y2) supports all the 
MCF functionality and i:. to be delivered in March 1999. 
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Abstract 
In the clft'a of .~paceaaft grmmd coutml sy.Siem.,, ~e11eralb•d mn11itor and routrol systems can be uud for botlr 
telemetry proce.ning aud telec-ommandiug of the spacecraft cmd monitoring & coutrolof the as.mcimed grormd system. 
Additional utilizallon /.1· possib/e for <'heckmtt ( EGSJ::) wul ais o AIV (assembly, imegmtion aml \•erifil:ation) o.f tile SIC. 
Tire ba.,ic· pflrpose of r/ris li.íml nf applicatiou /s a/wnys rire .mme: mouiwr data packers are received. checked for 
correcme.1.1 ( e.g. sync-1\'ord, time-oltl, correct length of data packet. etc.). lhe infomrmiou comairred witlrin rhese da/li 
parkers is pmcessed and the related iriformarion ü made ,·isible ro rire operaror. On rire se11dmg :;ide a11y (va/id) 
r·m1trol Íl({amration ;,,. rransmi/t{'(/ to tire "eqllipmem'' (eit/rer ou operator reqflest or rwtoflullic·al/y afta di'1ectio11 o.f 
specified enmts) and rm appropriare reactirm of the equipment is expected 
lt is clear thai differelll requirementJ e.1i.rt for eadr projecr. but rhe baseline i.v olways the same, mrl.v expre.ued in 
differeutwords. The only sixuificam di./Jt' r('nces are rhe odditimrol real projecl specijic requireml'/1/s bur o/'o these C:Oil 

be fowul in 1•arious - 1101 in ali projecr requirements in a similar form with minor varimious. 
The paper wi/1 show the moSt imporumt basic- wul a/so some of the specific - requireme/11.\ in more dela i/ mrd will 
show lww these requiremel/l.~ mn be fttlfil/ed usinl( FRAMTEC ( FratrU!h'llrk for adl'lmced numitoring, telemetl)' and 
romrol) as u commenial software product. Since Jo'RAMTEC is a pmve11 producr, some experience.1 with re,qard to the 
wilization will be slrown. 
Keywords: Data Prorr.1sing. Generarion ri{Controll.n}ilrmation. high capabilities of COTS software. FRAMTEC 

General Requirements 
The most reccm general requircments to be fulfillcd for each data processíng :.ystem are shown in a 

the logical sequence for both moni1oring and control: 
Data packets/frames are to be received from the relatcd source and w be check.ed for correctness. i.e. 

checks are ro be pcrformed for corrcct synch word (if available). correct length, timing. missing 
packetslframcs. etc .. 

Afterwards lhe information witbin lhe packetlframe i~ to bc extracted and evalunted. This informati.on 
- a set of various paramelers - is normally stored at appropriate position!>/offsets within lhe data 
packetlframe in form of binary data witb a variable number of bits (J - 64) or bytes for each parameter. 
These bits are to be ínterpreted as signed or unsigned integer, sign and magnitude or also as noat/double 
in variou~ format.~ (e.g. IEEE or MIL-Std). The resulting value is the called the raw value of the 
parameter. 

Tbe raw value of tbe parameter il> thcn to be [ransfonned ínto lhe appropriate cngineering unit, called 
the calibrated value. Typical methods are intcrpolation, polynomlal and scaling (i.c. special polynomial) 
for analogous valucs and table/statc code gcncration for di serei e cnumemtcd values. The resultant binary 
values have then 10 be transformed, i.e. formattcd. ínto a rcadable ASCll ~tring and ~howu to the operator 
in alphanumerical andlor graphical representation. 

In order to incrcase the safety of operations the calculated I processed values have to be checked 
against appropriate limit thrcsholds. i.e. if the vulue of the parameter is outside a specified range an alarm 
message has to be generated and the parametcr/value is to be nagged as alarm. 

Event messages have to be genermed not only for transitions berween nominal and alarm states of 
parameter but also e.g. for changing state codcs of parameters, reception of invalid data packets, operator 
input for configuration purposes, etc .. 

Basic requ.irements for control are always the same too: (pre)defmed control data packets are to be 
modified I generaled and transmitted to thc related cquipment. (i. e. according to the command to be 
rransmiued lhe rclated control informa tion ha~ to be generated and transmittcd to the equipment). 

A general requircment for both TM processing and TC generation. is that lhe bandling of the various 
parameters can be described in a so-called process database. The reason i\ to ease and to speed up any 
nccessary exten~ion andlor modification related 10 lhe processing rules of the various paran1e1ers and/or 
data packets/ú·runes. 
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Last but nm least: In mOl>t projects a requirement also isto be fouod suggesting that existing software 
shall be reused as much as possible. The intention for this requirement is to reduce the risk of 
development new software and also to reduce the effort for testing. 

Specific Requirements 

Besides these already mentioned general bru,ic requirements in most projccts cxist also more specific 
and advanced rcquirements to be ~hown and demonstrated in the next paragraphs. These requlrementl> are 
demonstrated for both telemetry proces!.ing and telecommand generation 

TM Processi ng 

lt must be di.fferenciated bctween the band.ling of data packets ilself, i.e. gathering lhe relation 
between the data packet and the pararneters (caUed decommutation). and the processing rules of the 
appropriate pararneters. 

Decommutaúon shall be po~sible not only for fixed allocation within a data packet but also for bolh 
multiplexed allocations, i.e. the relation between the data within the frame and lhe parametcr allocation 
depends on lhe value of another parameter, and dynamic allocation of data within a data packet, i.e. for 
ASCJI coded data pack.ets the begin of a parameter information has to be "searched" in dependeocy of 
other ASCil coded contents in this frame/data packct. 

Newcr rcquirements refer also to lhe depacketizing of (CCSDS) transferframes. Thls means that thcse 
transferframes contain varioul> source data packets to be extracted from the transferframe according to the 
CCSDS (and also according to thc ESA) standards. 

Requirements to perform a Rced Solomon decoding on the received tran~fer frarne have a.lso been 
found. The checking for the correct CRC seems currently to be no longer a specific but a general 
requirement. 

1n order to perfonn appropriate pre-launch tests and also rehearsals of criticai maneuvers it is required 
in many projects to perform these tests on a given sccnario time offset configurable by the operator. 

The requirement to makc available the time stamps of each pawmcter (receplion time), also in 
dependency of the occurrence/offset of a pararneter withln a data packel, i.e. sumrnary of reception time 
of data packet and offset time of pararneter within this packet, can be seen togelher wilh the above 
mentioned requirement (scenario times) to be fuJiy nexible in the handling of these "time starnps''. 

Other requirements renect to lhe limit cbecking functionality: additionally to the other checks (c.g. 
range) lhe trend of pararneter value shall be checked according to various statistical functions, accessing 
lhe history o f the related parameter values. 

Derived Parameters and Special Processing 

Many advanced requirements can be found for lhe handling of spccial processing and thc handling of 
derivcd paran1eters (parametcr where value and state depends on value and state of any other parameters). 

Previously lhe calculation of these specia1/derived parameters were coded directly into the application 
Hself and did lcad to problems well k:nown to everybody. 

In modem projects requiremenl!. are found, that the handüng of special processing/derived pararnctcrs 
shalJ aho be pan of the process data base. 

This kind of requirements means, that lhere must cx.ist something like an operations language used for 
definition of specia1 processing!hundling of derived parnmeters. 

Command Generation 

Besides the general handling of contrai, i.e. transrnission of a predetined or modified control packet, 
also the construction of command packets with a variablc number of arguments is required for space craft 
comrnanding; this includcs also the construction of related headers according to the actual standards 
(CCSDS I ESA). 

Functionality must be provided to translate command arguments, gi.ven in engineering units. into the 
approprime binary form insertion of hex-values by thc operator is no longe r state o f the art. 

Additional functionality must be providcd for: 
• Argument check: correctncl>s of arguments gi ven by the operator i~ to be checkecl 
• Pre-transmission Validation: it is to be checked. if the selected command with the given 

arguments is alJowed to be transmitted in the current state of lhe equipmcnt. 
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• Pre-execu1ion verification (for time-tagged commands): lt is to be checked. if command is 
allowed in current state of the equipment. 

• Command execution verific:.nion: lhe correcl execution is to be rnonitored. i.e. correct acceplance 
a1 ground station and space craf1 and correcl behavior of thc equipment must be shown to the 
operator. 

The scnse of the~e rcquiremenl~ is to increase the ,afcry of the equípmcnt/space craft to be operaled; 
they can be found in nearly all actual projecls. 

Plense note that this list of advanced requiremcnls is only a subsct and can bc extended. But also 
these rnentioned requirements demonstrate lhe increasing complex.ity of modem projects. 

New Development 

These and also further advanced requirernents can be realized by developing a completely new 
software. The advantage of lhis approach is, thal ali the given requirements can be fulfilled cxactly in thc 
specitied manner, but this implies a lso to re-develop software normally already availablc with minor 
variations. 

Even i f various software packages (e.g. from previous projects) can be reused. the effort and also the 
rhk using thls approach is extremely high in comparison of usíng a commercial produc1. 

Effort and Risks 

ln the past for the establishment of new projects often a complete new software was implemented, i.e. 
tbe basic functionality has been developed often with nearly the same results and disadvantages: 

• High costs for development 
• Much effon for testing the system 
• High risk of new developrnent 
• Short time for conunissioning thc systcm since completely new software projecls are seldom 

dclivered on time 

Commercial Software 

Another (better) approach i& the usage of a commercial software puckagc and conliguring the projecl 
according the related (also specilic) requircments- often without any softwure modification. 

Sincc cven the '"newcst" requiremenls in this arca are already integraled into such a commercial 
sy~tem. normally only thc project specilic configuration has to be performed - the effort and costs for 
developmenr and teMing and tberefore aho the risk is reduced to a minimum. 

It is clear that not ali of Lhe given requirement.s can be fulfiJJed exactly in tbe required manner. but in 
general lhe required functionality is alrcady available. 

The advantages of this approach are clear: 
• Projects are confignred: this saves time and moncy 
• Mostly without software modification: i.e. no development risk 
• Using of already intensive tcsted features: You will get a proven system 

Example FRAMTEC 
In lhe following paragraphs the advantages and supponed featurcs of a commercial product wi ll be 

shown. A~ an example lhe product FRAMTEC has bccn selected, sincc this product has been used for 
multi pie rnissions and projects as ~hown in the following tablcs. 

Table 1 Control Center Applications 

MIA HK 
Project 

MOMS-2P 
Loglc Box 

NAV 
PAFIHK 
PAFINAV 

NAHUELI 
EQUATOR_S 

Locatíon 
DLR·GSOC, Germany 
DLR-GSOC Germany 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 
DLR-GSOC, Germany 
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Project 
EUTELSATW1 

LEOP 
CHAMP 
XSAR 

Location 
DLR·GSOC Germany 

EUMETSAT·Central Facility 
ABAIXAS 

DLR-GSOC Germany 
DLR·GSOC Germany 
EUMETSAT, Germany 
GSOC, Germanl 

Table 2 M&C lmplementatlons 

Project Location 
NAHUEL Ground Buenos Aires. Argentina 
Statlon & Control 
Centre 
Ku·Band Ground Weilheim, Germany 
Station 
CHAMP EGSE 

EUMETSAT PGS 

DLR-GSOC, Germany 
DJO, Jena, Germany 
Launch Site, Russia 

Us.ingen,Germany 

Thc name FRAMTEC stands for FRamcwork for Advanccd Monitor, Tclemetry and Control. 
FRAMTEC is a powerful product family to process telemctry and monitor data as well as for generation 
and transmission of control I command information. Due to the generic approacb FRAMTEC is suitable 
for nearly ali Monitor and Control applications not only in the area o f space crafts and grow1d stations. 

l!quopmcnl I 

I ,,. ~.....__ 
Equopmcnl 2 

FRAMTEC ~ 

Equopmcnl n 

Fig. 1 FRAMTEC Environment 

FRAMTEC has generally the ability to process input data which are routed to the system in form of 
packets (data blocks). Thc structurc of such packets may be of flxed or cven dynamic structure. 
Conversely FRAMTEC generates output packets of any structurc with fixed or varinble contem. 

Due to the open structure FRAMTEC can be configured also for multiple space craftl> I muJtiple 
equipment. The communication is typically based on TCP!IP protocol but also othcr communication is 
possible (on requcst). 

Structure of FRAMTEC 
The following figure shows rhe vurious cornponents of FRA1'v1TEC in a functional represcmation. 
The FRAMTEC proceSl> DataBase FDB contains ali the necessary information about the processiog 

of monitoring data as well as the information necessary to generate control data I commands. The process 
database is l.oaded into the processing facilit-y during thc startup phase. 

The componeot FRAMTEC DataBase Editor (FDBE) is used to establish and maintain the process 
database(s) (FDB) in ao easy and comfonable manner · existing database files can al~>o be reloaded into 
the database editor for modificatioo. 

A Database lnformation ANAJy.:er (DIANA) is provided to check the consistency of a modified 
database; the verbosity, i.e. the depth of check, can be ~elected by the user. 
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PROCOM is the on-linc kemel of FRAMTEC - rcccived monitor data packets are identilied and 
proccssed accordi11g to the description in thc process database, i.e. the related parameter information -
originally a sequence of bits - is trrulslated into a readable form converted into engineering units (volts. 
temperature~. etc.) and made visible to the operator u~ing lhe integrated MMI. Alarm and warning 
generaúon. event detection, etc. is part of thi~ functionality. 

lnputs from the operator are processed and lhe appropriate action - again according to the database -
is perfonncd; this also includes the modificationlconstruction of control information aJld the transm.ission 
of this information to lhe equipment to be controlled. 

During the start-up phasc the process database is acccssed and lhe related data :.tructures are built up. 
After lhat lhe facility is ready to perform U1e appropriate aclivities: 

• Interfacing wilh the operator, i.e. rcceiving inputs, execulion of related functionalities and 
genenuionlpresentation of .. system" mcssages, etc. 

• Reccption and identification of incoming TLMIMON packetl> 
• Processing the received and idcntified data packets according lhe description withln the process 

database and gencration of lhe related output 
• Generation I modification and transmission of control infonnation on operator request or also on 

detection o f specific events 
The MMJ (in one or more instance~) Í!> ~~ modern Windows based graphical user interface supporúng 

the presentation of lhe parameter values in various ways. Alphanumerical as well as graphical 
representation including line plots, symbol plots, i.c. showing graphical items in different colors 
nccording the current statc are supported. 

In many projects appropriate M&C ~:>ystems have to be configured without direct conncction to the 
related hardware (not yet available or otherwise in use), i.e. lhere exist only limited possibilities to 
perform tesl!> with Lhe original equipment. For this reason a test-data generator DATGEN is part of 
FRAMTEC. DATGEN simulates the appropriate facilities, i.e. it generates related monitor I telemetry 
information in the same manner a~ defmed for lhe original equipment and it also receives related control 
information which can be displayed for vcrification purposes. 

The use of DATGEN reduces the time necessary for integration and test wilh the original equipment 
to a minimum. 

Features 
In the following paragraphs the features of lhe product FRAMTEC are demonstrated. It is also 

shown, lhat alt.o advanced requirements can be fulfilled with this powerful tooL As above in 
demonstration o f the requirements also here the features are sbown for botb monitoring and control. 

Monitoring 

In the monitoring part wc have to differ between the processing rules of a single parameter and lhe 
processing rules of received data packet 
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Processing rules of parameter 
The following figure shows the general processing philosophy of a parameter. 

AawOa1a 
Extrectlon 

cu~ 

~~ 
Calibratlon 
Operalion 

Formanlng 
O~rabon 

Flg. 2 General Processing Scheme 

Control 

MonllOflnt 

Various functions can be used to gain the appropriate raw, calibrated and formatted value of a 
parameter together with the appropriate state: 

• Raw data extraction 
Signed and unsigncd integer up to ó4 bits, 
sign and magnitude, 
noat and double in various rcpresentations (c.g. IEEE or MIL-Std), 
ASCII coded values 
Special processing (see below) 

• Transfomration into engineering unit (calibration) 
Polynomial and scaling 
Interpolation 
Table I cnumeration 
Special processing (see below) 

• Formatting 
All commonly used formatting rules (incl. Binary) are available 

• Limit and validity checking 
Range lirnits with lower/upper and soft/hard limits 
Trend limits residing on numerous statistical functions referring to the 
History of paramcter values 
Statecode lirnits on discrete values (warning and alarm) 
Adaptive limits, i.e. the currently ~elccted lirnit set - the appropriate thresholds, depends on 
values/states of other parameters; this feature can also be used for an autommed limit 
switching on/off. 

• Not applicable (N/ A) and not selected (N/S) checking 
• Validity handling (Not Applicable (N/ A), Not Selected (N/S), EXPired (EXP)) 
• Status consistency checking 
• On the other hand the deconuuutation is to be specified, i.e. in which frarnes on whicb positions 

wbich parameters are to be processed. Also for this. the decommutation. a wide range of 
functionality is supported by ffiAMTEC: 

• Processing of 
fixcd and 
multiplexed positions within a received data packet: 

• Dynarnic processing of ASCII coded packets 
• Defmition and processing of subframes lo avoid multi pie definition of samc parts of data packets 
• Processi.ng also infonuation/paramelers residing in the hcader o f tbe data packet 
• Timcout check (expircd) on packet levei 
• Memory managementlhandling 
• State vector maintenance to allow access to the cu1Tent values of parameters from other 

applications 
• Adaptive processing, i.e. in dependeny of value/state of other parametcrs diffcrent sequences of 

proccssing rulcs are executed 
• Pararneter structures I dependent processing ease thc definition o f the decommutation 
• Lists of derivcd parameters can be used to ease the definition of the decommutation 
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lnterpreter Language 
One of the most imporrant benefils of FRAMTEC is the intcgrated interpreter language, very similar 

to 'C/C++·. but w.ithout pointers. This feature Íl> used 
• for the detinition of special processing, 
• to handle derived parameters wlthiJJ the monltoring part. 
• to specifiy conditlons for the adaptive processing and 
• to define related conclitlons for various checks in the commancting part. 
The appropriate source code is part of lhe process database. compiled during the database load 

operaúon and executed during run-time as virtual machine. 
Ali commonly used la11guage constructs, such a.~ 
• global functions and variables 
• structures and arrays 
• even classes and objects 

are availablc, i.e. nearly the complete C/C++ standard excepl pointers is supported. The reason for not 
supportiJ1g pointers is that (inexperlenced) users couJd destroy internai data structures by wrong usage of 
thls ·'feature". 

Supporting Features 
Beside the mentioned features for lhe processing also a wide range o f supporting features increase the 

usage of FRAMTEC (onJy some features are cliscussed in the next paragraphs) 
The Selective parameter page can be used for test purposes. A number of selectable parameters is 

shown on one pagc togcthcr with the bmary raw value, lhe binary calibrated value, the formatted string 
and the related flags and stati. 

Debug pages are useful to check lhe Lmplementation of derived parameters. A selected parameter is 
shown (lhe current value and state) together with all referenced "input parameters", also with the current 
v alue and state; dynam.ic updates are taken imo account. 

The automaúc configuraúou check is a useful feature to check once (on operator request) or in 
regular illtervals the coruistency and ranges of parameters values of defined parameters. The definltion o f 
the parameters to be checked and lhe related ranges I stati is predefmed and read in from file. Any 
mismatch is monltored and also logged to show the operator the resulr ofthe lates! check activity. 

LADT dump (Latest Available Data Table) performs a print of rhe values and states of al i defined 
parameters grouped by lhe related subsystem and sorted in alphabetical order 

The Raw data page shows tbe contents of lhe last received data packet - of ali packets or only for a 
selected packet - in a hexadecimaJ manner. This is a helpful feature to investigate any anomalies within 
the system. 

The Limit Page and the paramcter information page show lhe operator for a selected parameter the 
cunently defined limits, including the currently aclive limit1>eL On the parameter informarion page the 
cunent definition o f lhe processing rulcs. including textual description, is shown to lhe operator. 

Commanding 
For commanding two levels of functionality are available: 
• Simple Control 
• Advanced Control 
Using the simple control feature, predefined data packets - defined within U1e process database - can 

be moclified by inverse processing of related control parameters and afterwards transmitted to lhe 
equ.ipmeut. 

Inverse processing of control parameters means. that internally lhe appropriate inverse processillg 
functions are cxecuted ir1 revcrse order; no diffcrence is made to normal base parameters for definlng 
them except. lhat these paran1eters are to be flagged as control parameters to enable the modification 
requested by Lhe operator. 

The Sinlple conlrol feature is most.Jy used for the control of the ground station. 
Thc higbcr levei, i.e. advanced control is much more powerful and normally be used for space craft 

commanding. Thls is due to Lhe illtegrated advanced features such as 
• construction of commend packets with a variable number of argumcnts 
• Argumcnt Check, i.e. the validity of given arguments and argument values is checked before 

further processillg of the commend 
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• Pre-transm i~sion validation (PTV). i.e. before sending the command it is checked that the 
equipment to be commanded is currently able and allowed lo proceed lhe comrnand to be 
transmitted. For this. tbe value and state of related telemetry parameters can be checked 

• Comrnand execulion verification (CEV). i.e. lhe current execution State of the command is 
chccked and monitored. Po!>\ible cbech are 

Correct acccptance at ground station, i.c. an ACK is received by GS 
Correct acceptance at the spacccraft; a iNo an appropriale ACK is received 
Correcl execution of command by monitoring the values of related telemetry parameters 
which have to changc their valucs within a defmed time period 

All lhese checks can be defincd individually on a per command basi' u~ing the integrated interpreter 
functionaliry; related ~upporting intrinsic fw1ctions are available. 

For thc access to valucs of lhe refercnced telemctry parameter:> lhe so called state vcctor is used. The 
stale vector is implementcd as shared memory with functional ucccss: 

• Thc telemetry processing l>Yl>lcm update\ thc related valucs and 
• The conunand system read.\ out lhe current values of the parameter; !>ynchronization mechani~ms 

has been taken into account. 
This mechanism - the stale vcctor - can also be used by other applic<ttions for accessing current 

v atues of related telemctry parametcrs. 
Duc to the flex..ible design of this module it is also po~sible to transfer other information to funher 

applications such as related databasc information of relevant parameters. 

Summary 
As shown in lhe la\t paragraphs a commercial product. in this case the product FRAMTEC. is 

suitable to fulfill not only a subset of the requircments in modern projec~ but is able abo to cover ali/ 
most of the advanccd requirements. Due to thc modular ~tructure of lhis product it is easy to add user
writtcn functions to adapt also projcct specific functionality. 

Thc question ' 'Why spend money for the devclopment ot project !>pecific M&C Systems?" can be 
answered clearly: 

Don't waste time and money for the risky development of new software use a commercial product 
and configure your project. Reach the iarget with less risk in a shorter time and save money. 
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SCOPE 

In 1997, MATRA MARCONI SPACE (MMS) started the developmentofOPEN CENTER. a generic 
systcm for EGSE, Satellüe Control Centres, and Simulators monitoring & control. 

One of the challenges of t11is development lies in the fact that it has been on purpose designed and 
developed in parallel with real application projects, in order to make sure that the resulting product will 
be perfectly suited to the differeut targeted applications. 

After having briefly recalled the purpose and Lhe contents of OPEN CENTER, this paper details thc 
development process that has been applied to develop a generic product in parallel wilh utilisation 
projects. Then, in order to complete the demoustration, the coucrete applications of OPEN CENTER to 
EGSE's (for SPOT5, HELIOS2, METOP, ROSETTA and EUROSTAR 3000), to Satellite Control 
Centre (for INTELSAT FDC project), and to Simulators (for MSG-SSF and STENTOR programs) are 
described from a technical point of view. 

Open Center Overview 

OPEN CENTER provides a standard framework and a consistent set of generic software components 
that can be used to build EGSE, Mission Control Systems. and Simulators (for monitoring & conlrol 
purposes). OPEN CENTER aims at maximising reuse from programs to programs, between satellite 
integration and coutrol facilities, and finally minimising the risk for the customer, in terms of cost and 
schedule. 

Heritage 
As shown Fig. 1. OPEN CENTER takes bcnefits from more than 15 years of MMS experience in 

ground systems. for 
JllKO 
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Fíg. 1 OPEN CENTER is based on a long-standing experíence. 

• Satellites check-out Systems (up to 80 EGSE's delivered, 50% of which to externai customers) 
• Satellite Comrol Centres (about 12 SCC's delivered) 
• Simulators (23 Simulators and Software Validation Facilities for 17 different programs) 
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Funhermore , a deep analysis of Lhe previous Ground Systems product lines and a study of lhe 
exisling software components has been rnade in order to reuse lhem as far as pos~> iblc . And finally, the 
OPEN CENTER general concept!; rake into nccount the resuhs of ali MMS R&D technological 
activities in lhe Ground System domains. 

From the early 80th and until now, a number of EGSE and SCC products !ines havc been developed 
and intensively used by MMS and externa! cu~tomers for eatth observation, telecommun.icalion and 
scientific satellite&. 

Objectives 
OPEN CENTER proposes Lhe !)Oftware !;Oiution for: 
• al i ground data systems for Space systems, includ.ing test facilities, sirnulators, comrol centres, 

mission centres or illtegrated ground facilities, 
• ali type of satclli tes platform~ and applications (Telecom, Earth Observar íon . ... ), 
• ali orbits (GEOs, LEOs. constellalions). 
• ali phases. from sateiJitc development and testing to satellites operations. 
• OPEN CENTER includes: 
• 1\ set of generic component~ covering in a higWy modular way thc various functions of a Ground 

System. The~e components are in addition designed wilh buih-in parameterisatioo capabilities 
allowing to adapt them to vanous contexts. 

• A standard framework allowing to host either OPEN CENTER components, or project specific 
components. or existing commercial of the shelf software components. 

The figure 2 gives a representntion of one of the main driver of lhe OPEN CENTRE product 
policy. 

Fig. 2 Building a ground system with OPEN CENTER 

The OPEN CENTRE generi<.: components are cu:.tomiscd anel w.scmbled with project specific 
components and COTS on a standardised software architecture in order to provide the targeted ground 
faciliti es 

Content 
The Figure 3 details lhe various componenrs of OPEN CENTER, lhe utilisation of which in various 

real application contexts will be shown in lhe ncxt paragraphs. 
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This Figure also presents the OPSW ARE tools used tO supporl the Satellite operations when 
required. The OPSW ARE tools are designed and developed lo bc easily plugged on any type of ground 
facilities. 

The main software architectural concepts applied on OPEN CENTER are: 
• Independence from the hardware constructors. 
• Mono or multi-satellites and mono or mulli-machines capabilities 
• High avai lability and redundancy mechanisms 
• High life time duration and evolutivity capabilities 
• Object oriented design, use of C++ and CORBA 
• Optimal use of COTS (ORBTX,ILOG Views, PV-Waves) 

I 12!J~~l:;L~k!J 
~ I""' 1 = 1 '""1 MCI!Jil\ 1 - 1- 1..,.1 "" 1 .... 1 <:0> 1- I 
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Fig. 3 OPEN CENTER components 

~ 
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The OPEN CENTRE components are ~tructured on a layered architecture wilh the Externai Interface 
Jayer, Lhe skill compooent& layer (generic and highly configurable to various rnis~ions), lhe framework 
(comrnunication, timing, .. ) and Lhe operational lnyer including the MMl eomponents (LNG,SYN,HLP, 
DSK .... ) 

Open Center Development Process 
When MMS decided to start the devclopment of a full generic system, one of lhe major difficulties 

was to ensure rbe fuU applicability of lhe software to be produced to Lhe targeted systerns aod, in order to 
reach that goal, we were convinced that a very deep aoaJysis of the developrnent process was mandatory. 

Thus, the first priority was to eswblish a complete proccss model involving thc OPEN CENTER 
Project Group togelher with the User Projects. The main challenge was to define an organisation, a 
functioning mode and lhe programrnatic drivers to perrnit lhe parallel development of OPEN CENTER 
components with thc user application systems. 

One of the main results of lhe process analysis was to split lhe OPEN CENTER lifc cycle in 2 
dilferem phases, tbe construction phase and the routinc phase: 

• During the construction phasc, ali the OPEN CENTER architcctural concepts are progressively 
set up aod the software components are developed to be directJy used on the dedicated User 
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Projects. The constnrction phasc is forescen for a 2 years duration period (from mid 97 to rnid 99) 
and lead to the availabiliry of a consistem ser of OPEN CENTER components based on the same 
software an:hrtecture and covering ali functions defined in the OPEN CENTER scope of 
applicability. 

• T he routinc phasc (after mid 99) is the concretc rcsult of thc MMS product policy in thc frame 
o f Ground Systems. lt corresponds to the normal operational use of OPEN CENTER components 
for the Ground System~ Project,. The OPEN CEi'l'TER components are still in evolution but on a 
mode diffcrcrn from the con~truction phasc. The customer projccts use thc OPEN CENTER 
components accordu1g to their own need~ followíng a complete OPEN CENTRE descriptive and 
use r documentation. 

The activities to be performed and the defined functioning modes during these 2 phases are different 
and both are presentcd here undcr. 

The Construction Phase 
1l1e construction ha' bcen defined for 2 yearl>, from mid 97 to mid 99. An incrementai development 

approacb is applied during the wholc construt:tion phase and a set of 4 OPEN CENTER ver~ions are 
produced and delivered to the following application projects: 

• EGSE's for SPOT5. ROSETT 1\ and EUROSTAR 3000 
• Satellite Control Ceuter for INTELSAT FDC 
• Simulators for MSG SSF and STENTOR 
The Figure 4 give~ a general overview of the main progranunatic aspects during the OPEN CENTRE 

construction phase. 

CJ1 ~ 99 
VI .....,... 

' 
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Fig. 4 OPEN CENTRE Releases during construction phase 

The construction phase of OPEN CENTRE is fuiJy driven by the User Projects and each identified 
ver~ion is drrectly delivered for the system integration and validation phase o f the targeted projects 

For thc functional aspects, Lhe opcrational principie deseribed here after, pernút::. to control aU along 
lhe construction phase the con'>istency between on one hand the OPEN CENTER specification process 
and on the other hand lhe applicabiliry on the on-going and future U~er Projects 

An OPEN CENTER Uscr Group has been set up to be in charge of the OPEN CENTER 
component!. User Requiremen~ specilications. This group is t:omposed with a numbcr of MMS Ground 
Systerus end user reprcsentatives (AlT/AJV team, Satellite Operations and Simulation teams) . The role 
of the Uloer group is a major one during the construction phal>e. lt ha~ to produce the full user 
requirements for ali OPEN CENTER componcnts in order to ensure to target the requirement1. 
completcness of OPEN CENTER. Thcn, Lhe User Group hl!l> ulso lhe nüssion to validate the User 
Rcquirements Specitications towards the L'ser Projects. 

The Uscr Projccts are u1 charge of the dcsrgn and the development of the project specific software 
componcnts. In that re~pec.:t, they are using and validating the OPEN CENTER extemal interfaces and the 
Opcn Centcr configuration capabilities for project customisatíon purposes. Furthcrmore, the detaíled 
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programmatic of OPEN CENTER is fully driven by the User Projects needs. A versions plan is 
established at general system levei and :Uso detailcd at component levei according to the dcvelopment 
schedules of the targeted Use r Project~. 

The Eogincering Tcam of OPEN CENTER Project Group i!> interfacing the Users Group and 
the User Projects and provides Lhe OPEN CENTER design and development team with ali the relevam 
infonnation. The Engineering Team perfonns a very strong co-ordinaúon between OPEN CENTER 
Project Group and the Users Projects with the objccúve to set up and to maintain the OPEN CENTER 
compooents Rclcases Plan which i!, thc main guideline during the OPEN CENTER construction phase. 

On the architectural dcsign asp«ts, a similar approacb involving tbe User Projects and the OPEN 
CENTER Project Group is applied. The OPEN CENTER System Architecturc Team, deitning tbe 
architectural concepts, is interfacing directly with Lhe di ffcrent system arcbitects o f the User Projccts. The 
consistency of lhe produced !>ystem archilecture is verificd at User Projects levei du.ring the design phase 
of the to be developed systems. As for the requiremem speclfications. a lot of efforts is made for the co
ordination of thc arcbitectural design of OPEN CENTER and lhe de~igns of appHcation system~ dcsigns. 

The Figure 5 gives a represeotation of the process model of OPEN CENTRE during the 
construction phase. 

For each identified ver~ion, the OPEN CENTER project group delivers to the User Projects an 
integrated and validated OPEN CENTER version customised for the dedicated project. Then, each User 
Project is in charge of its own system integraúon with the specitic to project comJX>nents and at the end 
of the full system validation. The OPEN CENTER project group supports thc User Projects during these 
system integration and vatidation pbascs. 

The development process o f OPEN CENTER during the construction phase permits us to develop the 
OPEN CENTER componems nearly in parallel with the appHcauon systems. This approach, linked to a 
strong incrementai development principie to minimise the risks on User Projects, has been actualJy 
efficient to achicve our objcctives. Furthermore. lhe tcchnical diversity of the targcted applications really 
ensures. to a maximum extent, the OPEN CENTRE generic capability and flexibility. 

USER LEVEL 

OPEN C'E/'l'fi!R (.!SER 
GROUP 

Use r 
Requircments 

OPEN CENTER PROJ ECT GROUP 

Fig. 5 OPEN CENTRE organisation and functioning principie during construction phase 

The OPE."'' CENTRE specification. design and development activities are driven in strong co
ordination between tbe U~er Group, the User Project~ and tbe OPEN CENTRE Projcct Group 

The Routine Phase 
The OPEN CENTER rouúne phasc is characterised by the modification of the relationship between 

the OPEN CENTER Project Group and the User Projects. OPEN CENTER is at that time considered as a 
provider of software products (as normal COTS) and the User Projects can build their dedicated Ground 
Systems through a catalogue of the OPEN CENTER components. 
• The OPEN CENTER project is sti ll in charge of development of new releases and establishes the 

OPEN CENTRE RELEASES PLAN covering the following main activities: 
• The corrective maintenance of the delivered releases 
• The cvolutive maintcnance for the targetcd systems new requirements 
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• The adaptivc maintenance for the requiremt:nl~> of thc new systems to be built 
• The pcrrcctive maintenancc for system architccturc improvcments and follow up of technical 

evolution 
A numbcr of system activities are also performcd during the OPEN CENTER routinc phase: 
• Operational \uppon to client projects and cnd u~cr~ using assistance and trainiog means 
• Support to ~yMcm cngineering reams for answering 10 bid proposals, for designing ~y~tem 

architecturcs compatible wi1h the OPE~ CENTER components and concepts or even for the 
definition of necessary adaptations aud evolutions 

• Setting up and maintenancc of ao OPEN CENTER rcfcrcnce Ground Sy~tem facility for OPEN 
CENTER demonstration and evaluation purpo~e~ 

Using Open Center in Different Ground System Applications 

General Oevelopment Approach 
The following devclopmem approach has to bc followed 10 cu~>tomise OPEN CENTER for the 

various application programmes: 
• Analysis of requirements, and identification of : 

The functions that can be implemented u~ing OPE!'\ CENTER components. lf the component 
fully answer~ the rcquirements, it can be used as i~. Someti.mes however, the componem had 
to bc upgraded to fulfil the specific requirements of lhe project. 
Thc functions that are specific and require the developmem of a new component 

This analysis is formnlised through a compliance matrix that identifies for each requirement the 
corresponding OPEN CENTER component with tbc eventual adaptations, or the specific cornponent to be 
developed. 

• Development of the specific components. Most of the time, specific components have to be 
developed to interface with project-specific input/output equipment. As shown paragraph 2_ one 
importam feature of OPEI'-: CENTER is the clear separation between CMD (Commands 
processing), PAR (Parameters processing including extraction, calibration. monitoring), and the 
interface with the extemal world, whicb is taken into account by dedicated EIF (Externai 
Interface) components. For each panicular interface, a dedicated ElF componeot manages the 
interface protocol, and converts the acquired data imo a standard OPEN CENTER forrnat çalled 
OCDS (OPE:--l CENTER Data Set). For most of the projects. the spccific development~ are 
limited to tlle development of ElF component~ i f 1101 available in Lhe OPEN CENTER EIF library. 

In addition, OPEN CENTER offers a generic structure (''process :.keleton") which allows developing 
very easily new çomponents. 

• Configuration and installation of the reused OPEN CENTER components. Some components 
iuclude parameterisation capabilities: the functions they are performing can be adapted through 
parameLers tha1 havc to be defined within the database. One importanl part of Lhe configuration 
\Vork coru.iM:-. then in definiog Lhese parameters in the databa!>e. 

• Integration of the spccific components within OPEN C ENTE R, and validation of the \y~tem_ 

Development of EGSE'S Based on OPEN CENTER : Examples of Spot5, Metop, 
Rosetta, Eurostar 3000 

Generally speak.ing, the following OPE~ CENTER componems are used LO build an EGSE (see also 
Fig. 3): 

• Conunon EGSEISCC components : 
FRAMEWORK (except redundancy management), 
PAR (parameters processing), CMD (Command~ proçessing). ARC (Archiving), EVT 
(Evems managcrnent), ALA (Alarms managcment) 
User Interface components : SYN (Mimic~> di~>play). HLP (On Line help), REP (Post 
processing) 

• EGSE specific componems : mainly Ll'\IG (test \equenccs preparation and execution) 
The following -.pecific developments are perfonned for SPOTS_ METOP, ROSETTA, and 

EUROSTAR 3000: 
• Telemetry and Tclcconunand: on aU these program~. therc is project specific on thc TM/TC 

interface: das~ical line/format structure on SPOT5; CCSDS on METOP. ROSETTA, and 
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EUROSTAR 3000. This is taken into account by specific EIF components, without modification 
on the PAR and CMD componcnts. 

In addilion. ROSETIA is using thc PUS. This hu~ also led to develop specific MMJ to display the 
packet contents. 

• Specific EIF componeot~ for interfacing with dedicated input/output equipment : 
On SPOT5 and METOP, the following ~pecific interface equipment are taken into account : 
OBA (On Board Access. interface with thc On Board Computer for the On Board Software 
debugging), OBDH on board bus interface, interface with lhe simulation processor 
On ROSE"ITA. a specific protocol is developed to interface with the instrument EGSE's (TM 
distribution and reception of TC requests) 
On EUROSTAR 3000, a specific EJF componcot is developed to interface with the Avionics 
SCOE (Specific Check Out Equipment). 

r------.. 
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Fig. 6 EGSE typical archltecture using OPEN CENTER 

Thc OPEN CENTRE components are distributed on the EGSE Scrvers and Work Stations. They are 
Jinked and integratcd with specific software components mainly in charge in this context of special 
interfaces handling for Simulation means, Front End or Specific CheckOut Equipmenl. 

Use of OPEN CENTER Components Within the lntelsat Satellite Control Centre 
Thc INTELSAT FDC (Flight Dynamics and Commanding) is a good demonstration of the modularity 

o f OPEN CENTER. 
A~ indicated by the name FDC, this project deals wilh Lhe developmcnt of the Flight Dynamics ando f 

the Commanding pari of the control centre, exduding the Telemetry that was already developed by 
INTELSAT. 

Thc Flight Dynamics is based on the MMS QUARTZ++ tool. 
The Commanding relies on two main parts: 
• Tbe MMS OPSWARE satellite operation support tools, OPSAT and TIMELINE 
• A subset of lhe OPEN CENTER componenls, mainly : 

The OPEN CENTER framework, wh.ich has been adapted to interface a commcrcial network 
morutoring package (Netcxpert) instead of using lhe NMC component. 
The conunanding, CMD component, which has been cul>tomised to interface the JNTELSAT 
commanding library. 

These componcnts are interfaccd with the existing tclemetry processing and with Lhe existing 
database. The CMD and PAR componcnts being independent, intcrfacing another TM package can be 
achieved without m;Ljor problem. OPEN CENTER can be interfaccd with any database through its 
standard ASCll interface. 
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Fig. 7 Use of OPEN CENTRE in Satellite Control Centers in different system contexts and environments 

The OPEN CENTRE modularity and flex.ibility permlts to use the same software component~ to build 
a Satellite Control Centre in a minimum configuration context and a complex system to cootrol and 
monitor an important number of satellites. For the multi-Satellitcs Control Centre, the OPEN CENTRE 
component~> are customised and distributed on the Servers and Workstations of the ground network in 
order to provide a multi-TM and multi-TC chains capabilities together with the multi-users access and 
redundancy mechanism. 

Stentor and MSGMSSF Satellítes Simulators Monitoring and Control 
OPEN CENTER is used to develop tbe STEI'\TOR and MSG-SSF Satellite Dynamic Simulator~ 

(DSS) monitoring and control (so-called SfMGO). 
The simulation functions (development and execution of simulation models) are covered by the MMS 

SlMWORK and SIMlX componems. 
SIMGO is based on the following OPEN CENTER componcnts: 
• FRAMEWORK 
• PAR (parameters processing), CMD (Commandl> processing), EVT (Events management), ALA 

(Alarrns management), SYN (Mimics display), LNG (tesl sequences preparation and execution) 
Components covering specific simulator requiremcnts havc abo bccn developed. Mainly: 
• KMC (Kernel Monitoring and Control) : thil> componelll monitors the simulation models 

execulion 
• FM I (Failures Managcr Interface) for thc selection and cxeculion of failures within Lhe simulatiou 

modcls 
• SCP (Simulation Configuratioo Preparation) 
• SCE (Scenario Editor) 
• SAl (Stateset Analysis Interface) 
Dedicated component are aJso availabJe for the Archiving and the post processing, the corresponding 

s imulmors rcquirements beiug much more simple than for the EGSE and Control Centres. 
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Figo 8 OPEN CENTRE components used in lhe software architecture of SIMGO 

Conclusion 
From thc early beginning, OPEN CENTER has been speci fi ed and designed to suit to thc various 

types of ground systcmso including Check Out facilities, Satellite Cootrol Centres, and SimuJators 
Monitoring & Contro l. 

The specification~ have been established with tl1e \trong involvement of the internai users of the 
different systcms, taking bcnefit of lhe ex.isting experience within MATRA MARCONJ SPACEO 

The development of lhe OPEN CENTER components has then been on purpose performed in parallel 
with the deve lopment of the ürst utilisation projectso which were covering ali the targeted fielcb of 
application. This has allowed a permanent feedback with real application~ during the development 
process, warrantjng thus a good adequacy of OPEN CENTER with ali types o f ground systemso 

Thank::. to lhe application to real projects in differcnt domains (EGSE. Satellitc Control Centre, 
Simulator), it has been demonstrated that OPEN CENTER covers allthe corresponding requirements and 
can be easi ly adapted to various contexts. 
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1his paper is 011 experience reporrfrom two projecl.l' which lwve been conducted at lhe French Space Agency (CNES: 
Centre National d'Etudcs Spatiales). 
The first rme, ScaRaB. is an instrument designed 10 meas11re tlle Eart/1 Radiation Budget from a satellile. In this 
projecr. data are provided 10 the scientific- cmnmrmity IJy the way oflnlemet. 
The second one, EURJD!S, demonstrates the possibiliry of irnproving lhe GPS system by the way of a supplemell.faty 
satellitefor the use ofcivi/ aviation. In this project, data are exchanged wifh externa/ centres lhrough Internet. 
The common characteristics of these two projects are that they require strlnf.:eru security requirements. The objective of 
thi.1· paper is to preserH how these requiremeflts have been taken into account. 
Keywords: Unix sec11rity. lmemet. gro1.11ul segment 

lntroduction 
Internet and network are more and more often used in ground segments. They both are very powerful 

tools, but they induce some supplementary risks. In order to avoid these risks, some security principies 
have to be applied. 

The risk is lhat an intruder can get w1authorised access rights on the syslem connected to the outside 
and can: 

• read confidential information, 
• write or destroy data (Trojan horse, v.irus, or moditication of the content), 
• deny normal use of the resources by consuming ali CPU, RAM, or bandwidth 
The intruder can not only affect lhe computer connected to the outside, but also lhe internal nelwork 

on which it is connected. 
lt should be pointed out lhat a security policy induces non-negligible costs and delays. Bul there is a 

real need. and a compromise has to be done between the leve! of security (the price) aod lhe required 
protecüon levei. 

This paper is an experience report from two projects, which have been conducted at CNES: ScaRaB 
and EURIDIS. 

In lhe tirst pan. ScaRaB ground segmem will be presenteei: what is ScaRaB, and how security has 
been taken imo account. Tbe same topics about EURIDIS will be detailed in lhe second part 

SeaRaS 

Radiation Budget 
The Earth's climate is governed from the outside by solar cnergy, which itself depends on botb lhe 

power radiated by the Sun and tbe Earth's position in relation to lhe Sun. As it is at a very high 
temperature, around 6000 °K (degrees Kelvi11), most of its energy is radiated as short waves (from 0.4 to 
0.7 mm), in the visible and near infrared (from 0.7 to 4 mm). 

fn a "simplified" model, incident radiation (visible and near infrared) is absorbed and reflected by the 
atmosphere. These exchnnges and lransformatiom, of energy involve a multitude of pbysical, chenúcal 

1 

and biological processes in which oceans, ice, soils and vegetation ali play a part. 
The Earth's Radiaüon Budget (ERB) is lhe net radiation flux, in other words the difference between 

1 lhe solar radiation absorbed (by the atmosphere or land), anel rhe infrared radiation that escapes from the 
atmospherc into space. The budget for such radia.tion tluxes, wllich constitute lhe only exchanges of 
energy between Lhe Earth and space, is an essential element in climatic balance. 

Climatic cbange (linked to human activiry, for example) can only occur in conjunction witb a change 
in these budgets. 

Observing the Earth's Radiaüon Budget will thus help understand its role in maint.aining lhe Earth's 
present clima te, goveming the sizc and development of large-scale climatic anomalies, and determining 
how the climate reacts or could react to disturbances, whether their origins be natural (such as volcanic 
act.ivity) or human (increase in greenhouse gases or aerosols). 
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SeaRaS project 
The Scanner for Radiation Budget - SeaRaS - is as scientific cxperiment designed to measure lhe 

Earth's Radiation Budget from a satellite on which the instrument is flown . This projecl, part of the 
World Clima te Research Programme. helps furthe r knowledge of our environment and climatic change. 

ScaRaB is a cooperalive project between France, Russia and Germany. The first instrument model 
flew in 1994-1995 ou Lhe METEOR satcllite. anda second model was launched on a RESURS satellitc 
on July 101

h 1998. bolh of which are Rus~ian. 
The ScaRaB ground segment has to handle many varied information flows (technological telemetry. 

scientific telemetry, processing results, telecommand sequences and navigation data) as wcll as 
housekecping mcssages between the various parts of which it is made. 

The leve! la, lb. 2 and 3 data are processed at CNES. They are distributed to the :.cientific 
community by the mean of CD-ROM and through a WWW server. This one provides information about 
The SeaRaS mission. and ulso providel> mcanl> to select and retrieve data from ScaRaB mi:.sion. 

SeaRaS architecture 
The SeaRaS Ground Segment revolves around 2 centrel.: 
• the Russian centre which receivcs Telemetry and sends Telecommands, 
• thc Toulouse Space Centre in France (CNES) which monitors and programmes the instrument. 

ru1d processes, archives and disseminate~ data 
The ScaRaB data products are distributed on CD-ROM und also by lhe way of a WWW server. The 

architecture of lhis server is quite complicated (see fig. I): 
• - an Oracle serve r contains lhe list of the data product files. 
• - a Storagctek server contains thc data products ti les 
• - two operators. who answer to questions, monüor the server and lhe ground segmem 
• - a CD-ROM recorder which i& directly operated by the operators 
The security of such a systcm is a very strong rcquirement. Actually. lhe Oracle database has to be 

protected. Moreovcr, the archive on the Storagctek server i~ vcry criticaL 
The telemetry data are received in Moscow, and transferred to CNES in France through a dedicated 

line which is also used for o lher cxperimcnts (lnterball. manncd fl ight. recoverable capsules etc ... ). Then. 
lhese are processed in CI'\ES in order to produce levei I, 2 and 3 data. The~e data are lhen archived in a 
Storagetck. and information about lhese proces~ed data is stored in an Oracle database. The operators 
produce CD-ROM containing these data and send them to lhe scientists. 
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A WW\V server 111 has becn developed by Cl'\ES in order to providc tools lo lhe scientific 
community. With this server. the scientists can i11tcrrogate the Ornclc database <U1d make query 011 
SeaRaS products. They can also ordcr cx.isling CD-ROM. 

Thc scientists can make query 011 inMrument type, files type, date of data, and cycle of data. Then a 
file~ liM is presented to thc 5cientist\. who can gct suppleme11tary information about each selccted file or 
can a\k for the ance~try Cjiles used to creme rhis file) o f each selected file. The WWW ~ervcr makes these 
querie' to the Oracle server. The scicntists can also download file!. from the Storagetek server. Thc 
VvWW server forwards the request, and the files are archived on the server. Authoriscd scientist~ have 
tools to download these files from thc WWW server. 

Flg. 2 SeaRaS WWW serve r 

ScaRaB Security 

lntroduction 
Diffcrent kincb of security aspects have ro be con~idcred. The mo~t obvious o11e is physical security. 

Thc server is stored in a restricted area in order to avoid theft and vandalism. Also a copy of the server is 
stored in another area whether the di\k is destroyed (tire, water ... ). 

lt is also very imponant for the operators and the administrators of >uch system to have enough skill. 
So they must keep being formed in order to follow technique and systcms evolutiom. 

But thc more complicated security is logical security. 

Usual WWW Server Security 
A WWW server is only a prograrn which is executed on a computer. This programme (then the 

computer) communicates with the outside. So communications between the computcr and the outside 
should be controlled, and the security of the computer has to be reinforced. lt is abo necessary to make 
sure that the WWW ~>erver cannot acccss to (so does not have the ability to corrupt) the core of lhe 
c.:omputer. 

Figure 3 show1> that a router (de1•ice which forwards rraffic between networks) fllters the traffic 
between the CNES network and the Internet. This router has been configured in ordcr to allow only the 
neces~ary traffic now (connection to thc WWW servcr on the WWW server specific pon). So, the Oracle 
server and the archive on Storagetek cannot communicatc with Internet, and t11e computer which hosts the 
WWW server, can only be reached on onc port. 
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The computer, which hoslS the WWW server, communicates direclly with Internet. So its security 
levei must be very high. The configuration of this computer is consistem with CNES strongcst security 
standards: perrnissions mode of system files and directories audit, accounúng, ... 

Moreover. in order to avoid any attack through the WWW server, a separation has bee n done between 
lhe WWW servcr and it~ computer. As a matter of fact, the WWW server is chrooted (c:hrooting is a 
method of protecting part nf a di s/.. from potentíal attacJ..s. When a program nms whíle d1roored to a 
particular dírectory, it ~ees on/yjile.\ helow btlf not above that direccory) in a second envirorullent which 
has been rcbuiJt. 

The security of the WWW servcr is of course essential. A well known server has been used : the 
sourccs of lhe scrver are available and have been vcrified, and the contiguration of this serve r is easy and 
well known. Every acces~. and also every error are recorded in the server logs. The admini1otrator of the 
server shall check these logs regularly for suspiciou!. activity 

T[1e ScaRaB users have been divided in three groups which havc different privileges ou the data and 
lhe program1o. ACL (Access Comrol Líst) entrics have becn used in order lo restricl access to some files 
and cgi·bin which are protected so that lhe rcmote user has to provide a name and pa~sword iu order to 
get access. Moreover the1oc files and prograills are protected in sucb a way that only browsers connecting 
from certain Internet address can access them. 

The tripwire prograrn daily scans the server files and detects if any files or exccutable~ have been 
rnodified. 

Security of Dedicated Software 
Tbe locally developed software for this WWW server rcquires a parHcular attention. As a maller of 

fact. any cgi scripts may contain bugs, and every bug is a potential security hole. For example, bugs may 
allow intruders to execute commands on the machine lhat hosts lhe WWW server. 

Precautions have been taken during the writing of thc source code. Progrummers can reduce lhe 
chance thal a potential intruder can cxploit a hole or bug (c.g.: a current security hoJe is not to verify 
charactcr buffers overflows). Also, scripts written in C compilcd language are preferred to 1.cripts written 
in interpreted language, because interpreted script source is readablc. Moreovcr. it is forbidden to let any 
shell interpreter in the WWW server chrooted environment because it gives the possibility to execute 
she ll commru1d in case of security hole. 
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Secure C coding standards have been dcvcloped at Cl\'ES. Moreover, ~ecured on-the-sbelf functions 
and programs have been devcloped by CNES and distributed to thc WWW developers. The progrruns log 
in a dedicated log file all the abnormul requests. and cvcry abnormal mode. For each user authorised to 
download files from lhe Storagetek. thcre is a quota on the WWW ~erver machine in order to avoid denial 
of ~ervice. 

Sensitrve functions like CD-ROM ordcr and WWW ~erver regi~tration are not manual but 
accompl ished by thc operators. 

And la:.t, the www serve r only ha~ read right.!> on remote servers like Oracle and Storagetek. 

EURIDIS 

EURIDIS project 
The Global Positioning Sysrem (GPS) is a worldwide radio-navigation system. lt allows at any time a 

worldwidc detenrunation of position anywherc on or above the Eanh. GPS was developed by the DoD 
(US Departmelll of Defense) primarily for milüary purposes, .!>O the DoD is intentionally degrading the 
positioning accuracy by ÍJltroducing some errors into the clock. thc orbital data, .. . This accuracy (about 
100-meter horizontnl with 95-percent availability), and the GPS integrlty and availability are insufficient 
for the civil aviation requiremcnts. 

EURIDIS is a joint CNES/DGAC (Direction Générale de I'AI-iation Civile: French Civil A1•iatimr) 
program that leads to improvement~> in lhe accuracy, avuilability and integrity of the GPS signal. The 
EURIDIS goal is, in lhe geostationa.ry INMARSAT 111 AORE i>atellite footprint, to provide through 
1.!'\MARSAT Ill transponder a supplememary look-like GPS signal to Civil Aviat.ion. 

The ~upplementary informat.ion sem through the INMARSAT 111 navigation payload come from the 
Mission Control Centre (MCC) computations of data. The MCC handles data from the ground stations 
and from data collected m externai centres (solar activity. orbit and heallh of the GPS satellite. 
geostationary satellite manoeuvrc bulletin ... ). The MCC sends also some informat.ion about status of 
EURIDIS service to lnmarsat Navigation Centre or to thc Air Traffic Controllocated at STN/\ (Service 
Teclmique de la Navigmicm Aérienne: A ir Nm·i~ation Tedmical Service). MCC uses Internet and ISDN 
lines to obtain and de li ver data. 

EURIDIS Architecture 
In such a project. lhe intcgrity of transmitted and reccived datais a strong requireroent. 

lntroduction 

Fig. 4 EU RI OIS architecture 
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To achieve this goal. l:.uridis has installcd its O\\'U sub-network (euridis_network) designed upon the 
CNES private network (fig. 4). A specific router (euridi~_rourer) filters the traffic flow between the two 
networks. In the same way, the router cnes_router filters thc traffic flow between the CNES network and 
Internet. 

Only neccssary traftic tlow can pass Lho~e rourers. The computer called PCS (fig. 4) i~ lhe only onc 
allowed to communicate with euridil> network outside. Moreovcr. PCS initiates ali the communicaúon to 
the outside; thi!t means t11at only clienl software can bc used to communicate with the outsidc. 

In order to control the traffic f!ow with the outside. a SOCKS5 server has bcen installed (see session 
Socks5). 

On the other hand. Euridis team expres~ed the need for the operators to work on PCS. The operator~ 
have to send and receive mails, and perform ftp and WWW transfers. The presence of opemtors on a 
computer which hosts a proxy and which can communicatc with Internet nccd& very strong security 
requirements. In order to reduce the cost, Lhe developmenl is based on reused methods (usual CNES 
securiry methods) and in-house or COTS (Commercial On The Shelj) :.oftware (xlod.tool. úger, tripwire. 
tcp·wrapper. :.ocksS .... ). 

Externai Links 
EURIDlS is connected to externai servers, which are : 
• International Earth Rotaúon Service (IERS) : FTP server that provides informaúon useful for 

geostaúonary satellite orbitography (Polar molion, relationship between UT 1. UTC, TAl) 
• Air Traffic Control (ATC) : TCP server developed for EURJDIS. With th.is server ATC gets 

irtformation from EURIDIS (operational state, GPS satellites status). 
• Coa.st Guard Service (CGS) : FTP server that provides information about the GPS constellaúon 

(precise ephemeris, almanachs, GPS satcllites status and prediction of satellite unavailability. 
• Observatoire de Meudon (OBM): HTTP server thnt provide~ information about solar activi ty and 

sunspot number. 
• Jnmarsat Navigation Centre (I~C) : TCP server that provide~ to EURIDIS information about the 

geostationary satellitc. 

EURIDIS Security 

Chroot 
The operators are chrooted in a :.econd envirorunent, which h as been rebui lt. This envirorunent is 

restrictcd, a lot of programs have been suppressed (r-commands. administration command!>, ... ) and some 
have been "socksified" (ftp, netscape .... ). Only the adminislrator~ can connect to Lhe core environment. 
On the other side, root is not able to connect in the cltrooted enviromnent. For operators nothing is 
changed, they can work as usual. When chrootcd, the operators are completely scparated from the re~t of 
the disk, so they are separnted from lhe socks5 !>erver. 

The chrooting is automaticaliy operating at the connection by the login process. lt is a functionality of 
lhe login process (system V), so nothing wru. ~pecificaliy devcloped. To connect, Lhe operators have to 
enter a common login-password. Thcn they are chrooted, they have to enter their own login and 
password. 

The building of the chrooted cnvironment was the biggest effort. The number of binaries and of 
devices ha:, been limitcd as mucb as possible. An automatic procedure that build~ the chrooted 
environment has been devcloped. This procedure copies the necessary files from the core environment 10 

the chrooted one. It is very useful for patch installation. The patch modifies only the core environment. 
This procedure i& a meanto transfer the patcb modification to lhe chrooted environment. 

SocksS 
SocksS is a proxy servcr. It acts as an intermcdiary betwcen a workstation user and the Internet so 

that the enterprise can ensure security, administrative control. Thi!l proxy server is as~ociated with a 
router (euridh_router (fig. 4) that ~eparates Lhe EURIDIS network. from the outside nctwork and a 
firewall server (PCS fig. 4) that protects the EURIDIS network from outside intru~ion. 

Socks5 e~tablishes a secure proxy data channel between two computcrs in a client!server 
environment. From thc client's perspective, SocksS is transparent. From the servcr's per~pective. SocksS 
is a clienr. 
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Oirccl conncc:lion..L. 
forbidden by routciT" 

local computcr 

Privale network 

Fig. 5 socksification 

Socks5 includcs two primary components, rhc socks5 server and the socks5 client library. Socks5 
client shnred library dynamically socksiries exbting nctwork applications. Whcn the clienr attempts to 
access the network, thc client connect~ lo the socks5 daemon instead of the application host (fig. 5). A 
shell scripl, called rumocks, socksifies application~. eliminating the need to recompile original 
applications. In fact runsocks makes the value of the environment vaaablc LD_PRELOAD equalto the 
shared library path. So, the system loads sod.s5 :.hared library before executing any program. 

Socks5 requires a usemame/password authemication. Each user mu~t set lhe environmcot variables 
SOCKS5_USER and SOCKS5_PASSWD. A configuration file contain:. the mformation the server needs 
to determine i f :1 uscr can connect lo one por1 of a host. Then Socks5 server authcnticates lhe reque ·t~. 
establishes a proxy conncction, and relays data. 

Before Jdopting Socks5 product, Soch5 server possibilities were lested. :'v!orcovcr, the socks5 server 
sccurity has been reinforced. we did some mod1ficutions : 

• the socks5 pa~swords are now crypted like Unix passwords, 
• lhe socks5 server is chrootcd ÍJJ its own sm<LII envirmunent, so ru1y attack against the socks5 

serve r cannot corrupt lhe rest of the di~ok. 

UNIX Security 
The configurmion of PCS i:. consi:.lelll wíth CNl:.S strongesl security standards: permissioos mode of 

system file!> and directories. audit, accounting. file imegrity with Tripwire. configuration check with 
Tiger, control access to variom network services through the use of access controllist with tcp-wrapper... 

• Sy~tem configuration 
UNIX Mandard permission modes of files and of directories have been modified in ordcr to 
increasc sccurity. 
the environment variable TMOUT il. ~ct to a ccrtaiJ1 number of seconds. This means t.bal any 
shell wi ll tenninate if a command i:. not entcrcd withi11 this numbcr of scconds after issuing 
lhe PS I prompt 
Systcm is configured to prompt for PROM securíty password. 
NIS and NFS are oot activated on PCS 
The inetd.conf file contains the list of ~crvcrs that inetd invokes whcn it receives an Internet 
reque:.t over a socket. Ftpd is the only scrver that is declared in this fLie. So, nobody can 
connect PCS with telnet, because the daemon telnetd is not declared. 
Solaris 2.5.1 Recommended Pa1ches are regularly iostalled on PCS. Thesc patches flX the 
moM criticai system. user. or security related bugs that have been reponed and fixed. 

• COTS l.Oftware 
\IOdtool is a utility that locks the scrccn agairL~t unaulhorised access :tfter 30 mioutes idle 
period. 
Tripwire is :1 file integrity checker - a utiliry thal compares a dcsignated set of files and 
dircctories against inform:ttion stored in a previously generaled database. Added or deleted 
file!> are t1agged and reportcd, a~> are any ri le!> thal have cha11ged from their previously 
recordcd statc in lhe database. Using Tripwire. system administrators can conclude with an 
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extremcly high degree of certainty that a given sei of file~ and directories remain untouched 
from unautborised modifications. provided the program and database are appropriately 
protected (e.g .. 1>tored on a DAT which is closcd in a safe). 
Tigcr is a package consisting of Boume Shell scripts, C code and data file~. which is Ul>Cd for 
checking for ~ecurity problems on a UNIX system. It &cnns system configuration file~. file 
systems. and user contiguration files for possible security problems and repons them. 
Tcp-wrapper monitors incoming requests for telnet. finger, ftp. exec. rsh, rlogin, taJk andl 
other services. Opcration is as follows: whenever a request for service arrive<;. the inetdj 
daemon is tricked into running lhe tcpd program instead of the desired scrver. tcpd log!. the 
request and does some additional checks. I 
Socks5 i~ a proxy servcr whicb is described in part Sockl.. I 

• FTP server 
Ftpd ís the only service on PCS. Thls ftpd ~erver is also chrooted in the operators' 
environmcnt. Moreover wc use tcp-wrapper: only one cornputer of eurid.is_network can 
connect. 
Each FTP ses~ion is logged to thc system log d.aemon syslogd which reads and forwards 
systcm messages to appropriate log fúes. 
Only one login can connect by ftp. Thls login cannot connect to PCS. 

• Shared mail 
The operators have to work 24h/24h. so they bave to share some information, for example 
they have to share the mail. For security reasons, each operator must have h.is own account on 
PCS, so we have devclopcd a system of sharcd mail. Tb.is syl>tem also moves the mail from 
the core cnvironment (where it arrives) to the operators environn1ent (where the operators are) 
(fig. 6). 
A user eurídi~ has been crcated in both environments. In tho~e two environments, none of 
thesc users can connect to PCS. Each time euridis receive a me~>sage, a shell script is executed 
and copies it into the /var/mailleuridis file of the chrooted environment. 
In the chrooted environment, a program called ERDmailtool allows thc operator~ to access 
the shared mail. Th.is program .is owned by the user eur.idis and the stícky bit is set (When the 
SUlD (set user ID) bit is set on the permiss.ion!> of a binary file. it execute!> with the UID of 
tbe owner ratber than that of the person exccuting it. An SU1D binary has access to ali the 
files. processes, and rcsources belonging to the owner of the binary file.). Thb sticky bit il> 
necessary because one must be owner of a mail file to read and mod.ify it. The mail file in the 
chrooted cnvironment belongs to curidis user and to the operators group, !>O the operators can 
read and write in thi!> file. 

~ l"urld~S modbox 
m cort envumment 

~ 

Fig. 4 shared ma li on PCS 
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The operators can also send mail to the outside. They can use ERDmailtool and also just mail or 
mailtool. 

Conclusion 
These two projects have got common characteristics which cou ld be applied to nearly ali ground 

segments co1111ected to lntemet. 
First, physical security should not be forgotten. 
Logical securiry is also essential : 
• traffic flow filtering by the way of routers 
• chrooting is very intcresting because il protecls the computer core from any software security 

hoJe. 
• coding standards and source quality Í!> also essential. bccause they perrnit to reduce the number 

of bugs, so the number of security holes. 
But it shall be pointed out that security has a price and induces lot of delay. Soa compromise has to 

be done. 
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The Hubb/e Space Telescope has been successfully operating and providing world class science for lhe past eighr plus 
years. Significam increases in scienre producrivity and efficiency have !Jeen made during this time. Many of these 
increases atuf orher operational improvemems are auribulllbll• to changes in operations managemem and processes. 
111is paper describes .four especially signijicant changes in ground operalions: Hub/Jie Space Te/escape Anomaly 
Reporls; Fliglll Readiness Reviews; an HST web page: and changes in Fliglu Operations Tewns ai the Space 
Tele.w:ope Operations Comrol Cemer. These changes have improved overa/1 operations ej]lciency, rerluced 
operalional risk, and reduced ('Osls. The processes can be applied 10 currenl andfuture missions. 
Keywords: Hubble Space Telescope Operatirms, Opemrions EjjiciellC)'. Growul Suppon 

Background 

Operations of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have evolved over the years to accommodate new 
sci.entific instruments, loss and/or degradation of spacecraft hardware, and unexpected perfonnance of 
some spacecraft/ground systems. Due to spherical aberration and other problems, the early years were 
marked by manpower-intensive operations in a reactive mode. The HST Project and i t~ contractors have 
overcome most of these problems via i nnovative management practices, process changes, and 
ground/spacecraft software improvements. Spacecraft observing efficiency has more than doubled. and 
staffing has been reduced. Because HST is refurbished in orbit using the Space Shuttle, an extensive 
engineering trending and analysis capability is required to ascertain whether spacecraft subsystems can 
last the lifetime or the mission (20 years) or should be replaced during the servicing missions. Thls 
capability is also helps manage spacecraft assets carefully to ensure their longevity. 

Organizational, process, and syslem changes have had to be made frequently to ma.intain the high 
productivity of HST. Conti nuous Process Improvement techniques have been successfu.lly applied to 
reduce operational costs, including combining disparate systems into a single cohesive system. Processes 
have been developed to ensure that the roultitudes of flighl software and ground system changes that have 
to be made are implemented correctly. 

Since the launch of the Hubblc Space Telescope, four major inltiatives have significantly reduced the 
risks inherent in operating a multi-biUion dolla.r spacecraft: 

• the development and use of an anomaly tracking system called Hubble Space Telescope 
Anomaly Report (HST AR): 

• a process called Flight Readiness Review (FRR): 
• a web pag.e for lhe HST project; and 
• cbanges regarding Flight Operations Teams (FOTs) in the Space Telescope Operations Control 

Center (STOCC). 

HSTARs 

The tracking of problems and their resolution has required a significant effort. Over 7000 problem 
reports have been written since launch. They have been written on problems with spacecraft, ground 
system. procedures, configurations, documentation, and even personnel behavior. 

The HSTAR system supports the rigorous process of identifying, resolving, and closing out 
problems. Jnitially, HSTARs were written against a problem and submüted daily with any relevant 
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documentation. The documentation, however, was not in elecu·onic forro. A system engineer not onl> 
assigned the HSTAR to an organization or individual for analysis, but also assigned a criticality levei: 
criticai, urgent, or routjne. 

A cri ti cal HST AR requires rumo1.1 immediate response since tbe health and safety of the spacecraft or 
thc ability to continue science operations could be at risk. Whenever the spacecraft entered safemode or 
the timeline was imerrupted, a criticai HSTAR wa~ always written. In many instances, workarounds 
were i.mplemented while either night or ground systern software was modified to correct the problem~J 

Sometimel> these flight/ground system change!. had to be made as a result of spacecraft hardw"'j 
failing or degrading. 

Urgcnt HSTARs are writtcn whcn operations could continue safely, but there was an increased risk ofi 
failure. From a software fix standpoint, new deliveries were usually rnade within weeks. I 

Routinc HSTARs are written against any operational failure, such as the inability of the spacecrafrl 
Fine Guidance Sensor 10 acquire a binary star as a guide. In this case. the guide star would be rcmovedl 
from the catalog, and the HSTAR clo-.ed. 

Closure of HSTARs is done by a hoard con1>isüng of membcrs of the various elemenls of lhe ground 
system, operations, and lhe spacecraft. The board meets biweekly and reviews the recommended closure. 
A cognizant board member reviews the closure prior to the mecting and spealcs to any questions from 
other board members. In some instances, the person who analyzed the HST AR may attend the meeüng 
if the closure requires further technical depth. Some recommended closures have been rejectcd due to 
insufficjent information or even an incorrect fix. This latter example is why having a board membership 
which cresses organizational and technical boundaries isso importam. 

HST ARs were originally tracked clectroni.cally in terms of HSTAR number, originator, title, and 
date. The detailed inforrnation and supplemental data were stored in binders. No cross-reference to other 
HSTARs was possible. This problem has bccn corrccted wilh lhe new HSTAR clectrooic system. Tbe 
HSTAR system now allows cross-refercncing by originator, type. key words. and ~ystem . 

Weekly reports are produced wbjch apprise management of the frequency of occurrence of HSTARs 
and the suspect systems. Thls is used as a gauge for to determine how operations are proceeding and, 
more importantly, to identify degradation of any ~pacecraft component~. Along with the e:~tensive 
trending program, the weekly HSTAR reports help management detennine whether any hardware needs 
replaccment during the next serviciug mission. 111 servicing missions. which are scbeduled to occur 
approximately cvery 3 year~. the Space Shunle captures HST, replaces degrading or failed components, 
and upgrades instrument1. and other hardware. 

FRR 
Thc Flight Readiness Review (PRR) evolved ólfter some early minor mishaps that occw·red following 

the HST launch. Due to the multitude of problems encountered post-launch, includ.ing spherical 
aberration and solar array di~turbances i.mpacting vehicle jiltcr. several engineering tests were conducted 
and flight soflw<~rc chongcs werc ruade. Engineering levei reviews of Ute test procedures and/or flight 
software changes were required, but the contents and thoroughness of the reviews varied. The HST 
Project quickly realized that a more formalized mechanism was needed lo ensure complete success of the 
activities. Thi.s resulted in the formalized FRR. 

For each activity, a test conductor is assigned to lead ali the planning, development, and execution 
activities. Thi~ person is usually a member of the Systerns Engineering Organization and a contractor. 
The team is composed of those people who design thc test, implement the changes. bui.ld procedures. te~ r 
the processes, analyze the data, conduct the test, and any other associated support. 

A pre-defined FRR package outline was establishcd which identifies the arcas which muM be 
addresscd when the FRR is conducted prior to the test. Major items in the presentation package include: 

• background of problem: 
• Tesl Team identification and roles & rcspon~ibililies; 
• problem solution; 
• constraint review: 
• script limeline execulion: 
• contingcncy planning: 
• any issues/concems; and 
• script review. 
Action items are tracked and closed before tcst execution. Although this process may appear to be 

standard, it is such a rigorous proce:,s that it requires internai dry runs wilh the Test Team prior to being 
presented to the HST Project and its contractors. 

Because more than 250 flight software ÍJ1Stallations have occurred since launch, the FRR process has 
had to undergo some refinement. Early iJ1 lhe mission, lhe llight software changes were being madc by a 
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comractor at n facility in California. Jt wns difficult lo communicate effectively ali lhe oecessary 
infonnation needed for successful ilight software changes. Although only a couple of errors occurred, 
none with any ~erious con~equences, it was decided to add more structure to the process. To protect 
against any unexpccted con~equences of a new flight software change, a back-out (contingency) load was 
always generated which could be uplinkcd to restare lhe fJight software to its pre-installation 
configuration. Thc formal FRR process was also used, resulting in a higher confidence levei for success. 

A!> a result of these change.o,, the an1ount of time required to uplink llight software and verify 
functional performance was reduced significantly. Early in the mission, up to 4 hours of on-board 
regression testing was used to confmn the effectiveness of a change. After changing the process. no on
board testing was needed because the levei of confidence was now ncar 100%. Since HST observing 
time is lim.ited and scientilic observations are precluded during installation time, a significant increase in 
scienti fie observation time was another benefit of the new FRR processe-'>. 

HSTWeb Site 
A third arca of improvement in opcrations and management wa~ the developmcnt of a web page for 

thc HST Projcct. This began in 1993 and has expanded greatly since. The web ~>i te has many uses, but its 
most importam ones are: 

• wodd\\oide access to ali HST report'> (linúted only by security); 
• spacecraft subsyMem engineering trcnding status: 
• servicing rnission planning; and 
• servicing mission real-time procedure approval. 
This capability has allowed engineers and managers from the USA and overseas to find out thc status 

of HST operat.ion~ at a moment's notice. Access is limited and sccurity enforced via the standard user 
ID, password. a11d IP addres~. Special cngineering reports are published on the web sitc and accessed by 
engineers from locations rcmote from Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). During anomaly 
investigations, lhe web site has allowed cxpcrts to analyzc data from their home sites. 

HST servicing missions last from 7 to 10 days. Unexpected cond.ilions during the mission may cause 
plan~ to change rapidly. and thc web site has been used to post the most recent and up-to-date plans. 
Although lhere i .o, much discussion via telephone, the web si te ensures that accurate information and data 
are available to everyone on lhe ground, regardless of physical localion. The web page facilitates 
conununication during scrvicing missions, for examplc, bctween the HST Project's senior management at 
Johnson Space Center (JSC) and the HST command and comrol personnel at GSFC. 

The HST scrvicing mission timeline and command plan, plus all of the contingency plans, are 
ava.ilable on the web with the most recent updates. This way, engineer~ and managers at GSFC and JSC 
do not need to rely on e-mail or faxes to lind the latest information. Ali managers and engiueers have 
immediate access to this web page at their consoles or desks. In the pasl, elecu·onic transfer of updated 
products was tried, but somelimes resulted in confusion as to which version to use. Under the new 
system. everyone is notificd via e-ma.il whcn a new product is del.ivered. Frequent reloading of the URL 
ensures ali the users are in lock step with one another. 

Because of the high number of changes which occur during a servicing m.ission, Operations Requests 
are rcqu.ired to document any dcviation from the planned script. Prior to the implementation of the web 
site, approval from a remole site such as JSC required that the Operations Request be faxed and 
distributcd to the appropriate pcople. With the new system, notification of Opcrat.ions Requests is 
clectronically sent via e-mail to those pcrsons whose approval is required. They then view the requests 
on the web and can electronically approve/disapprove it; approval summary information is provided ou 
thc web si te. This has significan1ly sped up the approval process. In addition, lhe status of all Operations 
Rcquests is postcd, thus hclping the Mission Operations Manager determ.ine the readiness of any 
individual reque~t. Timeliness is extremely important due to the astronauts' lirnited EVA time, and the 
difliculty of some of the decisions which have to be made. 

[ FOTs 
The Space Telescope Operations Control Center STOCC facility is localed in the GSFC compound 

and consists of ~evera1 mission operational arcas. 
• Mission Operations Room and Servicing Mis~ion Operations Room (MORJSMOR): In this 

facility resides the Fl.ight Operations Team (FOT) that is responsible for the hcalth and safety of 
lhe telescope. 

• Data Operation Control (DOC): This is the front-end processing facility for telemetry and 
engineering data. lt is also lhe ccnter for ali data communications and ground system 
configuralion. 



The STOCC was configured along tl1e !ines of traditional NASAJGSFC missions, one console I 
engincer per subsystem. The STOCC personnel consistcd of professional engineers with high leveis of 
traio.ing and experience. Each deployment FOT had seven console engineers monitoring the different 
subsystems onboard lhe telescope. Once operations became routine, the FOT engineering function~> were 
consolidated, and teams were downsized from seven con~ole engineers to five. A second downsizing of 
lhe FOTs. from five engineers per team to three, accommodatcd mi~sion operations requirements to 
prepare and plan the first servicing mission. 

Functíonal FOT Positions 
Historically, tbcre were seven functional positions in FOTs. 
• Shift Supervisor (SS>: Responsible for the overall activities of the team on duty. This position 

was the ma in point of contact for any issues related LO the ground systcm and the telescope. 
• Oocrations Controller <OC): Responsible for ali command activities and the management of lhe 

tape recorders onboard the telescope. 
• Pointing Control Subsystem CPCS): The complexity of lhe onboard navigational sy~tem required 

a dedicated position. 
• Data Management Subsystem <DMS> and lnstrument Communications: A1l communications, data 

formats and computers on board the telescope are handled by this position. 
• Elecrrical Power Subsystcm (EPS): Thc solar array, batteries and power distribution interfaces are 

handled by the position. 
• Science lnstrurnent (SI) Responsible for ali tlle scicnüfic payloads on board the spacecraft, as 

well as thc execution of all scicnce activities. 
• Optical Transoon Assembly COTA): The initial problems with the secondary mirror required 

minor focus actjustments, and management of flxed star trackers and fine guidance sensors. 
The initial opücal problem of the rnicror and the complexity of HST rcquired careful monitoring of alJ 

subsystems and close evaluation of subsystcm performance. Thus, in addition to the FOT on duty, tllere 
were experienced subsystem engineers supporting thc FOT by testing tlle different subsystems onboard. 

As tlle missioo maturcd and the there was a better understanding of ali spacecraft behaviors, mission 
requirements were reevaJuated to optimize the cornbination of operalional funclions. 1l was also 
necessary to determine the minimum tearn síze that would not place any mission objectives at risk. There 
were severa! issues that became obvious during the evaluatíon process. Severa! of the most criticai issues 
follow. 

Skill Mix and Levei of Experience 
Most of the FOT engineers had different engineering backgrounds, as required by the telescope 

subsyslem, but 
Table 1 FOT Position Changas 

Deployment 
(Seven Positlons) 

ss 
oc 
PCS 

DMS/I&C 
Si 

EPS 
OTA 

Operations Consolidated 
(Five posltions) (Three Posltions) 

SS SS/CC 
o c 

PCS/SI PCS/OTAISI 
DMSfi&CIEPS DMSfiC/EPS 

SI/OTA 

with comn1on spacecraft operations experience. Engineering communication problems were solved by 
providing additional training. hands-on expericnce, and reas&igned position. 
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Work Load Distribution 
An equitable Joad distribution was necessary to avoid any perception of unneccssary burdcn when 

additional work was required. 

Training and Certificatlon 
The train.ing program was revampcd to accommod<llc a multiple discipline npproach. The off-line 

subsystem engineers were given lhe re\ponsibility for the additional training and certification of the 
FOTs and a mentoring program was established. Table I shows the final consolidation of ali flight 
operations personneL The consolidation did not cause any individual to lose hislher job. They were 
rea~signed to support servicing mlssion nctivities and other preparation activi lies. This transition offered 
thc advantagc of having well prepared and cxperienced mission operations engincers ln the preparation 
and actual performance of lhe servicing missions. The consolidation of FOT posittons were 
successful and was used as a model in consolidating othcr HST support organizations and 
facilities. 

Conclusion 

The history of HST operations provide~ insight to ~pacecraft management and operations practices 
and processes. Because much of lhe scientific succes~ of HST can be attributed to these practices and 
processes, thcy should be considered for other rnlssioni>. large or small. 

HSTARs are written whcnever a problem occurs. regardless of lhe type of problem. FRRs are hcld 
whenever an cngineering lest. Oight software installation, or olher non-nominal activity is to occur. The 
web page allows worldwide dissern.ination of current HST status. and faci litates immcdiate response from 
remote personnel. STOCC changes consolidated and streamlined opcrations. 

The HST Project continues to pursue better operational pructiccs and processes to reduce costs, 
reduce risks, and maximize lhe scientilic return o f HST. 
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Abstract 
The SCD'l, lhe second erll'iromnetúal data collecliiiR sa1ellire de,·eloped by rhe Brazilian Narional lnslilure for Space 
Research (INPE}, was launched 011 22 Or1 /998, by lhe America11 Pegasus /awrcher. Tire paper presems, ai Jirst, a 
brief o1·en•iew of lhe INPE':. wowrd sysremfaciliries. The mai11 gmwrd S)'S/em improveml'IIIS, atullhe mai11 differe/ICes 
between SCD'l anti SCDI. as wel/a.1 i1.1 implicatirms 011 lhe LtOP plmmed aclivities are presented mui discussed. The 
nominal rimeline oflhe de1•eloped Fliglu Operalimr Pllm (FOP} for LEOP is comme111ed. inc/udi11g the proces.v of 
rehear.\'0/.1, simularions and training lhe operatimwlteam in the FOP execlllitm. Finally, rhe post-facto occurred LEOP 
oj tire SCV2 is described, omlining the main problem.l which has been Jaced, tire adopted solulions and the main 
divergei/C·es fmm the nomi11ol p/mwed case. In <"lllldusimr. tire /esso11s leamt witll this sel'lllld experiente. oj INPF: 
opemtional srmcrure in supportir~g n salellite LEOP phase is frigh/ighted. 
Keywords: SCD2. U~OP Operations. Envirmrmental Data Collecting. 

lntroduction 

Aftcr almoM 6 year1> of successful in-orbit operation of the satellite SCDI de~igned for one year in 
orbit life, a new ~atellite has been launched by INPE on 22 Oct 1998. Thb satellite is SCD2. Its aim isto 
improve the performance of the existing Environmental Data Collection Mission, a big success among the 
users of this system, as wcll as to extend the useful life of the mission. SCD l in-orbit life h as exceeded its 
nomlnallifc, making any forecast of its futurc performance an unknown. The SCD2 LEOP operations, 
(Orlando, V., 1998) are described in this paper. 

Section 2 rccalh INPE's Ground Control System, (Rozenfeld, P., 1994). Section 3 describes the Data 
Collec.:ting System (Yamaguti, W., 1994), which make use of SCDJ and SCD2 and presents thc trend for 
expansion of this system caused. mainly, hy excellent performance o f SCD I in orbit. An overview o f 
Data Collecting Satcllite series cornposed by SCDJ e SCD2 is presented in section 4. Main differences 
between the two satellites are emphasized. 

Next. the Ground Control System preparation for SCD2 operation are presented in section 5. SCD2 
LEOP opcrationl> are described in section 6. ln-orbit tests and initial SCD2 performance evaluation. 
showing great improvement in data collccting ~ystem performance is described in section 7. The 
conclusion' are given in section 8. 

lnpe's Ground Control System 
I NPE'~ Ground Control System, which controls ut lhe present time SCD 1 and SCD2 satellites, is 

composed of a Satellite Control Center (CCS) locat.ed in São José dos Campos and two Ground Stations. 
One is locnted in Cuiabá at the geodetic center of South America, whose visibility circlc covers it almost 
wbolly. Another onc is located in Alcântara, near equator. at the Brazilian Launching Center. A dedicated 
communication network connects lhe three sites. Tbc 2 Ground Stations, besides being the TI&C 
stations, are, al\o, Data Collecting Platforms (DCPs) receiving stations. 

Data Collecting System 
The mission of SCDJ and SCD2 satellites i~ to collect environmental data by means of automatic 

Data Collecting Platforms scattered through out the Brazilian territory. DCPs are unanended terminais 
which collect the data and uplink them in 400MHz (UHF band) to the satellite. When the DCPs, the 
satellite anda recciving station are in mutual visibi lity Lhe envirorunental data are downloadcd in S-band 
to the recciving stations (Cuiabá and Alcântara). These data are recorded at the receiving station and are 
transferrcd soon after the pass to lhe Data Processing Facility located in Cachoeira Paulista, near São José 
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dos Campos. They are proccssed and made avai lable to the users by means of internet every 0,5 hour. 
The efficiency of this system makcs it very popular among lhe users. 

At the time o f the SCD I launch 6 years ago, there were about 20 DCP available for lhis mission. 
However, due to excellent performance of SCDL at the time of thc SCD2 launch there were 270 
operatlonaJ DCP, some 40 are in maintenancc, 110 being acceptcd and 232 being purchased. There was 
tenfold increase of the DCPs. Altogclher. it i!> expected to have about 700 DCP by the end of this year, 
meaning a 35fold increase of DCP!> in use. 1 

Thc DCPs have severa! applications such as meteorology, hydrology, geomagnetism, ntmosphericl 
chemistry, tide monitoring, tropical forest regeneration monitoring and so on. 

Data Collecting Satellites Series 

The Data Collecting Satellites (SCD I launched on Feb 9, 1993 and SCD2, launched on Nov 22. 
1998) are smaJI l>atellite~ (about JOOkg). in low earth orbit (750k.m aJtitude). almost equatorial (25° 
inclination to cover the Braúlian territory), active altitude control and spin stabilized, with no orbi t 
control. Their on-board subsystems are Structure, Power Supply. On-board Data Handling (Computer), 
Housekeeping Telecommunications. Data Collecting Payload, Altitude Control. Thermal Control and 
some Experiment~. 

Although, basically, SCD I and SCD2 are similar, the experience gained from SCD I in-orbit 
operati.on caused differclll implemcntation of some on-board subsystems. aiming at better mi~sion 
performance. 

The first problem wilh SCDl was the existence of a silence Lone, caused by the interference of lhe 
radiation pattem~ of the top and bottom ru1tennas of the same polarization (RHC) at nearly 90• to the 
satellite spin axi~. This silence zone makes it difficult to receive the telemetry and DCP data as well as it 
shall be avoided when performing ranging sessions and sending telecommands. 

This effect was avoided in SCD2 by using different antenna polarizations (LHC and RHC). 
Therefore, SCD2 S-bru1d antennas for TT&C (transmission and reception) aJld DCP (transmission) at the 
top face were LHC polarized while at the bottom face were RHC polarized. At the top face there were 
located also a high performance UHF DCP receiving antenna wilh RHC polari7..ati.on. 

Because of the eJtistence of these antennas on the top face. SCD2. differently from SCD i, bat. no 
solar cells there. Thls generated a new. compared to SCDL constraint on SCD2 attitude. The sunlight 
could not inside on the top face becau~e it could cause a thermal problem. 

Also, absence of the solar cells ou the SCD2 top face caused lowcr on-board electric power 
gcneration unless lhe satellite is keep at9o• ± 10° to the eclipti.c plru1. 

SCD I is a spinner with no spin control. The launcher irnprinted lhe initial spin rate o f 120 rpm. The 
present days spin rate is 49 rpm. 

SCD2 has an autonomous spin controllhat keeps lhe spin rate in the 32 to 36 rpm range. 
The altitude control of both satellltes (SCDl constraim is 60• to 90" sun altitude while SCD2 

constraint is 80° to too• sun altitude) is done by means of a magneúc coil activated and de-activated by 
ground control. The more stringent SCD2 attitude control causes more frequent altitude maneuvers 
compared to SCD I. But lhe magnetic coil on board o f SCD2 is twice lhnt o f SCD J, making shorter the 
duration of lhe altitude mancuver. 

Ground Control System Preparation 
In terrns of Ground Control System availability for SCD2 control, the maio impact was caused by two 

polarizations track.ing of this satellite. Jt is recalled lhat SCDl has the same polarization (RHC) of both 
on-board antennas. Thereforc, lhe track.ing by the Ground Stations was done in only one polari;mtion. For 
SCD2 it is necessary to track in two polarization: LI-IC and RI-IC. Thereforc, an upgrading of the antenna 
track.ing systems at Cuiabá and Alcântara Ground Stations, by including a new tracking chrumel, was 
perfom1ed. 

Al~o the reccption of DCP datn by the Ground Stations is done in two polarizations. Though lhe 
Ground Stations havc 2 data cbannels for DCP reception, on order to avoid manual switching from one 
channel to the other, a diversity combiner has to be installed to autornate the reception in two 
polarizat íons. 

As far as the uplink channel is concemed, there is no way to avoid the manual switching of the 
polariLations. The instants of polarization switching were computed based on SCD2 nominal altitude and 
included in lhe pass predicts. Therefore telecom.manding and ranging are done before or after this instant. 

Having as the rum the irnprovcment of the performance of the Data Collecting Mission done by 
SCD l, already in orbit. two constraints on SCD2 launch windows were Lrnposed. The first one was to 
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make SCDl and SCD2 passes over a Ground Station complementary. SCDI p~ses ovcr a Ground 
Stalion have a JOh gap wilh no visibility by lhe Ground Stntion causing lhe same gap in datn collecting, 
~ a consequence. So. thc SCD2 has to fill in thls gap in a way thot a 24h data collectlon could be 
achieved. For thil> purpose. lhe difference between lhe right ascension of the ascending node of the 
:.atellites shall be about 180 degree:.. 

Another constraint i1> that when SCD 1 and SCD2 passes are clo:.e to each other. they are not 
overlapping in such a way lhat oper:uionaUy they are not interfering. J-or this purpose. the launch 
window has beeo chosen so as lhe difference betwecn the latitude argument (M+W) of thc satellites be 
less than 120 degrees. 

A:, far as the operational personnel training is conceming. SCD2 software simulator developed at 
INPE wa!. u~ed. Duc to o good expcricnce in operating SCDJ this trainmg was not very cxtensive and it 
wal> dtrected 10 the maio difference:, between SCDJ and SCD2. 

A FJjght Operation Plan. to suppon the launching and early orbit phase (LEOP) of SCD2 was 
prcpared. lt wa!> bascd on nominal injection point supplied by Orbital Sci.ence Corp and propagated 
lhereaftcr. The SCD2 two fust passes, sinúlarly to SCD I, are visible by Alcântara Ground Station only. 
From the thlrd pass on Cuiabá Ground Swtion comes into play. 

Fig. 1 First Orbit Ground Tracks 

lt wa., decidcd. al~o. not to control SCD I during the first 24h af1er SCD2 injectlon in order not 10 
overload lhe tlight controlteam. 

SCD2 LEOP 
The Orbital Scicnce Corp Pegasus three-slage launcher in~ertcd SCD2 into orbit. This launcher is 

carried by a LlO li plane to a defined drop point over Atlantic where, after 5sec free-fall, the launcher 
first stage is ignited. After about J lmin, lhe ~atelHte is injected into its orbit. 

The SCD2 Jaunch activities staned on Oct 22 five and half-hours before the satellite drop. SeveraJ 
conftrmations of the Ground Control Sy!>tem rcadiness have bcen asked by the Launch Control Cemer. 
Some selected SCD2 telemetry data under lhe Pegasus shroud werc available at the Satellite Control 
Center (CCS) showing good heallh of thc sateUite. 

The LlOll took off from the Cape Canaveral Atr Force Base on 22 October. at 23:05 UTC. During 
the mght the same SCD2 telemetry data wcre continuously available at CCS sti11 attesling its good 
health. At 00: 12:57 lhe separation of SCD2 from thc Pcgasus third stage occurred and the satellile was 
injcclcd into its orb1t. 

/\pproximately 12 scconds after injection, SCD2 entercd into the vi.,ibility circle of /\lcântara Ground 
Stalion. The signal acquisition occurred using the acquisition antenna indicating that the on-board 
tran~mitter was turned on by the separation switch. Good rcceived !>ignal levei allowed immediately to 
!>Witch over to the main anlenna. The received telemetry was transferred in real time to lhe CCS in São 
José do!. Campos. The analysis of the telemcu·y showed that lhe satellite had no problem on-board. 
Thercfore, following the procedurcs of the Flight Opcration Plan, severa! ranging :.essions have been 
performcd. During thi!> pass lhere was no antenna p<>larization switch ovcr. 
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Five minutes after separation, OSC sent to CCS the SCD2 injection l>tate information. Using this 
information as the initiaJ conditions and the ranging data, new pass predicts for the Ground Stations have 
been generated. These pass predicts were good enough to track SCD2 by Alcântara and Cuiabá Ground 
Stations wilh no problern. Frorn that point on using the ranging data, the orbit determination has been 
refu1ed. At the end of the eighth pa.~s. the orbit has been satisfactorily determined and could support 
several days o f sufficiently accurate pass predictions over the ground stations. 

During the second pass over Alcântara lhe magnetometer have been tumcd on. At the same time. the I 
sun aspect angle. as measured by suo sensors, have been checked. The thermal control required that the 
sun aspect angle sbouJd lie in thc range 90°±10°. The measured sun al>pect angle was 90.3°, well in the 
middle of thc allowed range. As far as the spin r:lte i~ concemed. Lhe rneasured va]uc was 37.8rpm, 1 
u1tentionaJiy left above the nominnl rru1ge (34 ± 2 rpm) 

The other satellite pammeters at the injection werc: 
Apogcc: 773.4km (real) 

750.0km (nominal) 
Perigce: 747.2km (real) 

750.0km (nominal) 
lnclina t ion: 24.9° (real) 

25.0° (nominal) 
After working for 19h, the llight control team went to rest. 
On thc sccond day the SCD2 DCP Transponder have been turned on because the power supply 

system showed nominal performance and the On-Board Computer memory load started. This was done in 
two consecutive passes, much quicker lhat in thc case o f SCD I. AJso, SCD 1 control has been resumed. 

After th is successful loading and fine attitude determination SCD2 was declared to be ablc to go to 
lhe in-orbit acceptances phase. which showed the nominal performance of the redundant equipment. 
Thereafter the routine phase have been declarcd. 

The Figure 2 shows the position o f the two satellites at the SCD2 injection time. 

Fig. 2 Phasing Between the Satellites 

SCD2 Performance Evaluation 
Two months after LEOP. the performance of all SCD2 subsystem are within the nominal ranges. 
The Power Supply subsystcm shows a nominal performance. The in-orbit test of the redundant 

equlpment prcsented nominal results. All the charge and discharge unlts performed nominaJJy. 
The On-Board Compu ter has been loaded on the second day after launch and has been operational up 

to 17Nov 1998. At that day it has been tumed off in order to avoid meteorite shower and turned on thc 
next day with no problem whatsoever. The test of time tagged telecommand have been performed with 
success. 

The Housekeeping Communication Subsystem has nominal performance. During lhe tests it was 
detected a problem with the redundant transponder which is being investigated by specialists. 

The Altitude Control Subsystem was te~>ted during in orbit tests with satisfactory performance. The 
autonomous spin rate system was telecommanded to decrease and increa.!.e the spin rate. When it reached 
36rpm the On-Board Computer switched the system off. 

The first spin axis re-orientation maneuver was perfonned with success on 28 Dec 1998. When the 
sun aspect angle were close to 99°. The magnetic coiJ wa.s on until the sun aspect angle reached 91° when 
it was tum off, as it can be seen in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Sun Aspeet Angle 

Froru that poim on the simululion showed that the sun aspect angle would reacb 85° by middle 
February and then would starts to grow. Thc next aLtitude maneuvcr should o<.:cur next April. 

The Data Collecting Subsystcm pre:.ented rcsult~ extrcmely satisfactory. With the beginning of SCD2 
operation as a Data CoUccting satcllite, the Data Collecting Mission performan<.:c using SCDI and SCD2 
mcrea~ed more than tw1ce as comparcd to SCD I only perfom1ance. 

SCD2 hns a performance 30% bctter that SCD 1 a~ far as the numbcr of DCP message~ in concemed. 
This performance has becn expected because o f the improvcment in SCD2 design as comparcd ro SCD I. 
This trend shaU be kept by means of a larger number of SCD2 attitude control mancuvers. 

Conclusions 
The Jaunch of SC02 on 22 Nov 1998 represents a ~uccess in terms of making its Data CoUecting 

M1ssion an operational one. 
lts represents. also. the maturity of lhe INPE's Ground Control System and its readiness to assume 

more complex mission foreseen for near future. 
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Abstract 
The possib/e presence of cloud.,· is the ma in origin of uncertainty ll'herr managing earth optiçal observation sate/lites. 
Forgetting it can lead to poor results in terms o.f real/y achieved photograplts. In this paper, we slww how a 
mathemalical approach, drawn fmm the Markov Decision Proces~ ftnmework. a/fows us to define a rational way of 
taking in accountthis uncerraiflly in the doily optimiuuion pmcess. 
Keywords : planninx. uncertainty. markov decision process 

Context 
At the highest levei. managing an earth observalion satellite, like Spot, consists in choosing the 

sequence of photographs to be taken. Typically, this choice is made each day for the next day. The set SA 
of lhe photographs that can be taken the next day (according to the satellite trajectory and the instrument 
maneuvering ability) is extracted from the current order book. From this set SA, one tries to extract a 
subset SE that is feasible (there is no conflict between photograpbs in SE; ali lhe physical satellite 
constrainu. are satisfied) and optimal (a gain, usually equal to lhe swn of the gains assocíated with each 
selected photograph. is maximum). 

Due to the nature of the problem (a multi-knapsack problem with a large number of capacity 
constraínts. each of 1hem involving only a small number of 011 variables 1 and to the size of the instances 
to solve (untiJ several hundreds of 011 variables), efficient algorithms, (Agnese, J.C. et al.:, 1995, 
Bataille, N. et al.:, 1996) are needed. Whereas optimal algorithms, (Verfaillie, G., 1996), using a Branch 
and Bound schema. can solve small and medium size instances , only sub-optimal algorithms, using a 
/terative Local Search schema, can deal with large si;ce instances. 

Unfortunately. this daily optimization approach does not take into account lhe fact that most of tlle 
photographs have several other feasibiJity opportunlties after the next day and that the number of 
remaining feasibility opportuníties is llighly variable. depending on the deadline associated with eacb 
photograph. 

Moreover, it takes into account, neither the uncenainty about the realization the next day of the 
selected photographs (due, with optical instrnments, to lhe possible presence of clouds), nor Lhe 
unccrtainty about the number and the nature of lhe photographs that will be concurrently added to the 
order book. 

To face lhis problem, gains associated with each photograph are usually modified in order to favor 
photographs, that have thl! srnallest number of remaining feasibility oppmtUJJities and the highest 
realization likelihood (good me1eorologicaJ forecast for the next day). But the way of c.;ombining the three 
criteria (gain, number of remaining feasibility opportunities, meteorolog.ical forecast) is not obvious and 
is generally empirically achievcd, without any clear idea of the consequences in tenns of really achieved 
photographs. 

A rational approach 
However, a mathematical approach, drawn from the Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework, 

(Puterman, M ., 1994). cu.rrently used in Decision Theory, cau help us to deftne a ralional way of 
aggregating those three criteria. 

1 
A 0/1 variable is usually associated with each photograph. The value 1 (resp. O} means that this photograph ls selected 

(resp. not selected). 
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To take into account the presence of severa! feasibility opportunities for a photograph, it is necessary 
to consider a global gain criterion over a given horizon rather than a daily gain criterion. A sensible 
choice consists in considering an horizon that covers all the feasibility opportunities of ali the 
photographs belonging to the current order book. To take into account the presence of uncertainty, it is 
necessary to consider an expected global gain criterion rather than a global gain crlterion. 

Using this expccted global gain criterion, the strict MDP approach leads us to intractable problems, 
because of the lack of knowledge, even in terms of probability, about the photographs that will be added 
to the order book and, above ali. because of the huge number of states that should bc explored by the 
Dynamic Progrumming algorithrn, currently used in the MDP frarnework to compute optimal policies. 

Fonunately. thanks to some simplifying assumptions (essenlially. no influence of the current decision 
upon the future expected gain~ associated with the photographs lhat either belong to the current order 
book, or will be added to it). one can establish that the optimal policy (lhe one that maximizes the 
expectcd global gain) consists in selecting each day a set SE of photographs thnt is feasible and 
maximizes the sum of the weights of lhe pholographs in SE, with weights set according lhe following 
formula: 

w(p. d,, Jt*) = g(p) X pr(p, de) X P.!{p, de, 1t*) 

P,f(p. de, 1l"") being computed by rhe rule: 

i f RFO(p, de) = 0 

thcn Per (p, d,, 1t*) = I 

eis c P ef (p, de. 1t*) = 

ftt _, KRXp.dc) ll - p,(p. d) X p,(p. d, 1t*)) 

where: 
• pisa photograph; 
• de is the current day; 
• 1t* is the optirnal policy: 

(J) 

(2) 

• w(p,d,Tr) is the weight to be associated to lhe photograph p, lhe day d, according to the policy n: 
• g(p) is the gain associaled with the actual realizaúon of tbe photograph p; 
• PÁP.d) is the realiz.ation probability of the pho1ograpb p the day d; 
• P rfp, d. Tr) is lhe non-realization probability for lhe photograph p on the days after d, using the 

policy n; 
• RFO(p.d) is lhe selo f feasibility opportunitics o f the photograph p, remaining after the day d; 
• p,(p,d,n) is the selection probability of the photograpb p the day d, using lhe policy 1t. 
The realization probability of a photograpb p the day d can be easily obtained. either from sbon term 

meteorological forecastS, or from long term clima te statistics. 
As for the selection probability of a photograph p tJ1e day d, using lhe policy 1t, i fone assumes that 

lhe order book kecps globally stable. at leas1 over a large period, one can consider lhat it is a function f of 
p's weight, Localizatiou and lype, i. e. 

p.(p, d, 1t) = f[w(p, d, 1t), l(p}, t(pJl 

where l(p) is p's localit..ation and t(p) is p's type. Indeed: 
• the hlgher p's weigbt is, lhe higher p's selection probability is; 
• the higher thc demand in f11i:. arcais, lhe highcr the likelihood of contlict with other photographs is 

and the lower p's selection probability is: 
• the more resource consuming p is (exarnple: stereo demandl>}. lhe lower p'~ selection probability 

is. 
But, how to fix function f? lt seems that a sensible oplion consists in learning it, in fact in 

approximating it. either off-linc from simulations, or on-linc from the observation of the system behavior, 
(Bcrstekas, D. et ul. 1996. Sutton, R. et ai. 1998}. ror exarnple, a multi-layer neural network could be 
used for that. Whatever the technical option is. note that on-line learning has the advantage lo allow the 
sy~tem to adapt itself to m.id and long-term changes in lhe size or the nature of the order book. 

As soon as the selection and realization probabilities (p, and p,} have been fixed, the recurrent 
equations 1 and 2 can be used to compute the weight to be associated with a possible photograph: lhe 
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process ~tam with lhe last opportunity (RFO{p,d) = 0) and ends with thc curre01 one. altemating 
computation~ of weight~ and of ~elcctiou probabilitie!.. 

l'otc that, a~ it was foresceable, equation~ I and 2 favor photogn:tphs that: 
• havc a high a1.sociated gain: 
• are subject to a good mcteorological forecast for the next day: 
• have a smallnumber of remruning fe:tsrbility opportunitie~: 
• are subject to bad metcorological forecast~ for the days associated with these remaining 

feasihility oppor1unities: 
• are localized in areas in grcat demand; 
• are very resourcc cousuming. 

Conclusion 
As a conclusion, thanks to ~ome simplitication~. an MDP-like approach provides us with a rational 

way of dealing with uncertrunty when managing an ea.nh observation satellitc. The next .!>tep of thi!> work 
would consist in fixing the learning process of tbe ~election probubility and in carrying out simularions in 
ordcr to measure the actual gain in tcrms of achieved photographs. 
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Thi.t paper cansiders rhe jitture ol space operations. focllsing e.tpecially on spacecrafi ground c:onlral and data 
systems. Altlumgh it discusses tlze e.vo/lllian of associated tec/111ologies. a conc/usion is tiUJt teclmology no longer 
exercises primary dominion o ver how space operationç are conducted. Thus one musl alsa consider rhe il!/1ttence and 
inlerac:tion (~!' ather factors-especia/ly the sociological and economic factors-to understand and preliict ji11ure 
evahuion. Parai/eis are souglu in lhe eleCiric: utility, computing. and telecommtmicatian.l' industries. Changes wi/1 
happen much more slowly tllan rechnology wi/1 permir or eccmomics wi/1 make desirable. We are moving from 
c:onrribuling lo the developmem of teclmology to being a conswner. Especially relevant 10 our situmion are the 
concepts of il![rasrructures anil 11WJW(Iolies. When tec:luwlogy obviates the vallle of services provided by a celllralized 
infrMtructure. shifts to decemra/ization are resisred by fwman nature. elllrenched orgwtit.ations, regular íons wtd laws. 
Keywords: Tec/wologies, Enmomic:s 

History of Technology 

The h.istory of technology is a fascinating subject. A macro levei examlnaúon reveals some 
characteristics common througbout history- but often not apparent to casual examination. The purpose 
of this paper is to examine some of these cbaracterisúcs, tben use them to anlicipate probable evolution of 
future space operations. 

At its beginning, a given technology is by its nature understood by few-and even those few are 
grappling with a dynamlc learning and understanding process. A corollary is that only tbese early 
explorers are able to utilize this newly evolving technology. Thus these specialists become the sole 
practitioners. But if Lhe technology spawns wide applications. the dellli111ds for these practitioners 
increase, tbeir numbers grow, and understanding becomes more widespread. Other factors then come 
into play, such as economics and standardization. Entrepreneurs see market potential, and derive new or 
more efficient products and processes by employing the technology. Efforts at standardization are caught 
up in competi tive battlegrounds. Finally, uúlization becomes general and distributed. 

Thus a technology evolves from an era of a few specialists proficiem in utilizing it, through one of Lhe 
process becoming sufficiently standardized and automated that needed skill levels drop-and evenlually 
to the point that users unskilled in this particular technology can easily use ii themselves to accompllsh 
their individual objeclives and desires. LI begins at a few scattered points, evolves loto a small number of 
centralized infrastructures, and finally is manifested as common tools distributed to users. 

Consider some examples. Automobiles were once built by craftsmen. Each car was an individual 
product. However, after Henry Ford lntroduced the concept of interchangeable parts, the services of 
craftsmen were no longer required. Relatively low skilled people, in far less time, were able to build a 
car by simply assembling these standardized parts. Or consider commercial airplanes. In an era which 
some of us can remember, tl1e cock-pit crcw normaJJy consi.sted of three people: the pilot, the co-pilot, and 
a flight engineer. The complexity of operating the ai rcraft systems was sufficient that a full-time 
specialist, Lhe flight engineer, was needed simply io operate and monitor them. But as lhe relevant 
technologies advanced, these systems became so reliable and aut.omated that the pilot and co-pilot were 
quite able to operate them in addition to their regular dutíes. To my knowledge, no modero commerciaJ 
airplanes now have a station in Lhe cockpit for a flight engineer. However. just as railroad fJ.remen díd 
not disappear when their jobs were made obsolete by diesel locomoti.ves, flight engineers did not 
disappear quietly. 

Among the lessons of history of course is the reality Lhat understanding history certainly does not 
assure accuracy in forecasting tbe future, only some understanding of possibliitíes. lt has been said that 
nothing is so difficult to forecast as the future! Consider in retrospect comments of some well-known 
leaders in technology1 

• 

lBM's chainnan Tomas Watson's widely quoted observation in 1943 was that "there is a world 
market for maybe five computers." rBM viewed ''big iron" mainframes as ends in themselves, rather than 
simply as iools to facilitate performi11g some needed or desired fu nction. Thus they saw the computer 
market only as large insútutional users, and were extremely slow to move into Lhe PC market. An 
interesting book. Computer Wars2 

, describes bow tbls myopia almost became Lbe downfall of LBM. 
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Closely aligned with IBM were many of thc U.S. space progrants, which wcre also very reluctant to 
abandon Big lron. 

In the same vein, Ken Olsen. chalrman and founder of Digital Equipment Corp .. said in 1977 '1llere 
is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home.'' Westcm Union, the telcgraph company. said 
in an imemal memo in 1876: "The 'telephone' has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a 
mcans of communication. The device is inherenlly of no value to us." 

Quoting frorn a letter a governor of New York sent to lhe President of the United States m Lhe I 
beginning of the railroad era: "The canal system in this county is being threatened by a new form of 
transponation known as "railroads." .... As you may well know. Mr. Presidem. "railroad'' carriages are 
pulled at enormous speed of 15 miJes per hour by "engines'' which, in addition to endangering life and 
limb of passengers. roar and snort their wuy through Lhe countryside. setting tire to crops. scaring 
livestock and frightening women and children. The Almighty certainly never íntended that people should 
trave! at such breakueck speed." And recall an obscrvation by H. M. Warner, of Warncr Brolhers movie 
studios, in 1927 as technology for ta1king movie!> became fea&ible: "Who the hell wants to hear actors 
talk?" Back to the space program. a 1921 New York Times editorial reflecting on Roben Goddard's 
work on rocketry said: "Professor Goddard doe~ not know lhe relation between action and reaction and 
the nee.d to bave something better than a vacuum against which to react. He seems to lack lhe ba.~ic 
knowledge ladled out daiJy in high schools." 

And then there was Charles H. Duell's famous commenl when he was Commissioner of the U.S. 
Patent Office just I 00 years ago: "Everything that can be invcnted has been invented." H e advocated 
abolishing the U.S. Patent Office. 

Or consider the generalJy acknow!edged guru of computer!>, Bill Gates. Gates was so fixated on 
putting the power of a mainframe on ever desk that he initiaJJy missed the development of the Internet 
and the power of interconnecling computers using current telecommunications technology. lncidentally, 
Bill Gates also snid-as recently as 1981: "640K ought to be enough for anybody." 

Humorous as we may t1nd these remarks with lhe aid of 20/20 hindsight. when one cousiders who 
made them they well illustrate the impossibility of anücipating how technology will be accepted and 
applied. 

What factors really do determine the flow of technology into society? Historically. economics 
evemually wius. Things which can be done cheaper, uJtjmately will be. The question is when. Five 
huudred years ago, Machiavelli 1 wrote: "It must bc remembered that there is nothLng more difticuh to 
plan, more doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to manage than the creation of a new system. For the 
initiator has the enmity of ali who would protit from preservation of the old institutions and merely 
lukewarm defenders in those who would gain by the new ones." More recenlly, Max Planck• ob~erved: 
"An imponant sciemitic innovation rarely makes its way by graduaJiy winning over and convening its 
opponents; it rarcly happens lhat Saul becomcs Paul. What does happen is that its opponents gradually 
die out and that the growing generation is familiarized with the idea frorn the beginning." While thcsc are 
sobering indictments of human nature, they rellect the reality thot change is difíicult for us. To look at 
the positive side, certainly many changes are accepted-and even enjoyed in much less than a 
generation. 

Let's recap for a minute the steps in this evolution: 
• A new technology is usually developed o f necessity to mect some relatively narrow objectivc. 
• The developers are usually actively involved in the application, due to the complex and 

tempera mental nature of the ulilization. 
• Wider applications are recognized, and a market develops- facilitating more robust and uscr

friendJy concepts and applications. 
• Utility expands and prices drop--a very nice "vicious cycle." 
• However, vested interests, traditionali~t&. and especially social and jobs issues, resist thl.s 

evolution. 

Electric Power lnfrastructure 

In seeking historie parallels to learn from and perbaps help us see into the futurc. let's consider the 
largest industry in Lhe United States5 

• Maybe to your surprise. this industry is the electric power 
industry. with assets of more than $600-billion and annual sales of more than $200 billion. This industry 
includes a mix of public and private entities competing dircctly with each olher. of technology 
langtúshing because of public policies and regulations. and ultimately questions of whether technology 
has made the concepts of infrastrucrure and monopoly obsolete in this s ituation. 

Six decades ago the federal government in the United States sought to make electric power available 
to all citiz.ens as a ríght, regardless of Lhe economic viability. Few would argue today that this was not a 
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positive move. However, it is in looking tlt what has now evolved sixty years !ater lhat we can perhaps 
gain some insight into lhe future of space operalions. Today lhe federal govemment is the largest single 
generator of electricity in lhe country-supplying almost JO percenl of U.S. power. Supporters of this 
govemment industry continually use political clout to prevent taxpaycr funds from even being spent to 
study the amoum of subsid.ization of this industry by taxpayers. However, several independem estimares 
have placed the value of lhls subsidy at over $1-billion annually. This situation could suggesl that once a 
government develops the capability to provi de a service, tbe in(rastructure behind that service takes on a 
life of its own. This public industry then strongly resists shifting the service into the private sector even 
after commercial viability has been established and tbe private seclor dominates lhe industry. 

A second lesson to ponder is associated with the development of relevam technologies. In this case, 
small power generators have been developed which are generally-on a comparable basis-cheaper to 
buy. deliver electricity more efficiently, and create less pollution than the old, massive central power 
slations. Munson and Kaarsberg, writing in lssues /11 Science And Teclmology, note that while the 
efficiencies of large natural gas fired turbines have increased from twenty percent to si.xty percent over 
lhe past twenty-five years, smaller industrial turbines bave efficiencies above eighty-five percent when 
the waste heat is used to produce steam for heaúng ru1d industrial purposes. They also note Americans 
now operate over 100-million highly reliable, self-contained engines capable of producing about 100-
ki lowatts each. at a per-kilowatt capital cost less than one-tenth that of a large electric generator. Where 
are these 100-million reUable engines? In automobiles. The cbairmru1 of one major electric power 
company predicts that within a decade it wiJI be possiblc for a 7-Eleven store to instai! a small package 
lhat uses natural gas to produce heating, cooling and electricity. Munson and K.aarsberg do not envision 
isolated generating units. but rather widely distributed generation, with lhe power grid remaining in place 
for load-leveling and backup power. Much of the benefit they see derives frorn the ability to effectively 
use the waste heatlocally. thus significrultly surpassing central plants in overall efficiency. 

Whatever lhe merits of this case, the aspect of interest here is a look at the success of efforts to take 
advantage of advances in this technology. They cite the case of a major university's efforts to generate 
their own power as a cost-saving measu1·e. The mliversity expected to save $5.4-rnillion a year, even 
while plruuüng to pay the local public power utility $1-million a year for standby power. They expected 
to recover their investment in less lhan 7 years. First they cncountered environmental obstacles. After 
performing sopbisticatcd life-cycle studies that showed its irmovative system had lower net emissions 
U1ru1 U1e state approved technology, U1ey overcame this hurdJe. They then becamc the first self-supplier 
to be bit wilh a "stranded cost" charge-an additional charge of $1.3-million a year by the local power 
utility simply because the utility's investments in generating capacity had been "stranded." The 
uu.iversity look this case to court, and cventually won. 

The authors· point in reviewing this case-and of interest to us-is lhat very few have the resources 
or expertise of ru1 MIT, U1e university involved, needed to take advanrage of technology lo save 
substantial money. They note that part of this specific problem is perceptual: most of us have grown up 
with lhe perception that clectricity is best produced by dislant generators. Thus few question tbe 
traditional system, wherein centralized plants discard mosl of their heat while fuel is then bumed 
elsewhere to produce lhermal energy. And certainly a major contributing factor is regulatory and tax 
policies which do not motivare power companies to incorporate lhe latest technologies. Again, the 
availability of enabling technologies, <.:ombined with a clear economic case, are not sufficient for the 
adoption of thesc technologies. Yet there is evidence deregulation saves consumers. In the four years 
since Australia began its utility deregulation. wholesale prict:!> have dropped by one-third in real terms 

History of Computers 

Tbe technology of computers provides an appropriate parallel for reckoning the futurc directions of 
space operations. This technology is closely coupled wilh space operations in a synergistic relationship, 
with the needs of space prograrns having influenced the evolution of computing technologies. 

The fust computers were room-sized machines-complex and calltankerous, requiring much tender 
care from scientists and techniciru1s who comprehended their idiosyncrasies. Most were devored to 
specialized applications, and were essentially institutional asseis serving a subset of similar needs of 
various customers. Two characteristics especially marked U1eir evolution. First, power increased 
dramatically, following Moore's Law that performance doubles every 18 rnonU1s. Secondly, facilitated 
by this increased performance, operation became far more "user friendly." 

With UJ.is cvolution computers gradually moved from expensive, temperamental assets used for 
specialized applications to commodity tools with wide general value. Tn a closely relatcd cbru1ge, highly 
trained specialists were no longer required to operate these devices. 111is latter change resulted from at 
least three facton;: reliability improvcd greatly-especially as millions of hardware connec.:tions became 
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imbedded in bi licone, standardization allowed expeni~e to migrate across systems, and systems became 
powerful enough for much of the operalion to become automated behind !.imple icons. 

Other factors manifested themselves, the dominant one being cconomics. No longer was lhe focus on 
achieving maximum use of a fcw machines. with the incfficiencies of scheduling. sharing, cuemg and 
waiting being insignificant relative to the capital and operating cost of the systcm. Rather, this is 
reversing. Many of us today have lwo or lhree personol computer~: onc at the officc, another at home, 
and a lhird in our briefcase. The benefits we see in having this tool- a computer- at our disposal 
anytime outweighs the investmcot in purchasing more than a single computer at today's prices. 

Another significam factor hus been thc integration of mulliple applications within a software suite- :1 
change enabled by the increases in power. Many software packages, widely available at very competitive 
priccs, allow us to move effonlessly among word processing, spreadsheet and database applications, not 
to mention fucilitating integrating lhe results into mtracúve prcsentations. Underlying much of this ts 
staudardization-minimizing training and facililating moving across systcms and applications. 

Standardization has been down an especially rugged, but typical, road. An intere~ting example from 
Munson and Kaarsberg's paper is the observation that in tbe late l91

h cenlury more than 20 different 
electrical systerns operated in Philadelphia alone. A customer moving across the streel often found hi~ 
electrical appüances no longer compatible. Early in the devclopment of a technology there is ütlle rea~on 
or motivation to standardizc. However, as the tcchnology advances standardi:z.ation bccomes a 
competitive weapon- wilh factors such as marketing nnd politics almost a lways dominating performance 
and economics. RecaJI that in VCR's, Beta technology i~> superior to VHS, and in production quantities 
prices were competiúve. Yet VHS won the consumer market, and only professionals use Beta today. 

Looking ut the evolution of computers, note some lcss obvious changcs: 
• ln the beginning lhe few machines that existed were basicaJly institutional assets. Only large 

insútutions bad the necessary resourcef> and were not driven by need for shon-term economic 
gain. These machines required a lot of tender loving care, and commonly were maintaincd and 
operated by their developers. 

• As utility grew and as economic factors came into play, consolidation usually occurred within 
some logicaJ boundarie1.. Thu~ these expensive and valuable rnachinet. took on lhe characteristics 
of an infrastructure- an underlying foundation necessary to accompli~h the purposes of an 
organization. 

• Then as lhe technology maturcd it provided affordable tools directly· usable by rhose needing to 
apply it. An oftcn subtlc but very important change ha1. occurred at this stage: the tools have been 
replicated and distributed to customer~>, and the infrastructure has disapoeared! 

Where do we see this industry going? Therc are prcsenlly two divergent schools of thought. The 
Gates faction sees tremendous computing and sroragc power self-contained on everyone's desktop. The 
opposing view is one of smaller computers- terminals connected by wideband communications lines 
willl distributed servers conlaining applications as well as information libraries. While techuology wlli 
allow movement in ei ther direction, lhe world seems to be embracing thc latter- as demonstrated by thc 
extrernely rapid growth of lhe Internet. An advamage i~> that it is far easier to update a few servers than 
many, many times that number of desktop computers. 

Telecommunications 

Recent devclopments in telecommunications have been essential, cspecially the greatly increascd 
bandwidth coupled with decreasing costs. ln fact. one company in the U.S. is advenising free long 
distance telephone service. The ·'catch" is tl1:.t users must first listen to a recorded sales pitch before their 
call is connected. 

ln decades pasl. the telephone wircs intercoonecting bomes and busine:.scs within a counrry were 
considered infrastructure. With lhe movement towards deregulation of this lndu~try in thc United States, 
multiple carriers competed for revenues by offering trunk, or Iong distancc, connectivity. Howevcr. even 
lhen local distribution systcms were still viewed as infrastructure. and often trcated and regulated a., 
monopolies. 

Enter ncxt lhe cable television indu~try-which wired communiries wilh coaxial cables, cables able to 
carry much more traffic than thc telephone indusrry's twisted pair circuits. At this stage we saw two 
paraJiel "infrastructure~:· kept scparate by regulation and policy. but technically capable of competing 
wlth each other. Then carne the wirelcss telephone industry and cellular phones- initially using local 
radio cells intercotmected with lhe public swilched lelephone nctwork. and soon able to link. direclly to 
satellitcs. 

At this !>tage these local telephone wires no longer meet the basic definition of an infrastructurc: a 
''necessary" foundation. Qucstions of thc need to protect them a!. regulated monopolies arise. 
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Alternatives exisl. and are oflcn more economical. Jn response. providers of thcse local telcphone wire 
distribuúon ~y~tcms battle with Lheir new competitors in legal and regulatory arenru.. In often 
counterproduetive moves. owners of thc. "infrastmcture" !.Ometimes crect toll gates to coUect revenues 
from ali wbo pa~~ myopic to Lhe reality that by-pa.'>!.ing their toll gales is easy. and is encouraged by 
their competi1ors. Business traveler!> can often be ~een using their ceiJ phonef. in hotels to avoid the 
tclcphone surcharges imposed by the hotcls. An imporl<lnt point to recognize: the basic issues are totally 
economic and social-business and jobs- and not technology. 

The evolution of bolh national and international telecommunications element!> will result in generaUy 
favorable changc!> to space operations. These technologie~ are cenainly being driven by the commercial 
sector, and are offering coniJnually highcr performance--in bandwidth, latency. and bit error rates-at 
decreasing costs. The changcs we will see in space operations are ever more integration of funelions and 
lcss concern about using distributed ground asseis. Withoul ~uggesting that today's Internet has 
sufficient reliability for conducting ali spuce operations. I wouJd point to it as a model of a distributed 
nctwork of systems for conducting future space operations. For example. orbit determination may be 
computed on a distant workstation, or in a software module on lhe controller's desk. Current 
telecommunications technology will permil lhe remote workstation approach to perform as satisfactorily 
as an on-site concept. Deci~ions between ~uch concepts will be made on othcr bases. and rcsults will 
generally bc invisible to operator~. Just as a pilot on a commercial airplane no\" has all lhe information 
and control needed to operate Lhe aircraft and no longer need' coordinate with a flight engineer, the 
information flow to and from spacecraft controller~ need not pa!>s througb intermcdiaries. The simplest 
approache~ are usually both thc most reliablc and the chcupest. 

Relation with Space Operations 
Why have J ~pent so much time on assues such as clcctric utililicl>, lhe development of lhe computer 

indusu·y. and tclephone scrvices? Becausc it is here I see not only technological parallels with space 
operation~. but parallels wilh the social and econornic factors which ultimately donúnate and determine 
thc direction!> and rate of progress- not of technology itself, but of thc acceptance and application of 
technology. 

A fundamental truth to me is lhat advances in space operation~ today are not signilic<mtly lünited by 
technology. but ralher by these social and economic factors. Thus ro understand lhe directions in which 
space operations are heuded, our primury attention mul>l be focused on lhe economic considerations, wilh 
special attcntion to the social fnctors with which thcy must intcract. We necd pay only sccondary 
attcntion to forecast~ of the speed and direction of technology. as these are seldom limiting facto~. 

How do we apply lhi'> notion? 111e primary consideration must be on economics, and beb.ind 
economics an undcrstanding of wlúch asseis should be shared and which can economically be dedicated. 
In practical terms, I suggest basically everylhing from the RF antcnna through ground operations and data 
proce~sing and delivery can be most economically perforn1cd today with dedicated systems. 
lnterconnecti.ng telecommunications are readily available at competitive- and decrea.~ing-prices. T base 
this conclusion on the fact es~entially ali these functions can be performed with lhe same computing 
technology I earlier used for nn example- lhe fact thnt the adequntc pertormancc is readily available at 
very compelitive costs. Certainly speeialized applications software is needed, but small companies 
around the world are actively competing today for this markct. 

RF Systems 
Space operalions necesl>arily involve RF links (including opticallinks). UnJike lhe swccpi..ng changes 

in computing and telecommunications. these technologie~ are not advancing as rapidly. Antennas. 
including thcir supporting infrastructurc and maintenance and operating resources, are often high capital 
assets. Thu~ sharing often leads to significam CO!>I savings. Herc the answers become mission and 
requirements specifi.c. Spacecraft technol.ogy is a fundamental consideration because of the dircct 
interaction with ground systems. One significant development is lhnt of robust. automated spacecraft
spacecraft which do not require constant attention. and are able to either execute corrective actions as 
needed, or resort to a safe-hold mode pcnding human interventi.on. Another is the availability of reliable, 
high capacity on-board data storage devices. These permit substantial data volumes to be stored on-board 
until the satellite is in view of a convenient ground stalion to dump the data. 

lf the received signals are weak due to extreme distances, low-power spncecraft transmitters, or 
abnormal spacecraft operation, lurger antennas are needed. If smaJI data latency is a requirement, either 
many ground antennas must be located to permit frequent contacts. or relay satellites must be used. For 
high inclinatlon orbits, sites in the polar regions will minimumize the number of stations needed, as will 
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equatorial statious for equatorial low earth orbi1ers. As orbital altitudes increase, obviously fewer 
sta.tions are needed. Generally, laJger antennas are more cxpeusive, as are daw rclay satellites. 
lncreasing the numbers of stations needed increascs costs, and this increase 1101 linear duc to coordinalioo 
needed within the nctwork. Obviously, the ideal solution from a minimum cost standpoint is for a single 
ground station with only a small aperture antenna. 

However, many satcllites are in less convenient orbits, and often complex trade-offs are needed to 
determine lhe lowest cost operating concepts. lncreasing volume in the antenna markets, along with 
significam cost reductions in associated electronics, are decreasing antcrllla system costs- both capital 
and operating. 

Many grouud stations 1oday. and all relay sa1ellites, are govemmem owned. Thus prices for 
obtaining support from these assets are somewhat artificial. However, trading today's priccs for buying 
ground station support against capital plus operating costs for program dedicated stations. yields some 
practical observalions. For almost any program with a minimum duration of a couple of years and 
without significant latency requirements. a dedicated ground station is usually cheaper if a lO-meter 
antenna will provide adequate signal margi.n_ A further observation: this cos1-effective aperture size is 
moving up. As either the mission duration iJ1creases or adequate signal margins can be obtained with 
smaller antem1as. dedicated stations become more cost-effective. This rclntionship is illustrated in the 
Figure below. 
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Radio Frequency Spectrum 
The need for intemational control of radio spectrum ha~o been long recognized, and the Intemational 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) was fomted for this purpose. Early conccrns focused on 
interfereoce- the unforrunate characteristic of radio waves to totally ignore political boundaries. The 
coming intense competition for this limited resource was littlc appreciated. In fact, less than a cemury 
ago David Sarnoff's associares gave hi.m this opinion of tbe future of radio broadcasling: ''The wireless 
music box has no in1aginable commercial value. Who would pay for a messagc sent to nobody in 
particular?'' 

With the increasing uúlity of radio devices becoming obvious_ pressures for spectrum have soared. 
Technology has both grcatJy accelcra1ed and significantly changed lhe imponance of ~opectrum in the pust 
one to two decades_ For example, te lephones once were connected by wires, while televisions received 
their signals over the airwaves. This situation is now reversing, with wireless telephones common a:, is 
cable television. The rTU proce~ses were far 100 curubersome to cope with the rapidly evolving 
technology it was formed to regula1e, and it is struggling to adapt. Fights for spec1rum are often fierce, 
and governments see sale o f rights as important sources of revenue. 

As a heritage of Lhe somewhat casual recognition of spectrum even at thc begi.nning of the spacc age, 
we fmd ourselves not on especially soUd ground_ Much of the spectrum we inhabit is onJy under a 
secondary allocation- meaning we cannot stop primary users from interfering with our operat:ions, whiJe 
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we are prohibited from interfering with them. As I know from testifying before our Congress on th.is 
issue. pressures for spectrum are very strong and there is little sympathy for our dilemma if-or J Lhink 
more. when-we are denied use of thls specLnun. 

What will the likely inevitability of vacating much of the spectrum we currently use mean '? The 
precision associated with building radio equipment increases at higher frequencies, a factor wh.ich makes 
tbe lower part of Lhe ~pectrum much more attractive commercially. Justas we have already vacated much 
of the VHF and UHF spectrum, we wi.ll find ourselves pushed to continually higher frequencies. The bad 
news is of course that we wiiJ need to replace bolh spacecraft and ground RF systems in concert- with 
more costly cquipment. Standardization and compatibiüty will bc concerns. However, the technology to 
move to higher frequencies, prima.rily Ka-Band, exists today, and the focus will be on reducing costs. 
Tbe good news is that moving up in tl1e spectrum will enabJe Lhe much higher data rates which space 
operators sucb as earth imaging are demanding. The prin1ary challenge will be in making lhe transition 
because of the inter-relation among so many systems, in space. on the drawing boards, and on the ground. 
In a synergistic way, space operations have contributed to tlle development of technologies such as 
coding, enabllog much more efficient use of limited spectrum. 

At the top of tbe spectrurn possibiUties is, of course, optical. I havc no doubt optical space-ground 
communications will be in our future. lt not only offers essentially unlimited bandwidth, buL will a lso 
reduce the capital and operating costs of the ground collectors. The obvious problem witb clouds can be 
solved with a sufficient number of ground statiorL~ to achieve an acceptable statistical probability of a 
satisfactory Unk margin. Imagine tbe economics of replacing large radio antennas with small optical 
telescopes. This is one place thc technology only marginally exists today, primarily in the area of high 
powcr dlode transmitter~ for U1e spacecraft, and secondari.ly in pointing accuracy and stability. However, 
there is little doubt this technology will be mature long before we are able to incorporate it into space 
systems. Remember also that most of these tecbnologies are already being driven today by the 
commcrcial fiber industry. 

To summari.zc tllis aspect, I anticipate space operations wi.ll be driven to ever higher radio 
frequencies. This move will be a dominant factor in planning new systems. botll in space and on the 
ground. Spectrum regulation and competition wi 11 be lhe dri ving factor1:>, resistcd by tbe costs of changing 
space and ground systems, and by the difficulties of coordinatii1g the changes among multiple operational 
elements. Technology will be available and nota big consideration. Ultimately the impacts will be the 
economics of system cost. and little directly perturb space opcrations. 

Other Factors 

I havc only alluded i.n passing to the one issue I feel is dominant: lhe jobs issue. The reason is that I 
frankly don't know what to say. I have leamed the hard way tbat it is an old and significant reality, and 
certainly an undcrstandable one if we imagine our own livelihoods being tbreatened. We ignore it at our 
peril. One observation: effectivc rcsistance is usualiy organized- unions and employers. This resistance 
often reflects involvement and genuine concern for those adversely affected. However, it is also true that 
tbese motivmions sometimes are more directed to preservation o f the organization itself ilian to its people. 

In addit.ion to spectrum and telecommunicati.ons. olher regulatory policies are of some concern, 
particularly enviromnental regulations. These focus mostly around the radiation hazards of high-power 
transmitters, and someti.mcs the aesd1etics of large antennas. 

Summary 

lf you accept my hypothcsis that neitller technology nor favorable econom.ics will be determinant in 
forecasting the future of space operations, what factors wili be i.n!luenlial, and how might they evolve? 

The prirnary factor is our human reluctance to change ways tl1at have served us well in the past. Th.is 
resistance is amplified by U1e subsequent entrenchment of organizations, regulaLions, and laws protecting 
and preserving the status quo. Technology is only a factor insofar as it is ümiting, and thus guiding, the 
development of space operations-generally this is not the case. Driven by commercial motivations, 
development of most relevant tecbnologies is now outpacing our ability to capitalize on them. Thus we 
will normally have Lhe opportunity to select proven technologies as socio-economic: conditions allow us 
to move forward. 

Especially rclevant to our situation are the concepts and roles of infrastructures and monopolies. 
lnfrastructures are usually either pubüc, or privare but operated under regulatory protection. When 
technology obviates the appropriateness or need for services to be provided by a centralized 
infrastructure, we confront the existing entrencbed entities. Transitions from govemment to private 
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sector suppliers, or deregulatjon of regulated monoploies, are usually very rocb.-y, with the "losers" 
resisting any change and the potential "winners" fighting for windfalls from the tnmsition. 

My crystal ball is no better than any of yours, and T cannot provide any defiuitive forecast of thc 
future of space operations. However, for those like me-engineers who prefer predictable things likc 
Ohm' s Law, and who are euchanted by trying to predict technology-it is essential that we understand 
the true nature of the forces confronting us. 

Thc fact that somethü1g is new, Lhe fact it is possible, the facl that it is cheaper, certainly are not of 

1 
themselves reasons to embrace it. But neither is the fact that something is new sufficient to ignore 
evidence it is technologically feasible and economicaJiy supedor. The future direction of space 
operations will be toward simplicity, toward an era where operations will become an incidental part of 
our life and work, mucb as we operate our automobiles with little thought to the mechanics-and 
sometimes with not mucb more conscious thought to traffic and road conditions! Unpredictable is the 
ratc of acceptance. This will be detenuined by economic and political imperatives, not by technology. 
History suggests an outer limit for this time: the time we disappear from the scene and a new generation 
takes over! Hopefully we willleave U1em a better heritage. 
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Th.- nurommion of ground operation1 i.1 li key issue jr1r rt•duc-in.~ exploitarion cos1.1 of wrellire sy.1tems ll'hile impm~·iug 
sajety wulrlw amilability of tlll' prm•itletl sen•ice. 
Mony O(lt'mlion.l ma11t1ger.1 urt• nmsidering rlte implemt•mariofl oj JU'\1' jimcrions for auwmating operariam. Their 
mollnllitlll.\ nm he separoted in /ll'l> da.1.ves: 

Minimi:e rhe swjf or opera/t' more surellireA wirh tl1e sume miff. wrd rlwJ redw·e e.1ploira/ion co.\1.1·. For rhis 
pru-,wk, auromared opemtitm.~ ullow an apllmi:etl ojf-/ine preparalimr oj operations by experts drtrinR working 
lumn. and rhey relien• opernrors .from mwine or riou•-con\tlming tash (dr·wiled monitorilrg of parameters, 
preparation arul re/eo.\t' of CIIJIImands, grmt11d .\H.JiioiiiiUIIIOReme/11) 
/mprrwe .fajéty of opemrion.• ' 111d w·ailability of the .vpact• .sy.wem. For 1/lis p11rpose, awomated operations reduce 
the risk of lwma11 ermrs (a cm11111011 cause of sen•tce intermptitm) thanh to a complete, rigorom, repetitive a11d 

.fu.\t eJ.t•mtirm of plm111ed opemtion.f. Mnrem·er liley allnw a larger nwnber of \'eriflcations. a redtl('ed rt'tlction 
time IIJ10II wwmalie.1 and 11 dynamic optimizarin11 JfÍ\'1!11 tire avai/ab/e Jfrmmd mrd space resource.1. 

To addn·.1.1 t/refe ismes MA J'RA MARCONI SPACE /w.1· tlt"•eloped a ser r>f.vcalab/e amrplementary prod11ct.\ bu.red on 
srare o.f r/te arr tedmo/ogies. calll'fl OPSIVARE. 71ris papu prol'ides tuers feedb<l(k nn 1/re.re fliglrr prol'en pmdltcts, 
mui describe.s tire late.ft imprm·t•mellfs oj rhese rools tlwt are rmrtimumsly updated w takt in to acrmmt experience fmm 
011-going IIIÍS.fÍOIIS. 

New Functions Required for Operations Automation 
A traditional control ccnter general ly providel. the following funclion~: 
• Tclcmetry proce~smg and display 
• Commnnd prepamtion nnd releru.e 
• System Datab~e prcparation and browsing 
• Flight dynamics 
Sometimes a scrlpting languagc is available to prograrn cornmand scqucnces that implement a first 

:.tep towards automation. However these scquences are often difficult LO prepare, validate, opcrate and 
maintain. and are lhus only uscd on a small scalc. 

In order to reach largc scale automaúon objectives, new functions are being progrcssively 
implementcd in existlng and in ncw control centcr~: 

• Procedurcs preparation and cxecuúon 
• Plan preparaúon and execuúon 
• Data analysi!. and repon generalion 
Variou~ efforts are also mude to suppon diagnosis and fault isolation. Up to now general approachcs, 

based on the expen system and diagnosis theorics, proved to be too costly in term of satellite and 
operation~ model preparation (low return on investment), so the problem is being addressed wi th ~maU 
improvements of the Telcmetry Proccssing or lhe Daw Analysls functions. 

Trad1tional Functions Telamatry Processing Command1ng Systam Database Flight 
Dynamlcs 

New Functions for Procedures Plan Data Analysls and 
Operations Automation PraparaiiOn and Prepara\lon and Report Genaration 

Executlon Exacutlon 

Procedures Preparation and Execution 
Ali opt:rations of a spacecraft are, in principie, completely defined by a large manual of operations 

proccdures l..nown as the Flight Operations Plan (FOP). Thls compri:.es Flíght Control Procedures 
covenng nominal operations, and Comingency Recovery Procedures which describe the actions to be 
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taken in non-nominal situation~. This concept of procedure i~ also often used for comrolling and 
commanding the ground segment (mission control center, network, and ground staúon!>). 

Since procedure books are the l>Ource of most of the decisions and acúons made by operators, severa! 
attempts have been made to place procedures at the heart of automaúon, through a computerization of 
procedures. They are stored in a representation that can be understood by a machine for execution and 
that can be printed to form proccdure manuais that are supposed to replace tradltional manuais. A 
procedure preparation fuoction shall permit to enter procedure~ that can be passed to a procedure 
execmion function. 

This shalJ lead to a global approach that avoids the maintenance o f tradiúooaJ procedure manuais and 
a large colleclion of command scripts that partlaJiy implement procedures. 

Plan Preparation and Execution 
Withln a control center, lhe nctivities required to maintain the satellites and the ground segment in an 

appropriate state are planned by operations engi neers, and form the operations plan. 
Engineers select required activities (including spacecraft control procedures, ground system control 

procedures and ranging actions), define their parameters and define the time at which they are to .bc 
perfom1e.d. Tbey mu!>t respect precedence constrairm between activities (activity A must be done before 
activity B). resource constralnts (Activity B and C require thc same antenna and cannot be done m the 
same time), and priority constralnts (activily B is more important than activity C). 

Some planning functions are being developed to facilitate thi.s planning task for launch or routine 
operations, and the replanning that may be required if the ~sumptions change. The objective is 10 
produce a global view of the operations plan (with a represemation of the constraints) and a detailed 
vicw with the dated commands of all the procedure:. to be executed (dctailed timeline document). 

Another planning problem consists in preparing payload activitics (images to be 1aken, lelecom 
repeater configurations) that maximize the use of space resources and respec1 constraints (powcr, 
bandwidth, prioritie&). This problem is ofteu addressed with an ad-hoc planning function that generate~ a 
payload plan tbat is translated into a set of control procedures to activate or reconfigure the payload. So 
lhe payload plan can be seen as a pan of the operations plan. The !ater is more general since it also 
addresses satellite platform operations and ground segment operations. 

Once an operations plan has been prepared with a planning function it can bc tempting to go further 
and implement a plan execution function that automatically initiatcs the appropriale activlties when their 
execution time comes. in order to achlevc global automation. A rew attempts are being made in that 
direction. 

Data Analysis and Report Generation 
Within a control center, the operaúons personnel has to monitor the performances of the controlled 

satellites (plalforms and payloadi>), 10 detect trends in order 10 prevent or to predlct anomalies. The output 
of this task ls a sel of reports that are produced on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. 

Usually the Telemetry processing function of the control center supports thls task with features to 
retrieve, visualize, and plot recorded parametcr values. 

These features are often insufficient for sophisticated trends analysis, and additional functions are 
being developed 10 implement powerful retrieval and vizualisalion funcúons. math operators, productíon 
o r report templates. and automation of analyses in batch mode. 

Opsware Approach to Operations Automation 

To meet the requirements of operaúons automation described above, MATRA MARCONl SPACE 
(MMS) has developcd ao operations concept and the associated line of products called OSPW ARE. 

Orlgin and Scope of the OPSWARE Products 
MMS is involved in the devclopment of ali kinds of space systems (telecommurlication, observation, 

and science missions, launchers and manned ffight~) at prime contractor or sub contractor levei. Ln the 
area of ground segments, MMS is providlng complete solution~ and sub system~ (ground slations, control 
centers, mission cemers, simulators, etc). 

The OPSW ARE product~ are thc result of a continuous effon that started in 1985 to develop software 
for operalions preparation and execution, to optímizc MMS internai processes (opcrations preparation. 
integration and vaJidation, spacccraft control, in-orbil follow-up), and to providc high valuc software 
products for MMS customers. 

The fouudalion for OPSW ARE is a unique experience in spacecraft operations coupled with strong 
capacities in computer science. Over the yearl> this effon ha.' produced prototypes, tben opera1ional 
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applications and finally products. The second generation of products is flight proven, and a lhird 
genera.Lion is now being released. 

The OPSW ARE products address all the operations preparation and execution tasks described in §I: 
• Procedures Preparation and Ex.ccution (OPSAT and OPSEXECUTER) 
• Plan Preparatio11 and Execution (TJMELINE) 
• Data Analysis and Report Generation (SAT-ANAL YST) 
These products are marketed as part of complete solutions for command and couu·ol provided by 

MMS or as add-on functions on top of existing command and control software. They have bcen dcsigned 
to be: 

• Suited for alJ k.inds of missions in GEO and LEO orbíts, from si.mple missions to large 
coostellaúons, 

• Independent from any spacecraft design and tbus usable to operate spacecraft frorn any 
manufacturer, 

• lndependent from each other, to allow progressive deployment, 
• Easily interfaced to existing inf'fastructures 

Operations Preparation 

TlMELINE 
Plan Prepa ration 

O perarions Execurion 

l'D'IELINE 
Plan Execution 

-------'""\ 
' ' ' \ 

AUTOMATED 
OPERATIONS 

\ 

---------------------------------t----------------L--------------------1 • 
OP SAl' 

Proc~du rcs P repa r ali on 
OPSEXECUTER 
Procedure Execution 

SAT-ANALYST 
Data Ana Jysis 

ASSISTED 
OPERATIONS 

--------t------------------------t----------------t --------------------
OPERATIONS 

1 System Database I I Commanding I Telem etry Processing MANUAL 

Typical architecture for operations amomaúon based on OPSW ARE. The first layer on rop of 
telemetry processing and conunanding functions provides assisted operatioos based on automatic 
procedures execution. The second layer implements autornated operations based on plan execution. 

Open Architectures Based on Advanced Technologies 
Most operations aulomalion functions are pari of the cri li cal control command chain, and lhus require 

a high reliabilily. Moreover lhese functions musl achieve high levei of performances. FinaJJy considering 
lhe long duration of space projects (up to 15 years) these functions have to be rnaintained for very long 
periods of time. OPSW ARE products are based on the most advanced software technologies that are 
available 1oday for the required reliability, pert'ormances, and maintainability, such as C++, ORACLE 
and CORBA. Proprietary components are avoided or u1.ed in well isolated modules in order to facililate 
evolutions and increase life duration lhanks 10 the use o f standards. 

Products are coded with rules for high quality and portabillty. Tbey are available on severa! operating 
systems and can be easily ported to new operating systcms. 

Each producl provides an extended and well designed Application Programmer's Interface (API) in 
order to facilitate: 

• Conneclion of lhe product lo existing infrasU1Jclures (system database, command and control 
layer), 

• Cuswmization of the product to lhe local operations concept, 
• Extension o f the product wilh new functions. 
A client-server architecture suppons the deployment of completely distributed solutions based on 

CORBA, that allow aJ I the authori~ed users 10 get a specific view on operalions. 
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Procedures Preparation and Execution 
Version 3 of the OPSAT and OPSEXECUTER products for procedures prcparation and execution 

have been relea~ed at Lhe end of 1998. 
Thc function~ provided by OPSAT are : 
• A specialiLed editor which support~ "assisted editing" in a formal language tha! suppons a synta.x 

dose to the natural language of users, and a structured layout to increase readability. lt provides 
oo -line acccss to the system data (TM. TC, ... ) and numerous on-linc helps (syntax-drivcn 
editing, ... ) for more efticicnt procedurcs writing. 

• A database to save and distribute procedures that enables multi-user access and also Lhe 
implementation of powerful functions for ~earcbing impacts of modifications of Lhe system data 
upon the procedures (c.g. find all procedures using a givcn TC). The tool allows to manage 
severa! llight models: the user can display differences between severa! models. and export data 
between model~. Trus function can also be used to exchange~ procedures between 'everal teams 
work.ing on a givcn spacecraft. 

• A procedures compiler, which generatcs an internnl, object representation of thc procedures, 
detects syntactic en·ors and verifies the consistcncy of procedure~ with respect to the system 
database. 

• A procedures formattcr, which automatically generates high-quality procedure documents. 1l1e 
formatter creares a command file for a standard desktop publishing tool. A single procedure ora 
complete manual can be formatted ata time. 

Procedures prepared with OPSAT can be exponed to OPSEXECUTER for ex.ecution. There is no 
need 10 recode them in a computer rcpresentation that may be obscure 10 operators: OPSEXECUTER b 
acting on the vaJidated procedures o f the Flight Operations Plan. 

ror each procedure two execution modes are provided : 
• A manual mode in whlch the user must acknowledge Lhe ex.ecmion of cach instruction of Lhe 

procedurc: 
• An automatic mode in which the procedurc is executcd without inlerruption. 
In both modes, the procedure can be shown on Lhe user interface with lhe current instruction 

highlighted, and ali information acquired during the execution (TM values, TC pre-execution checks and 
post ex.ccution verification~ .... ) are automatically reponed in this di~play in fronr of Lhe corresponding 
instruction: a good observability of the process is thus ensured. Tbe automatic gencration of an "as-run" 
procedure docurnent, sbowing a detailed trace of thc execution in front of each procedure insrruction is 
provided. These files can be saved to build-up a structured history. 

TI1e user can get back iJ1 the loop ar any time, in order 10 return to manual mode. sk.ip or abon the 
current i11Struction. stop thc procedure, send an iJtdividual command. 

For each kind of procedure instruction the tool rakes care of contingency management (delays. bad 
TM, ftúled commands ... ). This allows to Umit the number of instructions written by users. 

OPSEXECUTER also provides high levei views on the procedurcs under ex.ecution that gives a 
synthetic repon on the execution statu~. 

Plan Preparation and Execution 
Version 3 of the TIMEUNE product for operations scheduling and plan execution has been released 

at the cnd of 1998. Thi~ version provides a new architecture in order to increase the genericity and the 
scalability of lhe product. 

TlMELJNE is a planning server thm pennüs to build n plan interactively from the graphi.cal user 
interface or frorn requests frorn other software npplications that can be connected to tbe server through a 
weJJ defmed client API. 

TIMELL"'E can schedulc the activitics of Lhe plan: it assigns start dares to activities that rel.pect the 
various constraints (if possible) and allocates resources to activities. The tool is designed for large 
problems: it can hnndle ú1ou~ands of octivities. 

TIMELJNE providcs extensivc plan ex.eculion capabilities. lt can activate resources through 
dinlogue!> wiú1 re!>ource managers such as a network supervisor. h can start activities at Lhe appropriate 
date by sending rcquest to specialited activity executers ~uch as OPSEXECUTER, and can moJútor thc 
execution of the activitics tbrough dialogues with the executers. lt is able to reoci to various k.inds of 
evcnts and make decisions that are tran!>Iated into message~ to activity executerl. and resourcc managcrs. 
and may force a rescheduling of activitics. 

TIMELJNE provides a powerful gmphicaJ user interface that can present seveml views of the plan (in 
Gantt or tabular forms) and can bc easily customited. 
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Than.k:s Lo ils plan execuLion capabilities T IMEUNE can provide an unprecedented levei of 
autornation and act as Lhe orchestra conductOr o f Lhe whole ground segment. The product can manage few 
satellites up to a large COJL~tellation, in LEO or GEO orbits. 

The product can also be used for off-line mission planning, for instance to assist the preparation of 
the launch phase of a spacecraft, or for payload aclivilies planning. 

Data Analysis and Report Generation 
SAT-ANAL YST is a generic product for data analysis anel reporl generalion. Jt is a ready to use tool 

that requ.ires no programming skills and can be used as is by operators. 
It provides powerful graph.ical faci!üies (plots and data table!i) and numerical facilities that can be 

used interactively or within recorded analysis procedure~ that can run in batcb modc. The tool can 
generate repon documems or plots in various formats. Jt can handle vast amounts of data that make 
collapse most plotting utilities, and it manages telemetry holes (no v alue available) in a clean way. 

Version 4 of the product has been released at the end of 1998. This version provides function.s that 
allow to build and manage statistics (min, ma.x, average) that permit to perform long term trends analysis 
along the lifetime of the spacecraft. Other new functions include table mru1agement, data access 
interactive configuration, anda richer set of grapbic formats for insert.ion in Word documents. 

User Feedback 

Tbe OPSW ARE products are heavily used at MMS. on various kinds of prograrnmes in 
telecommunication, observation and science, for operatiom engineering, spacecraft integration and test. 
spacecraft control, and in-orbit follow-up. 

They are marketed by MMS, ru1d are now being deployed at customers sites on ali continents ou 
progrrunmes such as NTLESAT, ST-1, ASTRA 2B, WORLDSTAR, HISPASAT, SPOT, etc. OPSWARE 
tool.s have been selected by INTELSAT to irnplement its new ground infrastructure within the Fligbt 
Dynamics and Commanding system (FDC) that will permit to run safe ru1d highly automated operations 
of tbe INTELSAT satellites fleel (30 satellires from 7 series of various constructors). 

User feedback is essential for MMS, since tJ1e company makes a significanl effort to continuously 
capture experience from on-going missions in order to improve the products and the operations concepts 
supported by the products. 

Procedures Preparation and Execution 
Tbe generation, validation and maintenance of large h.ígh quality procedures manuais is a very costly 

rask. Feedback from various contexts shows that OPSAT allows to divide tbe preparation tasks by 2 or 3, 
and reach a quality lhat is much higher: procedures are nonualized, no time is spent on formati11g, errors 
are detected earlier wilhoul costly simulations, impact of cbanges can bc ru1alysed quickly, procedure 
parts cru1 be reused, anel satellite series are managed. 

Feedback on OPSEXECUTER is also excellent. The Lool is handled very easily by operators who 
quickly build a high levei of confidence. and ma.k:e it one tbe central function of the control center, even 
in criticai phases such as launch oprmrions Thi~ is attributed to the model provided to the operator that i< 
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quite intuitive and to the good observability and conunandability of tbe product lhat allows to get back in 
the Joop at any time. Operations managers also appreciate that a lot of checks are performed 
systernatically, and that procedures executlon can be very rigorous and yet very fast. 

Procedw-es preparation and execution functions are at tbe heart of lhe processes of lhe control centre. 
They have a high critlcity and a high value. MMS products are the results of more than a decade of 
experience. Severa! procedure concepts have been experimented including a graphical procedure 
representation (enabled by an expert system shells that is now outdmed). The rnain lessons was that it is 
essential to consider the performances, robustness aud durability of underlying technologies. and to 
consideras equally important preparation and execution tasks in order to achieve an overaJI improvement 
of operalions. 

Plan Preparation and Execution 
According to users thc first quality of TlMELlNE is its powerful planning rnodel that allows to 

handle a very large répertoire of planning scenarios and st.rategies. This is coupled to a very ftexible 
graphical user interface that allows to represent a plan in a customized way specific to a given nússion, or 
a class o f users. 

The key point is tbat a TIMEL!NE plan is not a rigid sequence of activities. The planning rnodel 
perrnits to explicitely represem the constraints of a plan. This allows the scheduling and lhe plan 
execution modules to: 

• Optirtúze aclivities given available resources 
• Build robust plans lhat can resist to small anomalies 
• Quickly replan when assumplions change or unexpected events happen 
Preparing plans in advance with explicit constraint representatioo introduces more exactness and 

enables optimization and analysis ofback up scenarios. 
The rich interfaces allow to connect the product to many software applications (activity generators, 

specialized executers, resow-ce availability predictors. resource managers) and thus allow an 
unprecedented levei of automatiou. 

ll1e tool provides a good situation awareness (global or deta.iled views of past. current and futw-e 
operations). The status of activiües and resources are updated in real time: approbation, validity (logical 
constraints), confücts (temporal and resource constraints), execution state. 

The user can get back in lhe loop at any time to modify the plan if necessary or to acknowledge 
criticai operations. Thus lhe levei o f autornation .is adaptable. 

Data Analysis and Report Generation 
SAT-ANAL YST has been working for 3 years at MMS to perform Lhe trends analysis and reporting 

tasks on more lhan 10 satellites. lt is also used for spacecraft integ.ration. Each day hundreds of graphs 
and tables are automatically generated and inserted in reports. Thousands of statistics parameters are 
automatically updated. SAT-ANAL YST is also used for investigatioo and diagnosis purposes particularly 
during launch periods. 

Compared to standard office software that tirst comes to mind for data analysis tasks, tbe users 
highly appreciate the good performances of the tool, the fact that it can be used as is, without 
prograrruning, and the capability to handle telemetry holes. New statistics functions allow to save a lot of 
time. 

The tool aiJows to progressively refine the exploitation of data, based on lhe experience acquired over 
time, and by tlús way capitalizes the technical memory of operators and engineers. 

Conclusion 

Users feedback shows that OPSW ARE products embody an operations concept that allows very 
significant efficiency and safety improvements. It completely addresses preparation tasks i.nstead of only 
focusing on operations execution. It allows a high degree of automation, that is adaptablc in contexts 
where less automation is required. lt permits to react to events and anornalies, and to optimize the 
perfo1mances of the operated system. ll builds operator confidence. 
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Abstract 
A IU!W crmtrof cenrer for the Hubble Space Te/escape (HST) has been develaped and is scheduled to becorne 
operatimwf in earfy 1999. The new comrof celller reqnired a new compwer operations S)'.l' lém, the HST Colllro f 
Ceruer System. Tire comrof c:emerfacilities also required cha11ges to accommodate a d!fferent operations concept and 
new growtd svstem hardware. 
BecaÍtse o f tÍte complexity and scientijic wortfl qf the HST. a careful appmach to transitioning operations from the 
existing system to the new system /wd to be deve/oped. The trcmsition has been umtsually difflcult in that normal 
operatioiiS continued during ref urbislunenr of thefacílities. 
This paper discusses the management, lechnical processes. and /esso/ls learned in tra11sitloning complex tlperations 
frmn a heritage system to a new system. lt also discusses lhe new .vystem's performance status. The lessons /eamed 
from tlte tra11.~ition, and the processes developed for it, may app/y to other simple o r complex, new or existirtg missions. 
Keywortls: Hubble Space Telescope, Operations. Trtmsitions. 

Background 

Although the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) was launched only 8 years ago, its ground control 
computer system was developed in the late 1970's, a time when mainframe computers still ruled the 
world. The facility in which the computer system is housed and ground operations have been conducted, 
the Hubble Space Telescope Operations Control Center (STOCC) at the Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC). uses custom code and hardware designed and built in the 1980's. 

STOCC requlred approximately one million !ines of executable code for its four primary functions: 
• spacecraft health and safety monitoring; 
• command and control; 
• engineering data trending and analysis; and 
• sensor analysis and calibration. 
Four clifferent comractors built these functions into four distinct computer systems that were operated 

and controlled by computers in four clifferent rooms, (Gainsborough, J., 1997). 
During 28 years of continuai patching and modification, the overaiJ ground control system has 

become increasingly heterogeneous. lt has incorporated dozens of computer platforms to accommodate 
ever-changing spacecraft needs. Operations are intensively manual, and maimenance of the aging 
hardware and software systems has become increasingly expensive. 

In 1994, in light of a gradually shrinking budget for HST for the remaining 20 years of its useful 
lifetime, tbe HST Project personnel al GSFC initiated a re-engineering effort known as the "Vision 2000 
Project" lo streamline and modernize HST operations. Part of the modernizatlon was a new computer 
Control Center System (CCS) to operate and control HST. 

The prin1ary goals, (Gainsborough, J., 1997), for the new CCS were: 
• to reduce overall operatlons ru1d maintenance costs by automating routine functions and using off-

the-shelf hardware and software; · 
• to provide automated monitoring for the ground and spacecraft systems so that operations 

personal were involved only on exception basis; and 
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• 10 provide authorized worldwide access to ground and space data to perfonn eugineering 
diagnostics using the latest internet technology. 

The new CCS incorporates the four primary STOCC functions in u single distributed system that 
allow~ any funcúon to be performed from anywhere in the complex. lti> architecture allows distribu1ed 
monitoring of HST operations, including public monitoring. both in the USA and around the world. CCS 
is comprised of commercial off-the-shclf hardware and software, reused legacy code, and new code using 
the C++ programming language. 11 also includes two ncw HST telemetry repositorics. essential .systemsl 
for engineering monitoriug and trending. The CCS fac i lities themsel ves were also changed 10 
accommodate the different operationi> conccpt and the new ground system hardware. 

I 
Main Technical and Management Challenges 'I 

Transitioning to 1990's technology for the HST ground system was a challengc from botb tcchnical 
and management ~tandpoints. 

Tbe primary technical challenge waÍ> to build a command and control center which improved the 
performance of the legacy ground system but maintained i1s "feel.'' Tbis was important because 
operalions personnel had over 8 years of expericnce with the cxisting Ports Refurbishing System (PRS). 
The PRS software was ali custom code with some custom hardware. The look and feel of the control 
center, including CRT displays. consoles, overhead display~. ancillary equipment such as PCs. and even 
the room layout, all were ingrained in the operaúons. Thus was appropria1e that ~uch extensive and 
pervasive experience apply to the ncw grow1d system. 

There were two major management challcnges: 
• develop and transition to a new control center while rnaintaining ongoing operations without an 

increase in operations staff: and 
• convince the flight opera1ions tearn that the new system would be an improvement over the 

existing systcm. 
Thc first management challcnge was in some ways easier to rneet than the sccond in lhat lhe 

development and transition personnel did not resist change:.. 

Technical Challenges 

Magnitude of HST Operations 
lt i~ necessary to understand the magnitude of HST operations in order to understand and appreciate 

the effort required to transition 10 a new contrai center. 
HST orbits the earth every 97 minutes at an inclination o f 28.5 degrces with a nearly circular orbit o f 

330 nautical miJes. The NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satcllite System (TDRSS). comprised of scveral 
geosynchronous corrununications satellites, provides almost continuous cornmand and telemetry 
communications for HST. Every orbit, there is au approximately 12 minute communicaúons outage 
when HST cannot communica1e with a TDRSS spacecraft. 

Thus, siuce lhe HST launch. the Flight Operations Teams (FOTs) had monitored HST engineering 
telemetry for 85 minutes out of every 97 rninute orbit, spcnding most of their 8- or 12-hour shifts sitting 
at the same consoles and look.ing at the same surroundings. 

FOT Responsibllities 
The FOTs are responsible for monitoring engineering telemetry data that is downlinked at a rale of 32 

kilobits per second and contains over 6800 telemetry parameters. Although many of the tclemetry 
parameters remain static, lhere are a considerablc number that change continuously andare sampled up to 
a maximum rate of 40 Hertz per second. Jt is the responsibility of the ground system computer and the 
FOTs to detect auy erroneous telcmetry and react accordingly. 

Tbere are three prinlary methods to monitor HST data. 
• The PRS ground system automatically checks for Limit violations wh.ich are pre-defined and 

maintained in a database. 
• The PRS performs conFiguraúon monitoriug upon operator command aud compares exi~ting 

conditions with pre-defined expected conditions. Any deviation~ are noted and an alert sent to 
the operator!t. 

• The third mcthod was simply having thc FOT personnel monitor the displays and compare the 
information against a varicty of rnission products. 
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Although this latter melhod appears old-fashioned and may seem unnecessary, there have been 
multiple occurrences when it was tbe only. or the best. or the flrst way to detect a problem. In one 
instancc, the FOT took preventivc action and placed lhe spacecraft in a safe configuralion before the 
computers in tbe ground system or tbe spacecraft even recognized thal anylhing wa!> wTong. 

FOTs are also responsible for command functions. Over 125,000 co1runands are uplinked to the 
spacecraft every week in order to execute tbe science program. Due to the limited mernory size of the 
two computers on the spacecraft, loads for one computer are uplinked once a day and loads for the other 
computer are uplinked lhree limes a day. Failure to succe~>sfully uplink a load in lhe aUotted time frame 
results in the spacecraft entering a protected condition known as safemode. 

The other commanding functions are to downlink science data from record~ on a solid state device, 
and to uplink ephemeris data to provide spacecraft pointing for target acquisition and for radio frequency 
conununications witb TDRSS. 

CCS Technical Planning 

The techn.ical challenge of building a new HST cootrol center was driven by rhe need to be able to 
downsize operations and software maintenance costs. Both types of cost are relatively high when 
compared to other missions. However, HST was tbe most complex sclentific satellite spacecraft ever 
built; tbere are no comparable NASA scientific missiom. Comparisons to tbe Space Shuttle are not 
relevant due to lhe manned factor of lhe Shuttle. What made HST even more difficult to operate at low 
costs was tbe requiremcnt to servicc HST every 3 years while maintaining normal HST operations. The 
plannin.g and preparation for servicing missions required changes in the ground system to acconunodate 
new spacecraft hardware. 

A list of goals and objectives was created by a the Operations Concept Development Team, a group 
of individuais who had extensive experience in bolh spacecraft operations and ground systems 
development. This group did not set forth an architecture ora speciflc operations concept, but left tbat up 
to Lhe System Architectlll'e Team. This second group took Lhe goals and developed a syslem architecture 
which would meet not only the functional goals but Lhe cost goals as well. The primary result was a new 
architectlll'e which separated functions logically rather than along organizationallin.es. 

The original HST ground system architecture and development was heavily influenced by 
organizational lines of responsibility as opposed to technical considerations. A factor that made the 
architecture and implementation more difficull was lhe division of responsibility for HST between the 
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, and GSFC in Greenbelt, Maryland. Marshall 
Space Flight Center personnel were responsible for building the spacecraft and conducting Lhe spacecraft 
commissioning phase, while GSFC personnel were responsible for overall operations and development of 
the scientific instruments. A further complication was that within GSFC, two different organizations 
were responsible for building the ground system. 

As a result of the divisions of responsibility, the original planning and scheduling system and the 
original online monitoring system were both divided and duplicated to some extent. This resulted in a 
ground system which was not only difficult to maintain but also had numerous artificial boundaries 
between functions which would othenvise be logically grouped. 

The new archltecture combined the two plamling and schedulin.g systems iuto one, and also combined 
multiple engineerin.g data processing, archival, and trending systems into a single system. 

The System Architecru.re Team tasked two separare tean1s with developing interna] architecrures, 
devcloping the code, and delivering the new systems lO over lO different locations and users. One tearn 
was responsible for planning anel scheduling; Lhe olher team was responsible for real-time operations. 
Each team was headed by an individual who was selected for competency and experience. regardless of 
organizational affiJialion. Each team was comprised of i.ndividuals rep.resenti11g more tban 7 different 
companies plus NASA. Each team determined the best management strucrure for their own needs and 
also developed separare processes for buildin.g their products. 

In addition, three other tcams were formed to address rwo of Lhe spacecraft computers and the science 
data processing systems. These teams had already existed as other entities, but were reorganized to better 
fit the paradigm for building a new ground system. 

In order to ensure Lhat lhe two efforts were not totally disparate and to preveut unnecessary or 
incorrect work from being done, a Systems Engineeriug Board (SEB) was established. The SEB was 
chaired by the Chief Architect and was comprised of each of lhe developrnent tearn leaders plus key 
operations and dcvclopment personnel from the HST Project, including the HST Operations Manager, the 
HST Operations and Ground Systerns System Engineer, and lhe Vision 2000 Program Manager. The 
SEB met on a biweek ly basis, established overall standards, and approved changes that affected multiplc 
sy~tems. System tradeoffs, mostly involving space to ground. were made by tbe board. 
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A mensure of the succcss of lhe arch.ileclure waJ. il~ rcccnt use by a commercial communications 
satellite operalor, Globabtnr. LP, in San Jose, CA. to aid in delivering voice. data, fax and other 
teleconlnlwlicalion~ servicc~ to users worldwide. The ~pin-off technology will satisfy Lhe criticai need 
for Globalstar engineers to access spacecraft telemetry data remotely from anywhere in Lhe world. 
Globalstar team members and panners will be able Lo coordinate efforts and dynamicaliy monitor and 
troubleshoot situations with the constellaúon of 48 low-Earth orbiting satellites from multi pie locations. 

Management Challenges 

One of the biggcst challcnges was managing lhe transition from the existing syslem to thc ncw CCS. 
As previously noted, lhe heritagc system was ingrained in everyone's psyche. and spacecraft opcrations 
couldo'l be interrupted. 

Development Team 

The Development Team was empowered to address ali the various activiúes in developing and 
executing a transition plan. The team was comprbed of representaúves from operations. software 
development. hardware maintenance, management. and sy~tems engineering. Focus teams addressed 
specific areas of the transilion, sucb as conversioo of existing procedures; facility modifications; training; 
configuraúoo management; CRT display conversion: engineering trending and analysis conversion; and 
system maintenance and management. 

Transition Team 
The Transiúon Team was chaired by lhe HST Opcrations Mru1ager. Its charter was to dcvelop and 

execute a proces& which would safely transition operations from the legacy system to lhe CCS without 
cüsrupting or introducing additional risk to on-going operations. 

Approximately 2 yeurs bcfore transitioo, tbe 1eam began mecting weekly to begin laying out a plan 
and schedule. The myriad of acúvities requlred for tran~ition were ldentified and leadership 
responsibiliúes assigned. Thirteen separate groups were formed . The groups included: facilities: 
training: infrastructure; procedure conversion; display conversion: testing: engincering telemetry 
analysis verificaúon: and configumtion management. 

This division into groups worked well until it became apparent lhat some of the work to bc done by 
the Management Team was not beiog accomplished on time, primarily due to a greater than expected 
developmem effort. When this problem arose. a new set o f Transition Team focus groups wa!> formed to 
replace most of the previou~ Transition Team subgroups. The new focus teams concentrated on the 
dcvelopmental processes of telemetry; command: system monitoring and configuration; archiving; and 
procedure trauslation and training. 

Also, the new Transitlon Team focus groups wcre rclocated to the development faciliry and given the 
responsibility to provide a turnkey product,: i.e., a sy~ tem that could be used operationally by lhe mission 
operations team. 

Tbis organiz.ation resultcd in significant improvement. Thc frequency of problems reponed was 
reduced by 75% within two months. Equally important. Lhe rate of procedure development doubled in 
ju~ot ooe montb. 

Telemetry Archive Transition 

Functional Architecture 
Te\emetry arch.iving is one component of the CCS. The overall CCS system archilecture is outlined 

in Fig. 1: CCS Architec ture. Mainly for security reason~. CCS consists of Core and Backbonc syslems 
scparated by " ftrewnll s" 10 controllhc mcssage and data traflic betwcen them. 

By design, lhe Core systcm was linúted to fun ctions that nced tight control, such ~ conunandtng Lhe 
spacccraft and handling the NASCOM interface. The Front End Processar (FEP) providc~ a 2-way 
communication interface between lhe spacecraft and the ground systems. The Core system pcrforms all 
telemetry decommutation. conversion, simple limit checking, and time starnping for real-time as well as 
recorded telemetry. Command handling was based on inputs from rhe Planning and Schcduling (PandS) 
System lhat provide~ command loads, orbital data, ~cheduJed timelines. and expected state mformation of 
the different subsystems onboard lhe Hubble Spacc Telcscope. 
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Fíg. 1 CCS Archítecture 

The Backbone system receives real-time and rccorded telemetry from the FEP. The Backbone Sy~tem 
contains two HST tclcmetry repositories: 

• the Ali Points Archive, and the 
• Datn Warehouse (DW). 
The 1\ll Points Archive contain~ a complete rccord of the HST telemetry. Ali tclemetry data received 

[rom the ~pacecraft, and real-time derived mnemonics, are stored bere on-line on disks for about 30 days .. 
The All Points archive provides fast access to lhe most recent data. The archive is partlcularly usefuJ to 
analyze short intervab of high-rate datn (e.g., gyro rates). Query capability -- compared to that of the 
Data Warehou!.e - is limüed. 

The Data Warehouse was deslgned for more complex query capabilities. lt provides telemetry data 
from the entire lifetime of HST storcd on tape or optical secondary storage. This archive system ls 
opúmized for fa~t query access. The data contents are determined by Filter Definition Files whicb allow 
the following data manipulations and result in reduced storage volume. 

• Selected mncmonics are discarded (e.g., spare monitor polnts). 
• Hlgh-rate and some temperature pomts are averaged. 
• Thc majority of mnemonics are storcd as change-only data. 
The Data Warehouse also contaln!> a variety of events (orbital evcnts like day/night transitions, 

changes in instrument configurations, commnnd events, etc. ) lhat can be used as constraints on complex 
data queries. 

System Monitorlng realizes is Lhe mo~l advnnced CCS function provided by in thc arca of spacecraft 
and ground systcm monitoring. The system pcrforms real-time monitoring of spacecraft telemetry based 
on expected Mate and configuration information derived from the command stream. With thls. the system 
can detect and analyze anomalies and automatically alert mi~sion englneers. CCS events are logged and 
filtered to immediate auention. 

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) provídes a common interface bctween CCS functions and data. 
including access to the telemetry repositories. In particular Lhe GUJ syMem will allow Lhe user to: 

• build, save, and recall real-time display pages customlzed to specific subsystems; and 
• use di~play pages to access hhtorical data. pcrform trending and analysis. commanding and 

sy~tem management functions. 
The implemcntation of the GUl system is based on current web brow:.er technology (e.g., Netscape or 

Microsoft Ex.plorer) to run on low-cosl compu ter platforms. 
The Duta Warehouse Subsystem i~> notified by thc System Monitor when new data are available. 

Before the data files are loaded into lhe DW, a Preloader process will dramatically reduce the all points 
telemetry data into change-only and statistical averages. Additionally. a sct of ancillary data, e.g., 
pacecraft and science instruments cvents and orbital parameters, are incorporated into lhe DW archive. 

Tbe main purpose of the Preloader is to convert the 3 terabytes per year of ali points telemetry into a 
more manageable data volume of about 100 gigabytes per year that can be more easily ingested lnto Lhe 
DW. The DW is designed for complex query capabilities to dctect dependencies across spacecraft 
subsystems, to detect trends. and to cla!>sify performance o f HST subsy:.tems. 

Physical Architecture 
The CCS Telcmetry Processing and Archiving systcm can be broken down into thcee separate 

subsystems. (See t-:ig. 2: CCS Telemetry Archive Architedure): 
• Archive Subsystem: 
• Data Warehouse Subsystem; and 
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• Data Server Subsystcm. I çç .. ..,.. ... 
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Fig. 2 Telemetry Archive Architecture 
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Engineering telemetry is managed as a pipeline process beginning as a data su-eam from lhe FEP. 
Within lhe FEP, HST telemetry data are converted into Engineering Units, and time-stamped with the 
true receipt time. Th.is process includes automatic detection of changes in lhe telemetry formats. 
Converted engineering data are routed to a staging disk on which lhe files are intermittently stored unúl 
the System Monitor system determines the data ready for the merge process. The merge process 
combines real-time telemetry with data from tape-recorder dumps. The resulting contiguous merged data 
strearn is stored in lhe all points archive, realized as a disk storage system and backed-up by an automated 
tape system. This telemetry repository is designed for data analysis over a short period of time with 
limited query capabilities. (The dcsign goal is approximately 30 days before back-ups to tape.) 

The Data Server Subsystem allows the end-users to interface with the Ali Points Archive, the Data 
Warehouse. and lhe database which keeps track of the status and location of the different data products. 
The Data Server subntits the user requests to the arclúve or lhe DW and formats the receivcd data for 
transmission to lhe user GUI. The Data Server may constrain or even deny requests depending on the user 
profile, spacecraft and or grour1d system status. 

STOCC Transition 
STOCC faci lities and cquipment were originally designed with some consideration to human factors. 

The many tech.nical and management changes to lhe operations environment typically superceded human 
factors. By the time of Lhe VISION 2000 effon, HST personnel recognized lhat lhe configuration of the 
control room and Lhe layout of the equipment can play a major role in the success of failure of !J1e mission 
execution. 

The HST operatiooal area can be a very stressful environment during anomalies, servicing nússion 
preparation, and servicing nússions. During the latter, the engineering suppon personnel and managers 
process and analyze complex cngineering data; important dec.:isions must be made in real-time and 
without error. 

Th.e STOCC refurbishment gave the opportunity to improve conditions i11 the HST mission operations 
environment and thus reduce some of the stress levels. 

Process to lmprove Human Factors 
A systematic process was developed to identify and address areas of concem regarding lhe 

configu.ration and layout o f the operations environmcut. 

Surveys 
The actual end-users of Lhe facilities (Flight Operations Teams. and system engineers and managers) 

were surveyed to identify problems with lhe facilities and the working space envirorunent. The issues 
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identified included the workspace, the exbtíng con:.ole layouts, the noi~>e leveis. and the line of sight for 
personal communícatíons. 

Survey Evaluation and Analysis 
The survey responses were weíghted according to the amount of time individuais had spent in the 

facilities planned for ímprovements. For ínstance the FOTS virtually tive in the Mission Operations 
Room (MOR), so their concems about MOR were gíven more imponancc. 

Requirements Development 
Based on the weighted results of lhe survey, a set of functional requirements was dcveloped to 

spccifically address the issues raised by the end-users. 

Preliminary Layouts and Designs 
A ~et of preliminary facility layouts and designs were prepared for evaluation by the corresponding 

experts. 

Consultation 
There werc severa] facility and con!.ole changes that required consultations with facility engineers 

and human facto r experts. accommodating the basic requiremeots. 

Development of Designs 
Once tl)e consu ltants and experts optimizcd the designs, several review meetíngs wcre held with the 

end-users to validate whether the design satisfied the actual needs. 

lmplementation 
Thi~ wa:. the most critica] part of the process, given that changes had to be made without impactíng 

the on-going operations and other engineering activitics. 

Feedback 
After the final ímplementation, the end-users had the opportunity to fine-tune the changes. 

STOCC Refurbishment 

Thc STOCC refurbishmem took about 6 months. Each operations room required the following 
changes: 

• Removing existing equipment: 
• Ocmolishing the ceiling; 
• Removing carpet floor tiles; 
• Re-cabling power distribution unir~ to accommodate the new CCS: 
• lnstalling new vinyl floor tiles; 
• lnMalling 'oundproof ceiliog tiles; 
• lnstalling ~ound proof panels on the walls; 
• lnstallíng new consoles: 
• l n~talling ncw ground system equlpment: 
• lnstallíng ncw software; 
• Installing multi media equipment and dísplays; and 
• Tcsting and Certification of the facility. 
The refurbishment required operatíonal support functions to be consolidated temporarily in a room set 

up and certifícd as an operational area. The Mi~sion Support Room ( MSR) became the pivot facllity to 
during thc STOCC refurblshmenl. The System Englneering and Evaluation Room (SEER) was 
intensively Ul>ed by thc ground system testing engineers for CCS validation and verification. Once the 
SEER was completed. the Flight Operations Team moved into SEER while thc MOR/SMOR was being 
refurbishcd .. Careful planning minimized the tmpacr on on-going operation~ actívitics and testing of the 
new ground system. 

Console Design 

Because the control room console is lhe workspace wbere the FOTs spend most of their time, ils 

1 

desigo and cortfiguration are signiticant. Thc survcy identifíed severa! criticai human factors related to L oo"'olc d"l go. Thc foUowlog "" •omc of li>O lmm<m focto" co"'ldmd "' lho doslgo of thc co.,olc>' 
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Workspace 

Jn the normal operational environment, Lhere i:. a significant arnount of documentation in the form of 
log books, timelines. and operutional procedures. The work surface necdcd to accommodate the 
documentation. "Elbow room" was also required to give the individuul operators a sense of 
per~onalization of the workspacc. 

The number of consoles that were required to support servicing mission activitie~ was also relevam 10 

the con~ole design. ~ore consoles are needed during servicing mi~sions than during normal operations. 
Severa! de!>igns were developed to meet mght operations need~ and servicing mission requirements. 

The final design was a compromise between the llight operations needs and the number of consoles that 
the facijjty could accommodate to .:.upport the servicing mi~sions. 

Adjustable Workspace 
The consoles were dcsigned with adjustable workspace surfaces. This gave U!>ers the ability to adjust 

the con~ole as needed. This also addressed the need to comply with the American Disability Act (ADA) 
for accessibility of facilities and working arcas. 

Lighting 

Thc HST flight operations personnel prefer to monitor telemetry and operate at an ambient Jighting of 
approximately 30 lumens. Howcver, this levei of intensity is inadequatc for writing and rcading of 
operational documentation. This confli ct was solved by providing each console with a dimmable light 
source dirccted toward the work surface and. to avoid glare. away from the video display unit. 

Glare 
Glare from extraneous scattered light can cause significam visual interference to console operators 

attempting to read small fonts on CRTs. Glare can also cause eye fatigue, which compounds the 
difficultics caused by thc g lare itself. The new consoles uscd special de~igned glass that avoids or 
minimizes direct glare, retlection from the CRTs. and thc console lights. 

Seating 

Scating posture and comfort affect the levei of phy!>ical fatigue that a console engineer may 
expericncc during long hours of operational acúvities. Thu~ chairs specified for the final configuration 
had severa I adjustable factors to accommodate individual prefercnces. 

Facility Layouts 

Early in lhe design of the faci lities it was determined that it was nece&~ary to optimize the facilities to 
meet the number of consoles and ~upport personnel. 

Different operations required different interaction~ among operation~. and access to different 
documentation or equipment. Thc nature of these interactions, especially direct communications, played 
a significam role in the layout of lhe HST facilities. 
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In 1991'1, the EUTEI.SAT Spacecmft Control Centre !SCC) includes a new comprmenl providing satellite data 
avai/ability atthe desklop, tile Sateflire Te/emelry Disseminar íon Services (STDS). 71te STDS is a whole new approach, 
providing a jlexible and con!f'ortable Wor/d Wide Secure Access to both Real-time and Historical Satellite Data. The 
~TOS spedfies a rllin layer for di.rrribwed TM acces.f, and implements 11 modem Client w monitor and pmcess 
Telemetry (1M) at the desktop wtder Windows N1: takin!lftlll advmua11e of rhis environmem. 
Keywords: Spacecraft Comrol System, Sate/lite Telemetry Monitoring, Software Maimenance. Layering. Client-Sen•er 
1\rcilitecture, TCP, Desktop, Security, Window.f NT. 

lntroduction 
In tbe eady days of tbe EUTELSAT li program, access to satellite telemetry was only possible by 

physically entering the Satellite Control Centre (SCC), and using a dedicated workstalion. This system 
was rather intlexible in tenus of ease of access to satellite data. A facility called tbe Satellite Telemetry 
Monitoring System (STMS) was developed in 1.992 to allow users to access telemetry from a single 
workstation. The STMS re-uses Lhe SCC software but is configured to run in a single workstation with 
Telecommand (TC) facilit.ies disabled. Being Lhe STMS a monitoring component (passive SCC 
component), it is not constrained to be located with.in Lhe SCC. The STMS requi.res X25 acce~s lo Lhe 
Groundstations. 

ln Lhe frame of the EVTELSAT progranune for new developments and SCC maintenance, GMY, 
S.A. has developed the STDS. The STDS provides satellite data availability at tbe desktop w1der 
Windows NT on Lhe office LAN. This means that end-users (spacecraft engineers, satel1ite 
manufacturers, management, etc) can work in their own office PCs (using email, word processing 
software, Spreadsheets, etc) and access real-lime and historical telemetry from Lhe same environment. 

Fig. I shows the relationsllip between tbe different SCC components: 
• Mission Server.- This SCC component is an AlphaServer witb OpenVMS run.ning the Telemetry 

(TM) and Telecommanding (TC) software components, the user interface runs in dedicated 
workstations witlún the samc OpenVMS cluster. A Mission Server allows to control ali satellites 
within a specifi.c satellites family. There is a Cluster of a l\1ission Server ru1d one or more 
Workstations for eacb satellites family. Current satellite families are: EUTELSAT n. Hot Bird, 
W24, and SESAT (SESAT will become operationaJ in 1999). 

• STMS.- It is ru1 AlphaStation running Lhe TM software component together with its User 
Interface (UI). No TC is available. 
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• STDS.- The STDS includes two components, a Server component that runs on a Mission Server 
or on a $TI\ f$, and Clients that run on PCs under Windows NT . 

. o. - " • l'C .IltldCJ; 

MultiSatcllitc TM 
Support 

Operalional X25 
Nelwork 

OffiL-eLAN 

0 J>erational LAN 

Wlnd~;..~m 

rsmsl 
~ . . . . , 

MultiSntclliiC TM/I'C 
Support 

OpcnVMS Clustcr 

GrotmdStntions 

Fig. 1 The STOS vs. lhe SCC 

STDS High Levei Components 

The STDS specificution leads to a design including the following high levei eomponents: 
• A Telemetry Server that processes TM acquisition requests from STDS Clients. A single Server 

can serve telemetry for all satellites within a specific satellites family. 
• An Administrator tool running on the server side allowing to enable/disable/monitor STDS 

Clients access and configure key server parameters. 
• A formalised TCPIIP-based application protocol for any STDS Client to access satellite data This 

interface is formallsed in an Interface Control Document. 
• The STDS Clicnt for TM storage, analysis, and monitoring. A single Client can access telemetry 

for all.satéllites and ali satell ite families. 
TI1e Interface Control Document (lCD) is lhe essence of the STDS. Any server complying wilh this 

spedfication is able to serve STDS Clients. In the same way, any Client complying with the ICD will be 
able to access telemetry (once access is gnmted on the Server). The STDS Client is justa specific rype of 
Client that is part of the STDS spec.ification. 

The STDS Server 

The Telemetry Server is designed to smoothly integrate with the rarget system. The server can run ou 
any STMS or on any SCC Mission Server. The server has the following software interfaces to the SCC: 
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• Events Logger.- To log Server cvents. 
• Telemetry History Files.- To access historicaJ TM (also referred to as ''Retrieved Telemetry''). 
• Inter-P.rocess Communication services.- for accessing the ReaJ Time Data Stream. 
• Configuration Tables.- To obtain system configuration infom1ation. 
• Distributed Database.- To extract ond interpret Telemetry Parameters. 

CLIENT & USER 
ADMINISTRA TION 

Changc 
t\uthorismion 

Clicms Swtus 

Real-time TM streruu 

STDSTM 
SER VER 

Retriewd TM stream 

TM rcquosl 

Stop 

Rcqucs1 rCSJ>Onsc 

Orop 

TM su-eam 

Fig. 2 STOS Server overview 

STDS 
CLIENTS 

Figure 2 shows the STDS Telemctry Server including its interfaces to the SCC. to the STDS Scrver 
Administrator, and to lhe STDS Clients. 

The STDS Client 
The type of STDS Client included iJ1 the STDS specification incorporates the following . 

funct ionalities: 
• Detinition, activation, monitoring, and conlrol ofTelemetry Acquisition proformae. 
• Defmition, activation, monitoring, and control of Telemetry Display proformae 
• Definition, activation, monitoring, and control of Out Of Limits Values proforrnae. 
• Monitoring and retrieval of system events tbrough an Events Logger. 
• LocaJ storage and playback of acquired Telemetry. 
Client Telemetry processing begins after successful activation of an acquisition proforma for a 

specific sateUite; in this activati.on, the clienl sends a request wilh the li s i of TM paramelers specified in 
the proforma to lhe server. Once the request is successfully validated, the Client begins to receive 
m.essages coutaining telemetry pararneler values. Received values are stored on disk as they are received 
(if recording has been specitied for the acquisition). Message processing triggers a refresh cycle U1e 
active Alphanumeric Displays (ANDs) and GrapbicaJ Displays (GRDs) to show the new values for lhe 
specified satellite; in addilion, it triggers Out Of Limits (OOLs) checks. 

Design lssues 

Most of the design issues included in this section are referred to the STDS Client. Notice that the 
server was developed to smoothly integrate with the target design on the Mission Servers/STMSs, and 
was constrained by tl1e targel architecture. 

Some of tbe design elements presented are a direct consequence of specifíc requirements, o thers are 
lhe resull of pure design choices. 
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Client Development Language/Application Framework 
During the early development phase, severa] options were considered for lhe implementation 

Janguage. Java, Tcl/tk (Tool Command Language I ToolK.it), and Visual Basic were considered as an 
alternative, or in combination with Microsoft Visual C. The final choice was Visual C, mainly due to 
performance considerations. This ensures that the system meets EUTELSAT's requirements and enables 
its futurc use in other m.issions with more demand.ing Telemetry rates. 

Design Methodology 

Thc STDS Client is designed using Object Modelling and Design Technique (OMT). This is due to 
the fact that Object Oriented Design methodologies are suitable for the selected development language 
(C++). 

Object Oriented Design allows abstraction and encapsulation of global data slruclures; this permits a 
flexible design and loosely coupled cornponents that are not tied to specific forros of data representation. 

High Performance Through Component lntegration in a Single 
Application 

This design deci5ion included trade-offs between a design based on independent processes and 
extensive JPC (Jnter-Process Communication) support, ora highly integrated set of components running 
under a single process. The latter option was selected for lhe following reasons: 

• Performance.- All objects see Lhe ~ame process address space. Data access and method invocation 
is very efficient, avoiding in lhis way !PC overhead. 

• Multithreaded processing.- Multith.readed Operating Systerns such as Windows NT allow lo have 
independent processing threads within the same operating system process. This enables 
components to execute concurrently wilhin lhe application. 

Loosely Coupled Acquisition Component Using Threads 

Since all client application components run under the same operating system process, it is required to 
de-couple the TM acquisition from the UI, so UI processing does not block ongoi.ng TM acqu.isitions. 
Th.is was achieved by including TM acqu.isition in an i11dependent process thread. 

World Wide Client- Server Access 
The original design included the use of User Datagram Protocol (U DP) broadcasting to distribute 

real-time telemetry. This would lead to great savings in Network bandwidth when many Clients request 
real-time telemetry for lhe same satellite. 

Since UDP broadcasting reHes on a specific network i11frastructure that propagares broadcasl 
messages as required, this design decision was wilhdrawn and replaced by the selectiou of TCP as unique 
method for Client-Server communication. TCP allows tlexible access from auywhere on the Internet. 

Client-Server Communications Optimisation 
The Client-Server Communications has been optimised by sending only the values for telemetry 

parameters that change with respect to the last message sent to the client. That leads to a low network 
load during operations wilh respect to the calculated nominal network load for a given number of 
parameters in an acqu.isition. 

Further optimisation can be achieved via cornpressed data encoding in Lhe presentation layer. 

Multi pie Document Interface (MOI) 

The Multiple Docurnent Interface (MDI) is widely used in today's mos! popular Windows 
applications. The MDI allows a very flex.ible way for a user lo configure the layout ofthe UI elements. It 
also allows quick access to ali systern functionalities. In addition, ali the application windows are 
logically grouped within lhe application main window. 

The Visual C application Framework includes Lhe Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFCs). The MFCs 
support the dcvelopment of MDI based applicaLions through its predefined object classes. 
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Scalability 

Thc STDS i~> highly configurable. Paramcler~> such as the amount of informalion tQal can be accesscd 
by a Client. the amow11 of information 1ha1 can be ~erved by a STDS scrvcr. or the:: number of displays 
that may be activated ai the same lime can be ea~i ly modífied (via the Adminíwation tool on lhe server 
side or via the Registry w1der Windows NT). The:: software ís designed to allow increasing these limits 
tak.ing fu ll advantagc of upgrades in the undt:rlying hardware ínfrastructurc (Computers and Network). 

Thc network load can be directly controllcd on the server side by dynamicaUy modifying the ovemll 
rnaximum number of parameter values transferred per minute from the ~erver to a connected clienl. 

Orthogonal Design 

Thc original rcquirements were already poinling in this direction. ln fact, the processiug associated to 
each proforma type (Acquisition, OOLs, ANOs, GRDs) includes the same design clement~. This leads 10 
an orthogonal design aud to great flcxibility at the UI levei. Users may select TM for lO parameters. aud 
only apply limits to 2 of them, whilst displaying ~orne other 2 parameters. 

Another important design element is the access to locally stored 1elemctry. The STDS allows 10 
replay lhis TM just like incoming TM from the Missíon Servers. This makes all Client processing 
consislently availublc for playback TM, and reuses ali design elemcnts that are already present for Real
time and retJicvcd TM (retrieved TM refers 10 TM that is preseot in History Files on lhe Mission Servers 
orSTMSs). 

STDS Client User Interface 
The User Interface íncludes clemcn~ found in modem desktop applications such as fran1ed windows, 

choice of interaction via menu option~ (drop-down and pop-up). toolbar, or 'hon-cut keys: definition and 
load of work-spaces. and access to local proformae or common profonnae \IOred in fi le server or remote 
hosts. 

l'" l 99816.3!1 3o4 ,....._11ur.,•n• lll·-.l"• \~• · 

~·· HAHF.l8lt $1'11MIIC ..... tlloo• s. ...... . . 
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Fig. 3 STDS Cllent User Interface 

Fig. 3 ~how:, lhe STDS Client Multiplc document interface. AU application windows are windows 
frame~ wíthin the MDl. 

The Uscr Interface providcs an orthogonal solulion for handling proformae. The system supports thc 
following lypcs of proforma: 
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• Acquisition Proformae.- Líst Telemetry Parameters to be acqui.red. 
• Alphanumeric Di.splays (ANDs) Proformae.- Li.st Telemetry Parameters to be d.isplayed. 
• Graphi.cal Displays (GRDs) Proformae.-Líst Telemetry Parameters to be graphically displayed. 
• Out Of Limits (OOLs) Profomtae.- List Lirnit checks to be applied to acquired Telemetry 

parameters. 

Acquisition 

Fig. 4 shows the common proformae menu oplions for proformae creation, modification, loadi11g, and 
a c ti vation. 

Fig. 4 Consistency in User Interface 

In addition there is an extra type of proforma defirüng lists of parameters that may be di.rectly added 
to other proformae. Fig. 5 shows an example of profonna definiti.on d.ialog box (Acquisition Proforma). 
The proforma includes a set of operati.ons (accessi.ble via buttons) that are comrnon to ali proformae. In 
addi.ti.on i.t includes the Acquisi.tlon Proforma specillc i.nput fields. 

Fig. 5 STDS Acquisition Proforma 

In the Acquisition proforma tbe user may select to acquire real-time telemetry, reLrieved telemetry, or 
telemetry played back from locally stored telemetry. AJI proformae may be modified and activated 
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withoul committing the change, this allows to make small modifications and quickly view the results 
focussing on the required data. Changes may be saved to disk at any time (Save. and Save As). 

Graphical Displays 

The Graphical Displays (see Fig. 6) allow to display X/Y graphs for telemel.ry parameters acquired. 
GRDs include the following funclionalilies: 

• Display of severa] parameters versus time or versus another paramcter (parameters on Y 
combined or in a single split frame window). 

• Display Freeze to step back and forward 10 iospeel received lelemetry values (lhe number of 
values held in memory is conligurable). 

• Export the graph to other Windows applications in Windows Metafile format (vector formal). 
• Impo1ting of X/Y plol data (rom other applications to use the STDS as an XfY graphs 

visualisation package. 
• Zooming. Printing, etc. 

Fig. 6 Graphical Oisplay 

Out Of Limits (OOLs) 

Limit checks may be applied to incoming telemetry. An out of limits proforma lists the parameters to 
be lirnit chccked with thc corresponding soft and hard lirnits. OOLs proformae may be activated 
independently for each sa1ellite. 

Lúnit check violations for acquired parameters raise lhe corresponding alarms and messages logged 
in the STDS Client events logger. Parameter values displayed in Alphanumeric Displays use a different 
background for parameters that are out o f limits. 

The Events Logger 

AIJ STDS Client components log relevant eveots to the Events Logger. The events are d.isplayed as 
they are raised in a dedicated frame window (see Fig. 7). Some events include audible alarms for the user 
to acknowledge. 
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Fig. 7 Events Logger Window 
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The events logger viewer allows lo retrievc previously generatcd events with a specified filtering 
criteria (~ec Fi.g. 8). 
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Fig. 8 Events Log Viewer 
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On top of the STDS client paramcters that may be configured by the l>ystem adrni.nistrator. there are 
many parameters that can be di.rectly configured by the end-u~er. Fig. 9 shows one of the Client 
configuration rualog boxes to give an idea of Lhe degree o f flcxi.bi lity available for client configuration. 

The " Minimum Disk Space" allows the user to detennine Lhe generation of alarms when lhe 
remaining disk space becomes less tban the specified limit. The "Events Logger Maximum File Si.ze" 
determines the maximum number of events that are kept in the Evcnts Log Circular File (once the file is 
full, the latest event overwrites lhe oldest). The " Maximum number of Events in Logger" determines Lhe 
number of events displayed on lhe Events Logger window (see Fig. 7). Ali lhe modified values takc 
immeruate cffect when changes are accepted in thc clialog box. 
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The U!.er Interface includes many other feature~. On-line hclp is available across the U1 wilh links 
between help topic!>. 

The Operational Environment Meets the Desktop Environment 
A very intcrc~ting aspect of the STDS i~ the confluence of two environment~ that have traditionally 

been specified to be de-coupled. This brings up two very different types of issues: Security, and inter
operabiUty with desktop application software. 

The STDS include~ standard elcments to ensure securily such as encryption, authentication via 
signature. and user/host based acces~ control; in addition, the STDS lakes advantagc of a secure SCC 
infrastructure layout including X25 Clo~e User Groups (CUGs) definition. firewall protected access. and 
lack of acce~>!l to ~>ystcm.s running commanding capable components. 

The STDS i!> highly integrated with the de!>ktop environment and al lowl. to exchange infonnation 
with application~ \uch a1. Word or Excel: Window~ Metafile formal is supponed for grapb.ics. ln addition, 
it allow1. imporung extemal plot data in ASCII. 

Component Based Approach to Upgrading Satellite Control Centers 

Thc STDS can also be vicwed as a real example of component bascd approach to incorporating 
modem technology into operational Spacecrnft Control Systems. This alternative is very cost effective, 
and it is based on the idemification and grouping of existing funcli onal i tie~ in thc SCC anda formalised 
definiüon of services required from thc SCC in a rder to implement the requircd functionalities (layering). 
Noticc that the existing SCC may include software layers that are suitablc for upg.rading either lhe layer 
implementation (maintaining the software interface). or the components that makc use of the layer. 

Thi& techniquc has successfully heen u~ed in the past in the context of Spacccraft Control Systems. In 
particular. the European Space Agency Spacecraft Control Operations System User Interface (SCOS-1 
UI) wa~ ~uccessfully upgraded from a screen based UI (using BARCO Worksrations) to a distributcd 
Xll-Window~ based Uscr Interface (runnmg undcr Sparc Workstations). This distributed UI system is 
called SCOS-B. and it is currently used for operation~. 

1\ more recent example is the upgrading of the EUTELSAT Orbital Operations User interface from 
an lngres forms character oriented UI to Tcl/tk. This led to a radical reduction of system maintenance 
cost~>. and the dclivery of a very flexible XJ 1-bnsed multi-windows UI. 

This appronch (layering) is worth considering when making strategical choices about upgrading any 
SCC infrnstructurc. Other alternatives. such as implementing of a whole ncw Spncecraft Control System, 
are often bound to high cost, and high risk. taking into account the high dcgrce of uncertainty with 
respcct to ú1e ~ r abili ty of available software technologies. 

Desktop Telemetry Monitoring System (DTMS) 

The SIDS concept and design allow it~ funhcr dcvelopment and maintenance as a generic Desktop 
Telemctry Monitoring System (DTMS). Tb.is new system will include extra suppon for ali types of 
mi~sions, and extended capabilities. 

Conclusions 

Thc STDS is an off-the-shelf availablc component that can be incorporated into existing Spacecraft 
Control Systcms. The STDS includes many intcrcsting e lements that aJe worlh considcring in the context 
o f lhe developmcnt and maintenancc of modem Spacccraft Control Sy~tems. 

The Satelli te Telemetry Dissemination Service~ were originally conceived to bring the Satellite Data 
to the end-user~ desktop. The project successfully achieved this goal through a formalised Oient-Server 
interface specification. and the implemcntation of a modem client Windows N'T application that fully 
integ.rate:. with commercial application~ running at the desktop. 

The STDS Client has been designed as a lightweight component that i!> Joo~ely couplcd to lhe SCC. 
Thi~ allows ea~y installation in a fcw seconds and minimum requirement~ on lhe target platform. No 
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) ~oftware ts required, the STDS only requires Windows NT 4.0. 

The monitoring and control facilitics implemented on the server sidc allow wide installation of the 
Client software on ali many target PCs as requireu whils t keeping control of client access and selecting 
the de!>ired bandwidth for Client-Server traffic. 
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The STDS brings more productivity by bridging lhe operalional and desktop environmentl.. These 
environments have traditionally been specified to be physically isolated. The STDS successfuUy tackles 
the new security issues raised. 

The project bas also been presented as a real example of a component based approach to succe!>sfully 
upgrade a Spacecraft Control System. 
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Thi.r pape r propo1e\ rhe design oj tm Open Grmmd Sysrem Archirl't'lure witlr rhe use of crol.v-platform midtlleware and 
dcuabil.l·e driwn dt'Sign for buildmg addirional dotabase. sofrware and hardware rhar ore di.l'lribwed acro.1s a tretwork 
for real rime saTI'IIiTe comnumcl aml rontrol. Allthe real time software proce.V.\'t'S are divided mainly in rwn part.v; the 
illdt•pendem procPsses of lhe spw·t'crofr and lhe mher depi'tiCletll processes 1~( spacecraft. Mulliple of these dependem 
pmt't'sses are required to support multiple spacecraft. 1111! proposed designs indude the real time software and 
bauband equipme/11 rhat wi/1 accommodnre a range of 1'11111//land mrd telemetry rates anti formais . A daurba.ve 
mwwgPme/11 system for straiglrt-forward datab(IJe manipulation and binary jilf! generaror modificatitms is required. 
Real time sofl\l'ar(' require.1· modíjicario11 to fl,\'e the command and relemell)' databa.fe by processinR the original 
darabase and <'mlverting ir to nwre efficielll blnory files. The proposed arl'hirecture pmvides a jimctional mpability 
tlwt 1'1111 wpport lhe operaticm of additimwl spa.:ecra.ft from difj'erelll IIUJtllifacturer by updarin8 databases and 
software. 
Keywords: Open Arc·hitecture. Midtllewcrre. Database Drh•err. fJepmde/11 Processes of S{XIl'l!craft 

lntroduction 
The ground system has to suppon the following functions: spacecraft conunanding. telemetry 

processing (real-time and development). ranging, orbit dctermlnation, comrnunication mon.itoring, ground 
cquipment moniloring and control. The communication monitoring functions are spacecraft independem 
and will not be discu~sed here. The samc applies to the ground equipment rnonitoring and control 
functions thesc functions are dependent on lhe equipmcnl and are not tied to any particular satellile 
rnanufacturer. Spacecraft commanding is lhe most challenging aspect of building a universal ground 
sy:.tem that can control satellites from different vendors. Each :.atcllite vendor has different command 
formais and even ~atellites from lhe same manufacturer may have different formats. The telemetry 
formats for geo1.ynchronous satellite exlubit a high levei of commonality. The information is organized 
by frames and some of the data is sub-commutated. lt is our experience tbat we wcrc able to process a 
different manufacturer's satellite telemetry without codc changes by constructing a proper database. Thc 
proposed open system approach provide~ end-lo-end database driven telemetry reception, proccssing and 
display. 

This paper proposes the dcsign of a Ground System Opcn Architeclure. to provide a functiona l 
capability that can support the operation of addltional spacecraft from different manufacturer wilhout 
systern redesign. Design has establishcd two distinct and separate cnvironment, the satellite controllcr 
cnvironrnent, and the satellite control software development environment. Design isolates the satellite 
specific portions of lhe satellite control system from the generic ponion of the system. Design 
implements lhe !>atellite specitic subsystem software on its individual hardware. Mak.ing the satellite 
spccific software modular. Clearly defining lhe interfaces bctween lhe satellite specific modules, and lhe 
rest of the system. The proposcd designs include the baseband equipment that wili accommodare a range 
of command and telemetry rates and forrruus. A database management system for straight-forward 
command & telemetry database management and modifications is required. An user interface lhat can be 
reconfigured by the user without support from the satellite manufacturer is essential. AJl the Real Time 
Systern (RTS) proces~es are divided mainly in two parts; the independem processes of the spacecrdft and 
the othcr dependent processes of spacecraft. Multiple of these dependem processes are required to 
support multiple spacecraft. Real time software requi.res modificalion to use lhe cornmand and telemetry 
database by processing the original database and converting it to more efficient binary files. The proposed 
Ground System Open Architecture can accommodate satellites of differem manufacturer without system 
redesign. 

Open Architecture Design 
The purpose of the Ground System il> to provide the ground opcrations to control the spacecraft 

during on-orbit operations. To suppon these operation~ the Ground System typically includes the Real 
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Time System (RTS), Operator User lnterface (OUl), Conunand Telemetry System (CTS), 
Conununication Monitoring System (CMS), Ground Status & Control (GSC), Spacecraft Simulator (SS), 
Automation System (AS), Orbít Determination System (ODS), Network Monitoring System (NMS) and 
Development System (DS) as listed in "Figure I : Ground system configuration modules''. 

---- Network Communication Interface 

Fig. 1 Ground system configuration modules 

Within the Ground System lhe "Development System" refers to the maintenance and development of 
satellite control software, done by software developers, ou development computers. When software is 
ready it is installed on an operational sateUite control consoles. The arrows show the two configuration 
modules connectcd by this interface. The RTS is composed of servers and client workstations for real
time operations. The servers maintain lhe databases and are focal poi.nts for ali logging and archiving 
functions. They also act as communication hubs receiving telemetry from the crs modules and ground 
systems and re-distributing telemetry to ali clients. It ls the RTS server computer that connects to the 
CTS, OUJ and NMS etc. 

Middleware Architecture 

The proposed open architecture design emphasizes the use of interface standards 1 and the use of 
implementation that confonn to those standard interfaces to support tbe conununication among lhe 
various application programs. The proposed interface is a message oriented middleware architectu_re 
aUowing programs to interact in a synchronous or asynchronous mode through the use of message. The 
middleware manages all collllnunicatlon among client processes in distributed applications. The client 
processes can be located anywhere throughout the network and conmmnicate transparently. The 
núddleware uses lhe publish I subscribe concept for information distribution. Client processes "publish" 
their information to the server and other clients may "subscribe" to receive the information. The receiving 
client may start or stop recei ving information at any time. 

"Figure 2 Cross platform middleware architecture" shows the client!server relation for the OUl, the 
CTS and the new platform. Tbe OUl has a dient that sends the OUI requests to a real-time server and h as 
a client that receives the satellite data and RTS status. The application code on the OUI, RTS computers 
uses lhe middleware supplied APl. Ali the processes that have ernbedded middleware code and interface 
directly into rniddleware are refened to as a RTS clicnt. RTS clients communicate with each other 
througb another middleware application called RTS server as shown in Figure 2. Note that each RTS has 
its own RTS server for redundancy. 
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Real Time System (RTS) Software 
.. Figure 3 RTS ~oftware de~ign'' shows the overall RTS software desi!,'11. Ali the boxes represent~> 

data sLructure~ v .. hile all thc ovais reprel>ents processes or ~oftware configuraüon item running on 
separate cornputer. Ali thc nctwork conununication interfaces are h.ighlighted. Ali other interfaces are 
either memory acces . di k acccss or some other way of inter-proces~ communications such as rnailboxcs 
and queues. 

Network Commun~<:&llon l~lerface 

~ • • • • l,lallbo• S~areo t.lamory etc 

New Platform 

Flg. 2 Cross platform middleware architecture 

Flg. 3 RTS software design 

Ali the RTS proces~es2 ure dividcd mainly in two parts. 
General processe~ that are indepcndcnt of the space-craft. These are mostly utilitie!> that suppon the 

space-craft dependem processes. And space-craft processes these are dependent on the ~pacecraft being 
proces~ed. Multtple in:.tances of ~pace-craft dependent processes are runniog to suppon multiple 
spacecrafL 
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"Figure 4 Spacecraft process software design" shows different spacecraft proces~es and their 
interfaces. Tbe processes for one space-crafl does not interact with processes for the second spacecraft . It 
is therefore possible to change any or ali of these processes without having no effect on processing of rest 
of the spacccraft. The critical operations of spucccraft commandlng and lelemetry processing are for most 
part datab<l!le driven. Since RTS and OUI3 is independem computer software configuration item it is 
po~siblc to changc one without effecting the other as Jong as they both comply with the interface 
speci fications. 

When sending commands, thc Command Build Gatcway process converts cach command in the 
command list packet to an entry (of command type) in a time ordered linked list. A command database 
and spacecraft pararneter ftle is required for each spacecruft. This file contains command mnemonics. 
opcodes. dataword specification rules, command types, and hazardous command infonnation. A set of 
command parameter fiJes exist in each spacecraft proccss module. These fi les are used during the 
initialization and during the execuúon of commands. AU the pararneters dlscus1>ed in the hardware section 
are controlled lhrough lhe~e files. The ftles are automatically gencrated from a master database that 
resides on lhe off-line support workstations and is down-loaded to lhe RTS module during installation or 
as necessary. The design approach was to build a universal front-end box that can be easily re-configured 
for different commanding schemes. The commanding and telemetry board was designed with an open 
system approach. all functionslpararnetcrs are controlled via the firmware residing on the spacecraft 
processes database. 

Fig. 4 Spacecraft processes software design 

The commands to a CTS module are transmi11ed over a standard network interface and in addition to 
the command list lhey include the spacecraft identilication. During comrnand processing, the 
commanding software dynamically selects li.brary functions based on the narne of the spacecraft. Librury 
functions include personality functions that are needed for plain text or encryptcd command processing. 
Tbe library functions are compiled separately from lhe rest of the RTS software andare loadcd during the 
startup. Changes in lhe library function do not require re-build of the basic RTS module software. The 
library functions and the parameler lilcs that control the hardware settings represem the databases and 
software that personalize~ the RTS module. 

Once the tclemetry is proees~ed by the telcmetry l>y~tem, the internai telemetry rcpresentation is 
independem of the source of telemctry. Also, spacecraft telemetry proccssing functions such as logging, 
archiving, archive retrieval, trending, playback and hard copy generation are identical to ground station 
telemetry functions. 

Because of lhe way hardware platform links separate compilation units togelher during sy:.tem 
stanup, the spacecraft specific functions do not have to be linked with lhe other elements of the RTS 
software during the software build process. Thus it is easy to add additional spacecraft types without 
affecting the rest of the soft\vare. Developer or third-party supplied ~pacecraft specific functions can be 
added by mcrcly editing the RTS load scriptto include lhe ncw functions among the exiting onet.. Only a 
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few RTS hcader ftles need to be used by lhe developers of thc new functions. These header files contain 
command packets, command library, spacecraft database library, telemetry packets and maybe a few 
other~. 

Command Telemetry System (CTS) Software 

When receiving commands, lhe Command Executive task monilors the time stamp of the commands 
in lhe conunru1d lisl, and dispatches the commru1d wben the command time is reached as depicted in 
'"Figure 5 CTS commanding softwru·e dataflow". Jf lhe spacecraft being comrnanded has ru1 encryption 
devi.ce, lbe commru1d is sent lo lhe Encryption task, where the clear rext is converted to the cipher text. 
111e command is then sent to both the Send Cornmru1d task, which outputs the conurumd to Lhe command 
generator boru·d, and the CV task, which places the commru1d in a pendi.ng CV list. The CV task receives 
telemetry. and uses whatever CV inforrnation lhat is present in the telemetry to verify the commru1d has 
been received or rejected by the spacecraft. The CV task outputs an event m.essage regardi.ng the status 
of the command, and norifies the conm1ru1d executive task of the status of U1e command. This either 
allows the COffi1l'L:'ll1d executive task to issue the next cornmand, or may cause it to abort or suspend 
commanding. The Encryption Task al.so may process telemetry to determine if an encrypted cmun1ru1d 
has been accepted by U1e spacecraft. Encryption authentication is sent to the CV task. 

UphnkStatus 
E110•, Event Messaga 

Fig 5 CTS commanding software dataflow 

\\'hen lhe command is dispatched by the comm.and executive, lhe binary fonn of the commru1d is 
computed by a function unique to the type of spacecraft. Commru1d Executive function creates the binary 
format of the command to be uplink.ed, including sync pattern, decoder address, opcode. datawords. 
parity, etc. The Send Command Task will send the bits generated by this functions without regard to 
whatever fields the COilllllaJld may or may not contain. 

Fig. 6 CTS telemetry software dataflow 
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'·Figure 6 CTS tclcmct.ry software dataflow" :.hows different telemetry processes and their interfaces. 
The CTS telemeLry software design approach is introduced by the usage of a database manager. 
Telemetry format:, and processing information will be stored in a relational database RTS module. The 
tclemetry hardware provides high levei of integration and flexibility. The telemetry boards were 
integrated with an open system approach. all functions and parameters are comrollable from the RTS 
module software. The CTS module telemetry collection is fully conLrolled through databases. Parameter 
such as frame size, synch pattern. telemetry mtes are progra.mmable and a new telemetry format requires I 
only minor changcs in data bases. 

Command, Telemetry and Spacecraft DBMS 

RTS/OU I/CTS and ODS software uses the command and telemetry database by processing the 
original database and converting it to more efficient binary files . This method has two major advantages. 
First. since bioa.ry tile generation can be done off-line, the dnta is prepared ready to be used by RTS/OUl 
etc in more space-efficient on-line processing ma.nner. Secondly. if rhere are changes in the original 
database. it is possible to adapt or reformai the database such that the final bina.ry files contains little or 
no changes in the format. This can eliminare or rninimile changes required on RTS etc software ... Figure 
7 : Databasc management to support multiple types of spacecrafts•· shows database management 
processes and their connectivities. 

:g<a 
~ !I), 
~ ~ I ' 21f } I ;r ·- - --- ">? I I I I 

Developmenl 
System 
Platlorm 

Fig. 7 Data base management to suppor1 multiple types of spacecraft 

The user input validation and command list gcncration nre driven by databases. Each spacecraft has 
íts own database thal defi nes the characteristics of the command structure, the contcnt of the command 
and tbe effect of lhe coromand as reflected in lelemetry. The command effects are used for functional 
comrnand verificalion. Each conunand database is controlled through the database manager. The 
proposed design provides a tool to retrieve the information from the developmeot databasc and to create 
binary command data bases used by the real-time system. The process of creation of the binary databases 
and distribution are invisible to the user. Ali the ru.pects of command structure such as; op-codes and 
data-word rnnemonics. individual bit field definitious. command length, number of data-words spacecraft 
addresses and preamble bit paUerns are controlled through the database managcr tbus the conunanding 
process can bandle a wide variety of command fonnats. 

Each spacecraft bas its own database that defines the characteristics of the telemeLry structurc. The 
databases are controlled through the off-line database manager. The proposed design providcs a tool to 
retrieve the information from the development database and to crente bina.ry telemetry databases used by 
the real-tin1e system. The proccss of creation of the binary databases and distribution are invisible to the 
user. All the aspects of telemetry processing, such as mnemonics, individual bit field delinitions, 
calibration curves, l> tnte mimes, sub-commutation and sub-frame, frame size, informntion sLream 
identifications and telcmetry sync bit pattems, are controlled through the database manager Lhu~ the 
telemeLry process can be personalized through simple database telemeLry adjustments. The user addres!.es 
individual telemctry points by mnemonics; any other additional information can be reLrieved using the 
standard DBMS delivered by the database vendor. 

Orbit Determination System (ODS) Software 
The Orbit Determination Systcm (ODS) software was destgncd to be as independent of spacecrafl 

design and therefore capable of <;upponinr, anv thrcc a.xis geosynehronous ~atellite regardles~ of 
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manufacturer. Differences in individual satellites are handled Lhrough parameter databases as described 
below "Figure 8: ODS software design". 

RTS o os 
S/C·Independent 

Fig. 8 ODS software design 

ODS 
SIC·Dependent 

The solar pressure force is a function of the spacecraft area to mass ratio as well as the reflectivity 
properties o f Lhe various spacecraft stlrfaces. The ODS provides a database driven multiple surface model 
which allows the spacecraft to be modeled as a collection of independently defmed surfaces for the 
purpose of compuLing the solar pressure force. The sensor events are a functíon of the sensor type and 
position ou the spacecraft. ODS supports a vaJiety of database driven sensor models typical to three axis 
geosynchronous spacecraft. These models can be easily modified by database parameter adjustment or 
extended with additional plug-in software components where required. Satellites from different 
manufacturers and even differelll generations of satellites from the same manufacturer have a distinctive 
complement or thrusters types, thruster locations, a.nd lhruster pointings. The proposed design provides 
an open system which separates Lhe physics of Lhe maneuver from the individual thruster performance. 
Many th.ruster types can be accommodated via database parameter setup alone, however additional 
models can be easily plugged-in if necessary. Once the propulsion model is setup for a particular 
spacecraft, it will fit seamlessly in to the resto f the ODS maneuver planniJlg software. 

Evaluation 

To evaluate scope of changes to suppon djfferent manufacturer's spacecraft, we consider to make 
necessary changes to the RTS/OUIJODS etc software utility to adapt the new format to existing format. A 
good evaluation here may eliminate some of the changes requi.red by subsequent steps, and since the 
database binary flat file utility is standalone it is relatively slraight forward and risk free change that can 
be made to the system. The command data base binary ftle generator required cbange to reflect change the 
basic command data structure. OUI command editor required changes on OUI to accommodate different 
data structures on OUI. There is however no change required on look and feel of the OUI screen. 
Teleme11·y database has relative small changes and required changes in the following arcas. The telemetry 
database binary file generator requ.i.red change to accommodate dífference in the input data file. The 
telemetty processor spacecraft process will ueed núnor change in telemetry processar. The data collection 
processes will require change. The onboard compu ter memory management software (OBC íable uplinks) 
will require change as the flight software is completely different between the two types space-crafts. OUI 
software needs changes in the area of data coJJection, and OBC table uplink. AU spacecraft configuration 
displays will have to be created for the new spacecraft. Ali rhe changes required are in the arca of the 
spacecraft processes and can be done without effecting the operation of the oLher spacecraft processing. 
There is positively no change required in basic software dcsign or as far RTS I OUI is concemed no 
additional hardware is required. 

Based on the changes required in the RTS/OUI databases the sccond step is to see which of the ODS, 
' AS etc processes are likely to change. The answer here may vary from ali to only a fcw with lllÍJ.tin1al 

changes. The most likely candidate for cbange is ODS processes and minor change to the AS process. 
The biggesL issues are ODS sensor difference, propulsion system difference and updating model from 
telemetry data. 

Conclusion 

This paper has described a design for using Ground System to guide the process of implementing 
Open Architectul'e. The proposed design can be used to control additional dlfferent types of spacecrafts. 
Based on the databasc driven commanding and telemetry processing, many of changes can be hru1dled by 
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changing the databa~e~ and Juiddleware interface utility for inter process communicationso The spacecraft 
dependent files are automatically generated from a master datnbase fhat resides on thc off-line support 
workstations and is down-loaded to the opemtional modules during installation or as necessary. Ali 
l>pacecraft dependem functions are supported by individual a~ynchronoul> processel>o It is convenient to 
adapt these processes without effccting the other spacecraft. Packet bal>ed interface between RTS and 
other configuration modules makes it possible to change RTS processes without changing the recipient 
process on the other module. as long as the output is compliant with the interface specification. The 
proposed Open Ground System Architecture can accommodate satellite& of d.ifferent manufacturer 
without system redc~ign. 
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TIU? Sare/li te Ali ilude MrJIIiWring and Orbit clmtrol Sysrem (SAMOS) was del'tdoped for the ARTEMIS programas llll 
opertllitmal Flight Dynomics Sysrem (FDS) ntpporting the fui/ çatel/ite mission fmm launc/rer injecrim1 until sarellire 
end of life. This system wil/ co1·er a/Ir Ire acti1•ities relared to orbit derermillfltion and com rol, attilllde moniloring, an· 
board conrrol srtbsystem support and payload support during both LEOP (LaitJtch and Early Orbir Phase) and GEO 
(geosrarimwry) phases. A sofMare vendo r independem rationole ha.1· been selected. An aven•iew o f lhe architecfllre o f 
this system follows, alo11g with lhe advalllnges of the Fui/ Mis.1·icm support co/lcept. 
Keywords: Flight DytwmiN System. Full Mi.1sim1. 

lntroduction 

ARTEMIS (Advanced Relay Technology Mission), currently scheduled to be launchcd in the year 
2000 on a Japanese H2A rocket, is an advanced geostationary ESA :,atcllite designed for testing and 
operating new telecommunications techniques and services. ARTEMIS will carry two payloads for direct 
communication between satellites. These payloads will receive data from low- Earth-orbiting (LEO) 
satellites and transmit them directly to Europe. They are a laser-optical relay terminal called Satellite 
lnter-Orbit Link Experiment (SILEX) and a double-frequency S-band (2 GHz)/Ka-band (23 to 27 GHz) 
terminal called S·band/K-band Data Relay (SKDR). Optical frequencies have tbe potential for very high 
capacity and for secure communications using small tcrmLnals. ARTEMlS wiiJ also carry an advanced L
Band land mobile payload providing lwo-way communications via sutellitc, between lixed Earth stations 
and land mobiles (trucks. trains or cars) anywhere in Europe and North Africa. An EGNOS navigation 
payload i~ also included as prut of the ARTE...:VUS services. This payload will allow delivery of EGNOS 
messages in order to ensure the required accuracy and integrity requirements at user levei. 

ARTEMIS will fly advanced platform technologies in addition to the communications payload~. 
Thesc technologies include the ion propulsion package whlch will apply ion propulsion for 10 years 
providing North/South st.ation-keeping to demonstrate its operational capabi.lity for lhe future missions. 
Uscrs of ARTEMJS will include, among others, the French Earth Observation satellite SPOT 4, 
NASDA's telecommunications satellite OICETS, ESA's ENVISAT and possibly the lntemational Space 
Station. 

The Satellite Attitude Monitoring and Orbit control System (SAMOS. see Fig. 1) was developed by 
GMV for TelesplV.io, as an operational Fligbt Dynamics System supporting the full satellite mission, 
from launcher injection untiJ satellite end of life. This system will cover ali the activities related to orbit 
determination and control, attitude monitoring, on-board control subsystcm support and payload support 
during both LEOP and GEO phases. 

SAMOS provides the optimum orbit transfer manoeuvres required during LEOP and the orbit control 
and wheel desaturation manoeuvres required during GEO, using both chcmical and ionic propulsion 
packages. SAMOS is also able to estimate on-ground the satellite altitude during ali the mission phases 
by interpretation of thc ava.ilable on-bourd sensors measurements (e.g. ltlfrared Ea1th Sensor, Coarse Sun 
Sensor. Precise Sun Sensor and Gyroscopes). Addltionully, SAMOS integrares some spccific on-ground 
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algorithms used to gencrate the parametcrs required to configure correctly different on-board subsysterns, 
in particular, the satellite altitude control subsy~>tem. 
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Payload actlvities should bc hlghlighted since they are cspecially relevunt for ARTEMJS. Among 
othcr things, SAMOS is responsiblc for the validation of the final payload opcrations schedulc, verifying 
it~ feasibility regarding ali the mis~ion constraint~. 
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Fig. 2 On-line help 

Communications between SAMOS and thc Smellite Control Centre CSCC) follow a client-server 
architecture supported by the RPC protocol. SAMOS is able to rcceive from the SCC iJ1 near real-time the 
requestcd telemetry (TM) parametcrs and tracking measurements needed by lhe attitude monitoring und 
orbit dctcrrulnation processes respcctively. On the other hand, SAMOS computes ali the required 
information to monitor current satellite .status and providcs the SCC with ull thc required parameters (via 
data files) as input to the telecommand generation ~ubsystem. 

SAMOS is developed followiJ1g a vendor indcpendent rationale. The operational software runs on 
a PC-bru.ed platform under UNUX, cquivalent to the development cnvironment. FORTRAN 77/ANSJ C 
are the main progrmnming languagc1. for algorithms implementation and communications purposes 
respectively. usíng the g77/gcc compílers and ~?db debugger GNU development tools. The uscr 
interaction is based on a user friendly state-of-the-art Graphical U!>er Interface developed using Tclffk. 
The on-líne help (~ee Fig. 2) is a sct of HTML pages that can be viewed with any standard browser. 
Direct link~ from each application window to lhe corresponding HTML pages are established. 

An overview of SAMOS follows. híghlighting the advantages of thc FDS full mission support 
concept 
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Samos Architecure Overview 

General 
SAMOS is designed as a highly modular system in order to allow regular updates of the systcm, 

adaptations LO other missions all(l/or migrations to different platforms. 
The Graphical User Interface (wrilten in TcVTk) can execute any of the independent computation 

programs (wriuen in FORTRAN 77) and controls the Communicalions Module (written in C) as well as 
some general utililies. 

Three different environments are provided: Operational, Simulation I Training and Maintenance. 
Simulalion modules are not available in tlle operational environmenl. Dlfferent projects can be created in 
each workstation I environment combination. Some data syncb.ronisation functions across workstations, 
environmenrs and projects are provided. 

The maio functions that are provided for botb LEOP and GEO operations are sbown in Table I. In 
many cases they are implemented th.rough different programs for each phase in order to take into account 
the characteristics of eacb orbit type (LEOP/ GBO). 

Functlon 
Raw Tracking Simulation 

Raw Tracking Pre-processing 

Pre-processed Tracking 
Slmulation 

Orbit Determination and 
Prediction 

Orbit Archiving and Retrieval 
Propellant Mass Evolution 

Products Generation 

Events Detection 
Apogee Engine Firing 
Optímisation (AEFOS) 
Manoeuvre Callbration 

Station Keeplng Manoeuvre 
Planning 

Payload Support 

Telemetry (TM) monitoring 

Altitude Medes Support 

Gyro Calibration 

lon Propulsion Support 

Momentum Wheel Support 
Addiüonal Functions 

Tabte 1 SAMOS Main Functions 

LEOP GEO 
X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

Comments 
For simulation and training only. lncludes measurement errors. 
Supports ranging, angles, meteorological and Doppler information. 
Processes ranglng, angles, meteorological and Doppler 
lnformation, performing reductlon, smoothing and calibration oi 
data. 
For simulation and trainlng only. lncludes measurement errors. 
Supports ranging, angles. meteorologlcal and Doppler inlormation. 

Creates internai orbit file, to be used by many other modules. A 
comptex physical medel is taken into account. Blases, manoeuvre 
delta-vs, solar radiation pressure coefficient and others are 
estimated with great accuracy. 
Orbital information archiving, compression and search. 
Performs book-keeping oi remaining propellant mass and 
compares with information given by Telemetry. 
Antenna Polnting Elements, STOM (Spacecraft Trajectory Data 
Message), etc. 
Eclipses, coilnearity masks, perigee I apogee passes, etc. 
Computes optlmal manoeuvres from transfer orblt to near
synchronous orbit. 
For both impulsiva (chemical thrusters) and continuous (ion 
propulsion) manoeuvres 
For both East I West and North I South manoeuvres. Beth 
chemical thrust and ionic propulsion supported. This deviates Irem 
conventional statlon keeplng 
ARTEMIS exchange orbit file generation. lnter-orbit link simulation 
(including payload schedule verification). payload catibration 
support, etc. 
Beth real-time and play-back telemetry monitorlng, In particular for 
altitude monitoring purposes. Parameters derived from TM can 
also be monitored. 
lncluding SAM (Solar Acquisition Mode). EAM (Earth Acquisltion 
Mode) and NM (Normal Mede) 
For both LEOP and GEO, filters are used to estimate the gyro drift 
fromTM. 
Computation of the adjustments on the ion propulslon platlorm 
orientation required to achieve a target Iorque, using TM info. 
Momentum Wheet Desaturation plannlng and delta-v estimatlon. 
Solar Aspect Angle Monitorlng and On-board Orbit Propagation 
Parameters Computation. 

Fig. 3 shows the High Levei Architecture from a functional point of view. The main computation 
functions, inputs and outputs are displayed. 
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Fig. 3 High Levei Architecture 
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Some aspects of the functions thal are common to LEOP and GEO can be highlighted, in particular 
the Orbil Determinulion and Prcdiction functions. An itcrative batch least-&quarcs csümation process 
is used in order to determine the st.ate vector at a reference epoch from lhe pre-processed observations. 
Station biases, solar radiation pressure coefficient nnd manoeuvrcs can also be estimated in both GEO 
and LEOP. The drag coefficient can be esúmated in LEOP. A GEM-Tl (36. 36) gravity model is used for 
LEOP. while a simpli fied model (8, 8) is used during GEO. 

Fig. 4 shows the architecture for the Payload Support functions. Thls is a mission specific set of 
modules of special imponance since they compute the ARTEMlS orbit files (A-ORB) that are distributed 
to al1 the w.ers in order to allow them to estimate the ARTEMIS position and velocity at a given time. 
They also check the intended payload operations schedule to validate al1 the inter-orbit link activities. 
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Fig. 4 Payload Support Arch ltecture 
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From a uscr 's point of view, it is easy to access any of the more than 60 computation programs from 
the maio console. through cascade menus. SAMOS programs run independently and commwlicate 
through data files. The:.e intermediate ftles and the input and configuration files used are ASCII in most 
cases. They can be viewcd or ediled via user friendly panels such as the one sbown in Fig. 5. An in-tine 
help anda help button linked to the corresponding on-linc hclp pages are provided. 
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Fig. 5 File edit panel example 

Time-tagged execution and communication events (e.g. programs success or frulure, FDS-SCC data 
exchange, etc.) are logged in the main Events Logger , which is shown in the mrun console and can be 
searched. 

LEOP Support Specific Functions: AEFOS 
As shown in Table l, some LEOP specific functions are provided. In particular, a very complex 

Apogee Enginc Firing Optimisation Module (AEFOS) is available. h is in charge of the criticai 
mission of calculating lhe optimal (in the sense of minimum propellant consumption) manoeuvres that 
take the satellite from GTO (Geostationary Transfer Orbit) to NSO (Near Synchronous Orbit) while 
(optionally) satisfying the mission constraints. The core problem can be mathemaúcally posed as a 
Constrained Non-linear Local Optimisation Problem (Non-linear PrograTlllning) and is solved by a 
standard dedicated subroutine. 

The optimisation variables (vector x ) are the parameters that define the apogee manoeuvres. The 
parameterisation of a manoeuvre depends on the thrust steering policy chosen by lhe user. Two thrust 
steering policies are supported by AEFOS: 

I. lnertially fixed thrust: Lhe thrus1 vector poiJ1ts in a constam inertial 12000.0 direction. 
2. Rotating thrust: the thrust vector rotates at. a co•lStant rate around an inet1ially fixed axis. 
AEFOS starts the calculations using some initial values of the optimisation parameters. These values 

are cal.led lhe initial guess and are automatically calculated by a dedicated subroutine which splits the 
total delta-V based on the transfer strategy selected by the user, keplerian movement and impulsive 
manoeuvres. The initial orbital elements are propagated through lhe non-impulsive manoeuvres dcfined 
by the optimisation parameters. Once the orbit has been propagated the objective function and the 
equality and inequality constraints are calculated. New estimales of the optimisation parameters are then 
calculated by the optimisation subroutine. The process is repeated iteratively until ali the constraints are 
satisfied anda minimum objective function is reached. 

AEFOS suppons two main optimisation modes: 
1. Global minimísation mode: in this mode no actual target is sought and lhe only constraints are 

those mission constraints that have been activated by the user (all of them inequal.ity 
constrrunts). The objective function to be minimised is the propellant consumed by the apogee 
manoeuvres plus the propellant spent in the station acquisition phase. The latter is calculated by 
a dedicated subroutine that uses as input lhe slate vector after the Jast apogee manoeuvre. This is 
the nonnal operating mode. 

2. Targct mode: in this mode the user can enter the state vector (or some of its components) that 
must be reached at some time after the last manoeuvre. Only the propellam consumed by the 
apogee manoeuvres is minimised. The constraints are those mission constraints that have been 
activated by the user (illequality constraints) and the equality constraints corresponding to the 
active target components. This rnode can be used in case of an emergency and also for 
rnanoeuvre calibration. 

It must be noted that AEFOS can handle any number of manocuvrcs. The.refore it can be used to 
optimise the whole sequence of manoeuvres from separation to NSO and also to successively re-optirnise 
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the rcmaining manoeuvres after the firi>t ones bave taken place. lt can also be used to calibrate a single 
manoeuvrc by re-optim.ising it, settlng as target a post-manoeuvre state vcctor as estimated by the orbit 
determination program 

Each mission constraim can bc activated/deaclivated by the user. AEFOS is capable of handling the 
following types of constraiots: 

1. Maximum LAE impulse per bum 
2. Maximum transfer duralion (between separation and end of last manoeuvre) 
3. Coverage from at least one ground station around every apogee 
4. Coverage from at least two ground stations during all apogee manoeuvres 
5. At least 11 days of continuous coverage from atleasttwo ground stations after the la~t manoeuvre 
6. Angle between Sun vector and body-frame Y axis greater Lhan some rninimum value during ali 

manoeuvres 
7. At least two orbital revolutions between manoeuvres 
8. Longitude after last manoeuvre must be West o f a target longitude 
AEFOS l>Uppons two thrust models: a simple one (applicable to any satell.ite) in wh.ich the LAE is 

modelled just by its specific impulse and its mass tlow rate anda complex one that fully implements the 
ARTEMIS Un.ified Propulsion Systern. 

The orbi t propagator used by AEFOS is the LEOP propagator from SAMOS, which bas been 
searnlessly integrated for overall consistency. The user has the possibility to configure the amount of 
detail with which the orbit perturbations sha11 be modelled: These range from a simple keplerian orbit to 
one of the lúgbest accuracy. 

AEFOS is able to carry out stochastic optlmisation, in such a way that confidence leveis can be 
reported about lhe minimiscd fuel consumption and about lhe acbievement of the constraints. The 
stochastic parameters that AEFOS cun take into account are the uncertaintiel> o f Lhe initial state vector and 
the uncertainties in the magnitude and direclion of Lhe LAE thru~t. 

GEO Support Specific Functlons 
Tablc 1 shows ull the functions provided for the GEO phasc in SAMOS. 
Both cbemical and ionic propulsion are supported for Orbil Determination and Predictlon, 

Manoeuvre Calibration and Station Keeping, (Spindler, 1994) purposes, which is not conventional in an 
FDS. 

Mis:.ion specific Payload Support modules have been dcveloped. They play a criticai role i11 the 
mission generating crucial information for the Inter Orbit Links (IOLs) between ARTEMIS and LEO 
satellitcs, as menúoned earlier in this docwnent. Analytical models, (Morley. 1991 ), are used to 
approximate the orbits of lhe two satellites involved. 

AOCS Support 
The functions related to AOCS (Altitude and Orbit Control Subsystem) support includcd in SAMOS 

are shown in Table I . 

TM Monítoring 
SAMOS also provides TM monitoring functions that can be used for .• umong other tasks, a ttitude 

supporl. Telemetry parameter values can be monitored both in real-lime :md play-back (using historie 
telemetry information). 
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Altitude informatiou cnn be generated for ali rhc possible altitude modes using the te lemetry 
informatiou for rhe sensors applicable to each mode. Individual telemetry values can also be monitored in 
both real-úme and play-back. as shown in Fig. 6. Zoom-in and out, primouts and window move functions 
are available. 

Thc attirude support module is highly configurable. The user can configuJe the grap)lics to be 
displayed, altitude mode to be considered, sensor properties, etc. Numerical values o f the parámeters (TM 
and eomputed v:sriables) can also be monitored in real-time and play-back (see Fig. 7). An Attitude 
History Fileis maintained automatically. 

~ Artod I Ntue~n tdt_;ull ANO fo1 SAM I sourr.t' playback lllliJ EJ 

Soun:e: PI.A\IQACK 

POOl: SUN UIIIT VECTOR IN IRS X 

SUN. UNifVECTOR IH IAS V .,...._...... 
SUH UHIT vtCfOA IH IAS Z 

11006: SUII UNIT III:CfOR ltl ORS X 

PD07: SUH UNIT VECTOR IH ORS V 

li)oe: SUN 0Nil'VECTOR IH OR:t2: 

Allll9: SUII UNir VI:CfOR IN DAli X 

.i'IQJU: Sllft.liltii.YfC'l 011 IH BRS Y 

Flg. 7 Telemetry Monitoring 

General Utilities 
Additional general utilities are provided by SAMOS. a~ shown in Table 2. 

Project Management 

File Manager 

Application events 

Data Export I lmport 

Communicabons functions 

Conversion functlons 

Exchange file generation {to be 
sent to the SCC) 

Communicatlons 

Table 2 SAMOS General Utilities 

Each project has an independent sei of data files to allow experimentation 
(diflerent cases) 

General file management functions 

Automatic book-keeplng. search function 

Atlows data exchange and synchronlsatlon of workstatlons. environments 
and/or projects. 

Send/request files tolfrom SCC; configurable telemetry acquisition 

State vector toltrom TLE (Two-Line Elements); state vector and orbital 
elements transformatlons across severa! reference systems 

Events database search and exchange file genera110n. manoeuvre exchange 
file generation. 

Communications with the SCC are carried out through the RPC (Remote Procedure Call) protocol, 
foUowing a client I server architecture. Severa! workstations running SAMOS can send concurrent 
requests to the SCC. 

Fig. 8 shows the communications console where the user can activate requests for TM (real-time, 
playback, individual values for u given time), as well as send and requcst data files. 

Additionally. a permancnt process running on thc workstation receives and stores tracking data sent 
by the SCC, as well as data files sent at any time. This service is independem from SAMOS in order to 
cnsure that thc data sent by the SCC is ~torcd even i f the application i~ not being run. 

Telemetry data is stored in a TM His tory File. 1llis file has been designed with a very flexible data 
strucrure us ing linked üsts for each parameter which allows it to integrate data received in playback and 
real-time. Data gaps can easi ly be fillcd in this way. Separate file:. for each hour simplify disk house
keeping. 
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Full Mission Concept Advantages 

It is tempting to try to fulftl allthe requireq ful')ctions of a Flight Dyuami.cs System through the use o f 
a set of independent tools, a combi.nation of COTS (Commercial Off-The·Shell), i.n-house specific 
applications customised for the mission, legacy code, spreadsheets, etc. Each of these parts provides the 
functionality required for a given part of the mission. Usually, differellt applications are used for the 
LEOP and GEO phases. . 

One could argue that this is the mosr cost-effective approach. The experience of the authors of tbis 
paper shows, however, that a very modular architccture like the one used for SAMOS allows an easy 
integration of legacy well-k:nown code together with mission specific new code. State-of-the-art User 
Interface languages such as Tcl!fk achieve a bigh productivity not seen before. 

A very versatile toolkit for the rapid devclopment of Graphlcal Uscr Interfaces (GU1s) has been 
created by GMV. It allows a quick integration of new modules i.n the application, modifications and the 
adaptation of tbe system to other missions. An example can be seen u1 the Payload Support modules in 
SAMOS, which have been developed ad-hoc for ARTEMIS and have been illtegrated in lhe system 
seamlessly and qui.ckly. 

Communícatlons 

Libraries 

Applícation Events handllng 

Graphícal User Interface 

Telemetry History File 

Missíon events database 

Common computatlon 
programs 

Table 3 Common modules for ali mission phases 

A slngle communlcations module can be used for ali mission phases and types of data 
(files, tracking, telemetry) 

General purpose líbrarles (orbital mechanics, malhematlcs, etc) provida consistency. 

Consístent applicatlon events handlíng 

Same look and feel for ali parts of lhe system. 

Handling of this file is dona by the same module for ali mission phases 

A single llbrary is used for thls purpose for ali mission phases. 

Trackíng simulation and pre·processíng, Attitude and AOCS modules are common for 
GEO and LEOP (a flag In the lnput índicates the míssion phase In order to take into 
account some eHects). 

This llexible architecturc approach ensures lhat the software can be adapted to the evolution of the 
requi.rements througb the whole mlssion (nominally 10 years) since modules can easily be added, 
removed or altered without affecting the rest of the system and wilhout having to stop it. The facl that 
Tclffk is an interpreted language allows changes ill parts of the user interface without having to stop the 
application. 
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A seamless imegrated system ensures consistency in tbe computations performed. Many modules are 
shared by ali thc different parts of the system, as shown in Table 3. 

Many F1ight. Dynamics Systems provide LEOP support through custontised software that is 
independem from the GEO software and not portable to other missions. SAMOS is unusual in the sense 
that it integrates LEOP and GEO support with a modular architecture that makes il easy to be adapted 
to different GEO satelli tes. 

The system consistency and complete integration has a huge impact on overall operaúons qucúity and 
costs that should be taken into account when planning for a mission. They are described in the following 
sections. 

lmproved Data Quality 
Common libraries and services improve data consistency and reduce the possibility of errors. 

Importam data files (gravi tational tield, Earth rotational parameters, etc.) are not duplicated and can 
easily be updated for the whole system. 

Reduced Operating Costs 
A single, consistent system wilh a user-friendly interface anda complete and easily-accessible on-line 

belp allows a reduced number of operators to perform ali the Flight Dynamics operations successfully. 
An operator wilJ not need to be an expert in all fields and will be able to be responsible for more tasks 
than in a heterogeneous system. 

Reduced Maintenance Costs 
A single configuration management system is used for the whole FDS, with a rational and seamless 

architecture. This fact reduces maintenance costs dramatically. 

Reduced Training Costs 
Understanding of a single and consistent systern with common services for ali nússion phases is a lot 

easier than understanding the relationship runong a bunch of heterogeneous applications. The on-line help 
of SAMOS works so that the relevant HTML pages can be accessed from each application with a single 
mouse click. A consistent systern reduces the Ieanúng curve for the operators. 

Conclusions 
The Satellite Attitude Monitoring and Orbit control System (SAMOS), developed as an operational 

Flight Dynamics Systern in the frarne of the ARTEMIS nússion bas been presented. An overview of the 
architecture from a functional point o f view has been provided. 

The advantages of the FuJI Mission Concepl over a hetcrogeneous system have been presenled. A 
single. consistent system provides improved data quality as wen as reduced operating, maintenance and 
training COSL~. 

State-of-the-art graphical user interface progranuning languages such as Td/f k aliow an easy 
integration of legacy code with mission speci:fic software. Evolution of the software in order to adapt to 
the changes in the requiremenrs during the whole mission is also made easier. 

Adaptation of this system to other GEO satellites would be exu·emely easy, as well as extensions for 
multi-satellite support. · 
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111is paper de.Kribes lhe approac:h take/1 by GSOC to upgrade the capobililies o.f il.r te/econwu:md system 111 allow 
support o.f missions 1ha1 app/y lhe new ESA Pucket Telecommand stcmdnrd. In addition it takes a deeper /ook at lhe 
requiremems (llld re.wril'tions impo.l'ed by lhe nec:el~~ity to provide cross support to em increasing monber of exiernal 
agencies and de.fines impacts onthe telecommand system archltecwre by i/lustrating certain typical mission scenarios. 
Keywords: Packet TC. Cross Support. Grouncl Slation lmerfac:es. 

lntroduction 
Many of the new generation of satellites to be flown by DLR I GSOC apply the new packet telemetry 

and teleconuuand protocols as defi11ed in the ESA Packet Telemetry and Teleconunand Standards. 
Consequently. GSOC had to upgrade its multi-mission control center facilities in order to include the 
required new functionality. 

Although GSOC does not have its own world-wide ground station network, it has cooperation 
agreements with other agencies ~uch as !SRO and INPE and these allow it lo provide cross support 
services for spacecrafl rnanufacturers, other space agencies and scientiftc cornmunity. When GSOC 
operates as a rnission centro! center it also requires cross support from other agencies such as NASA or 
CNES. 

The new Packet Telecommand Standard bad a major impact on the GSOC Telecommand System 
architecture. the 'Frame Operations Procedure' (FOP) of tbe 'Command Operations Procedure' (COP-1) 
protocol had lo be integrated into the existing system. Th.is was primarily to ensure that ESA standard 
compliance was retained within the GSOC conlrol center itself and also to provide independence from the 
many ground stations integrated into lhe support network. 

The prime reason for this approach was that GSOC had to be abl.e to provide mission support 
using the existing ali its ground statioo network fac i lities, both those belonging to GSOC itself 
and those belongiog to extemaJ agencies. 

Requirement Overview 
The requirements for lhe implementation of lhe new ESA Teleconunand standard were based ou 

requirements generated not only at GSOC but also on inputs from major clients requiring these services. 
These were as follows: 
• Retain existing core command systems fw1ctionality. 
• lmplement new ESA Packet TC Fea!Ures including 

Full COP-.1 support incorporating monitoring and control functions 
Packet. Segmentalion, Frame, CL TU levei implementation 
Authentication 

• Retain compatibility with existing ground station facilitles 
• Provide Service Access Points for externai teleconunand users 
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Table 1 GSOC Missions requiring support from externai agencies 

Project Type Externai Agency Data-Interface 

EUTELSAT W24 Geostationary ISRO (BGL) CLTU 

LEOP NASA-DSN CLTU 

Eutelsat (Stmulator/EGSE) F r ame 

ABAIXAS Sclentific NASA-DSN/Polar CLTU 

OHB (EGSE) Packet 

CHAMP Scientific NASA-DSN/Polar CLTU 

DLR/DJO (EGSE) CLTU 

GRACE Scientific NASA·DSN/Polar CLTU 

DLRIDSS (EGSE) CLTU 

Table 2 Cross-Support Missions 

PrOJect Type Station-lnterface Data-Interface Customer 

lnput Output 

EUTELSAT W24 Geostatíonary DLR-WHM Frame CLTU EUTELSAT 

(Station B/U 

ROCSAT-1 Sclentlfic DLR-WHM CLTU's CLTU's NSPO I Taiwan 

+ ISRO (BGL, MAU) 

KOMPSAT Scientific DLR-WHM CLTU CLTU KARI/ S Korea 

+ INPE (tbc) 

The missiom to be supported by the new system can be divided imo two categories. Those where 
GSOC acts as mission control center and those where GSOC provides cros~-~upport (see tables above). 

Telecommand System Architecture 

Durlng the design phase of lhe implementation o f thc ESA Packet standards (Ref. I) a number of 
criteria were taken into account. As the current sy1>tcms were mission proven over many years, maximum 
re-use of existing system~ was specified and thcn det:isions were made as to how and whcre tl1e requiced 
CCSDS Packet Layer services werc to be implemented within tl1e existlng modules. 

The requiremcms ~pccified that the Conunand System bad to implement the ESA standard up to and 
iucluding the coding layer. Thil> was later extended to includc certai.n functions of the phy~ical layer, sucb 
as tbe lnclusion of the ESA PLOP-2 acquisiúon sequence. The latter is significant, for instance, during 
the LEO phasc of a particular mission where ground station 'upport is provided by the NASA network. 
Fui! Packet layer implementaúon thus ensured GSOC's ground staúon i.ndependcnce. In addition to 
implemenúng thc full functionality, attention was also givcn to the nexibility of the syMem and it!. ability 
to support the Packet TC functions not only where GSOC was actlng as the contcol center but abo were 
cross-support functions were being provided. 

Taking a look at lhe layer diagram, th.e aim w~1s to provide access points for all opcrating modcs at 
eacb layer. Obviously this depends.fully on lhe requirements of eacb mission, but this overall goal was 
set so that one implementallon could be used for •111 mission scenarios. This meant that access should be 
provided for TC Packcts, Segments, Transfer Frames and CLTUs. 

The diagram also indicates the opúon to allow TC Segments to be fed back. into tbc packeúsation 
layer, obviously a non-nominal case. This feature is provided for the Abrixas mission. which has ao 
interface ofTC Packet~ for test purposes and CLTU'~ for real-time mission activiúes. Thc TC Database 
is set to output TC Segments, TC Packets witJ1 TC Segmcnt hcader. Thi\ feature aliO\\.., the same TC 
Database to be used during tbe test and operations phase~. 

The following diagram define~ the stcucture of t11e Core Command System. 
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Acçett$ 
Point to 
DlR..GSOC 
GIS Net'No<k 

Externai Ag<!nc•n 
(Support S<!rvices) 

Inpul access Output acces! 
poUlts for pomts for 
each layer each layer 

TC Packet 

Frame 

CLTUs 

------> 
TC~gment 

Flg. 1 Processing Layers 

COM MANO 
OPERATOR 

Flg. 2 Telecommand System Architecture 

Packet Telecommand Services 
The Packet TC enbancement required 10 be implemented could be broken down a~ follow~: 
• Packet Laycr Proccssing 

306 
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TC Packet Generatioo. CRC caJculation. 
• Segmcnt Layer Proce~sing 
Segrnent Header (Trailer) Generotion. optional Autbentication 
• Transfer Layer Processing 
Transfcr Frame Header Generation, Frame CRC check calculation. 
• COP-1 Transfer (sub-)Layer 
COP- 1 Processing, CLCW lnterpretation 
• Coding Layer PrOCC$Sing 
CL TU Generation 

Packet Layer Processing 

The functions provided for the packet levei processing were divided into two scparate activities. 
J. Those which were performed in the TC Database following TC selection and prior to uplink. 
2. Functions required following enabling of the telecommand for uplink. 
For missions where GSOC is acting as the control center the TC Packet is 'fully' defined within the 

TC Database. with Lhe exception of the packet sequence counter. 
• Tran~late TC mnemonic input into binary data, using database tables. Complete Packet Data field 
• Fill-out Packet Hcader, Version Numberffype, Data Fields header flag, Application process id, 
• Set Packet coumer to 7.ero. 
• Generate temporary Packet CRC 
Once the Telecommand has been ~uccessfully translated is then added to lhe selected sequence/queue, 

wbere it is stored prior to uplink. 

Packet Sequence Counter generation 

The Packet '>equence counter is only finaJiy updated once lhe telccommand has becn enabled for 
uplink. This is performcd for a number o f rcasons. The prime one being that the sequence/queue handling 
features provided by the Executor task allow translated telecommands in the queue to be moved, copied 
and deleted rf tbe Packct counter was set at telecornmand gencration time then this would allow 
completely inconsistent sequence counter vaJues to be uplinked. 

Therefore once tbe telecommand has been cnabled for uplink it is sent to the Transrnission Server 
module where thc Packet scquence counter is gencrated and lhe Packct CRC recalculated, if required. 

The Packet (re-)calcuJation feature is also mission configurable and allows 3 separare options: 
J. Calculare lhe Packet sequence counter for each Application ld. As ~pecified in tbe Packet 

Utilization Standard\. 
2. Calculate the ovcrall Packe t sequence counter., independem o f Application id. 
3. Do not (rc)calculatc the Packct sequence counter 
This alloM. cross-support for agencies providing input as TC Packets wherc tbe content should not bc 

aJtered. 

Segmentation Layer Processing 
l . Segmc111 Header gcneration: 

As with the Packet layer proccssing the segmemation layer processing also has two separate 
activitie~ which are tied to those fun ctions performed prior to and following the enabling of the 
Telecornmand for uplin.k. 
Again for those missions where GSOC i!- acting as the contrai center is wa~ decided to also 
implement the segment Header processing withiu the TC Database. This is becaul.e the MAP-ID 
is nomlnally related to lhe Application id of the TC Packet, (CPDU. Prime/Redundant Data 
Units). 
Options are provided to allow switching between prime and redundant units where applicable. 
This ha.s been implemeuted by either duplicating the telecommand wilhin the TC Database or by 
dcfwing un override swirch to allow Map-Id selection in real-time. 
The final part of the Segmentation Layer processing is lhe optionaJ Authentication and is 
performed only after rhe telecornmand has been enabled for uplink. 

2. Authentication: 
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Authentication can be switched ON/OFF in real-time by predefincd telecornmand(s). lf it is set to 
"ON' the segment trailer (LAC-ID + LAC Counter + Authentication Signature), u~ing 
Authentication software ~ervices ofthe LETS software library. 
I f it is setto OFF, no furthcr processing is required. 

Transfer and Coding Layer Processing 

The proccssing of the~e two laycrs is realised by the Telecommand Sy~tem using a comrnercial 
package (LETS) available in lhe forrn of an OpenVMS objcct library. Thi ' package realises the Tmnsfer 
and Coding layers of Lhe ESA \tandard and optionally the Authentication layer if required. There are 
eight different service modules, which nllow the uscr to access and manipulate the FOP. Thesc scrvice 
modules have been integraled built into the Telecommand System and provide thc necessary 
functiona lity. 

Thc virtual channels are indcpendently rnanagcd in the FOP and havc no cross coupling effccts. 
Delivery of invalid CLCW's (i.e. unidentified VC number) will cause ali channell. to be reset to the initial 
state). 

Due to the fact that this functionality is built into the control center software, no change~ to the 
standard ESA baseband software are rcquired. 

• TC Dota and APP .10. 
Deflned In TC Data base 

• Complellon oiTC Patke\ 
lnclud ng p,,cker counter 
an~ Error c~eck 

TCSystem 
Operator 

SEGMENT LAYER 
PROCESSING 

• S.enl H~r & MAP 10 áerlned n 
TC oatabue(Pnmelfled. PM specrned 
as ChAngeCon~ol fiiQumenl R/T mods .) 

• Aclnen:lcallon, lfroqu red. allow 
modl1carlon andlcr inoot c·r 
l.AC lné stgri1ure-s 

lRANSFER LAYER 
PROCESSINO 

• Set SIC D & lllrtual Cllonnel l) 
• Calculancn offrame Seq No 

and F rime Error check. 
1nd Erro r c~eck 

• Definrticn or ADIBDIBC Mo de 
• Seec~onoiTF crCLTU 
• FOI' & CLCWProcesslnQ. ncl 

RetrJrsmlssaort 

Fig. 3 Packet Telecommand System 

Cross Support Aspects 

• Packag1ng ofTransrar Frames 
nto CLT\Js 

Within thc DLR-GSOC ground station network the interface protocols are standardized. enabJing the 
GSOC SCC to com.muoicate transparently with each of its supporting stations. One of the current 

l
problem~ with providing cross support services is the fact rhat the agencies requiring these services rarely 
use the srune interface protocol. This is a problem that is now being addressed, by lhe definition and 
subsequent implernentation of Space Link Extension Services, which will provide a standardized 
interface between Lhe SCC and the Ground Station. for now however, individuality is the nonn. During 
Lhe implementatlon of lhe "'access poillls" for each mission it became clear that the best policy was to 
implement each customers adopted interface defiui tion/protocol locaJiy. In many cases lhis was a 
.requirement and not ao option. Howcvcr, although the effort for GSOC was increased, this melhod 
allowed the custo me r to treat GSOC in exactly Lhe sarne way ru, it would one of its own ground stations or 
at least allow it to have only Lhe one interface. tbereby allowing SCC- G/S independence. 
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Eutelsat W24: 
Support for the Eutelsat W24 project was provided in two forms, Eirstly during the LEO phase where 

ali activitie~ wbere performed by the DLR-GSOC control ccnter and secondly in thc form of emergency 
cross-suppon. During the test and checkout phase of the mission the standard Transfer Frame interface 
was used. This naturally had one minar drawback that the syMcm.s were ncvcr completely tested in thc 
finalmission configuration, namely with CL TU' ~. 

Rocsat: 

Among the recent projects DLR-GSOC has becn involved in the suppon for the ROCSAT-1 mission. 
This takes thc form of cross-support whcre GSOC provides services to allow NSPO to command through 
DLR-GSOC's ground station network. Although lhe satellite uses the CCSDS standards, the interface 
itself is NSPO specific. 

The interface is dcfined via the codlng layer, therefore :-.ISPO provides GSOC with CLTUs oras is 
the case with this interface a set o f CL TUs. GSOC' s funcüon is to provide the protocol conversion 
between the incoming data block format and that requircd for GSOC network. At the time of 
implemcntation buffering features had not been implcmenled, thcrefore the throughput was restricted to a 
•·one in, one out'" ba~is. 
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With the c.:urrent implementalion of the Packet Telecommand Systcm a great deal of flexibility and 
independcnce has been maintalned. Flcxibility because we havc the ability to continue to interface with 
ali existing ground stations in the same manner as before, and independence because as the 
implementation of ali laycrs has been rcalized within the control center. This means that no enhancements 
or moditications at the stations were necessary to suppon the new standard, ahhougb these are obviously 
been planned and will bc implementcd in the futurc. This levei of independcnce means that whcn the new 
~tandards come in to force only minor cbanges will be required within the comrol centcr. 

A~ far as cross \Upport is concemcd the situation will only improve oncc a gJobally accepted standard 
for data exchange betwecn control ccntcrs and ground station.!>, such as tbe proposed SLE-Services, has 
been adopted. 
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Abstract 
The Telecommand Data Rautin,~ and Chatmel Sen·ice.1 defined by tlw Consultatil·e Cmnmillee for Space Data Syo~tems 
(CCSDS) are jlexible enough to .wpport a myriad ojcmnmnnding models. Because the srandnrd is so brond, the 
traditi01wl f:I'OIIIId sy.1·tem npproaclr lrn.r been ro implemelll only the portimr af rhe standard needed by tire particular 
spacecroft being tesred/operated. 
Tasked wir/r prOI'iding grormd Te/ecommand Sen•ices for wr em ire class of spacecrafl, ,,•/rere each spacecm.fr may 
c·lroose any ''nlid CCSDS commanding model. we desixned 011 illfetfoce capable oj'supporring thefu/1 CCSDS pmtoco/. 
Si~o~nifiNIIII rost savings are oclrievNf by USÍI!f.l tlle .l'ilme inreiface and implemellllllioll jor mulrip/e spacecraft. 
This paper describes this intetjil<'e ond /rott' ir leads to a .llrait<htfotwnrd imp/emellfatio11. The nmcepro~ used are 
ge11era/ enough 10 be app/ied ro mire r problems. 
Keywords: CCSDS Te/ecommand Sf'n•ices. Ground Sy.t ft'lll\, SfDU. 

CCSDS Telecommand Services 
The purpose of the ground Telecommand Services is to relinbly dcliver your commands to the 

spacecraft. This is accomplhhed via a series of laycrs which add headers and trailers to your command 
Pack:et ru1d pass the resulting data to the spacecraft. 

The flight Telecommand Service layers then remove lhe headerl> and trailcrs to extract the original 
command Packet. 

Each ground layer accepts a specific fonn of input data and generates a specific fonn of output data, 
as follow:.: 

Layer 

Segmentation 

Transfer 

Coding 

Physical 

Tabla 1 Layers oi lha Talecommand Services 

lnput data Output data 

Packet Segment 

Segment Transler Frame 

Transfer Frame Command Unk Transmission Untt (CLTU) 

CL TU command data for lhe spacecreft 

The Telccommand Services are quite tlexible. They allow: 

I. Data entry at user-specified layers: 
The services allow you to insert data at eithcr the Segmentation Layer or Transfer Layer. while 
the testing of night command hardwarel~>oftware requires data entry at the Coding and Physical 
Layers. Therefore, a generic implementation of the standard should allow data entry at any laycr 
o f the services. 

2. Commands to be sent to the spacecraft individually or in groups: 
The services allow you to group commands by putting mulliple l'acket:. in onc Segment and/or 
multiple Transfer Framcs Ln one CLTU. 

3. Configuration of each layer: 
Each layer of the services provides a number of Ul>er-defmablc parameter~, which mu~t be set to 
match the iligbt layers used on your particular spacecraft. 
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Interface Requirements 

Ground 
Command .. Telecmd .. Space-

Source 
.. 

craft Messages Services CLTUs 

Fig. 1 Command Data Flow 

As de.scribed above. to send commands to the spacecraft. you send messages to the Telecommand 
Services. 

Thc Telecommand Services conven the given data to a fonn the spacecraft can uuderstand, and the 
resulting datais transmilted to the spacccraft. 

The format of these messages must support comrnunication of the following inforrnation; 

• The command data you want sent and what form it is i.n (e.g. packet, segment) 
• How you want the data grouped (e.g. multiple packets in one segment) 
• How euch layer o f the Telecommand Services should be configured to speak to your spacecraft. 

Interface Goals 
An importnnt goal i ~ to provide a simple interface to the Telecommand Services. This is challenging 

because lhere are many forrns of data to communicate. 
The message format is your interface to the Telecommand Services. Thus. it should meet some of Lhe 

same goals any good user interface would. Namely: 

• Messagcs should be easy to gencrate and rcad; 
• All mei.~ages should have a consistent formal, and be self-defining; 
• Messages should be available for all functions that you may need to perform; 
• Messages should indicate the action to be taken and contain the da ta to tak:e it upon; 
• The system should be expandable, mcaning addüional message types can be added without 

modifying existing fwtctions and formats; 
• Feedback should be given to each message indicating success or failure. 

The solution-concepts 

Interface concepts (objects) 

We chose to base our message formal on another CCSDS standard. the Standard Formatted Data Unit 
(SFOU). Some characteristics of SFDUs: 

J. There are severa! classes of SFDUs, iJJcluding I-class (we'll call these envelopes) and Z-class 
(we'll callthese mailbags). 

2. Envelopes always contain data. 
3. Mailbags may contain envelope(s) and/or other mailbag(s). 
4. Each mailbag/envelope is labeled with a four character string dcscribing it's contents. 

Our messages cach contain one or more objects; each object is an SFDU. Some characterisúcs of 
these objects are: 

1. There are 2 types of objects: envelopes and rnailbag~. 
2. An envelope contains one piece of data to be acted upon. 
3. A mailbag contains a group of envelopes and/or mailbags. (i.e. mailbags are used to combine 

multiple input data items into a single output data item) 
4. The label describes thc contents of an object (e.g. whcther it is a packet, segment, or whatever), 

and specifics the actions to be taken with the data. 
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lmplementation concepts (message conversion) 

When you send a message to Lhe Telecomrnand Services. it is passed through cach layer. When a 
layer receives a messagc, it applies Lhe following rule~ to cach mailbag and envelope within thc message 
and then retums the resulting message. 

I. If lhe label on an envelope indicates input data for this layer, thcn the envelope is replaced with 
an envelope containing output data from this layer (built from the content!> of the input 
envelope). For example, lhe SegmentatioJJ Layer replaces each Command Packet envelope witb 
a Command Segmcnt envelope. 

2. lf the label on a mailbag indicate!> grouping 10 be performed by this layer. then the mailbag is 
replaced with an envelope containing output data from tbis layer (buih from the content.s of lhe 
input mailbag). For example, the Segmentation Layer replaces a Segment mailbag with a 
Segment envelope (all the packets within the mailbag are combined into one Segmcnt). 

3. Tf the la bel on an envelope indicates a Conliguration Directive for this layer. then the envelope is 
removed and the directive is executed. 

4. Any mailbag/envelope whose labcl is unrecognized is left in the message. This is a key 
characteristic of the implementation because it ensures that objects (i.e. mailbags and envelopes) 
pass through the services until lhey reach lhe applicable laycr. It also ensures that lhe exi~ting 
implementation is not affcctcd when new objccts are defined. Note: Ali envelopes are checked, 
including tbose wilhin unrecognized mailbags. 

After the mes:.agc hns passed through each laycr, the data insidc will have been transformed 
appropriately to a form that your spacecraft can under~wnd. The resulling data is tben Lransmitted to your 
spacecraft. 

The solution-specifics 

List of objects 
This section lists the objects that a Command Source may include in me~sagcs sem to our 

Telecommand Servtces. The following are defined: 
Table 2 Envelope Objects 

Label Meanlng 

DSEG configuration directive for lhe Segmentation Layer. 

DXFR configuration directive for the Transfer Layer. 

DCOD conflguration direcllve for lhe Coding L.ayer 

DPHY conflguration directlve for the Physical Layer 

CPKT Command Packet data 

CSEG Command Segment data 

CFRM Command Transfer Frame data 

CL TU Command Unk Transmission UnH data 

CSPA Command data for the spacecraft 

Table 3 Mailbag Objects 

Labet Meanlng 

CSEG bulld one Command Segment from allthe data 1n 
thls mailbag. 

CL TU build one CL TU from allthe data in thls mallbag. 

Commanding Examples: 
A) Data entry at each layer o f lhe services: 
Envelopes containing cornmand data are passed through the TeleconUllalld Service~ until they reach 

lhe applicable layer; from then on lhey get converted. 
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Example 1 Sending a Packet to the spacecratt : Example 2 Sending a Frame to the spacecraft : 

The Packet envelope is recognized at thc Segmentation Layer, so headers/trailers are added by every 
layer. 

The Frame envelope is not recognized until it reaches the Codi.ng Layer, so headersltrailers are added 
beginning with the Coding Layer. Note that the Segmentation and Transfer Layers do nol modify the 
message at ali. 

B) Data aggregation: 
Data aggregation is requested by putting envelopes in a mailbag. The mailbag remains in the 

message unúJ it reaches the applicable layer: envelopes within mailbags are converted in thc normal way 
by each layer. 
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Example 3- 2 Packets into 1 Segment: 

CSEG 

I CPKT <.packet1> CPKT <packet2>: 

The Segmentation Layer recognizes Lhe Segment mailbag, so it replaces the entire mailbag with a 
Segmenr envelope containing the data from both command packets (i.e. both packets are combined into 1 
Segment). Headers/trailers are adde.d in the usual way by the remaining layers. 



~ 
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Example 4-2 Transfer Fremes In to 1 CLTU: 

CLTU 

I CPKT <prx:ket1> li CPKT <packet1> I 

CLTU 

lcsEG <segment1>jlcsEG <segment1>1 

CLTU 

I CFRM <.fran-te1> li CFRM </rot1-te2> I 

The Segmeotation Layer does not recognize the CLTU mailbag, bul it does recognize lhe Packet 
envelopes inside, so it converts each Packet envelope to a Segment envelope. 

TI1c Transfer Layer doesn't recognize lhe CLTU mailbag either, but it does recognize the Segment 
envelopes inside, so it converts each Segment into a Frame. 

The Coding Layer rccogni.re~ the CLTU mailbag, so it replaces the entire mailbag with a single 
CLTU envelope containing lhe data from both Frames (i.e. 2 Frames are combined into 1 CL TU). 
Headers/trailers are added in lhe usual way by the remaining layer. 

C) Configuration of each Layer: 
Envelopes containing configuration dlrectives are passed through lhe Telecommand Services until 

they reach lhe applicable layer; at that point they get executed and removed. 
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Example 5- A configuration directive for the Transfer 
Layer 

Example 6 - A configuration directive for the Physical 
Layer 

The Transfer-layer directive envelope is not recognized until it reaches lhe Transfer Layer, wbere the 
directive is executed and lhe envelope is removed. 

The Physical-layer directlve envelope is not recognized until it reaches the Physical Layer, where the 
directive is executed and lhe envelope is removed. 

Responses to the Command Source: 
When you send messages to the services, you receive responses indicating: 
1. if your message was accepted or rejected, and 
2. whether or not your command(s) were successfully delivered to the spacecraft. 
In writing tbis paper, we felt lhe concepts were more clearly illustrated if the response mechanism is 

not included. 

The solution-characteristics 

Characteristics of the interface 
Flexib/e: A single interface can handle any valid CCSDS cornmanding model. 
Objecr-oriented: Each message from the command source specifies both the input data (e.g. 

Command Packets) and the actions to be performed with the data (e.g. lo combine multiple packets into 
one segment). 

E.xparula.ble: New capabilities are added by defin.ing new objects (SFDUs). Adding new objects does 
not affect the existing implementation, because objects pass through lhe services until they reach the 
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applicable layer. This is important, siuce addüional layers (outs.ide the Telecqnunand Services) are 
needed to conununicate wi th different Ground Stations. 

Characteristics of the implementation 
Modular: The logic for each service layer is conta.i.ned in a sepa.rate Application Progra.rn Inrerface 

(API). The objects used for the Command Source interface are also used for conununication between 
Iayers. 

Distriburable: The design can be split along any layer boundary for dist.ribution across multiple 
platfonns. Because the objects represent data in ASCII format , lhere is data consistency across platfom1s. 

Conclusion 

By choosing an elegant interface, this complex problem was solved with a stra.ighrforwa.rd 
implementation. The concepts we used in thls interface are general enough to be used in solving other 
problems. 

The resulting lrnplementation is currently being used by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space 
Adrninistration) for integration & test of the Microwave Anisotropy Probe (MAP) and Earth Observer-l 
(E0-1) spacecraft. ll will be used for post-launch operations of these spacecra.ft as well as the Jmager for 
Magnetopause lo Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) spacecraft. Use of the san1e implementation and 
interface across muJliple spacecraft has yielded significant cost savings. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the end-to-end design archiu;ctllre }!1r w1 attiOnomOLtS commanding capabili(r to be used 011 the 
Wide Field lnfrared Explore r (WIRE) missionfor tile ttplink of coJruttaJUi /oads during tmattended station comacts. The 
W/RE mission i.t thejifrh andji11al mis.rion of NASA 's Goddard Space Flighr Cemer Small Explorer (SMEX) series to 
be /armched in Marc/r of 1999. fls primary mission is the targetiug ofdeep spare.fields usil1g w i ultra-cooled itifrared 
telescope. Dueto its mission design W/RE command loads are /ar11e (approximarely 40 Kbytes per 24 lrours) and must 
be peiformed daily. To reduce t11e cosi of mission operarions supporr t/Jal would be required in order to ltplink 
command /oads, the WIRE Flig/11 Operations Team lws implememed m1 autonomotts command /oadiug capabi/iry. 
This capal>ility allows complerely 11/IOilended operalions over a rypica/ rwo-day weekend period. The key facrors 
drivinR desi!lfl and implementation of rhis capabilirywere: 
I . !ntegration witlr already existing grmmd system arttcmomous capobilities 011d systems, 
2. The desire to evolve aulonomous operations capabilities based upnn previous SMEX operarions experie.nce -

specifica/ly the SWAS missitm. 
3. lntegrwion with ground ,\'111/ion operationr both autonomous and man-tended, 
4. L.ow cosi and quick implememation. mrd 
5. End-to-end ~)'Siem robusmes.1·. 
A trade-off sttuly was peiformed ro examine rhese factors in light of the low-cost, higher-risk SMEX mtss!On 
phi/osoplry. Tire srudy conc/uded rhat a STOL (Spacecrafl Tesl aud Operarions Lanf?ttage) based script, highly 
imegrated with other scriprs used to perform autonommts operarions, was IJest suited giventhe budgetand goals o.ftlre 
missimr. Eac!J of rlrese factors is discussed in addirion to use of lhe SWAS mission as a tesrbed for ciUltmomous 
commanding prior ro implememation on WIRE. The capabiliries implemented 011 the W/RE mission are an example of 
a loll'-tOSI, robust. and ej]icie/11 metlwdfor autonornous command loading when implememed witlr otlrer autorwmous 
fearures of rhe ground system. They can be rtsed as a design and implementation tem piare by other missious i11terested 
in evolvin.~ wward autonomous mui lower cosr operar íons. 
Keywords: Automation, satellile operations, low-cost operations 

lntroduction 
The SMEX missions have historically been leaders for new operational and architectural ground 

system philosophies at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The funda mental philosophy for the SMEX 
Flight Operations Team is lhe multi-mlssion operations concept. This concept was developed by the 
FOT, which had one team responslble for ali of lhe SMEX spacecraft. These spacecraft currently 
lnclude: SAMPEX. FAST, TRACE, and SW AS , which have a1J already launched and are operalional. 
Also included in the SMEX series is WlRE, which is scheduled to launch in February of 1999. The 
multi-mission concepl is effeclive becau~>e the SMEX FOT is involved in ali aspects of a missioo 
development and on-orbit operations. A portion of lhe team works in the pre-m.ission phase of a mlsslon 
Lhat lncludes lntegration and testing and developing the operarional concept for a misslon. Beslde lheii 
main tasks in l.be pre-missiou phase, a secondary rask is to transfer lhe knowledge back to the core team 
that will evenrually take ou the routine operation responsibilities. 

SMEX Operational history 
SAMPEX used lhe Transportable Payload Operational Cont.rol Center for its ground system, and was 

Lhe first major GSFC mission to migrate away from a t.raditioual mainframe ground system. TPOCC used 
a workstatiou-based system that provided the mission with a high degree of flex.i.bility for the time. Data 
servers wilh add.itional workstation strings could be added for operaüonal support during higb activity 
periods, such as the launch and early orbit phase. The operational philosophy still reflected a traditional 
operational approach whereas the flight team and the I&T teams were two separate teams and d.ifferent 
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ground systems were used for I&T and ops. At launch, the ops team still supponed seven days a week, 
24 hours a day. Althougb the ground system arcbltecture was beginning to evolve, little improvemént 
had'been made to tbe operati'onal concept. 

After the launcb of SAMPEX in July 1992. the SMEX FOT developed the fust step in automating 
operations and reducing costs for tbe mission. Tbe concept of ''blind passes" was creatcd and tested. The 
concept allowed lhe SMEX FOT tO staff the control center !>even days a week, but only 16 hours a day. 
During the remaining eight hours, Lhe spacecraft was commanded from Lhe stored command load. The 
on-board command load allowed the spacecraft to dump its science data lo the ground during the supports 
without any intervention from the ground. Tbe FOT configured Ule spacecraft LO dump lhe data three 
minutes after AOS, wblch allowed lhe ground station personnel time to account for station masking or 
acquisition problems. After this concept was tested. both thc SMEX FOT and NASA gained confidence, 
and staffing was further reduced to 12 hours a day, seven days a week. 

Because of problems with the launch vehicle, FAST launch operations were twice ordered to stand 
down. After lhe second FAST stand-down in October 1995, a 25% FOT staff reduction was needed to 
reduce the overall budgel for SMEX. The team's staff was reduced from 20 people to 15. When the 
reduction occurred, SMEX still only had one spacecraft in orbit, but the reduction forced tbe team to 
examine tbe routine operations work and eliminate or reduce lhe amount of work that was required daily. 

Although the ground system arcbltecture remained relatively similar to the SAMPEX mission, the 
FAST team began to incorporate new and more effective operational strategies. The firsr change started 
in the pre-mission phase when tbe ops team was integrated into the I&T team. AIIJ1ough an integrated 
team is standard practice for most nússions today. at tbe time it was a new direction for GSFC missions. 
Cbaoges also were incorporated into the ops concept. Once FAST Jaunched in August 1996. the SMEX 
team began mulli-mission operations. Because of the use ofblind passes, and witb FAST transitioning to 
routÍJle operations, the control center staffing was able to be reduced from 12 hours a day to 8 hours a 
day. In October 1997, the SMEX FOT slarted five-day operations. The control center was only staffed 
Monday through Friday, 8 bours each day. To meet this levei of reduced staff coverage, severa! other 
tools had to be incorporated. The use of blind passes was stW being used during the SMEX FOT off. 
hours. 

One of the problems in go.ing to five-day operations was preventing the spacecraft watchdog timer 
from timing out. On ali SMEX spacecraft. a watchdog timer monitors the time receipt between ground 
commands. If this time between commands exceeds 24 to 28 hours (dependent on which rnission), the 
spacecraft will re-boot itself causü1g an impact to the science mission and requiring one to severa! days to 
fully recover tbe satellite. A method was developed lhat allowed the ground station personnel ai Wallop.s 
Flight Facility to uplink no-operation commands from a file during normal supports when the SMEX 
FOT was uot staffing the control center. Tbe no-operation cornmands were uplinked on every blind pass 
that Wallops grouud station supported. This procedure proved effective and reliable. Since the start of 
five days operations, none of the spacecraft watchdog timers have ever caused a spacecraft re-boot. 

A second problem thal was encountered for five-day operations was weekend on-board command 
loads. Tbe on-board command load had to be increased from 24-hour coverage lo 48-hour or 72 hour 
coverage to preclude the need for uplinking command loads tO the spacecraft on Saturday or Sunday. 
The SMEX FOT looked at severa! activities and command sequences in the stored com.mand load and 
was able to reduce or eliminate some of lhe commands in the loads. Tbls reduction allowcd tbe on-board 
command loads to cover 48 or 72 hours and two loads were uplinked to control the spacecraft over thc 
weekend. To reduce lhe risk to the spacecraf1 and prevent large amounts of data loss, other elements in 
the end-to-end data flow were augmented. Arrangements were made with lhe ground stations and data 
processing teams lo contact the flight ops team if a problem from a pre-defined lisl occurred. Since tbe 
start of tbe five-day operations, science data capture nas not declined and remains above 99% for all 
SMEX missions and no spacecraft anomalies have caused any serious problems because of the reduced 
staff coverage. 

Wlth the láunch of TRACE in April 1998, the FOT incorporaled the same five-day operation concept 
for its normal operatious. The TRACE team added new tools for monitoring the spacecraft. The SERS 
was created by NASA to belp moiútor spacecraft. SERS scans through the syslem evenl logs looking for 
anomalous events or violations or any other messages that the night operations define. lf an anomalous 
event or violation is found , the system will notify the SMEX FOT by email and pages. A list of team 
members is notified until an acknowledgement is received back to SERS from the pager. Tbls system 
allowed the SMEX FOT to gain more con.fidence aod insight into the health and safety of lhe spacecraft 
during off-hours. Because of the success of the system SWAS has started to use it after launching in 
December 1998. WlRE is currently being configured on tbe system and FAST will start using the system 
in early 1999. 

Thc grouud system also underwent significant arcbltectural changes. For SAMPEX and FAST, lhe 
ground system was based on workstations with separate front-end processors. TRACE uscd tbe ITOS 
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system for HS ground system. Thi~ c;yMem i.ncorporated the from-end proce~sor functions into lhe 
workstauon thu~ requinng only one unit. The ITOS ground system abo was the main ground system for 
all of SMEX l&T. Therefore the FOT developed many of lhe page!> and procedures during lhe l&T 
pha~. wh1eh allowed lhe FOT to re-use most of them for operations. Additi.onaJJy, the ITOS system was 
hosted onto desktop and laptop PC's in addilion to workstations for addcd Oexibility. AJthough 
workstation~ were used primarily for the TRACE control center, much less expensive desktop and laptop 
PC's could now be used for high activity pcriods for added cost savings. The FOT used the laptop PC's 
for procedurc and documentation development in their office or even at home. and thcn easily i.ntegrated 
U1e changes i.Jlto rhe system. 

Uniquc problems arose wilh the SWAS und WfRE operations plans. The time-tines in thc on-board 
command load are numerous because it gives severa! tnrgets for the spacecraft to investigare. Because of 
lhei.r large ~ite, the command loads time period could not be extended to cover the entire weekend. For 
these two mi~~ions to mect the current five-day operations concept and to maintain the same levei of 
science data collection. the SMEX FOT developed and created an autonomous corrunand load procedure 
that uses STOL tanguage and U ·1x scripts. The ground system architecture and spacecraft command 
concepts used for autonomous commanding will be di.scussed in the following ~ection~. 

Autonomous Architecture Overview 

The current capabilities developed for autonomous operalions are in the support of autonomous 
station contacts, which are referred to as blind passes. These are performed using virtually the sarne 
proce~scs as tended supports except that automation tools perform system configurations, receipt and 
monitoring of data, and post-pass processing of pre-rccorded housekeeping and science data in place of 
flight tcarn pcrsonnel. During ali normal contact~> the WIRE Spacecraft autonomously transrnits real-time 
housel.eeping telemctry. dumps stored housekeeping , and science telemctry data. Normal contacts are 
pre-scheduled contact times of approximately 8-1 O minute duration and occur 3 times daily. Ali 
telemetry management, transnútter ON/OFF. and other spacecraft managemcnt functions related to 
supporting normal comacts are performed via onboard stored commanding (i.e. a comma.nd Joad or A TS 
load ). 

The lTOS ground system Mission Operations Center or MOC autonomously performs self 
configurations to support U1e contact as would be done by flight team personnel, and configures TCP/lP 
and UDP/lP network coru1ections as a server. The ground station initiates por1 connections as lhe client. 
The connection~ are norrnally performed manuatty by station personnel but may atso be performed 
autonomously i f lhe station is also un-tendcd. !TOS receives real-time data during the contact and stored 
housekeeping daw post-contact via FTP. Recorded science data is FTP'd directly to the science team 
post-contact. The MOC processes both real-time and post-contact data to look for anomalous spacecraft 
conditiom. Flight team members are notilied via pager of any such conditions. 

The current capabiliti.es. as described in the above overview, have been further developed to also 
provide for autonomou~ commanding of lhe spacecraft. The following sections describe the basic tools 
of the ground 1.y~tem that are used to provide this capability and how they have been adapted to support 
command toading for the WTRE mission. 

Key Components: ITOS, SERS, UNIX Scripts 

The core tools and features of the MOC needed to support autonomous operations consist of the 
!TOS, SERS (Spacecraf! Emergency Response System), and Unix/Solaris scripts. The role of each is 
discus!>ed below. 

I TOS 
ITOS is a workstation based software package developed in-house at GSFC that runs under the 

SUN/Solari!> operating system. ITOS provides many features but i.ts key capabilities for the support of 
autonomou' operations are: 

• STOL <System Test and Operations Language) procedural scripting 
• Lirnit and configuration monitoring of telemetry 
• Event capruring and logging 
• Telemetry archival and replay 
Time bascd cxecution of STOL procedures drive lhe configuration and setup for station contacts, the 

real-time datu processing and commanding during a conr.act, and the post-pass processing of stored 
housekeepi ng data. The procedures used to suppon autonomous operutions (i. e. the blind pass 
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procedures) are highly enhanced variations of scripts used to perfonn the same basic funclions during a 
flight team tended contact. 

!TOS provides a limit and contiguration monitoring capability of spacecrafl telemetry thal is 
configured to create 'event messages' whenever a telemetry point is not within an expected range or not 
set to an expected discrete valuc. Other messages are generated from !TOS system events. the status of 
telemetry and command processing. and the execuúon of STOL and Unix scripls. AIJ ~uch events are 
wriuen to an event log and are created for both real-time and post-pass playback data. 

SERS 
The SERS system was developed out of a general drive 10 reduce operations costs by reducing fligh1 

team personnel support requirements. ft was fmt implemented on the TRACE mlssion and will be used 
on all other SMEX missions except SAMPEX. The SERS system is instrumental for ensuring 
automation robustness. lt notities i1ight team personnel of the occurrence of any anomalous condiüons 
including the failure of the STOL scripts rhemselves to complete command loads and other aclivities. ft 
performs thls function via processing of evenl logs (real-lime and post-pass) creatcd from the contact. 
Eacb log me is opened and read for limit, contiguration, and JTOS systern event messages rhal are 
considered anomalous. All such messages are lhen transmitted lo severaJ flight team personnel, who are 
designated as being on call dW'ing the support. The flight team member receiving lhe SERS alert must 
use bis!her pager to acknowledge receipt or the system will aJert lhe nexr member in the list. Ali evem 
messages appear on the pager display in full formar and lenglh as they would be read from the 
workstation console. After reviewing the message(s) the FOT member can then decide what action, if 
any is necessary. 

Unix/Solaris Scripts 
Unix scripts are used to perform various cleanup aclivities including moving files between 

workstations and within directories of a workstation. Examples of this include the automaric transfer of 
event Jog files from the prime and backup workstations to the SERS, tbe transfer of attitude and orbit files 
(created from post-pass playback of housekeeping data) to the fligbt dynamics suppon system, and lhe 
transfer of housekeeping data to t:he. data processing system. As data is moved to ils flnaJ destination 
and/or archivallocalion(s) it is deleted from intermediate storage directories. Ali ground system elemen1s 
are networked and all file transfers are performed via ITP. A key UNlX script was developed for the 
Auto-Comrn.anding procedure that mon.itors the ITOS software. lf the software processes gets killed or 
hung, the script will perform a system reboot and re-configure the software. This allows the t1ight ops 
team to h ave confidence that science data loss or a failure in Lhe uplink of a s1ore command load will not 
be duelo mission software failure on ITOS. 

Spacecraft Command Concepts 

Multi-layered command protocol 
To effectively perform autonomous spacecraft commandil1g, !TOS STOL procedures werc modified 

to include a thorough veritication of successful load completion. Tbis verification is based upon the 
combi ned spacecraft and ground system command verification protocol. 

Commanding and command verification for lhe WTRE spacccraft are identical to the other SMEX 
spacecraft and relies upon a multi-layer com.mand protocol based upon CCSDS COP- 1. The ITOS 
system implements the FOP and the spacecraft implements the FARM in its command ingest software. 
lo additiou, the system performs command verification via a software task rnonitoring the comma.nd 
counter and end-item verification. End-itcm verificaüon is accomplished by monitoring lhe telemetry for 
spacecraft configuralion changes. For bolh tended and autonomous operations, the STOL procedures 
make extensive use of both software command counler checks and end-item verificatiou. The COP-1 
command verification is automa.ti.oa!Ly performed in lhe background for all commands. The successfu1 or 
unsuccessful history of aJ.l conunandi.ng is rep011ed in the ITOS event log. 

Command Load Uplink 
The WlRE m.ission requires that two command loads be uplinked to lhe spacecraft daily. Each load 

contains spacecraft management. instrument configuration, and spacecraft maneuver commands covering 
a twelve-hour duration with approximate size of 18 Kbytes. Thc two loads together span 24 hours of 
operation. Uplink for the command load set is performed during a single station contact o f 8-1 O minute 
d1,uation and requires 4-6 minutes of uplink time. The load s.et is uplinked approximately 18 hoW's prior 
to the current set expiri.ng. 
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• How much of the former in-MOC activities can be automated. and 
• How well the alert system wor~. 
NASNGSFC's Advanced Architectures and Autonomy Branch (Code 588) is working lo build 

teclwologies to help facilitale lhe transition to Li ghls-out operations. One such effort is a research project 
called the Virtual Mission Opcrntions Center (VMOC). The goal of thc VMOC project is to work closely 
with operations staff to develop new technologies and workgroup computing concepts to more effectively 
meet the new objectives for rnission operation~. The VMOC project i~ exploring the fea~ibility and 
effecliveness of technologies ~uch as computer-\upponed collaborative work (groupware), wirelcss 
communications devices. and distributed operations in order to meet these goals. 

One result of the VMOC effor1 is the development of the Spacecrafl Emergency Response System 
(SERS). SERS is a Web-based suile or tools crcated to monitor and summari ~;e spacecraft opemtions and 
nolify the ser when anomulous conditions arbc. Duri.ng operations, SERS provides autonomous 
logging of events lhat require human atteution (as defined by the SCT). SERS also automatically 
generatcs summaries of cach pass. ln addition. SERS suppon~ automatic schedule changes and the 
manual reporting of anomalies. Upon logging anomalies. SERS' software agents perform customizable 
workflow processes that automatically generate repons and alen the approprime ser member(s) and/or 
engineer(s). This paper provides more detail on SERS' reporting capabilities. 

Automation During Operations 

While SERS supports anomaly logging and trucking during l&T, its capabilities are best utilized 
during the operational phase of a spacecraJt. During routine operations. SERS receives c-mail 
notifications from expert ~ystems and automatically examines ground ~ystem log files for anomalous 
condition!>. Wben such a condition is detec ted. SERS creates an Event Repon to document t.he 
condition(s) and automatically notifies lhe appropriate on-call team members. SERS also autonomously 
generates Pass Summary Repons that summarize the contents of each ground system log file that it 
examines. In addition, SERS handles schedule changes submitted by the Deep Space Network (DSN). 

Many ground systems generate log files for each contact between the ground station and a spacecraft. 
These contacrs occur throughout lhe day; so in lights-out operations. ruru1y of these comacts are 
performed autonomously. The log file that is generated contai.ns documentation on the status of the 
spacecraft and its subsystems (i.e .. heallh and safety data), along with any commands or procedures 
initiated by the SCT. SERS examines lhese log ftles with two different processes (I) to determine i f a 
condition has arisen that requires the SCT to be notified and (2) to summarize notable message~ and 
errors lhat were detectcd during the pass. These two processes are independently configured and 
executed, so rhat changes in the configuration of one will not affect the processing o f the other. 

Event Reports & Notifications 

In SERS. an "event" is defined as a condition that merits the attention of Lhe ser and that may 
require ~ome human intervention. Wben a new event occurs, SERS detemunes whom to notify based 
upon the event's characteristics. user-defi11ed ftlters. an on-line scbedule, and profiles of the ser. SERS 
then mcdiates the response to the alert by notifying back-up pers01mel if the initial individuais notified of 
the problem do not respond to the alen. SERS uses a variety of mechanisms (pagers, e-mail. Web, and 
relephone) to communicate with the SCT. More detailed accounts of how SERS performs these functions 
are described in Fox, et. ai. D and Baker, et al. 14 A high-level diagram of lhe process is shown in Fig. l. 

Evcnts in SERS are generated in two ways: ( 1) by receipl of a formatled e-ma i! message sent from an 
expert system or another outside process and (2) by the SERS Regular Evenl Processor (REP). In both 
cases, SERS receives the dctails of the event in a formatted e-maiJ messagc and autonomously generates a 
Pass Event Report, wbich is available immediately via the Web. By providing Web access. SERS allows 
the SCT to view reports from any computer that has a Web browser. A rypical Pass Event Report is 
shown in Fig. 2. SCT personnel who are notified of the problem can acccss the Web page LO obtain 
complete ÍJlformation about tbe event. 

lf the spacecraft's front-end is an expert system, like Altairis ,'~ the expert system sends SERS an e
ma[! message depicting the stme of the spacecraft when it detennine~ that an anomalous condition has 
arisen. In additlon, other externai processes can automatically e- mail SERS when problems are dctected. 
These currently include weather alerts, along with various processes that monitor lhe status of the 
other system hardware and software. Each alcrt causes a Pass Event Repon to be generated and 
designated SCT personnel to be notified. 
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SERS SCT 

Fig. 1 SERS·Mediated Workflow for Operational Event Handllng 

I f u rni~ston is not u~ing un expert system a~ part of its front-end. lhe SERS REP parses the log files 
from ground \ystems. W. .. e ITOS16 and ASIST.11 to determine if they contain any conditions requiring SCT 
notification. Tht: Ser defines the Jtem\ of interc:.t over the Web by completing forms that define the 
elements of intereM in thc log file. T hel>C are l,.nown as filter~. The ser thcn defines the criteria for 
those filter~ that \\I li cilher trigger an alen. prov1de contextual information. or inhibit an alen notification. 

\\'hen SERS fimb thc filter criteria in a Jog file, it automatically generates a Pass Event Repon that 
include1> mformation about the identificd problern and any pre-selected contextual data. Alternalively, 
lnhibit fi ltt:r\ can bc delineei to prevcnt utmeces~ary alen notifications from being \ent. lnhibit filters are 
generally narrowly defined to matc.:h certtün recurring messagcs that may contain data that are nol 
nominal. bul are nonethclcss nol of interesl 10 lhe SCT. Thi1> reduce~ thc number of unnecessary 
rotiticatioru. to a minimum. 

(Pass Summaries 

I SERS genenlte:- P<i'S Summary Report~ hased on data from two !>Ources: (I) lhe Deep Space l'\etwork 
(DSNJ \Chedulc and (2) the bJTound systcm log file. SERS ftrst uses DSN's 7-day pus~ plan. or schedule, 
to automatically gcneratc ~keleton repon:. containing :-chedule data for each pas~ for the spacecraft it 
monitors. A typic.:al DS ' Schedule for SMEX missions is :.hown in Fig. 3. As Lhe schedule ts revised 
Lhroughout the \\ eel... the~e skeletal Pas' Summary 
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Table 1 Test Matríx 

No. Test Description. 

Conduct procedure tests to elimina te procedure errors. 

Status: 

Complete 

2 Convert procedures and scripts to operai e for SWAS Complete 

3 Monitor procedure In real-time uslng the SWAS spacecraft Open 

4 Test and verify possible fallure scenarios while monitoring lhe procedure in real- Open 
time 

5 Execute lhe procedure with real-time monitoring for SWAS Open 

6 Apply any enhancements and updates to lhe WIRE procedures and scripts. Open 

Summary 
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Because of the automation tools that the SMEX FOT incorporated into normal operations of Sl\IIEX 
spacecraft. the team size was reduced by approximately half from the original multi-mission team size. 
These reductions rcsulted in cost saving~ to every SMEX mission and especially helped those missions 
remain funded in their extended mission phase. Ali of the techniques that were implemented were done 
with common tools that are available to every controlt:enter. The only specialized platform lhat SMEX 
currently uses is the SERS system. Thc remainder of the automation is accomplished through UN IX 
scriprs and STOL procedure that werc developed by the SMEX FOT. Thc team is continuously looking 
at ways to further automate operations, not only to reduce cost. but also to reduce the risk of errors. The 
only area that has not beeu seriously examined for automation is tbe off-li.ne analy~ i ~ that each mission is 
required to perform. Some initial work has been done in this arca. but the work is stilllabor intensive. 

Abbreviations 

AOS: 
ATS: 
CCSDS: 
COP: 
FARM: 
FAST: 
FOP: 
FOT: 
FTP: 
GSFC: 
l&T: 
ITOS: 
LOS: 
MOC: 
NASA: 
PC: 
SAMPEX: 
SERS: 
SMEX: 
STOL: 
SWAS: 
TCPIIP: 
TPOCC: 
TRACE: 
UDP/JP: 
WIRE: 

Acquisition of Signal: 
Automatic Time Sequence: 
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems; 
Command Operaúon Procedurc: 
Frame Acceptance Reporting Mechanism; 
Fast Auroral Snapshot Telemeter: 
Frame Operalion Proeedure; 
Ftight OperaLions Tea.m; 
File Tran:.fer ProLocol: 
Goddard Space Flight Center; 
Lntegration and Test: 
The lmegrated Test and Operations System: 
Loss of Signal; 
Mission Operations Center: 
National Aeronautics and Spat:e AdmiJ1istra1ion: 
Personul Computer; 
Solar Anomalou~ Partlcle Explorer; 
Spacecraft Emergent:y Re~ponse System; 
SmaJl Explorer; 
Spaeeeraft Test and Operatiom Language; 
Sub-Millimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite; 
Transmission Control Protocol!Intcmet Protocol: 
Transportablc Payload Operations Control Ccntcr; 
Transition Region and Coronal Explorer: 
Uniform Data Packet Internet Protocol: 
Wide /\ngle lnfrared Explorer. 
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Abstract 
/11 tire • urrem • smaller. fa•trr. cheaper• •mrld oj .lptu:e pmRnmrs, there i.l inaca1etl pre>sure 111 dramatica/1_\ reduce 
cml.\' n,,,. lws led lo r/1< dt·lign c~( Jmal/cr ·'lm<·ecrajr cmd ro a redttcrion in mi.1.1·iun persomwl. One of the nurjor 
(1/J.\tadt'.\ 111 redul'ing IW(/ in ali pha.•·l',\' t~/ a mtHion is rhe .fl/ittiji('(m/ amuu/11 o( pupenvork 1/wr 1/ie .1'/aff 111/!.fl 

cuntplt•tl'. I· o r exampft•. c/lll'illf: ru111i11e ofl«'l'<llions. tlte !:.iwc.:c·rt!(l Cmrtro/ Team (SCT) may need to cmnplere a ••aric•ty 
o( N'flllrt\ ínc/uding tlllllllltlly reports. poM \WIImllries. (1111/ wed,/y .wmmary reportJ. Boxes oj lhest• reports are 
ardti••t•tl imhfinitt'ly 7lu• Spacecraft Euwrgnrc) Respuwe .'il'l/1'111 (Sl:.RSJ i.1 mr illnm·ative Weh-bll•<'tl .wite o( wo/.1 
cr('(I/Cd w .\11f1porl "lit:hti·IIW" operatimu SERS a11tomate.1 mtm•· of tire reportíng acti..-ities requirecltluring bot/1 
oprm1io111 tmd integmritm and 1e.11 (/&/) Curremh·, SFRS 1.1 being tLfed b1 M'\'eral Smal/ t:rplorer (SMF.X) 
misJion' In additimt. SL,RS wifl be used hy tfw H11bble Spact• Tdt•scope IHSI'). ond missionsfrom Midtlll' Expforers 
(MIDI~X) aud 1/w New Millennwm Prow-cun (NMP). 
Keyword~: Liglus-out opt•mrimts. Autmnation. SI~RS. Aumrwly maoagement. 

lntroduction 
At NASA ·s Goddard Space Fhght Center (GSFC) and at spacc centers elsewhere. the trend is to 

reducc mission operations co~ts lhrough automation. a~ dcmon~trated by a number of papcrs presented at 
the 1998 Space0p~> Con fcrence,.' 10 Some organit,ation~ are even moving to light\·Out operatlons t'or 
unmanncd spacecraJt.1111 where many of rhe standan.J opcrational activitics are automated. In thb 
operationul serting, the ~pacecraft control rcam CSCT) no longer conlmuously occupies thc mission 
opcrauon~ center ('MOC) The goaJ of light~·out operatíons is to reduce the overall cost of .!>pacecraft 
lopcratíons by reduclllg the total nurnber of hours that personnel are directly involved ín day-to-day 
jactiv111c~. lnstead. a rcduced numher of team mcmbcr!. work a \tandard shift (perhaps 9-5. Monday 
through Friday) performing those tasb 1hat catmot be automated in a co~>t -cffcctlve fashion. The rest of 
rhe time. thc SCT acts a~ on-call team mcmbers who respond to notificalions of anomalou~ co11dltions. 

The effectívcness of thi~ approach depend~ on a numoer o f factors. includi ng: 
• How v.ell anomalou\ conditiom can be identified 

1 
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Abstract 
/11 rlw ntrrt•nt "111talll'r, }tllll!f. cheaper• h'orld oj .lfl/Kt' progmms. there í.1 iucremt•d pre.rsure to dmmalically redm·e 
r·oxts. Thi.1 has ll·d lo tire design of smaller sptiC'I'<'rtljl aud lo a reduc1ion in missiiJ/t pt•nm11wl. One vf the major 
oJ>swc/es in reduri11g swjj in ali piltlll',, of 11 missimr i1 1/re signifit.:mll mnmmt oj flll/ll!rtvork tluu tire stqff mus1 
compll'le. For 1'\WIIflle, duriug roruim.> IIJlt!I'(IIÍtl/1.\, tlw Sptlt't•r·mji Ctmtm/Tew11 I SC'J ) may ll l.'l!d lo c·omplele 11 ••trriety 
o( report.\ lndudillf.l anomalv reports, pa.u ,\ttmmtlfles. ond weekly summary rl'Jlartv. /Joxe.\' o/ tilese rt?porls are 
arc/lil't'd imlt:/initt•l\' T/11' Spacecrafl Ellll'rMl'IIC\' /((',1(11111.\'l' Sy.1l1'111. (SERSJ i.1 llll iiiiiiH'ati••e Wel1-lmsed suiw o( soo/.1 
crea1ed to IIIJIJ>tlrt "lighls-mu" opemlitml. Sl:RS Wllomates 1111111)' (I{ the repor/in;: m·1ivitie1 required during bmh 
opera1ions mui llllegmiiOII cmd 1e.1·1 (I&T). Cunt•nlfl·. SI:.RS is being u.red by .\CI't•ml Small fuplorer (SMEX) 
miuímr1· In wldilimt. SERS wi/1 be tt.red bv tlu· Hullblt• Spw·t· Tele.tcope (HSTi, mui miHimtr from Midd/e Explorers 
(MIDLX) Lllttltlrc Nc11 Millt'mtitmr Progrllm (NMP ). 
K~_vwords: Li ~llll ·tiiiiii{J('I'UIÍOILV, Aui/Jmatimr. SI:.'RS. Anomal\ matrngement. 

I ntrod uction 
At :-/ASA'~ Goddard Spacc Flight Ccnter !GSFC) and at spacc ccntcrs ell.ewhere, the trend is to 

reduce mission opcrutions costs through automation. a11 demonslratcd hy a numbcr of papcrs presented tH 
the 1998 SpoccOp.'- Conference,. ' 111 Some orgtuuzntion~ are even moving to light~·Out operations for 
unmanncd spacecraft," •·• where many of thc '-ltlndard operational nclivitics :trc mr tomated. Ln thi5 
opcrational 'etting, the spncecraft contrai tcam (SCT) no longer continuously occupies the mission 
operation~ center (MOC). The goal of lights-out operations is to reduce lhe overall co~t of spaceeraft 
operations by reducing the total number of hour~ ú1at personnel are directly involved in day-to-day 
acúvitics. l n~tcad. a reduced nwnber of tcam mcmbcr. work a :.landard shift (pcrhaps 9-5. Monday 
through Friday ) performing those tasks that cannot be auloma~ed in a cost-effcctive fa:.hion. The rest of 
lhe time. thc SC'T nct\ a<. on-callteam member. who respond to notifications o f anomalous conditions. 

The errecuvene~s of this approach dcpends ()11 a number of factors. including: 
• How wetl <momalou~ condition~ can be idemified 

1 
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Rcpmi~ are delctcd, created. or modified to reflect change& i11 tlle schedule. Next, SERS generates a 
ternporru-y rcport for each ground system log file once the REP has completed its exrunination of the file. 
lnfom1ation that is detenni.ned to be relevam by Lhe SCT is exLracted from Lhe log file aod stored in a 
temporary summary. The tcmporary summary is tbeu matched to the previously generated Pass 
Summary Report based on date, time. spacecraft, and orbit numbcr. Rclevant log file iuformatioo from 
the temporary l>ummary is posted automatically into the Pass Summm-y Rcpmt m1d the temporary 
surnmary is subsequeutly deleted. A lypical Pas), Summary Report is ~hown in Fig. 4. 

J\t cemün times, matches cru1not be outomatically detennined belween the temporary repons ond lhe 
Pas~ Summarics generated by tbe schedule. For exa.rnple, pas~es may be taken that are not on the 
schedule. ln this case. the ser may manually generale an "Unscheduled Acquisition." This repor! 
functions in Lhe some way as a Pass Summru-y Report generated from a schedule. Log file information 
will automatically propagate the fonn provided the time/date and orbit numbcr match.Another case is 
when the information in the log file may not matcb the Pas~> Su.llliiUU)' Rcpon tbat was generated from the 
schedule. This may be due to a data entry error during thc pass or a time shift from thc original schedule. 
Whcn tbis occurs, wunatched log information is pos ted to the Web. When the unmatched fields are 
corrected by tbe SCT. the unmatched log data will po~>l automatically to the ~:orrect Pass Summary 
Report. 
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Schedule Changes 

SERS also handles schedule changes from the DSN. As shown in Fig. 5. a person from lhe OSN can 
notify SERS of a slip or cancellation of a spacecrafl contact via the Web or by calling into SERS with a 
phone. When using a phone, the user is guided Lhrough a series of menus to select (1) lhe appropriate 
spacecraft, (2) lhe comact that must be modified. and (3) the type of modification (e.g .. slip or cancel). 
AlJ menu selections are made via the keypad. Users can enter conunents about the modificalion by 
speaking into tbe pbone. SERS records the voice as an attachment to the report. SERS tben 
automatically generates a Schedule Modification Report and notifies the appropriate SCT member(s). In 
the future. SERS will allow on-call SCT members to accept or reject schedulc changes via 2-way pager. 
SERS will then pass lhe information about the changes on to the Eront-eud expen system so that it may 
make the appropriale modifications to handle the pass. Similarly, DSN personnel can send more general 
commuolcations alerts to lhe SCT via SERS. 

VMOC Vision 

VMOC's ultimate goal is to provide a suíte of integrated collaboration tools to support lhe de~ign and 
documentation of lhe entire life cycle of a spacecrafl. In the VMOC program, new longer-range 
technolog.ics and concepts are being explored. One such concept is an expert system that analy1.es the 
health and safety, or state data, of a spacecraft, as recorded in SERS Pass Event Reports. The system 
then automatically generates hypertext (Web) links from the SERS report to the appropriate on-line 
support information. A first step in this proce~>s will be to provide tools that increase SERS' utility in 
diagnosing and resolving anomalies. 

For example, if SERS logs limit violations in the attirude control sy~tem (ACS) of a spacccraft. the 
expert system would automatically insert 1inks (as part of the Web repon) to schematics of the ACS, 
documentation on the operation of ACS. descriptions of the out-of-range mnemonics, other anomaly 
reports similar to that one, and other diagnostic tools. 

Conclusion 

Moving to a lights-out approach to operations requires tbe automation of many tasks. SERS is a 
system designed to facilitate this new paradigm. SERS provides tools to automate report generation for 
events, passes, and contact schcdule changes. It also manages the alcn notification and response process 
for anomalous events. 1n addition to the capabilitiel> described in this paper, new features are being 
investigated as part of the VMOC effort and wiiJ be integrated imo SERS, as they become available. 

DSN SERS SCT 

Fig. 5 SERS-Mediated DSN Notification 
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Abstract 

A Ran~m.~ sct1'ÍC< rn1/NMI\RSAT li/ J\ORE. cnflt>d EURIDIS, lias been devdOJJed by a joi111 CNESIDGAC program. 
11ris de••dopmt'lll mn.•·tiwtes w1 in-kind delivt'J)' fmm Fra11ce to tile EGNOS Pmgmm. rlw Eumpean RefiiOnal 
augmentarion to GI'S and GLONASS. ha.wd on INMARSA T li! AO I< E cmd fOR narigation rmn.!ponders. 
EUR/0/S .1'\'stem tests review wok plan' in JwutCif)' 1999. 
Be,fáre tlu El/RI/JIS Progmm, CNES lws de••eloped tmd condul'tnl art I':IJII'I'imertl (ralled Cl:.·GPS experimetll) ba.1ed 
(11/ tlw !NlvtARSA /' 11 ti ORE in orda w tf'st some <:ritical fimcrions of a Rans:ing system. 
In •·iell' oj' the positil'i' res1dts of' thiJ experiment. some softwart•s. rrwthods or fJigorithms 11sed or tested during thi.1 
experiml!lll are reuwd l!y tlw inrirl.l'tria/team /(1r designing tile EU R/OIS Jfl'lilllld .~ysll:m mui rij'collrsefor prm•idin.~ the 
EURIDIS .1'!/fh•·nr('. 
/11 order ro prm'Ílil' tlw gmmul segmel/l software at 011 a/lracti••e cost, the appli('(I/ÍW! ,mftware design is based on 
COTS products (RJ'worh. SocAs ... ) or CNES softwnre kit (LOOM) w1d the tmbeddnl .mjiware design is based 011 

TOPSTARHJO. n SEXI'AN'f' tl••írmique pmrluct. 
lVii/r 1/re some i deus, tm i/l(kpcmrlerttnwnsureme/11 stathllllws been dt•vt•loped on CE-GPS ,\'llltions. 
Tlw JIIIJW' tle.1cri/wf hrie,(7y the sy.vte/11 wul gi1•es rm oven,iew c1f' tire ground system requiremént~. 
111enthe reu.\etlapprrmch iv e.\]msed through severa/ poú11' ofEuridi.• expe.rience (e>.perimef/1 and design. metlwdfor 
critico/ jrmcri<m idemi{ication w1tl l'ahmtirm of sojil1'are components, COTS components (lwrdwarf' and software) 
wit/1111 grmmd segment or .roftware architecture. indepenrlent mensurem em/ station). 
fcJCil.l 1111 tlrli'WIIC/gi!.~ or drall'f>llckJ Íll /'eiiSÍ/1,~ C01'S sojilrare OI' Íll·/wuse soflwarf' wi/1 be o/.1'(1 presented from 
EURIDIS e\penence. 
lhen the papl'l r·rmdwln tlwt. eve11 ll'ith a reusing em•irnwuent mui for a new spare-user, cil'il aviation, new 
lmgi11eai11g f'O IICefliS wul adwmced lechrwlogy (Ire needed to satisfy requireme/1/s. 
Keywords: Grmmd Segmem, Reusinx Appmach 

Context 

Satcllite navigaúon will be affordable for civil aviation u~ers whcn their stringent requirements on 
accuracy. inregrity, continuity and availability are provided by GNS$1. a Global Navigation Satcllite 
Sy~tem b~ed on GPS, GLONAS.S and Geostationary ovcrlay augmemation service. 

EGNOS i~ thc European Regional augmentation to GPS and GLONASS. based on INMARSAT 1II 
AOHE antl lOR navigation transponder:>. !t wiH provide Advanced Operat:ing Capability in severa! steps 
fRanging, lntegrity. Wide 1\rea Differential serv.ices) and will be cornplemented !ater in order to obtain a 
Full Opcrational Capability. 

Thc Ranging service on INMARSAT lll AORE has been developed by a joint CNES/DGAC program 
called EURIDlS. This development constitutes an in-kind delivery from France to the EGNOS Program. 

Thb development. led by THOMSON-CSF/T4S (now ALCATEL) with SEXTANT and SYSECA as 
co-contractor~. and with SRTI and SEMA Group as sub-wntractors. staned in rnid 95 and ended in 
September 98 with tbe ground ~egment test acceptauce. 

Bcfore lhe EURlDIS Program, CNES has developed and conducted an experiment based o.n 
INMARSAT Il AORE in order to test ~.>orne criticai funcúons of a Ranging system. (li J and [2]). 

EURIDIS System 

lmplementation 
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Fig. 1 EU RI OIS Segments and Locations 

Requirements 
The EURIDIS goal is, in the INMARSAT ID AORE satellite footprint. to provide through lhe 

lNMARSAT IlJ Ll navigaüon transponder, a supplementary Ranging Signalto Civil Aviation uscrs lhat 
intend to use GPS ~ a supplementary navigation mcans for ffight phases from "En Route" up to "Noo 
precision Approach". 

The users shall be equipped with RTCA-D0-229 compliant receivers. 
To meet this goal, the EURIDIS Signal In Space (S IS) provides accuracy and integrity which bener 

or equivalent to those of a GPS signal with SA, i.e. : 
• Signalln Space contribution to user range error (UERE) $33 m ( lcr) 
• SIS criticai non iutcgrity < 10'5/h 
Based on the performance capabilities assessed through preliminary studies and experiment [2], the 

nominal EURIDIS UERE requirement is UERE :5 Um ( lcr) except during satellite maneuvers. 
These performances shall be met everywhere in the EAOR footprint at 5o elevation angle (service 

zone). 
If VERE is hlgher than 33 m ( lcr), EURIDIS Signal In Space will be declared not usable by a 

"DON'T USE" navigaúon message. 
A criúcal non integrity (NIC) i!. considered if lhe in!.tantaneous l.JERE, which is mainly composed of 

orbitography and clocks errors, reaches 100 metres at any place of the service wne without being 
announced to users in lcss lhan 10 seconds. 

EURIDIS Ground Segment 

Design 
The EURIDIS ground segment includes : 
• Three Geostationary Ranging Stations (GRS) implementing a wide triangular observation base 

with the stations located in Aussaguel (France), Kourou (French Guyana} and Hartebeeshoeck 
(South Mrica), 

• A Mission Control Centre (MCC), located in Toulouse (France), implementing the operating 
control centre, 

• A navigation Land Earth Station (NLES), ba~ed on an exisúng station of the JNMARSAT 
Network, located in Aussaguel and operated by France Telecom, implementing the feeder link to 
the AORE Navigaüon payload. 

• A ground network to link the stations (GRS and NLES) to the MCC. 
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Functions 
The main functions of EURJDJS ground ~cgment are [6] : 
• collection of data needed by the othcrs functions, 
• orbitography process including an JNMARSAT lll satellite dynamic model and a prediCLive 

model for assessing the effects of a maneuver during and shortly after sue h an event, 
• relative synchronization of distant ground stations based on the GPS satellites which are in 

common view o f at least two of the tJuee GRS [li, 
• synchrorúzation of the GEO time within Lhe GPS constellation time including a GPS time 

restitution based on all-in-view GPS pseudo-ranges received at Aussaguel and connected to a 
very precise caesium clock [ I ), 

• management and generaúon of EURIDlS messages in compliance with STS specificaúons [7], 
• long loop function including transmission of the signal modulated by a Coarse/Acquisition code 

and navigation message data, control of tbe signal code/carrier coherency and the on-board clock 
transfer, 

• monitoring ofthe EURIDJS integrity, 
• monitoring and management of thc mission operaúons. 

~E~ 
I GPS Time j r..,.,~~ lt LE.; .::tgnal l 

Restitution ~ca:r""" .. La·nJg ::...oo·J:; 

• Gl'S •piwlwl• f 
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Fig. 2 Functional Diagram 

According to tbe IC definition (cf. §2), most of the maio functions may contribute to a NIC, and this 
is the reason why. in a first approach, each maio function can be classified as a critica] one. So, in order 
to reduce the c riticai function domain, an annlysis. base(.) on reused work (cf. §5.3) has been conducted 
whose results are pre~ented in §6.3. 

Ground Segment Architecture 

Architecture of Each GRS 
Each GRS includes the same acquisition equipments consisting in : 
• 15 channel EURIDIS receivers designed to provide GPS pseudo-ranges. I to 3 GEO pseudo

ranges, spectrum ann.lysis data and to use a calibration signal. An omnidirectional antenna 
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connected to a receiver is used for GPS and a LJ GEO directive antenna is also connected to 
reduce multipaths and multi GEO interference effects. Each frequency receiver i.s controlled by 
an extemal caesium clock, 

• A Ll/L2 semi-codeless GPS receiver connected to the omnidirectional antenna for ionospheric 
correction, 

• A meteorological station to deliver pressure, temperature, hygrometry parameters for tropospheric 
correction, 

• A compu ter to collect an.d sort data, and to monitor GRS equipements and process. 

Architecture of the NLES 
The NLES is coupled with the Aussaguel GRS and with the existing C band Inmarsat rraffic 

communication antenna. 
In addition to this anterma and to the GRS equipments, the other .1\CLES equipments are : 
• The long loop equipment including a GEO signal generator, a calibraüon signal generator, a 

specific receiverlloop control equipment, ASlC, a frequency synthesizer and a micro-processor, 
• A spectrum analyzer, 
• A specific inlegrity receiver. 

Architecture of the MCC 
The MCC is composed of five computers linked tlu'ough a double Ethernet LAN and a hub for 

communications with GRS and externai links (Inmarsat Navigation Center, ATC ... ). 
On ea.ch computer, specific functions are running : 
• The first one for ctitical real-time funclions (integrity data collection, imegrity monitoring, 

message generation), 
• The second one for GEO orbit determinarion and for time synchronizations (GPS time restitutlon 

and GRS relative synclu'onizarion), 
• The third one for other data collections and for rcal-úme mission management and conu·ol, 
• The founb one for batch process (archiving, off.Jine analysis ... ) 
• The fifth for externa] corpmunications wíth secure data proxy data cha.nnels. 
The MCC contains a sixth computer for the network monitoring. 

Architecture of the Network 
The GRS and the NLES are linked to the MCC through a redundant and dedícated IP ground network 

based on lhe CNES prlvate network. The link between Aussaguel and the MCC ís the most critica] 
because of lhe NLES. 

Specific EURIDIS Software 
Each station of thi.s ground segment includes specific softwares for EURIDIS, either with a computer 

(applicative software) or wíth microprocessor in receivers (embedded software) and the MCC is made of 
applicative software. 

The applicatíve software is designed according to a multi-layer model (cf. Fig. 3). 

Spe( ific proce. s 

I I 

T 
Service Process 

I 

Operating System 

---

Fig. 3 Applicative Software Modef 
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Reused Components 
In ordcr to provide lhe ground segmcnt and system test acceptuncc faciliues at an attractive cost, lhe 

reusing method was applied at severa! leveis : 
• definition and design. 
• critical function idenúlication. 
• equipment choices 011 the shelf i r e:ósting, 
• COTS or CNES softwares. 

Reuse During Definition Phase 
In view of the positive results of the CE·GPS experiment[2], some methods or algorithms used or 

tested during this experimem are reused by the ÍJldustrialteam for designing the EURIDlS ground system 
and of course for providing lhe EURIDIS software. The major function elements reused are: 

• broadcasting o f a GPS-Iike signallhrough a geoi>tationary transponder, 
• generation and control of a vinual ultra·!.table clock on board the satellite, 
• orbitograpby and orbit prediction of the geostationary satellite with accuracy equivalent to that of 

GPS (10 metres), 
• relative synchronization of distant ground stations. 
• GPS time restituúon. 

Reuse During Design Phase 

Strategy 
The iJ1dustrial team has based lhe ground segment design on eltisting products. 
For equipments. only receivers and long loop equipments did not eltist. [n these cases, the proposal 

was based on SEXT ANTA vionique products. 
Tbe same reuse strategy was applied for the specific EURIDlS ~oftware. 
The embedded software is based on a SEXT ANT Avionique product, the TOPSTAR200 and the 

applicative software is based on COTS products (RTworks [5), SOCKS_ VS [8). .. ), a CNES fligbt 
dynarnics software (ZOOM). a CNES extemallink manager (PCS). 

Some Details on Some Reused Software Facilities 
TOPST AR200 is a user GPS receiver comprising I 5 channels including embedded software ÍJl 

accordance with severa! ARINC or GPS standards. 
lts software is modified to obrain the EURIDIS receiver software and thc Integrity receiver software. 

Some basic functions of tnis ~oftware are reused to obtain the long loop equipment software. 
RTworks is a farnily of software products for building clientlserver applications that manage 

intelligently time-criticai data. 
The diffcrent modules of RTworks are used separately or togcther to build systems that acquire, 

analyse. display and act upon large amounts of changing data. Typical applications of RTworks include 
network management, alarm correlation. command and control, Human-computer display ... 

SOCKS is a mechanism by which a secure proxy data channel can be established between two 
computers. 

It is intended for clientlserver environment. From the client's perspective. SOCKS is transparent. 
From the server's per~pecúve, SOCKS is a client. 

SOCKS consisti. of two cornponents. The SOCKS server is implemented at the application layer 
while the SOCKS client is sandwicbcd between client's application Jayer and transport layer. 

ZOOM is a set of tools for precise orbit determination. 
It performs a numerical integration of lhe satellite motion equations and of the variational equaúons 

\ in a given dynamic context using a high order Cowell ftxed step integrator. 
I For measurements durrng orbit calculations, ZOOM can take into account several corrections 

(tropospbere, ionosphere, offset of lhe satellite's mass centre, effects of the antenoa phase centre, 
relauvity. Earth orientation) 

Parameters for dyoamics or measurcment models are selected by a user and they are estimared by 
ZOOM with a least square method. 

PCS [12] is a manager of externai data Jinks providing security controls in order to allow only 
necessary data flows between Euridis network and other networks (CNES Intranet, Internet (mail, ftp, 
www ... )). 
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Reuse During Criticai Function ldentífícatíon 

NIC Valuation and Global Strategy 
A non integrity (NIC) is considered if the instantaneous User Equivalem Range Error, mainJy 

composed of orbitography and docks errors, reaches 100 metres in any place of the service zone without 
being announced to users in lcss than lO scconds (time-to-alarm). The probability of such a non integrity 
shall be less than 10 5/h. I 

These quantitative targets are applicable to both hardware and software needed to perform EURlDIS 
system functíons. 

For hardware. cl.assical RAMS tools are used to demonstrate that requirements are met. 
For the software, no normalized methodology was available to demonstrare compliance of 

quantitative targets . Consequently, work, standards or rules used by civil aviation corporation were the 
basis to tackle this proble m and defined the EURIDIS strategy. 

Some Details on Reused Standards 
The JAA's (Joint Aviation Authority) rules defined in the JAR (Joint Airworthiness Requirements) 

associate potential cousequences of one event with a quant.i fied level of occurrence probability : 

Consequence 

catastrophic 

dangerous 

major 

minor 

Probability 

$ 1 0'9 per flight hour 

$ 1 0'7 per flight hour 

$ 1 0'5 per flíght hOUr 

s 10'3 per flight hour 

The DO 178-B [3], not applicable to EURIDIS Projec1, assoei ates potential consequences of software 
failures with a particular levei of developmeot : 

Consequence Development levei 

catastrophic levei A 

dangerous levei B 

major levei C 

mínor levei D 

The MPM-53"00-()7 CNES specification [11] on « Software Dependability study using the Fault Tree 
m.ethod », a classical anilysis method based on a deductive process, enables: 

• identification and graphical representation with logical operators (maiJJ ly OR gates and AND 
gates) of the dif(erent event combinations (hardware and/or software) that Jead to the top, see 
Fig. 4 

AND\ 
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Eyent 
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~ ~ 
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Rg. 4 a fault tree example 

AND -,-
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~I D I F 
Event Event Event 

• to every event or event combination, allocation of a quanti tat.ive target consistem with the targel 
specified for the fear event, see Fig. 6. 
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Reuse for System Test Facilities 
To perform EVRIDIS system tests, an independent and transportable station dedicated to data 

collection and measurements in different places of thc !NMARSAT Tl1 AORE footprlnt has been 
provided. 

This station provides GPS time restirution üoked with an externai or an internai clock according to its 
use (Detennination of nccuracy of GPS lime restitulion or Detem\ination of EURID!S UERE budget for 
static users). 

Durlng the CE-GPS experiment. three stat ions including some of these funcúons (and with other 
functions) were developed. So the EURIDIS measurement station for system test fac i lilies has been based 
on an upgrade CE-GPS station. reaJi~ed by the itúúal developer~ , JN-SNEC to take benefit of their 
experieuce. 

EURIDIS Experience 

Applicative Software Architecture 
The internai architecture of the EURTDIS applicative software is sligbtly differem from the layer 

model (cf. Fig. 3) dueto the real functions and the real implementation of thc software reused. 
The following figure sums up the EURIDIS appücative software architecture : 

I ! RThci ~ I 
l Applicative Functions 1 ~ 1 3 ..lo: 

~ I cu ...:l ~ ;:..., > 
f'!>plicative ~ 1 .ll ~ ~ I ~ .s :.a I[ o ·a p., (,) 

~ I s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Se· O go r'VJces o :: 
~ CC: N 00 U 

RTserver 
Encapsulated 

Socks V5 System 
Serve r 

Service~, 

Solaris 2.5 

O To be developed 

Fig. 5 Appl icative Software Architecture 

To reali7e an applicative function. applicative services, RTapi, or SOCKS Clients library are mixed 
with its own code. 

Reusability : a Good Thing for Software? 
Reusability is one of lhe ways to achieve the objective of cost reduction for space mission operaúons 

and ground data systems. 

I CNES led many experienccs in this domain of reusability, either for tools, but abo today for develop 
processing centres ([91 and[IOJ). 

For EURIDIS, CE-GPS experiment documents were given and ZOOM reusability was set for the 
CNES call for tenders and the industrial team has reinforced this rcusing approach with the same cri teria. 

The main advantages o f th.is reusing approach are Lhe following : 
• development cosi reduction 
• time delivery reduction 
• reducúon of development risks. 
Oo the other hand, this approach is only credible when the development team has at its disposal : 
• a specific training on the reused tools ora speciali7cd support (a reused tool développer) , 
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• an efficient technical assis tance given by the COST or in-house tool provider. 
• enough time to design the software architecture in order to rnix reused software and new 

software. 
• a need attribute (e~sent ial. negotiable) for each user requiremem in order to detennine according 

to a cost analysis i f a need which is not covered by the tools chosen, has to be developed through 
a new software or just through a tool modification or has not be developed (negotiable need), 

• tools based on standards or code-ownership to en~urc the durability of the applicative software 
(severa! years). 

NIC Valuation 
Using the two civil aviation approaches (cf. 5.3.2.), a strategy has been defined which consists in 

associating, to every software which can participate in a NIC occurrence scenario, u development levei 
consistent with the occurrence probability target: 

Probability 

s 10·9 per flight hour 

s 1 O 7 per fhght hour 

s 10-s per fllght hour 

s 10·!1 per lllght hour 

Development levei 

tevel 1 

level2 

level3 

level4 

At this step, a software classificaúon taking into accqunt their potential impact on NJC occurrence 
was necessary and the MPM-53-00-07 CNES specification [li) was the basis of this work with the 
following consideralion : 
~ occurreuce o f a NIC is a top event. 
In relationship with the methodology of Orientcd Object Design used for EURIDIS, the fault tree has 

been first developed at the « software function >) level and secondly at the" software operation » levei. 
After reducing the Boolcan equation generated from the Fault Tree, only the level oue cut set (sing.le 

failure) and the levei two cut set (double failure) have been taken into accoun!. In the double failure case, 
the independence of the events was veri.fied. 

The occurrence probability of events from higher leveb (triple failure ... ) wa~ considered as 
negligible. 
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Fig. 6 Example of a reduced fault tree with quantitative targets 

This analysis has demonstrated that the quantitative targets allocated to the EURIDIS Software have 
to be between lO 5/h and 10"1/h. 

In accordance to the methodology chosen, the development of levei 3 and 4 has been specified for the 
EURJDTS Software. 

The software or software operation which has to be developed at the third levei wru. called !ater on 
«criticai software » or « criticai operation » . 
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Due to the project contcxt. a common frame of development requirements has been introduced for the 
whole software f4]. As the development of levei 3 i:. intended to be more secure, their requirements 
contain more precise points. 

The main characterislics of thosc leveis are given hereafter. 

Level4: 
• Key points all along thc devclopmeutljfe cyclc 
• Traceability matrix between cach pha~e from requirements to coding (down phascs) and from 

coding to testing (up phru.es) in relationshlp with the matrix of tbe same levei during tbe down 
phases 

• Rules and adviscs at each step from requirements to tests 
• Configuration management for all software elements and associated documents 
• HCI demonstration models during conception 
• Computer rneans and performance margins evaluation as soon as possible and updating 
• Forrnalised quaJity activities for each stcp including controls, readings, inspections, tests, tools 

usage 
• Formalised managernent of modillcations, waivers. anomalies, and every activities productions. 

Level3: 
San1e as levei 4 plus : 
• unit test.ing wi th maximal coverage of branches and justification of those not covered 
• coding rules more strictly applied 
• quality activities reinforced 
• double rcadings o f ali tbe codes. 

Conclusion 

Witbill a cost reduction environment. new engineering concepts and advanced technology are always 
needed to satisfy requiremcnts. For EURIDIS, thc reusing approach for a new system (a GPS like ranging 
~ystem) or for a criticlty valuation method (NJC valuation) shows that reusing is compatible with new 
solutlons. 

The reusing approach is an attractive way to achievc the cost reduction objective. The EURIDIS 
project team has planned this approach ~ince the beginning of the industrial work packages. The 
conditions neccssary for the success of thls approach h ave not been forgouen and have becn applied. 

Acronyms 
AORE: 
CNES : 
COTS: 
DGAC : 
EGNOS: 
GEO: 
GLONASS: 
GNSS: 
GPS: 
GRS : 
HCT: 
IOR : 
MCC: 
NIC: 
NLES : 
RAMS: 
SIS : 
UERE: 

Atlrulllc Ocean Regíon- East 
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales 
Commerclal On The Shelf 
Direction Générale de l'Aviation Civile- French Civil Aviation 
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System 
INMARSAT Jli AORE sntellite 
GLObal NAvigatíon Satellite System (Russian system) 
Global Navígation Satellite System (Generic term) 
Global Posiúoning System 
Geostationary Ranging Station 
Human Computer Interface 
Indian Ocean Region 
Mission Control Centre 
Criticai Non Jntegrity (french acronym) 
Navigation Land Earth Station 
Reliability, Availability. Maintenability and Safety 
Signalln Space 
User Equivalem Range Error 
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Tlu.' Cemral Clleck-out Sysrem (CCSJ of tlle CHAMP Sarei/ire wa.f dn•eloped b1• rlle German Space Operaticms Cemre 
(GSOC) ar rhe DLR (Gennan Aerospace Cemre) in Oberpjaf!elllwfen. 
17re CCS. together wirlr a manber of so-cal/ed SCOEs (,\'pedal Clleck-out Equipmelll), mmprise the CHAMP ECSE 
(Eiectrical Gr01md Supporr Eq11ipment). tlle purpase of whiclz is 10 provide o resr bench for the CHAMP satellite 
duri11g pre-fllfihl tesring. 
Tire primeflmcrions oftlre CCS are: 

SCOJ:: monitoring and carurol. 
• Telemetry acquisirion. processi1111. disp/ay and di.\tribwion, 

Telecommand generatian tmd l'erificazion. 
• Arclri1•a/ and retrieval of ali reln•am data, 
• Mamml or awomaric rest execwion. 
17re CCS isful/y comparible with tlle Eumpean Space Age11cy (ESA) packet telemerry and relecommand stwrdards12

• 

GSOC lta.1' extensive experience in mamred and 11/JIIIlllllll'd .1pace projecls (r/te Spacelab missiorrs. AMPTE. ROSAT. 
TV-SA 1'. !?I C.). In view of tire higlr rlegree of simi/arity between rire standard spacecrqft growrd control sojl.ware 11sed at 
GSOC. and rhe required CCSfimctionctlity, il was decided to adaptas many oftlre available ground system morlulesfor 
use /11 t/w CCS as possible, tlws .wving deve/opmem costs. 
Tire CCS was delivered 011 schedule in June 1998 and is now bein!lused for rhe imegrarion pilas e, whiclt wi/1/asr wuil 
the end of 1999. 
Since GSOC iJ also responsible for botlt CHAMP j1igltt operurions and provision of thl' CHAMP ground ugmem, rire 
CCS software i.r curremly beinft atlapred for use irr rire CHAMP mi.uion operarion S)'Stem (MOS), tlws doubly 
benefiringfrom dl'\·elopment C!l.\1 sm•ings. 
17lis pape r de.w·ribes 
• The required flmctirmality of tlrf' CHAMP EGSEICCS. 

1'he exi.vring GSOC gmwrd com rol software components whic/1 were adapted for incorporati<m in rire CCS. 
• The CCS architecture. 
The reasonfor publishing tili.1 poper is to describe how ('(m/ra/ centre sofrware ftlll be efficiemly app/ied til .latt!llite 
sysrem ime~:ralion and resring. 
Keywords: Sarei/ire, Growul Sy.rtem. Engineering. EGSE. Mission Operatians. Esa, Te/emerry. Telecommand, 
Mcmitoring, Comrol. TCP/IP. 

lntroduction 
CHAMP is a scienúfic satellite, dcsigned to examine the Earth's gravi talional and magnetic fields and 

to perform atmospheric/ionospheric sounding. The CHAM P mission will contribute to the understanding 
of geophysics, geodesy, occanography, meteorology. navigation and the global climate change. 

Since CHAMP is a low budget project, it must satisfy two important cri teria: low cost development in 
a shon time. lt was essentialto apply a fast and cost-cffective melhod o f developing both lhe CCS and the 
MOS. 

1t was the task of GSOC 10 dcvelop lhe CCS. a central part of lhe EGSE, to support thc various test 
phases of safellite development. This was the fust lime that DLR/GSOC had been asked to provide not 
only a ground operations faciüty but also a major pari oftbe EGSE. 

Duc to the many years of ground control sy.stem development and mission operations experience at 
GSOC, a complete set of mission operations software \vas avallable which could be adapted for use 
wilhin the CCS. In adclition. il was important for the MOS (also under GSOC re!>ponsibility) to inherit as 
mucb as possible from the CCS software and databases. 
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Overview of the CHAMP EGSE 

The CHAMP EGSE, designcd to support satellite electrical imegration, system levei funct.ional 
tcst.ing and launch preparation. consi~ts of: 

L x CCS (Central Check-out System) 
1 x TI&C (Telemetty Tracking and Command) SCOE 
1 x AOCS (Attitude & Orbit Contwl System) SCOE 
I x Power SCOE 
6 x Payload or InsLCUment SCOEs. 
The SCOE~ are not subject of this paper; they were dcveloped independcntJy of the CCS by each of 

the spacecraft subsystem and payload insttument supplier~. 

CHAMPEGSE 

1- H Power ~ H 

~o K 1-
1- AOCS H Alpha 

..... WSt 

H ~ 1- TT&C 1--< 

SCOEs 

r lnstrument 1 ~ 1-< HOl CHAMP AlphaWS 

Satellite r lnstrument 2 ~ ..... Backup 
H 

r lnstrument 31- 1--< 

I tnstrument 4 ~ H HOJ Alpha 

r lnstrument s} ..... WS2 
1--< 

I tnstrument 6 ~ H 

ccs 

Fig. 1 CHAMP EGSE Overview 

An overview of the CHAMP EGSE is shown in figure I. 
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The TI &C. AOCS and Power SCOEs can operate either in sland-alone mode or under CCS control. 
In the latter case, SCOE status data are sent in the form of monitor blocks to the CCS for display; equally, 
conttol blocks can be generated on the CC$ and sem to a specified SCOE to change its status or initiate a 
SCOE activity. 

The IT&C SCOE, in addilion, acts as thc interface between the CCS and the satellite during ground 
opcrations. Telemetry data are sent from the satellite via the IT&C SCOE to the CCS and telecommands 
are generated within the CCS and ttansferred via the TI&C SCOE to the sateUite. CHAMP telemetry and 

l
telecommand data are in accordance with thc ESA standards. The telemetry ttansrnissíon rate is 1 Mbps, 
of which 32 kbits are real-time data and the rest are sat.ellite dump data (previously stored on-board). 

The CCS can be used in three different modes when testing the CHAMP satellite. 

The real-time mode, providing: 
• CHAMP tclemetry processing: 

Acquisition and storage of the J Mbps teemetty data stteam, 
Extraction of the 32 kbits real-time telemetry (virtual channel (V C) demultiplex.ing), 
Reconstruclion of the CHAMP telemctry packets, 
Conversion and dlsplay of the housckeeping telemetry, 
Transfer of the instrument packets to tbe instrument SCOEs. 
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• Generation ttnd transmission of telecommandl. lo the satellite. 
• Monitoring and comrol (M&C) of the TI&C, AOCS and Power SCOEs. 
• Logging of alJ data exchanged, 
• Manual or automatic test execution. 

The playback mode, providing: 
• Retrieval of data logged from previous tests (monitoring and control blocks. telemetry pacl.ets), 
• Display o f logged housekeeping telemetry, 
• Transmission of logged instrument packets to lhe in~trumcnt SCOEs. 

The dump mode, providing: 
• Retrieval of the dump data and extraction of the different CHAMP telemetry packets, 
• Transfer o f dump instrument packets to the instrument SCOEs, 
• Conversion and display of the dump housekeepi ng telemetry data. 

Existing GSOC Ground Control Software Components 
GSOC has more than 30 years of experience in software development for sateUite and manned 

mission ground support systems. The result of this experience is an extensive suite of flight proven 
software, covering a vast range of spacecraft support applications. GSOC maintained a modular and 
generic approach to software development from the very beginning. so that today's software engineers 
have access to a comprehensivc library of easiJy adaptable software modules and subsystems. 

The following subsystems were chosen to be adapted for the CCS. 

Enhanced System Environment (ESE): 
The GSOC ESE interfaces bctween the operating system anel an application. The following tasks are 

supported: 
• System and network control, 
• Task monitoring and task·to-task communications. 
• System internai data routing, 
• Test diagnostics, 
• Data storage and rcplay. 

FRAMTEC (Framework for Advanced Monitoring, Telemetry and 
Contrai): 

As the name suggests, FRAMTEC provides a framework for processing incorning cinta and for 
generation and transmission of control data. Processing and control uúormation is retrieved from a 
data base configured for the application. 

The maio features of FRAMTEC are: 
• Data stream processing, with validation, decommutation, conversion, lirnit control. etc., 
• Generation and transrnission of control data, 
• Database configuration (ACCESS-based editor). 

TIGRIS (MMI - System): 
This GSOC MMJ (Man Machine Interface) application ~upports the presentation and display of 

application data and the transfer of operator inputs to application tasks. A series of images/data can be 
designed as view hierarchies. Data are displayed in textual or graphical form in conformance with 
modem user interface standards (OSFIMOTIF). 

Core Command System: 
Tbe Core Command System provides the following functions: 
• Telecommand infonnation stored in a configurable database, 
• Single or sequencc telecommand generation and transmission in accordance with ESA standards, 
• Telecommand validation and verification. 
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CCS Hardware Architecture 

The CHAMP CCS hardware comprises (see figure 1): 
• 3 Digital Alpha Workstations (WS), each with 21" monitor, 

I WS for acquisition and arch.ival of the lMbps telemetry and extraction of the real-time 
stream, 
I WS for hou el-..eeping data monitoring. SCOE monitoring and control, telecommand 
generation and test sequencing. 
I back-up WS, capable of rcplacing each of the other two WS. 

• 2 display Maüons (PCs). of which I is a back-up, 
• 2 network laser printers. of which I is a back-up, 
• 1 ISDN convener. to permit remote access, 
• 1 DAT tape drive, connectable to any workstation, as ao externai archiving medi um. 
TI1e back-up hardware is foreseen for the required tests at the launch site in Russia, where hardware 

maimenance or procurement o f replaccments will be problematic. 
Two LANs are provided - a SCOE LAN anda display LAN. Ali components within the CCS and 

also thc SCOEs are connecled via Ethernet. TCP/IP (stream sockets) are used for communications 
between the CCS and the SCOE:.. 
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Ahbrevíallons: CMD=Command. I LM·Tclcrnctry. TI'=Transfer Framc, Ct:l'U=Command Link Trnnsmi~MOn Unil. 
\I.CW=Command Linl.. C'on1rol Word. l>l:l=Dmahns(·. 

Flg. 2 CCS So ftware Architecture 

I 
CCS Software Elements: 

The processes shown in the left column of figure 2 run on WS 1. These processes :lre pcrformcd by 
TFPROC and DEC/\P. 

TFPROC (Transfer frame Processing) performs 'levei O processing' and archival of telemctry data. 
As input, complete transfer framcs are rcceived from the TI&C SCOE. TFPROC checks thc frame 
validity, archive~ each fr:1me, demultiplexes thc virtual channels aud exlracts the CLCW (Command Link 
Comrol Worcll,). 

DECAP extracts the CHAMP telcmetry packets from the output ofTFPROC. The DECAP software 
package is required beca use of the special forrnat o f the CHAMP data. 

Thc remaining processes shown in figure 2 reside on WS2. 
The ESE i~ used within the CCS for task-to-task aud network-wide communication as well as for 

logging of ali data. lt can also be uscd to recall ali logged data into the system to reproduce test results 
without the attached Mltellite (cf. 'playback mode'). ESE offers a number of feature~ relevant for 
diagnostic~. 
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The TLM (Telemetry) System receives CHAMP application packcts contauung housckeeping 
telemetry. The system processes ali telemetry parameters as defined in lhe TLM process datnbase and 
transfers ali relevant data to the MMI TIGRIS. The TLM system is based on the FRAMTEC software. 

The M&C (Monitor and Control) System enables remote control of lhe SCOEs from the CCS for co
ordinated SCOE operation. Monitor blocks are received from, and control blocks sent to. the TI&C, 
AOCS and Power SCO&, accordlng to parameters dcfined in the M&C process database. The M&C 
system is also based on the FRAMTEC software. 

TIGRIS is used wilhin the CCS for display of TLM and M&C data using current day presentation 
techniques. 

Tbe CMD (Command) System generates ESA standard commands (CL TUs - Command Link 
Transmission Units) for tbe CHAMP satellitc. After command transmission, the CMD system proce~ses 
CLCWs (Command Link Control Words) from lhe TFPROC software and performs lhe COP (the ESA 
standard Command Operation Procedure) to verify lhnt the conunands have reached thc satelli te 
correctly. The CMD System is based on the GSOC Core Command System software. 

The Test Sequencer permits executioo of prepared tests. Test procedures for Lhe different satellite 
subsystems can ruo in sequences, linked to time or logical events. The procedures are wriuen in a test 
control language, providing access to parameter values (TLM and moniloring) and telecommand/comrol 
block generation; execution structures for loop or condition handling can be u~ed. 

The M&C, lelemetry and telecommand databases were configured by lhe SCOE and ~atellite 
manufacturers after GSOC training. lt was their responsibility to prepare the parameter and telecommand 
definitions and data unit structure infonnation. 

Adaptation of Existing SW for the CCS 
Table I shows which new developments were nece~sary and which modifications to existing ~oftware 

packages had to be performed for their adaptation for the CCS. At tbis point it must be stated that only 
the DECAP application was a completely new development specifically for CHAMP. Ali other software 
components could be used wilh onJy minor adaptations or, in lhe case of TFPROC. can be used in future 
missions. The maio effort for CCS development was the population of thc databases for configuration 
purposes and test procedure editing. 

Software 
Module 

TFPROC 

DECAP 

TLM 
System 

M&C 
System 

MMI 
System 

CMO 
System 

Test 
Sequencer 

Router. 
Logger, 
Recall 

Existing 
Software 
Package 

None 

None 

FRAMTEC 

FRAMTEC 

TIGRIS 

Core 
Telecomm 

anel 
System 

Operations 
· Scheduler 

ESE 

Table 1 Adeptation for CCS 

Software 
Changes 

New development: 
generlc for ali futura 
mlssions: compalible 
with ESA standards. 

Remarks 

Thls appllcatíon was developed for both CCS and MOS at 
lhe same lime. Only lhe different output of the CHAMP TI&C 
SCOE in relation to lhe output of lhe GSOC front-end 
requlred special Interface handllng. 

New development. CHAMP specific software. 

Nona. No software was changed, lhe contiguration was defined In 
lhe TLM database. 

None. No software was changed, lhe conllguration was deflned in 
the M&C database. 

Nane. Olsplay database had to be generated. 

CHAMP specific Telecommand database was provlded. 
command structure. 

Adaptallon to Open Thls sequenoer was originally developed for the automation 
VMS and new of operalions at lhe Usingen Control Centre of Germen 

Interfaces. Tetekom. 

Adaptation of TCP/IP Conllguration Tables were updated. 
IO·Handler 
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Software ccs 
Module Hentage 

TFPROC Yes 

DECAP Yes 

TLM Yes 
System 

MMI Yes 

CMD Yes 
Syslem 

ESE Yes 
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Table 2 Adaptation for MOS 

Reduct1on of Reduction of 
Software Conhgurallon Remarks 

Development Effort Effort 

75% N/ A Adaptation to GSOC front-end . 

95% N/ A Adaptation to GSOC multi-mission 
envlronment. 

No software 85% Fhght spedhc parameters to input ínto 
changes necessary. database. 

No software 80% Addltional dlsptays for fllght necessary. 
changes necessary 

No software 95% Adaptation to GSOC multi-mission 
changes necessary. environment 

No software 95% Adaptation to GSOC multl·míssion 
changes necessary. envlronmenl. 

Use of CCS Software in the CHAMP Mission Operations System 
CHAMP mi~!>ion operations will be performcd at GSOC and the latter is responsible for developing 

thc CHAMP Mi~!tion Operations System (MOS). the ground control system for mission operations. 
Due to thc generic oature of the software developed by GSOC, it will bc possible to use a subset of 

thc CCS in the MOS. Table 2 shows the rcsulting saving~ expected. (As only MOS relevant components 
are listcd, neither the M&C system nor the Test Sequencer Software is included.) 

As can be sccn, almost allthe CCS software and databases can be used within the MOS. Only minor 
changes are necessary to adapt the CCS software to the GSOC multi-mission environment and to finalize 
thc CHAMP databases with flight specific elements. 

Economical Advantages 
The dcrivation of the CCS from GSOC ground control software components, and the subsequcnt 

dcrivation of the MOS from CCS components, obviously lead to substantial savings in time and cost 
when compared with the re~ourccs which would have been necessary for an independent development of 
the two systems. 

A further significant factor in cost reduction is attained in the field of salellite operator training. In the 
CHAMP project. lhe EGSEICCS operator~ will become the satelljtc operators during the mission. These 
pcrsonnel will work with the CCS during the 9 month as~cmbly, integration, verificaúon and test phase. 
Importam expericnce will thus be gained at an eru-ly stage in fami liarisation with the CCS. the satcllite 
and ils interfaces. Wben the same system is lhen used duríng actual satellite operations. many hour~ of 
training will have been saved and the CCS experience will have imparted a high degree of confidence to 
the operators in the area of CHAMP satellitc control. 

Conclusion 
The CHAMP project was the first time for GSOC that the classical approach of separating EGSE and 

ground controll.y~tcm development was not enforced. 
GSOC is re~ponsible for providing both a CCS (for the CHAMP EGSE) and a CHAMP ground 

1 control ~ystem (MOS), following a strict design-to-cost approach. 
1 , The method applied was to firstly, adapt already exi~ting GSOC software for incorporaúon in the 

CCS and secondly, adapt the CCS software for incorporation in thc MOS. 
Thi:. approach provides the followi.ng main advantagcs: 
• Substantial cost ~avings in relaüon to independeo! development of a CCS and MOS by different 

~upplier!>, 
• Simplification and reduction of interfaces in the project, since the CCS and MOS are based on 

the same ::.ystem. 
• Prime components of the MOS are already tested during EGSEICCS operations in the :.atcllite 

test pha~e. 
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• Satellite operators can gain familiarity wilh satellite behaviour and control using mission 
software during the ground test phase. 

The benefits gained in having a single supplier for both EGSE and m.ission operations systems should 
be further exploited. 
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ENVISAT /.1' lhe major E011h Observalion Prowam numa!ied by the European Space Agency. Within this program 
Alr•llfel Space lndustries is Prime Contraclor responsib/e for lhe deve/opmenl of lhe Pay/oad Dara Segment ( PDS) 
"'hich provides ali sen,ices needed for the exploitalion of lhe dara produced by lhe ENVISA T lnstmmems. 
After o short de.\Tription of the ENVISAT mi.~siorr this paper describes the l)'Stem design approach used by A/cate/ for 
designing a highly m nfigurable and scalable PDS architecture. 

Envisat-1 Mission 

Basic Mission Objectives 
Thc main objcctive of lhe ENVISAT-1 programme isto provide Europe with an enhanced capabllity 

for remote sensing observation of the Earth from space and to increase the opportunity for participating 
states to take part in the moni1oring and studying of lhe Eartb. and its environ.ment. 

Overall Operational Mission Objectives 
The primary operational mission objectives of ENVJSAT-1 are to: 
• Provide for contlnuity of the observations started wilh the European Remote Sensing Satellites 

(ERS-1 and ERS-2) for monltoring of coastal zones, open oceans, ice, and land surface processes 
including those obtained from radar-ba~ed observations. 

• Provide for enhancement of the ERS-1 mi::.sion witb observation of biological componeots and 
colour o f the oceans. 

• Extcnd the range of parameters observed to meet thc need to increase l<.nowledge of the factors 
determining the environment. 

• Make a \ignificant contribution to environmental studies. notably the areas of atmo::.pheric 
chemi~try and ocean studies including marine biology. 

In addition. thcre are two related, but secondary, mission objeclives: 
Enabling more effective monitming of lhe Earlh's resources as a means for tbeir improved 

management; and 
• Providing an expanded understanding of solid Earth processes. 
In addition to continuing and improving upon measurements initiated by ERS-1 and ERS-2, lhe 

ENVISAT-1 mission will tal<"c into account the requiremcnts related to the global study and monitoring of 
U1e Em1h and its environmenl as expressed by international co-operative programmes ~uch as the 
lnternationa1 Geosphere and Biosphere Programme and lhe World Climate Researcb Prograrnme. The 
ENVISAT-1 is an essential element in providing long-term continuous data sets that are essential for 
addressing environmental, climatological. and geological issues. 

lnstruments 
In order 10 fulftl it's mission, the ENVISAT-1 payload will be composed of lhe following anstruments 

• ESA Developed l.nstrumcnts (EDis) : 
The Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) will make all-weather observalioos of 
surface characteris1ics. 
The Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars (GOMOS) will measure trace-gas 
concentrations. 
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The Laser Retro-Reflector ( LRR ) will allow ground-based laser stations to mcasure the range 
o f the spacccraft precjsely. 
Thc Medium-Re!>olution Imaging Speclrometer (MERIS) wi ll allow to mensure "occan color'. 
The Michcl~on lnterferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (M IPAS) will allow to 
ob~erve Lhe aunosphere betwcen tangential hcight5 of 5 and 150 km. 
The Microwave Radiometer (MWRJ will provide data requircd to correct tbe data from the 
Radar Allimeter (RA-2). 
Thc Radar Altimeter (RA-2) will maJ...e precise measurements of nltitude over the entire Earth. 
induding ali types of stufaces. 

• Announc.:ement of Oppm1utlity Instruments (A01s): 
The Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Aunospheric.: Cartography 
CSClA.'vtACHY) will ~lllow to me;1sure the abundancc of atmospherlc constituem~ in both the 
troposphere und lhe stratosphere. 
The Advanced /\long-Track Scanni11g Radiometer <AATSR) will rneasure global sea-surface 
temperatures. 
The Doppler Orbitography and Radio-positioning lntegrated by Satellite (DORIS) wi ll allow 
to deterrnil1e the satellite exact posi tion in space. 

Ground Segment 

There will be two major elemenis within the El\VISAT-1 ground segment : 
• The Flight Operation Segment IFOS): it wi ll be responsiblc for spacecraft cornmand and control. 
• The Payload Data Segmcnt (FDSJ: it will be responsible for overall mis~ion plann.i.ng and for the 

acqui~ition. processing. archiving and disseminatlon of instrument data, as well as for Lhe 
provision of a uscr's scrvice to provide product and data access services. 

Centres I Stations Definitions And Locations 

• 

The PDS comprises the following Centres I Statlon:>'(C/S): 
• The Payload D<1ta Control Cemre (PDCC) at ESRlN, respomible for thc instruments and ground 

segment plunning und for the overall PDS mouitoring and control. It also co-ord.inates user 
scrvices and provides quality and engineeriJlg support for tbe products. 

• Thc Payload Data Handling Stations (PDI-IS) at ESRIN and Kirw1a acqu.ire mea&uremcnt data 
downloaded by lhe spacel'faft (re~pec.:tively in Ka and X-band), process it and disseminmc 
products, according to PDCC' directives. A short tcrm rolling archive is provided. Local scrvices 
are also offered to user~. 

• The Payload Daw Acquisition Stat.ion (PDAS) at Fuc.:ino acquires only measurement data (in X
bantl) and forward~ it to the PDHS-ESRIN stmion for processing. 

• The Low ratc Rcfcrcncc Archive Centre (LRAC) at Kiruna archivcs and processes the global low 
rate data off-line, to provide a complete consolidated Low-Rate lcvcl-lb data set for EDh (ESA 
Developed lnsrrument:.) and ASAR-LR lnstruments, and a pre-consolidated level-lb for other 
/\Os ( Announcement of Opportunity) lnstruments ( Jevcl-1 b are geolocated engineering calibrated 
products). Local servlces are also offered to internalusers. 
The Proccssing and Axchiving Centres (PACs) located at ESA member states, archive and 
proccs~ off-lim: High-Rate data and generate off-line geophysical product& for regional High-Rate 
or Full Resolution in:.trumems and global Low-Rate instruments. There are 6 PACs : UK-PAC, 
D -PAC. 1-PAC. F-PAC, S-PAC anel E-PAC. The Finni~;h Meteorological Institute (FMl) is 
a.ssociated with lhe D-PAC. 

The National Stations. located in ESA member statcs, acquiring data and providing ESA 
servicc!> (NS-Es). 

Figure l ~how~ where Lhe PDS Centres and Stations are. The main functiont- are lis ted for eac.:h 
Centre or Station. except for PAC~. where insu11ments are li~tcd. 
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RA-2 
MWA 
00f11S 
ASAKW 

0 ESA PROCURE O CENTRES I STATION 

0 OTHER POS CENTRES I STATION 

Flg. 1 PDS Centres/Stations locations with their associated functions 

System Design Concepts 

Constraints on System Design 

Ka 

UET 

When designing and developing thc PDS system, the design and development of similar functions 
that exist in different geographical locations must be avoided. 

A function may exist in different centres and stations, for example : 
• Users services are offered by ali centres and stations. 
• Low bit rate processing is performed, in similar ways in the two PDHSs and in the LRAC. 
• ASAR proce~sing is performed in the two PDHSs and in three PACs (UK, D and I PAC). 
Some function~ must also be availablc as Generic Elements to be integrated in the PACs and NS-E. in 

order to provide the same serviccs to users, independently of the centre or station that provides it. 
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To 'ati!>fy the'e ohjcctivc,, th~ PUS architecturc i' broken dm' n in development componenh callcd 
Facíllue,, whit:h will be used to hutld the PDS ct:ntrc' and 'tauon,. and will be a\ailable for PAC 
a"emhlv 

CenÍres/,tatlOI1'- are co-lot:ated ~et'> of PDS racllitlc,. The generic clcments are thc Facilitie~. \\h1ch 
are conuuon to the PDS and externai 'Y'tcm~ such :l~> PAC'-

From a top-down appro;tch thc PUS i, con~idcrcd rtl.::. 'et of t:cntrc' and stations. cach C01Nitutcd by 
a M~t of Fadlitie> : 

ENVISAT Grdund Segment 

PDS ststem 

F a c illtle s 

Combonents 

U nllts 

Flg. 2 Break down tree oi system functions. 

Software Architecture 
Twomajor ('On.,tra intl> affect the design of Lhe PUS Software architccturc: 
• The need 10 have generic elements and common function~ betwcen cenLrc:, and ~tations. 
• The need to break down thc PDS into enuucs tbat can bc developed indcpendently by 'ub

comractor\ 
The main dnver' for the dctin1tl0n of facilitics are: 
• The regroupmg of functions in order to obtain facilities that perform 'pccitic funclionl\ or 

services. 
• The regrouping of function> in order to avoid function overlapping or ~püt between ~cvcra l 

factlitics. 
• The need to have an homogenei1y in thc l>J7e~ of facilitlcl>. in order to havc roughly thc same 

developmem cffon. 
• Oricntauon of facilitie~ towards one a~pcct of tcchnology lsuch as, Moni10ring & Control, 

Arcluving. U/\er's interface, etc.). 

Processing Architecture 
The systcm de~•gn ~h ali al~o take imo accoun1 the m;1jor cbaracteri,tic of ENV ISA T: to process data 

lrom 7 dü'ferent lll~lruments. 
The proce~>l>ing algorithm:. t~rc gathered on an inmument-by-insu·ument basis, in processing chains 

for ASAR. MERIS and each Low Bit R ate (LBR ) inblrument. 
Grouping of ulgorithms by in~lrumcnt allo\\' the dcvelopment tu\ks to be opllmí~cd. reque!>ling to 

each devclopment team only tbe J,nowledge of one panicular in~trument. Tbis guaranteel> bomogeneity 
hetween the product~ for a given in~trumcnt. 

The common functions betwCCI\ the proce~sing chaint. will only be developcd once. to providc thc 
in1erface~ betwccn lhe algoritrum. and thc otber PDS functious . 

Thc common function.s will ;~ct as an Host Strucmre on which the proccs~ing chains will be 
connccted. 

Thc Figure 3 pre,ents thls concept. 
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Product.> 

Fig. 3 Processing Function Modular Design 

Hardware Architecture 
The hardware architecture is as far as po~sible based on Off-The-Shelf Computers andJJeripherals. 

Thc PDS is a Jarge, complex software system, and except for some acquisition and synchronisation 
functions. aJI the funcúons are supportcd by available Off-The-Shelf (OTS) components. OTS 
components are cheaper tban developed equipment, and they offer better evolution and upgrade 
capabilities, with lower maintenance costs. 

Hardware J\rchitecture design is such that the Hardware Equipme/lls are dedicated to one_Faâlity. 
Hardware costs are going down but the performance and lhe capacity increase. This design choice will 
have litlle impact on the overall cost, but it : 

• Eases lhe integration. Thc Facilities do not share any computer resources, only the local networks 
are common resources to all ora subset of the Facilities. 

• Gives flex.ibility to lhe design. I f Facility performance or capacity requirements change. onJy the 
architecture of thi!) Fncility will have to be modified. 

• Offer!) scalability. As the same Facility is used in more than one Centre or Station, its Hardware 
architecture can be taylored to support different configurations. 

Workstations and computers are selected within the offer of a Si11gle Mam({acturer. This choice 
avoids major problems when ÍJ1terconnecting the different equipment, and cases the maintenance during 
operations. 

Operational costs 
The system architecture that comes from the systcm design is efficicnt with respect to operational 

costs. The major contributions to the operational costs are : 
• Maintenance : one hardware manufacturer is selected, and the equipment chosen is up-to-date. lhe 

maintenance costs can be kept low. 
• Staffing : lhe involvcment of opcrators b limitcd to tasks that require special expcrtise or 

decisions, ali routíne uctlvities are fully automatised. 
• Media : the choice of media for archiving and product dissemination between centres is made 

from performance rcquirements and cost-reduction goals. 

The Facilities (system design entities) 
To identify the independent functions of lhe PDS, it is helpfuJ to look at it from the systcm point of 

view, and from the physicaJ implememation in stations and centres point of view. 
The system poim of view is usefulto define lhe system functions, but does not take imo account the 

stations and centres specific constraints, and the design drivers that havc been retained. 
The next section explalns how thc facilities have bccn defined tuking imo account design constraints 

and drivers and using the two points of view o f the systcm. 

The two points of view of the PDS 
The two points of view of the PDS are shown in figure 4, the columns depict the five main system 

functions and their main ~ubfunctions. (ali lhe functions are not depicted) the raws depict the four 
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centres. Where a raw cros~es a column, lhe ~>pecific instru1ce of the systcm funcúon for that centre i~ 
listed. 

From the tigure 4 , it can be ~een where lhe ins tances of Lhe independent functions are placed in the 
different centres. For exMlple. lhe archivlng funclion occurs as a rolling archive in a PDHS, an LBR 
archive in lhe LRAC anda product archive in a PAC. but basically lhe same funelion i& performed in alJ 
these centres. 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

~ 
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Fig. 4 ldentifying independent functions. 

Thls approach has helped to idenlify Lhe independem function~. that wcrc thcn mapped on fal'ilities. 
When the independem functlons havc bcen identified. the feasibility of in~tanciating !hem (scaleability 
and contigurabílity) in the dlfferent PDS stations and centres and lhe genericity of interfaces have been 
invesligated, and when thls feasibility has bcen provcn. the allocation of the funclions to a facility has 
been performed. 

Because the PDS ~tations and centres missions ru·e different. one independent fuoction cannot be 
instru1ciatcd iJ1 lhe same way in all the stations and centres. The ways of inst<mciating a facility that have 
been retained are scaleahility a.nd con.flxurability because lhey preserve the generic nature of lhe facility : 

Scaleability meru1s that lhe H!W archüecture can be set according to Lhe needs of the station/ceou·e 
needs. But lhe same fw1cúons are retained Md performed by the same facility componenls. 

Cmifigurability only lhose componenls needcd for a funcLion in a centre. are implemented in that 
centre. 

The fact that an independem function is instanciat.ed also mcans that it uses different input data. and 
gcnerates different output data. For exa.mple, Lhe archiving function in a PDHS ingesls near real lime 
(l\"RT) data from all the instruments and output Fasl Delivery data (FDJ, and product~ on media to the 
LRAC Md PACs. However. the archiving function of a PAC ingests data on tape ma.inJy aod generates 
products on tape for PDS externai users. 

bh'ift>tllll (:fll S~11iç ln1crhu. a..~ 

Fig. 5 Principies for Design of Facilities 
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The input data or output data have ali been intcgrated within generic interfaces (see figure 5), 
implemented by UNIX standard exchange mechunisms. 

The samc structure is applicd to ali EN V 1SAT Products, detlned as <tn UNTX file witll pre-defined 
Maio Pr·oduct Header (MPH) and Specific Product Header (SPH). Therefore ali the product~> handled by 
the PDS stations and centres are handled in the same wny. 

The definition of facilities 

The design of the facilities comes from the system analysis. the design constraints, the design drivers 
and the specific constraints for scalibili ty and configurability. 

These are summarised on figure 6 wblch show~ a shaded block for each main system funclion. Each 
syst.em function block contains lhe facilüies with thc technology associatcd with each facility. 

<li ~~ 
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Fig. 6 PDS facllities definition. 

Tbe acqrtisition fimction is implementcd in a Acquisition Facility (AF), orientcd on Radio frequency 
technology. 

1l1e instrumelll packet demultiplexing function is implemented on the Front End Processor facility 
(FEP), oricnred on high speed data stream (100 Mbps) processiJJg tcchnology. The FEP processes the 
data stream in order to restore instruments data packcts. 

The processing function is implemented in eighl facilities: PF-HS, PF-1\SAR, PF-MBRIS, AATSR, 
GOMOS, RA21MWR MJPAS. SCIAMACHY. Thc PF-HS is the host structure that receives lhe 
instrument data packets. routes them to the appropriate proces.sor, and interfaces lhe archive for 
archiving/retrievaJ of products or auxiliary data. The other faciliúes are the PF-ASAR. PF-MERIS, 
AATSR, GOMOS, RA2/MWR, MIPAS, SCIAMACHY aJso called lnstrument Processing Facilities 
(IPF). The la.st five facilities correspond to instruments operating only in low bit rate and are also named 
undcr the generic term PF-LBR. 

Thc archive fimction is implemented in the Archive Reference Facility (ARF), oriented on media 
technology and mass storage/automated library technology and is a service provider for 
archivinglretrievaJ. The ARF is the unique media emry/ex.it point for each PDS station/centre. The ARF 
storage volume and processing power of the :.ervcrs are scaleable according to the needs of the PDS 
station/centre. 

The dissemination fimction is implemented in the Dissemination Facility (DF), oriented on electronic 
dissemination technology. The DF is scaJeable according to lhe PDS needs of the station/centre. The 
following can be chosen: transmitter. receiver functions and channels U!>ed for dissemination (2 Mbps, 64 
Kbps links). 

The use r access to .vervk·es jimction is implemcnted in the distributcd V ser Services Facility (USF), 
coordinated by the User Serviccs Coordina1ion Facility (USCF). The USF is oriented on technologies 
such as the WWW server and provides user's tools such as product and rnap visualisation. nnd 
documentaúon. 

The production lnvenwry• is implemented in the lnventory (INV) which is oriented on distributed 
Data Base technology and is a service provider for product catalogue information retrievaJ and update. 
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The supen•i.1ion rd" .1Ut1ion mui amres jlmction i:. i mplcmcnted in the Centn: Moni toring und Control 
(CMC) facility whid1 ·~ oricntcd on S~MP technology for monitoring and comrol of applicallon~ und 
equipment. 

The system sclledulinx wul control fimclwn i~ performcd by the ~1on.iloring and Control Facality 
(MCF) and Lhe Ground Segment Planning faciliry (GSP). ba:.ed on planning by conl>traint technology. 

Thc product comm/fimction i~ unplcmcnted ill thc Product Qualtty Facility <PQFJ which i' a um que 
facility oricnted on product expeni\e. 

The engineerinl{ .1upporr jwwtion of thc PDS ~~ ill1plemcnted in the Engineenng Suppon Facility 
(I:.SF) whil.;b is oricntcd on ~ystem logistic~ and training. 

TI1e last facility CCSF). is not related to sy~tem function~. but is the resuh of design and dcvclopmem 
consideratiom •. The Common ScrviceJ. Facility iCSF) regroup:, ali thc component~ that are common to 
severa! facililies. ll is providing UNIX •· m.iddleware ·· service~. 

Ways of lmplementing Facilities and Architecture 

Production and product administration facilities are scaleable facilitie!> : proce~:,íng power. disk 
storage. 

User service'> are di,tributed facilities with a central manager a~ the constraints are to provide to ul.ers 
the same access to PDS ~crvaces in ali PDS station<, and centres with a coordillation of ~ervice~ and 
administration of ui>er., from thc control centre (PDCC). 

Supervision facililies are hierarchical facilities with a central manager aÍ> the constraints are to have a 
control centre (PDCC) for the system including the station~ and centres but still to rewin some levei of 
autonomy locally ulthe PDS stations and centres for internai activitie~. 

Conclusion 
The PDS has been del.igned taking into account from 1he beginning of thc projcct the system 

requirements and thc development constraints. Despitc thc complexity of Lhe EI'\VISAT mi.,~ion. the 
resulting archite~.:turc remaillS simple, and will provide to ESA a flexible sy~tem for future evolution with 
groth potential to accommodatc furur needs. 
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IJoeing Space Operations. a wlrolly-ml'lled sltbsitliary of the Boeing Compcmr. lws prepared a /i1•e Space Operations 
Verijicatian Te.11-bed prow1ype demorutratüm. The Space Opera1iom Verijication Tes1-bed denumMrallon was a 
si~nijicam slep roward establislring a l'erijication test-bed .for lhe evalua1ion of rhe propmed approal'hes and 
teduwlngies to dramatically reduce operations cost,\ for the Nationo/ Aeronaurics and Space t\dministration (NASA). 
T/U! demnnstrmion also formed tire basis and opportunity 10 providelshare this some infrastructure II'Ít/r commercial 
Sf)(ICe operations t'tt.lfmners, tlrerehy reducing the cost of spoce operations el'l!ll j11nher. Finally, file demomtrarion 
.1en·ed as the initia/ phase of a more adi'Oil('ed program where a fu/1-scale Slwred Sen•ice Center (SSC} can be 
de1•e/oped. Specijic objectives of tire Independem Research and Del'e/opment ( IRAD) prnjPcl were to : (I) l'erify lhe 
proposed approoclrlarchirecture meets the Nt\St\ requirements, (2) addres.r the commercial marker to satilfy 
altemntlve mi,p·ioll a11d system cmwept.v. cmrf (3) provir/e mr approarlr to evolve currenf operational missio11s w thl' 
proposed architecture. whiclr employed commercially-availahle teclmology advances in spt1ce aud grmmrl systems. 
71ris paper wi/1 presem 0 11 oven•iew of Roeiug 's Spa,·e Operation.v Verification Test-bed and i/lustrare its application in 
migrmin,~ exi.!tilll( S)'Sil'IILI w stale-oj-lhe-art comrol sys1ems for larmch contrai and sateflite operar íons. 
Keywords: Grormd ~:\'.1/ems. Slmulmimt, Telemetr,r Processing. lrrrPmationa/ Space Station, Tefe-Science, Commercial 
Space, Space.craft Operatimrs. Larmch Contro/, Cmrrepr prol()type, Cmrcepl Demonstratio11 

lntroduction 
The Space Operations Verification Test-bed demonstration project provided not only a methodology 

to rapidly assess new products, technologies and processes but provided a means to assess approaches to 
the re-engineeriug of the current procedures and processes. The project also provided Boeing lhe ability 
to evaluate the current hardware and software applications for i..nter-operability, inter-connectivity and 
easc of integration. and develop a plan for subsequent system deployment. To that end. the Space 
Openujous Verification Test-bed established a new way of domg business. 
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Vendors Reqúretl"MtrCs ....___ - __/ ...._____ __ 
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1 

....___ .-/ ----
Fíg. 1 Space Operations Verífication Test-bed 

The Space Operations Verification Test-bed is a hands-on evaluati.on environment pattemed after 
proven systems engineering. development and evaluation processes, which includes advanccd ground 
systems and simulations, and applies open-architecture approaches that permit commercial-off-t.he-shelf 
(COTS) hardware and software to work ~ocamlessly across networked users. These methodologies have 
been applied to construct numcrous Alpha (verification) and Beta (validation) :.ites wilhin Boeing and for 
externa! customer~. This approach has provcn to be very effective, both in lhe rcduction of cost and 
schedule risk for many programs including Space Shuttle. B-lB, X-31, and assorted Strategic Defense 
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''Star War," projects. Thi' reduction 111 te~t bed~ 1:. achl\!\\!d in pan b} the plan111ng. coordtnating. and 
ull•mately "leveragmg" lhe n:l>ources of the!>c dner'e programh towards common architecture' and a high 
degrcc o f reu~e o f exbting Bocing as,et~ and proJucts. 

Goals and Objectives 
In order for the KASA to mectthe nation·, l uture nccd~ for :.pacc operation,, thc co~t oi operaLing thc 

existing space ~md ground sy~tems mu't he hignificuntly rcduced. lhe Space Opcrations Vcrification 
Test-bed dcmonstration wa~ an imcrnally-funJl'd rRAD projcct ~upponmg a :-.i\-montb '>tudy contract to 
as~e~' approaches and \Olution~ for rcducing thc CO>t of operatu1g \!'\ .,ung and future ~pacecraft and 
ground system' for lhe NASA. 

The purposc u1 developing lhe "livc'' concept dcmon\Lration was lwo-fold. The fir:.t goal was to 
e~t;tblish a veritication te\l·bed for lhe cvaluauon of tcchlm:al approache~.> and as\umptions to provide 
mk rcduction for subsequent fulJ-,cale •mplcmentmion. Sccondly. thc Concept Demonstrauon helped to 
clarify the architectural and performance requirement~ for suhsequcm full-,calc development and 
deployment. 

We set out to accompli~h lhese goals by de1>1gning and intcgrating a "Proof-of-Concept" architecture 
cmploying commercially-available technology ad,·ance:. in 'pace ru1d g.round ~y,tems in order to reduce 
dcvclopment and subJ>equcnt maintcnru1ce co~t. We m.ed thi~ architet·turc to demonstrate how shared 
nlissioo and data service3 are delivcrcd in order to evolve currcnt operational mis~ions to the new space 
opcrations architecture to rcduce Lmnsition rbk. The :1bility to opcrate and maintain thc current lcgacy 
space operaLion' service elcmenL'> !>Ufdy and reliubly. \\hile in parallcl conwlidating, commercialiLJng 
and privati11ng. lhese ~ervices •~ an cssenual elcment to reducing thc co~t of ;,pace operatio~ and 
prov1dcs the ha~tb for ~harcd. commen:ially-viablc .,pacc operation~ :.ervice~. 

Methodology 
Thc approach or methodology. a;, dcp1cted in Figure 2. uuliz.ed thc pnoritizcd proces~ and te~.:hnology 

needs from Lhe Study Tearn'' asse,~ment of the 1\/\SA ·s e.xio,ting .\pace and ground t.ystcms. Couplcd 
wilh the rcquirem~;:nt to as,e-.s thc fea~ibility lo suppon 'cvcral operational scenario'> or u:o.er proce~'e'. a 
-.et of "demonstration rcquiremenh" were detincd ru1d ha~elined These scenarios included severa! 
exJsung and future NASA space nlission'>. induding launch. rohotic Cunmanned) :.pacccraft and 
lntcrnaiional Spnce Station cxperimcnt tcle-sciencc opera1ions. 

Fig. 2 Needs Assessment Process 

In parallt:l. a.!.ses:.mcnt\ of lhe techn11.:al <U1d financiai performance nf altcrnativt "commen.:wl" ~pace 
operauons clement!> again:o.t exl\ting core Boemg capabilitiel. wcrc conductcd. The~e a~ses~mems 
included commercial \'Cndor~ fm computtr -.y~tem~. conm1ru1dftclcmetry grouud ~y~tems. intt:r
nctworking and communications :md track1ng :-.yr.tem~. 13oeing a~~('ts utilized included thc capahilitics 
for ~pacecraft simulation. ground 'Y·'tems. lntcrnntional Spacc Station science expcrimenl-". und launch 
vehicle corruuandlcontrol !.y,tems. 

Ali of lhc~c elemcng \\ere ultcgrated mto a Independem Re-.carch and Developmcnt Plan that 
included requirements definilion. concept dcfimtion, architccture and implementation planll'ost/schedulc. 
The entire dcmonstration implcmcntation ~chcdule spanncd seven (7) month~ through thc ftrsl live 
d~;:monstralion in January 1998. 
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Demonstration Elements 
Thc Space Operations Verifkation Test-bed demonstralion, as surnmarized in Table L consistcd of 

five major elements or components: (I) Spacccraft Simulation. (2) Simulated Spacecraft Launch. (3) 
"Livc'' Satellite Telemetry Data Acqui~ition. (4) lntemational Space Station (ISS) Experiment 
Utilization, and (5) Network MunagemenL Each of these major elements combine to providc a 'tive'', 
real-time demonstration of thc rcsults of lhe Space Operations Verification Test-bed technology 
assessments performed by Boeing during this IRAD project. 

Table 1 Space Operations Verificatlon Test-bed Elements 

Demo Features Benefits(s) 

Spacecraft Slmulatlon 

O Common Slmulatoon infrastructure for pre-llight, 
concept exploration, design evalualion, 
development and operations 

Spacecraft Launch 

O Boeing Delta 213 ACCS through commercíal 
launch lacolity 

Real-time Satelllte Data 

O Reconfigurabe COTS TOM & CCSDS Front End 

O leased LEO antenna & tracking systems 

ISS Experiments 

O Java/Web·based remete Graphlcal User Interface 
to ISS experiments 

O Broadcasl expenment video to lnvestigator 

Network Management 

O Commercial Network Operatlons Center 

O Reduced life-cycle costs for spacecraft desígn, 
development, tesl and operations 

O Re-use of proven launch control ground systems 
reduces cost 

O Sharing oi commerciaJ launch lacillties reduces cosi 

O "Ughts-our ground station operatlons reduces cosi 

O Common archltecture for muttiple missions reduces 
ops cost 

O Decreased ISS crew participation in experiment 
operalíons 

O More science 

O Standard, commercial proven tools & interfaces 
ellmlnates redundancy and reduces cosi and 
lmproves reliablllty 

The simulation of the Global Positioning Satellitc (GPS) on-board systems demonstrated the 
capability to train spacecraft ground control operations personnel to react to off-nominal or malfunctions 
on the spacecraft from any location on lhe dcmonstration nctwork. 

The simulatcd launch of a Delta rocket dcmonstrated rhe capability and flexibility of the Advanced 
Command/Control System (ACCS) system to carry out a launch from either Lhe Spaceport Florida 
complex or a remote control center located in Houston. 

Thc acquisition of real-time time-division multiplexed (TDM) and Con~ultive Committec on 
Spacecraft Data Systcms (CCSDS) telemetry from low-earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft at lhe Universal 
Space Network ground stations demonstrated the capability to consolidme multlple control centers into a 
singlc architecture, and lhe effective out-sourcing of specific services to commercial cnterprises. 

The ISS Experiment command/control and data acquisition demonstrated the effective application of 
current intemeúweb technologies into the ISS to reduce recurring operations cos~ while simultaneously 
expanding science data availability. I The management of the demonstration network by an outs ide commercíal vendar dcmonstrated how 
·effective cost reductions may be achieved through consolidation and out-sourcing. 

I 
Demonstration Architecture Overview 
I Figure 3 provides an overvicw of the ''livc" demon~tration architecture. This overview of the 
Demonstration shows that the architecture was geographically distributed across thc continental United 
Statel> and Alaska. The major elements and locations included : 

• Ground stalions in Alaska and Penusylvania 
• A Network Operation~ Center in Columbia, MD 
• A launch control center complex at Spuceport-Florida 
• A simulation complex in Downey, California 
• An_lmemational Space Station experiment lab in Huntsville. Alabama 
• A remate control center in Houston. Texa~ 
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11 is the Ilexible 11etwork nn:hitedure thm enabled us to rapiuly tUJd easily provide demonslfalion~ i11 
various locations. Ali monitoring and conu·ol of these systems were tmnsferred to the remote control 
center (located in Hou&ton) for the original den10nstration. 

cos~ .... ~ ---~~.,, FAST 

Undt,t4IS • -~ 
Tetemetry&'tt•ckm .~ , . SAMPEX 

USN·NO.U.Polo.J. \ 

~ 1 

r~ . 

'etemetry & n.c.klng 
\ USN · HOtshll(t\ PA 

\ I ,, 

' ' 
- ·. 1 r J 

() L,;. 
] 

Fig. 3 Demonstration Architecture Overview 

Spacecraft Simulation Architecture 
The Spacecraft SimuJation architecture is bnsed on and utilizes Boeing's Aero:.pace Simulalion and 

System Test Center located in Downey. California. The Simulmion nnd System Test-bed is al~o uti lized 
for development of real-lime simulations and models. flight software and avíonics systems integration, 
and spacecraft/aircraft ground tcst systems. For thc purposcs of this demonstration. wc utilizcd an 
already existing simulation of the Global Positioníng Spacecraft (GPS) on-board systems on the Satellitc 
Systems Test-bed workstation. This simulation test-bed provides the foundation for early. incrementai 
spacecraft system design veri fication and Lransilion to <.ubsequent test ru1d operalional phases. 

Fig. 4 GPS Operator-Trainee 

Tbis demonslfalt:d the capabi lity to perform collaboralive training of ground systems operations 
personnel usiug this architecture. The ÍllStructor injected fault~ i.nto the simulated gyroscopes, causing 
the spacecraft to tose atlitude control. The operator-trainee. located in Houston (see Figure 4) was 
expected to pcrform commanding of the spacecraft in order to stabilize the spacecraft caused by the 
failure. Two-dimensional and three-dimen~ional data visualization on the Remote Control Center 
workstations is based on commercial producrs in1erfaced to the ~>pacecraft ~ i mulation over the wide-are11 
network. 

Launch Architecture 
The launch control portion of the Space Operations Verilication Test-bed demonstratidn is ba~ed on 

the Boeing Advanced Command and Control System from the Bocing Delta n (Sce Figure 5) 
Expendable Launch Vehicle Program. Although no rockct was actually launched for Lhe demoustration, a 
"live•· Delta ll tclemctry stream from a previous launch · was playcd back from the Spaceport Florida 
launcb complex 20. This Delta U launcb vehicle telemetry stream was interleaved with an lnertial Uppcr 
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Stage (IUSl :.pacccraft telcmet.ry stream to produce a composite launch vehicle and payload telemetry 
stream. 

Flg. 5 Delta Launch Vehicle 

Thb dcmonstratcd the capabilily to carry out a launch utilizing commercially-available hardware and 
software producrs. The launch range facility and services were out-sourced to Spaceport Florida 
Authority at the Cape Canaveral Air Suuion. Although lhe launch control complex in Florida conrrolled 
Lhe simuJated launch, lhe launch was monitorcd from the Remate Contrai Center in Houston. Tbis 
Remate Cont.rol Center replicates lhe workstation hardware and software, and is fully capable of carrying 
out the launch from thi~ location. Ali two-dimensonal and three-dlmensional data visualitation and 
display was performcd using commercially-availablc software, tailored to provide displaylt unique LO thc 
JUS payload and the Delta 11 launch vehicle. This rcduces the cost of developing and maintaining the e 
::.ystcms. 

Real-time Spacecraft Telemetry Data Acquisition 

During thc Real-rime Satellite Telemetry Data Acquisiúon portion of the demonstration, we tracked 
and acqwred real-time telemetry data from tive existing, operational spacecraft: FAST, COBE, 
SAMPEX. LA."'DSAT-4 and LANDSAT-5. Each of these low-earth orbiting (LEO) satellitcs were 
t.rackcd from the Universal Spacc Network (USN) commercial ground stations in AJaska and 
Pennsylvania. Ali of the ground systcms telemetry processing hardware and software Ílt commercially
available and allowcd U!> to process both Time-Division-Multiplexed (TOM) and CCSDS (Consultivc 
Committec on Spacccraft Data Systems) tclcmelry formais through a single architecture (See Fig. 6). 

USN • Antonna & R~ 
Equlpment (Horahall\ PAI 

~._:lomotryWot1<ata11on 

Equlpment (North Polo, AKI 

R-ên"'ote Controt Cantar 
1 Hou:ston, Texas) 

Talemetry 
WorksbUon 

Fig. 6 Real-time Satetlite Tetemetry Data Acquisition Architecture 

Spacecraft ephemcris and ground Matton acces~ predictions were generated u!)ing cornmercial-off
the-shelf ~oft\.,.are. The "light\ out", flc'tible d~~ign and the ability to casily re-configure the ground 
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station telemetry proces!>íng sysLems enable u~ to consolidate und díminate satellite-uuique coutrol 
centers and ground systems. The capability to operate Lhese \ystems in paraliel with existing, opcrati.onal 
ground systems for each of these spacecraft enable~> us to mlligate ri~ks and decrease costs in the 
transilion to the new ground systenu.. The use of lhe L:n.iversal Space Network conunerciaJ ground 
stations cnablcs us to shcu·c thesc facilitics with othcr llSN cuMomcr~- lhcreby reducing the cosi to 
operate lhese system~ even furlher. 

lnternational Space Station Experiment 

During the lntemational Space Stution (fSS) tele-sciencc portion of the demon~trution, we utili1.ed an 
exisLing prototype ISS Cell Culturing/Bio-reactor experiment located in Lhe Boeing laboratory in 
Huntsville, Alabama. The Cell Culturing test-bed in Huntsville (depicted m Figure 7) wa!> controlled from 
a Rem<lle Control Cenler in much lhe same fashion aJ> an orbiling experiment rnight. 

Fig. 7 ISS Cell Culturing Experiment 

This interual research and development project is pai of ru1 on-going effort by Boeing to addre~s some 
of the mm1y oew challenges to achieving cost-effective uti.lizatioo of !J1temalional Spacc Stalion 
rcsourccs. Thcsc chnllengcs cao be Jargely expressed as increased demands for resources wh1ch cao be 
categorized in thrce groups, thc incrca~ed demand for commwlications bandwidth. requircmcnts for crcw 
participation in experiments, and lhe ground suppon serv1ces requ1rcd to conduct world elas~> ~cientific 
research. 

Tele-operalion, a key ingredient to space operations. allows n remote experiment to be an extension to 
rhe scicntists very own laboratory. Tele-operation allows ú1e scientist to perform real time action based 
on the cmrent experiment status and experimenl results. Dcpcnding on total automation.. or if 
participalion by a trained crew member is required. lhis remove::. tbe flexibility from the scientist wh.icb 
is oftcn nccessary to achicve real scientific breakthroughs and get thc most s<.:icnce for the money on a 
given flight. lt is also well known that even witl1 crew member presence, such as on Ll1e ::.pace shuttle or 
lnternational Space Station, the crew member' ~ time is severely limited for any onc givcn expcriment. 

Thi~ porlion of Lhe demonstrntion verified our capability to enhance lhe scientilic retum (rom 1.pace 
bornc experiments through cffcctivc application of Java/wcb-based user interfaces that cnablc thc 
principal inve~tigalor, located on Lhe ground, io participate more i'ully in lhe conJucl of I hei r experimenl~. 
Other than the experiment-unique Java applet interfm.:es operated through a web browser, ali of the 
hardware and software i:-. COTS. A remott:ly-operated viJeo camera anti PC-ba:-.ed vídeo confereociug 
softwme enabled lhe scientist to vicw the experimenl in real-time :~s thc experiment ran. 

Network Management 
The Network Management portion of the Space Operation:-. Verifinttion Te~t-bed demon~tration 

utilized a conunercial network opcrations ccntcr located in Columbia, Maryland to perform 
monitoring/fault detectlon, cont1guration managemcnt and pcrfol'lllance tracking of the demonstration 
network components. 
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The 'etwork Operation!. Center (NOC). depicted in Figure 8 has Lhe capacity to manage up 10 150 
Fortune 500 ~ized networks. equívalent to 250,000 end uscrs. The network management tools are a set of 
markeH.lriven, best in elas~ technologies ú1at assure compliance to real und de facto standards and reduce 
Lhe risk of obsolescence. Thesc tools were utiliz.cd rcmotely during the demonstration to manage ali 
elemenls of the demonstration nctwork, including wide-arca network circuits, routers, local arca nelworks 
and individual workstations. 

COBE~~ FAST 

~~ ... ~SAWEX 
TelomtCry & Traeklng 
USN • Nor11> Pote, AK 

Spacecran tlmul•tlon 
Downey, CaUfornla 

Flg. 8 Space Operations tnfrastructure Network Architecture 

Tht~ ponton of Lhe demonstration verified th;u ou1-sourcing of thc network managemenl of the 
ground ~y~tem elements reduce~ opcrarious co~ts. improvcs reliability and increases the visibility into lhe 
uetwork operations. This is accomplishcd by reducing the number of interfaces, consoJjdating similar 
funcúon~. and by standarrnzing on well-proven conunercial tools and practices. 

Summary and Conclusions 
J'he methodology used to de\'elop thc Space Operations Verification Test-bed "live'' demonstration 

wa~ driven by our goal to address the need to asses<> approaches and lechnologies to reduce life-cycle 
cO\ts for the ex.isting space and ground systems. Tlus demonstration was completely assembled and 
integra1ed in approximalely scvcn (7) month~ using Boeing discretionary lndependent Research and 
Developmcnt funds to provide u ··Jive·· concepl prololype and technology vcrification test-bed. 

Thb projccl has afforded Bocing the opportunity to ussess the commercial space and ground systems 
providerí. lo ~atisfy currellt and future space operations technical and cosi performance requirements. 

Furlhermore, the establishmerll of a single test-bed for thc entire spacecraft development life-cycle 
(prototyping of system conccpls. design. developmcnt. test and operations) provides leverage in the forro 
of a common infrastruclure or architecture for a diversc set of programs. rcducing Lhe cost and risk 10 
deploy advanced grow1d systems tcchnologies. 

The ··out-sourcing·• of !>pecific poruons of the architccture to commercial vendors or service providers 
who~e business is based on 1heí.e markets reduce~ the implementation risk and recurring operational 
cost~. In particular, as more spacecraft operators utilize the commercially-available lelemetry and 
tracking systems. the cost for operating and mainlaining these systems is significantly reduced through 
sharing of the cost burden among many cuslomer~>. 

The elimination of replicmed or redundam functions through consolidation increases reliability and 
visibili1y. while simultaneou\ly rcducing operational costs. This was panicularly significanl with regard 
to Lhe management of lhe dbparate, aud geographically-distribuled network components and 
workstation~. In adilition. Lhe use of common, open-system interface standards enabled Lhe rapid 
cor:nponcnt integration and flexible network architecturc. 

Thc rcplacemenl and consolidation of in-hou~c, '"institutional" capabilities wilh COTS tools and 
software reduces operaúons and maintcnance cosi. 

Of particular Lmportance to us is lhe replacem~>nl of spacecraft-unique control centers wilh a single. 
COTS product-based control cenler nnd ground system architecture that suppons many existing, 
opcrational missions. The Spt~ce Operations Verification Tesl-bed enabled us 10 deploy and operate 1his 
ncw arclu1ecture in paraUcl with the e.xisting operational system!>, reducLug the technical risk and cost of 
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implementation. Thus. this verihed the approach and tcchnology rc4uired 10 migra1c the~e e"io;ting 'pat'C 
m•~~•ons to a common archi1ecture for control center opcration~. 

The use of a common ~tmulauon tnfra~tructure or archttc!cture acros<. lhe enure -,pacccrafl 
development and operauons phase~ rcducc~ lhe ~pacccraft life-cyck CO~!. rhe Space Operauon~ 
Verification (simulmion) Te~t-bed provides thc crtpability to rapidly prototypc opera1ional concepts. 
dcsign and vcrify ncw spacecrart components and 1rain personnt:l on spacecmft operations. 

The concept prototype demon~trarion forrned thc basis for the dcfinition of thc rcquirements lor lhe 
tull-scale Sharcd Scrvice Center The concept demon.,tralion al'o pcrnúued the "'hand,-on .. e\aluauon 
of the lates1 commcrcially-avatlablc hardware and ~oftware technologies to meet the NASA nu"ton 
support requirements. 

Recommendations 

The following recommendauons :.tem from thc lesson!> leamed by tmplcmcnting the Space 
Operations venlication Test-bed demon~trauon. The'e recommendatton" are bemg madc to lhe 1\i\S \to 
reducc lhe cost for thc operation of the currcnt (and future) space and ground syMem' 

• NASA ~hould cstabfuh a ~h:tred tcchnology cvaluatioo te~t-bed CShared Servit:c Ccnter) that l.'<tn 
be uülit.ed by multiple projects to e luninate rcdundunt pro<.:urement~ tmd rcduce thc 
implementation com for individual space and ground sy:.tem projen~ or progr:um. 

• lt is recommended that the NASA eMablbh a ~ingle control center architecture ha,ed on prown. 
commerciaUy-based hardware and ~oftware components for ali spacecraft. 

• :-lASA ~hould utilize commercial ground ~tation providers to out-source the ground -.tatton 
operation~. permitting the operation~ CO\t to be dhtnhuted among the many govemment and 
commen.:ial spacecraft operntors. 
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Abstract 
MATRA MARCONI SPACE (MMS). a /eadin!( spoce compa11y, o.ffers a wide range of grmmd systems compommts. 
fmm rhe srna//e.\1 satcom componems w complete tumkey systems. The c:ompmry's capabiliry spans engineering, 
dn·e/opmenr. illleJirCIIion. validtUion. installation and operatimr.1· .mppon. for ground srations. sarei/ire cotrtrol and 
mi.nimr cemers. Mrtellite simulators. testfac:ilities. communicatiotrnetll't>rks and sy.!tems. 
MMS is peiforming, througlr pro!(rams and imemal funditrg, extensi1·e work in tire area of gmund systems and 
opercrtimr.~ preparation 01ul atttomation. This work has led to MMS prodm·ts that can supporl thl' need11 itr term of 
automated opemtions. for both indi1•idua/ spacerruft and larf(e wtellite jleet or a cmrstellatiotr : namely the OPEN 
CENTF.R comprmems mire, the OPS\VARE opermimtS products suite atrd tire QUAR1Z++ Flight Dynamics System. 
MMS wa.1· awarded a major co/1/ract from INTEU>AT for ils F/ig/11 Dynamics and Commanding system (FDC). Tire 
mahr characteriHin mrd requirrml'IIIS of the /NTI:.LSAT FDC are to conduct operatio11s of a larf11' fleet of sntellites 
withm o dislfibwetl 01ul mttlti-u.~er e11vironmmt wirh the key ohjr'cti1·e to dramlllicn/~1' reduce r·osrs through operations 
lllll0111atiOII. 
This prese/1/atimr will dea/ with MMS' FDC system and willj(J('LIS 011 its automatl'd opermimrsfeatures. 

FDC Project Overview 
The INTELSAT tleet of conUllUnications satellites is one of the world's leading satelli te 

communications sy~tems. It provides voice. data and vídeo services to over 200 countries and territories. 
During the 1998 World Cup soccer championship, li of II\TELSATS sateUite!> were used to beam the 
game~ to more than 3 billion people. 

INTELSAT is developing new satellite operations systems to replace or enhance its current systems. 
Thc FDC sy~tem will be cnpable of operating a lleet of up to 30 satcllites of sevcn different satellite 

series. The proposed system incorporates Commcrcial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) items and takes advantage 
of the experience and k.ills of Matra Marconi Space (MMS): satcllite operations for l...aunch and Early 
Orbll Phase (LEOP) as well as for station keeping. 

Matra Marconi Space will be using its own in-house software products, mainly the OPEN CENTER 
and OPSW ARE product lines covering ali automalion levcls required by the FDC, its new generation 
QUARTZ++ product for Flight Dynamics functions and the NetExpert product from OS1, which 
implements the remote device management monitoring and controlo f Lhe INTELSAT TIC&M stations. 

FDC will interface with existing JS ground network system.~. The FDC will perform the functions of 

l
satellitc command, flight dynamics, ranging, ground segment devicc control and events and alarm 
managcmem, including: 

• Multi-satellítc operation 
• Multi-user operation with dedicated security and safety admi.nistration mechani!.ms 
• Interface with ex.isling component~ for cominued operation during deployment of the system 
• Simplifying maintenance by exploiting current technology and clicnt server architecture 
• Maximizing the use of ground :.egment resourccs through active resoun.:e managemcnt and 

automated ranging 
• Imegrating functionality onto a unilied console and platfonn 
• lmproving evem:. and alarms management for both satellites and nctworks 
• Tncreasing tlexibility and access during commanding by using INTELSATs central database for 

shared information 
• Exploiting existing tcchnologies to set the framcwork for increasing automation 
FDC functions ensure the generati.on. scheduling and execution of satellitc commands. These 

funcuons include all of Lhe functions that are neces~ary to operate a reliable and tlex.ible ground support 
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nctwork. lNThLSA r currcntly operai~ a largc tlcct of '>atellites in Geol:.ym.:hronou~ orbit. There are 
seven differcnt famllic1. of 'atellues, built by seveml manulacturcr!>. inc:luding : lNTI:.LS/\T V (lS-V), 
INTELSAT VI (lS-VI) 1\ITI::.LS/\T VIl (lS-Vll) 1;-{TELSAT K (lS-KJ INTELS/\T Vll l (IS-VTTT) 
INTELSAT LX <IS-IX) and K-band Tdevi"on (K-TVl. Ali of these satelltte~ ~harc: thc TTC & M 
net\\Ork made up of l>l"\ ~tauon~ \\Orldv.ide. l'he rDC Sy~tem will provídc the ability to operatc thc 
satellire fleet from 11\TFl...SAT hcadquarters. Satellite conm1andmg 'hare::. the ~ame rcsource~ a\ Ranging 
and other communtcauon momtonng sy::.te~m. The goal of 1-DC i~ to manage the'e function' and utilite 
the rcsources in an eflktem manner. 

The ccnu-al idea of the rDC i~ the concept ora Scssion. A Sc!.l:.ion is an enttty that allow1> a user
defined work Activity, ~uch a~ Commanding or Ranging, to obtain the resources nece~'ary to accomplish 
the work. For cxumplc : Command Session:. oblain lhe re~oun.:e~ to transnút satelllte curnmands lo thc 
satellite. Ranging Ses~ions ohtain thc nccessm-y rcsourcet- for the work lo be done by lhe ranging ,,ystern. 
Thc Sesslon allocates lhe rc~ourccs (Scrviccs). ls imcrtcd into the ~chedule, and whcn the Se~sion St<~rt 
Time artives, initiatcs the nctwork commands necessary for the ~et up of the resourccs requircd to c<lrry 
out the work or the rcque,ting 1\ctivity. Contlicts for rcsour.;e~ are handled automatie<tlly i f pos.,ible, with 
mtmual intervention i f nece11sary or desired. 

Operations of the INTI::LSA T ~atellitc: flect includcs stationkeeping. respondmg to cu~tomer 
configuration changcs. satcllile health mainrenance. eclip~e operations. anomal) 111\esttgations. and 
tran,fer orbit operations. Ali Command Activitie~. whether generated manually or aUiomaucally, can 
n:quest thc creation of a Command SeShion. 

To initiate satellitc conuuand~ manually, a satellite enginccr has severa! existing tooh to assist him. 
The FDC will utili1e thcsc cxisting tools to allow the engineer to detille Conunand Aclivities that 
describe the ~atellite command'> and possibly some conlrol Jog1<.: as~ociated with Lho~e commands. An 
engineer can, aftcr rcvicw and approval, then regues I the FDC to crcatc m1d schedule a Command Scssion 
for the Command 1\~..:livity. 

Similarly, automatic softwurc functions. triggered by maneuver mes~agcs from the 1-lighl Dynamic~ 
function of FDC, by exterrwl demand for satcllitc conligurmiou ch~u1ges. or by un internal satellite 
diagno~tic facilil)'. '~ill gencrate or selecl Command 1\ctivitic::. and reque~>ts tv creutc :1nd schedule 
Comrnandlng Sessions. 

Ranging Scssiom. are generated in re!>pon\e to manual dem<md. or automaucally based on 
mruntenance of predeflned ranging ~chedule rules. Sin11lllfly. Communications Monitonng Se"ions may 
be requestcd by externai ~y-.tem\. 

Ali of these ~es,ion' v.ill h:lve Scrvices as~ociated with them thal will define ground-ba.,ed devicl!~ 
that must be conligured , controlled an monitored to aliO\\ the Se~~ion\ client activiues to be pe•formed. 
The FDC will cnsurc thc availahility of thc: ~ervtce~. allocatc thcm to lhe Session. and imert the ~ession 
into lhe schedule. All u~cr1. of the system will be <Jblc: to monitor the scheduled ~e~~ion::. through the 
Timeline display. 

The Dlsplay of the Schedule (Timeline) Will be the Key Means to Operate the 
Satellite System 

Graphical u~er lnterf<tce CGUI) drill-down tcch1úque::. will provide ali of thc ncce:.,ary informauon 
conccrning Scheduled se~'lon,. For example : the ~ervice' allocatcd to the se~slon ''i li be vi,ihlc: through 
block diagram' '' ith indication~ of their hcalth and ::.t:ltU!>. :'\1odifications to thc schedule by opcrators will 
bc: possiblc, with proper contmb, through thc Timehne display 

\Vhen Scheduled Se"1on\ :.tan time reach the currc:nt time, the FDC will issue thc ncce,sary nctwork 
conunands to activale a 'c~~10n that ellSure' that the network dcvices required hy the client work 
activitie!. are contigurcd anel available. The client telain' control of the device\ unul the activny ts 
complctcd. At ternúnallon or the acuvity, thc rc~ources are released and bccome availahk for other 
ses~ions. 

Once a Scssion i' aclive, the client activity can execute thc function' nece,sary to pcrform the work. 
ror example : Command Activitief. can now transrnit and execute lhe satellite command~ dcfined. The 
potential for ham.b-oiT oper<ttion of Commm1d Activílle' wtll cx1~t. Thc FDC defines e.xten-.1ve functions 
that will be avéúlable ror the s~ttellitc Operations staff 10 tllOIIitor and intcract with Comrnand 1\ctivitics. 
Thi!. flex.ibility ,.,..11 alio\\ opcmtors to rcspond much fa.\ter to anomalous conditions. 
The scheduling of Ranging Sessions is an additional feature of the FDC. FDC will schcdule 
Ranging Sessions automattcally under a wide variety of conditions. 
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The Definition of a New Flight Dynamics System that Uses the Ranging Data 
and Provides the Maneuver Messages to Derive Automated Commands 
Generation is Another Key Operational Concept of FDC 

Provicling timely orbit detenrunation~ and scbeduling of maneuver!. is ao important pan of satellüe 
operations. The ability to manage event~ and alarm~. of all satellite~ and the ground network will be 
provided by FDC. Situational awarencss by controllers nnd enginccn. will be accompli:.hed by using the 
t1cxible event and aJarm fadlitíes defined for FDC. Evcnrs and aJarnl.'> functions will be supported by on· 
line procedures and gruphical user interfaces. 

FDC Architecture and Major Components 

The FDC sy&tem i~ based on world class products and state of the art technologies (see table 1) 
• MMS Operations products 

OPSW A RE/OPSAT and OPS-EXECUTER for operations procedun:s preparatiou and 
automated cxccution 
OPSW AREITIMELINE for opcrations scheduling preparation and automated execution 
OPEN CEi'lTER for commanding services 
QUARTZ ++ for llight dynamics 

• OSI Network Management product 
NETEXPERT 

• Others products 
lONNORB IX for CORBA middleware implementation 
ILOGISOL VER for resources managernent and opti.mization 
ILOGNIEWS and NEURON DATNELEMENT PR,ESE Tl:.R for graphical users interfaces 
ORACLE data base management system 
IS System~ 

FDC Funcbon 

Satelltte Commanding 

Devlce Control 
Management (OCM) 

Fhght Oynamics 

Ranglng System 

Support Services 

Table 1 INTELSAT FDC Software Subsyatems 

FDC Subsystem Associated Product 

ACP : Automatic Command OPSAT 
Procedures 

OPSEXECUTER 

IIC : lnteractlve lmmediate Open IIC 
Commandlng 

Commandlng Servu::es Open Command 

Autonomous Satellite Specif1c 
Management Syst. 

DCM Schedule Manager TIMELINE EXECUTER 

OCM Network Manager NetExpert 

FDS Kernel QUARTZ++ 

FDS Schedule Manager TIMELINE 

Ranglng Specllic to INTELSAT 

Event and Alarm System (EAS) NetExpert 

Oatabases Oracle 

Access Control ACC 

Application monltoring and AMC 
Control 

Provider 

MMSOPSWARE 

MMS OPSWARE 

MMS Open Center 

MMS Open Center 

MMS Open Center 

MMS OPSWARE 

OSI 

MMS 

MMS OPSWARE 

OSI 

Oracle 

MMS Open Center 

MMS Open Center 

The u~e of the above mentioned products and COTS Products nurumi7-C custom software 
development. nus will abo allow lNTELSAT to take advantage of product and COTS upgrades 
during the lifetime of the FDC system. 
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MMS World Class Products are Already Operationally Used by Many Other 
lnternational Customers 
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As an example. OPSWARE products are used, all over the world for satcllite operations automation, 
by SES (ASTRA Satellites), WORLDSPACE. NJLESAT. HISPASAT. STI. ... 

OPSWARE, OPEN CENTER and QUARTZ ++ producls are respectively describcd. witb more 
details, in three different papers which are also presented in tl1is SCD ll conference. 

The System is Oesigned With Stringent Requirement on Availability 
24 hours a day. 365 days per year operations. The architecturc is based on a redundam hardware and 

software architccture to ensure lúgh availability of headquarter~ (HQJ functions. Ali applicalion~ can I 
resturt from a context/checkpoint. Contcxts are also saved through Orade records. and thercfore relies on 
DB mechanisms and in purticular DB rcplicalion. I 

FDC Project Product Releases 

FDC project is a very challenging project because of its ambitious tccluúcal and operational 
objeclives. 

Three successive Product relcascs are planned: 
• R I ( version I of the Flight Dynamics Systems) 
• R2 (version I of the full FDC system) 
• R3 (an enhunced version of tlle full FDC syMem) 
11 is anticipated that tllese objectives can be met thanh to the use of existing products aud COTS. and 

al~o thanh to an intensi ve concurrent engioeedng work jointly perfom1ed by INTELSAT <Uld MMS once 
the project was kicked-off. 

Conclusions and Perspectives 

Tbe INTELSI\T FDC systcm opens a new era in the doma in of satellites operations, characterized by: 
• Operatiom Automation 

Satellites engineers will be able to focus ou sntellitc operations and will thus be relievcd from day 
to day operalions. 
SatelHte controllers will bc ablc to focus ou importam operations through a situational awareness. 

• Schedule and Resources Optimizarion 
Operations cau be scheduled ahead in time with an optimized resources allocation schemc. and 
thcn bc cxccuted automatical ly. 
An improved and more global view of the ground segment usagc is tbus now provided. 

• TTC & M Sites Remote Operations 
Reduced operation staff at tl1e 1TC&M sites. 
The FDC system, and its various building blocks, will be used, and t11us labeled "fligbt proven·'. 
for satellites built by the major intcrnational satelHte manufacturer~. 
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Abstract 
Ovem/1 costs of a spacecraft missirm hm·e to rake inlll accmmt nnt only satelliu· costs lmt also cosls of tile growrd 
segment. Within tire growrd segrrrelll costs ctJ/1 he driwm by tire ground segmelll infrastructure or tire opercuions usi11g 
tlris infrasrructure. Fmm a growrd svstem view satellite operallans rlratuse mrly one growrd swtion. in tire mo.\ I 1imple 
ca.H' tire user.1 ground station, wi/1 be a cost effrC'IÍI'l' solution. 8111 today more ar less ali .wrl(l/1 space agencies need 
cross .111ppor1 for tirei r .wre/lites. llf lea.H in tire LL;OP plrases of tlll'ir missions. 
One way of redrrcing cost in rrsing cro.1'S support is w Jtandardize tlwse illlerjttce,l. Tirerefore the space agencies askeâ 
their standardi::.ation organiza/íon ( CCSDS) to rlt'}ine services tlwt give the owner of a spacecrtj(tthe ability to opera/e 
!ris spacecraft throuxir di.ffere/11 xrowrd stations in a stanrlarâi:ed way. Thi.f paper summari:es rire status of tirese 
definirions and tire Juwre sreps. Ir slrows how tire users ca11 benejir from rlrese tlejinirimr.\ mui demomtrater tire cosi 
SG\'ÍIIJlS of suclt 011 tmplementatioll 
Keywords: .\pacecra.ft opertttions. stmulard.r. CCSVS, Sptu·e Unk &tensimr (SI.F.) Sen•ice.r. cosr reducrion, Crtl.\'.1 

support 

Cross Support and standards in OLR/GSOC 
Small agencies wilhoul a global nctwork of ground slations havc to use other agencies ground 

stations at least for LEOP phases of their missions. Thcrefore it is of big interes1 for a agency like DLR to 
get standa.rdlzed interfaces from the networl. providers (ESA. NASA ... } to minimize cross support costs. 

History of Cross Support 
DLRJGSOC's ground station is situated u1 WeillieiJn (50 km south of Oberpfaffcnhofen) and consists 

of one 30m. two 15m and one l lm ru1tenna. Ali these atllenna~ are inregrated in l'hc GSOC propricty 
communication system called .. Datanet'·. This system is based on the DECnet networking protocol using 
in-house data structures for routing the data between the ground station and the control center a.s weiJ as 
in~ide the system nself. 

Fig. 1 Weilheim Ground Station 

AI least for LEOPs there is a need for a nelwork supporling GSOC. 
On lhe other side GSOC delivered Back-Up services for Eutelsat. Eumctsat and lhe German Telekom. 

ln the past gateways were irnplemented to support each of these different providers or users. Today this 
includes gateways to NASA's NASCOM. ESA's X25-network, and some others a~ CNES. IRSO, 
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Eutelsnt. Eumetsar. Ta.iwan and Kore<.~n satellitcs. Sometimes own hardware was posirioncd at the 
cus tomer.~ ground station. 

Up to today. tbe interface di.~cussion berwcen thc agencies were always based on the implcmcnted 
propriety systems of each of the agencies. But becausc nearly every agency is using there own system 
new gateways have to be implemeuted whenever a new system should be connecred ro the GSOC system. 

This is nota very effective. But up to now there i:. no standard defined tlHlt can be raken for support a 
service between the agencies. CCSDS. the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systcms. is aware of 1 

this and ha:, been triggcrcd by the agencies to generate standards for inter-agency suppon. I 

CCSDS 
A significao! trend exists within national and intemational space agencies rowards using standard 

techniques for handlli1g space data. By cooperalively developing these techn.iques. furure data system 
inleroperability may be cnhanccd. Recognizing the benefits an international Consultativc Conunittee for 
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) was formed in 1982 hy the major space agencie1o of the world to provide a 
forurn for discussion of common problems in the development anel operation of spm:e data systems. It is 
currently composed of ten member agencies, twcnty-three observer agencies. and over 100 industrial 
assoei ates. 

Members 

ASI!Italy 

BNSC/UK 

CNES/France 

CSA/Canada 

DLR/Germany 

ESA/Europe 

INPE/Brazil 

NAS A/USA 

NASDA/Japan 

RSA/Russia 

ASA/Austria 

CAST/China 

CRC/Canada 

CRUJapan 

CSIR/South Africa 

CSIRO/Australia 

CTA/Brazll 

DSRI/Denmark 

The goals of CCSDS are: 

Observers 

EUMETSAT/Europe 

EUTELSAT/Europe 

HNSC/Greece 

IKI/Russia 

ISAS/Japan 

ISRO/India 

KARI/Korea 

KFKI/Hungary 

MOC!Israel 

NOAAIUSA 

NSPOfraiwan 

SPO/Betgium 

SSC/Sweden 

TsNIIMash/Russla 

USGS/USA 

Establi&h a world-wide, open, CCSDS-compaLible virtual space dma system for internationaJ cross 
support, interoperability, and science .information inte.rchange. 

The benefils o f CCSDS are described as: 
• promotes understandlng of exchanged data 
• reduces nonrecurring costs 
• fewcr project-unique developments 
• sbort system test pcríods 
• less training/retrai.J:lli1g of personnel 
• reduces rccurring costs 
• more commercial-off-the-shelf hardware 
• fewer facilities because ofload Jeveling 
• only selected system redundru1cy 
• more automation 
• reduces m.ission risk 
• enables ingest/access to long-term dat.a archi ves 
Today CCSDS work is srructured in to three working groups. ~o called panels: 
Pane! I: Tclemetry, Tracking and Command 
Pru1el 2: Standards lnformation lnterchange Process 
Pane] 3: Cross Supporr Operations 
CCSDS Recommendations are routinely subnútted to lhe lnternational Stru1dards Organization (ISO) 

through TSO Technical Committec 20 (TC 20 Airc:raft anel space vehicles) I SubconmúHee 13 (SC 13 
Space data and information rransfer system.s.). Many CCSDS recommendaúons have al.ready been 
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adopted as ioternationaJ s tondards. and many others are currently in Lhe review 
adoption by ISO. 
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process leadlng to 

lnforrnation published by the CCSDS is available on the Web at: http://\vww.ccsds.org/ccsds/ 

Pane11 · 
Telemetry. Tracking , Commandmg 
• Telemotry Systo'IIS 
• Telteommand Syslt mt 
• Anejfary Data 
• Rad o Fraquoney ano Moouttt.on Syottms 

.----. -"' \ 
~ \ 

I 

I 
• Advanead Orb t·ng Sylttm~ 

I 
i 
I 

\ -

' 

Panel 3: C'ross Support Operations 
· Soac:e Lm~~; Exttns o, Sttv~eu 

Pane12· 
Standard lnlormation 
lnterchange Process 
· Olta Strucl ... rt s a,d 0UC11)Uons 
· Conuol Aurhon;tta 
· Arc"'•v Sys.tams 

Fig. 2 CCSDS panel structure 

lmplementation of CCSDS Standards in DLR/GSOC operated spacecraft 
More and more spacecraft today start to implemeot CCSDS standards for packet TM!fC. The 

following list sbows the current status on these implementations from a DLR/GSOC view. 

Satellíte Name Abrixas Champ Eutelsat Bird , Grace, .. 

purpose sclentiflc X·ray scíentific oommercial 
gravtty/magnetfc fíeld telecommunication 

llfetíme 1999·2000 2000·2002 1998·2005 

orbit low low geo 

tocai G/S yes yes yes 

Cross support NASA NASA, NASA, ISRO 

Data type HK+ SCI HK+SCI HK 

data rale Kb/sec d :500, u:4 5, 32, 1000 2 

Uplink Pkt yes yes yes 

Uplink Frames yes yes yes 

Uplink Code yes yes yes 

Downlínk Pkt yes yes no 

Downlink Fremes yes yes yes 

Downlink Code yes yes yes 

Fig. 3 CCSDS standards in current DLR operated spacecrafts 
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Beside the~e spacecraft othc:r space agencie~ are a~kiug for !>upport and operalion of lhe ir spm:ecraft, 
which are using at least packet T~1ffC. The~e include Taiwan as well a~ Korea. 

SLE Services 
[n time. more and more .satellitcs will be using CCSDS standard.s fot receiving telemetry from lhe 

spacecraft or sending telecommand1. to the spm:ecraft. AI the ground station this i~> getling even more 
problematic beca use of thc data products a ground station can de li ver or acccpt: packcts. frames ... 

Another que~tion lhat oecurs i:, the following: Will CMD rttransmis:.ion be done at the station or has 
the user to support this feature in hi~ control eenter'? Looking at ali these item~. stundards scem to 
increase the cost iu.stead of decreasing it. Why? ls there somethiug missing in lhe processing line? 

A clear definltion on how to interface between users and grounds.tations is needed. Thi& ha~ to include 
not only the datastreruns lhat are exchanged, but ~úso Lhe protocolthat will be u~ed (!.imple TCP, CMIP, 
CORBA, DCOM) and managcrncnt aspects llke security or quallty of support. 

CCSDS put these question~ into their standardization tine in detining Space Link Extension (SLE) 
Services. 

H -~';,;;·; .. , 
r 

I 
Sparr su; 

Ele.ment 
Link I 1- ~ Utilhaiion 

~ 
SLE :\JroJugt;flterJf 

Spacc 
Compléx 

r--- ~ ... 
t-SLI:. j M'····m Complr.x Use r 

l:.ntilie~ 

.:: Legend: 

- Data 
Interface 

SJ,E Syst(•m :\IDOS 

._,. -.q Managemont 
Interface Grmond Element 

Fig. 4 SLE Complex/MDOS interfaces 

The SLE Recommendation~:> complement the CCSDS Space Link Reconunendations wilh a range of 
services that are required to configure. operate, and supervise the ground data system~. SLE 
Recommendaúons apply to data systems that are able 

• To rcccive CCSDS Space Link data structures from a spacecraft via a Space Link, or 
• To scnd CCSDS Space Link data struclure~ to a spacecraft via a Space Link. or 
• To transfer such CCSDS Space Link data strucwrc~ betwccn ground-bascd entities. 
The following definitions nre used in the SLE tcrminology: 

Ground Element 
The ground elemenl of a Spacc Mlssion Data Systern lnclude~ a Mlssion Data Operntion System 

(MDOS) ru1d an SLE system. lt may also contain othercomponents. 

SLE Complex 
An SLE Complex is a ser of SLE-Functional Groups under a single management authority. At the 

time of cross suppo11. an SLE complex has a single estahlil.hed relationship betwccn tbc SLE system and 
the MDOS. 

Functional Group 
A functional group pcrfonus the funcúon that perform~ an im:oming data unit from a SLE data 

channel of a givcn type to produce ru1d provide a related group of SLE transfer services. ln this funclional 
view. thc SLE system is decomposed inlo SLJ:. Functional Group~ (SLE-FGs), which implernent and 
augmeru the ground side of Lhe Space Llnk protocols descrihed in CCSDS Packct Telemetry, 
Telecommand. ru1d AOS Recommendations . 
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SLE services are provided by a SLE system to an MDOS. 
SLE service~ comprise: 
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• The SLE transfer scrviccs. which transfer SLE data channels from/to lhe spacc element to/from 
the MDOS through thc SLE system; 

• The SLE management scrvice. which controls the scheduling and provision of instances of SLE 
transfer services by the SLE system. 

The foUowing two figures show the forward 1elecommand functional groups and the return functional 
groups (another section are the AOS forward functional groups). 

Type: 
Return 

Space Unk 
Processing 

Type: 
ForwardTC 
Space Unk 
Processing 

Type: 
Relurn 
F r ame 

Processing 

Flg. 5 Return Functionaf Groups 

Type· 
Forward 

CLTU 
Generation 

T _ 1------=-F....:.wc::dc..:T-=C'---I T-U 
Frames 

Flg. 6 Forward Telecommand Functional Groups 

Type: 
Return 

Frame Data 
Processlng 

!
Status of CCSDS Panel 3 recommendatíons on cross support 

I 
Service Management rccommendation wiU be issued mid-99 as a Red Book, a draft (whitc) ls already 

available. 
In the area of SLE service recommandalions the following Red Books (ready for member agency 

lrevicw) are available: 
• Retum Ali Framcs 
• Return YC & MC Frarnes 
• Froward CLTU 
• Forward Packct 
Four more servic~ books are in a draft status. The goal is to get ali the scrvlces published as 

recommendaúons in 2000. 
Beside this, work is being donc on SLE applicaúon API and on security issues. At least on APJ there 

will be a draft in 1999. 
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CCSDS implementations by baseband providers 

Tne maln baseband providers started delivering components, which are saiu to be CCSDS compllant. 
in 1998. Some of the products are listed here: 

• A vtec (PTP - Programmable Telcmerry Processar: Monarcb - PCI Frame 
Synchwnizerffclcmctry Simulator with Reed Solomon Encoder/Decoder ) 

• L-3 Communicaúons (1\lETstar. lMPACT 2000) 
• TSl-Telsys (CSP - CCSDS Service Processing card; CI - Command Interface card; LCCG- Low 

Cost Commw1ication Gateway) 
• Berg Systems (Model 4428-PCI CCSDS DownJjnk Interface) 
• ln-Snec (Cortex) 
• Ener1ec (3801-20) 
• SJL 
But ali of thcse systcms havc proprietary interfaces for delivering and accepling tclcmctry. 

tele lcommands on frame, cham1el or packet base and also for configuring Lhe ~ystem. Will the next 
generation of these system implement SLE-services? We hope! 

Need for SLE Services in GSOC (extern/intern) 

A~ mcntioned bcfore. DLR/GSOC has to operare in lhe next year!> lhe satellites Champ. Abrixas. 
Eutelsat, Bird and Grace, which are using p<ut or thc full set of these standards. And as DLR/GSOC 
normally operates in a cross support environment- necessity of an antenna network for a LEOP mission~ 
- DLRJGSOC has to implement a first set o f SLE services. 

This frrst set of services includes 
• Forwanl CLTU and TC Packct Service 
• Return All Frames. MC-OCF, Virtual Channel and TM Packet Service 
Onc aspec1 of cross suppon is the interoperalibility with other networks, the otl1er is the localion of 

lhe own ground station at Weilheim. An I Mbit data connection between the ground stntion and lhe 
control center means that. in some cases (e.g. CHAMP), only part of lhe telemetry can be transferred in 
real-time from the ground ~tation 10 thc control center. One possible solution to tmnsfer the necessary 
data stream is to select lhe ,real-time'· packets at thc groundstation for transferring. This capability is one 
driver for ru1 implementation of SLE reiurn serviccs. 

On thc othcr hand more and more experimenter~ want to conunand their experirnents on a spacecraft 
from tl1eir home location without knowi.ng what ali Lhe other experimenler~ are doing. This speaks for tu1 

implementation of Lhe TC packet service. 

lmplementation Aspects 

for implementatioo the following main aspccts will be looked at: 
• l nteroperability - wbal are the o1her space agendes ünplementing, 
• underlying protocols- is TCP Lhe right solution. 
• current technology - is SSL accepted for security i.ssues- and beside this ali the 
• currcntly runni.ng old system. 

The API 
The SLE provider and user cnüties realize lhe CCSDS ground elemcnt services and in particular 

provide an application prograrnming imerface (APl) to user applications. This APT wiU be implemented 
ü1 a three layer approach: 

I. Offer an SLE operat.ions interface to the service uscr applicmion. 
2. Jmplemem SLE scrvice behavior common lo ali opcrations (e.g. buffering). 
3. lmplement the interface to Lhe middleware (proxy) and handle t11e transfcr syntax. 
The proposed implementation should be: 
• Objecl oriented, 
• The three components are dynamically linkcd. 
• The interfaces are reused between components l and 2 and 2 and 3. 
• A change in middlew<rre requires a new proxy component (and the new middleware) 
• Component sclection is done ai start-up. 
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c;:y 'R I l~Pr 

r SLE API Library 1 
t 

I SLE Service API (2) I 
~ 

I SLE Proxy I 
IPC ~ 

Commuoication Middleware .... .... 
""''r ___... 

e.g. Corba, "Datanet" ... 
to /from remote system 

Fig. 7 SLE API implementation structure 

Middleware 

As sccn in the A PI figure, the fir~t implementation will use an off the shelf CORBA implemcntation 
and the old GSOC specific DAT ANET system for communication funclions. 

With this approach. we can combine the functionality given by communication packages a~ CORBA 
and the connectivity into ou r old existing sy1.tem. which uses DATANET for ali internai communication. 

During tirst Tests of the implementaúon lhe CORBA interface has to be teMed in terms of overhead 
and performance. 

Processing Engines 
A levei-O processing wiU be done using the aiready implcmented SW-packages for TMffC which 

handle lhe differenl CCSDS processing layer (par.:ket, frame, segmentation). 

Testing 
For test purposes a independem par.:ket to frame generator is used. 

lmplementation Path and Time Scale 

Becaubc o f having to serve the o ld GSOC DAT ANET system tbe implernentat.ion has to be babed on 

l an interface or gateway into thi1. DATNET system. Thc flrs t set of SLE proxies that will be generated will 
serve this interface. A second set of proxies will be a CORBA implernentation. 111 parallel an SLE API 

j library will be defined to serve the main and today defined services. During thb implementation no AOS 
fwlctionality wiU be incorporatcd. 

I A lot of the processing functionality is already devcloped in a forward and retum processing library, 
which eaJ.rly could be used to include the proces~ing part imo the serviccs. We staned implementing this 
processing funcuonality last ~ummcr for our current missions Champ and Abrixas. 

A fust version of the services will operate on a very basic management service implementation. That 
will be of course a more or lcss hard coded part of lhe necessary information to provide Lhe defined 
services. 

implemcnted: 
end 1999: 
end 2000: 

TM. TC llbrary of SLE processing functionality 
SLE Scrvices as described 
SU:. Service Managemenl. if defined by CCSDS in 1999. 
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Some words on standardisation 

ls standardization always the solution (ESAIROCSAT) 
CCSDS d~velop' n!l'Onuncndalion~. Thc: 'pacc: agc:nuô generme from thc\1.' reconum:ndauotb thctr 

O\\ n -.tandarci<.. But hO\\ can one ched. i f a 'Y'tem " CCSDS comphant'l Which opuon' ot a 
recommendation are ímplcmcntcd and which are: not') There are <.till po"ibihu~s for :.1 \atei!Jtc that ha-. 
implemented pat:kct TC c:antwt be commanded by a ground.,tallon thaL has unplementcd Lhe ~>landard a~ 
well. There has 10 havl! hcc:n the same seL of options implcmcntcô' 

Thc Tatwan s:Hclhtc ROCSAT is a good cxamplc tor thts . t:.SA was not ablc to handlc rt becau~>c: 
• In Lhe I::SA Standurd ú1c rramc Error Control Hcld i~ numdatory and therefore thc ESA Pm:kct 

telecommand l::ncoúer always gcneratcs i1. ROCSAT Ít\elf Í!> omitting Lhe H::.Cr. 
• ln the ESA Standard cach frame is in!>e!1cd in a conc!>pondmg CL TU. ROCSAT i nset1s -.t"veral 

small frruucs imo a singlt' CL ru. 

ls standardization a cost factor? 
DlSCul.smg new gate~ ays for ne\.\ satellites \\i li a1ways hnng. up questions by thc managemenl like: 

You d1d your Mandardttation. but \\h)' do you sull havc to unplc:ment ali thi~ stuff? Tht: an~\\C::r i~ that ilie 
functionality that cume~ \\ ith iliís .standard is much more than we had bcforc i\nd onl} a fuH 
tmplementation of Ú1c :.ttllldard will give you the peace to '>t.ty \ÚÚ1 your systcm for a lot of dtfferent 
mi~sion~. 

From thi~ point of vJew, not st:mdardization i:. thc: cmt ftK' tor but the new fcature~ you h.tve to tndude 
in the standards to keep Mandards acc.:epted beyond tomorrow 

Standards versus new technology 
There will alway-, bt: u ÚÍ\crep:mcy beLween the dcfmtlinn and unplt'mentalion of \tandanb antl nt'\v 

tcchnology. Just nem Lhe pat:l.el TM!TC ~tandard., oi CCSOS are eoming mto \\Ide spread u\ed 111 

today'~ ~pacecraft. '1 h" '' about teu ycar) after dcfinílion uf thc ~landard. And cvcn tuday the} Jre noL 
lully understood as Lhe tmplemcntahom shO\\. 

On Ú1e other hand, wuhtn CCSDS there are dbcu\siOII'> on an mlerpla.Jldary tmernet, \\h te h '' 111 lead 
to quite dJfferent featurc-. oi 'atellite operauons. ls 11 thcrctorc worth it to sla) \\uh thc .. old TMrrC 
\tandards" and add l>Ome mi:.\tng items? 

Conclusion 

The standardinuion oi SLE \ervices is a stcp forward 111 '>ltlntlan.lr.-:ing cro~s support. lt will not solve 
al.l problems. But i f firsL implernentalion\ <trc done nnd tht• -,oftware b availablc wc hopc more and more 
u\ers wi11 follow in implcmcuting thc scrvtces. 

On lhis way some otht:r impot1ant scrvice~ havc to be úcfineú and unplcmcntetl by the 
agencie~ to guarantec cros!) ~upport ~en ice~ . Thc main items are: 

• Tracking Scrvice,. wluch mclude antenna pomung a!> wcll ~ Ranging, Doppler and Angle 
\ervtce' 

• Time Corrclauon 
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Mtm\' new Glui refurbished wntml cemer .1_\'Stems are rested for n·srem reliabilit\', but once accl'6sed by the t~~d users 
rhe .11.11em is oju•n Jabeled as wrrdiab/e. J'he re.11ing oj spacecraft aperatianal cmrrro/ cemer sysrems lrar fal/owed 
mam differe/11 modds. Often tire basic grmmtl system te.1ting srmcture r·(m bf! divided imo three areas: unit or 
de,·efnpN resting ; ,ly,,·tem or fimctirmaf testinx: mui operatimwl testing, 11'hich occurs o,(ter lhe software Iras been 
de/il't!ft!d. Each vf theu areas focused mra dij]erelll type mui stmcture of tire testing. 
Tht• awhors Jrm·e t'.lperil'llce testing lystems /(Jr NASA 's 1/ubb/e Spnce Te/escope (HST). Specifical/y, they have te.wed 
the newly redesigned Vision 2000 Cnntrol Cemer Systenu. For HST sen•icing missions. they ha1•e experience 
u.nembling remate comrol cemerJ uJed for mre~:ration and tesr of payloads. 17reir experience invo/l•ed mission 
opt•rcuions of the /JST Orbital Systr>m Te s/ ( 1/0ST) payload on Space Transponmion System (STS)-95, an arbit rest of 
equipment rhat wi/1 evt'lllltal/y be itwalled on lhe 1-f~tbble. 
Tfw ori~:inul nmlml Ct'nler syvtem was builr in tfte late 70·,, anti is e.1pen,1il'e to maintai11 mrd llfJl(rade. nre need to 
retlut·e numpower and mai11tenann• cost.~ Iras predpitatetl tire e/range. The STS-95 HOST remme ground syrtem was a 
·•.ntem built intftt earl_\ lilY•fnr hardware lntegmtion OTui Tesr (/&T). The HOST com rol cemer usetltlre l&T .1:1w1em 
a.1 i11 core, witlr twriplrerals addt•d 1r1 make it mmpmible with tire communicatimr networks and arc/riviirg sysrems used 
rodm 
Tfw llt'W Cmrlrol ti'lller sy.vtem is a mufti-sen•er (serverlc/inrt) system lho/ incorporates commercial and cusiOm 
sojlll'llrt' using 90'.\ 111jtware cmd fturdware. 
Tftc paper wi/1 dejine a proce.1s to assure the t·omrol center I)'Items peifomr consistemly. reliab/y, and meet the end 
ust'T.\ needsforu rdiohlt' real-timt• .\ate/lite crmtml center. 

lntroduction 
Many attempts at te~ting new and refurbished control center systcms often have fallen short of lhe 

goal of providing a reliable system to the end user. With the increased use o f Commercial Off-The-Shelf 
(COTS) software and hardware in real-time spacecraft operalion control centers, providing a reliable 
sy~tem to t11e end uscr is becoming more difficult. Most of these COTS products are not intended to be 
exerci,ed 24 hour:. n day, 365 dnys a year. Also, since tbe spacecraft operati.on control centers purchase a 
small number copie' of the software and hardware. many manufacturers o f COTS products are unwilling 
to im·eM in patch releases that occur out of their normal development cycle. In order 10 provide a reliable 
sy~tcm to the end user, choo"ng these COTS products has to be integrated into the testing program. 

1 Adtlitionally prcvcntive maintcnance has to bc incorporated into spncccraft operations. The end users 
need to be actively mvolved in both these activiúes. 

Approach l Previous te~Ling of thcsc complex HST systems has involvcd building similar ground systems at 
rcmote locations for unit and system testing with operational testing occurring at the operations facility. 
While thi~ structure minimi7cs the impact to operations. frequently ground system problems are being 
found too late 1n the development and te~úng cycle to be fixed prior to being delivered to lhe end user. 

In order to develop a reliable testing prO!,'Tam lhat meets lhe end users needs, the following activities 
werc developed: 

• Reorganit.ation of lhe test teams i11to a singlc coherent team involving developer, testers, and end 
users to resolve. nx. and test a majority of lhe problems found. 
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• Te~tthe sy:-lem in the environmeot it wíll be u~ed i11. Even if ih.i~> c reates additional up front cost, 
the long-term costs will be less and tbe end user will benefit grcatly trom the addiltonalluUlds-on 
experience. 

• If COTS products are to he used. purchase products U1e end user can worl-. with operationally, 
instcad of having the cnd user adjust criticai operations to lit the COTS product. 

• Base spacecraft ground system reliabilily l.ucce~s on real u~e of lhe l>Y~tem, not on projected and 
empírícal data or testing rcl>ults obtained in a clinicaltesting environment. 

• Educate the development and operational managcrs on the importance of te!>ting the system for 
reliabi lity and providing tbe end u~er with a reliable system. 

• Mo~i critical lo the succe\s of lhe whole effort is lo assign tJ1e persons actually doing operations 
to testing and development. The failure of many test programs is not having acccss to the right 
pcrsons. 

The HST prograrn continues to pursuc providing thc cnd users wtth spacec.:raft operauonal sy~tems 
iliat ru·e rcliablc, cffcctive, and within the realities of budget and manpower. These !.ystem~ will be used 
for HST daily operations. as well as for lhe Third Servicing :vtission in 2000. the Founh Servicing 
Mission in 2004, and HST retrieval operation~. The knowledge gained tJ1rough tJ1e HST lesúng progrrun 
can be applied to mruty other rest efforts both commcrcia1 and government. to provide rcliablc systcms 
meeting the end users needs. 

Reorganization of the Test Teams into a Single Coherent Team 
A single coherent t.e.st team involving developers. testers, and end users crut be fonned to resolve. fix. 

and testa majority of the problem~ found. 
The advantage~ of a test team comaining ali personnel wilh a vested interest in rhe control cemer 

system outweigh the inconvenience that developers and users wliJ feel. Th.is cohcrCill team will provide a 
better end producr. Using this integrated philosophy will yield a reliable system that meets the 
expectatíons of the end users. Testers that have enhanced regre~sion te~ting procedure~. and developers 
will gaiJ1 insight in to the total system and not just tbeir part of the code. /l.s depicted in Fig. l, the various 
phases of development and testing are divided into segment~ with the differenl dbciplines of the team 
taking a lcad or suppo11 role. In this way tbe team does not l'avor one discipline over any of the others. 
The figure also provides an example of Lhe timeframe needed lo accomplísh ú1e testiJ1g. This of course lS 
dependent on many factors: number of ch;mgcs to the systcm, availability of the system. problems found 
during development and testing, and lhe duration of lhe individualtests. 

OWVERY T~ANSITJON 

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PH SU PHASE ~ 

OEVELOPMENT SYSlEM [OPS) ACCEPTANCE OPERATIONS 
CONFK;URATIONS TEST!NG 

·5 MONIHS ·I WEEK ·6 WEEKS 8 EGNS ·1 W EH PRIOR TO 
TRANSrTION 

OEVElOPERS ENO USERS CONFIGURE TESTPERSONNEL OEVELOPERS 
PLAN, PERFORM, (SOFTWARE) ANO PLAN, PER FORM, TESTERS,ANO ENO 
ANO EXECUTE VERIFYTHE ANO EXECUTE USERS PLAN ANO 
TESTING TO INSHL LATION OF THE TESTING TO VERIFY IMPL EMENT 
VERIFY HARDWARE ANO OPERATIONAl SPECIALaEO TESTING 
READINESS TO SOFTWARE INTO USA8LE REAOIHESS OF FOR VERIFICATION OF 
OELIVER lHE SYSTEIIS SYSTEMS SYSTEMS PR lO R TO 
SYSTEMS. CONFIGURAIIONS ARE OPERA 110NAL USE AS 

VERIFIEO AGAI1ST DETERMINEO BY lHE 
OELIYEREO 1ES11EAM 
CONFIGURAIIONS 

LEAD: OEVELOPERS lo LEAO ENO USERS LEAD: IESTERS LEAO: END USER 

SUPPORT: SUPPOR1: SUPPORT: SUPPORT: 
TESTERS TESTERS END USERS TESTERS 
ENO USERS OEVELDPERS OEVHOPERS DEVELOPERS 

EXTERHAL F ACILIUS EXTERNAL FACILITIES 

Fig. 1 Testing Phases 

As an ex.runple, most of the rcleases of software of Hubblc"s new Control Cc.:nter System were lested 
using the convcntional method of syf>lem testl>. followed by operatiomtl loob. The re!-ult o r thi~ le~> ting 
method was a ~ystem that provcd to be unacceptable to end user~ due lo ib poor performance in the 
operations enviromnent. Before thc ncxt rclea:.e became avuilable for tesling, the test team wa~ 
complctely reorganized to include not only teslers. bul also per.sonnel from operalion!> :md development. 
This method is still in use. giving the end u~er:. gn:al in1>ight inm tht:ir new ground ~ystt:m whtle 
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devclopers are gaining new knowledge on how their code can be further improved LO serve the users 
better. 

Assigning the right persons, actual end users, tester, and developers working on the systems may 
slow down the dcvelopment and testing effon. but the gains will far outweigh the delays. Often the 
personnel available at the start of the test program contribute to the effort ao incomplete set of skills for 
the task. Then when decisions need to be made about changes or implementations. the people making 
these choices are not fully qua]jfíed to doso. To the end users this means the system will be unreliable 
because of critical testing areas were missed due to lack of knowledge of the system being tested and of 
the operational environment in which il will reside. The drawback is a slower lesting phase with test 
team members doing testing, as well as their current tasks. The benefit will be a system the users have 
faith in, because it bas been more thoroughJy tested, and hence will be a more reliable system. 

Test the System in the Environment IT Will be Used in. 
By testing the system in the environment it will be used il1, even if this creates addiúonal up front 

costs, lhe long-term cost.s will be lower ru1d there wiJJ be added value lo the end user. 
Tbe HST Vision 2000 is a client/server architecture with lhe users' syslems based on Windows NT 

workstations. Tbe client and server workslalions and software, wnile reliable for some uses, under the 
requirement to operate 24 hours a day/365 days a year operations, bave sbown to be less reliable than the 
'old' custOm software system they are replacing. This bas posed a unique problem of defining the type 
ru1d duration of lesting needed to assure a reliable system. The previous HST Vision 2000 releases met 
the requirement of 99.98% system up time when tested over a two week period. However, one month 
!ater, a process witbin the system 'crashes' every other day. A review of the code and equipment reveals 
no apparent cause for the system instability. Yet. i f the system is completely re-initialized or rebooted alJ 
the problems go away for the short term, as in the previous two-week test period. 

Using tbe target operational system for lesting, i.nstead of a clone or similar system in a test faci lity, 
will t1ush out the total system problems earlier in the program, which will reduce the integraúon time ru1d 
create a system lhat will be more reliable for tbe end user. In the testing models used in the past, items 
such a~ user accounts, fJ.le ac~ss, privileges, and coiUlecúvity often were debugged late in tbe process 
which gave the end user lhe perception of poor configuration managemenl and unreliability. Witb a 
single coherent test terun tbese ilems can be corrected very early iJl lhe system development. In Figure 2, 
the testing leveis and types of testing which will be exercised on lhe operational system are illustraled. 
The testing leveis and types follow the traditional tesúng methods. bul witb the single coherenl team on 
the operational system exercising these tests, the end users wili h ave a reliable system to work wilh. 

Preventive maintenance should be built into the development of lhe system and carried througb to tbe 
operational system. Preventive maintenance includes: defragmentation and cleaning off fl.les on hard 
drives, cleaning tape heads, exercising memory (virtual memory), and data througbput tests. Regular 
maintenance of systems will prevent some of the common problems wbicb reduce system reliability a11d 
performance such as applicaúon speed, file volume storage, file transfer speed, and overaiJ down time. 

Fig. 2 Testing Leveis and Types 

COTS Products the end user can Work Operationally 
[f COTS products are to be used. purchase products the end user can use operationally; the end user 

should not be forced to adjust critical operaLions to fit lhe COTS product. 
User illput into the selection of COTS software is one area overlooked during tbe initial development 

of the control center systems thal can increase the reliability of a system. As stated before, someúmes 
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during the initial systcm developmcnt. thc users who are tbe ones best qualified to rnake decisions on 
whether an applicalion fulfill.s operational needs, are not part of the COTS screeniog process. Instead. 
oflen it is the developers who evaluale severa! software packages, abllity to meet the system requ.i.remenls 
Md ~ometime.s the needs of the developer weigh much to heavily in the decision process. However, the 
letter of the requiremenr does not always fully convey the needs of Lhe operations environment. The end 
user is the one who knows all the nuances of daily ope.rations that, along with the system requirements, 
provide the complete description of a reliable ground system. Developers alone. or with consuJLant-type 
input from the end-user, cannot choosc the best COTS for a new syslem. Without the end user deeply 
involved in this selection, maoy limes the COTS software functions are withlo Lhe confines of the system 
requirements but fali short due lo unforeseen human facto.rs. 

A.n exarnple of this occurred on Hubble's Vision 2000 system. The developmenl leam, with Lirníled 
input from the end users, chose Lhe Netscape browser as the end user interface for ali functions. Netscape 
performed wcll in thc development envirmm1ent and met ali requ.irements. When the end users srarted 
using the Netscape browser in operaüonal testing, before the integrated test team approach was adopted, 
problems were encountered, not only with virtual memory errors. but also with the end users' 
preconceived knowledge of lhe browser. The Netscape interface did not match ali the need~ of the 
control cemer system interfaces and attempts to adapt the users to compensare for poor performance 
failed. If the developer and the end user had worked together in Lhe COTS selection, some of these 
problems could have been found a.nd resolved. 

System Reliability Success Based on Real Use of the System 
Spacecraft ground system reliability success should be based on real use of the system, not on 

projected and empirical data or testing results obtained in a clinicai tesl environment. 
The control center systcm to be used for ruíssion suppon should also be the system used for 

spacecraft developmcnt. Of course during development, the control cenler system will contain tools and 
funclions needed for spacecrafr development that will not be used for mission support. This also means 
that the developers should use operational procedures and scripts during the developrnent phase. This 
will reduce the nurnber of procedure errors during misslon operations. The development system also 
should ingest real spacecraft lelemetry in an environment that is more like mission operations rhan a 
normal development facility. The appropriale sub::.ystem engineers shoul.d analyze this data for 
completeness and accuracy during the earliest stages of development. 

This use of lhe control cenler system during the spacecraft development and testing wiiJ provide 
syslem reliability data before rnission opcrations begins. using data from the real spacecraft. 

Educate the Development and Operational Managers 
The development and operational managers need to be educated on the importance of testing the 

system for reliabilit.y and providing the end user with a reJiable system. 
Many times, schedules, high visibility tcsting, and workaroUJlds to 'make' the system work takc 

precedence over the resting of system reliability. As was stated in earlier seclions. with the single 
coherent test team personnel participating in the development, testú1g and integration of the new system a 
slower pace of activities is likely Lo occur. However, the benefits of creating a more rcliable syslem. with 
fewer post software/hardware release ftxes, and greater end user salisfaction far outweigh the dclays in 
schedules. Thi.s point is often lost wben management focuses on the product delive.ry dates and not the 
quality of thc product. 

ln an. effort to deliver the system in time, or to havc the system ready for a rnilestone test. the system 
is hasüly patched to get througb lbese situations. Th.is paLch is intended to be a ternporary measure, bul 
too frequently a temporary fix becomes a perm:'lnenl solution. Bul treating a symptom does not 
necessarily treat Lhe illness, ru1d a potemially serious problem can be h.idden by the workaround until ú1e 
system'> reliabi lity begins to suffer duc to tbe existence of so many patches. Therefore il .is very 
imporlant to work with management th.roughout the developmenL of the system so that management 
understands the risk involved in forcing the development cycle to adhe.re to inflexible schedules. By thc 
same token, development managers must present realisric delivcry schedules that allow their Leam to 
create and fully test thc system. If delays or setbacks occur, boLh management team& must work together 
to create a new schedule that ensures enough lime for proper development and testing but aJso supports 
the end-users· prioriücs. 

Reliability Testing and Real-Time Operations 

Once the system is delivered, lhe testing structure that validated the system continues to have a 
pivoral role. This tearn can assist lhe end users in refming <md improving their procedures to Lake full 
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advarnage of the new system· ~ capabilitic~. They should continue to monitor systcm performance and 
reliability to en~ure long-tenn i>uccess. They can also work with the users to come up with system 
enhancements and capabilities to the ground system madc possible by ncw developmcnts in technology. 

Reliabílity Testing 
Once a system is dclivered, ali lhe end users are involved in thc system. Now is lhe time for the 

tester~ and developer~ to evaluate the systcm to see i f pre-delivery performance modcls and assumptions 
are correct. In a recent delivcry of lhe HST control centcr system. the team approach discussed in this 
paper was u&ed vcry late in the proces~. The resuiL<;. evcn at the late ~tage in development, had many 
positive effects on the reliability of the system. These positivc effects were: 

• Reduced end user resistance to a new system 
• More testing, parúcularly during off hours 
• End user invesonem in a reliable working system 
• Sharing informalion between end users. tester~. and developer on the good and bad poims of the 

new system. 
With the interaction bctwecn the various teams during the fi rst few weeks of sy~tcms use, the general 

impression or lhe system was very positive. The end uscrs' problems with lhe l>ystcm were givcn more 
attcntion than in the previous system releases. This invcstrnent of thc cnd users had lhe benefit of 
incrcasing their ~elf wort11 in thc whole proce~~. With the end user~' po~itive approach to the process, the 
~ystcm reliability increased due to a combination of improved system perception and quick investigation 
anel rcsoluúon of problems. 

Real-Time Operations 
In real-time operalions. thc new control center system is being used in a less stres~ful way than during 

the tcsling phal>e of the sy~tem. With the end users now opcrating the system full time. system stability 
and reliability are increasing, as the end uscrs become more familiar with the ~ystcm. As wilh any 
system, lhe more you operatc it. the more you become familiar with it. thc fewer problcms you generally 
have with the ~y<,~cm. The les~on to be le~lmcd is to involve thc eod u~er in thc system development as 
earl) as possible. 

Summary 
:-lo single event will increase systcm reliability greatly. but when the above items are taken as a 

whole the system reliability for the end user dramatically increa<;es. 
ReHable control center systems. with minimal end user training, will be in great demand in the 

Ioternational Space Station crn, when many control center systems are moving to a client/server 
architecture. Thc c lient/server architecture has many odvantages, but with this di~persed architecture, 
sy~tem reliability i~ more difficuh to achieve. One way to aclúeve a more reliable systcm is to 
incorporate technologies that the developer and end users' agree upon. There is no reason why a reliable 
control cemer !>y~tem cannot be built today. using currently available software and hardware. if thc above 
guiclelines are followecl. 
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Abstract 
The Ne.xl Generatillll Space Tele.l'(:ope is scheduled 1o launch in 2007. lt wi/1 operate primarily in lhe infrared 
spectnun and achieve a high reso/ving power by laking advantage of advances in lightweiglu optics and electronics. 
New insrrumem and operationalreclmo/ogies are being examined ro accomplish the mission's lofty scienrific goa/s. 
Two opera/ionallechnoiogie.~ lha! are being examined are "evelll-driven scheduling" mul"jinite. state-modeling". For 
an event-driven sys1em, rhe commands would execule based 011 events. porentiaily decreasing the time rhe spacecraji 
waits for ils nexl command r o execure. Preliminary calculalions have determined rhat up lo 3% more observations 
cou/d be accomp/ished with an evem-driven .l'ystem ver.m.1 file convenlional time-driven sy.\'tem. Advrmced on-board 
modeling teclmiques wi/1 be used to more e!ficiently display the .I'[JtlceiT(ift 's srate. Additional/y, this some srare 
informalirm could also be inpw imo 1he everu-driven scheduling system. as rhe scheduling sys1em will need 10 asses.1 
r h e spacecrafr 's state before wrdertakin11 a new activity. 
Keywords: Testbed, Scheduling. State Modeling 

lntroduction 

TI1e Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) is a key component in NASA's Origins Program. 
Schedulcd to launch in 2007, NGST will be a large, passively cooled telescope, which will build upon tbe 
knowledge already gained from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Science priorities for NGST require 
thc following capabili6es: 

• Sensitivity superior to HST and ground-based telescopes to detect very faint stars and galaxles, 
• Angular resolution comparable to HST to clearly separare two near-by targets and avoid 

confusion and overlappi.ng images, 
• Wide field of view comparable or larger lhan HST to measure many objects at one time for 

surveys, and 
• Optimized performance in the near infrared portion of the spectrum to observe djstant galaxles 

and stars and to survey heavily obscured regjons of star and planet formaúon. 1 

The technology for the NGST instruments will far surpass the instruments \aunched originally on 
HST in 1990, and even those that will be launched on the final HST servicing mission in 2002. But. just 
as instrument technology has steadily evolved since 1990, so too has the opcrational technology and 
pracúces. Although new instrumeot technologies wUl be necessary to accomplish the ambitious science 
agenda. lhe NGST should be a relaúvely simple system to operate, and no new operalionaJ technologies 
have been idenúfied as being essential to conduct the mission. Still operations engi.neers have sought to 
identify rechno1ogies that will increase mission safety or operational efficiency. 
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Because Lhe launch of NGST is slill over eight year~> away, thc fLnal design and operational conccpt 
for NGST have ~til! not becn finalized. allhough prelirninary concepts have been studied. In the 
subsequent year~, enginecrs hope to test various technologic~. which may !ater be applied. V<Jrious 
methodologie~ will be u~cd to dcvelop and prove the1>e technologic:.. Clearly ali studiel> ~tart with the 
initial research and lhe development of ground based model!>. Thel>e models can bc cxccutcd on personaJ 
cornputers or workstation~. or Ul> a further Mep, exccutcd on ground-ba.sed simulator!>. A~ a final step, 
some technologies nccd to be proven on existing !>atelhte' bcfore they will be accepted for use for ncw 
missions. To this cnd, NGST engineers have identilied candadate mlssions that could be u~cd for this 
purpose. 

Two mission' that havc bccn identified as potenlial candidate missions are NASA ·s Wide Angle 
lnfrarcd Explorer Satellite (W IRE), which is schedulcd 10 launch in February 1999, and the Unitcs States 
Air Force's (USAf) Mlghtysat 2.2 sarellite, which i' schcdu lcd to launch in .I une of 2002. Thc WIRE 
spacecraft ls the fifth in the series of NASA ·s Small Explorer spacecraft. lts primary mission is to 
conduct a survey in thc infrared bands, to beiter under,tand the fonnation and evolution of galaxles. 
Because it uses a cryogen dewar to cools its optics. its primary mission lenglh is limited tO only 4-6 
months. After thi:. time. the science utstrument will no longer be able to provide meaningful data, but lhe 
satellite will still be perfectly healthy \Vith an expected mis~ion lifctime of several year1.. !\ASA 
engincers are developing a te~tbed program for thc WIRE satellite, which will commcnce upon lhe 
completion of lhe primary scicnce mission. The testbed program 1~ currenlly planned to la~t for one year, 
although it could be extended bascd on tbe number of propo,als ~ubmitted and lhe funding available. 
Current fundlng estimates are for two fuli-time equivalent (1-1'8) per~onnel per year. One FTE will be for 
Flight Operatiou Team (FOTJ c,upport to operate thc spacecrafL Three-quaner:, of another FTE will be 
needed for flight software support. while the rcmaining qual'ter of an FTE will be budgetcd for program 
managcment. Each proposal tcam will provide thelr own per~tonnel for data analysis. 

Tite prlmary goal of the progrum is lo operationally test new tools anel algorithms to bcttcr quantify 
their operational cffcctiveness. Although many capabilitics can be functionally provcn lhrough ground 
tem. operational expericncc is uwaluable for quantifying lhe cffccts on the overall operational concept. 
As a secondary goal. lhe program will be used to tnun new FOT mcrubers. Variou-. proposab havc 
already been :.ubmitted for this testbed program. Propo.,ab include tests of new star adcntification 
algorithrns. advanced communication protocols, new approaches for spacecraft attüude and orbit 
e~timation. and an on-orbit demon~tration of Finite Statc Modeling. 

The USAF Mightysat satellites are a series of satellites dcvotcd to technology demon:,trations. The 
goal of lhe Mighty~at program is to provide frequent. low-cost access to space for the demonstration of 
emerging technologics. Thc USAF's Phlllip~ Lab managcs this program, which i~ located at Kirkland 
Air Force Base in Albuquerque, Ncw Mexlco. Mighlysat 2.1 is schcduled to launch in June of 2000, with 
2.2 scheduled to launch two years !ater. Various proposal~ are <.,till being examined for incorpormion onto 
lhe 2.2 satellite. Event-based \Cheduling and Flnltc State Modeling lechniques are two proposals being 
evaluated for thi~ satcllitc. Results from the earlier WlRE mlssion will be used a:. an input to a more 
runbitious test experiment to bc tlown on Mightysm. 

Finite State Modeling with the Altairis Mission Control System (Aitairis) 

One of the primary functions of any FOT is to monitor the health and safety of the ~pacecraft. 
TraditionaJJy, the FOT would monitor lhe numeric telemctry for a discrete set of parameters. The data 
would rypically be represented as numeric values or po~sibly be displayed by simple plotl>. Teaml> might 
develop proccduics to assiM in thif> very labor-intensive task. although the developmcnt of these 
procedures would also be very labor-u1tensive. Frcquently lhese procedurel> would not be well 
coordinated and would more likely reflect the views of an individual ora group of individuais from tbe 
FOT. As operational t.echnology has progressed. teaam. have takcn to develop rule-based and c.:al>c-bascd 
systems. These systems havc proved very effective for small applications. but become unwicldy for 
larger, more complex missions. 

As an alternative system. the Altfúr Corporation has dcveloped a monitoring system bascd on Finite 
State Modeling. Unlike conventional heallh and safety monitoring, Finlte State Modeling does not rcly 
on monitoring individual telemetry points, but rathcr combines telemetry poinb to rcpresent various 
spacecraft ~tatel>. By rcprcsenting lhe system as a \tatc. thc current telemetry can be comparcd to pre
defincd states to ascertain the <,pacecraft's status. 

In the representauon of complex systems it is useful to consider t\\o'O mappings from the real world of 
components. These two mappings are the Physical Model and the Functional Model. 
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Physical Model 
The physical model follows Lhe uctual physicallayout of the vehicle and includes every component of 

interest. These components are modeled in an object-oricnted database wilh their allributes de~cribed in 
sufficient detail to provide a complete physical description. Each component is a~~igned to a class or 
sub-class through which it inherits some or all of its attributes. These may be physical attributes such as 
its name, part number, serial number. batch numbcr, location, manufacturer, date of manufacture, version 
number and operating limits. or they may be functional attributes such al> batlery charge characterislic:., 
tape recorder duty cycle limit!.. associated telemetry sensor<>, low levei commands and procedurcs. 

Tbe object attributes will also include methods associated with tbe individual component or data 
objcct, includlng assoclated staristical operalions, engineering unit (EU) conver~ion coefficients. and 
other user-defined charactcristics. Tbe physical model thus provides the mechani.c;m for tying.cornmands, 
data, calibration coefficients and data variables directly to components. relieving operators of the need to 
rcmember (or look up) telemetry mnemonics as any data thcy need can be viewcd wilh the Altairis Model 
Explore r. 

Tbe physical model connects data into logical component groups. providing the basi!o for the data 
di!.tribution model. This also allows downlinked data to be labeled with satellite and orbital plane IDs as 
well as Lnformation ubout a particular component t.o be routed to the correct location for proce~~ing. 

Functional Model 
The funclional model overlies the physical model and comprises thc same elcments but is arranged by 

~ystem and subsystem rather than by physical location. The same component may be shared by more 
than one ~ystem and thus may appear in more than one place in the functional model. An illustralion of 
the mapping of componenl!. into physical and functional models i~ ~hown in Figure I. The functional 
model represents the manner in whlch the individual components defined in the physical modcl interact 
wilh eacb other to form working systems nnd subsystems. 1t is whcre lhe operational k:nowledgc of the 
vehicle engineers is captured and whcre the potemial for automation lies. 

Fig. 1 Physical and Functionat Models 

The system to be modeled is represented by a hierarchy of vectors in state space, cach representing a 
subsystem of the onc above. At lhe lowest lcvel components are also rcgarded as systems. The 
dimension of the state vector of a system is equal to the numbcr of data items in its definüion. For 
example. lhe state vector of a relay could take one of two values corresponding to its bi-level telemetry 
signature and it is thus a one-dimensional vector. The state vector of a relay control utút consisting of 
severa! relays is dcfined by a group of telcmetry signatures indicating the states of its constituem relays. 
eacb of which is a component, or a dimension. of lhe state vector. Figure 2 shows an examplc of a threc-
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cl.lmeusional stnte defi.nition. in thjs case a battery whose state is defined by lts voltage. cw·rent and 
temperature. 

At a h.ighcr levei lhe state vector of, for example, the electrical power system (EPS) is defmed by the 
states of its various constituent parls such as relay control uJúts, batteries, charge control units, solar 
arrays, etc, each o f whlch is a component of lhe EPS state vector. At still higher leveis, the state vector of 
the enlire velúcle is defi.ned by lhe states of ali its systems and the state of a constellat.ion of sateUites is 
defined by the states of each spacecraft in the constellution. At the highest levei, lhe state of a satellite 
communlcation system ls defmed by the state of the con~tellation and lhe state of allthe ground stations. 

I Amps I 
··· · ····=· · ····· ·· · : ~· .. ·.: .......... ..... . 

8 

6 

.. ·: 

System: Battery 1 
State: Discharge 
Data: 
Volts: 27.9 
Amps: 6 .5 
Temperature: 25.4 

)<' ............ ............................................... l ... i.::.::.;;f: ..... ;.: .......................... .. 

27 28 
[Volts I 

Fig. 2 State Oefinition 

Automated analyses of incoming telemetry data using Finite State Modeling is much more lhan 
merely Jimit checking. Unlike limit-based systems, where the particular set of lim.iLs in use must be 
dcfincd before the system can determine whether they have been exceeded, stares are defined using 
functionallimits appropriate to the current configuration of Lhe vehicle. For exarnple, when the spacecraft 
is emerging from orbil nlght Lhe battery voltage would be expected to be lower than at the end of orbit 
day and the state defi.nition would reflect U1e cl.lfference. State defwtions may include stati.stical and 
time-dependent functions such as moving averages, standard deviation, or partem matching for transienl 
signatures. Every frame of telemetry is parsed by the Finite State Control Engine, which c.:ontinuously 
determines the system's state and thus the applicable limits. 

The collapse of the muHi-cl.lmensionaJ state vector of a componenl or subsystem into a single named 
state encapsulating ali the information in the state vector itself, allows a very compact notation and 
simplifies ma.nipulation of the model. It also providcs an exceptionally powerful and compact way of 
implementlng a command capability by modeling commands as transition vectors between defined 
vchicle states. State defwtions are initially defined as cl.lct-ated by operationaJ relevance and include 
likcly or lmportant anomalies as we]J as routine normal states. I f failures are encountcred in operations, 
these can easily be added to the model. 

Flight Software and On-Board Autonomy 
Because the hardware and software architectures of Altairi.~ are fully distributed. any Altairis process 

or object can be cl.lstributed to any node in the network, including processors on board the satellite. Thus 
Altairis has the potential for arbitrarily large migration of functionality from ground to space. A 
suggested architecture would host a Finite State Comrol Enginc (FSCE) on each satcllite rumúng under a 
real time opcratíng system and will include a statistical data analysis and a trending analysis process. 

An esse!llial feature of thls desígn is that il will be a single integrated system, not a ground system 
interfaced with .individual space systems for each salellite. Only in this way cru1 lhe cntire system exploit 
the advantages of the model structure and the power of object oriented software. Tbe concept of a fully 
integrated system means tbat the traditional distinction between ground and flight software is no longer 
necessary or relevant. There is now only a s ingle class of softwru·e and it is consistem througbour the 
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systcm. wilhin the constraints posed by the requirement that any Altairis processes hosted by the on
board computer will necessarily be running under a diffcrent (i.e. real tjrue) operaung system. Tilis will 
not, however. affect the functionality of the on-board processes. 

During initial operations of a satelliLe. the ground segment musL retain control for a period after 
launch until enough confidence is gained in the control system to allow the satellite to operate 
autonomously. During this period satellite systems will be motlitored cominuously using high raLe 
telemetry and the output o f the onboard Altairis processes compared with that of Lhe ground based master 
systcm. As confidence is gained, comrol wiU be transferred progressively from ground to space unlil 
fully automatic routioe operations are achieved. The use of Altairis as thc single, integraled grouod and 
flight control systcm will greatly faciliLate this migration. Ali software processes. finite state models, 
tran~ilions and procedurcs. being common to both lhe 11pace and ground segments. will remain unchanged 
during and after the transition. 

When the system has fully migrated, the onboard FSCE will run the full Fitlite State Model of thc 
satellite and will conduct its own state analysis and shon and long term heaiLh monitoring and trending. 
During routine operalions apart from scheduled maintenauce lhe satellitc will transmit only top levei 
vehicle and systcm state information to the control cemer. Trus reduction in orbit-to-ground data 
transmission will have obvious beneficiai effects on thc overall bandwidth requirements. 

Adaptive Model 
The adaptive modcl wiU utilize the output from the statistics and trending processes lo refine the 

boundaries instale definitions in a way lhat will improve lhe model's predictive powers and assist in long 
term henlth mmlitoring and trending. The statistics and trending processes will generate histories of 
parameters. including &uch statistics as average, standard deviation. average time rale of change, etc. The 
Adaptive model will adjust its boundariel> based on the Lrend data and a set of criteria defmed in the 
model. In this way. the model becomes less rigid, allowing for the natural degradation of the spacecraft 
over time withoul loosing tl1e ability to recognize anomalous behavior. 

Adaptive Scheduler 
Because of its planned location, the NGST nlission allows an unusual degree of flexibility vis-à-vis 

scheduling and execution of mission. Ali proposals under consideration place tbe spacecraft well away 
from thc Earth, the closcst site being 1.5 million kilometers from lhe Earth at the second Earth/Sun 
Lagrangc point. This location removes the most severe scheduling constraints to whlcb spacecraft in low 
Earth orbits are commonly subjected, whü.:h suggests Lhe feasibility of a greater degrce of onboard 
autonomy. In particular, we want to take advantage of the immediate statc conditions of the spacecraft 
aud nlission in an event-driven paradigm. The concept, where the spacccraft is designed with a fairly 
autonomous short-term scheduling capability, which will enable itself to execute science and engineering 
activities, has come lo be called an Adaplive Scheduler. The purpose of the Adaptive Scheduler is to 
reduce normal operational costs by increal>ing on-board autonomy, making more efficient use of on-orbit 
time, and simplifying the grow1d system processing. 

The i\daptive Scheduler utilizes an event-drivco commnnd managcmem paradigm. This approal:h 
diffcrs from lhe traditional time-tagged method. TraditionaUy, each command in the onboard command 
sequcnce has an ab olute or relative time stamp. I f a command sequence reads, "at time t+20 slew the 
spacecraft to lhe desired altitude, t+50 acquire guide stars, and t+60 capture science··. then lhe ground 
based planning and ~cheduling system would need to budgeL time to insure that all prcvious activities 
havc completed before beginning the next activity. If any of the activities fai led, thc remaining 
obscrvation would be suspende<! soas not to leave the spacecraft in an unknown state. Depending on Lhe 
severity of Lhe errar, ali activities could be suspended until ground controllcrs re-assess the spacecraft's 
status 1md uplink a new scheduling plan. 

At a concept levei, the Adaptive Scheduler is an embedded llight software technology Lhat manages 
the execution of the !>Cience observation program. T his includes but is not lirnited to the management and 
synchronization of attitude maneuvers, guide star acquisitions, science instrument configurations, science 
data collections, and routine spacecraf1 heallh and safety activities. For an adaptive scheduler, activities 
are not rigidly controllcd by time. but rathcr are driven by events. Events include low- level spacecraft 
activities (e.g., slew to target, acquire guide stars, ru1d capture sciencc). A time-driven cvcnt could even 
be defined as an activity. much like a traditional scheduling system. although lhe use of time-scheduled 
events are nlinimized so as not to restrict lhe system' s flexibility. lf a failure occuri>, the Adaptive 
Scheduler would then evaluate the status of the spacccraft. possibly u~ing a system like Altair's Fitlile 
State Modeling System. ru1d then re-!>chedule its activities to maximize observing time. 
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Figure 4 shows the Adaptive Scheduler recetvmg an observation list from the ground. An 
observatiou ís a hlgh leve! construction consisting of lower levei spacecraft acti.vities. Each actlvity has 
two parts, pre-validation and execution. Ali activüy pre-validation within an observation must complete 
successfully before any actívíty execulion is inlti.ated. In thls example. the observation lísl contains ai 
least four obscrvations. In an cvcnt-drlven manner. the schcduler completes observatíon 1, autonomously 
inserts a routine engineering aclivity (momentum dump), completes observation 2, bypasscs observation 
3 because of a pre-vaJidation failure, and fínally completes observation 4. 
By employing ao adaptive scheduling system. addilional observations could then be conducted 
over a finite time period. Studies have showo that such a scheduling sysrern could increase the 
nurnbcr of science observations by 3% over the life of a mission. Additionally, operatiooal 
costs would be reduced as more functionality could be transferred lo lhe salcllite. 

·~ Adaptive Scheduler 

g.<l'
\Y\J> .'i The AS orchestrates 

cxccution of thc sciencc 
observation program 

Pcrform autonomous housekcepin~ 
(eg. Momcnlom d umJ)) 

Obser vation 1 

Q 
The AS can 

Verify pre-comtitions 
bef'orc execution 

4 

Q 

skip obsen•ations 

Fig. 3 Adaptive Scheduler Concept 

Summary 
GSFC engioeers are actively pursuing various ways to operationally test prornlsing new technologies. 

By testing these new ideas on testbed salellites, a greater understanding of the overall operationaJ 
effectiveness will be understood and lheir effect on lhe missions operations concept. The 1wo 
technologies listed in thls paper are just two of the technologies being assessed for NGST. yet NGST wül 
not be lhe only beneficiary. Fin.ite State Modeling is currently being applied to lhe SOHO ground system 
and will be used by the Eartb Observing System (EOS) ~\1-1 satellíte's ground system. Adaptivc 
scbeduling technology is also being exam.ined for other GSFC satellites. By using technology
demonstration satellites and satellites wbicb have exceeded lheir prime mission for vaJldating new 
concepts, GSFC engineers expect to reduce m.ission risk when lhese technologies are introduced illto 
future. more ambitious science mísslons. 
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Abstract 
This paper descrihes a proJOtype system. which ruldre.vses the auilude delerminmioll pmblem spnce in the Httbblr 
SpaceTI!Ie.ITope Poillling Co11tro/ System donwin. lt is bei1111 deve/oped as pari of lhl' reengirreering of rhe grotmd 
sysrem. Ofl ejfnrt umlertaken w substantially reduce operario11s cost. A 11ew quasi-autonomous archirecture l!á.f bee11 
de1·eloped for thü elfort. Ir is cmuidernl quasi-aurommtous i11 r/te sense rltar ltuman operawrs are only required for 
col/alxmuion wirlt r/te E.Aperr Systems w resoll•e new prob/em.l' and, o11ce reso/1•ed. for direcrly updating rhe 
Knowled~:e Base .wpportÍIIJ: lhe Expert Sysrl!fiLf. The prororype i.r employed wirhin the Sy.1·tem Monitoring atul 
Anomaly Rt-.mlwion ,çegml'lll of the architeC'ture. Ir usPs mttlri-paradlgm reasoni11g, consisring of pmduction Rufes, 
Cases wtd Neural Nets. Fu111re enhancemenr,ç wi/1 include a Trurh Maimenance System. Bayesicm Ners und models of 
some spacecraji elemnus. Four classes of commonly encountered anomalies ltove been dejineli, which per force ou r 
sysrem musr hand/e. Thn include faileli tl'l!llls. tmp/(llllll!li evems. subsy.ftem anomalies, 1'\'ellls accomplislted in m1 

wwmal manner. abnonnal trellds or IIIIIISIIal correlarion wirlt rlte orbital enviro11mem. 
Ke_lword.,·: Spacecraft Ground SyMcm Recngineering. Qua.\• ·Autonomous Archit~cture. Altitude Determination 
Automation. Multi-Paradigm Rcasomng. 

lntroduction 

Onc of the primary goals o f the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) reenginccring initiative, enútled HST 
Vision 2000. is to "substantially reduce the cost of operating and maintaining HST'. This paper presents 
a coocept developed for Vision 2000 which reduces staffing leveis by using a transactional architecture 
that relies on Ex.pert Systems for performing much of the spacecraft sustaining engineering and anomaly 
resolution. lt operates in a quasi-autonomous mode. Autonomy may be detined as the capability of n 
systcm to accomplish a prescribed gonl by selecting nnd acces~ing appropriate resources or data, 
proceeding through an efficient sequencc of funcúon~, and taking any remedial actions necessary for 
succe~&ful task execution - all without humnn intervention or direction. 

We define a qua~i-autonomous system (QAS) as one in whicb routine deterministic functions can be 
designed to be performed without human intervention. but those requiring judgmental analysis, sue h as 
those encountered in sustaining cugineering and anomaly resolution, are accomplished by a collaboration 
between Lhe operators and an Expert System. D. Fish discusses the cri teria nnd rationale for selecting the 
appropriate levei of autonomy within thc reengineered HST system, (Fi~h. 1999). ln a QAS, as new 
operational or system anomalies are encountered nnd resolved by the domain expens, Lhe remedial 

I 
procedurcs are then added to the system's Knowledge Base (KB). The system is thus continuously 
leaming and grows more autonomous with time. guided by iLs human meutors. [Jt is importam to note 
that this approach posits an operational expert databa~e thnt cnn grow and is readily generalized for future 
mission application. When developcd, it would providc a computer rcadable lessons leamcd lexicon 
which could minimi~:e operational risks in succeeding generations of missions as well as reducing 
operational procedure development cost.] 

The domain experts are the Mission Engineers who are primarily responsible for monitoring the 
performance of the spacecraft nnd responding to nnomalies. As part of its sustaining cngineering task, thc 
Ex.pert System monitors and analyzes lhe status of ali designated spacecraf1 subsystems, prepare1. 
perfom1ance assessment reports, and, if non-nominal changes occur, rccorrunends adjustments to the 
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reference data also being maintained in the KB. These data, along with appropriate contextual and 
historical case data. are required for diagnosing anomalies. 

Tf cost savings are to be realized, a reduction in Mission Engineering staffing cannot be at the expense 
of an increase in the software or knowledge engineering staffing required to maintain the Expert System 
and. specifically, the KB. Its maint.enancc must be simple enough to be performed by the domain experts 
directly. This approath demands that the software tools employ a relatively easy user interface for 
knowledge definition and maintenance. The methodology. using the aLtitude control subsystem as case 
example, is discussed below. 

Architectural Concept 

Figure J shows a high level version of the transactional concept for operating a mission. Although it 
was developed for Vision 2000, this architecture is quite general and is applicable to a wide range of 
missions (or tasks). Ali processes excepl for the initi:LI mission planning and the default anomaly 
resolution- shown as shaded steps in Fig. 1 - can proceed wiúlOUl human imervemion. The rulocation of 
lhe processes between ground and space for any mission depends upon mission complexity and 
availability of duplcx communications. For HST. tl1e operational system is largely ground based. 

An&lyz• S t.ale Oa.\e. 
Se-ql:encu Trends . Event$ - Ve.luu 

Fig. 1 Quasi-Autonomous Transaction Flow 

Tbe spate element (HST) executes up-linked commands according to the timeline specified in the 
mission plan. ll retums telemetry from varíous on-board sensors whlch is anruyzed by the monitoring 
function - tasks enclosed by the shaded box in Fig. I - to detennine the states of all designated 
components and to detect anomalies in the operation. Four classes of anornalies must be considered: 

• Failed events rutd unplanned evenls including commw1ication, configuration, attitude, and 
observational a c li vities. 

• Failed or problematic functioning of subsystems indicated by non-nominal telemetry values or 
values in anti-correlation with Lhe environmental context. 

• Event accomplishment but with unusual process metrits such as duration for accompllshment or 
unusual number of di sere te steps required as compareci to historiem records. 

• Subsystem metrics showing unacceptable trends or unusual correlalion with thc orbital 
environment, whlch can indicate wear. degradation or unusual response. 

The cootext is derived from the p.rcdicted evcnt timeline. It is used to provide the parameters needed 
for qualifying each mooitored state value. Trend analysis records are updated a~ well. The system utilizes 
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a mixed paradigm of production rulcs, neural nets and Case Ba~ed Reasoning (CBR), in an object
oriented environment, to detect and analy?.e anomalies and subsequently selects a rcmedial command 
procedurc (designated as an Autonomous Procedure- AutoProc) from its hi~torical lcnowledge database 
in response. The AutoProc contain' the data requirementl>. the proce1>~e~ or functions employed and rules 
to be invoked. In thil> way. only well-detined and validated remedial command procedures are employed 
to absolutely minimtze risk to lhe '>pacc asset. Urgent problems lead to near real-time response or a 
re..<.ponse as soon a!. u communication link is aclive; those which are non-urgent resuh in a plan revision 
for future implementation. Unresolvable anomaliel> result in an alert to be issued to system engineers 
who, after resolving Lhe anomaly. update the knowlcdgc dntabase, ÍJ1cluding cri teria for dctection and the 
respondent AuteProc. The interaction of ali elemcnts, sequencing or resequencing of tasks and general 
process oversight i!> provided by an autonomous Ta~k Manager element (nor shown in the diagram). 

The complete Expen System would emulate aU the manual task~ performcd by the HST Pointing 
Control System (PCS) Ftight Operation!. Controllers and System Engineers. These tasks range from real
time monitoring of spacecraft telemetry. to exlracting and processing arcbival data for long-term 
trending, to diagnosing and responding to anomalies. Allitude dctcrmination and the resolution of 
anomalie~ encountered are an integral and criticai element of lhis task. Each of these tasks is unique, they 
require ~eparate and distinct k:nowledge. and the processes by which they are performed are unrelated. 
Multi pie paradigms have lherefore been employed, which include procedural rules, ca'>e based reasoning 
and neural netl>. in an object oriented environment. The prototype ~yl>tem is limited to demonstrating an 
approach to automate the presently labor intensive HST posr facto altitude deternúnation task. Eventually 
il could be extended to an on-board instantiation to ufford fully aulonomous operalion. 

Domain Description 
The HST PCS has previou,ly been described in the literature, (Bradley. et ai.. 1991). Altitude 

determination can be conducted with thc Star Trackers and with lhe focal plane Fine Guidance Sensors, 
our focus in this paper will be on the Star Trackers. There are three Star Trackers on HST; any two can 
be u~ed for three-axis attitude determination. They are analog PMT instruments with an 8.5x8.5 degree 
field-of-view (FOV) and an lnstantaneous-Field-Of-Vicw (IFOV) of 10.5xl0.5 are minures. The Star 
Trackers have three search modes. Search Scan. Offset Scan and Track Scan. Attitude corrections are 
pcrformed on-board in real-time with the Star Trackers in Offset Scan mode, whereas altitude 
detem1ination is computed post facto on the ground with the Star Trackers in Search Scan mode. 

In Search Scan a Star Tracker traverses the entire FOV in approximately 80 vertical (V) steps from 
lhe - V to the +V edge, each step is accompanied by a horizontal scan. When a star is detected above a 
predefined threshold, the Star Tracker transition~ 10 a Track Scru1 and remains locked on the star. A 
Break Track command causes the Star Trncker to step approximately 0.7 degrees in the +V direction 
(denoted as blanking) and resume searching for stars. Through this process the Star Tracker will 
incompletely map ali stars in the FOV. The map i~ incomplete since blanking will result in some stars 
being missed. The telemetered rel.ults of Search Scan are used for post facto altitude determination on 
thc ground. 

Offset Scan modc is used for on-board attitude correction. The Star Tracker searches for a specillc 
star in a 1.5xl.5 square dcgree Reduced-Field-Of-View (RFOV). Within the RFOV the Star Tracker 
steps in V and scans in H searching for the star. When a star is acquired, the Star Tracker transitions into 
Track Scan mode. lf the acquired star doel> not meet Lhe predetined criteria. then a Break Track 
conunand I!> is1>ued and the Star Tracker resumes search111g for the correct ~tar. 

An Approach to Automation 
Automation can be implemented u~ing ajudicious collection of commercial and government software 

tool-., with the goal of quick and simple implcmentation. The resulting system, howcver, requires user 
interdiction to apply meta-levei knowledge and task management to makc tbe variou!> tools play-together 
to produce a useful product. Our approach attempts to integrate Lhe disparate elements using network 
mcssnging, meta-levei knowledge <uld on automated tal>k manager to minimize user intervention, except 
in coses wbere a problem arises which is either nof covered by Lhe KB, or constitutes a spacecraft 
emergency. 

The approach uses a Real-Time and Off-line Expert System (RTES. OLES) and incorporates multiple 
paradtgm~. in lhe belief that one single reasoning paradigm will not ~uffice becau!>e the reasoning the 
human experts pcrform on the di verse tasks are not the sarne. Some tasks may call for direct inferencing, 
whilc others can best be resolved by matching a known case. or signature pattern matching. Severa! 
multi-paradigm syl-tem~ have been describcd in a recent Workshop.( Bichindaritz, ct ai. , 1998, Chcn, ct 
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al. 1998, Oenel, et al .. 1998), whicb incorporate CBR. In a depanurt: fwm previou~ ~yl>teml>, CBR i~ not 
designated the master, or ~ervam to other paradigm~. rathcr it i~ integrnted into a mu]ri-modal rea,orung 
architeclllre, where cases and rules separate ~ubjective and objective knowledge. Other paradigm~ lhat 
are under consideration for lhe future are Truth Maintcnance and Baye~ian Nets. Thc ~nowledge 
acquisition process employed for this ~y~tem facilitates ea.'e of K.B population to support the RTES and 
OLES elcments. 

The RTES receives hundred~ of telemetry parameter~ at a one hem rate: 11 i-. designed for rap•d 
perfom1ance to detect limit violationl., comrol :.y.,tem evenl!. and '>tate ch:10gc~. The real-time inference 
engme cormsts of production rule l>Ct~ in a forn ard cbairung implementauon. Rules are ~cparated b} 
context. where context can andicatc an orbital environment. a spacecraft configuration. or an evem in 
progress. Context partitioning keeps unnecessary rule~ from firing. 1\nomalies detected are sent as 
messagcs to Lhe OLES. Thc OLES combines the paradigms of production rulc:., neural nets and ca1>e 
based reasoning, in an objcct-oriented environment. Me!>sage~ are received from the rea]-time system, or 
user interface, requesting infonnution or anomaly analy~>is. The OLES is where attitude deternúnation. 
long-term trend.ing of spacecraft parameters and events, and anomaly resolution take place. While lhe 
RTES detecl!. a fulite set of inunediate anomalies, trend.ing can uncovcr long tenn condition~ like 
degradation of hardware. or indicate an impending Iinút violation based on the derivative of a par0111eter 
trend. The OLES has access to the entire KB, which includes the as-executed conunand timeline. full 
telemetry archivc, historical anomaly reports. environmcntal condition~.. ground and tlight reference 
data ba ~es. 

The prescnt development eovironment has lhe real-time system based upon RTworks products, which 
are resident on an SGJ Indigo2. The off-line system, which is based upon LiveModel and PowerModel. 
is residem on a Sun Sparc20. The Neural Ner tool and the CBR are re~ident on a PC in a Windows 
environment. The runtime environment will be ~olcly PC ba~ed. The RTwork\ inference engme can be 
residem on a PC. the LiveModcl ;md PowerModel applications are poned to a Window~ Vi.,ual C/C++ 
environment. 

Learned les~ons from an earlier effon. (Siemen~. et al .. 1986) to develop an Expen Systcm for 
satellite anomuly resolution have becn factored into our approac.;h. Thesc covered rwes partilioned by 
contcxt, accounting for muiLiple mani.festation~ of o ~>ingle fault and problcm:. due to lhe knowlcdge 
engineering process ito;,eiL Partitioning rules by context is one method to rcduce the complcxity oi very 
Large rulc databases. Meta-rules are oeeded to detect multiple m:mifc~tation.'> from a single fault. 
wberevcr the rule-based architecture permits a fault to effect more than one object. HO\\ever. lhi' 1~ one 
area where not all cornbination' of mwtiplc manife~tation.'> can be accounted for. meta-rule' are only 
in1plemented for faulrs which the domain expcrts dccm re~onable. 

Knowledge Base Development 
The domain cxperts for HST have the bounty of eight years of historical telcmetry, numerou~ failure 

reports and years of simulation~. The K.B for HST has thc potenlial to be dctincd to a levei of deplh not 
encountered before on previous spaccc.;raft. Whil<! ali lhis i~ beneficiaJ. it doe:. present a challenge in 
constructing a large. detailed KB and having it perform lll> well as. or bctter th:m. a human countcrpan. 

For the RTES. the KB il> coaNructed of fon'.-ard-chamed production rule~. The rules are emered via a 
menu driven user interface. which provides a umforrn rule template. :.o that all rule:, tend 10 have thc 
same struc.;ture. The fust step in defining the KB ~~ to eMablish the CI:1~~-0bject-Attribute ~tructure. 
Classes and objects are entered imo the KB via n menu clriven user interface. 

For Lhe OLES, the combination l)f Live Model and Power Model software tools are uscd to create an 
object-oricnted enviroaunent for the user to defmc clas:.e!t and objects. und to establisb Event Dingram1. 
that define lhe flow of information between Lhe object\. The objects and their interrelation-,hip~ are 
defined graphically. as are the Evcnt Diagran1:.. The domain expen then define!> the mathematical 
rnethod~ for each object. Auto-code generation mto C/C++ b handled by Power Model The 
applications for anornaly analysis. limit detection and Lrend.ing are creared wath tha~ tool. Using a ~mgle 
tool is desirable from a maintcnance standpoint. Whcn changes need to be made. they are made in lhe 
object envirorunent. not at lhe C/C++ level. 

The CBR KB consists of a sel of l>lored ca~e1> 111 a library, where each ca:.e reprcsent~ a unique prior 
failurc. n1e CBR library constilutes a memory of pa.'1 failures. Wl1en resolving a new failure. a solution 
is obtained by retrieving a storcd ca~e which is ncarest (match ru1d adnpt) t.o the failurc case. Thií. 
approach i~ usefu] for problem~ that tend to rccur, like Star Tracker auitude correction and atutude 
deten:ni.natioo failures, ru1d wherc failure reports are clo~ed to a prior similar failure. when one exim. 
CBR assists anomaly re~olution when there is a· Jack of reliable dornain theory. ldeally we kno"" how the 
Star Tracker should operate, but ils on-orbn behavior indicates a lack-of-depth 111 our model. Thc CBR 
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K.B rl!prescnts expericntinl memory. which has been properly indexed to facilitate retrieval. Cases and 
models complement each other. a!> do rules and cases. Cases define performance behavior based on 
experiencc. but u~ually do not cover the enúre domain problcm space. Models cover the problcm space 
between Lhe cases. Hardware moctels are not yeL in our system. but Lhey are planncd for final 
devclopment. 

CBR is more natural than rule~ for resolving particular types of contrai sy:.tem problems. Cases of 
failure~ can be consrructed relatively quickly and thc validauon effort appears 10 be faster than for a rule
based sy~>tem, based on the expericnce in developing thh sy~tem. The cases are entered through a user 
interface, whkh i:. menu driven. The case-bascd reasouing tool is similar to training a Neural Net. The 
case library consists of a number of stored cases, anothcr set of unMored cases is used to optimize and 
valid:ue 1be appücation. The fin;t application develope<i was intended 10 identify the reason for a Star 
Tracker anitude correction failure. Por HST, there are severa I hundred :,tar tracker anomaly report.~, each 
of which were rcviewed for inclusion into t:he case library. 

Thc index Vltlues are obtained from telemetry, Lhe planning 1.y:.tem, orare derived from telemetry. 
The tool build:. a Cluster Tree based on Lhe case library. The lirst release of thls tool only accommodates 
a user interface, \\.C had anticipated that Lhe :.ccond relea:.e would have the ability to be imbedded in an 
auLomated system. However, due to a loss of funding. there may be no second release. The following 
work-around will mitigare this problcm. The Cases will be ported into Microsoft Access, which will 
con::.titute the Case Library. Tbe CBR tool will read the cases from Acccss and produce the Cluster Tree. 
whtch can then be translated into production rule~. or Baye~ian NeL\ and insened into the OLES. Once 
they determine whicb Ca~e matche~ thc problem, the Case can be retrieved from Access and supplied to 
the Engineer. or to another OLES element. lmplementing this approach, with t:he benefit of Access, will 
allow monograph~ and explanatiollb to be supplied with cach Case. 

Validation 
Verification a.nd validation of the KB is essential. Verification encompasses things like circular rule 

chwn~ and dead cnd rule chains. Tht~ effort ha~ not relied on any !.pecific software tool to perfonn 
verificat10n, primarily bccause an adequate tool could not be found. Validation ensure::. that the KB can 
be used to corrcctly and accurately monitor. detect and resolve anomalics. Beca use o f the wcalth of HST 
hi:.torical data, validation is easier and resourccs oeed not be spent on constructing simulations to 
generate data Validation is perfonncd incrementally. for eacb new functionality added, appropriate 
telemetry to teM out that function i' cxtracted and input to the real-time inference engine whicb then 
.initiatcs t:he pr()Ce~s of anomaly detection and resolution. Al i validation telemetry data sets are saved in a 
library and are periodicaUy used for regression testing to cnsure that all elements of the system are intact. 

lf automation will be incrementally improvt:d over the life span of tbe spacecraft, what mctrks can be 
applied to tlm automated system to measure change over time? A previous study, (Dodhiawala, et al., 
1989) indicate~t that tbe following mctrics are necessary: specd. respon~iveness, timeliness, and graceful 
adaptation. "Spced is Lhe rate of exccution of tasks. Responsivenes:. is the ability to stay alert to 
incoming evenh. Timelines~ is the ability to react to and meet deadlines. Graceful adaptation is the 
ability to reset ta~>k prioritie!> according to changel> in work load or resource availability:· Once a system 
is delivered, baseline measurement:, should be made, ~o that improvements with future relcases can be 
quantiratively mcasured. 

Automating Attitude Determination 

bPresently attitude dctermination is a labor-intensive process. The software is co11Sidered legacy 
ware. it i~ accessed througb a GUI residem on a UNIX operating system. The procesl> is initiated 
uaUy and the user is requircd to make decision!> along the process to achieve the desued result. The 

t
utput products include a report, t:he altitude error 3lld the cornmru1d quatemion. Jf the error is sufficient 
o i.mpact lhe up-coming ~cience plnn. then thc new command quaternion is up-linked to HST and the 
pacccraft is maneuvered to null Lhe crror. The operator lilcs a Problem Report, which involves paper 

lroducts. Th!~ proce~s requires continuous 'taffing. since an error in attitude can occur at any time. If 
.he anitude correction faib. or if the Star Trackers did not behave a~ expected, thcn another Problem 
~epon is filed and thc operator searche:. for nnother opportunity to repeat the process. Our approach 
·elies on network messagi ng to initinte the process as a function of the as-executed command timeline. 
\1eta-leve1 rules contrai processing dectsion~. the electronic archiving of the altitude and any problem 
-epom, updating the 'tar catalog for stars detccted, and passing the command quatemion and altitude 
!rror to t:he next automation element. 
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The Search Scan Mode implementatíon lmplies lhat lhe ~tars detecred in lhe Star Trackers may not 
constitute a complete set of stars wíthin the field-of-view. Depending on pre-defincd star grouping. and 
pattems will thu~ result in a high failurc rate for altitude determination. Instead the expected stars are 
extracted from the star catalog. ranked from brightest to dirnmesL and matched to what was detected in 
telernetry. Each of thc dctected slars is corrected for sensor-induced distortion, which is a function of 
temperature, magnetic field inOuence and star intensity. The computed "true'' H and V positions are lhen 
rotated into the lnertial frarne for star identification. A u·iad matching of the star5 is then conducted. to 
determine each Star Tracker boresight eigenvector. The stars are then corrected for proper motion. The 
boresight eigenvectors are combined and rotated into the inertial frame, which lhen yields t.he spacecraft 
pointing in the inertial frame. A pointing error results in the computation of a new Iner1ial Command 
quatemion. The Task Manager reviews the science plan and the spacecraft state and communication 
schedule, to decide when to up-link the new command quaternion. If lhe attitude determination fails, the 
telemetry is processed and translated inro a Case. Th.is new Case is then compared with the Case Library 
of attitude determ.ination failures to identify the cause. When a match is found, the inforrnation is 
appended to lhe Prob1em Report. The Task Manager then decides when to conduct another altitude 
determinat.ion. 

Autonomous Attitude Determination 
Once the automated process is considered h.ighJy reliable. it will bc possible to refonnulate it into an 

automated procedure and install it on-board. Thc new flight computer, being installed in lhe 3rd Servicing 
Mission, may have sufficient memory to accommodate this task. The first step will be to size the memory 
requirements, then to conven lhe algorit.hms into C. This plan will provide a complete on-board response 
to attitude errors. 

Summary 
The HST reengineering effort is a multi-year project. whose goal .isto substantially reduce the cost of 

operating and rnaintaining HST. The paper dcscribes a methodology for assim.ilating t.he expertise of t.he 
M.ission Engineers, using the domain of the attitude comrol system as the example [Attitude 
determination and the resolution of anornal.ies encountered during the process have been discussed. A 
multi-paradigm environment. consisting of rules and Case Bascd Reasoning has been found to be 
ameuable to this task.] , in a direct manner thereby avoiding the overhead of a large software and 
knowledge development staff and consequently allowing a reduction in lhe maintenance costs of the 
system. 

The second key feature proposed and described in the paper is a low-risk arcb.itecture for autonomous 
operations. It is designated as Quasi-Autonomous. In l.hi~ architectme, human interaction with the 
automated system is essential but is gradually replaced by autonomous operation as the system is 
.. trained'' by the human mentors. In thi~ concepl, one does not build an autonomous system ab initio 
instead it is evolved with time. The operators handle all new anomalies andare responsible for updating 
t.he rules and knowJedge base once resolution is achieved. In lhe early phases. the system "recommcnds" 
appropriate responses, ]ater it acts di rectly. The special tools and methodology described above are 
mandatory to absolutely minimize t.he "development'' cosl. Confidence in the system is ma.i.ntained. 
procedures are val.idatcd without resorting to complicated simulaüons, and tlexibil ity exist~ to 
accommodate changinglaging spacecraft conditions. 

One aspect of this architecturc is that it lends itself to the gradual automation of t.hc spacecraft 
sustaining engineering funct.ions and t.hus reduces engineering staffing requirements. The architecture 
t.herefore provides the prospect of reducing lhe staffing leveis associated wíth sustaining engineering and 
system maintenance which h ave far higher staffing cornponcnts than actual operations. Whi le lhe staffing 
leveis for operators does decline, the skill/expertise required lncreases enhancing the career potential. 
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Magnellc swrm.</ are a major concemfor space a,·livities. Elec/rrmit· swellilejáilure.v (SEU). power grid impairments. 
increa.,·e in the almosphere density and haz,ard for EVA are jus/ a few of these concems. This is particular/y /rue j(n· 
tlwse days of tlze M/ R, Simule and moreo"er the Space Slatiofl assembly and operatio11. 17tese storms are !Jardly 
predictahle jrom Ecmh or at the Lagrangimr point, where WIND and ACE sate/lires are located. Therefore it is 
neces.vary lo p/oce a satellite at a more j(IVorab/e orbir lo moniror the phenomenon. The objective is to be able to 
predicl these swrms arowul 1hree days in advance. This paper describes the Ma.~netic Stomr Predictor - MSP, a 
mission designed to monitOr magnelic storms and identifyi11g 1/wse tira/ will lrave an impaCI 011 Earth aboutlhree days 
prior it reaeh the Eanh atmosphere. 
Keywords: magnetic storms. mission design, numiwring. forem.\1. 

lntroduction 

Magnetic storms are generated by two solar pbenomena. Tbe coroual mass ejeclion (CME) and the 
corotating interaction region (CIR). Tne firs t one is Lhe massive eruption of tens of millions of tons of 
solar atmosphere travelling at the interplanetary space witb speeds up to 2,000 km/sec. The Jatter is tbc 
sweep of high speed streams tbat corotate with the Suo and rcach thc Earth atmosphere. CME's are more 
frequent during tbe solar maximum (about two per day) but sti ll existem during the solar mi.nimum as 
well (about one at five days lntervaL~). CIR's are more frequent during the descendent of the solar cycle. 
Obvlously not every CME will cause a magnetic stonn on the Earth atmosphere. Besides its intensity, 
two other factors will determine if lt will have a significant impact on Earth (in fact the effects are not 
only at the at.mosphere): i) its diJ·ection and ü) the sl.ructure of its magnelic field. Figure I shows images 
of CME's occurring at lhe solar maximum of 1980 (August 18; source: High Altitude Observatory). 

Fíg. 1 Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) 

However Lhe observation of the CME's from the ground or from LEO or at lhe Lagrangian point 
(where WIND and ACE satelliles are Jocated) is not sufficient for a reliable forecast of the magnetic 
storms. The Sun, as a background noise prevents a reliable observaLion of the CME's directed toward the 
Earth. Thus, the forecast, at best, can be made just when the stonn reaches the satellites placed at Ll. This 
is just one or two hours prior it reaches lhe Earth, thus too late for any safety measure. On the other haod, 
observations made from Earth provide good sigbt of CME's that are at ao angle larger than 40° with lhe 
Sun-Eartb line. Therefore Lhe idea to place MSP at thc ecliptic plane, drifting from Earth with an 
heliocentric orbit with a constant velocity (degrees per year). approximately at I AU from the Sun. Also, 
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in order to have a foreca.~t of lhe storm it is necesl>ary to mensure the speed of the CME. This calls for 
two satellites. named MSP- J nnd MSP-2 (in fact two satellitcs wül also provide a 3D view for the 
scientific analysis of the CME'sl, another purpose of thh mission). 

Magneúc storms are a hazard for space hardware and as tronauts and its predicúon will provide 
operation plan altcmaúve~ to avoid thc damages it cau~el>. Among known space problem~ relatcd to 
magnetic storms one can enumerare: drop in solar array output dueto lllgh radiation 

• increased SEü hitl> 
• Joss ofRF communicationfdata transmis~ion 
• drop in altitude due to increased atmospheric drag 
• los~ o f satellitc tracking 
• spacecraft charging and arcing 
• electronic anomalies and loss of circuitry 
• loss of spacecmft attitudc control 
• radiation hazard to a!>tronauts 
Some effects of the big geomagnetic storms of March and October 89 were: 
• GOES-7; com-circuit anomaly (3112). and los~ of imaging (3/13) 
• Japanese com-~at CS-JB; anomaly (3/17) and permanent loss of half of dual redundant command 

circuitry 
• Japanese geostationary ~atellite GMS-3; severe scintillmions (3123, 1200-1430 UTC) and data 

transm.ission lost for one hour (3/23) 
• Seven geosynchronou~ com-sats; orbital altitude anomalies which required 177 thrustcr firings to 

correct (March) 
• GOES-5 and 6: seven SEU observed (October) 
• DMSP; microwave tmnsrnission lost (October) 
• TDRSS-A. C and D; SEU RAM hits- 56 total (Octoher) 
• INSAT-lB: loss of mtitude control (October} 
On the ground, known effects of magnetic ~torms are induction on high ten~ion Lines and power 

transformers. Tbe nuclear plant transformer of a 1.200 MV A bank that exists on the Delaware ri ver in 
New Jersey was damaged during Lhe March 1989 storm. The los\ of production from lhe plant cost up to 
US$ 400,000 per day during the 6 week outage1

• 

Mission Design 

Two satellite~ (MSP-1 and 2) will be placed in au heliocentric orbital tbe ecliptic plane with a 
distance a JHtJe larger thun I AU fiom the Sun. Tbey will bc driftjng away from Eartb, lagging it with a 
velocity of approxímately 20°/year for MSP-1 and 40°/year for MSP-2. Therefore, after onc year MSP-1 
is at an augle of 20° with the Sun-Eartb line, trailing the Earth, while MSP-2 i.s at 40° with thal line and 
lrailing the Earth a~ well. The operationallife for the mission is two years. The satellitcs will monitor 
CME's with a coronograph in a remote sensing activity, while in sim payload sensors in the satellite will 
detect the CIR's when they are swept by it before rcaching thc Earth. Figure 2 depicts this scenario. 

Fig. 2 MSP 1 and 2 and its trajectories 
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MSP i.s a nússion designed to operale integrated wirh rwo other ones. A low f::..anh orbit imager and 
another satellite plaeed inside LJ equippcd wilh in-situ fields and panicle instruments. in order to mal-e 
measurements of the magnetic ficld genermcd by the Morms. The.se complementary missions are the Solar 
Mass Ejection lmager (SMEI) and Geostorm Warning Missioo (Geo.storm). SMEI cons1sts of a white 
light all-sky imager which can image portion~ of CME's to within 18° from lhe Su11-Earth line, with a 
resolution of lfz degree. lt will provide onc image per orbit at every 90 minutes. lt~ purpo~e 1s lO do a final 
analysis on which CME 's forecal>tcd by !\tfSP as haLardous to Earth are going to reach the planet. Figure 
3 shows ~SP. SMEI and Geostorm. 

Fig. 3 MSP, SMEI and Geostorm 

SMEJ and Geostorm mi~sions are already being ~rudied by otber institutions. MSP data will havc 10 
be analyL.ed integrated with SMEI and Geostom1. The purpose of Geostonn isto anaJyze the structure of 
tbe magnetic field of the storm in order to check if it is such that will in teract with the Eanh 
magnetosphere (big storms sti ll may not affee1 the Earth depending on their slructure). This final alarm 
wilJ be given jusl a few hours prior the :.torm reaches the Earth, when Geostorm at L I feels it (still betler 
than what is providcd by ACE or WIND). Therefore, lhe operational integrated plan for the thrce 
mi.ssions combined is that MSP is able to warn for the storm aboul3 days in advance; SMTII will indicate 
if the stom1s is going to reach lhe Earth and Geostorm will give thc final alarm a few hours prior it 
arrives. ACE or WIN D may bc used instcad of Oeostonn. however loosing a few hours wanJing. MSP by 
itself will be able to do research regarding the CME's and provide an alarm for the :.torms about 3 days in 
advanee, however wilhout thc same precision that would be obtained with SMEJ and Gcostorm (or ACC: 
orWIND). 

The MSP satellite 

The MSP satellite (Figure 4) is composed by three main pans: the satellite bus (platform), the paylods 
and lhe kick stage. The kid. stagc and its propellant (about half the total mass of lhe salellilc) will allow 
for autonomous i.nsertion into its final orbit. independentJy of lhe launcher. Therefore, that i~ no need that 
injection is made by lhe last stage of the launchcr. MSP, then. cao be launcbed as a piggy back payload, 
with considerablc saving in costs. The initial orbit i~ GTO and there is no launch window comtraints. 
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Fig. 4 The MSP satellite 

The satellite will use miniaturc fields and particlc instruments currcntiy being developed at JPL for 
Solar Probe, and a miniature coronograph. The bus wi.ll u~e microspacecraft design with 3 axis 
stabilization. Total satellite ma~~ is aimed at 100 kg. lt wi.ll operate under autonomous moniloring of 
CME's and CrR 's (bcacon mode) to indicate CMFJCIR activity levei once a day. lt will perforrn full data 
dump in case of potential major gcomagneric stonn . 

The MSP bus (platform) 
The platform is based on a microspacecraft design. low co~t. multi- funclional. with 3 axis 

stabiüzaúon. It is an hexagonal prism with 50 em. tip to tip and 25 em. high, low cost iso-g.rid structurc 
with deployable instrument boom and solar panel~. and a one axis articulated dish antenna. Data rate is at 
I Mbyte/sec. (internai) and 100 kbytes per snapshot; data storagc is I Gbits (aprox. 100 snapshotl>). The 
processar is RH-32 or RAD6000 or equivalent. RF communication is in S-b<Uld and dish untcnna. 
Pointing is aimed ut lO arcscc./min (control) and 1 arcsec. (knowlcdge). 

Payload 
MSP payload will be Lhe miniaturiz.ed lntegratcd Space Physics lnstrument (ISPI) with low 

mass/power (16 kg./16 W goal) to makc in-situ plasma and field measurements and coronograph 
imaging. The TSPI architecture is based on an interchangeable sensor suite, allowing it to be available for 
a multitude of spacc nússiom (a sub~et of ISPl will Oy on Lhe STRY-2 and DS I m.issions). The full 
complement (9 sensor types) is baselined for Solar Probe. Table I <;hows lhe full \et of sensor~ for TSPI. 
including its mas~e~. power and data rales. 
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Table 1 ISPI Mass/Power/Data Rales 

Sensor/Eiement Mass (kg) Power(W) Data (kbps) 
Ruxgate Magnatomaters (2) 0.3 0.4 1.2 
Plasma Wave Sensors 0.5 0.4 9.6 
Proton Plasma (8) 0.8 1.5 200 
lon/Eiectron Plasma (2) 3.1 3.4 20.0 
Neutral Partlcles (3} 0.3 0.4 0.8 
Energehc Particlas (2} 0.4 0.5 4.0 
EUV lmager 20 0.8 30.0 
Magnetograph 1 8 1.5 30.0 
Coronograph 2.4 2.0 2.0 
ISPI Data Processor 2.0 6.0 0.5 
ISPI Power Conv./Dislr 0.5 2.0 0.0 

Total 14.1 18.9 118.1 

When compared witb other sei of instruments that flew in othcr missionl>. !SPI is dramatically 
advantageous. as is shown in Table 2. 

Launcher 
MSP I and 2 are to be launched as a piggy back, simultaneously by an Ariane V launcher. As 100 

kg. satellites they fit perfectly well in the ASAP (Ariane Structure for Auxiliary Payload). 
Table 2 ISPI comparison wíth other paylosds 

Míssion Mass i k!l) Power (W! No. of sensors 
Gallleo 59 56 6 
Casslni 140 130 6 
Wind 100 70 4 
ISPI 12 11 9 

Costs 
The MSP total costs (platfom1 and kick stage. pnyload, launching and operation) is significantly 

lower than similar nussion~ proposed in the past. due to miniaturi7.ation and autonomy. Key enabling 
technologies are thc ISPI and thc nucrospacecraft concept. Total cost for the missiou, including the 
development of the two satellites, launching for both, two years of operation aud a 30% budget reserve, is 
estimated in 40M US$. 

Conclusions 
The MSP nússion is going to be proposed within tJ1e announcemenúmission of opportunity for the 

NASA STEREO (Solar-Terrestrial Relations Observatory) Missiou~·• . This nússion aims primarily for the 
ob~ervation of the CME's. and its scientific understanding. and also for alarm against magnetic storms. 
MSP has establishcd a symmetric set of priorities and aims to be included as a precursor for the more 
ambilious STEREO Mission. In this way there will also be the opportunity to explore the next solar 

l 
maximum, due to the advances aJready done in the devclopment of ISPI. This may shorten the launching 
dutc for the MSP mission. 
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Abstract 
A new romprlfer fami/yfor the lmemmional Space Station (ISS) has been dl'veloped /11 F:urope wfliclt capes witll the 
various demands of the llistrilmtetl dota managnnent architP<'IIIre of tlle Starion. 7'wo basically tl([ferelll types Gire 
e~•·oilable: 
I. Fau/1 Toluam Compwer 1 FTC) for safery crilimlwsks like .1'latio11 a11tl Space vehicle nmtro/ a11d nuvig(IIÍOII 
2. Pay/oad processo r for experimemmmlitori1111 and control in ali payload locatiom 
77re DaimlerChrysler Aerospace (Dma) Fau/t Tolerem/ Complller is tlesigned .for space applicmion where hlgh 
reliability. avai/ability lllld rodialion-tolerallce i.s required. lt is a modular computer that provides hilllr processi1111 
poll'rr to tire urer and am 1olerate up ta 1wo 11011·.rimul1aneou.s faults. For comm1micalion purposes the FTC is 
equipped wi1h six MIL-STO 15538 lmerfaceJ and is preparetl fll support tire Synclmmous Packet Transfer (SPT) 
pmtocol as 11.1ed for commrmicalion onboard the lmemational Space Station (ISS). 
17te FTC consi11 o.f idemica/ compwers (hardware anel software). each in a separa/e housinfi. cal/ed Fa11lt 
Comaimnem l<eJ!ion ( FCR). operating simultanemnly and exent1h1g idem/cal Use r Application Software. Dependem 
on lhe required faull tolertmce. up to four FCRs (for two fault tolerance) ca11 be combined to one FTC. Tire de.lign is 
ba.1·ed on tire so-called Byumtine Failure Algorithm. 
/nthe vital tlomain o.f payload contml cmd data proce.l'sing. the Standard Payload Computer (SPLC) rcpresents a novel 
.wbaion i11 space teclmo/ogy. lt is confromed by new and cha/lenJ!ing requirements. particularly concerning extended 
lifetime. radiation. recon}il/llrahi/ity. maimainabiliry and logistics aspects a.\' we/1 as the need 10 reduce development 
duration. risk and cosi. 
Tire SPLC is a mod11lar computer. configurable according 10 lhe payload developer 's nePds from a .l'hoppinll li,1'/ of 
space-qualijied srandardised components. 
The pape r wi/1 tlescribe COIU'epts m1d j'ea/11res of both comp11ter types. both based m1 same tlesig11 principies anti the 
some procenor chip. 

lntroduction 
Life cycle of commercial electronics and in particular microprocessor chips and sub~equeot hardware 

designs became shoner and sborter in thc past lO to 20 years. In fact meanwhile the computer 
performance doubles in about half years time span. The gap between conunercially available tcchnology 
for rerrestrial use and space bom technology became wider and wider in the recent past. 

Commercial "off the shelr' products were used in ome specific cases, howcver lhe unique space 
environmental constraints do not permit to iotegrate such products in systems wilh safety critical 
functions and high reliability requiremeots. Main reason for this facl is ava i1ability of high reliablc, 
radiation tolerant EEE pa11s, in particular processor nnd memory chips. Thercfore for each particular 
space mission unique design solutions are bcing developed which are lhe main driver for schedule and 
cost. 

As a consequence of unique onboard data management design !.Oiutions the software programs are 
~pedal, singlc use products and associated ground support equiprnent and software design development 
environment~ nced to be dcveloped. 

A way out of this tcend needs to be found. It must be a way lhat ground sy~tems and onboard soft ware 
cru1 use commercially available products and onboard hardware architecture is structured to be modular 
ru1d configurable to cope with multiple applications and to be capable of intcrfacing with commercial 
hardware and software. i\s an examplc an astronaut or cosmonaut will not accept to work with MS-DOS 
as a user interface, if they are used to work with windows 98. For safety criticai application a fault 
tolerance rather than fault avoidance is required. Tbis challenge to cope with the said above is described 
in lhe following. 

New Design Concept 
A technology gap between space avionics and terrestrial electronics in particular for computers wi ll 

always exist since spacc avionics ha~ lo withstand the effects of radiation and therefore certain radiation 
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sensitive rechnologies can uot be used in space. However, a design concept which deviates from previous 
pracrice of special development can tni.nirnise the performance gap and what is more important can 
minimlse program cost and design and development schedule for a parllcular space mission. This new 
design concept which has been applied consequently for the first time for the European Space Station 
computers provides for the following key features: 

• Modularity on two leveis: tir.~t. board in EURO si;:e for basic funclions und second on a hook-up 
board on top of the basic board, the ~o-called Mez.;:anine board 

• Open computer architecture 
• Functions accommodated on one board are selected such that various boa.rd combinations are 

possible 
• Rigorous implcmentation of intetface standards: 

VME (industrial intemal computer bus standard) 
MIL 1553B 
Ethernet 
RS 422 

• Usage of a commercially wide spread processor (SPARC) in a radiation hardened version. 
However, CPU board architecture is designed such that processors available in the future can be 
accommodated with m.inimal design changes on cornputer levei 

• Usage of standard commercial Real Time Operating Systems to ensure compatibllity with 
commercial software products, ground equipmenr and available software development 
environments. 

• Separation of input/output functions from Central Processor Unit (CPU) load, that means 
perípheral interfaces with built in intell.igence to mínimise CPU load and to maximize data 
throughput as needed by appl.ication. 

• Software separated in to layers with defi.ned interfaces in between. Typical software layers are: 
Board supporr package (HW to SW interface} 
Operating System with hardware drivers 
Interface protocol software for external comrnunicarions 

These new dcsign concept principies have lead to two compu ter types: 
I. A Fault Toleranl Compu ter for safety critica] applications 
2. A Modular Payload Processor for ISS experiment faciliües 

Fault Tolerant Computer design for safety criticai applications 
The Fault Tolerant Computcr (FTC) is designed for space appllcations where high reliability, 

availabi lity and radiation-tolerance is required, lt is a modular computer that provides high processing 
power to lhe user and can deal with up to two non-simultaneous faults. For communication purposes lhe 
FfC is equipped with six MJL-STD I 553 B hnerfaces and is prepared to support the Synchronous Packet 
Transfer (SPT) protocol as used for cornmunication onboard the lntemational Space Station. 

The FTC consists of identicaJ computers (hardware and software). each in a separate housing as 
shown in Fig. I, called Fault Contai runent Region (FCR) operating simuJraneously and executing 
identical User Application Software. Dependem on the required fault tolerance , up to four FCRs (for two 
faulttolerance) can be cornbined to on FfC. 

Fig. 1 Fault Containment Region 
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The design ís ba11ed on the so-called Br:wuine Failure Algorithm llJ. According to this lheory. a 
compu ter can isola te F arbitrary (By:.antine) fault:.. i f the following conclitions are met: 

• Tbe compu ter must consisto f (3 r+ I) F a uh Containmem Regions (FCR~) 

• Thc FCRs must be interconnectcd through (2 F+ I) di~joint paths 
• Thc data must be exchanged (F + I) time~ between the FCR~ and voted according to the 

Byzantine algorithms 
• The FCR~ must be synchronised to provide a bounded skew 
This concepl has been rigorously aud cons i ~tently implcmcnted in lhe hardware and software design 

of the PTC. For F= I (four FCRs configuralion), i.c. it can deal with one such complcte ly arbitrary fault 
ai a time. On deteclion of such a fault lhe error i~ ma~ked and the FfC continues opcration. if lhe fauJt b 
of temporury nature, e.g. caused by a Singlc Event Upset. Jf the same fault occurs n-times within a 
timeframe of 100 ms, lhe faulty FCR i~ automatically isolated (deactivated) and the FTC continues 
operation in a 3-FCRs configuration. In this configuration it is still fauh-tolerant with respect to a 
determini~uc fauh by performing majority voting, thus meeting the two-ftwlt-tolerance requirement in 
thi~ scnse. 

The FTC System 

The FTC De1>ign consists of up to four idenlical FCRs. Each FCR is accommodated in a separate 
housing. A separute power inlet and power switching interface support the conf igurability of the FTC 
with one. two, three !md four FCRs. Each FCR box is cxchangeable and can be rclntegrated into the FTC 
during operalion. 

Ali FCRs of one FTC are connected lo each othcr via a cross-strapping harness for: 
• Exchange of data to be voted 
• Synchronisation of software processing and data distribution by a fault-tolerance clock 
• Fault-tolerant majority isolation (reset) of a faulty FCR by the remaining FCRs (4-FCRs 

configuralion) 
These cro~l>-strapping conneclions are realised by galvanically isolated poinl-to-point connections to 

avoid error propagalion between the FCRs. 
Figure 2 shows one complete FTC configuration wi th four FCRs, lhe cross-strapping connections and 

lhe principie conncctions to the MIL-STD 1553B bus system. 

Fig. 2 FTC Cross-Strapping Connections 

Each FCR can be connected to up to six different MIL-STD 15538 buse!l provicling up to two 
Remote Terminal (RT) functions and four Bul> Controller (BC) functions. whcrc one BC function will bc 
aclive per fCR during nominal operation. The FTC provides for different data acquisilion. commands 
and voting ~trategie~. configurable to the U\er's nccdl>. In case of an FCR fault. lhe BC function of this 
FCR will be laken over by one of the remaining FCRs, accorcling to a pre- defined order. Each FCR 
providcs nn input for its own RT addrcss (ndjustnble via connector wire-bridges); both RTs of one FCR 
have lhe same address, this RT address mu~t be diffcre111 form those o f the olhcr FCRs. 
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• The Fault Munugcmcnt Layer (FML) PCB andA Vionics lnterface (A VI ) PCB are designed on 
thc basis of Lhe Trnnsputcr T805/20 MHz. The FML PCB provides the fault management 
functions and the galvanically dc-coupled interfaces for the FCR cros~-strappLng. The A Vl PCB 
providcl> lhe phyi>ical tnterface to thc uscr l'vliL-STD 15538 bus i>ystem. 

For test purposes the ALB and thc A Vl -PCB provide bi-directional serial test lint..~ for software 
loading. debuggrng and failure injection. 

Standard Payload Computer for universal applicaüons 

The Standard Payload Computer (SPLC) represents a novel solution in space technology to fully 
rneet lhe requirements outlined in the introduction and concept description. The SPLC resides between 
tlle payload and lhe ISS data managernent system as shown in Fig. 5. lt puts an end to lhe costly and time
conl>uming traditional approach o f the individual, proprietary development of payload computers for each 
new payload. 

Payload 

Paytoad JnterfaeéS 

SPLC Basac Soflwara servi~ 

ISS lrtettaces 

('.ommandiny Med•Uill·rate 
and data éYid loail 

HoosokO(;I)Iog data WOtk Statt011 

ISS Oata Management lofr.,.tructure 

Fig. 5 SPLC wi th ISS data interfaces 

The SPLC key feuturcs are: 
• A modular computcr concept conligurable according to the payload developer's nceds from a 

shopping list of space-qualificd standardised compu ter components. 
• A verified interface softwtll'e which tukcs care of the commun.ication between payload and ISS 

based on the MIL 1553B payload bus and lhe CCSDS packet protocoL 
• A standardised and uniformed software development environment and ground support equipment. 
• The standardisation is based on thc opcn VME bus-standard and the commercial operating system 

YJCWorks. whlch allows for full growth capability. In particular independently developed non 
standard components which :trc not provided by lhe SPLC shopping liM can be integrated and 
also developmcnt of applicmion software can be performed on fully compatiblc commerciaJ 
products. 

This concept aUow:. for a totally new approach in payload computer devclopmenl. ~igniticantly 
reducing dcvelopment duration, co~t and risk as well as providing lhe basb for an efficient. low-cost 
spares concept and mawtenance approach for ISS payload computers. 
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SPLC Concept 
The SPLC is ba~cd on the wide-spread industrial standard VME bu~. lt compri~es VME boar(h and 

mezzanine (piggy-back) boa.rds. The principal is dcpictcd m Figure 6. Thcl>e boards have been 
specificaJiy ~elected and designed \Uch that from thesc the '' idest po'~ible range o f payload computers 
can be configured. 

VME Bus Boards 

l t~~~~M~] ii~~d 

~r· 

5-stot Box .. -
Power 
Supply 
BoBrd 

Mezttlfllne Bo~rds 

-

17::~] 

-
Fig. 6 Principie SPLC Concept 

Available VME boards 
• Central processar board bascd on the radiation-tolerant SPARC cbipset ERC32 with 6 serial 

interfaces and two slots for mezzanine board1> 
• Mass memory bourd 
• Extension board with four slots for mezznnine (piggy-back) boards 

Available Mezzanine boards 
• MIL 15538 interface board 
• Ethernet interface board (IEEE 802.3) 
• Serial 1/F board (RS 422 and RS 485) 
• Discretc 12 channel inputloutput. board 
• Analogue input board (8 channcls) 
These boards are fully intcrchangeable on a li mezranine slot~. both on the exten~ion and on the maio 

processor board. 
Equipped with the meuanine MIL 15538 interface board (as data interface lo the Space Station) and 

any of the other rnea.anine boards according to the payload's internai interface requirements. the central 
processar board repre~cnts a sing1e board computer which alone already rneets thc nccds of many 
payloads with limited complexity. 

Payload computer configurations for nearly any other payload~ with more complc>. functionaJ 
requirements can be build by adding VME cxtension boards with appropriate mezzanine interface hoards 
an<llor lhe mass memory board from lhe SPLC ~hopping h~l 

Housing 
The SPLC standard hou~ing is a lightweigbt 5-~lol 01 8-slot aluminium box with bolted uppcr covcr 

plate as depicted m Fig. 7. lt contains lhe VME-backplanc and power 1.upply. The same housíng 1s be1ng 
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used for the tiC. lt i~ de-,igned for conduction cooled VME boards. Of course. other housings 
cu~tomised to a specilic appli<:a1ion are also possible. 

Flg. 7 5 slot standard SPLC housing 

Environmental Deslgn 
The SPLC is designed for ISS pressuril.ed and vacuum enviroruneot nod withstands Space Shuu.le and 

Ariane launch vebicle 1ransponation environmenls. Depending on the individual applicatiou in vacuum, a 
thermal rad.iation system may be needed to be attached to the box surface. 

VME Bus Central Processing Unit Board 
The CPU board is based on the ERC32 chip se1 wbich is a space qualified versiou of the SPARC V7 

proces~or. It a.lso contains the main memory. a 8 Mbyte storage arca (R.A.IIv1). the 4 Mbyte EEPROM, the 
VME bu~ controller chip based on a radiation tolerant FPGA as well as six RS422 serial interfaces. 

The Mass Memory Board 
The mass memory board 1s available for storage of experiment data and application software. Jt can 

be accessed through the VME bus and is immune to single event upscts up to 36 Me V cru2/mg. 

The Extension Board 
The Extension Board is a VME bus slavc board supportb1g Lhe A32, D8 rnemory model as well as 

interrupt handling. The board contains four 1/0 mczzruúne board slots. Up to 32 Extension Modules may 
be i11tegrated imo one VME bus ~ystcm. 

Mezzanine Boards 
Five different mczzaniue hoards are uvai lable. These are a MlL 1553B boru·d, ru1 Ethernct board, a 

serial 1/F board, u discrctc 12 char111el inpulloutput board and an 8 channel analogue input board. The 
board~ are fully interchangcable on ull mczzonine slots and feature local microcontrollcrs. The menanine 
bus is an open standard. al lowing payload dcvelopers to bujld lhei r own mezzanine boards. 

I SPLC Software 
The SPLC is provided tOgether with the Operating System Software, the Board Support Package and 

a Basic Software Pad.agc. The re:1l time kernel of the OS il> VxWorks V5.3. The Basic Software 
comprises ali neccssary interface software rcquired for cornmunication wilh COF and the US Lab 
(15536. CCSDS) plu~ other suppon function~ wch as file :ransfcr, monitoring, etc. 

Software Development Environment and EGSE 
For software dcvelopment. checkout and test of the SPLC a combined SDEIEGSE is provided. lt also 

comprises a ~cript-based te~t tool for acceptance tests as well as interface te~ting and simulations. such as 
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ISS interface handling. 11 is builL-up in a YME crute which provides sparc slots for integration of 
stimuli/measurement boards Lo support functional and performance tests of application specific SPLCs. 

The availablc range of components described above i~ ~hown m total in Fig. 8. 

On-Soord Standard 1'1ryload Addotional 
Computer Components Computer Configuratlon User Components 

Mll6s 
,..irooty 

Har~ 

SQftware 

GSE 

Summary 

l·f.t.'!llk.u•ll'lll 
~"nH 110ti'II'J r ~:lmm,1 ~ifl 

----..·•·"'"---~..., ... ~ .. --.:e;:................ o.,.~,_._ ... ..... , .... _li._~~ 

EJE] 

Flg, 8 Available componenls for lhe modular SPLC 

11 

Space electronics will also in future not follow with the same pace the technology evolutíon of 
terrestrial electronicll. The phy11icul environmental conditions i.n space will even prohlbit certain 
technologies applied for EEE parts manufacturing. However architcctural design of a computer can be 
done sucb tbat new technologic~ can be integrated and made u~e in space more easier with less 
development effort. Thi~ approach has been persued in the designs of tbe described Space Station 
computers. More advanced proce~~or chips (e.g. power PC), memory chips with highcr capacíry or new 
inpuúoutput dcvices can be accommodated ea~ily tn thc futurc as tbose parts become available for space 
applications. 
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Abstract 
111e lmiver,lilies and public schools providl' tlu: people resourcesjiJr ou r jlllurt> spacecraji. ground system, and politica.l 
leaders. Pttlli11g a cosi e,[f'ective crJnlml cemer in rhne classrooms will provide our fwure leaders wirh a greater 
wulerstanding af satellite and space nperations. increase their marh mui science skills, and gh·e the general pub/ic a 
chance 10 be a part vf the e.Yciting spoce progmm. To acilieve lhi.1· goal a new shifi in opemrions is needed to reduce 
the costs i11 conrrol cemer operatirms. The remo/e cmllml cemers wi/1 allow for remote c:ommaud an.d te/emetry 
jimctions and eliminare the 11eed for redundalll equipment ar each si te. This pape r will define one cost-effective comra/ 
cemer approach that pmvides crmtrol cemer capabililies at studem's desktop or in a small classroom in lhe 
edumrional facility. 

lntroduction 
The schools will pan1c1pate in a c:oopera1ive effort with experiments on lhe lntemationaJ Space 

Station (ISS) or use older satellite~ lhat are no longer needed by their respective organization. The 
schools wiU work together, with a siogle school being identified as tbe lead, to divide lhe responsibilities 
of spacecrafl operations and to provide a u·ansition path from older to younger students. Coordinators 
provided by the various space agencies and compatues will assure proper and responsible spacecraft and 
experiment functions are adhered too. Dueto lhe nature of thi~ program the universities and schools will 
not be limited geographicaUy. In fact, there are added social benefits if students from various 
nationalities participate in the same spacecraft or ISS experimenl. 

Approach 
A truly cost effective c:ontrol center provides control center capabilities at the student's desktop or in a 

classroom room in lhe educationaJ facility. Currenl Lech.nologies can be used to commwucate between 
existing networks at the remote and central facilities without costly modlfications. The control center 
would provide, from a standard dcsktop computer ai the student's location, al i command, telemetry, and 
archiving functions. This would be accomplished in Lhe following ways: 

• -The telemetry would be transported, f.rom lhe ground station, JSC, or other site, to the student 
using lnformation Sharing Protocol (lSP) over the Internet/Intranet. ISP is an existing protocol, 
in use by JSC, KSC, and HST, for transporting telemetry and displays over lhe lntemetllntranet. 
An individual student could log into the ISP/Web server using a custom web browser to look at 
predefined displays or c reate cus tom views o f the data. 

• -The telemetry would be archived at the LSP/Web server located al the lead school control cenler. 
This data would be saved automatically for retrieval and data analysis at a later time and is 
available to aU students participating in the program. 

• -CoiiUnands are sent through an encrypt.ed IP lunn.el over the lnternetllntranet to the uplink 
station (i.e., a Ground Station). Thc ground station would check the c:ommands for completeness 
prior to uplinking to lhe experiment. whether it is on lhe space station or a free flyer. The 
commands will be automaúcally uplinked once a forward link is established with the experimem. 

The HST funcrions that apply to Lhe 'Cost Effective Ground Systems for Schools' are; web server for 
electronic documentaüon, web-based data retrieval and analysis tools and remote commanding 
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arcllitecture. The k.nowledge gained Lhrough lhe HST program can be applied to the 'Cost Effectivc 
Greund Systems for Schools · to allow the smaller organizations lhe same levei of data support at a 
reduced cosi. The cost structure and flexibility for the remote conn·ol centers will allow for more s tudents 
to directly participate in on-orbit scientific experirnents. 

Goals 
A truly cost effective control center provides control center capabilities at the student's faciüty by: 
I. Allowing for using low-end compu ter systems for the student.'s rnaclline. 
2. Use a combination of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) and custom software for accessing 

data and sending conunands. 
3. Providing data access anel command capability via remotely shared servers. 
4. Servers automatically providing the software needed by the student's machine. 
5. Maintaining low overhead using exisling facilities anel elonated equipment. 
6. Provide lesson plans for elementary, midelle school, and senior high school teachers. 
Each of these items taken individually will not achieve lhe desired goaJ. Ali items must be 

implemented in total for the full cost savings to be seen. 

Allowing For Using Low End Computer Systems For Student's Machine 
The cost effeclive ground systems for schools will support a lünited numbcr of Operating Systems 

(OS) on lhe student machines. This will allow for fewer ports o f any software required for the command, 
telemetry, and archiving systems. The student machines will be based on current home/office products. 
Current plan.s would be to support UNIX, Windows NT/98, and Mac OS/Rhapsody. This will cover 94% 
of the available OS's tha1 reside on srudent machiues. 

Use a Combination of Cots and Custom Software for Accessing Data and 
Sending Commands 

The use of COTS will be linlited to a web browser. This saves long term costs associated with. 
upgrading aod licensing COTS for the life of the mission. The cusrom software will be built, tested and 
supported in a maintenance mode once the software is certified for use. Maintenance of the custom 
software will be limited to assuring compatibility with the upgrades to the OS's supported. The time 
between major OS releases is generally two to lhree years and this can be combined with other software 
support from other programs in order to reduce costs. 

Providing Data Access and Command Capability Via Remotely Shared Servers 
To protect the satellite or experiment from harm. command capability must be restricted to only 

authorized students. Command functions would reside on a separate server that would be administered 
by contractor staff and protected by firewalls; The students that have approval to send commands would 
be issued a Secure ID card. They would be required to enter the one-tirne password provided by the card 
as well as their usemamc and password to log into the command server. The commands would be sent 
from lheir locaJ worksta.tion to the command server through an encrypted tunnel between the two 
systems. The command loads and individual commands will be viewable by the command student. The 
command subsystem will provide the srudcnt with a list of conunands and their description. The student 
will select thc appropriate commands or command loads from the list and send the commands to the 
command server anel seta time window for the commands to be uplink.ed. 

Software on lhe command server will perform integrity check.ing on lhe commands and verify that the 
commanels will not violate any spacecraft constraints. The system wiU also aJiow the conunand student 
to reorder the sequence of commands, delete commands, anel upload new commands that will be 
transrnitted when a forward link is available wi thin the time window that was set to uplink. the commands. 
1f there are any problems wilh the uplink of the commands lhe system will notify (i.e .. page) the 
appropriate personncl to invesligate lhe problem. Each student will have lhe capability to control his/her 
individual experiment on any space-based platfonn. Health and safety of the spacecraft or ISS would be 
the responsibility of one group. 

For data access, the students will connect via Internet to a telemetry server located at lhe same school 
as the command server. The telemetry server will require the students to enter their username and 
password and access the system from a set of predetennined lP addresses on nonstandard IP pon 
numbers. The session w[IJ be encrypted via Secure Socket Layer (SSL) compliant browser and server 
software. The telemetry server will provide a real-time strearn o f telemetry when available to the student's 
machlile. Students can define telemetry pages to view and save on the system for future reference. The 
stuoent will bave lhe option of saving the page definitions in their privale or shared directories so that 
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olher ~tudems can u&e lhem. The telemetry sy&tem will have a short-term archive that maintains Lhe most 
recent 30 days of data for retrieval at any time. Thi~ wiiJ allow lhe sLudent~ Lo monitor the experirnent at 
lheir convcnience and not only when telemeu·y is available. Both tJ1e real-time and archived telemctry 
can be down loaded to lhe student's workstation for funher analysis. The telemetry system will allow for 
a few key telemetry monitors to be nnalyzed with prcdetermined states. If lhe states do not match with 
the current real-time telemetry. the telemetry system will notify (i.e .. page or e-mail) the appropriate 
i>tudent. The student can changc the telemetry di~play pages at any time by uploading and acLivating lhe 
files lO thc telemetry server. 

Command& and command loads lhal are on remote command workstations or on the centralit.ed 
command crver will be encrypted via Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) and ~ent between lhe system., via 
eocrypted tunncls. A ceotralized agcncy key server will be used to maimain and update thc PGP on a 
frequcm basis. The telemetry will only be protected through the use of SSL during transmission between 
systcms. The system will allow for studcnts to cncrypt data in thcir personnel directories with their 
privare key~ •md to put data in group accessible clirectories accessiblc by studentf> whose privatc key i~ 
among thc list of private keys thnt are aUowed. NASA is currently developing a key infrastruclure that 
could ~uppon the key management. 

A~ new students are added and otber stuclent:. are dclcted to lhe ~y~tem, it will be the primary teacher 
respon~ibility to determine what access is allowed, to provide username, pa.,sword, and cncryption key~. 
The telemetry and uplink ~y~terns will provide the prirnary tcacher with a Web page to configure the 
access 10 the systems for changes in use profiles. 

Servers Automatically Providing the Software Needed by the Student Machlnes 
A student willlog (usernrune and password prolcctcd) imo the systems server using a SSL complianl 

Web browser, lhe server wiJI verify the machine's OS and determine what applications will be needed to 
suppon telemetry and archiving functions. The server wiU suggest. i f needed, downJoads for lhe ~tudent 
that will bc needed for viewing and manipulaLing the data. A student could eilher download the 
applications, or proceecl into the main student page which will have links to the various telcmetry pages, 
archived products, mission timclines, and historical evcnts. Once tJ1e sLudent enters tbe student's main 
page. lhey will havc acce~s to ali lhe data. Each ~tudent will havc a profile maintaincd on an 
authentication server. This profile will determine what access each student has and log the ~t udcnt's 
activitics. These logs will bc used to troubleshoot any problerns with lhe systcms. Each student will havc 
a unique write area where they can temporarily store files. The main archive area will not aliow student~ 
to have write privileges. 

Maintaining Low Overhead Using Existing Facilities and Donated Equipment 
To maintain a low overhead, the use of classrooms wilhin the educational facilities and finding 

business partners to help defray Lhe cost are a must. The classroom spacc often can be found in conunon 
arcas of a school (i.e., libraries), a single room dcdicated for Lhe control ccntcr, or use of lhe schools 
computer ccnter configured for dual use. Busineslt partncrs can be related to computers or aerospace 
compa.nies, however lhe besl resources are those close to the school that ca.n see their busincss or name 
recognition increase. Bu~iness can donate old equipment that can be resold or used in the control center, 
moncy for direct purchases. or discounts that can be used for purchases. Another way. used in many 
pans of the Umied States. is to provide part of cvcry sale as a donation to the school. Business or othcr 
vocational schools can aho provide volunteers to assist in lhe control center as system admini~trators, 
system matntenance, and clas,room assistants. 

A current program at Lhe collegc levei is the Bowie State Univer:.ity Satcllite Operations and Control 

t 
Center (BSOCC) and is a joint venture between Bowie State University and Goddard Space Flight 
Center. This unique model progr3m, supported by AJiied Signal Technlcal Services Corporal íon, crcares 
an orbiting satellite opcration and control ccntcr on a wtiversity c~Lmpus staffed primnrily by 
undergraduate student!:>. 

l Provide Lesson Plans for Elementary, Middle School, and Senior High School 
Teachers 

One item that is missing from rnany program~. is one that provides a structured learniJJg approach 
throughout thc student educational years. Once in college more detaiJed training is received and is will 
covered in most developecl nation:,. This paper not only addresses this issuc. bu~ a.lso will provi de a basic 
program for a six-week lesson at each United State:, grade levei (lstthough li ) that can be adaptcd for 
othcr oationnlitie~. 

An exa.mple at the collcge levei is lhe BSOCC. The BSOCC hai> been operating the SAMPEX 
spacecraft, after it's operationl. were completed by ASA and has been -.o successful that its useful 
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mission lifetime has been extended. h has been included in the Solar Max Campaign r.o continue to 
provi de its scientific data through the next period o f rnaximum solar activity in the years 2001-2003. The 
BSOCC is expanding their program by training more students simullaneously, offering a curriculum 
concentration as part of a baccalaureate degree program, and being able to serve a~ a training and 
educational facility in space technology to students at other institutions. 

Structure/Networks 

The systems and networks supporting the cost effective control center provide the following 
equipment for command and telemetry. 

1. One to many commercial desktop computers for students at ali locations. 
2. Hru·d disk space for long-term storage at the central schoo.l. 
3. Hard disk spacc for short-term storage at the central school. 
4. A dedicated commercial desktop computer at the telemetry system for storing of student pages 

and archive files. 
5. A dedicated commercial desktop computer at the uplink system for command storage and 

sequencing. 
6. At least one router, hub and Internet connection at each school. 
Cost for entire hardware system wiii be around $20,000 the base comrnand and telemetry system. 

The remaining workstations are standard commercial desktop units based ou 1997 technology for 
Macintosh, Windows. and Unix p1atforms. Many students may want to have a prime and backup site 
available for support. This cost does not include the cost of the internet service provider tines. The 
command and telemetry lines between the Internet ru1d the end student are variable depending on number 
of students and acceptable datu transfer rates. 

1. Allow lhe RF communication system to lock on to the uplink signal and complete the retum link 
coherenlly. 

2. Stored commanding provides functions currently done in the ground system transferred to on
board functions (i.e., antenna pointing). 

3. Telemetry and science data is autonomously downlinked after the return link established. 
Downlink window is determlned by forward link signal strength and the data is stored on board 
until an uplink command erases the data. 

4. Large solid state recorders on-board for storage and playback of the engineering ru1d science 
data. 

Real-Time Operations 

An example of one implementation of real-time operations operating with cost effective control 
center is oullined below. Other implementations are possible and likely, given the unique featttres of the 
control center flexibility. 

A student residing at George Jenkins High School, Lakeland, Florida, US, has an expcriment on
board an orbiting spacecraft whose uplink system resides in a school in Bear Yalley at Anchorage, 
Alaska, US. Prior to the uplink period, as determined [rom the view period for an orbit t.racking program 
resid.ing ou lhe local workstation, a series of commands are sent to the uplink system over Internet. The 
commands are encrypted using PGP, transmitted tb.rough IP routers configured to ailow only specified 
workstations for commanding. The commauds are placed into a commaud logging area tbat is protected 
by username and password and verifies the orderiog and format of the commands. 

Another student at Schutz & Kanomata - Viavale school in Santa Cruz do Sul, Brazil, with an 
experiment on the same spacecraft, logs imo lhe same uplink system and places a series of commands on 
the system. Ali the commands are viewable, but can modify only the conunands that she placed on the 
system. Once the uplink period starts, Lhe upl.ink system starts transmitting the relatíve timed or 
conditional commands lo be sem to tl1e experiment. Any command student can send real-time 
commands. lf multi pie command students send real-time commands at Lhe same time, lhe commands will 
be buffered and transrnitted on a first in/first out basis. 

Tbe telemett)' is automatica!Jy downJinked once it's acquired. The stored science data is downlinked 
along with the real-time telemetry and repeated to ensttre alJ data is captttred ou the ground. All Lhe 
telemetry is transmitted real-ti me over the Tntemet in lP blocks and stored for 15 days on a short term 
archive at the uplink systems site, in this case Bear Valley. Finally, borh science and engineering 
lelemetry are transm.iued to the student's local workstation. 
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Flg. 1 End·to·End Network Oesign for Multiple Schools 

Summary 

Many similar programs address thc science and engiueering aspects of the space program and forgct 
real-time opcrations can involve ali arcas of education. From math and scicnce to Janguagc nrts can he 
incorporated into lhe le:.sons u~ing real-time spacecraft Jelemetry. 

Also mnny progrrum ex.posc the students to space nctivities concentrnte on a particular gradr, leve!. 
The objective o f this program is to provi de a comprehensive six-week program from 151 to 12'' grade 
(USA). This program is intended to evolve and mature as real classroom instruction begin~ (e:.timatcd 
fali of 1999). In today's electronk nge. flexible, growing. nnd adapting educational programs can be had 
wilh mirtimal investmcnt. This program will have web pages Md electronic distribution of lessom. and 
electronic discussion areas not only for thc teacher\ but for lhe students involved. Three schools (an 
elcmentary. middle. and high school) have been contacted and preparations have just begun to implcment 
these programs in tho~e ~.>chools. 

Teaching our future engineers. sciemisl\. and leaders at an early age lhe value of space will providc 
long-term benefit:. for ali of space and science activities. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we de.1-cribe liiP resu/1.\ of mtr lrttS.I' .vtmcture refe-manipufalion experiments on the HTS·7 las1 Mardr 
1998. Tfze pwpose <~(ou r e.rperime111 is lo eswblish 1ile ha.1ir. JeiP-rohotics Jec/uwlo~:ies for on-orbil rm.1s mtmtjmiMiOII 
1/tat 11·as tlwugilt w · rarlter sophislfCaleâ wtd a/so /Oo .mw/f•si:e.for rile r:urrent Jpace robots, sttclr as 1/re space slwttle 
mbot amt and the illlematimwl spctce Slalion robm arm. 

lntroduction 

ETS-7, was launched Nov. 28, 1997 by NASDA. (Fig. 1) 1t has bccn developed to demonMrate two 
major missions. those are the rendezvoul> docking and Lhe space robotics. Using the results of ETS-7 
rendezvous docking experiment as thc on-orbit rechnology demonstration. the logistic support missions 
for Lhe space :.Lation will be developed a!. thc HTV (H-2 Transfer Yehicle). For Lhe space robotics. 
Japancse space development baseline scenario request to support Lhe various ~pace activities and/or 
works for Lhe satellite~. the :.pace station, and the moon or planets. 

Flg. 1 ETS-7 (Engineering Test Satellite 7) 

For lhe space robotics experiment, four agencies have cooperated with cach experiment. Every 
agcncy has developed thcir own cxpcrime111 apparatuses for Lhe salellite, and their own ground facility for 

I 
their ground tele-operation cxperimenl. The ba~ic robot systems of the ,<,atellite, such as thc ann. vision, 
communication, and the controller, hnd beco developed by NASDA. 

Also for the ground system, lhe ba1>ic comrol and communication facilitics had been developed by 
NASDA. Other thrcc nation institute~ havc dcveloped satellites components and ground facililies only 
related to tele-robotic: rescarch. 

At the initial checkoul phasc, ETS-7 had reponed many trouble of the satelli1e altitude control 
system, thc bigb gain communicalions ... ystem for lhe TV image transfer. and the robot arm asscmbly. 
Aho the main communication satcllitc COMETS launched Feb. 1998. had failed to enter thc 
geostationary orbit. In 'Pite of these troublel>. lhe ETS-7 space robot experiments had started from last 
march. witb initial checkout o f thc robo1 experiment systems. Because of the COMETS trouble. the ETS-
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7 teleoperation could be controlled only in the program mode using lhe TDRS, until last August From 
the last September, lhe direcl Leleoperation function was moclified for the TDRS communications. Unlil 
now. ali four agencies have carried their experiment almost one half agencies have carried their 
experimenL almosL one half to two lhird, accorcfu1g to lhe i.nitial plans. 

For our TSE experiment, we aJso have finished the initial phase, basic phase, using the program mode 
teleoperation, ETS-7 arm had released the 'launch lock of the TSE succes~ful'l y. For the basic phase, we 
bad deployed and stowed the deployable truss structure, and assernbled and disassembled lhe truss 
connection joinl using lhe program rnode control. For lhe nominal phase, we are running Lhe various 
innovative teleoperaLion aid sysLems. For lhe advanced phase. from the next march, we will exLend om 
teleoperation freedom and lry some VR (Virtual Reallty) aid system. 

Space Robot and its Ground Tele-Operation 
On the space shuttle and on the space stat.ion, lhe robot arms have been used to release satellites, 

retrieve tbem, and assemble the space station modules. by tbe astronauts' 011 orbit teleoperation. Mainly 
due to lhe high level requirements of the space robot on tbe mrumed space facility were no implemented 
or dcmonstrated with two exception, those are the ROTEX of D-2 and lhe MFD of STS-85. In the 
ROTEX. the metal cabinet, that MRF, only the preprogrammed free arm motion was accepted. 

These cmrent space robots' status and role seems to be far from the recommcnded benefits and 
expe.ctation for the space. A&R (Aut.omation and Robotics). For the future space robots, more dexterous 
tasks and small work objects will be teleoperated effectively from the ground, to release human from the 
unsuited and/or haz.ardous works, such as the assembly of large structure and Lhe extravehicular activities. 

We have selected the truss structuTe teleoperation tasks as the rnodel tasks for Lhe future space robot~. 
Due LO Lhe diameter of Lhe truss strul and the complexity of the truss joinLs, lhe dexterous handling 
capability of rhe small target is essential in lhe truss teleoperation tasks. For the future of lhe lruss 
structure, it will be used as the essential components of the next generation space station. the solar power 
satcllite, and the space hotel in ihe far future. 

For tbe ground teleopcration o f the spacc robot on the manncd space facility, the teleoperation system 
shall demonstrate the solution of the two major comn1unicaüon problems; those are lhe colllllmJúcation 
time delay and the lack of capacity. Due to the too complex comrnunication systern, there is 
communication time delay more Lhan 5 sec. For lhe ETS-7, the time delay is also 5.5 se c. For ETS-7, tbe 
TV camera images are restricted to 4Hz of JPEG compressed monochrome using 1.5Mbps 
communication. Because of this low TV image frequency, the robot work s ite monitoring is restricted 
only to the hand can1era and the shoulder camera. From the viewpoint of space teleoperation, lhose 
const.Taints are essential, such as Jow quality and low frequency of the monitor TV and long 
communication time delay. Thus to verify lhe safery levei of the ground teleoperution, technological 
solutions for those subjecLs shaU be demoustrated through tbe real space systems' teleoperation. 

ETS-7 Robot Arm 
Tbe ETS-7 robot arm basic desigu was introduced from the JEM small fi.J1e arm, aJJd slightly 

modified in its size, harness implementation, and its tool. Its tip position accuracy is quite worse lhan lhe 
ground roboL iu a factOf)', because of lhe vacuum lubrication. For tbe monitor TV. the arm has a pair of 
hand eye, aJJd a pau· monitor camera on its shoulder. to assure redundaucy of the TV monitor. These TV 
images are compressed into monochrome JPEG at 4 Hz, The endeffector Lool ha1. two modes of capturing 
tbe grapple fixtures. The flnger open operation captmes tbe standard GPF-N that is designed for TSE. 
(Fig. 5). 

The teleoperation has two modes; those are lhe programs control and the direct teleoperation control. 
ln the program control, every arm tip motion i1> described as the line motion between two points. before 
sending lhe program conu·ol command to the ETS-7 arm, NASDA facility checks its motion using tbe 
numerical simulator that takes one half or one third of the time required for the realmotion, In the cfu·ect 
teleoperation control, the arm tip motion is controUed at 4Hz directly from NAL's leleoperation facility. 
On-line verification against the collision aJJd singular altitude, and speed aJJd acceleration checks are 
required for NAL's facility. 

TSE: Truss Structure Experiment 

Om TSE (Truss Structure Experimeut apparatus) on the ETS-7 is composed from tbese major parts. 
(Fig. 2) TI1e TSE was designed and developed to irnplement the basic truss handling work, those are lhe 
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deploymcnt of the deployablc truss l>tructure and assembling of the Lruss cormection joint. In <~ddition to 
these tasks. TSE launch lock was designed to be released by the ETS-7 space robot worJ.... 

Ftg. 2 TSE (Truss Structure Experiment) 

Launch Lock (LL): 
TSE LL is rele<L,ed by the action of thc ETS-7 ann. After capturing lhe GPF-N (Grapple Fixture-N) 

of the LL. the arm rotates it with 90 degree, This GPF-N's rotation activates the connected cam' rotation. 
The <.."alll rotation relea~e~ the hook. which locks the sliding blocks. These block.!. also lock thc deployable 
truss element and tbe truss as~embly joint. This LL release mechanism is the three-stage domino 
mecbani~m. every \Iages ha~ thc mechanical redundancy for its release relying on tbe arm addilional 
operation. 

Deployable Truss Structure (ST): 
The latch component of FT is same to the DTB (Deployable Test Bed). that bad been proposed and 

studied for t11e space Mation JEM-EF (Expo~ed Facility). The TSE DT is a part of a triangle tru~s 
structure that is ~tatically determinate and can be deployed and folded. (Fig. 3) The DT hinges has 10 
DOF (Degree O f Freedom) to handle the on-orbit thermal distortion and the launch !>hock deformation. 

The deploy and stow operation requirc the precise arm motion along lhe 3 dimensional spline curve 
under the clo~ed Link condition. And the stow operation requires the latch release by the arm tool rotation 
ru1d the surmount of t11e temporal lixturc by Lhe arm. 

Fig. 3 Deployable Truss Structure 
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Truss assembly Joint (T J): 
TJ was originally designed for STAR*Bay-2 truss structure designed for hwnan operation. The joint 

mechanism was modified for one hand robot operation without any band-over operation. Aho the 
mechartical guides was attacbed to the joini receiver (JR) to compensate tbe insufficient accuracy 
specification of ETS-7 arm tip control. 

TJ Assembly tasks are to attach TJ in front of JR, to extend TJ lengtb unlatch operation, to insert TJ 
into JR, and to latch TJ . Because of lhe mechanical design constraints of the TJ, Lhe mechanical 
allowance between TJ and JR is less than 0.5 m.m. lt is too severe for the ETS-7 arm tip position 
accuracy, that is ± 2.5 mm as its repeatability specification. (Fig. 4) 

Fig. 4 Truss assembly Joínt 

Grapple Fixture for NAL (GPF-N): 
The ETS-7 robot arm is designed to grasp the Lhree specific fixtures that are GPF-S, GPF-M, and 

GPF-N. GPF-N is designed as Lhe smallest tixture for TSE truss strut. 
The major difference between GPF-N and others are the size and the arm capture method. The 

d.iameter of GPF-S&M is 138 mm. The capturing metbod is also differenl for GPF-N that uses tool finger 
close operation, although other fixture uses tool finger open operation. (Fig. 5) 
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Fíg. 5 GPF-N and Fínger Cfose Capture Operation 

Ground Teleoperation Facility (GTF) 
On Lhe ground we have ímplemcnted our tele-operation facility just behind the NASDA's ETS-7 

robot experiment facility, The major functions of our teleoperation facility are the followings: 
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(1) Teleoperauon ofthe ETS-7 robot arm; 
(2J Graphic 1>imulution for the predtctive display of the robot motion. 
(3) lmage pr<x:c~smg for the prect~c mc~tsurcmcm of tl1e robot am1 tip posiüon and <lllitudc. 
C4l Hardware simulator ot thc ETS-7 robot arm with the EM (engineering model) of our TSE. 
<5) Joystick for lhe direct human tclcoperation frorn lhe ground. 
(6) Advanced re~earch ~ofl\\ are 1/F. 
(7) 1/F to ETS-7 arm through ;'I.IASDA facility as a transparent monitor. 
The hardware \Ímulator is compo,ed of the mdustrial robot and lhe engineering model (EM) ofTSE. 

and panially ~tmulutes lhe acuon and control o f lhe ETS-7 arm. Althougb lhe simulator robot is 
phystcally different from the ETS-7 arm in tb joint assignmem and lhe link lenglh. l11e tip motion and 
compliance control charactcmltc-. are simulated within lhe restricted region. wherc lhe hardware 
simulation has thc sigmticant meanmg~. such as the grasping the GPF-1\. bandling lhe DT and TJ, and so 
on. c~ing this hardware ~imulator. cvery experirnent procedure and algorithms have becn tcsred and 
trained before real teleoperatton cxperuncnt to irnprove the procedure and/or operation ~kill under more 
realistic teleoperation environment than software simulator wilh graphic. However, because of thc 
physical difference. the results of the hardware simulator do not as~ure lhe success of the real ETS-7 
teleoperation. CFig. 6) 

Flg. 6 Hardware Simulator with EM 

The advanted research software 1/r Í\ devclopcd to enable lhe innovative telerobotics experimenls 
using the real space robot with minimum and curlicst prcparation. lhat is essential to the research rurpo~c. 
For the tcleoperation of lhe real ~:ucl lite robot arm subsystcm, on-line check m1d verify process for 
system safety urc cssential requiremenl bcfore sending the teleoperaüon commands. Those processes 

! usually are lhe additional ta\ks l'or thc rcsearch, and require much effort to implemenl them into lhe 
research code. The advanced rc~c<trc:h software I/F utilizes the established and examined safcty 

j verifications proces~ in thc NAL's standard expcrimcnt operation, and accepts telcopcration comrnand 
from a research code keeping NAL facility's safety reliability. The systern hafety is also kept by the 

I hurnan opcrator's override capability that will work a1-o "emergency stop" for any ta~ks from NAL facility. 
After the suddcn emergency ~top, thc tcleoperaüon ;tatus a-; same as normal process, and cun resume the 
experi ment ju~t as with no emergency. 

The cornrnunication l/F between NAL und NASDA facililies usel> two RS-232C tine~ with 9600 bps. 
One RS232C lme ts u\ed for tclcopcration comrnand und others for lhe telemetry data distribution. using 
the RS::!32C. both faciliue' t·an avoid the network and system trouble. and get more tlexibility and 
adaptability. The teleopera11on command is generaled at NAL facility at 4 HL and is send to the ETS-7 
lhrough NASDA. NASDA facthty worh a~ a transparent cornmunication tine wilh safety check monitor 
fllllction. from the vtewpouu of the robot teleoperauon between ;'lo! AL and ETS-7 robot. The telemetry 
comes at 10 Ht. JPEG comprc~scd monitor unage are decodcd and distributed a~ TSC imagc~ (Fig. 7) 
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Fig. 7 NAL·NASDA 1/F 

TSE Experiment Tasks 
TSE e.'<periments have three tasks for lhe ETS-7 robot teleoperation, those are l) Launch lock (LL) 

relea:.e. HandJlng lhe deployable truss (DT), and 3) Handllng lhe truss joint (TJ). Every task reqUire~ 
GPF-;'11 capturing process by the ETS-7 arm. TSE h a~ three GPF-Ns for LL, DT, and TJ. 

LL release: 
The arm rotates LL's GPF-n 90 degree by tool rolation. The major difficulty of this task is the GPF-N 

capture itself, si11ce the capture ta.\k is lhe fust operation for NAL. withoul any trial or experiencc at the 
ground. 

Deploy DT: 
The arm deploys DT long a 3 dimensional spline curve under closed link arm control, The tecluucaJ 

diffi.culty i\ to move lhe arrn along lhe trajectory within suitable tip force and torque. The closed link 
movement alonga strictly dcfined trajectory is the first operalion for ETS-7. 

Stow DT: 
The stow operation of DT rcquires two tasks in addition to lhe 30 splinc curve movement. Thc ftrst 

one is lock release by lhe GPF-N rotation with 25 degree. At lhe final stage of '>IOW process, the arm is 
requeMed to sunnount the temporal fixture. In addition to lhe truss stow operotion. lhe GPF-1': capture 
ta~k is also difficult, since lhe locaüon and attitude of the GPF-N at the tru!.~ deployed state ill less Mable 
lhan othcr GPf-N due to the looscness o f the truss hinges. 

Assemble T J: 
The TJ asscmble operation has four stages , to swing TJ to lhe front of joint receiver (JR). to rotate 

GPF-N 60 degrec to unlock and extend the TJ top, to insert TJ into R.l , und to lock TJ by rotation. The TJ 
insertion operution is the most difticult operation for lhe ETS-7 arm. because of lhe 100 severe 
mechanical allowance between TJ and RJ. Durillg thc in~enion process, thc teleoperalion system has to 
control the ETS-7 arm in lhe most preci~e movement with lltrong force. that i., venical to lhe tool axt&. 

Disassemble T J: 
Thls tasks is done according to the reverse ordcr of the assembles task. Since the TJ has a spring to 

stow TJ automatical ly, only onc difficult task isto cxtract TJ from RJ. 

TSE Teleoperation Experiments 

Unúl the December 1998, we have done lhe following experiments gradually. from lhe launch lock 
release to the joystick teleopenuion. using 12 mis:.ion day:.. In our all experiment~. lhe respon.,ibility for 
the safety and lhe mission cenainty by our teleoperation i~ lhe mos! criticai factor and are to bc checked 
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attentively. The teleoperation safety of thcsc SOPs was prc-cxamined and real-tlmely examlned by our 
graphic simulator. The telcoperation certainty o f thcse SOPs was pre-examined by the hardware simulator 
repeatedly during the trainlng and rchearsal. 

For lhe a.rm tip control, lhe rigid posiiion comrol is used during the wo.rk site access phase and lhe 
fine running phase before the GPF-N capturlng. From the final capluring process and all over the tmss 
handling lasks, the soft or rigid compliance control, or the active limp conlrol, is activated to avoid 
excessive force from lhe arm. 

LL Release: 
The LL was released in the la~t May, by the program control teleoperation mode. After captming the 

GPF-N. tbere was no trouble for lhis operation. The lhree-stage domino ruechanism worked very well to 
relcase both launch locks simultaneously. Fortunately. lhe redundancy mechanism for LL was never used. 

Program Control Teleoperation: 
The deploy/Siow of DT and assemble/disa~semble of the TJ were done from May to July, In the 

program control mode, the basic arm lip Lrajeclory and leleoperalion sequences were pre-programmed 
inlo SOP (Sequence Of Procedure) using straighl-line movement between nvo points. The design data 
and slight modiflcations from Lhe hardware simulator resulls were ~ed as ú1e base of lhe preprogrammed 
SOP. Aho a small sei of núnute adjuslment programs of one axls movement were prepared for the critica] 
phase and for lhe final phase of lhe ta~ks. 

The Program Contrai of DT: 
During the DT handling, piece wise straight I ines approximation o f lhe 30 spline curve accornplished 

the deploying and stowing lasks wilhin a pre-estimated force a.nd Iorque, excepl 1he final stage of 
deployment and stow. At thc final stage of deployment. because lhe trajectory needs relatively steep 
curve, and the estimation error of the TSE installation to the satellile become large, unexpected large 
force and torque was observed. and sustained withln acceptable range using the prepared minute 
adjustmenl program~ - Also at lhe final stage of stow. the resistance force from the temporal fixture was 
clifferent from lhe hardware simulator becau~e of the difference of the gravity. For this phase operation. 
lhe prepa.red minure adjustmem program was also used to únish the stow ta~k. 

Program Contrai of T J: 
During lhe TJ handling, piet:e wise ~traight-line trajcctory was used for the swing operation. Tbe 

wllock operation was progranuned as a simple tool rotalion, and executcd. But at tbe TJ insertion phase, 
the mis1.-malch between tbe mechanical guide and the ETS-7 arm conu·oJ accmacy became the great 
barrier of the insertion task. The preprogrammed straight-line command could not insert thc TJ into its 
receiver RJ. The prepa.red m.inute adjustmenl program also could not deal with this barrier. Before the 
success of TJ threc ruission paths and trials. Finally we cbanged the sequence of teleoperation process, to 
avoid Lhe effect of the tool rolation to Lhe swing operation in the prograrn control mode teleoperation. 
Since this coupling effect is closely related to the arm control system in tbe program control mode, we 
could not iuentify of neglect this effect during the hardware simulator examination. The tentative 
conclusion for lhis problem is thar for lhis task we needed more detailed dynamical analysis of the 
rclation and ann bebavior l'rom thc position hold stage to lhe beginning of straigbt-line movemenl. The 
position hold slage is automatically taken between a pair of stralght-line movements. 

For the disassembling of TJ, only one concern for tbe program mode teleoperation ls the arm tip 
force. During the disassemhling task, there was no problem. 

Direct teleoperation Program Control: 
From Scptcmber. lhe direct tcleoperation control has been enabled, using TDRS. As ú1e direct 

teleoperat.ion progra.n1 conlrol operation, lhat b a preprogrammed direct tcleopcration control. using 
model hased estimated trajectory. Every trajectory of DT and TJ were calculated using inner truss model. 
This tn1ss model is based on lhe design data and can calculate the trajeclory with the finest precision. Tn 
tlús control mode, cvcry arm movcmcnt was directly controlled from ú1e ground, and thus we could fully 
control the on-board arm at 4 Hz. The urm tip force becomes more controllablc than the program mode 
control. lnstead of lhe minule adjustment programs, the joystick is used for the finc-tuuing dming the 
criticai phase. 

Direct Teleoperation of DT: 
The arm is controlled preciscly ihe calculated JD-spline curve. If the required DT handling force is 

negligible small. the force during thi& task shall be so small. However, because of the spring force at lhe 
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hinges, DT handling requires some handling force. The arrn position control just on the precise spline 
curve, does not mean the optimum trajectory. And the TSE installation error problem still remains. Thus 
Lhe force observed during Lhe DT deploying and srowing is almost same to lhe force during lhe program 
controlled DT handling. (Fig. 8) The problems of Lhe steep curve at the final deployment phase and the 
difference of the resistance force from the temporal tixture are also ob~erved, and handled by the joystick 
operation. 

X] : : , , : l 
o 10 lO }O <O so 60 

y J ': -~-~ l 
O 10 lO )0 40 H 60 

z] : ' : : ·~ l 
o I o lO JO - jO 60 40 

Fig. 8 Force during Truss Deployment 

Direct Teleoperatíon of T J: 
The benefit of the direct teleoperation appears well in the TJ handling. For the swlng of TJ, almost no 

difference observed. But no position holds stage during the operation becomes thc advantage at the TJ 
lnsertion phase. Durlng the insertion, when the top of TJ stacks at the enrrance of RJ, the direct 
telcoperation prograrn can continue from that stage linearly, and handle TJ with shake or jog to meet the 
too severe mechanical allowance just like the human operation. Therefore in the TJ insertion. the joystick 
fine tuning operation works as Lhe major phase even in l11e direct teleoperation program. The operator 
made many try and error operation to seek the right entrance position. These try and error teleoperation 
mlght be essential for the tasks y the less accurate arm., just like the ETS-7. 

Overall and Future Experiment Plan 
TSE experirnent is assigned 28 mlssion days I 56 mission paths dunng the ETS-7 official mission 

period. In each mission path, the real robot experiment can consume 20 to 30 minutes. The 20 minutes is 
the baseline mission time. 1l1e excessive lO minutes is the margin for anomaly phase of the experirnents, 
sucb as llle failure of the image processing measurernent, unexpected strong force durlng operation, and 
soou. 

NAL's 28 m.ission days are classified as follows; 
1) Inltial checkout (2 days): Relcasc LL, ... 
2} Basic Experimems (8 days): DT and TJ experimems uslng the program mode control and !lte 

direct teleoperation control. 
3) Nominal Experirnenrs (l l days): Various teleoperation ald systcm. 
4) Advanced Experiments (7 days): Virtual reality, Long communication delay more than IOsec. 
From ihe last December, we beg<Ul lhe nominal experiruents. such as the unknown trajeciory 

teleoperation and force feedback teleoperation. 
The rnission life of ETS-7 wi 11 continue to the end of next May: Until that time, we will carry the 

nominal and advanced experirnents 3 misslon days per rnontll. For the future space robotics. our 
cx.periment subjects will be focused into the nexL generation teleoperation support technology, to realize 
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Lhe real ground tcleoperation for the statJon and its successors. and 10 relcase human from the hazardous 
tasks and/or routine t::l\1-.:s. 

Concluding Remarks 

The Truss Structure F..xpcrimentl> (TSE) by lhe ETS-7 robot arm has been done to demonstra1e the 
space robot capabtlity for the truss ~tructurc construction work:. that requires rather complex dexterity and 
is small work object~. The ground faciliry for lhe TSE experirnents has been used and shown its reliability 
for lhe space robot teleoperation. Tbrough lhe TSE experiments. the advantage and di~advantage of the 
prograrn mode control and the direet teleoperation control were demonstrated. 

For the future of lhe space robot teleoperation, we will continue the experirnents to develop the 
advanced teleoperation uppon technology, using the graphic simulation, force feedback joyMick, and 
other innovative aid sy;tems until next May. 

Fig. 9 Oeployed & Assembled TSE 

Flg. 10 Stowed & Oisassembled TSE 
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Fig. 11 Truss Deploy Teleoperation by ETS-7 

Flg. 12 Hand Eye TV lmage for Deployable Truss 
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Abstract 
SACSO (Siructure c.l' Accucil pour la Construction de Simulal~urs ct leur m1se cn Oeuvrc). is a UNIX-em•ironmem 
1njrware t?ngineering worbhop brinjiing /Qgerher ai/riu ucti1•itie.\ relaud w the nwnerical systems simulntion. 
Some of the lri!lhlight\ t!f lhe wnrkshop indude .facililmion o.f t>xchange.v berwee11 users, of the e/emen1s they are 
dereloping whi/.1·1 respecring lheir uuto11omy. /!0,1}' resourres (pers111wl and jolnt) acci!SJil>ility. aud re-usabi/lry dueto 
,1/andardi~ed imerfaC'es 
1he software orchitecwre 011d riu> origino/in· ofthe snlutilms IIJ"ed meanJ rlw1 SACSO í.l nornecessarily dedica1ed to a 
particular prt~(esúannl branrh nnd Io t'OII br 111ed as a grneric mlu1ion.(or ather systPms. 
Frmher dPvelopments are p/wwd1a lhe rrtrrem work.l'ltop to e11hnnce user-friendlitu!S.f and to increase the presenl 
range ofapplicarions. 
Kt_vwords :Simularion. Vynamh systems. Numericalrmcgration 

Background 
The Dynanúcs and Automation department of C~S carrics out numerous studies and perfonns 

expert appraisals prior 10 projects. during projccts and U!> pan of R&T, in lhe arca of ~utelli te and payload 
attitude comrol. Simulation is a quick. low-cost way of valldating the sultabiljty of an Attitude and Orbit 
Conrrol System (AOCS) for a particular mi'>sion. of checking that the operating range for each 
componen1 has been rcspected. of adjusting and 'tudying the behavior of a flight controlloop (acquisition 
aftcr a change of AOCS mode, steady state. response to perturbations). of studyi.ug dynamlc coupling 
(AOCS/payload. AOCS/solar array). of cstimating performance based ou statistics, of reproducing a 
phenomenon observed during sy~tem operation in order to beuer explain it. etc. 

The SACSO project wa1> given thc go-ahead in early 1996 in keeplng with CNES's determination to 
increase the efficiency of work perfonned by engineers. SEMA GROUP began development activities in 
April 1997, anda preliminary ver!>ion was delivcred in Dccember 1998. 

Role of the SACSO workshop 
Based on the observation that incrcased efficicncy in the realm of simulation requires harmonizlng 

working methods, perpetuating k:now-how and focusing on t11e professional branch rather than ou 
computing tools. five basic funclions were assigneu to the SACSO computcrized engi.neering workshop: 

L To manage the depanment'~ technical hcritage (models and simulation results common to tbe 
team or peculiar to each member); 

2. To help develop simulators using a gwphic interface and cenLralizcd numerical integration, the 
only way of strictly taklng into account the imerdependence of the states of the various 
components in a dynam.ic system; 

3. To develop a scenario-progranuning interface (dcfmitlon of simulation sequences and their 
operating context) ; 

4. To enable interactive control of application~ (stopping and restarting a simulation, "real-time" 
modification of simulation conditions and dynamic display optlons); 

5. O exploit the results using an interface with data processing packages such as MATI..AB. 
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;.. bas"· modçls 
,. si01ulntors 
~ sccnonos 
;.. calculu1ion functlon librorics 
;.. 1CSI COOIC~ts ond resulls 

Fíg. 1 Functional description of the SACSO workshop 

Advantages of the SACSO Workshop 

A joint Working Platform for the Whole Team 
SACSO is a muJtiple-user host structure which unües ali the activities related to tbe sirnulation of 

dynamic systems. The workshop facilitares exchanges between users of the elemenL~ they are developing 
while respectíng their autonomy. Each user has his own cnvironment (witl1 his own personal resources) 
and can draw upon the technical heritage of Lhe whole departrnent (joint resourccs). 

Guaranteeing Future Relevance and Facilitating the re-use of Models 
Personal resources can be configuration-managcd in the same way as joim resources. The person in 

charge of joint resources ensures that eacb moduleis weU-documented and validated. Joint resources are 
directly accessible to any declared workshop user. Re-use is also made easier by standardized interfaces. 

Keeping Simulation Models Under Control 
A user designs a simulator (orbiting satellitc witlJ an AOCS. instmment and its pointing system etc.) 

by assembling elementary models (space vehicle or instrument dynamics. attitude sensors, measurement 
filters, actuators, control Jaws. orbital euvLroumeot etc.). The models are encoded either by the user 
himself or by other users in C, FORTRAN 77, FORTRAN 90, C++ or ADA95. He retains fuil control of 
both the software code for his models and thc des.ign of the complete siruulator. 

Remaining Open to the Outside 
SACSO can accept widely differiog models due to lhe simplicily of lhe interface standard, which can 

be adapted to any language. The workshop also alJows tbe user to ernploy modules from ext.ernallibraries 
(NAG, lMSL. MSLlB, etc.) in the simulators and basic models. Tbe prelimlnary version doe~> not include 
the exportation of simulators outside U1e workshop. but this feature will be integrated in a subsequem 
version. Export functions are used to convert re~ults ftles into different formats, including a MATLAB 
format and an ASCII format easy to exploit usiog any olher post-processing software package. 

Controlling Simulation Runs 
Tbe studies and expert appraisals carried out by tJJe depat1mem require grear tlexibility in simulation 

implementation. The workshop enables simulations to be run one ufter the other automatically by 
defining scenar.ios, lhough lhe user can int.ervene at any time usiJ1g the Lnteractive GUI (Graplúcal User 
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Interface). The dynamic rusplay of re~ult!> (i.e. graphs which change a1. the simulalion progresse~) 
facilitates simulation control and monitoring. 

Within a scenario, the algorithms for a cenario may be programmed. These algorithms may vary 
from the :.tudy o f parameter sensitivity and the idenúfication of parameters by the least squares method to 
optimization by a gradient technique and stochastic analysis using a Monte Carlo method etc. 

The user controls simulations using a control pane] with which be can insen break points and stop 
conditions, suspend or stop lhe cunent simulation, modify interna! data or the way data is displayed while 
tbe :.imulation is ongoing, move to step by l>tcp mode (each step being defined by a whole number of 
integration cycles) or to debug mode, when lhe worksbop calls upon the operating system's debuggcr. 

Concentrate on Professional Aspects ... Not the Ups and Downs of Computing 
lnsofar n& possible, the workshop deals with ali the recurrent or computerized aspects of 

development, inc luding the implementation and management of simulators. which is not directly linked to 
the job description of engineers in the Dynamic~ and Automation deparunent (who are principally 
concemed with general mechanical engineering or autornatic features). 

Basic Concepts 

Basic Models, Global Models and the Simulator 
A basic model is an elementary part of a simulator. !t includes a source code and various types of 

interface data (contiguration parameters, continuous or discrete state vector, inputs and outputs), which 
are not nece&stlfi ly always required. 

.... 
input 

confil(uration par.unetcrs 

Model .... 
time cominuous state derivative or 

..._----r----~ disçrete state up to ncxt stcp 

state vector 

Fig. 2 Interfaces of a basic model 

A ~loba/ model is obtained by asscmbling severa! basic models (connecting omputs to inputs). A 
global model can be made not only of bru.ic models but also other global modeb. The 1.imulator is the 
b.igbest levei global model. 

SACSO integrates tbree types of model: 
• Continuous modcls with a continuou~ output; 
• Continuous models witb a sampled output; 
• Discrete models. 
Each type o f model can include ~tates or not. 
Tbere are different activation phases: 
• Internai ini tiali;.:ation, 
• Externai inilialization, 
• Compu1a1ion o f derivati ves (for continuous models) or the state (for djscrctc models). 
• Computation o f outputs. 
• Saving thc simulation context, 
• Restoring thc simulation context. 
The initiali1ation phases of modeb con~ist of initializ.ing interna! variables and outputs so that the 

modcls benefit from correct inputs at the beginning of the integrauon cyclc when lhe inputs are connected 
to the outputs o f other models. 

When there is a loop, the input of the first model executed is not initiali7ed at the end of the fir~t 
initiali?ation phase. This is why two sub-phases are distinguished: 

• Internai inüialization phase: the modcl only computes internai variables and Lhe independcnt 
outputs of inputs, 
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• Extemal initializatlon phase: only intemal variubles and those outputs directly or indirectly 
dependent upon inputs are computed, 

after whicb tbe externai inilialit.ation phase is iterated. 
SACSO lets tbc user choose the number o f externai irutialization cycles to be completed. 

Simulator Design Using a Graphics Editor 
SACSO includes a graphic~ editor for use in simulator design (inherited from the LRBA's OSAACAS 

basic producL cf. § computer arclziteclllre). The editor uses the schematk representation of a model 
shown in figure 2. Com1cctions are made using the mouse. Both new models and models from the 
workshop's teclmical resources (personal or joint rewurce~) muy bc insertcd. For ncw models. once the 
model interfaces have been defined, a skeletal code is generated automarically. The user thcn inscrts his 
own algoritbmic code into the skelcton. When thc model has been completed, SACSO generatcs thc code 
for the slmuJation monitor and creates an executable file. 

Centralized Numerical lntegration 
The slmulators creatcd using SACSO are not "event-oricnted'', in which case each model controb its 

own state. Simulatorl> of this type are unsatisfactory when modeling a complex dynamic system such as 
an orbiting satellite because they cannot handle all lhe couplings between the various syl>tem components. 
ln SACSO, on the other hand, the state variables for ali the basic models are gatbered togcther into a 
global state vector and it is the simulalion model which handles calls to both tbe numericallntegrator and 
t11c varlous models. Different numerical integrators are available in SACSO: Euler (arder I), Runge
Kutta (orders 2, 3 and 4), and Adam~-Mou1ton (order 4). 

Scenario and Algorithm 
The conditions in wh.ich a simulator is operated are derined by a sctmario. SACSO can be used to 

create scenarii of a grcutcr or lcsser complexity involving onc or more simulators. ln its more general 
form, a scenario can run sevcral simularors in sequence. iterating the scquence at will. 

The algorithm is a method encapsulating tbe excculion of the scenario which pemllts to manipulate 
the configuration parameter... For exarnple iteration loop on one or more parameters to cxamlne the 
sensitivity of simulated system or pararneters 1dentificallon by comparing simulalion re:.ults with sample 
mea\UTeS. 

The iterations are controllcd by an algorithm which determlnes the context of initial data for each 
simulator and conLrols the end of itcration depending on the calculation of tbe stop criteria. 

ste" , ; 
;"""'""·Jl••{ simulâtor A I 

:JJF data l/F data 

END 

Flg. 3 Princip ie of scenario implementation 
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Object modeling 

The sinmlation components are seen Like objects that the user can put together to design lhe 
simulation. The main lypes of objects are : models, simulators, scenarü and algorithms. 

The model is the smallest entity of the workshop in whicb the user implements hls calculation 
function. The same model can be instantiated severa! times and inherits lhe same calculation function. 
The advantages of which i.nclude 11011 duplication of source code and will allow a unique model to 
representa physical element which can be used severa! limes (eg : a three axis gyrometer is composed a 
th.ree times a 011e axis gyrometer). 

The simulator is a set of models, connected together. ll i~ a inherited class of model which contains a 
lot of models. The user can reuse previously made models in other simulators. 

The scenario is composed of one or more simulators li.nked togetber. It also defines lhe initial values 
of configuration parameters and states vectors. 

There are four standard algorithms in SACSO, but the users can i.J.nplemenl lheir own algorilhms and 
put it on Lhe dep<.Utment patrimony like lhe otber types of objects. 

Ali these components are class instances, and objects composition is very largely used in the 
simulation realization. In fact a '·simulation" is a scenario execution with an algoritlun, it can be 
composed of more than one simulator. 

This object modell ing is practical for the user because he finds the same concepts and operarions in 
lhe different stages of hls work. 

Objects management is s imilar in the whole GUI (Graphical User Interface). It is an important way of 
increasing ergonornics and facilitates workshop learoing. 

Resource Management 
The elements ge11erated by or iotegrated in the SACSO workshop and which constitute lhe 

department's technical heritage, are as follows: 
• Models, simulators and scenarii with their default initialization context (input data and parameter 

configuration data), 
• Basic funclio11s for numerical calculations. 
• Test context.s (simulation results, associated initialization contexts and messages), 
• Simulation contexts (set of data at a given instant during simulation, used to ruo lhe si.J.nulation 

agai11 ata later date beginning wilh its state at thal particular insta11t), 
• Post-processing functions and resulls. 
These rcsources are divided up into joilll resources and persona/ resources. Each user owns his own 

personaJ resources to wlúch he alone has access (SACSO thus respects the industrial confidentiality 
surrounding certain projects). Joint resources are managed by the workshop administrator, alone 
authorized to add to or modify the resources using elements from personal resources scnt to him by the 
users. 

Users may thus: 
• Develqp simulators and define scenarios using not only their own personal resources bul also 

those o f the whole deparonem, 
• Swap elemenls (models, simulators, scenario algorithm etc.) with other users, 
• Enable lhe whole team to benefit from their own work and developments by se11ding items to the 

workshop admilústrator. 
Ali resources except text contexts and simulation contexts may be archived a11d configuration-

1 

managed (by incrementing the version w1der RCS) 
All the object types handled in a simulation can be archived in lhe personal or department patrimony. 

I 
When the user archives an object, all the files which are part of tlüs object are archived by the workshop 
with a version identification. It also takes care of the versio11s of other objec·ts which refcr to this one. 

I 

Whe11 the users want to reuse a version o:f a scen.ario, the workshop extracts automatically the 
correspo11ding versions of the simulators and models. 

The users access· lhe resources by a navigator which is generic to the whole workshop whatever lhe 
typc of component used. 

Computer Architecture 

SACSO is built around the LRBA's OSAACAS software. OSAACAS is a tool for developing nússile 
simulators based on the assembly of elementary models using a graphics editor. 
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Ali the functions of OSAACAS are kept in SACSO. Thc most imponant of these il> the hybrid real 
time simulations. A simulation not only contains numeric:~l model!,, but it can also contains Re:~l Element 
Interface (REJ) in which case it is a hybrld simulalion. 

REI can be u:.ed to test a pan of a dynamic system with existing elcments (numerical or analogical}. 
The numcrical models simulate the rcst of the systcm. for example thc environment. The real elements 
can be e~ily inserted into the &irnulator like other models. 

An REl is like a model except that its connections describe data flows. The sirnulation monitor takcs 
into account the real time syncbronization between rnodels and data flows. The REI are small tasks 
executed on proces:,or card:, on a VME rack driven by the real time operating system VxWorh. 

There are two mode:, of synchronization: real time and pseudo-real time. In real time mode, the 
models and data flows are synchronizcd by a hardware clock which controls the stan of the model 
calculation and data transfers. In pseudo real time mode. the synchronization ls drlven by the end of 
model calculation and the end of data 1ransfers. 

To dispatch the calculation lo:ld, lhe models can be executed on severo I processors. lf two models on 
different processors are dependant, the sirnulation monitor waits for the end of the first model before 
starting the second model. 

The simulation performance can be verified even without a real-time execution: in fact a satellite 
simulator used for the numerical validation execute~ as rapidly within the SACSO workshop than the 
previously coded simulator. 

The modularity of REI implememaúon allows a great flexibility in hybrid sinmlation. In fact you can 
add ncw real element~ by replacing numericaJ models. Thi~ operation is facilitate because they have the 
same standardized interface in the workshop. If the number of real elements grows importrunly. you can 
add new VME cards ru1d simply specify it in the contigurmion fi les. 

Software Architecture 

The workshop is based on sevemltools. The most important software are Oracle for the persistence of 
objects, RCS for lhe management of resources, llog Views and lnform for the design of GU I. SACSO 
built around three general entities : Conception (composed of simulation conception supponed by 
resources management), Exccution (supponed by scenario definition) and Services . 

. 1~() 
1/~r-r&m~\ ... r$~ _I: llf~U<~ J 

c~~~(:-~ 
-~·· --

S'CIO 

Fíg. 4 Software layers 

Oracle is used for handling the List of objects and thei r ch:lracteristics in conception phasc. 1t aJJows a 
great flexibility in handling the links between the objects. lt is easier to change the connections between 
models or add a model in a :,imulmor. 

Database is handled in severa! ways: by database triggers, stored procedures. SQL :.cripts and ProC 
subroutines. Database triggers check the validity of user operations and take care of objects con~istency. 

The SE.\1A GROUP devclopment team created a ~ervice library which rnanage~ the objcct files list 
and the link:s between them. So a version of an object which references versions of other objects can be 
automatically saved or extracted u~ing RCS. 
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The service library is also used by ali the other application task.s. There is for example a centralized 
messages log. Proces!. management is also improved by this library. Tbe application checks that certain 
program<, are not already in action. 1t also kilb the process hierarchy when lhe u~er wants to leave. 

To improve performance and flexibility, the workshop produces an independem binary program and 
simple ASCll files for lhe pararneters. The simulation models can be written in some languages like F77, 
F90. C. C++ and ADA95. The simulator monitoring kemel is constnnt and writtcn in C language. lt 
drives simulation stages and uses lhe models calli ng subroutine which is automatically gencrated by 
SACSO. So lhe workshop compiles and !iJ1ks models, calling subroutine; simulator kernel and eventually 
externai scienlific libraries to produce an executable file which can runs alone or can be controls by the 
execution OUI. 

SACSO Development 
Development began with a defrniúon phase la<,ting 5 montbs. This included lhe writing of software 

specifications and preliminary design. This phase involved an OUI mock-up developed in dose 
cooperation between the developer (SEMA OROUP) and the customer (CNES). The ilerative design of 
the mock-up allowed the OUI ergonornics to be modified and adapted according to the customer 
requirements. 

The conception phase Jasted 3 months. The OMT method was used during the conccption. It allowed 
lhe object oriented design lo define lhe classes und dynamic exchru1ges. 

Reviews wcre held at lhe end of each phasc in order to encourage a c loser working relationship 
between the developer <Uld customer. 

The developmcnt phases follow a V c:y<.:le. 

Nee<b Maintenance 
expreS!oiOn 

"' /~ " Functions 
Specification Validaúon Re 

·-·0-00000 ___ _,_M .... OO ..... •Oo-
~--··------·-··---·--·-

I 

~ ~~ Preliminary Architecturc S Rcvicw ystem 
conception ........................ ........................................................... integration J 

Dctinition 

" Comp<.mcnL'> / 
f " 

( Review Detailed Unitary 
conception tes~ 

~ / 
Prugramming 

Fíg. 5 Development cycle 

The te!)t phnsc was parúcularly challenging with a functional validation as well as a numerical 
validation. For the numerical validaúon some elementary símulators were used to test the state integration 
for ali the melhods implemented in tbe workshop. A complete satellite si mulator (Proteus satellite AOCS) 
was aho convened in SACSO model~ (40 models) to validate results "hich were succcssfully compared 
with original rc ults 

Quality checking was applied during the projec:t. In additon to the customer requirements, the SEMA 
GROUP'~ internai system quality (ISO 900 I compliant) was rigourously followed and successfully 
audited on numerous occasion. The quality rules were elaborated in collaboration with the customer. The 
CONCERTO AUDIT bOftware product dcvcloped by SEMA GROUP w~ used to chcck automatically 
the program sources during lhe realization phasc. 11 allowed easy and continuous chccking of progrruns 
developed by thc tcam. 
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The multidisciplinary developmem team was composed of eight members. The integration of the 
numerous software tools required specialists in various domains (database. GUI, object programming, 
simulation, numerical methods, etc ... ). 

Finally SEMA GROUP gave a training to ali th.e fu ture users of SACSO workshop. It provided them 
wlth alltbe know-how to develop simulalion with efficiency. 

Conclusion 

SACSO is a very complete computerized simulation workshop as it covers ali the activities relating to 
studies of dynrunic systems involving simulation: from managing the technical heritage of a department 
and exploiting the results obtained to developing and implementil1g simulators. 

SACSO is not dedicated to one particular professlonal branch. Jt may be used for applications otber 
than an AOCS or a satellite, for example : 

• Images processing, 
• Data flow processing, 
• Non dynamic systems. 
Further developments are planned to enhance user-friendliness and increase sti ll more its wlde range 

of applications: 
• Simplificaúon of the GUI and il1ternal resource managernent mechanisms so as to optimize 

response tin1e during simulation design, 
• Inclusion of new numericallntegrators, particularly variable-step integrators. 
• Writing variable-srep data to files, 
• lntegration of event-oriented mech;uusms: acyclic activation of modules, occasional data input 

(downloaded data), run instructions in the form of a sequence of commands with condltions on 
the state of simulation (change in variable value, modificalion of integration t:requency, 
transmlsslon of a message to tbe log etc.), 

• New hybrid simulations with a less performance hardware configuration to improve satellite 
equipment testing sue h as star sensor, multi-axis gyrometer, solar array driving mechanism. 

• Adaptation to other sectors within CNES. 
• Copy I paste elements from one graphical design to ru1other, 
• New fllllctions to improve optimization and idenlification of simulation parameters. 
• IT is a:. yel too early to assess the use of SACSO, as tbe preliminary version was only delivered in 

December 1998. However, engi.neers ln the CNES Dynamics ru1d Automation department alJeady 
consider il an efficient tool whlch will not only facilitate tbeir work but will offer them new 
analysis capabilities. 
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Abstract 
11 .first order atwlyticalmodp/for 11 xeneral pmblem 1!( tlftijicial sacel/ite 's allitutle corrections maneuvers submitterf to 
grm•iry gradiem Iorque is pri!St'llfed in tlli.v paper. 1/ is asswrsed that tlte satel/ite i.l a rigid bmly, with cylindrical or 
~pherica/ H'llunetry mui its orbit can be elliptica/ or â rcufar. 1/re prab/em of optimiwtiors is formulated a"t a Mayer 
pmblem wrd rire com mltorques are prol'ided by a power fimited propulsion sy.1·tnn. The sUJte is defined by 1\ndoyer'.r 
variables mui tire controf by tlu: componems of JWIH'OIIservotil'e extemal torques i11 tire artifkia/ satl'llire's axeJ of 
inntia T!rt• Prmtf)·a,!/ÍII Maximum Principie ís applietl 10 the prohfem and the oprima/ w rques erre given explicitly in 
Andoyer'"1 mriabfn and their adjoint.r. Tlrl' problem of optimaf allitrule correctimrs 81\'l'll by rire lineari;;ed 
1/ami/tonioll aro111rd tire refere/ll't' attitude is afso wraf,rzed. cmrsidering tire mean 1/amiltoniau re/ared with tire gravity 
!(l'lldieut Iorque. Tht• cnmpiPit•.first-order mralytical solutiom for the pro{)/ em II'ÍIIr j1xed duration are gotten by si mp/e 
quadratures. A /aw nj tire optinwf co/l/rol 11 proposed mrd tfle required optimal co!lsrrmption is presellled. 
Keywords: Allitutle correcticms, mínima/ frud ronsumptitm, Mayer probfem, Andoyu's l'ariables. 

I ntrod uction 

The ~atellite's attitude rcpresents how the satellite is oriented in space. The :mitude expresses a 
re lation between two coordinatc systems and can be represented by the Euler angles. ln this paper, we 
n~~umed :l 3-l-3 sequence of three con~ecutive rotation~t about the ~>atellite axcs for the Euler angles ( lj) , 
n , :;, ). 10 define the relation between the 1>yMem of the anificial satellite's principal axes of inertia 
(Üxyz) and the system OXYZ ( with axes parallel to the ax.es of the Earth equatorial syl>tem ). 

The clynamic system as!>ociated to the satellite's ottitude maneuvers will be expressed in terms of the 
Andoyer's variablel> (Zanardi, 1986) (Deprit. 1970) f;. L; . i~ 1,2,3, shown in thc Fig. I. The angular 
variablcs f;, i= 1.2..1 are angle~, wblch are related to the coordinate systems Oxyz and OXYZ. The metric 
variable~ üre defined as: Lz is lhe modulus of lhe total angular momentum. L1 and L, are respectively tbe 
projection of L 2 on the z-axi~ 's principal axis ~ystem o f inertia and on the inertial Z-axi~-

Thc tran~fonnation between Andoyer's variables and the Euler angles i~ well defined (Zanardi, 
1986) (Zunardi. et al.. 1994), using properties of spherical IIigonometric associated with the spherical 
triangle N1N1N_., shown in the Fig. 2. lt is possible to prove that this transformation is canonieal (Deprit. 
1970). 

Tbe rotational motion of tbe artificial satellite with cylimirical symmetry, consideriJJg the non
con~ervative externai torques and Andoyer's variables, can be expressed by (Zanardl, et al., 1994): 

df
1 

H 
--=--+P . 
dt L I 

I 

d L, 1/ 
--=---+S-

d f f'; I 

(1) 
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where: 
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I ? '[' '] , 11 = - L; + - -- L-1 2:1 ~ 1 C A ' 
(2) 

where A and C are the ~atellüe's moments of incrtia on the axi~ Ox and Oz. respectively. and P; and S; 
depend on the component~ o f non-conservative externai Iorque (Zanardi. et ai., 1994) in the system Oxyz. 

PRINCIPAL PLANE OF 
INERTIA OF THE 

SATELUTE 

PERPENDICULAR 
PLANE TO ROTATION 
ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

EQUATOR PLANE 

Fig. 1 Andoyer's Variab les 

Nl 

12 

~ Nz - ------..._ __ -

<j> - 1, 

Fig. 2 Spherical Triangle N1N,N, 

with Andoyer's variables and Euler angles 

N, 

The problem of optimi~:ation 1s formulated, with the dynamic sy~tem dcscribing the rotational motion 
o f the satellite givcn by eqs. { 1 ), considcring the torque~ provided by a power limitcd propubion ~ysteru 
and the gravity gradient torquc. 

Optimization of the Attitude's Control 

The optimization problem of artitude control is mHiaJJy introduced by Lagrange formulation. "ith 
the dynrunical system describing the rotationaJ motion of the satellitc. The torque~ provided by a power 
limited propulsion ~ystem and the gravity gradient torque are included. Thc srare is defined by Andoyer·~ 
varlables ! ; . L; . ; = 1.2.3, and the control by the components of non-conservative external torque~ in the 
artificial smelli te's prim:ipal nxes of inenia { Oxyz). The Mayer problcm. wirhout constraints on control 
variables and fixcd iniúaJ time t,., and fix:ed final time 11, is also anaJyzed here. 

The state equaúons are the equations of the rotational motion of the sarellite, including extemaJ 
torques. in the extended canonical form. For a satellite with cylindrical symmetry, they are given by . 
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(3) 

where Q_, .Q,. wul Q: are thc componcms of propulsive Iorque Q on lhe ~>ystcm ÚXY'/ and 

f 1 (I',. L; ) . i 1. .... 6. i= 1.2.3, are functions related with the gravity gradient torquc and Cj, , C jl' and 
C 1~ • j = l .. ...f> • can be found in Zanardi (Zanardi. et ai., 1994 ). 

The performance index .J, a~sociated with thc fuel consumption, is introduced by: 

(4) 

t\here Q •~ the magnitude of propulsive torque Q. 
Thc opúmilation problcm con~i~t!> in determining the optimal control Q* , whicb transfers the space 

vehicle from the iniúal Mate ( f;o . 4o ) at to to the final state ( 1 ; 1 , L; 1 ) at tr. ~uch that tJ1e 
consumption i~ a mmimum. 

The Mayer prohlem a!.sociatcd to the minimization of fuel consumption duriJ1g the attitude 
mancuvers will he defincd a~ follows. The state vector x is defined by lhe Andoycr's variables and lhe 
perfom1ance index J. 

/' 
... = I r 1 ' z '-1 I.J L2 L.1 .1 ] - (5) 

The dyna.rnic sy~>tcm is describcd by equations (3) and by the differential equation associated with J: 

Thi~ :.ystem can be repre~ent by: 

d.x=F(x.Q). 
dt 

The performance mde:\ 1:0. nov, given by: 

(6) 

(7) 
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't=J(tj), (8) 

and lhe boundary conditions are determined by lhe initiaJ state x 0 = ~ L i 0 , Lj 0 , u) and the final state 

X f = ((I i f . L; f . J f ) , i =1,2.3 . 

Following lhe Pontryagin Maximum Principie (Pontryagin, et al., 1962), the adjoint vec.:tor Px is 
introduced and tbe Hamiltonian function is formed using eqs. (3) and (6): 

H (x,px .Q )=fi- --t]LJPJ+ fL2P2 • 

+ PJ.fJ( l';. L; )+ Pzh( P.;. L; )+ p_lfj( C; .L;)+ 

+ P2fs(l:'i , Li)+ P3f 6(€i ·Li)+ Pt[ C1xQx + 

+ ClyQ_vJ+ P2lC2xQx + C2yQ), +C2zQz]+ (9) 

+ p3 [Cz.,;Q..- + Cz_,.Q)' + C.hQ< J+ P1 Q, + 

+ P2 [CsxQ,, +(;yQy + Cs,Q:. J+ ~~ lc6xQ,, + 

+ C6yQ_), +C6,QJ+tPJ [Q ~ +Q.~ +Q~ ]. 
The optimal torques Q * must be selected so tbat the Hamiltonian fw1ction reaches its maximum 

value: 

Q * = arg max H ( x . p x , Q ) . 

The equalions of control ( stationary condit.ions) are given by: 

P1C1x + pzCzx + P;Csx +P2Csx + PJQx =0 

P1C1y + P2C2y + P3C3~. + P2C5y + P3C6y + ~Q,. =O 

pzC2, + p3C3z + P1 + P2C5z + P3C6:. + P1Q: = 0 . 

Solving the system (10), the contrai Q *. is given by: 

Q:. = PJCI_,. + PzCzx + P3C3x +P2C5, + P3C6 x 

~ 

Q:. = P!Ciy + pzC2 y + PJ C3y +P2C5y + P_lC() v 

. PJ 

Q;= p2C 2 z + p 3C 3z + P1 + P2C 5 : + P3C6 : 

PJ 

(10) 

( 11 ) 

and tbe maximum Hanúltonian function H* , c.:omputed by (9) and ( lO), can be ex.pressed by: 
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H *= H* (X. p t ) . (12) 

439 

The adjoint variable P1 is a flrst integral of lhe canonical system deüned by H and its value, 
oblained from lhe tran~>versality condítions, is equal - I. Consequenlly, the order of the dynamic system 
which de~>cribes the problem is reduced and the Hamihonian assumes lhe forro: 

• • • • 
H =Ho +HG +HQ 

where: 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

P PtC:o.vf2 PiPI P• P1 r · J 
+ 

1 
· • • !:ecos( I • E f,) · -f--'-lcot I +Cot J cost, + 

~ sinl sinJ 2 L2 sinl E - L2 sinl • 

-}-cor I [ I,Hos( I +à 12 )+ I,Eô 
E E ,Ô 

c os( I + .2ô H { 2 ) -Í I,õ c os ( I + 2e J + 2ô f 2 ) ] } 
E .Ô 

+ PJ~J LE cm( l +e f 2 ) • P.l:~'[ fsin 2f2 +~Ú sin2( 1+E f 2 )+-.-
1

- L.eô cos( l+2ôl+ 
2Lzsm I E t 2 e sm I E .ô 

H c2 ) ]+PJP2cosJ .!.. plp3[ ('OS(I+l) +COS( I -J )+!.. I,cos ( I +Ô l+e fz) ]-
2 2 E ,i\ 

where L- and ...., means that E and O assume lhe values: + 1 and -I; H ô is tbc unperturbed 

Hamiltoruan assoti'3tcd with the torque-free rotatíonal motion, H~ and H Q are lhe perturbed functions. 

Hê is associated with the gravity gmdient torque, and H Q. is related with optimal control. The two 

first parcels of lhe eq. ( 13) is associated with lhe conservative system: ( H~ +H(; ) and the other 

parcel ( H Q ) is associated with thc non-conservative system. 

Attitude Optimal Corrections 

The problem of optimal anitude corrections, with fued duration. given by lhe linearizcd Hamiltonian 
arow1d the reference altitude Í'> considered. 
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The reference altitude is given by the solution of the torque-free rotatlonal motion (Zamu·di. 1986) 
(Dep.ril, 1970) : 

f 1 = (; 10 +~O - lo) 

e 1 =e 20 +-;;:!C l-lo ) ( 17) 

f 3 = p JO [ i =L;o 

i= 1.2,.1 ; 

where the bar means reference attitude and, L 1 = I 2 c os J , L .1 = I 2 c os I ;;;, = !f,-* ]I, and 
- 1-
W2 = AL2. 

The analytical solution for lhe attitude maneuvers, considering only lhe propulsive torque, is 
described by following Hamiltonian: 

* * 0$ H = Ho + H Q , ( 18) 

with Hô and HQ defined hy eqs ( 13) and ( 15), respectively, and linearized around the reference 
attitude defined by (17). 

A first order analyti.cal solution for the problem of attitude corrections can be gotten by simple 
quadratures. This solution will be expressed by: 

Llx= E Pxo +D, (l9) 

where : t:. x represents the variati.ons determined over lhe Andoyer's variables; p xo means the in i tia! 
values of the adjoint variables: E is a 6x6 matrix, related with the propulsive systcm and D is a 6xl 
vector, related with lhe solution of non-perturbed problem. The adjoinls variables are fust integral of tbe 
canonical system, associated by the max.imum Hamiltonian 11 '. , linearized around thc reference altitude. 

The solutioo (19) represents a complete solution for the attitude optimal corrections and cootains 
secular tenns and short periodic terrns. The six integration constants must be detenn.ined in order to 
satisfy the rwo-poinl boundary value problem, which consists in starting in initial condition A, at initiaJ 
time and reaching the f111al attitude A, at fixed final time. 

The non-null element!> ofthe matrices D andE, are given by: 

df =W jÓl 

Lll 
eu= - 2 . ? 

L2o sm- .I 

e1s =f ~-±]co.~] t:lt 2 

sinP 2 - sin /! 20 
1:!3J = 

L~0 w2 sinl sinl 

e44 = ess = e66 =f:. I 

d 2=z;-2 61 

e 14 = f~-±~ 1 2 

e?5 = ...Lt:.t 2 
- 2A 

t:.l 

e.lJ = -L2 •in2! 
20 ,, 

e45 = e 54= cosJ t:.t 
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co/ I r I I L r - -
e13 = - ? . -!C 'A'~qcos( J .. . P2 ) 

2 ~owf .~111/ • 

I [ cos.IA t <·oti ( . -e . -e )~ e2J =- 2 - --. ---+-=-- ,V/11 2 ·SI/I 20 
L20sin.l Slll.l w 2 

COI J r . - - . - - ] cotl [ 1 r . - - . - - ] •--=-=- L .1111( 1 ... P2 )- .1·m( 1 ... P20 J --=-=- 2 Llsm( 1 .. 2. t.2 )- sm( 1 .. 2. e20 ) .. 
2Lzow2 • 4L2ow2 • 

1 [' [ -- --: ] 1 r.-- -e36 = e63 ==--=- -8 L cos2( J ... f 2 ) • cos2( J ... t20 ) --:-= Lll ~111( I+ Zo J .. f 2 )-
Lzow2 sml • h 
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cotl [ - - - - ] 
e42 ==-=-I sin( J +< f 2 ) - sin( .I .... f 20 ) 

L 20 w2 , 

e./6 = eó4 = - ~[cos( f+] )+cos(I-J )ht + !_ I a [sin( I +õ] +e f2 )-sin(l +&]+e f 2oJ] 
2 2w2 • .n 

e 56 = e65 = -Mcos( I + 2]) + cos( I . Ú )ht + !_ I,a ~in( I ... r,J +< 72 ) -sin( I +8 J +< f 20 J] 
4w2 •l> 

e61 = 1 
I[çin( I .... P. 2 )-sin(l .... 7 20 ) ] 

2 L.20w2 sin.l ' 

cu/] [ . - - . - - ] cotl [ 1 f . - - . - - ] 
e62 =--=-=-I sm( I .... 12 ) • Slll( I .... e 20 ) • ?' I [SIII( I + 2. I! 2 ) - sm( I + 2, f 20 ) • 

20_0 w2 • 4L20 w2 - • 

-~ I~ [sinrf- 2. J +o P2 ) - sin( / . 2. J +o P20 J]l · Is [~in( I . 2/l J +< €2 )- sin( f- 2& J +e f 2o J], 
.~ ~ •.11 

(20) 

where Llt it. lhe duralion of thc ma.neuver. 

For artifi.cial satellite with spherical symmetry. A= C. tbe analytical soluúons given by ( 18) to (20) 

simplifies, since H; is computed by: 

* Lzo 
H 0 = AP2• (21 ) 

and d 1 = 0, e12 = e21 , e13 =e31 • e /f, =e61 , e14 =e15 = 0. 
Tbe attitude's correctious maneuvers problem can be simpliJied if we consider only the secular terms. 

The Hamilton.ian fun ction a.ssociated to long duration maneuvers is described by Eqs. (14) and (18). with 
the perturbed Hamiltonian given by: 

{ 
' 2 } [ -• l Pio 2 2- 2 - PJO 1 2 2 2 P20 fJJOCOt 1 

HQ =-- ---:z= +Pzo ~ol ! ... cor .1] ... -:--r ... .,[ P10 ... P20 ... P_1o] ·~ . - + 2L;
0 

sm J sm 1 - L2o sm J 

p Jocntl ] - 1 f [ - - - - J [ - - - - J} + . + P;oP20 cos J - 2 P30 f 10 cos( I +l) +cos( 1 - J) . P20 cos( I .. 21 ) .. cos( 1 -21 ) . 
S/11 I 

(22) 

The differenlial equations for the maneuvers are: 
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dr 1 [ 1 1] r- d ( ) dL1 ] -= -·- L •- tt::.L1 -t-
dt (' 11 10 dt dt 

df' 1 [ - d ( - ) dL, ] l'l"rot) P10 r z- z-] PJo''OII ---= - L.,0 + - r C:. L, · t --~ · v- + ..;; em I + cvt J • 
77 

_ 

dt 11 
- dJ - dt [J0si11 I 1;50 - Li~·;, I 

dt 
p :!0 ('()( J 1'30 
_, + ., ,_ 
Lio si11 J Lio s;,,- 1 

dL1 1 [ - - - - ] I [ - - - - l -· =.- P10 cos( I +.1 ) + cos( I . J ) - - P20 cos(T + 21) + cos(J - 2 .I) + P3o . 
dI 1 2 

(23) 

The simplificd ana1ylica1 ~olutions for eqs. (23) are given in the matrix forro as: 

(24) 

where the subscript S means the secular part, with non-null elements of the matrices o~ and E., are 
presented in Santos (Santo~. et ai., 1999). 

The analytical solution~ for the optimal correclions of the artificial sateUüe with l>pherical symmetry , 
whose Hamiltonian is described in the eqs ( 18). (2 I) and (22), are also given by the matrix form (24 ), but 
Ds=LO dz o o o Oj' ,with d 2 -w2 t::.t andef.l=e15 =e10 =0. 

lf we consider the satcllile wilh the cylindrical symmetry and the influcnce of the gravity gradicnl 
torque, the Hamiltonian funclion wiU be given by (13), (14) e (22). The Hamiltonian function 
H 0 associated with the gravity gradient torque , taking in account terms up to the in verse o f lhe cubic 

of lhe distance between the Earth's center of mass and the satellite's center of mass and assuming circular 
orbit, the orbital inclination and lhe longitude of ascending node equa1 zero degree, is given by: 

• 3 (J. { [ ,_] -Ha =-=---.rfC - Aj p10 I Jc:os· l cos J . 
4L20 r 

-Pzo[[l- Jcoi i}:oo~ 2 J + [ I · Jco/ I ]cos2 i J + fJJo [1-3cos2 J]cos f } , (25) 

where ll is the Gaussian constanl and r is the radial distance. 

lf the satellite' orbit is circular and thc graviry gradient tOrque is taken in account during the long 

duration mancuvers. the analytical solutions are also given by eq. (24). but the elemems of 

Ds;fdJ tlz t13 o o o]' areexpre~~edby: 
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dI = H ~lO ... 
3

t-LJ [~-A r 1-3 cos2 J]mslf1t 
.Jr L:!O } 

d2 =-}L20 --
3 
~ l -3cos·f cos·J + /-3cos·J cov· J ât - 3p. (C A J '-- ,_ [ '-' '-] 

<Ir L'2o -
(26) 

3!-l (C-AJ[ . . 2 - ] . . -d3 = - 3-. -=-- l -3tO.\ .I {{},\I f1t. 
4r Lzo 

For elliptic orbit. the Hanúhonian H~ , taking in account tcrms up to second order in eccentrtctty 
and assuming the orbital inclination and the longitude of ascending node equal zero degree. has the 

following form: 

H c = - S...:.!L 1 + Z e- JlP 10 I . J co.~ I ·osJ . *Jl!( J J'lf[ z-} -
a3 4Ú)o 

[[ 
J -] '- [ ' -] 2 - ] [ '-1 - } ·Pzo 1-3cos·l cos- J ... 1 -Jms· J cosI +p30 1- 3co.1 lJCosl . (27) 

where a is the senú-major axjs and e is the eccentricity . In this case , the analytkal solution has also 

the matrix form (24). with L>s =r dj dz dJ o o o r and 

d 1 = 3p. 
3 

( C_- A )1 + ~ / 1' I - 3 co i J]cusJ â 1 ... ~ .L J [10 
4a ~o -l A 

dz = 
3!!3 ( ~-A Jl+ {e 2 i [l -3cos 2 1Jcos 2J ... 

4a L20 J t 

[ 
,_] 2-· /-

... l-3cos· J cos J_ât+-xL20 

d3 = 
3'\(0A Tl+ {e2 't J.Jms2 .t]coslât. 
4a· L2o J · -l 

The Optimal Consumption 

(28) 

The optimal consumption J th:u is neces~ary for thc satellite's attitude correclion Íl> obtaincd by 
quadrature of thc equation: 

J = t Q.z (29) 
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wbere the components of the optimal torques are expressed in terms of tbc Andoyer':. variables and their 
adjoints by: 

•PJ''OSftPz f -- -] PJ 
Qt = _ - =-~osf' 1cotl+corl(co.sf 1cosf, -sinP1 sinf 2 cosJ ) ·=--:-=(cos11 cosf 2 . 

· Lzsin J Lz - L2.vm I 

(30) 

In tcrms of the element~ of thc matrix E and Lhe initial values of the adjoint variables. the optimal 
consumption is given by: 

(3 1) 

In Lhe case where only the secular tcrms are considered, Lhe eq. (31) is simplified and given in t erm~ 
of the elements o f the matrix Es: 

{32) 

Numerical Simulation 

In Lhis section, numerical re:.ults are presented for a long-time attitude maneuver of a cylindrical 
satellite. The effects of gravity gradient torque are not included in tbis simulation. The rninimal 
consumption, the magnitudes of the optimal torques and the evolution of the analytical solution are 
computed by using Eqs. (32), (li) and (24), respectively. The physical characteristic o f the satellite, Lhe 
initial state and the final state are presented in the following tables. The ini tial values for the adjoint 
variables are gotten numerically solving the algebmic system (24). 
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The temporal evolutions of the Euler angle~ (c;, fl .t ) and their rate variations (~ ,ti ,4) are 
shown in the Figs. 3 and 4, respectivcly, during the attitude maneuver. The propagations of the Andoyer 
variables ( f 1 , f 2 • P 3 , L1 , L 2 , L 3 ) are shown in the Figs. 5 and 6. The magnitude~ o f the optimal torques 
and the magnitude of lhe performance index are presented in lhe Figs. 7 and 8, respcctivcly. 

Table 1 Physlcal characteristic 

lnitial mass = 1 .Ox 103 kg 

Principal Moments oi inertia 

A= 8 = 3.95x102 kg m 2 

C = 1.05x102 kg m 2 

Table 2 lnitial and Final values for the Euler Angles and their Rata Variations 

lnitial Altitude Final Altitude 

r0 = o.o s tr =5.0x1o· s 

l{l o= 1.0xi01 deg q; f= i .3xi0' deg 

O o= i .5xi0' deg O f= 1.7x101 deg 

-v o= 1.0x101 deg q, f= 1.1x101 deg 

~o = 2.0x10-3 deg /s ~r= 1.7x10 3 deg/s 

~ o = 2.0x1 0'3 deg /s 6 f= 2.0x10·3 deg /s 

·~o: .2.0x1 0'3 deg /s t f = 1.5x10·3 deg /s 

Table 3 lnitial Adjoint Variables 

PIO = - 3.858x1 o·• 

Pzo = -6.671X10 1 

P.w = 1.0x1o·2 

P1o = -1.91x1o·2 

P2o = -1.91x10"2 

PJo = - i .78x1o·2 

~TO = -1.0 

Table 4 Terminal Values for the Andoyer's Variabfes 

lnitial Attitude 
!!/_=Os 

e 10 = 8.55x10' deg 

e20 =1 .97 x102 deg 

e 30 = i .07 x102 deg 

L 1o = 2.35 x;o·• kg m2 / s 

~O = 5.21 x1o·• kg m2 I s 

L:.o = 2.57 x;o·• kg m2
/ s 

Final Altitude 
t= 5x104 s 

e 1 r = 8.70 x10 ' deg 

e2f =1.98 x102 deg 

f.3r =1.1 x102 deg 

Llf = 1.87 x1o·• kg m2
/ s 

~f = 5.00 xio·• kg m2
/ s 

Yf = 2.12 x1 o·' kg m2
/ s 
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Conclusion 
The fust order solulion pre~emed here for the optimal maneuvers for anlficial satellitc's anitude 

corrections show~ that lhe penurbations due to the gravity gradient torque and 10 lhe propubive system 
are uncoupled and that is possible to establish ao opt.imal controllaw for artificial satellite's attirude. The 
prcsemed results are ~imilar to the solution dctcrmined for orbit corrections maneuvers madc wilh 
identical propulsion system (Da Sílva, 1999). 
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Tlris Paper describes rire auitude operatirms cmrcept for tire scimtific sarei/ire Equaror-S. The oriRinal strattg)' 
require.f auitude detennination and commanding capability mrce per arbitto operare the onboard algoritlrm. 
Dut' to operatimral problem.1' mrd i11 arder to redw·e growrd stufimr time wrd operator workload a di[ferent approach 
was implemellft•d /Jy usi11g dedicated jlig/11 dynamics simulcuion cmd auitude deterrninarion algoritlrms. 
An object oriellled approach for tire jliglrt dynamics simultllimr had been developetl for missüm tmalysis and 
preparario11. 1/re capabilities o( tlris sysrem l!tmed 0111 to be tire key for low cost aflihtde operations. lts perfomrance 
lrad beenvalidated UJ be precise enouglr to flredictthe nflifttde dynamicsfor4 ta 6 days. 
In r/ris paper tlll' results of this more oj]1ine-orieuterl /ow cost operàrio11s strmegy are pre.wrted aud it is slrowu lrow 
precise llre allilllde cmllro/ requiremeuts could be met. lt is demonstrated lrow opemtiona/ resources can be SUI'ed by 
effons in mirsion preparations and ,wplristicared }1iRIII dynamics systems e\'1'11 and eJ·pecially for S IIUIII satellire 
missimrs. 
Keywords: Altitude Dynamics. Plight Oymrmics Simulmim1, Ob}eCI Oriented Modeling 

lntroduction 
Equator-S i!> a scientjfic satellite for the invcstigation of the magnetosphere of the earth under Lhe 

responsibility of the Max-Planck-lnstitute fuer Extraterrestrische Physik (MPE) in Garching, Germany. 
Mission Operations are performed by DLR's German Space Operations Center. The spacecraft has been 
launched on Dec. 4, 1997 into a final highly eccentric 500 x 65000 km orbit where it was spin-stabilised 
with magnetic torquers to control both spin rate and spin axis direc tion. The torquing maneuvers took 
placc within 2.5 earth radii altitude around perigce. 

After separation from the Ariane-4 launcher and a k.ick motor firing to reach the final orbit the main 
attitude maneuvers were the changes of the spi n axis aLtitude from nearly parallel to lhe ecliptic up to 90°. 
There is a conwaint for the sun-a~pect-angle (SAA) of the solar panels mounted on the surface of the 
cylindrical spacecraft. Therefore it is urgent to control not on.ly tbe fwal spin mtis orientation but also Lhe 
t:rajcctory from the initial to the final altitude. 

For this process the often used Shigehara algoritbm had been implemente<! which uses the actual 
attitude, a selectable target attitude, orbit information and a modcl of the earth's magnctic field. By 
reducing tbe error in t11e angular rnomcntum using an asymptotic stability criteria a switching function for 
tbe magnetjc coils for periods around perigee is derived (Feucht, et al. , 1997). 

Due to problems with the onboard main processors the routine operational phase of the spacecraft 
endcd on May l sa 1998 and could not be re-sumed so far. 

I All magnctic torquing is only possible within a range of 2.5 earth radii around perigee. Following the 
sun-aspect-angle requirements the satellite's spin nxis must be erected to stay perpendiculru· to the orbital 

'

plane (which i!> in fact almost parallel to the equatorial plane). Only thls aLtitude guarantees sufficient 
power supply by the solar cells independently from the season. This major attitude maneuver of the 

l
missi~n is performed with the. aid of a ring coil aligned parallel to tbe spin a.xis. See Fig.J for a geometry 
overvtew. 

lnitially lhe spin axis is closely parallel to thc ecliptic plane with the SAA between the spin a.xis and 
the !>Un direction of approx. 74° (optimum would be 75° with a tolerance band of +1- 25°). 

Oue to the motion of the sun w.r.t. the inerüally fixed orientation of tbe spinning spacecraft an 
incrcment of 1 • per day at an ecliptical latitude of the spin axis of o• must be compensated. 

But tbe main targel of the erection process is an ecliptical latitude of 90° which makes tbe SAA 
independent from the motion o f the sun. 

A generic algorithm for the interaction of magnetic torquers with the earth magnetic field to control 
the altitude of a spinning satellite wns develo.ped by M. Shigehara (Shigehara, 1972). 
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To cotllrOI the spin axis direction and rate the error vector E bctween the desired spin axis direction kr 
and the actual orientation (expressed by lhe angular momentum H) 

[lchpllc .l. 
. ;::.~-~ 

Or~>uPillnc 

SpinAxls 
. < 

-.),)r / ··r ... 
.. 

Vcntal 
Equinox 

Suo 

Fíg. 1 Spin axís erectlon geometry 

H 
E= kr- ( I ) 

H 

should be reduced 10 zero. 
Differentiating ( I) twice with respect 10 time and using asymptotic stability as a suffi c ient condition 

ylelds afler some transformations the general control cri teria 

UE (ks J. B ) ~0 (2} 

with U as the coil polarity and k 11 as Lhe spin axis vector in body-coordinate~. 
The control of lhe spin axis direction is then realised by the following switching function for the 

torquers: 

.v = ( I sw k - li)( mxB) (3) 

with I. as Lhe tensor of principie moment of inertia around the spin axis. (i) as the spin rate m the effec
tive magnctic moment perpendicular to Lhe spin axis and B a.~ lhe vector of the eanh magnetic field. 

l .e. thi~ control law which foUows closely Shigehara requires lhe actual and lhe desired attitude of the 
spin axi!>, orbit information and a model of the earth magnetic field to derive a switching function for the 
rnagnetic coils for periods around perigee. 

The key for making effective use of tlüs strategy is the selection of adequare target orientations for 
each step of the torquing process (i.e. each perigec crossing). 

Thc maio opposite constrnints are a small erection time, Lhe effective and power-saving use of the 
magnetic torquers, and final ly the sun aspect angle between lhe spacecraft !>pin axis and the axis satellite -
sun. 

Simulation System 

Under these premises the key clement for designing the artitude ground system baselincs is a 
simulation and optirnisation tool (Enderle. et al. , 1996). 

In controry to previous ruissions where Fortran- or C-code was dircc1ly generated for modeling ptlrts 
of tbe satellite's hardware and !>Oflware the Equotor-S mission is using a new object oriented modeling 
approach. 

In order 10 use lhe knowlcdge and expertisc in modeling and simulation acquired inside DLR but 
outside GSOC the choice wa!> 10 use lhe Dymola (Eimqvist, 1993) environmcnt for lhe modeling and 
sinlulation tasks of Equa1or-S. 
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Satelhte~ should be described in a notaúon clo~e to physics. The most natural way of modeling 
interacúng physical systems i~ to describe them a.<, individual physical objects connected according to 
their physical cnergy tlow interaction. This has the advantage over modeling physical systems via signal 
flow:. or input-output block diagrams 3S convenicntly used for controller modeling (e.g. within Simulink). 
l.e. that mathematical equations of tl1e overall system have not to be ordered bcforehand. 

The step from tl1e simulation ro an operational software could be rcalized by a featurc of Dymola 
which aiiOw\ to generate standard code extracts ( e.g. Fonran. C) (rom tl1e simulation program. Evcn the 
complete simulation code can be extracted. 

Under aspects of operntional reliability and testabili ty only the differential equations were extracted 
in Fortran-77 code and used for the operational software in a corresponding environment. Thus already 
approvcd modules (e.g. numcric integrator, geomagnetic field and orbit srate vector predictors) could be 
used in arder to minimize the effon in tesúng and maintenance. 

The linal design was nexible to adaptation:. without the need of a complete module and intcgration 
relest. 

The main operaüonal output were the switching commands for lhe magnelic torquer (onlofflpolarity) 
and tbe onboard antennas in a time-tag fonnat. 

The commands were stored in an ASCll file which could be directly u~ed by the command ~ystcm. 

Altitude Determination 
The altitude solution lile wal. generated for the EQUATOR-S science teams, as input for the spin axis 

erection torquing strategy, and for spacecraft 1>pin axis surveillancc purposes. 11 comprises time 
information and the spin axis direction parameleri1cd in rigbt ascension anel declination. related to the 
Eartl1 Mean Equator and Equinox of epoch J2000.0 (EME2000) coordinate system. 

Due to spacecraft mas~ memory capacíty constraints only 20 min of attitude determination relevanl 
sensor telemetry data were available per orbit. Tberefore attitude determination was performed in two 10 
m1n t1me intervals, before torquing begin (40 to 30 min before perigcc) and after torquing end (30 to 40 
min after perigee): tl1e respective spacecraft distances were 2.1 to 2.4 Earth radii. 

Thc sun sensor outputs yield tl1e sun a~pect angle, i.e. the angle between &pin axis and sun vector. The 
magnetometer measures tl1e magnetic field vector outside tl1e spacecraft, the x-component of the 
mcasured magneúc ficld unit vector yields tl1e angle betwecn spin axis and Earth magnetic fie ld vector. 
Thc Eart.h magnetlc field model used is the IGRF 1996 (Barton, 1996). 

Considering tl1e limited altitude sensor informalion (only two measurements to determine two altitude 
anglcs) and tl1e inaccuracy of the Earth magnetic field model in higber altitudes, a simple deterministic 
single axis attitude determination algorithm was sufficient. Here the algoritl1m according to Grubin 
(Grubin. 1997) was used. The u1tersection of two conical surfaces yields two atti tude solutioo vectors. 
and the real attitude is chosen either from an a priori estima teor from a check on the time evolution o f the 
solutions. 

The accuracies o f tl1e SA A and the magnetometer measurements were about ± 0.1 deg resp. ± I 00 nT, 
wbich translated into an atlitude accuracy in RNDbC of about ± 0.6 deg. 

Altitude Operations 
Originally the atliltlde maneuver.; were planned to be rcalised in a 3-step procedure: 
• Altitude Detcrminaúon: 

Telemetry data dumps were performed around the apogee. and the attitude determination yielded 
the spacecraft attitude after the last torquing maneuver wbich nominally stays inerúally fixed up 
to the next perigee. 

• Simulaticm: 
With a planned spin axis orientation as thc orher input the application of the Shigehara algorithm 
yields the switching times of the magnetic coils (Feucht, el ai.. 1997). 

• Commanding: 
Before the spacecraft cntcrs a distance of 2.5 earth radü (where the torquing maneuvers start to 
bccome effictcnt) the~e coil switchiJlg time~ are scnt to Lhe spacecraft as time-tagged 
telecommands. 

Th1s procedure was rcquired to be used once for each orbit. 
The <:rucial paran1eter1. for this algorithm are the input values of the actual and the planned spin axis 

orientation. The desired altitude i ~> Lhe result of a planning process (Peucht. ct al., 1997) whereas the real 
attitude i~ depending from actualtelcmetry measurements. 

The only dircct attitude parameter appearing in the tclemetry is tl1e SAA measured by tl1e l>un sensor. 
lt incrca es by 1°/day dueto tl1e relative motion of the sun. 
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Realtime telemetry cannol bc received precisely at tl1e times of perigee cro~sing duc to the 
characteristics of the higbly eccemric orbit. 

The torquing software on ground requires the final values of the past torquing maneuver as a main 
input. This input can be delivered by online telemetry during phases where tbe coils are already swilched 
off bul the magnetic field is still strong enough 10 provide sufficiently precise magne1ome1er 
measurements. This leads to an earlier tban planned ~wilching off of the coils. The lot.s in torquing 
efficiency rumed out to be neglcctable. 

The other possibility to get this data would be tlle storage of the magnetometer mea&urcmcnts by lhe 
onboard mass memory. The followi ng dump must lhen occur early enough to run the ground torquing 
software before tbe next perigee requires new torquing commands. 

These ground-gcneratcd time-tagged lelecommand:. control 1hc switclúng times of the onboard coils 
during 1he next perigee crossing. 
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Fig. 2 Coil polarities durlng an early torquing 

At the beginning of thc torquing process witll an ecliptical latitude of lhe spin axis clo~e to 0° there is 
no change in the coil polarity neccssary. The current is simply switched on and off at +1- 2.1 earth radii , 
except for some short periods. These non-torquing time!> around perigee were regarded necessary to 
cnablc precise scientific magnetometer measurements. Later during the mission it turncd out that tlús 
approach did not work satisfactory. 

Figure 2 shows the status of lhe 2 coils, the short time with negative polarity after the end of the 
maneuver is required for dcmagnetis::uion. Otherwise the ~omc rcmru1em magnelism of the coi ls would 
dismrb tbe scientific measurcmcnt. 

Though for the firsl 30° of spin axis erection relative to the ecliptic plane tbe ground algorithm only 
has to determine the ~ign of the coil currcnt and the begin and end limes of each torquing acüon. 

The rarely available telemetry from the sun sensor is ~hown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 SAA for perigees #34 to #37 
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Two longer and two &horter periods of sun·a~pect-angle measuremeuts can be ídentifted. The linear 
change in the SAA !S dueto the relativc motion of lhe sun around lhe ~pacecraft system. ln between there 
are the non-measurement period~ around the -1 rcgarded perigees including tbe torqulng ac tivities. Tn the 
centcr of the graph (perigce #35) thc efficiency of lhe torquing maneuver (resulling in a reduction of lhe 
SAA) is almost zero. in fac l during this perigcc crossing the coils were switched on only for a short 
period . 

• The operauonal problems during thc fmt weeks made it impmsible to have access to the latest sun 
sensor and magnetomcter measurements, i.e. for the preparation of the next torquing comrnunds the actual 
orieittation of the spacecrafl was not known from telemetry for most of lhe perigee crossings. 

A~ described above thi!> was uot importam for lhe fu:.t weeks of the erection proces~ because once 
l-\\Ítched on there wa:. no change in the coil polarity sign required. 

The detennínation of thc sígn at that lime was only roughly dependant from lhe actual atlitude and the 
on/off times for the torquing mru1euvcr could bc derl ved from orbi t calculations. 

This ea!>y situation turncd out to become more challenging as lhe spin axis was moved out of the 
ccliptical plane higher than 30°. 

:-.:ow it became crucial for the efficiency of the torquing maneuvers to work with a varying coil 
polarity during each perigee crossing. 

Remaining operation:1l problems, an increasing demand for rna.'.s memory rcsources by the scientifi c 
in~trument\ and further approache~ 10 save ground station time made it impossible to follow the 
originally planncd strategy of using actual altitude delerrnination data for thc generaúon of torquing 
cornmands. 

11 became a stringenl requirement to predlct the torquing actívítiel> for usuaJiy 4 days. 
l.e. thc latest altitude input data for thc ground torqulng algorithm could be 3!> old as 96h or more than 

4 orbits. SiJ1ce the Shlgehara based algorithm requires thc actual !.pin axls oricntation a precise flight 
dynamics simulalion facili ty became an urgcnt pan of thc ground operation system to meel thc challengcs 
of this clumged operational environmcnt. 

Due to thcse differcnt operational and onboard problems it turned ou1 that actual teJernetry was not 
conl>tantly available for thc required times. 

Fig. 4 Ecliptical latitude 

Same difticulties lead to a lack of commanding capabilities with the result that also not beforc each 
perigce CfOl>\Íng the coil ~witching conunaJld\ could be sent properly. 

Thus the (\ometimes) contradictory requirements of both crecting the spin axis and keeping lhe SAA 
within tts limils could only be followed by closely observing lhe simulated satellile dynrunics. 

The higher Lhe ecliptical latitude was the more precise the simulation had to mect the real spacecraft 
situation 10 generate the correct command~. Figures 4 and 5 show the long-term simulation for the 
erection from 53° close to thc final 90° within 2 months. 
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Fig. 5 SAA 

Flgme 4 gives the ecliptical latitude of the spiu axis for the slmulated last 2 months of the erection 
process. Each step represents a perigee crossing. 

Figure 5 shows the developmenl of the SAA for the same period. The upper line is the lirnlt of 102° 
which would not be reached in this scenario. 

The attitude trajectory can be visualised in equatorial inertial coordi.nates in Fig. 6. ll shows the 
typical behaviour of curving up to the ecliptical north pole. 
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Fig. 6 Attitude trajectory 
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To compare lhe simulaled sa1elli1e dynamics with the behaviour of the real satellile a typical perigee 
crossing o f Apri I 18, I 998 (perigee # 158) is laken as an exam.ple. 

Figure 7 show~ tbe result of the altitude de1erm.ination system before and after tbe coil activation. The 
periods in between witbout usable data result from mass memory constraints. 

The equivalem change in the simulated righ1 ascension can be seen in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9 SAA from telemetry 

A comparison betwecn reality and simulation for the SAA show Fig. 9 and 10 for the same torquing 
maneuver. 
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Also for the SAA there are no me~surements available for about I hour around perigee. 
Another failure of tbe secono and last onboard main processor put a (hopefully prelimínary) end to 

the Equator-S mi ssion during the night from April 30 to J" of May 1998 (Melzer, et al., 1998). 
This event triggered lhe (up to now) last analysis of the satellite' s altitude dynamics. Finally the 

development of the SAA had tO be investigated under the constraint lhat no more torquing maneuvers 
were possible in the following weeks. 

Figure 11 gíves the development of the SAA s tarting J"' of May for the next 3 months: 
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Fig. 11 SAA development after 1" of May 

At thal time the spin axis had already reached an ecliptical latitude of 70°. Thus the effect of the 
seasonal variation in the sun incidence angle on the spacecraft was only a minor one. 

The maxírnum of 110° SAA represents no sígnificant danger to lhe spacecraft or the experiments, thís 
value is reached only for a shorl period, after .I une 22 lhe SAA is decreasing again. Thc required limit for 
the SAA of 102° is violated for more thru1 3 months, nevertheless lhe required low energy level onboard 
dueto no experimental nor torquing activities would make a survival of the spacecraft possible. 

Analysis, Conclusion 

An analysis of lhe simulation accuracy yields Lhe following results: 
• Simulations of up to I week simulated time showed no significrult orbit deviations. l.e. the 

influence of Lhe orbit error on both the coil switching times and the derivation of the rnagnetic 
field vector is negleclable and f ar wilhin the rneasurement accuracy e .g. of the magnetometer. 

• The altitude dynamics, represented by its state variables and derivated parameters like the SAA 
showed a maximum error of approx. 1..5°. Thls is slightly hlgher lhan lhe measurement accuracy 
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of 1° and il> reachcd at tíme!l of coil activity. The reasons are deviations in the modeling of the 
magnetic fields (both from the satellite and from the earth) counteracúng with the coils. 

Summary: The torquing performance would not have been better if the originally planned stratcgy of 
calculating the coil switching tünes once per orbit before each perigee would have been possible: 

• The performance of the altitude dynamics simulation made it possible to follow the planned 
erection proces~ de~pite different onboard and ground problems. 

• With the original strategy thc mission would have come into serious trouble already in January 
1998 when the SAA carne close to its upper limit for the fust time. 

• During the routine phase of the mission the performance of the simulation environment made it 
possible to resign from most of lhe scheduled ground station contacts and thus save remarkable 
operation costs. 

Even for so called small satellites a sophisticated Oigbt dynamics simulation system i~ wonh the 
money. lt can ~ave mi~sion costs. and probably the mission itself. 

Today object oriented simulation approaches makc such developments possible. They can be easily 
reused for other missions. 
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The momentwn bias spacecrajt be/ongs to the 11•ide class oftlle dual spin ~ystems wlwle ftability is mled by thefimwus 
criteriotr stated by /orillo. Ac:cording 10 suclt a criterion, t!\'ef)· energy dissipation locatt'd in tlle rotor Iras destabilizing 
effects wltil.lt tllt' energy di.rsipation occu"ing nn tire platjonn is stabili;:ing. 17re con.requence is the violation of the 
major axis rufe and the possibiliry for prolate sysrems nf.rtahle spin, provided rhat the dissipalinn rare of the plmform 
is rveater 1/ron th01 of the rotor. accordinx to a certa in ratio. As {ar as the momentum bias systems are concem ed. the 
mtor has almo.rt no dissipation and since this lw.r a stabili:.ing effect on the p/arfonn. a nutation damper is not asually 
necessary. 17rl' presence of e/nstic appemlages rigidly attached w the plarform causes tire rigid dynamics w be coupled 
with the elasric l'ibrations and procedure an alterar íon of the stability donu.rin.r. T1ris pape ris devored 111 the analysi.r of 
tire dynamics and stabiliry of a momenrwn bias .rysrems equipped with elastic qpppenrlages. 111e surbillry condirirms af 
rhe linearized system are derived 11sing the Sylvester's criterion. They empha.rize rhe importcmce of both the transversal 
inertia of tire sparecraji mrd the a11gu/ar momemum of the whul. The sysrem under e.raminatinn \'1!1')' we/1 resembles 
tire real mome111um bia.1 .rysrem providt'd with solar arrays nf /ruge dimensions for whiclr 1/re alxll•e coru·lusimn are 
directly applicable. 

I ntrod uction 

The momentum bias archüecture is rathcr wide-spread, the system i.s tested and its characteristics 
well known. lt really is an evolution of the simpler spinncr of which it exploits lhe gyroscopic stlffness 
with the extra possibility of a 3-axis stabilization of the platform. For such systems, the energy 
dissipatlon plays a very crucial role. 

According to the famous criterion by lorillo, stability depends on the ratio between the dissipation 
rnte on the rotor (destabilizing) an the dissipalion rate on the platform (stabilizing). For the momcntum 
bias system, the rotor can be assumed nondissipative so that, usually. a nutation damper is not necessary. 

Although founded on heuristic bases, the lorino·s c riterion has never been contmdicted by reality. 
When, nevenheless, it is no longer possible to model the spacecraft with two rigid bodies in relative 
motion duo to the presence of appendages, the criterion becomes insufficient. 1llis is just what happens 
when, for iMtance, the momeotum bias is provided with large solar array to afford the severe power 
demand for the instrumental package: in this case the modelling can not leave out of consideration the 
presence of additional masses with the relative degree& of freedom, however, the increased size of thc 
model is necessary for a more accurate stability analysis. 

The Model 
The system under examination has been modeled with a lriinenial rigid boy R which carries a rotor W 

whose simmetry axis has a generic orientation. 
A principal inertia body frame with the origin located in the center of mass of R+ W has been adopted. 

The apendages are roughly modeled by lhe masses m attached at the tips of two massless bars counected 
to R by means of elastic hinges of stiffness k. 

The position of the masses m with respect to the boy frame is dcfined by thc angle:> t} ,, , tl,, -t}2., tl1, 

which are supposed lo be <<I. The rods in the rest position are aligned along the y axis. Thc uni I vector 
ã indicates the direction of the rotor rotations axis while w i.s the absolute angular velocity of the body 
frame (Fig. 1). 

Tbe mathematical model has been derived wilh a lagrangian approach. Thc posilion of the masscs is 
dcfined by the vectors: 
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Lf r indicatei> the position of a generic point o the ~ubsystem R + W wilh respect to O. rw the 
posiúon of a generic point of the rotor with respect to it~ own centcr of mass and w, = â"'r lhe relative 
angular velocity of W with re5pect 10 R, the k.inetic encrgy can be wrinen: 

R 

2T = f (wx;: ).(wx;: )dm+ f( wx;: +w, x rw ).(wx F +w, x rw )dm+ 
R W 

- - - - -=- 2 - • ? ' + m( V1.V1 + V2 .V2 )=rolw+w, I s + 2w.al sWr + m( Vj + v2- ) 

where J is the principal inenia tensor of the subsystem R+ IV. computed respect to O. and I , the axial 
inenia moment of the rotor. Taking into account the poten7ial energy stored in the e laslic hinges, the 
system lagrangian il.: 

2L --- ~ , 2 · • v' 2 k( ·•' ·•' ·• ' -•' =(1)./W+w; ~+ (tJ.al sWr+ m( j+V2 )- · uj,.+ui,,.+vi,+uix) 

By observing that the generalized coordinates set is composed by quasi coordinatcs and true 
coordinates, lhe motion equation are derived by applying the classical formalism: 

l 
d oL r J iJL 
dt iJ{w} + L(tJ iJ{w }=O 

d oL r~ 0 
dt ~+LW.i)~t 
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The next step is thc linearizmion of the above equalions in order to investigate the stability domains. 
With a generaJ configuration .!> uch as that sketched in Fig.l, lhe equilibrium position~ around which to 
Linearize can be found, according to Hughes (Hughes, 1986). by imposing the condilion dJ = const and 
by exploiting the fir~t integral of the angular momeotum. Nevertheless, we are herc intere~ted in the 
classicaJ flight configurations so that, with reference to the rotor spin axis, we suppo~e it aligned with the 
y axis togcther with a slightly perturbed spin '' of the platform around the saroe a.\i~o. With the~e 
bypotheses the absolute angular velociry can be written: 

wherc U is the identity matrix and {a}={a1a2 a3 } represents the (very small ) angular displacement of 

the body frame with respcct to the fixed frame, in the Euler sequence 1-2-3. By ~ubstituting the linearized 
expression of w we fin lhe canonical system: 

Mij+Gq+ Kq =O 

where 

[ r, 
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and the followiog positions have bccn made: I= Yo +l.h, =I sWr and f; = I; +2ml 2; y0 is the position of 
the hinge aJong the y axis. 
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Stability Analysis 
The stability of the linear system in the canonical form is en~ured by the positive definiteness of the 

stiffness matrix K. This, in tum, is !>tricrly relmed to the salisfaction of the Sylvester criterions which 
provides the stability condilions: 

t~> f- hr - 3--,, 

l z > ,- "" 1--
1' 

,{22 =-~ >[I+ 2m(! ]vz 
m/2 - hr 

12-13+ -
I ' 

!22=_k >[]+ . 2ml
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m/2 I ,- hr 

2 - j+-
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Thc original six condilions shrink to four because two of them are included in tbe corresponding 
stronger ones. However, the positive definiteness of K (static stability). is a sufficient btll not nccessary 
condition. The presencc at the term Gq can actually add l.table configurations which are statically 
unstable but gyroscopically stabilized. Nevcrtheless, these stable regions are usually cancelled by 
damping always present in the real systems. 

Thc first two conditions state that if h, and 1•, are suitably cho~n. With different signs, stability is no 
longer ensured simply by a spin around the maximum inertia axis but this inenia must be greater than a 
certain value depending on the wheel characateristics. Ln othcr words the tenn h,lv represents a fictitious 
inertia whose sign could stabilize or dcstabilizc the satellite spin. 

The last two condilions concem the additional masses m and state the requirement that the string 
stiffncss are dcsigned so that the elastic forces could coumeract the cenLrifugaJ forces. 

These condilions can be arrange in a diffcrem wuy in order to highlight tbe importance of the 
transversal inenia margin: 

/ 2 -13 +!!L> 2ml
2 

~~~ 
~-I 
v2 

l z - JJ +!!L> 2m/2 " ---nr-~-1 
1'2 

That is, for a prescribed ratio !2 2 !v2 >I, we havc stability if the transversal inertia, including the 
ficlitious one, is greater than a cenain value. 

From the first two stability conditions it is possiblc to writc: 
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where !11 and ô! are just the transversal i11enia margins, small margins require large value of the spring 
stiffness k and viceversa (Fig. 2). Of course, lhe most demanding condition. wilh thc lower 6, applies. 

Fig. 2 

For more realistic analysis let us introduce the damping matrix Dto simulate the energy dissipation of 
whatever nature occurring Ln lhe uppendages or u1 the mam body. 

The canonical systerns becomes: 

Mq+( G+D )q+ Kq =0 

where the matrix D has at least one elemcnt *O on the maio diagonal (pervasive damping). 
With the position u' ={qq} the system can be written as: 

ú=Au 

wbere 

The iegenanalysis of the matrix A and the tracing of the real part of the computed eigenvalues allows 
lhe defmition of the stability domains in thc k1 and k3 plane. The classicaJ ratios k1 and kJ are defined as 
follows: 

however, for the snke of simplicity, we restrict the analysis to a double axialsirrunetric system for whicb 
r, = 11 = 1 so that 

This is equivalem to examine those systems that, dueto their own inertia values. are located along the 
bisector of lhe first an third quadrant of the k1 and kJ plane. 

In principie, it wouJd be possible to analytically deftne the stability boundaries by analyising the 
coefficients o f the secular equation o f the matrix A. This task is however hard and tediou~. 

The results are ~hown in the following diagrams (Fig. 3); the numerical values of the maio parameters 
involved in the analy~ois are summarized in table I, for the others we havc v =I radls. k = 500 N m, I = 5 
m, )'o = I m, I = 1000 Kg nl. 
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As expected. lhe prescncc of thc damping cancels the stalically unstable (S.U) but gyroscopically 
stabilized (G.S.) regions which become unstable (U). whiJe lhe original statically satble (SS) regions 
become asymptoticaJiy :.table (A.S.). 

Tbe effect of h, which provides lhe gyroscopic sliffness to the system, is evident. Its increase cau~es 
an enlargement of lhe tability arca. The same effect is produced by lhe decrease of Lhe m that. reducing 
the value of Lhe gyroscopic force, allows. under the same conditions a less penalizing mass distribution. 

Large size !>olar array~ with significam mass. necessary to meet higb power demand, directly affect 
actually, the stability conditions conceming 0 1

• To satisfy these condltions, an lucre~e of Lhe mass 
causes a consequential increa!.e of 12. 
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The Coopt'rative Senrch Al!iorithm (CSA) is 011 algorithm developed ;, tlw framework of tm !KJDJUMTM ta.rk: lhe 
purpose was to prm•ide a procedure for directill,l/ ground antemtas in salellites searching; a software package for the 
Grountl Segmem ~· ·as imp/ememed together wit!J a software testbed for tlte performance e•·a/uation of t!Je .renrch 
algorithm. The .111bject ofthis paper is the descriptltm o.f t!Je CSA in terms o.f algorithm philosophy as wel/ as the 
de.•criptioll nf lhe remlts obwined by using lhe CSA and tire lestbed wfr>rare in tlte simulalions of rlte nominal 
acquisiti(lfr .1cenario. 
Keywords: Algorithm, Search, Antemra, At:quisition, TeHbed. 

lntroduction 

The ~oftware package Cooperative Se~trcb Algorithm (CSA) is the implementation of ao aJgoritbm to 
be used 10 direct ground antennas in satellites l;earching. It was developed in the framework of an 
IRJDIUM task to provide a procedure both for satellites acquisition after thcir Jauncher release and for 
sateiJites re-acquisition in rnission orbit after contact failure, by means of one or more ground antennas. 
Moreover a software testbed for the performance evaluation of the searcb aJgorithms was developed. 

The IRIDIUM ™ constellatlon 
The lRIDIUM'L'M constellation consiMs of 66 satellites in circular. nearly polar orbits (with an 

mclination of 86.1°) of 780 kilometers altitude. The satellites are placed in six planes (1 I !.atellile!. per 
plane) cqually spaced ovcr 180° o f longitude provi d i ng worldwide coverage. In.itially, the satelli tes (in 
groups of tive or more satellites) have been placed in a parking orbit of approltimately 460 kilometers, 
released by d.ifferent launchers (DELTA, Proton, Long March). From thcre they have performed orbit 
raising maneuvers to either their storage orbit of approlilinatcly 650 ki lometcrs or their mission orbit. 

Thc Ground Segment is in contact with tbe constellation of satellite~ through a network of four 
Telemetry, Tracking & Command (TI&C) facilities: two ground antennas are located in northem 
Canada, one in Haway, and one in Egil (lsland). 

The aJgorithm was applied to a typical configuralion (nominal scenario) during the simulationlt: two 
ground amenna!l for the acqubition o f tive satellites released by the launcher DELTA. As input 
parameter~ were assumed as known the initial (at the launcher separation) statc vectors, the initial 
covariance matrix, and lhe antcnna characteristics, tJ1at is Ficld Of View (FOV). maximum rate, 
maximum acceJeration. and elevation cut·off. lo addition to tbis scenario d.ifferem cases were also 
considered, with a singlc tracking antenna, with the TI&C network in full configuration (four ground 
station&), and with differcnt elevatioo cutoffs. 

The CSA task 
The tasJ.. execution was based on several activities: 
• Modeling of the satellite dynarnics after lauucher separation and in mission orbit: 
• Covariancc analysis and ground lracks determination for different launchers; 
• Dynam.ical modeling of antenna pointing mechanism to the extent needed to take into account 

s lewing rates. acceleratious, and pointing constrai.nt.'>; 
• i mplementation of two aJgorithms (multi antenna -one satellite and multi antenna - multi satellite) 

and evaluntion of their perforrmmce. 
The succes~fu l outcome of the wor.k. was strongly dependent on the possibility to reduce as much as 

possiblc, through accurate modeling the ponion of sky in whicb to search for the satellites: the acquisition 
of the ~atcllites after their launchcr separation is acwally <I problem more complicated than the loss o f the 
contacl with the satellile in mis~ion orbit. Apar1 from the information about the satcllite dynamics during 
the fust revoluúonlt after thc sepa.ration (positioo, velocity. '>equencc of maneuven. planned, altitude data. 
etc.). the critical data wcre represente-d by the satellites release dispersion data. 
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A software tool was developcd and used to simulate the satellite dynamics and lhe link acquisilion 
process, acting as a software testbed for the performance ev~uation of the search algorithm: although this 
work was perf01med speciftcally to simulate the fRIDlUM1

M satellites acquisition by using the CSA, tl1e 
software rools developed are generic enough tO be used for lhe simulation of a number of scenarios 
relevant to a generic sarellite mission analysis. 

CSA description 

CSA functional description 
The CSA program generates both a binary file containing the tracking data (azünutll and elevation 

angles) for each single antenna in order lo search the satellites released by law1cher. and a text file 
containing the same information along with some auxiliary quantilies (at least range and range rate). 

The algorithm was applied to a configuralion based on rwo antennas which followed tllc satcllite 
trajectory. The adopted search strategy used the two antennas to track a point on a reference orbit 
moving respectively faster ru1d slower thrul an actual satellite on that orbit, tllat is an antenna operaled in 
fast-scanning mode ru1d lhe other one in a slow-scanni11g mode. 

The initial covariance marrix was asswned to be the same for aJJ the satellites released. The initial 
sigmas (1• values) were 1600 meters, 600 meters, 1u1d 4400 meters in Height, Cross-track, Along-track 
(HCL) components. The velocity dispersíons were 2 m/s in ali the HCL components. These sigmas were 
inferred from lhe 99'h percentile leveis of Lhe injection parameters, witllout relying on any particular 
hypothesis about the details of lheir statistical distribution (i.e. they were not assumed to follow a 
Gaussiau distribution). From dispersion ru1alysis data it resulted that the main satellite trajectory 
dispersions developed along tbe in-track direction with a rate approximately constant in time, while lhe 
cross-track and radial dispersion oscillated between bounds which were approximately constant over a 
few hours time span; thus the main search direction has been selected to be the along-track one. 

Without relying on any particular hypothesis on lhe Lrajectory distribution apart from lhe obvious one 
that lhe most probable trajectories were tlle closest to the nominal one, me search started somewhere 
around the nominal trajectory at the pass stru1 time. Since along-track errors develop both ahead of ru1d 
following the nominal satellite posiüon, then the search was performed by scanning both the trajectory 
ares ·starting· at the nominal satellite position and moving away from tllere forward and backward, 
respecti vely. 

The angular spe-eds for lhe two antennas were determined by the need of keeping every point whicb 
moves witll the satellite velocity in lhe antenna beam width for at least 1 sec (the lime needed for auto
track acquisition). Once the botmdary of tlle along-track dispersions have been reached, tllen tbe next 
major source of the uncertainty was takcn into account namely the radial error. Thus the two antennas 
were pointed towards the nominal satellite position, but with a bias in tlle radial direction and the same 
slowiast scanrting mode as before was used to cover an along-track error region lying at a certain radial 
distance from the nominal trajectory. The radial bias was selected in such a way to overlap only slightly 
the already scanned region, to the extent needed to avoid gaps in lhe coverage of poinls (moving wiili 
satellites velocity) lyíng ínside the beam widtll for at least 1 sec. The entire process of adding a radial bias 
and performing a slow, fast pair of scans was then iterated until the end of the pass for positive and 
negative radial biases. 

The CSA output file can be logically split into pointing data segments corresponding to different 
radial biases. The aJltenna poinling angles in each pointing data segment of the CSA file allow to cover 
ru1 along track region of sky (a strip) in the searching area. The search strategy adoptcd in tbe nominal 
scenario allowed to use the CSA program to generate files contai.niJJg tllree complete pointing data 
segments withül the availabl.e pass time. The first oue was relevant to a strip covering the region of 
highest probability, that is the region around the nominal orbit. The antennas followed the satellite 
trajectory, scanning such an are to rake into account the along-rrack dispersion; lhen the CSA program 
generated otller two pointing data segmenL~ corresponding to scans at lower and higher radii tllan lhe 
nominal orbit. 

The CSA program estin1ated both the ru1gular rate and ilie angular biases, so that, 
1) the satellite was maintained in the antenna FOY at least for lhe auto track acquisition time, 
2) the sky region scrumed by the antennas contained lhe rnost parl of the along-Lnck and radial 

dispersions, 
3) the overlap bctween ilie strips was reduced as much as possible. 
Two parameters were used in lhe algorithm in order to satisfy the requirements 1. 2. that is tl1e scaJl 

duration and lhe FOV crossing time. 
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The <..~ovariance analysis showed that lhe uncertainty in the sutellite positioJJ determination was due 
mainly to the along-track error, so lhat the scan duration i~> related to the amount of the along-track 
dhper,ion. Tbe rOV cros~ing time is lhe lime which a l\atellite passing lhrougb the antenna beam ax.is 
'pends ill lhe antcnna FOV. This úme ha!> to be 1arger than the auto track acqujsition time in order to 
allow evcn an off-axis satellite to be kcpt witl1in the beam for atlcast the auto-track acquisition time. 

Thc sizc of lhe cross-track and radial region effectivcly scanned by an antenna thus depends on the 
cro~sing time over acquisition time ratio. 

CSA Performance Evaluation 
To asses' CSA performance, a set of software tool~ (tcstbed) has been developed whose purpose is 

both thc automatic computation of some dynamical paramcters relevant to lhe CSA itself, and the 
simulation of the acquisition process of one or sevcral satellites from one or several ground stations in 
order to compute the acquisition probability for tbat ~cenario. Allhough tbis work has been performed 
specifically to simulate the IRJDTUMTM satellites acquisition by using a CSA, lhe software tools 
developed are generic enough to be used for the simulation o f a numbcr of scenarios re!evant to a generic 
satellitc mission analysis. In fact. the simulation software implements scparately lhe trajectory simulation 
and stalistical analysis, and the acqui~ítion proccss simulalion. In order to nchieve a realistic 
implementation of thc actual mission scenario, a statislical simulation approach wa.\ selected. 

The l>imulation purpose is twofold. On one hand. given an externally provided CSA file containing 
ume tagged pomting data (e.g. azímuth, elev:uion). it should be possible to compute the performances of 
lhü. CSA file in term!> of probability of acquisition and acquisition time. On the other hand, the trajectory 
simulntion proces~ should bc used to provide some in~igh t into lhe <lcquisition process itself. that is to 
produce input to the CSA such as, for example, lhe satellite state vector di~persions and tbcir time 
evoluúon: this ts a support function to tlle operational CSA, while the CSA performance analysis allows a 
qutck asse~:.ment o f lhe capabilhies o f lhe CSA under test. 

The testbed 1.oftware read.!> eacb CSA file and checks for satellite acquisition on each one of the 
samplc trajectorie~ gcnerated during tbe Monte Carlo simulation. The number of trajcctories generated 
may bc se!ected depending on the desired accuracy in tl1e determination of the acquisition probability. 
Azimuth and cJe,ation data from the CSA file are interpolated separatcly. 

The acquisiuon check is based on two pararneters. that is the FOV and the acquisition time. The 
po•ntu1g error is the difference berween the com.manded poinring direction and thc pointing directíon at 
which the satellite can be found, cvaluated at each l\ampling time (0. 1 sec) tbroughout the entirc pass 
durauon of lhe particular sample trajectory considered. lf this pointing error stays below tlle FOV 
pararneters for a time intcrval longer lhan the acquisition parameter, then on tllat particular sarnple 
trajcctory acqutsition occurs. The computed statistical performance indexe~ are: the acquisi tion 
probability, the avcrage acquisition epoch and the averagc acquisition cpoch di:.persion. 

Simulation of the Nominal Scenario 

Testbed Approach 
The CSA testbed aims at modeling thc satellite acquisilion proccss in Lhe closest possible way to the 

real environment: to tbí~ purpose a Monte Carlo approach has been se!ected. Thls consists of the 
gcnemtion of a large numbcr of different satellite trajectories representing a sratistical population 
containing (pracucally) ali the possible trajectories compatible wilh a given set of initial dispersion data. 

The fact ha..' to be srressed that CSA does not rely on any particular hypothesis abq~;~t the shape o f the 
state vector uncertainty distributíon. In fact even if in lhe framework of the IRIDJU M 1M task a Gaussian 
distribution was u~sumed for soke of simplicity, being CSA an algorithm tailorcd to perform operational 
work. it relics on the best possible approx.imation to the real physical environment. The truth model 
adopted lhere was a staústical distribution whose initial parameter\ wcre assumed to be consistent wilh 
the available inítial 99% percentile leveb ut orbit injection. The initial trajectory distribulion was lhen 
generated according to a Gaussian distribution, for lack of better knowledge about its shape, even if a 
truncated Gaussian or a triangular were better approximations; unyway the nonl..U1ear transformation 
between initial and final states following from the equalious of motion produces a non Gaussian 
di,tribulion at !ater times. Use of a :vtontc Carlo method allowl. for easy implcmentation of any 
meaningful initial distribution. 

Probability leveis approaching thc 100% figure wcre considered, that is the ta.ils of the trajectory 
probnbi lity distribution. In order to uchicve confidence leveis closc to I 00%, also trajectories with 
probability of occurrence vcry low were considered; rhese trajectories are strongly dependcnt on lhe 
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details of the probability distribution. Meeting the 99% acquisition probability requirement meanl to 
consider trajectories lying between lhe 0.5 and lhe 99.5 percentile level bounds. 

Testbed Description 
The simulaúon approach is based on a pipeline of five main modules to be activated in sequence, and 

on several support modules. Each main module reads lhe same simulation setup ftle and, when 
appropriate, ao intermediate file produced by lhe module previously run. 

The five maio modules, named CSATESTl-5, implement a Monte Carlo simulaúon of lhe satellite 
acquisition process, given a CSA file containing time tagged pointing data for a number of antennas at a 
ground slte. For each complete simulation severa! petfonnance indexes related to the given CSA file can 
be computed. The Monte Carlo trajectory simulation and analysis (modules CSATEST 1-3) is kept 
separate from the CSA performance evaluation (modules CSA TEST4-5); thus il is sufficient to run the 
(ust three modules once and for ali to produce the statistlcal population and then a single run of 
CSA TEST4-5 for eacb proposed CSA will provide the required performance data. When severa! antennas 
are used at lhe same ground station. each one should correspond to a CSA file, and CSATEST4 should be 
run once for each antenna, while CSATEST5 computes tbe combined performance data for the 
simultaneous search from severa! antennas. In case of a single antenna used, then it is sufficient to run 
CSATEST4 only. 

Nominal Scenario Setup 
The scenario considered in the simulaüons was the nominal one witb two ground antennas and five 

satellites released by lhe DELTA launcbeJ; the initial state vectors used throughout the slmulations took 
into account separation effects, but satellite stabilization effects were neglected. These stabil.ization 
effects were accounted for in the initial covariance rnatrix adopted. The characterisúcs of tbe antennas 
used in the satellites searching where: 

• FOV (from antenna axis) =O. 125 deg 
• maximum X rate = 5.0 deg/sec 
• maximum Y rale= 5.0 deg/sec 
• maximum X acceleration = 5.0 deg2/sec 
• maximum Y acceleration = 5.0 deg2/sec 
• elevation cut-off = 10 deg 
The acquisition strategy adopted, providing lhe best results in terms of acquisi tion probabiLity, was 

obtained by running twice the CSA program: the first run generated the CSA file of the antenna operating 
in slow-scamling rnode, lhe second one generated the CSA file of lhe antenna operating in fast-scwming 
mode. 

Simulation Results 
A nurnber of simulations related to lhe nominal scenario was performed, dealing with different 

nurnbers of ground antennas at ea.ch site and with different elevation cutoffs (5 and 8 deg). Each 
simulation was perforrned by maximizing tbe acquisition probability during the search time. For each 
simulaúon three different search times were considered, namely, I 00, 180, and 260 seconds. Results are 
summarized in the following tables. 

Table 1 Acquisition probability (%) 
(Time search = 100 seconds) 

1 antenna 2 antennas 3 antennas 

10 deg 69.2 77.8 89.5 

8 deg 76.9 83.5 92.3 

5deg 85.9 91.7 95.8 

Table 2 Acquisition probability (%) 
(Time search = 180 seconds) 

1 antenna 2 antennas 4 anlennas 

10 deg 77.1 86.5 96.6 

8 deg 83.3 90.3 98.2 

5 deg 90.7 95.3 99.3 
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10 deg 

8deg 

5 deg 

Table 3 Acquisitlon probability (%) 
(Time search = 260 seconds) 

1 antenna 

78.8 

84.9 

94.1 

2 antennas 

94.4 

95.2 

97.3 

4 antennas 

95.8 

99.3 

99.7 
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In these simulations the tirst pass occurred during lhe 2nd orbit after release. The results related to a 
1.ingle antenna are very sensitive with respect to thc shape of the initial probability of distribution 
(Gaussian in that case): this led to a larger than expected acquisition probability. This depends on tbe fact 
that for a strictly Gaussian distribution, the bulk of that distribution is contained in a relatively small 
volume which is Lhe one covered by justa single antennu. 

ln addüion to the nominal scenario, which assumed a pass wbose maximum elevation was above 10 
degrees, the case was considered wben passes whose maxim.um elevation was above 5 degrees were 
suitable for satelli te acquisition. Then the lirst pass occurring during Lhe I"' orbit after release was 
investigated: lhe result obtained was that thcre was an acquisitiou probability of practically 100% wilhin 
100 secoods by using a single ground antenna, as reported in lhe following tables. In lhese simulations 
the maxin1um elevation was 8.2 deg. 

Table 4 Acquisitlon probability (%) 
(Time search = 100 seconds) 

lnitial elevatoon 1 antenna 2 antennas 

5 deg. 99.8 

Table 5 Acquisition probability (%) 
{Time search = 180 seconds) 

100 

lnltial elevation 1 antenna 2 antennas 

5deg 100 100 

Alternative search strategies 
The stratcgy adopted was the one able to produce lhe best results, lhat is the strategy maximizing the 

acquisition probability. The pos~ibility of considering altemative scarch strategy, feasible in principie, is 
constrained by some rather obviou~ requirements: 

• The searcb bas lo cover lhe most probable region ftrst in order to reducc the average acquisition 
time: 

• The searcb should cover as mucb as possible the error region: 
• The most efficient searcb occurs a1 low elevation anglcs since thcre lhe antcnna footpri m is 

larger: 
• It is bctter to avoid a priori assumption about lhe shape of the statistical distribution of the orbit 

state vector errors; 
• The commanded angular spced and rates do not have to exceed specilied lirnits. 

r 

The above mentioned requirernents rule out most of the random search modes trying to get exhaustive 
coverage o f thc error rcgion (e.g. ras ter or spiral scans). 

The con~traiot of h:rving to keep a satell ite in the anterma beam width for a certain time i.mplies that 
the main an1enna motion in a program-track mode has to be in the di rection of a satellite motion. that is 

l 
along-track: this significantly rcduces lhe possibi lity of adopting al1ernative S1!ategies. 

The rcquirement of having to scan the most probable regions first means lhat the scan motion sbould 
stan around a nominal position and should continue moving away from that position towards the error 
regioo boundarics: thh excludes a scan star1ing close 10 the boundarics and moving inward. 

The requirement o f 1rying to avoid particular assumptions on the distribution of the orbital state errors 
has a physical meaning. The assumption of a Gaussian distribution was misleading at least: for the CSA 
lhere was tJ1e need to rcach the boundaries of the error region, while for a Gaussian distribution the most 
probable region is relati vely small and f ar from lhe boundaries that is lhe 4 sigma leveis. 

The only dcgree of freedom lef1 is bow different ~can ares are allocated to the two ground antennas. 
A search strategy in which the anterma motion was side-by-side, tllat is in which the two ground antennas 
motion is coupled, was adopted and the resul ts are prescnted below: 
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Table 6 Acquísítíon probabílity (%) 
{Time search = 100 seconda) 

lnítial elevatlon 1 antenna 2 antennas 

10 deg. 

Table 7 Acquisition probability {%) 
{Time search = 180 seconds) 

91.0 

lnitial elevation 1 antenna 2 antennas 

10 deg. 

Table 8 Acquisitlon probability (%) 
{Time search = 260 seconds) 

91.2 

lnitial elevation 1 antenna 2 antennas 

10 deg. 91.5 

A comment about tb.is result is that these sirnulaúons were performed maximizing the acquisition 
probability for a single antenna, since lhe second one just followed the fust. Then, as in the single 
antenna scan results presented in the previous secúon, the acquisition probability figure is rnisleading 
since it is very sensiúve with respect to the assumption of Gaussian enor distribution. 

As a final remark, we wish to point out that lhe CSA has been actuaUy used during the actual 
fRIDIUMn1 launches, and it performed as foreseen. 
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A robottmn operating in such enviromnent.~ os spacecraji mui space vehic/es. auached to a space p/atform, starion or 
sate//ite. IW.f to slww ('tmsiderable /igtlmess. This propeny cat1 be achie1•etl by an tmderactttllled maniprtlator with 
links posses.ring some jlexibility. In this paper, a two·flexibll'-lillk tnaJJipularor with the second joim wJOCilWTed and 
therefore 11 nonlwlmromic system . is modeled mui a cml/ro/ method is proposed to attain a desired position from 011 

lnitia/ posilimL Asfar tLV this system is cateJIOrized imo tmdemcfltated mmtipulators. ll/1 exac:t solutionfor the optima/ 
trajectory poses considerable dif!iculties. /11 this case. To find lhe oplimal Trajectol)' and comrol input for the cosi 
funcTion to be minimiz_ed, we make use of lhe RiiZ meThod. Thrrmgh The app/icarion of Fourier Basis Algorithm, the 
near oprima/ corttrol parameters are acquired. ond the soluTion i.v appmximared by so/111ions of some finite· 
dimensimlfll !i}'Sll'11L\' mui then Tlwse soluTions conver[ie w lhe opTimal solwion. 
Keywords : Nmrhalotwmic S)'Stem, underacwated manipulaTOr, jlexible link. Fourier IJa.fiS Algoril/1111. 

lntroduction 
Nonholonomic mechanical systems ,i.e. systems with non integrable differential constraints on the 

gcneralized constraints, are a growing field of research, since such applications as space robot arms could 
show incrcased ligthness by reducing the number of actuators at joinl!,. Even if nonholonomy is a 
mechanical property of Lhe system. it has definite effects on thc control problem, in t.his case Lhe 
configuration space dimension exceeds that of Lhe control space. because of Lhe free joint not equipped 
with an acwator. The additional property of flcxibi lity, contributing to rcduce weight, cost and energy 
consumption whilc stiU maintaining an adequatc degrec of dextcrity, also adds extra difficuJties to the 
corltrol problem by increasing tbe generaliad coordinates and tuming Lhe equations of motion more 
complex. 

Two-flexible-link model 
The manlpulator consists of two links, with the second joint free. Hence, the control is performed 

only by lhe torque applied to the first joult .Thc system's general configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The 
modeling of the manipulator with flexible links is derived by using Lagrange·s equation. 

Refcrring to the figure, the position of any point on 

Fig. 1 The 2-link configuration 
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The first link is given by 

x1 = /1 cos(8 1 +8 11) (I) 

"' = h sin (
8 

1 + 8 
11) (2) 

The position of any point on the second link. is described by the following relalion : 

x2 = x1 +12 cos(81 +8 11 +612 +62 +8-:) (3) 

''2 = VI + /2 SÍn ((}I + (} 11 + (}I " +f) 2 + (} 21) (4) 

The paramerers of the two-link tlexible armare shown in Table l. 
Table 1 Parameters of the 2-línk system 

'· tength oi arm 1 O.S [m] 

lz length of arm 2 O.S[m] 

m, mass ot elbow 4.0 (kg) 

m2 mass oi payload 4.0 (kg) 

J, lnertla moment oi arm1 0.0008 (kg.m2
) 

J z lnertla moment oi arm 2 0.00023 (kg.m2
) 

J .. lnertia moment oi elbow O 0088 (kg m2
) 

J21 •nert.•a moment oi pay1oad 0.023 (kg m2
) 

Jm1 lnertia moment of motor 1 0 .068 (kg.m2
) 

Jm2 inertia moment oi motor 2 0 .013 (kg.m2
) 

E111 flexural rlgldlty oi arm 1 3.28 (N/m2
) 

E2i2 flexural rlgldlty oi arm 2 3.28 (N/m2
) 

c, viscous rotational damping coefflc•ent of arm 1 0 .01 [N s/m) 

Cz VISCOUS rotatiooal damping coefficient of arm 2 0.01 (N s/m) 

c .. internai damplng coefficlent oi arm 1 0.0375 [N.s/m) 

c2, Internai dam~ing coefficient oi arm 2 0.0375 [N.s/m) 

To analize the physical model of the system, some assumptions are pcrfonned as follow : 
a) The deformation of the arm for a simply supponed beam with moments ar both ends is assumed 

\tatic. 
b) The arm is masslcss. 
c) The shaft friction force Í(> ncgligibly smallto drive thc ann. 
d) 111e defonuation o f lhe arm is mucb smaller than Lhe length of the ann. 
e) The intlucnce of gravity is ignored. 
I) The conirol stick and Lhe driving stick are rigid bodies and Lhe diffcrcnce of lhe angles between 

them is very small. 
g) Thc motion is restraincd to Lhe horizontal phme. 
h) Thc potenrial energy of Lhe system can be cxpressed in lhe fonn 
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(5) 

and the kinetic energy of the system is as follows 

(6) 

where 

(7) 

(8) 

The dissipation of energy can be written in the form : 

(9) 

Applying the Lagrangian. L, and Lagrange's equation: 

T = L -U, ( 10) 

(11) 

where the set of identified generalized coorilinates is 

= (O e e e ) q; 1' 2• 11' 21 
' (l2) 

witb e., the rotation angle of thc fLrSt arm; 92, the rotation angle of the second arm; 9,,, the det1ection 
angle of the first link on the shoulder; and e2., the deflection angle of the second ]jnk on the elbow. Then, 
the equations of motion are obtained in the form : 

M(8 XJ +h(8.Ô )+(e)= 8-r , (13) 

where, e is the vector of generali~:ed coordinates, M is the matrix of coefficients, 1: the applicd torques, 
and the vectors C, h, and B are as indicated below. 

( 14) 
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M11 M, 2 M u M1 4 

M((}) =I M 21 
M 22 M 13 M 24 

M 31 Mn M;.;. M_q 

M41 M 42 M-13 M44 I ( 15) 

h (e, 0) =L h, r 114] . 
( 16) h2 hJ 

C(eJ=ro o 3~1 1 1 e11 of. 
J 

( 17) 

B =[1 o o o{_ ( 18) 

From here, the State Equation form ( 19) is obtained as follows 

e, o é} 
92 o Hz 
(JJJ o On 

~~ ~21 o eu ( 19) = I 11+ I. dt (JJ o 
Oz N1( M;J) Pj( M;j) 

en N2(M;j) P2( M;j) 

821 Nj( M ij) P3( M;j) 

where. "u" is the input, i.e. the Iorque applied to the first joint, expressed by the acceleration of the angle 
e, . 

Conditions of Nonholonomic Nature 

The holonomic or nonholonomic nature of the system has to be determined, and for this purpose, the 
condiúons of integrability of the dynamic equation (20) relative to the free joint is cxamined. Since no 
input term explicitly appears in equation (20), this may bc interpreted as a constraint involving 
generalized coordinates as well as their first and second-order time derivatives. 

M21B, + M22B2 + M23B11 + M24021 +I~= O (20) 

For this equation, the propcrty of partia! integrability has to be cxanúned. Tf partia! integrability 
holds, possible further imegrability to a constraint of the form f(q,t)=O must be investigated. 1f such a 
constraint e.xists, the equation (20) is said to possess the complete integrability property. or in other 
words, to be holonomic. (NakanlUra et al.). The ability to discem between holonomic and nonholonomic 
constraints is crucial, since the former can be used to reduce the system dimension by eliminating some 
coordinates. ln this case, the condition for panial intcgrability is not fulfilled. since 
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(21) 

Therefore, lhe sy~tem has proved to posses.s nonholonomic nature. i.e. to be a nonholonomic system. 

The Fourier Basis Algorithm 

In order to oblain a near optimaJ solulion for lhe problem of positioning lhe arm system from an 
initiaJ configuration to a final configuration, the Fourier basis algorithm is applied. This kind of algorithm 
has already been applied successfully for computing optimaJ solutions for a variety of systems. It is 
assumed lhat the system is controllable so that the problem is solvable. The nonlinear system can be 
described by a general expression of lhe form, 

x(t ) = f(x(t),u(t)). (22) 

with x(Ü)=Xo . and Lhe cosi function to be minimized corrcsponding this !.ystem should be written in the 
form : 

(23) 

with 

(24) 

and 

ÔX = X(l )- xm.dn, (25) 

where, x(lf) is the actual final position , xc~cs is the final desired position and M , Q are Lhe weighting 
matrices. Rewriting the cost function in lerms of thc control input u , we have 

T f i T J = ( x f - xd ) M ( x 1 - xd )+ ho 11 Rudt , (26) 

where the we ighting matrices M and R are adequate diagonal matrices. Since the system is 
controllable, there exists a solution u e L2([0,T]), bere L2 denotes the Hi lbert space of measurable vector 
-valued functions of Lhe forro : 

u(r )=(u1( t ), ... u111(t Jl. tE {O,T /. (27) 

Jf e, is an orthonormal basis. e.g., lhe Fourier basis, a function u . in basis terms, can bc expressed as 

(28) 

for some sequence a= (1X~o!X2, ..• ). The idea of the Fourier basis algorithm is to approximate lhe 
solution by solutions of some fl.Jlite-dimensional systems, introduced by restricting the control to the first 
n terms of tbe basis, (Fernandes ct ai. , 1992). By applying the Fourier basis method, we obtaln Lhe 
following expressions : 

n 
u(t ) = Ia;e; 

i=O (29) 
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u(l) = a 0 +a 1 +a2+·+a11 +··· 

a , 
u( 1 )=...J2.. + L,( a; COS nt + b; SÍ/1 llt ). 

2 i= l 
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(30) 

(3 1) 

h is demonslrated thal as n~oo, solutions of the flllÍte dimensional systems converge to the optimal 
solution. Final.ly, Lhe cost function can be. expressed in a general formas 

.!(u(t)) = .l(a0,a1 ,a2 ..... • • ,a11 
,. •• ) (32) 

This variational approach to obtain a direct way to solve the problem is the Ritz method. 
Now, Lhe algorithm to solve for optimal a , that is, a e h of minimum cost Linking initial and final 

configurations will be constructed. By making R= I, with a control time L=27t , and considering the 
FouJier basis in 

J,
0 

ej( t) e jC r )dr = (i,;; j) . r, J T {o 
I(!= j 

(33) 

Replacing the expression for u in equation (26), the rewritten expression is : 

(34) 

At this point, an efficient approach to minimizing J(a) is quadrat.ic programming. For this effect, the 
computation of the Hessian about a point a. is developed using its Taylor expansion : 

1[a,. +8] = J[a, ]+( :~ 1 .. ,8) 
+ .l\ cP .T [ o o) + o(lloll.l> 

2 aa2 
' a, (35) 

where 

()J I T - a =2(a11 +Y1M( x(t1 ) - xd )). aa " (36) 

and 

d2J T n 
- 2 la, =2( 1 + Yt MY1+ L,Zif( M( x(r1 )-xfl )); ) . aa i= l 

(37) 

Then, the Jacobian Y(t) and the Hessian Z;(t) can be expressed by eqs. (38) and (39) respectively 

Y _ Y( ) _ ôx(t) 
f - l - -

ôa 

zif = Z;(t) = êP xi (t) 
ria2 

(38) 

(39) 
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Since an expression for lhe differential equalion for Y is needed, it can bc obtained from the 
expressions (29), (38), and lhe general form of lhe state equalion: 

X= h{ X )11 + g( X)= h(..\ )E( I )a+ g( ,\). (40) 

ar . a ax a a"' a . a 
-= Y =--=--=-..t=-( h( X )u + g( X)) 
dl àl da da OI oa da 

= diz( X) li +h( X)~ + CJg( X)= ± ( ~i ) +h( X) d( Ea) + àg( X) 
aa oa ()a ,,._, aa aa da 

. (4 1) 
~ (êJh( x) àx ) I( E CJg(.\) àx ~ êJh(x) v ) I( )E dg(x) = L,. ---LI• +I X) +---=L,.(-- IU· + 1 X +--y 
i=/ dX CJa 

1 
dX da i::./ QX 

1 
ê)x 

=( ± (diz( X) LI;)+ og( X) )Y +h( x )E 
i=l dX CJx 

Finally. in order to obtnin an cxpression to update a. the modified Newton's method is used 

a.J I /a2./ I a =a- - --11+1 f/ )1( aa ex, aa2 a, . (42) 

Since lhe Hessians Z,r of the component functions are difficult to compute, by applying Newton these 
tell'115 can be ignored. Tben thc cxpression for the updated a becomes 

[a, + Yj M(x(t 1) -xd) ] 
a 11+1 =a"- J1 [ ' ] 

I + Yr MYr 
(43) 

where IJ. e (0.1) is a parameter. 
Summarizing lhe steps to follow to construct lhe basis algoritbm : 
a) Input : The initial value x0 , lhe ftnal desired value x.s. and tbe system's equation. 
b) Output : The control ioput linking ~~ and x.s ; in this case, lhe Fourier para meter a. 
c) Choose an orthonormal basis , in 1his case lhe Fourier basis, and retain the first o clements, to set 

lhe order of lhe series. 
d) Choose the parameter of lhe Newton's melhod J..l ,and solve the equations of thc system as well 

as the calculation of the Jacobian. Examine the obtained data. 
e) I f lhe last x(a,) satisfies the expected objective x.s. exit; otherwise repeat from step (d). 

Positioning the Flexible Arm 

The proposed method to alia in an optimal conl"rol of the motion of tbe 2-flexible-link nonholonornic 
manipulator is appüed for four cases. The initial and final configurations are listed in Tablc 2. The state 
variable vector is 

11 
111 
IV 

Table 2 lnitial and Final Position 

lnitial Position Xo 
(O,O,O,O,O,O,O,Q) 
(O,O,O,O,O,O,O.Q) 
(25,0,0,0,0,0,0.Q) 
(30,0,0,0,0,0,0.Q) 

Final Position x. 
(20,0,0,0,0,0.0.0) 
(20,20,0,0,0,0,0.o) 
(50,20.0,0.0,0,0.o) 
(75.0,0,0,0,0.0,0) 
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Then,the Fo.urier basis became : 

E = { I/ 2,Sin[ lt ],Co.v[ li ],Sin[ '21 ],Cos[ 21 j, .. ·,Sin.[ 30t /,Cos/301]}. (45) 

The weighting matrices used for each case are sbown in the Table 3. The time parameters are: 10=0, 
and tr = 21t. 

Table 3 Weighting matrices 

Wei~Matrlx 

M=diag[3000,3000.3000,3000,0,3000,3000.3000] 
M=dlag[3000,3000,3000.3000,0,3000,3000,3000] 

111 M=diag(2000,2000,2000,500,0,500,500,5001 
IV M=diag[2000,500,500.500,0,2000.2000200] 

Simulation Results 
The results of the si.muJation are shown in the time lústory plots for the angles e h e2 ,el h e21 and lhe 

corresponding velocities. Also the plots for the Time History of the input control Iorque are shown as 
well as a view of lhe animation for each case. Firstable, the plots for Lhe Time History of angles are 
shown in Figs. 2 lo 5. For ali cases, the dashed line represents the angle 91; the dashed-and-dotted fine 
represents the angle 82 ; lhe dotted line is deflection angJe 611 ; and tbe SOlid line ÍS Lhe deflection angJe 
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Next, the plots for the velocities of the angles are shown from Fig. 6 to 9. As for the angles' plots, the 
dashed tine represents the velocity of 811 the dashed-dotted the velocity of 82• the dotted üne the velocity 
o f e li and the solid line the velocity of 9 2·1 • 

The input control, the torque applied to the first joint, obtained through the algorithm is represented in 
Figs. lO to 13, for each case. The abscissa indicates the division of time and the ordinate indicates the 
torque. 
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Time 2rr/1001sl 

Fig. 13 Case IV, Time hlstory of torque 

From the figures,we can see a similar pattern for cases 11 and IJI ; the applied torque and the angular 
velocities havc very clo~e vaJue~. This could indicate t:ha1 wilhin certain range lhe behavior is almost the 
samc despi te the dífferenttarget::.. Except the first case. the curves for Iorque show only one peak value 

Flg.14 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) -t(20,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

about the point where cach link reaches its maximum angle. Finally, tbe animation of the controlled 
motion from the initial posiúon to the desired tnrget is sbown in tbe following views. Figs. 14 to 17. 

Fig.1 5 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) -t (20,20,0,0,0,0,0,o) 

Fig. 16 (25,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) -t (50,20,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
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Fig. 17 (30,0,0,0,0,0,0.o) -+ (75,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

The positioo of the second joint (solid tine) and the position o f the úp of the second link (doued line) 
obtained in eacb case, are also expressed in polar coordjantes (r,e) and sbown in Figs. 18 to 2 1. From 
these graphs we can see more clearly the trajectories followed by the points, and notice tbe siroilarity of 
pattems among some of the cases. The left s ide graph represents the radi us r and the right side graph 
represents the angle e. 
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Conclusions 
I The proposed Fourier basU. algorithm has bcen applied to solve thc problem of fwding the near 
1 optimal control input neccssary for the accurate positioning of a two-flexiblc-link manlpuJator with a free 

joím. The nonholonomíc nature of the sy~tem is onc of thc conditions to take into account in order to 

I attain a reliable response. The modeling of the manipuJator was derived using Lagrange principie, in 
addition to lhis. the fleKibiJiry of the links has been introduced considering lhe deformation of a beam. 
Besides the construction of lhe algorilhm ítself, where the parametcrs J.l. and the choice of thc order of the 
Fourier scries are important steps to reach the closcst possible solution to thc optimal solution, the choice 
of the weighting matrix M is aJso an important step in order to acquire significant and valid results. In 
this case. the results obtained through this method showed the vaJidity of the procedure, sínce they are 
attaincd taking imo account thc conditions of nonholonomy and flexibility, two characteristis that are 
ul>uaJly studied separatcly. Also by minimízing lhe cosi function involving lhe energy and the position 
error. the melhod achieves a near optimal solution for the problem of controlllng the motion and positioo 
of this kind of underactuated mechanism. The possibility of applying the algorithm for a multiple-link 
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manipulator, in other words, to generalize lhe method for more than two links is being considered due to 
lhe effectiveness of its achlevemeuts. 
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Abstract 
In this pape r. we pmpose the use of genetic a/goritluns (G.A) for the creation of comrollersfor the pointing phase of a 
reactimr wheel artificial sarei/ire. We make use of the simula ror previm4rly developecl whiclr testa PD contra/ler for lhe 
pointing phase o f a satellite similar to the French-Brazilian Sutellite. wlrose contrai system is based on tire stabi/ization 
Oj 3 (UeS. 

Keywords: Genetic A/J:orithm. Fu;.z.y Contrai. Sarei/i te. 

lntroduction 
Therc ex.ists nowadays a technological tendency of building small anificiaJ satellites, aiming at 

guaranteeing a fast and sirnple means of reaching space. The tendency is to have these satellites equipped 
with highly autonomous systems for attitude. rnaneuver and orbit controJ, and to have them developed 
fastly and at vcry low costs (Guerra. et ai., 1999). 

ln this work, we make use of a model similar to the French-Brazilian (Souza, et al., 1999) satellite 
one. currently under development at the Brazilian National lnstitute for Space Research (lNPE). This 
satellite has its control system based on lhe stabilization of three ax.es and makes use of a 
proponionaVderivative controller (PD), wbose gains have been determ.ined lhrough the polcs aJJocation 
rnethod. and whose sensor measures have been processed by a Kalman filtcr (Silva. 1997). 

It is irnportant to observe that in contras! to the high complex.ity of a controller ~ystem. it is 
imperaüve for it to have lhe lowest possible cost. For this reason, it is imponant to investigate different 
techoiques in lhe development and implementation of a comroller. Such innovations can bring versati lity 
in what regards the hardware components to be employed, and in relation to lhe interfaces arnong 
controllers, sensors and actuators. 

Fuay logic is a one of the most well-succeeded recent technologies in the development of 
sophisticated control systems (Driankov, 1993) (Lee, 1990). lts employmcnt. complex requircments can 
be in1plemented in simpler controllers. of easy maintenance and low cost. 

The augmentatioo o f satellite autonomy has beeo long pursued with lhe goal of not only irnprovemeot 
in performance, but especially in order to reduce fuel consurnption. To obtain this autonomy, onc 
approach is tlle use of fuzzy controllers, especially whcn lhe model is subjcct to uoccrtainty (Woodward, 
July 1996) (Couway. et al., 1994) (Guerra, et a1., 1997) (Guerra, et al.). 

A fuay controlJer is composed of a set of rules of lhe type lf <premise> then <eottclusion>. which 
define control actions in function of some (usually ill-defined) intervals on which the state variables may 
take their values. These intervals are rnodeled by fuzzy sets and called fuzzy terms. 

The main difficulty in the creation of fuzzy controllers is the definition of lhe fuzzy terms. One way 
of dealing with lhis problem is to use ·'neuro-fuzzy'' models (Jang, 1993) (Lin. 1995), in which these 
pararneter& are leamed through thc presentation of pairs (input, expected output) to a neural network wi th 
nodes that basically compute the intersection and union operations. Another way to leam these 
pararneters is to employ genetic algorithrns. 

In this paper we present two atü1ude controllers for the Frcnch-Bntzi]jan satellite, built with the use 
of genetic algorühms. The first onc is a PD controller whose gains were found using a genetíc algorit:hm. 
The second onc ís a fuzzy controlier of the Marndani type, whose pararneters have been leamed with 
another genetic algorilhm, using however lhe sarne fitness function of the first one. 

In the present work, we have used lhe satellí te simulated model, which has been previously developcd 
at INPE using the MATLAB toolkit (Silva. 1997). We havc also taken the PD attilude controller 
originally developed with the simulator as basis of comparison to a~sess the quality of lhe results 
obtained by the GA based controllers presented here. 
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This paper is divided as follows. In Section LI we present some fundaments about genelic algorithms 
and fuzzy controllers. In section m we present the model of lhe satellite used in our applications, and lhe 
original PD altitude controller developed for it in the-pointíng phase. In Section IV we present the PD and 
the fuzzy controllers developed úsing genetic algorithrns for lhe satellite modeL Finally, Sectiou V brings 
the couclusions. 

Basic Notions 

Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms are adaplive search strategies based on a highly abstract model of biological 

evolution (Husbands, 1992). They are primarily used in optimization problems for which one aims to flnd 
not necessarily an optimal solution, but atleast a reasonab1y good solution. 

In these a1gorithms, a population of individuais (potential solutions) suffers a series of unary 
transformations (mutation) and of higher order (crossover). These individuais compete among themselves 
for survival; the most apt individuais have better chances to be chosen to pass their characterist.ics to tbe 
next gcneration. After some generations, the algorithm (usually) converges and the best individual 
represents a solution close to the optimum. 

The search for Lhe solution involves an evaluation function (fitness), which yields a grade for the 
performance of each individual, according to aspects considered relevant to the problem at hand. Figure l 
brings an illusu·ation (Ya~concelos, et al., 1997) of an evolution cycle in a genetic algorithm. 

'li 

1-:STRl'TL'RA DL tt:\-1 ALCORJT:\10 t ; E:"fl'i.TlCO 

l:stntun. r E•V~<' 
<i~ d. G•••._ ... . 
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...... ~ ... , l l.i:.a.::J.J- .. ,1 . 1 / 

E~oU~fo 
:do : 
~8 

I I - - - . '1 ._ ...... ~ ............. --........ . 

Fig. 1 Structure of a simpte genetic atgorithm 

Genetic algorithms bave been used in many applications involving fuzzy control (Karr, 1991) (Karr, 
1994) (Pham, et al., 1991) (Kinzel, el al., 1994) (Kim, et al., 1994) (Mohamadian, et al., 1994) 
(Mohamadian, et al., 1994), inclusive in Braz.il (Aya, et al., 1997) (Silva, et al., 1997) (Vasconcelos, et 
al., 1997). In the present work, tbe fimess function of lhe G.A. for the po.inting phase is a global measure 
of thc performance of each solution in relation to the simulation of a complete orbit under a certain of 
perturbation. 

Fuzzy Controllers 
Fuzzy controllers are based on fuzzy sets tbeory, whlch bas been developed since 1965 after the 

seminal works of Lotfi Zadeh (Zadeh, 1965). FuL.zy comrol techuiques were first developed with the 
works of E.H. Mamdani (Mamdani, 1976) (Mamdani, et aL, 1975) (Mamdani, et a1.), and have beeu 
gaining i.ncreasing importance over lhe years, being today the main application of fuzzy sets theory. The 
term fuzzy logic is usually employed in the control field to name lhe modeling of fuzzy pieces of 
information and the i.nference mechanisms that act upon them. 

Contrary to what happens in conventional contrai in which lhe contro] algorithrn is described 
analytically by algebraic or differential equations, by mean.s of a mathematical model, in fuzzy cootrol 
logical rules are employed in the control algorithm, obtained through the synthetization of buman 
experience, intuition and heuris6cs, in process control (Zadeh, 1965). 
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A rule in a fuzzy controller is usually of the type /f .x1 =A1 and .x2 =Az ... cmd .X
11 

=A
11 

then y=B, where 
the .xi and y are respectively stnte and control linguistic variables, and the A/s and 8 are linguistic terms. 
A linguistic variable is a 4-tuple (x. 1Yx),il.M). where .xis the name of lhe variable, n is the domain of x, 
T(x) is a set of linguistic terms. i.e. a set of names of fuzzy sets. and M is a function that associates a 
fuzzy set in n to each term in T(.A.). Figure 2 brings illustrates the linguistic variable "ermr" with terms 
T(error)=(negati1•e_big. negatil'(t_.mwll. :.ero, posiri1•e_smal/, positive_big}. A rulc in a fu;zy controller 
could be for instance bc "/f error = Mna/1 rhen throttle = big". 

iJ. j 
Neg_>m'T ;""" Po>_.,ali Neg_big Po:s_big 

-:mftXerror o tnftXerror 

Flg. 2 Llngulstic terms of variable "throttle" 

T be basic structure of a fuuy contro ller is illustrated (Lee, 1990) in F ig. 3. The main componenls are 
the k.nowledge base that contains the rules and the descriptioo of the linguistic variables, and lhe 
inference engine. that a llows us to obtain a control action in function of tbe value of the state variables in 
a given moment of time. 

COr>TROLADOR FL'.ZZY 
.... O .. o" o • •• O 4 6 f •• o •• • •• <>" O . O" • • · ~ O • • • O • O f O " O ,o O • • • • • I •o .0. • • O .O. o •o • o.o. . . . .... . I" . . 
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o o. . • ............ ~ ..... ..... o • • 

.. .. .. ... ···· ···· ···· ·· ·· ·· •••o•••· ···· ·· ······ ·· ·· ······ ·· ·· · ········ 

hiiiÍNts I Procllll80 11----
•lt •n••IO I I ----"----

Ffg. 3 Structure of a fuzzy controller 

Fuzzy conlrollers are highly adaptablc and capablc of incorporaling knowledge that many other 
systems are incapable of doing (Guerra, 1998). They are also versafjle. especially when lhe physical 
model is very complex and of d ifficult malhematical reproduction. 

In general, they are more useful in non-linear systems, varying in time or nol, support very well 
perturbaúons and highly noisy p lants, and are robust even in systems where uncertainty is intrinsically 
present. 

Satellite Model and Original PD Controller 

Satellite Model 
The French-Brazilian sa1ellite model is a rigid body model where the nuU inertia product is neglected. 

The control system consi!.ted of a gyro and a star and sun sensors plus a PD controller in the pointing 
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phase. The rotational dynamics of lhe satellite can bc rcpresented by lhe following differential equalions 
system (Silva, 1997): 

Ç=liJ 

" 
rJJ =- K p */;- K 0 *liJ + Tp( t) (1 ) 

A A 

ç = liJ 

where Ç, liJ and Tp(l) represent the respective estimation of rotation ( Ç), angular spced (rn) and 
perturbation torque's. The estimation of lhe angular speed ( liJ) i~ delermined with: 

" " 
liJ=o-b~; 

and lhe gyro output (o) is given by: 

o(t )=liJ+bk +.nk; tE (r~;;tk+l) 

where vk represents the long period bias (derive) and "k thc short period bias (noise). 
From Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 we have: 

A A 

2 m =rJJ +bk -h~. +a,. 

where cr is the covariance of noise n . 
The long period bias and its estimation can be propagated in time with: 

b -À*Lll b 2 1 . ... 2 
krl =e * k +n( */I,""LJJ* ad 
A A 

b -l•Llt 
k+l =e *b~; 

where A. represents the correlation and o d the long period covariance. 
A ? 

Making D~; =h~; - bk + n( a;, ) • Eq. I beeomes: 

l;=liJ 
A 

liJ =- Kp */;- K0 *(liJ+Dk )+ Tp(t) 

A 

Ç=(liJ+Dk) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The coordinate systern for t11e satellite altitude control adopls an extemal referential, defined as: 
• ZE oriented to the north pole of the ecliptic; 

• X E pointing to the &w1 position and 

• YE pointing in such a way as to forro a destrogerous system. 
The simulations madc with a PD controller used the following parameters (Silva. 1997): 
I. Pointing precision: 

0.5° for axis x; 
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O. I 5° for axes y and z. 
2. Stability: 

0.05°/s for the 3 axes. 
The following orbital data has been used: 
• Altitude at apogee 1500 km; 
• Altitude at perigee 400 km; 
• Tnclination of 7°; 
• Argument at perigee of 90°: 
• Longitude of the descending node of -90° and 
• Mean anomaly of -90°. 

Original PD Controller 
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ln the present work, we have used the satellite simulated model , which has been previously developed 
at INPE using lhe MA TLAB toolk.it (Silva, 1997). We have also taken lhe PD altitude controller 
origioally developed with the simulator as basis of comparison to assess the quality of the results 
obtained by lhe GA based controllers presented here. 

In the following we present lhe he original attirude controller for the poiming phase. lt consists of a 
PD controller for each axis, using tJ1e following equation: 

f(t ) = Kp*e(t )+ Ko*M.t) (7) 

where e( t) is the signal crror and ne(t )=d 1 dt/ e( r)/, Kp and K 0 are lhe proportional and derivative 
gains. 

In order to determine the gains of this controllcr thc Pole allocation method has been employed, 
which through project restrictions sucb as peak time (Tp) and accommodation time (Ts), allows us to 
obtain the position state vector ( Ç) and the angular speed ( (IJ ). 

Thc gains have lhcn bcen calculated as a funclion of these specifications, which become implicit in 
lhe state vector. Equal gain~ (proJ)ortional and the dcrivative) bave been used for X and Y axis. in 

order to ~implify calculations. 
Thc PD controller responds proportionally to the angular position error ( Ç( t )) and its derivat:ive 

error, which is equivalent to the angular speed ( L\Ç( I)). The tuning has bccn performed through the 

selection of the gains which lead to a satisfactory answer, i.e. the control function ought to maintai.n the 
controlled variables as close as possible to tbe desired valucs. 

The satellite dynamical equations consider the perturbations due to 3 torque's: atmospheric drag, 
solar radiation pressurc and magnetic field. These torque's originate the errors at the satcllite pointing, 
and the function of the controller is to react to the perturbations sending a signal to the atuactors. which 
then generate an action to correct the pointing along the orbital trajectory. 

The gains found in the original modelare: 
• Proportional gains for the X and Y axes, K1 = 0.0263; 
• Derivalive gains for the X and Yaxcs, K1 =O.OR; 
• Proportional gain for lhe Z, K 1z =0.0272; 
• Derivative gain for the Z, K ,IIZ =O./ . 

G.A. Built Altitude Controllers for the Satellite Pointing Phase 
ln tJ1e following we present thc G.A. built altitude controllcrs for lhe satellite-pointing phase. We lirst 

present the simulation conditions used in both developments, to thcn present the PD and lhe fuzzy 
atlitude controllers developed using G.A's. 

Simulation Conditions 
In order to effectivcly assess the quality oí the controllers built with the G.A.'s. severe conditions 

have been adopted for the satellitc operation mode. In this sense, the magnitude order of thc pcrturbations 
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has been incremented in relation to those adopted to assess the quality of the original PD controller 
(Silva, 1997). The perturbations due to atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure have been 
muWplied by constants Pa =lU and Ps = JUU respectively, corresponding to lhe value necessary lo 
reach tbe same order of magnitude of the perturbations due to the magnetic field, which had so far a 
predonúnant role over the other values (see Fig. 4). 

The satellite state vectors at lhe initial moment represenrs a zero error condition, in whal regards both 
pointing and speed. In the present work. an enror close to the lim.its imposed by the project specifications 
has been adopted for the position of the 3 axes, with speed kept as in the orig.inal situation. The initial 
values for the 3 axes are: X =0.35' , Y = -O. I 'L and Z =0. 12• . 

The attitude error relative to the control aclions in the simulation of an orbit are shown in Fig. 5 and 
Fig. 6, calculated as lhe original control laws (Silva, 1997). To evaluate robustness of the G.A. built 
controllers, we compare their results wilh the ones obtained by lhe original PD controller. 

---·--------------

--~i.ó;;·< 

Fig. 4 Perturbation torque's multiplied by ~ 
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Fig. 5 Reference position errors for lhe simulations 
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A GAS has been used to built lhe controllers for thc satellite model in this work. Each chromosome in 
a given population is composed of a set of parameters specifying a controller. ln the case of the PD 
controller, the chromosomes wiJI contain the proportional and derivative gains, and in the case of the 
fuzzy controller, they will contain the fuzzy terrns employed by the rules. 

The titness function o f the GAS employed to learn the controller parameters determines a measure on 
lhe performance of the candidate controllers. eacb of whicb buih using the parameters specified in its 
rcspective chromosome. This fuoclion needs to take into account the relevant aspects in the controller 
answer, in order to guarantee performance and stability. 

Since the fitness function depends only on tbe results of lhe sirnulation of each candidate <.:Ontroller, 
the same filness funclion can be used to optim.ize different types of controllers. In particular, in this work, 
a single fttness function has been emptoyed lo obtain optimized PD and fuzzy controller. 

In order to simplify the evaluation, only variables (Ç,m) are used in the function. Moreover, ali 

candidate solutions violating a project specification are eliminated. 

• Posi tion erro r restrictions ( Ç ) : 

Elimina te chromosomes for which Ç x > 0.5• , or Ç r >O. I S, or Ç z >O. I S ; 

• Angular speed error restrictlons (00) : 

Eliminatc chromosomes for which mx >0.05" I s or my >0.05" I s, or Wz >0.05" /s. 
The performance of lhe GAS was studied using different fitness functions. The best results were 

obtained using an approximation of lhe angular positlon error. This is done by function trapz.m, available 
in Matlab, which calculates a numerical integral by the trapezoidal sum method. An abbreviated version 
of the fitness function is given by: 

fitness= I .:.:'-::.<.1..;__ ___ _;__ I t(t
1 

f(O)dO )*v;[ 
0.15* 11 

(8) 

where f( O) represents tbe position error for each of the three, V; corresponds to weights for each axis, 
is the number of variables (a'<es) and f 1 is the time taken by the simulated orbits. 

In ali the tests, the same parameters for the GAS have been maintained: population composed of 30 
individuais, p, = 0.9, p,. = 0.033, sensibility of 3 decimal cases to dctect fitness variation andas last stop 
cri teria a maximum oumber of 35 generations. Each chromosome is represented by a bit vector, with eacb 
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gene (parameter) occupying 20 bits. The total size of a chromosome depends on the number of codificd 
parameters. 

Each chromosome has been evaluatcd in relation to the ~imulation of 1/4 of an orbit, which 
correspond to 1600 seconds. 

G.A. Built Controllers 
We have used the simulation conditions and the GAS structure dcscribed above to generate the gains 

of a PD controller, witb a control law for each axis. Therefore, 8 gains were codified in each 
chromosome. The GAS converged after 23 generations; the results of this controller are shown in Fig. 7. 

With the same GAS parameters specifica tion and fitness function given above, we hnve developed 
fuzzy controllers of the Mamdani type. using the fuzzy control toolbox available in Matlab. 
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Fig. 7 Errors obtained w ith the use of a PD controller optimized by a GAS 

In this case, the number of fuzzy rules is fued, as well was the identity of the terms appearing on 
each rule. The rules wcre buih through the observation of thc PD controller. The chrornosomes then 
encodc the centers of the fuzzy tenns appearing in the premises and conclusion of the ru les. 

Ali the fuzzy sets are triangular, except tbose on the extremities, wl1ich are trapezoidal in shape. Ali 
fuzzy sets are syllllnetrical in re lation to O, and therefore, only the positive centers have to be leamed. To 
confer more smoothness to the control surface, neighboring lhe fuzzy sets are superposed. These 
reslrictions do not timit the model, and have been frequcntly used in fuzzy controllers (Driankov, 1993) 
(Heider, et al .. 1995) (Larsen, 1998) (Sanchez, et al., 1997). 

To further re.duce the number of parameters to be learncd we have used a single control for all the 
axes. The surface of be~t Mamdani fuzzy controller obtained. with 3 fuzzy terms for each input variable 
and 5 fuzzy terms the ourput variable (torque), is depicted in Fig. 8. The results of this controller are 
shown in Fig. 9. 

01 
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Fig. 8 Mapping of'the output torque of the fuzzy controller 
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Fig. 9 Errors obtained with the use of a fuzzy controller optimized by a GAS 
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We have presented a PD und a fuzzy conlroller for altitude control of a satellite model, whose 
parametcrs have been obtained through the use of a si mple geneúc algorithm. Table 1 below brings a 
comparison of the performance of these controllcrs in terms of the surn of the errors yielded by each 
controllcr during the simulation of a singlc orbit. The table also brings the performance of the original PD 
controller developed for the satellite model using the poles allocation rncthod. It is ~y to see that the 
pointing error is decreasing in PD, PD-GA and CN-GA controller sequence. However, th.is not happens 
in the velocity errors as for the CN-GA controller, although, it keeps the velocity errors under 
specífications dcsign. 

Table 1 Resulta of the Integral of the errors and total sum of the integral in relation to the 3 axes 

Absoluta value of the Integral (Trapezoldal method) 
Ang111ar Errorl! 

Positions 
Controller AxlsX Axis Y AxisZ Total 
PD 78.1237 84.5526 31 1589 193.8354 
PD·GA 43.1680 12.6005 7.1152 62.8839 
CN-GA 5.3271 4.1397 2.0544 11.5214 

Speed 
Controller AxisX Axis Y AxlsZ Total 
PD 0.93837 032763 0.29725 1.56326 
PD-GA 0 .61499 0.44636 0.38184 1.44321 
CN-GA 1.42073 1.31787 o 56772 3 .30633 

The controllers obtaincd are robust, and the results produced validate the use of genetic algorithms as 
an optirnization tool to treat similar problems as those addressed i.n this work. 
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This work imends 10 show some aspects abma the mechanical/ayma and modeling af a RAPTA ( Bearing cmd Power 
Transfer Assembly) mechanism in deve/opmem involving a go1·emment institution (INPE) and pri1•ate companies. The 
desi~n here described is being l!I'Oived for app/ication in sma/1 satellítes (-0.5 kW with a rigid solar pane/ of -1.0 
kgm· ). Tire selected concept uses a convemiona/ U:f' stepper 1110tm· anda 100:1 ltarmmric drive reductirm gearing to 
aclrieve a tlumretical owput step size of O.Ollf. Sim11lmions in c·omputer are showing that significam imeraction witlt 
tJre solar G"U)' and spacecraft CO/I be avoided (spacecraft pitc/1 disl!lrbing l'e/ocii,Y ÍS /ower thall /(f·' deg/sec) wit/t 
power con.l'llmption as low as 3 to 5 IV. Tire adequare detemrinarion of rhe power consumptio11 is posslble due to a 
adequate represemarirm of mag11etic rum-linearity in the motor. incl11ding it ,~ ejj'ecr on electromagneric Iorque 
production. TJre reliable predicrion of the importem/ dynamic characteristics of the motor anti general sys/em 
necessitares a precise represenuuion of lhe flux-lillkage data. A gaod example i.r lhe si11gle-step damping. which ca11 be 
predicred sari.\facrorily only if rhe curre/11 tli.rturbanrt' and as.I'Ociated power loss ;,, each stator circuit are ca/culated 
correcrly. Tlris requires rhar tile rate of clrmrge ojflu.l · linkage be rleji11ed accurately for any combination of tire sysrem 
variables. 
Keywords: 8APTA. Sma/1 Satellites. Modeling. 

I ntrod uction 

Some kinds of artificial satellites must be appointed toward lhe Eacth while the solar panels must be 
appointed toward the Sun in order of maxi mize the solar energy that reaches the solar panels. These kinds 
of satellites shaJJ incorporate a BAPTA (Bearing and Power Transfer Assembly) mechanism. 

The BAPTA is a Power Subsystem mechanism thnt performs the tasks of maintain the one degree-of
freedom of the output axis (panel axis) wbile transmits lhe eleclrical and power signals from lhe pane! to 
the satellite body. The BAPTA consists basically of three rnain units: a) the Bearing Unit, b) the Drive 
Unit and c) the Slip Rings Unit. 

Tbe design here described is being evolved for application in ~mall salellites with a ri$ id solar pane] 
of about 0.5 kW and 1.0 kgm2 of inertia. The platfonn incrtia shall be not lcss than 20 kgm-. 

fn this work we concentrate the cfforts in the modeling of the Drive Unit. Two solutions were 
considered for the Drive Unit: a) closed-loop synchronous system and b) open-loop incrementai motion 
control system. Since lhe orbital period is too large (on the order of llf min) the nominal speed and its 
variation are very low and very difficult to measuring. 1l1erefore, the second solution is to be the bettcr 
choice and the selccted concept uses a conventional 1.8° stepper motor and a I 00:1 hannonic drivc 
reduction gearing to achieve a theoreticaJ output step size o f 0.018° (Fig. 1 ). 

In normal mode the mechanism operates in open-Ioop with a frequency of about 3.11 steps per 
second. When the solar panel's normal deviates from Satellite-Sun vector of an angle greater than two 
degrees a signal is send to thc control electronics ro modify the system's clock in order to maintain lhe 
solar panel's pointing requirements. 

The main specifications for the BAPTA mechanism, operating in a satellite with a orbital period of 
I 07 minutes, are givcn in Table I. 

Table 1 Maln Specifications fo r lhe BAPTA Mechanlsm 

Orbital mean rate (orbttal period of 107 min) 0 .056 ois 
Pitch disturblng velocity 

Solar panel's lnertia 
Platform lnertiã · -· 

Total mass 
Power consumption 

Overall dimenslons 
Electronic box 

Mechanical part 

< 10-3 o/s 
1 kg m2 

20 kg m2 
<2 kg 
5W 

120x120x120 mm 
120x120x120 mm 
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Equations of Motion 

The system under investigation consists of a rigid asymmetric platfonn (with incrtia 11 and attitude 
91 ) linked to an axisymmelric body (with inertia 11 and attitude 92 ), slands for the motor's rotor and 
reduction gearing, that is connected by a lossy torsional spring to a third axisymmetric body (with inertia 
1. and attitude 9 3 ) , represcnting the rigid solar panel and the yoke as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Disregarding the translational motion of lhe spacecraft the degrees-of-freedom of the system are 
91,92 tmd 93 , whcre the attitude (} 1 is to be comrollcd with respect 10 an absolute refercncc and the 
masses are free to oscillate about the common axis of synunetry. The equations of motion may be 
arranged into eight lst-order differential equations: 

d (}J = 0>1. 
dt 

dO>J = --/ [T(iAc•021 )+T(iBD·(}21) 
dt 11 

(J)21 l T --. - kv0>2J - f lw
21

1 

d(}2 = 0>2' 
dt 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

dw2 10
4 

( . . W?J l I ( ) --=- T(lt.C•(}2J)+T(!80 ,021 ) -k,.w21 -T1 -
1 

-

1 
+- k032 +cw32 . 

dt J 2 (J)2 1 12 
(4) 

--Nomenclature 
c: = equívalent damplng Subscripts: PMA = refers to lhe change in 

coefficient, a = refers to the change in flux-llnkage of phase A 
k = spring constant, flux·linkage of phase A as due to lhe permanent 
I( v = coefficient of viscous a function of 1 AC and 8 , magnet as a funcbon of 

friction, A = refers to the motor's the angular position, 

TI friction Iorque, phase A, 1 = refers to lhe satelhte = 
B = refers to the motor's body' T = electromagnetic torque. 

phase B, 2 refers to the motor's rotor motor current. = 
J moment of lnertla, c = refers to the motor's and reductlon gearfng = phase c, input and output axls, 

. Nr = number of rotor teeth . o = refers to the motor's 3 = refers to the solar panel 
R = total serias reslstance of phase D, and yoke, 

a stator circuít, AC = refers to lhe current 21 = refers to the position and 
v = voltage applled, difference between the velocity displace-ments 
W' = co-energy, molor's phases A and C, between the rotor and lhe 

80 = refers lo lhe current platform, 
Greeks: difference between the 32 = refers to lhe poSition and 
8 = instantaneous angular motor's phases B and D, vetocity displace-ments 

position, between the solar panel 
À = flux-linkage. plus yoke and lhe 
(1) = lnstantaneous angular reduC1ion gearing output 

velocity, axis. 
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(5) 

(6) 

d(\C =-'-[VA -Vc 
dt dÀ.A 2 

diA c 

(7) 

di110 =- ' - [VI) - V0 

dt dÀn 2 

di no 

(8) 

where (I) and (2) are the equations for ~atellite body; (3) and {4) are repre cnting the rotor ax.is and 
reducúon gearing; {5) and (6) refcrs to the solar pane! plus yoke and (7) and (8) are lhe electromagneúc 
equaúons for motor currents as described as follow. 

liarmonic Orivc Slip Ring llnil 

Stcp Motor 

flc~ring Un1t I 

Driw,~ Shaft 

Fig. 1 BAPTA mechanism for small satellites 
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Motor's Model 
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Fig. 2 A simplified model for a small satellite with a rigid solar pane! 

General Considerations 
The motor under consideration here is a low-speed., two phase synchronous inductor motor a~ 

described by Snowdon and Madsen (Snowdon, et al., 1962) (Ricci, 1986). The stator has eight salient 
poles which are wound with a 2-pbase, 4-pole winding. Eacb salient pole possesses five leeth having 3 

pite h of one forty-eighth of a revolution. The rotor is constructed of two stacks, each having 50 equally 
spaced teetb, separated by a ax.ially-magnetized permanent magnet aud the teeth on the rotor stacks offset 
by half a rotor tooth pitch. 

To reduce tbe complex.ity of t11e drive circuits the rnotors are often provided with bifilar windings. 
The motor may be regarded then as having four independent phases and, instead of reversing the current 
in a winding, current of the original polarity is supplied to 3 bifilar coil connected in the opposite sense. 
This is tp.e àrrangement employed in the motor which is the subject of the presem work. 

With bifilar windings the motor can be thought as a four pbase machine and these will be referred to 
as A, B, C and D respectively. Phases A and C are the two components of one bifilar winding and phases 
B and D are the two components of the other bifilar winding. With this arrangement, LOO% coupling 
exlsts between two phases comprising a biftlar pair and currenls of the same polarity tlowing in the 
phases A and C. for instance, produce opposing mag11etization of the core. Because the quadrature 
between the two biftlar windings tbe mutual coupling between them can be considered negl igible. 

The basic electrical circuit equation, taki11g phase A as thc example, is 

VA =Ri + dÀ.A A --dt . (9) 

Considering the coupling between pbases A and C (and between the phases B and O) the four 
differential equatious for the electrical circuits are not independent. There are, in fact, just two 
independent differential equations. one for eacb bifilar pair of windings. For the bif.tlar-pair A-C the 
equalion is 

VA - Vc=RiAc+2dÂA 
dt . (lO) 

Tbe flux-linkage ÀA may be expressed as ÀA(i Ac.fl ). A similar ?.n(iBD•e) exlsts. of course, 
appropriate LO the bifilar-pair B-0. Substituting for A.A and A.8 , and combi.ni.ng the mechanical 
equations with those of the electrical circuits, yields the eight lst-order differential Eqs. (1-8). 
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The expression for the flux-linkage of each pair of bifLiar coils. in terms of net coil current i and the 
angular po~ilion of the rotor O. may be dctermined according to Pickup and Russel (Pickup. et ai., 1980). 
by fitting mathcmaúcaJ functions to experimental tlux-linkage data obtained from statlc tests. As 
indicated previously. in order 10 use the model for prediction of the dynamic response, it is necessary to 
be able to specify à.V ài, àÀI àO e T( i,O), given instantaneous vaJues of the variables i and O . 

Tak.ing phase A. for example. the flux-linkage can be expressed as 

(11) 

Here, À.PMA (O) is a flux-linkage of phase A due to the permanent magnet flux whcn the net current 
in bifilar pairA-C is zero. A11 VAC·(;I) represents the change in llux linkage of phase A which occurs 
owing to the llow o f a net current 1 AC in the coils o f that phase. 

ProvidedthatÃ,,IIA(9)and Àa(iAc•O) arecontinuousfunclions, dÀ.A/àO and dÀ.AidiAc canbe 
obtained dircctly by differentiation of Eq. (11 ). The electromagnetic torque '/ ( 1 AC·I:J) can be calculated 
from the magnctic co-energy W' VAC·(;I). The co-energy is given by 

(12) 

where i~c is a dummy variable. 
Substituting Eq. ( li ) into Eq. ( 12) yields 

(13) 

The torque produccd is then given by 

(14) 

Substituting Bq. ( 13) for the co-encrgy, imo Eq. ( 14), and performing the diffcrentiation, gives 

T( . O)-. dÀPMA(O) 
1AC'• - 1AC 

dO 

( 15) 

Thus, the torque consists of two components. The first term of Eq. (15). can be thought of loosely as 
the torque produced by the interaction of the permanent magnet flux and the coil current tA c. Similarly, 
the second term, may be considered to result from the interaction of the current-dependent flux-linkage 
and the coil current. 

The derivatives of the flux -linkage o f phase B, di.B I d() and dA.a I di 80 , and the torque T(i 8n.8) 
from bifilar pair B-D. can be calculated, of course, in precisely the same marmer. 
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Mathematical Representation of Flux-linkage 

Permanent Magnet Flux-llnkage 
he nux-linkage of phase A from lhe permanent magnet is symmetrical about the stable zero-torque 

position (N, 8 = 0°) and the unstable zero-torque position (N, (J = 180°), and is equal and opposit about 
(N, (J = 90°), with N, being Lhe number of rotor teeth. Thus. lhe following function (with n an odd 
integer) is suitable for Ã.,,,_. 8: 

ÂrMJe)= Â, co~N,8)+!.... cos3(N,8)+· · · 

···+Â" cosn(N,e ). (16) 

To obtain the experimental flux-linkage readings, taken wilh zero Mator excitation. a stable zero 
torque position for phase A was located and this was employed subsequently as the reference position. 
With Lhe machine unexcited and the rotor clamped, the stator was rotated through a given angle and the 
associated change of flux-linkage recorded on a fluxmcter connected across the windings o f phase A (or 
C). Having recorded the value of flux -linkage, the stator was returned ro its reference position and the 
fluxmetcr resct to zero. The test wru, repeated then for a different value of angular displacemcnt. 1\ 
similar flux-linkage characteristic can be obtained for phase B. with thc reference position displaced 
by.l.B(N, (J = 90°) 

To fit Eq. ( 16) directly to lhe permanent magnet data. a coefficient ~ must be included in the 
expression to allow for the fact that the reference (zero) levei of flux-linkage has been taken at value of 
(N, (J = 0 °) where lhe absolute flux-linkage of phase A is ata maximum value (obviouly this procedure is 
not necessary if (N, (J = 90°), the position where, by stm.metry, the absolute value of permanent-magnet 
flux-Linkage of phases A and C is zero, is taken as the reference from wich thc change of flux-linkage b 
measured). 

Thc coefficients of Eq. (16) were determined from the experimental points using the lcast-square
error mcthod o f curve fitting. lt was found that the coniend of hannonics above the lhird is negligible and. 
lherefore, the following function can be taken to represent adequately the flux-linkage data 

À.PMA(O)= À.l co.~Nyf;l)+À.J c:os3(N/J). ( 17) 

This function gives an average discrepancy per experimental point of 0. 14x10- 1 Vs. which is 
comparable with the experimental accuracy of measurement. The apropriate coefficients of equation are 
À1 = 7.45x /o·J Vs and ÀJ = 7.45xl0 5 Vs. Tbe Fig. 3 shows the experimental measurements and theoretical 
representation from curve lit for the pennanent magnet flux-linkage. 

-0.005 

[ VsJ 

-0.01 

-0.0151:-----------------~-~::11 
o 2 !Dcgl 3 

Fig. 3 Permenent magnet flux-linkage. Experimental and theoratical values 
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Current-dependent Flux-linkage 
The current-dependent linkage of phase A was measured by using the bifilar-wound coils of phase C 

as a closely-coupled search coil connected to a !luxrneter. Because of the equal number o f turns on pbases 
A and C this arrangemem gives a direct reading of the !lux-linkage changes which occur in phase A. 

Initially the rotor and stator were set up in the reference position (N, 9 = 0°) as defined in previous 
sub-section. A positive current of 0.5 A was switched on in phase A and the associated change in the 
!lux-linkage was recorded on the !luxrneter connected to the bifilar winding. This reading gives the 
current-dependent flux- linkage at N, 9 = 0° for 0.5 A of positive excitation. The current-dependent flux
linkage at other positions of rotor relalive to stator was obtained in a similar manner. The complet test 
wa~ then repeated for severa! different value~ of positive phase current. 

The flux-linkage can be modelled by fitting a mathematical function to the experimental current
dependent data. The flux-linkage corresponding to negative values of current can be calculated directly 
from this function, as will be indicated !ater. 

A general expression for the !lux-linkage, bearing in mind that À,. (iAr .. 9): must be an odd function of 
iA(· and be symmetrical in N, 8 about (N, 9 = 0°) and (N, (} = 180°), is 

(18) 

where j is an odd integer. 
The optimum vaJues of the [(i+l)/2l(k+l) coefficients for a given combination of j and k can be 

determined using an adapted version of least-square-error method. lt was found that, on the bases of 
economy of computing and nccuracy of representation, it is necessary ro have j=5 and k=2. Further 
increasing the degree of the i,r polynomials improves the accuracy marginally. Harmonics in N, 8 above 
the 1.econd are negligibly small. The Table 2 shows the coefficients obtained by the least-square method 
and the Fig. 4 shows the current-dependent flux-linkage fitting as a function of angular position. 

Fig. 4 Current-dependent flux-linkage fitting 

The chosen function gives an average discrepancy per experimental point similar to that obtained for 
the permanent-magnet !lux-linkage. The flux-ünkage for negative values of iAc in phase A (whicb is 
equivalem to positive current in phase C) are obtained by substitut.i.ng the appropriate iAr into Eq. ( 18) and 
replacing N, 8 by N, O- n. 

Aditional tests were performed to determine whether or not coupüng between the bifilar pairs A-C 
and B-D was significam. Various leveis of direct current excitation were applied to phase 8 and the 
measurements of current-dependent flux-linkage in phase A wcre repeated. lt was found that at highest 
levei of excitation used (7 A) the readings obtained were virtually unaffected by the presence of the 
current in phase B. lt can be assumed, therefore, that the common retum flux paths in the back of stator 
core were not significantly magnetically non-linear at this levei of stator excitation. 
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Table 2 Current-dependent flux-linkage flttlng coefflcients 

o 

2 

8 1r x/0-J 

6.234470 

-0.917669 

.0.170484 

n3, xl0-5 

·2.49055 

·1 94243 

0.925831 

85r x/0-7 

0858076 

329916 

·1.10692 

Static Torque/Angle Characteristics 
Ln order to solve thc s.imultnneous dynamics Eqs. ( 1-8), the e lectromagnetic torque of the machine is 

required in terms of instantancous values of the coil currents and angular position of the rotor. This can 
be calculated from the fl ux-linkage. W.ith the functions À.,,.n (8): and À,, (iAr. 8): der.ived previously, the 
torque expressjon for a single ph~e becomes 

T(i AC, e)= -N r {i Ac(J..lsin(N ,8 )+ 3À.Jsin3(N ,e)) 

z { ·2 ·4 ·6 } 1AC 1AC 1AC · +L B 1,-+B1,-+B5r- inr(N,e)}. 
~I 2 4 6 

(19) 

Thus, the two t01·que components calculated frorn Eq. ( J 5) can be evaluated to yield the s tatic 
torque/angle characteristics at various leveis of stator excitation. The Figures 5(a) and 5(b) displays lhe 
two torque components using the flux-liukage coefficients. The sum of lhe components is plotted in Fig. 
S(c). 

7 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5 Static Torque/Anguter Position Characterislics. Oue to (a) i Acd).PMA(8 )! d8 ; (b) 

d [iAC ( • ) ' ae .b ~ VAc,8 liA c; (c) the sum of lhe two components 
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Numerical Results 

Some preliminary results are shown in lhis section. Since it is thc qualitative behavior of solutions 
that is of interest, lhe results are presemed here in graphical forro. The computations were performed 
using a software for simulating dynamic systems named SIMUUNK~"M that is an extension to 
MATLAB™. StMULINK works with windows called block diagram. ln these windows the model is 
created and edited by mouse commands. After deflllition of lhe model it can be analysed by simulation 
algorithms and the progress of the simulation can be viewed while the simulation is running. The results 
can be made a vai lable in the MA TLAB workspace wben the simulation is complete. 

The following ~ystem' ~ parameters are assumed for lhe model ( 1-8) as shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 System's parameters 

J2 20.0 Kgm2 
J2 0.01 Kgm2 
J3 0.8 Kgm2 
k 125.0 Nmlrd 
c 0.1 Nmslrd 
T1 0.05 Nm 
kv 0.0005 Nms/rd 
V 30V 
R 200!1 

The results of simulation are shown in Figs. 6-13 and are appropriate to 2-phase excitation using the 
switchiJ1g sequcnce indicated in Table 4. 

Table 4 Sequence of excitatlon for hybrid motor 

5182 Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase o 
1 On On Off Off 
2 On Off Off On 
3 Off Otf On On 
4 Off On On Off 

Figures 6 and 7 show lhe platform angular velocity. It can see that the spacecraft pitch disturbing 
velocity is on order of lO~ deg/sec. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the net current i.,c. The same magnitude inverted proftle it was found to 1RD' 

Fig. JO shows the driver's power consumption es-timate in watts/phase. 11 is possible to decrease these 
values by a factor of three (and even more) by increa~ ing R or switching off the motor current after the 
settling time has been achieved. The use of the model can be extended to study the eiTects of using dual
volt- age supplies or chopped excitation too. 

Figure 1 J ~hows the motor torque T (i.,c . 9). The same invened profile it was found to T (i/i/). 9) .. lt 
can observe an average motor torque of about 0.06 Nm under normal operation. 

Finally, Figs. !2 and 13 show the relativc motor's rotor and solar array angular displacements as 
havmg the spacecraft as a reference. 

o1 X 10
6 

• 120
~_ __ _._ __ ~2 ___ 3..__ _ _ _ 4 _ _ __Js 

11me(s] 

Fig. 6 Spacecraft pitch disturbing velocity 
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Fig. 7 Spacecraft pite h disturbing velocity (detail) 
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Fig. 13 Solar panel/platform angular dísplacement 
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The provision of a star catalogue is often a net'i'SSal)· requirmrem for the support of a mission. In the pa.1·t tire 
European Space Operatian.r Cemre (ESOC) has rued dedicated star t·aralagues prepared an an individual ba.ris to 
suppon such missions as Exosar, Hipparcos and ISO. Howe1•er for fwure missions it i.r pre.ferred to develop a cemral 
facility. wlridr carr provide the catr.rlognes ond too/s ro .vuppon rhe missions, ar rire same rime providing a 
stnndardi.mrimr of lhe lrandliiiJ? of srar dtlltr across tire mi.vsimrs. 
The Star Catalogue Fncility (SCF) is developed to meet tlris net>d and was designed based on the experience of recent 
missians a11d rire requirements of missions plarmed for tire jir.rt decade of tlre nexr cemury. lt provides a darabase of 
a/estia/ objectsfor tlle prodrrctio11 o.f star caralallues to supporr individual missions rmd the tools to lrandle the star 
data. 
Cemral to SCF is the mnstn cawlogue, whiclr is built by <'Ombining the star dotafrom a number of dijfere111 smrrces: 
primarily the 0111puts from the Hipparcos mission and the Hubble Cuide Star Catalogue. Mission rpecific catalogues 
are generated from the master catalogue. Eaclr mission caw/ogue is tailored to lhe specijic reqrriremellls nf 1/Je 
particular mission, for example tire restriction 10 indude objects within a certain magnitude range. Also mission 
specijic parameters suclr as a guide star classijicatio11 andlor an instrumelllal magníltrde may be added 10 tire star 
record. /11 addition SCF pravides stmulard for lratulling catalogues. suclr as jield of view pln1ti11g, generntúm of dmsiry 
maps and generation of statistics. IVitlrin the context of tire Star CaJalogrre Facilily project, the oppnmmity was also 
take11 10 develnp generic attitrtde software .for rire .wpport of missions wilis in,R ,\'lar sensors 
This paper describes tire cemralfeawre.r oftlre Star Catalogue Facility and lhe injluence of earlier missions on tlte 
SCF design. Tire paper then demonstrates how SCF Iras been applied for the Fliglu Dynamics suppon of firture 
müsions such as XMM. Envisat, lfltegral mui Rosetta 
Kl")~I'Ords: Star Ca/0/ogue, anitude software 

lntroduction 

Earlier ESA missions such as EXOSAT, HIPPARCOS. 1$0 and GJOTIO requmng star data 
(position. mngnitude, proper motion etc.) for on ground operations utilised dedicated star catalogues 
prepared on an ad-hoc basis eilher within or outside ESA. 

Exosat: 
Around lhe time of preparation for the Exosat mission in the mid-seventies the requirement for a 

general Star Catalogue Facility was flrst realised. However, as development of tbis fusl star catalogue 
facility was in parallel with Exosat software development a catalogue to support the Exosat mission was 
compiled from astrometric and photometric source catalogues provided by lhe Centre de Donnees 
Stellaires (CDS) on an ad-hoc basis. 

To allow for efficient access to stars in a particular area of the celestial sphere consideration has to be 
given as to how to organise the star catalogue data. Techniques usually involve dividing up the celestial 
sphere into areas, which are not necessarily equal, and indexing the~e arcas. The structure for the Exosat 
star catalogue was to panition that data according to a celestial cube structure (ROl) and to organise the 
catalogue as a d.irect access file. The celestial cube method first partitions the sphere into 6 equal arcas or 
zones defined by the projections of the faces of a cube. Each of thcse is lhen further subdivided into N*N 
areas, where the parameter N is referred to as lhe partitioning faelor. 

Hipparcos: 
The lnput Catalogue (INCA). together with a number of annexes, was provided to ESOC by the 

Hipparcos INCA consortium. From lhese catalogues an operational catalogue was developed according to 
the celestial cube structure with various nússion specific parameters computed, such as the target 
observation times, iower and upper minimum observation times. A further off-line process ran daily to 
derive an 'extended programme star file', which contained data required for uplink to the on-board 
programme star fL!e and also data required for on-ground payload monitoring software. Special 
programme star files were also generated to suppon initial calibration activities. 
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ISO: 
For ISO a contract was placed with CDS to provide a catalogue based on the CDS databases and, 

when available, results from the Hipparcos data reduction. Thi~ catalogue contained certain mi~sion 
specific feature~; such as a gulde star classificaüon scbeme based on proximlry to disturbing stars 
according to cri teria derived from the properties of the lSO start tracker. Thi~ catalogue was proce!>sed to 
produce an operaüonal star catalogue. again structured according to lhe celestial cube. An instrumental 
magnitude was derived and the star position propagated to an appropriate epoch. This catalogue was 
regenerated quarterly. 

Star Catalogue Facility Oesign 
To Mandardise the approach to on ground handling of star data it was decided to develop a generic 

Star Catalogue Facility (SCF) to support future missions. 
The facility aJlows the generation of a master catalogue from a ~et of source caralogues to serve as a 

unique reference for generating the mission spectfic catalogues. 
Additionally SCF provides tool~ for handling catalogues such as graphics and generation of density 

maps. 
SCF also handJes ephemeris data for a selected range of solar system objects. 
SCF is written in FORTRAN to run on a SUN workstatlon euvironment. The man-machlne interfaces 

(MMis) were developed using thc GU1tool application from ESOC's ORA TOS infrastructure. Graphics 
were developcd using TCLffK. 

Catalogue Data Organisation 
The celestial cube method of organising star catalogues used in the earllcr ESA mission had shown 

good performance for operational support and was therefore adopted as the standard for SCF. 
For thc earlier missions the structure of the celestial cube catalogue was contaiued within the actual 

catalogue file as header record~. The approach adopted within SCF is to describe tbe structure of the 
celestial cube catalogue in a second file: rhe catalogue definition file. The definition file lists tbe 
partltioning factor along witb the list of the number of stars in each z.one of the cube - this allows for fast 
access of stars referenced by tbeir position on the celestial sphere. The definition file also lists otber 
general data on the catalogue such as the referencc systern. epoch equinox and the data fields contained 
within the catalogue. 

Moreovcr th\! concept of a defmition file is extended to allow lhe handling of catalogues imported 
from othcr sources. For examplc the dcfinition file for an ASC1I catalogue contains a description of 
which data is contaiued in the catalogue, which bytes of the input record the dara occupies and the units 
of that data. 

The definition ftle concept allows the h:mdling of many catalogue~. by the SCF applications. 

Catalogue Data Fields 
SCF defines a number of fields that may be containcd in any celel.tial cube catalogue. Righi ascen~ion 

and declination are compulsory fields as is a magnitude representation. Other fields such as colour, 
spectral class, constellation, reference numbers. duplicity and variability are options and are included at 
user request. 

Catalogue Types 
A 4 levei hierarchy o f star catalogues is contained wilhin the Star Catalogue Facility: 
• Catalogues obtalncd from extemall.ources 

The source catalogues considered a~> input to SCF include: Hipparcos catalogue, Tycho catalogue. 
PPM catalogues and tbe Hubble Guide Star Catalogue (HGSC). 
Source catalogues are generaiJy ASCII files witb a fixed record format. The exception is the 
HGSC, which is organised as a serics o f FITS tables. 
In order to support the requirements for the XMM optical monitor the SCF design has beeo 
extended to also include access to the USNO catalogue. 

• Master catalogue 
The muster catalogue of stars will contain alltbe stars within thc Star Catalogue Facility and will 
be derived from one or more source catalogues. Likewise a master catalogue of extended celestial 
objects is constructed. 
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• Mission Catalogues 
These will be derived from the master catalogue and will contain a subset of the rnaster catalogue 
appropriute for the particular mission and may contain mission specific fields 

• Run catalogues 
Ruo catalogues will cootaio a subset of the mission catalogue valid for a limited period of time 
and/or containing a limited sky area. 

Transition Between Catalogue Types 
The transitions between catalogue types are shown in Fig. 1. 

CD CD Source Catalogues (ASCII) 

ASCIITOCUBE 

Convertad catalogues (cuba) 

MASTER GENERATION 

Master catalogues (cuba) 

MISSION GENERATION 

Mission catalogues (cuba) 

RUN GENERATION 

Run Catalogues (cuba) 

Fig. 1 Transition between catalogue types 

ASCII source to Celestial Cube Format 
The first step is to convert a source catalogue to the celestial cube form.at. As witb catalogues in 

celestial cube format, a catalogue definition file, containing standard data such as rcference system, epoch 
and equinox, is constructed for each source catalogue. For ASCO sources lhe definition file lists Lhe data 
fields available by using keywords to define data types and for each data type avai lable lhe units, start 
and eud byte in lhe ASCJl reference and default values must be listed. The standard dcfinition file format 
allows reading of source catalogues through a single application. 

Master Catalogue Generation 
Master catalogue generation combines the cube versions of source catalogues. The sources are added 

one at a time. starting with tbe catalogues believed to be lhe most accurate. As each uew souree added 
SCF identifies which objects from lhe source catalogue are already included in tbe master catalogue and 
where appropriate the data record for sucb objects is expanded for each object to include new fields. Ali 
objects from lhe source catalog ue not already included in lhe mas ter catalogue are added as new records. 

Mission Catalogue Generation 
A mission catalogue comprises a subset o f lhe master catalogue. At this stage addjtlonal mission 

specific or deri ved parametcrs may be added: 
• instrumental magnitudes based either on a look-up table of instrumental magnitude offsets from 

visual as a fu nction of spectral class; 
• new fields constructcd as numerical combinations of any other fi elds; 
• classiiications (e.g. gujde star classifications) based on lhe logical combiuation of expression for 

field values or proximity to neigbbouring objects. 
• An example of guide s tar classification possible using SCF is given below: 
One classification value could be giveo to stars brighter tban magnitude 6 wilh no neighbouring stars 

or extended objects within 200 arcseconds. if this condition is not satisiied a secoud classification value 
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could be gaven to ~tar' bnghter than magnitudl" 7 with no neighbollf'. wllhtn 300 arc~econds and so on. 
Such a gutde ~tar clru.~ification as typu:ally u~cd in ob:.ervatory missions ~uch a~ XM.\1, where the 
accuracy of a 'cientafic observation 1:-. limucd b) thc accuracy of trackmg on a guide star. 

The ~ub\el of ~tar~ to be taken from the ma,ter catalogue to includc in a mts.'>ion catalogue is defined 
similarly to guide Mar cla~sificatton:.. typacally Mars ma particular magnitude range are included. 

A !>econd method of constructing :t l'ele~ltal cube mission catalogue i~ allowed for · this is when a 
mission spccific source catalogue is provided complete with mi,sion 'recilic pamrneters. In this case thc 
cubc mission catalogue is constructed dircctly from lhe ASCII ~ourre using the standard SCF application. 

Run Catalogue Generation 
A furthcr reduction of stars may be maúe to inc.:lude thosc valad for a paniculw epoch, by Hmiting to a 

specific rcgion of the cele;,tial sphere or ignonng '-lJis clo~e to solar system object~ !SSOs) ata particular 
time. Typtcally a run catalogue may conta111 those Mars expectcd to be viewed during a single orbit of an 
earth obscrvation \3tellite ~uch a.' ENVISA I 

Cube to ASCII 
A funher transJtion is possible from any cube catalogue to an ASCII ftlc. The ASCil file may comain 

all or a subsct of the source \tar~ defined in an aua!ogous manncr to thc 111clu"on of :-.lar~ in a mission 
catalogue. The u\er may select ali or some o f thc ficldt. tor output and define the field lcngth and units. 

In fact the ASCII file is produced with a corrc,ponding cat:Jiogue dclin1tion file and may be further 
handlcd by SCF as a catalogue. 

Other SCF Utilities 

Catalogue Verification 
Catalogue verification compares an} mo cclc~tial cube catalogue,, idenufying common objects and 

identifying incon-.i\tencies between the two catalogue ... lt is typica!ly u~cd to compare an imponed 
mission catalogue with a ma),kr catalogue Table~> comparing thc po'iuon~ and magnitude of common 
stars are prcparcd and dtfferem.:e~ larger than predelined tolerances tdcnttftcd 

Statistics 
SCF ollows the generation of ~Wti,tic~ ba,ed on Lhe values of one or mor~.: ficlds within the catalogue. 

The specirication for generating a statistil' ' f(1llow~ the formm for gcncralion of mission specific 
parameters. Any gcncrated statistic may be ploHeú as a density map. 

201 
Den.s:lty map- statistic 7 

180r-------------~------------------------------------, 

o 

Fig. 2 SCF Dens1ty Map 

Figure 2 ~how~> a deosity map fot Mar<, between magnitude 10 and 12 from a rnaster catalogue built 
from the Hipparcos and Tycho catalogue ... The galactic plane is clearly vistblc. 

Groups of staustics may be di!>played u ... u hi&~ogranl. Figure 3 show~ a histogram generated frorn the 
samc catalogue inuicating stars in various magtútudc ranges 
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Histogram- logarlt hmlc $COle 

Fig. 3 SCF Hlstogram 

Graphics 
The SCF graphics tool allows the user to plot a field of view containing stars, extended celestial 

objects and solar system objects, taking its input from any celestial cube star catalogue, any celestial cube 
catalogue of extended objects and a master set of SSO ephemcris. lnstrument fields of view may also be 
plotted .. 

A suüe of subroutines is provided to allow a user to build their own plots tailoring 1J1e layout to the 
needs of specific missions. 

A sample plot is shown in Fig. 4. In addition to stars, extendcd objects and solar system objects in a 
star tracker field of view, the plot shows objects retrieved from telemetry, star tracker blemish an 
instrument field of view within the star tracker field of view and a raster pattem. The guide star is also 
identified. 

The graphics allow zoom features, lhe measurement of distance between any two points on the graph 
and the pop up display of object data on any selected object an example of which is shown in Fig. 4. 

Generic Attitude Software (GAS) 
The generic altitude support (GAS) software provides a übrary of subroutines for use .in altitude 

applications, which make use of star data. The GAS subroutines are derived from applications developed 
to suppon earlier ESA missions, such as HIPPARCOS and JSO andare developed to be fully consistent 
with the ORA TOS infrastructure. 

For spacecraft where the attitude evolves slowly due to controlled rotation rates a star transit time 
predictor is developed. Spacecraft of this type include Hipparcos and Envisat. Tbe software it. also 
applicable to 3-axis stabilised spacecraft following closed/open slew between targcts (e.g. XMM and 
Integral) 

For three axis stabilised spacecraft the GAS software provides subroutines for star pattem matching, 
altitude detcrmination and guide star selection. Spacecraft of tbis type .include ISO, XMM and Integral. 

The GAS subroutines extend the functionality of the Star Catalogue Facility to provide a reusable 
library of routines for the development of attitude monitoring and command generation systems to 
support ESA m.issions or specif.ic phases of ESA missions 

Conclusions 
The fll'St Star Catalogue Facility developed for ESOC was not used for the Exosat missíon because of 

the parallel development of the Exosat software. The next missíon, Hipparcos, benefited from the 
availability of the INCA catalogue for Lhe support of that mission and therefore had no need for a generic 
facility. The facility was ported from ICL 4n2,to Honeywell BuJl,to IBM and finally archived on SUN. 

The design for the new Star Catalogue Facility therefore attempted to account for the requirements of 
anticipated future rnission and at the same time built on the experience gained in thc operations of the 
earüer missions. The design was sucb that the facility can be included in the context of the ORA TOS 
infrastructure for ESOC Flight Dynamics. 

The result of this npproach wos the development of a faciüty whicb is both usabJe by ESOC missions 
and which is actually being employed to support the preparation of tbe ground control syslems. 
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Current uses of the star catalogue facilit y include in suppon o f ESA missions include: 
• XMMJ Integralmission catalogue 
• Special catalogue for planning obscrvations o f the XMM Optical Monitor instrument 
• Yalidalion of the Envisal ~tnr catalogue 
• XMM!Jntegral Flight Dynamics software 
• Rosetta requirements anaJysis 
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